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The original texts of these interventions appear in the edition published in the language
spoken.

Resolutions adopted at sittings of 12 to 15 March 1985 appear in tbe Offcial Journal of the
European Communities C 94, 1 5. 4. I 98 5.
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SITTING OF TUESDAY, 12 MARCH 1985

Contenrs

2.

l. Opening of the annual session

Mr Sherlock

Commission programme for 1985 - Field of
social affiirs - Enlargement Commission's
annual anrk programme for 1985; Report
(Doc. 2-1753/8a) by Mr Tuchman and oral
question utith debate (Doc.2-1675/84)by Mr
Elles and others

Mr Delors (Commission); Mr Tuckman; Mr
J. Elles; Mr Glinne; Mr Klepsch; Sir Fred
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Paisley; Mrs Salisch; Mr Mallet; Mr Toksoig;
Mr Chambeiron; Mrs Larive-Groenendaal;
Mrs Cbouraqui; Mr Bogh; Mr Tripodi; Mr
Van der Ulaal; Mrs Pery; Mr oon .Wogau;

Mr Patterson; Mr Alaoanos; Mr De Wies;
Mr Pasty; Mr Vandemeulebroucke; Mr
Ulburghs; Mr Christiansen; Mr Chanterie;
Mrs Oppenheim; Mrs Boserup; Mr Guer-
meur; Mr Bachy; Mr Broh; Mrs Daly; Mr
tYurtz; Mr Megahy; Mr Anastassopoulos; Mr
Proaan

Action tahen on the opinions of Parliament

Mr Cryer; Mr Varfis (Commission); Mr
Sberloch; Mr Varfi.s; Mr Hutton; Mr Suther-
land (Commission)

Question Time (Doc. 2-1804/84)

o Questions to the Commission:
o Question No 1, by Mr Fitzgerald: Reac-

tioating the European shipbuilding
industry:

Mr Narjes (Commission); Mr Fitzgerald;
Mr Narjes; Miss Quin; Mr Narjes; Mr
Vandemeulebrouche; Mr Narjes; Mr Fel-
lennaier; Mr Blumenfeld; Mr Narjes; Mr
Rogalla; Mrs Van Hemeldonck; Mr
Narjes; Mr Ulburghs; Mr Narjes

o Question No 2, by Mr Maber: VAT on
imported mo tor ztehicles :

Lord Cockfield (Commission); Mr
Maher; Lord Cochfi.eld; Mr Rogalla;
Lord Cochfield; Mr MacSharry; Lord

Question No 3, by Mr MacSharry: Inter-
national Youth Year:

Mr Sutherland (Commission); Mr Mac-
Sharry; Mr Sutherland; Mr Hugbes; Mr
Sutherland; Mrs Euting; Mr Sutberland;
Mr Hutton; Mr Sutherland; Mrs Viehffi
Mr Sutherland; Mrs Banotti; Mr Sutber-
land

Question No ), by Mr Fitzsimons: New
tecbnologies and the textile industry:

Mr Narjes; Mr Fitzsimons; Mr Narjes;
Mr Hoon; Mr Narjes; Mr Pearce; Mr
Narjes; Mrs Lemass; Mr Narjes

Qwestion No 5; by Mrs Lemass: Acci-
dents in tbe home:

Mr Clinton Daois (Commission); Mrs
Lemass; Mr Clinton Daois; Mr Pitt; Mr
Clinton Daois

Question No 7, by Mr Fanton: Sbeep
imports from New Zealand :

Mr De Clercq (Commission); Mr Fan-
ton; Mr De Clercq; Mr Marshall; Mr De
Clercq

Question No 9, by Mr Dalsass: Article
on South Tyrol in 'EG-Magazin' in
October 1984, and Question No 31 by
Mr Habsburg: Article in the Com-
munity\ German language magazine
(EG-Magazin), October 1984 issue,

entitled 'ln Siidtirol ist aucb 'Europe'
gefordert'(The South Tyrol needs Europe
too):

Mr Ripa di Meana (Commission); Mr
Dalsass; Mr Ripa di Meana; Mr Habs-
burg; Mr Ripa di Meana; Mr Vande-
meulebroucke; Mr Ripa di Meana; Mr
Nordmann; Mr Ripa di Meana; Mr
Guermeur; Mr Ripa di Meana

Question No 10, b M, Simmonds:
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Question No 11, by Mr Seal: Progress of
Multifibre Anangenent:
Mr De Clercq; Mr Ford; Mr De Clercq;
Mr Moorbouse; Mr De Clercq; Mr Pitt;
Mr De Clercq; Mrs Van Rooy; Mr De
Clercq; Mr Pitt; Mr De Clercq; Mr
'lV'ijsenbeek; Mr De Clercq; Mr Nord-
mann; Mr De Clercq; Mr De Gucbt; Mr
De Clercq; Mrs Van Hemeldonck; Mr
De Clercq; Mr Chanterie; Mr De
Clercq; Mr Pearce 50

5. Commission programmefor 1985 - Field of
social ffiirs - Enlargement (continuation)

Mr Bonaccini; Mr Vgenopoulos; Mr Langes;
Mrs Viehof; Mr Chiusano; Mrs Van Hemel-
donch; Mrs Lenz; Mr Besse; Mrs Maij-tVeg-

IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN

President

(Tbe sitting was opened at 9 a.m.)

l. Opening of the annual session

Presidcnt. - Pursuant to Rule 9(2) ol the Rules of
Procedure, I declare the 1985/1985 session of the
European Parliament opened.r

,, 

*' 
,,

Mr Sherlock (ED).- Mr President, I wonder if I
may beg your indulgence to make a point of personal
explanation arising from the report. on milk and cream
and various associated producr presented by my col-
league Mrs Jackson last month, where, owing to a lack
of information, I wrongly attributed the misdeeds of
the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food to
its very greatly respected and very well-liked chair-
man, Mr Tolman. I have taken the opportunity, per-
sonally, of apologizing to Mr Tolman for this error,
bur I would like to have rhis chance of having it for-
mally recorded in the Minutes.

President. - Mr Sherlock, we have taken note of your
statement.

gen; Mrs Van den Heuoel; Mr I. Fiedrich;
Mr Beumer; Mr Herman; Mr Velsh; Mr
Delors (Commission)

6. Topical and urgent debate (announcement)

Mrs Vleber .

7. Vlelcome

8. Votes

Mr Arndt; Mr Croux; Mr Bonaccini; Mr
Aogerinos; Mr Estgen; Mrs Dury; Mr Raf-
tery; Mr Megahy; Mr Seligman; Mrs Cassan-

mdgnago Cenetti; Mrs Dury; Mr Filinis; Mr
Comelissen; Mr Baclry; Mr Arndt; Mr
Klepsch; Mr Arndt

Annex

2. Commission programmefor 1985 - Field of social

ffiirs - Enlargement

President. - The next ire m is the joint debate on:

- the annual programme of activities of the Com-
mission on the European Communities for 1985

- the report (Doc. 2-1753/84) by Mr Tuckman, on
behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment, on the new Commission's priorities
in rhe field of social affairs and employment

- the oral question with debate (Doc. 2-1675/8a) by
Mr J. Elles and others, to the Commission.

Subject:Net cost of enlargement

In the July session of Parliament, President Thorn
made it clear that the net cost of enlargement for
Portugal and Spain represents at the minimum
0.1% of VAT.

(a) Has the progress noted in the enlargement
negotiations since then for arrangemenr of
such products as olive oil involved any change
in this estimare?

(b) Does this estimate include financial compen-
sation for non-member Mediterranean coun-
tries whose interests will be affected as a

result of enlargement?

(c) Does the Commission still adhere to its ana-
lysis that the report envisaged in the Fontaine-
bleau conclusion, which it has to draw up at
least one year before the exhaustion of new
own resources, now has to be drawn up, par-
ticularly considering the growing tendency in
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ments receioed - Topical and urgent debate (announce-
ment): see Minutes.
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President

the Community rc defer expenditure from
one year ro another?l

I call the Presidenr of the Commission, Mr Jacques
Delors, whom I welcome to our Assembly.

Mr Delors, President of the Commission. - (FR) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, in accordance with
the wishes expressed by Parliamenr I set out in January
the broad policy thrusts of rhe new Commission for irs
term of office and, after obtaining rhe approval of Par-
liament, we decided to pur ro you, as every year, an
annual programme which your polidcal groups will
have had a chance to examine and which, in our view,
should also be studied by your commirrees. I hope that
rhis will make for a fruiiful dialogue between the var-
ious Members of the Commission and Parliamenr's
committees.

I do not propose to go into all the elemenm of this
programme, especially as it takes up the Commission's
three avowed objectives: to manage, and you know
that the Commission has specific responsibiliries to do
this in a number of areas - rhey are restared in con-
crete terms in this progra to mahe progress as

required by the Treaty in direcrions which are not as

yet clearly laid down, and finally to innooate, in orher
words, to find ways of restoring Europe's dynamism,
an aim dear to your heart and to ours.

And so, rather rhan going into all these points, I
should like to concentrate on currenr events and on
four subjects which seem to me fairly indicative both
of the difficulties facing the Community and of rhe
institutional problems which your Parliament has
raised with great wisdom and great boldness.

I shall thus deal first with enlargement a) arr rndicator
of these problems. Then I shall argue that the world
economy, in its current uncertainry, needs a strong
and active Europe, that the restoration of Europe's
dynamism is absolutely essenrial if Europe is ro fulfil
irc ambitions and thar, more than ever, [he institurional
question is central to discussions on rhe long-term
fucure of the Community.

I shall be brief in order to use most of my speaking
time to answer the questions put by your various
groups.

Enlargement as an indicator of our problems. The new
Commission has given at[ention to the situation. As
you know, it is not the Commission which is negotiat-
ing, since the matter is ourcide the purview of the
Treaty, but we have observed that, objectively, the
Communiry on the one hand and Spain and Ponugal
on the other hand have never been so close to agree-
ment. This is why - and you can see in this an exam-
ple of the method chosen by the new Commission -we have made a global proposal to rhe Ten, a proposal
which leaves a very narrow margin for negotiation but
corresponds in reality to the alignment reached in pre-
vious proposals, if one wishes to eradicate and some-
times appease weaknesses, and if one accepts that the
various reticences apparent amongst the Ten on the
conduct of the negodations are after all nothing more
than a reflection of the difficulties facing the Ten
themselves. One needs only to think of rhe problems
posed by fruit and vegetables or fisheries, bearing in
mind the laborious compromises reached in order to
build a'blue Europe'. \7e put forward a global propo-
sal because we are convinced that six months more
would change nothing. And I wish to srare here, in all
solemnity, that these negotiations simply must reach a

conclusion, and it is also absolutely essenrial - bur I
shall return to rhis subject in connection with instiru-
tional questions - thar the European Summir should
not have to grapple wirh questions of detail concern-
ing, for example, fruit and vegetables or fisheries. The
European Summit has other things to atrend ro, and I
shall speak of these presently.

But these questions surrounding enlargement have
highlighrcd a degree of tension, I have ro say it in all
frankness, between the North and South of the Com-
munity. A tension born not only of financial problems,
but one which reflects also a cerrain lack of compre-
hension, cultural differences, and which is leading cer-
tain countries to turn their backs on the pacr of soli-
dariry which must underlie rhe Communiry as one of
its basic foundation srones. Solidariry not in the sense

of aid but as productive of the common good and pro-
viding a contribution to the dynamism of rhe Euro-
pean whole.

It is the polidcal importance of rhis point which needs
to be underlined today. I know thar some of you, par-
ticularly in the Committee on Regional Policy, have
regarded the proposals made for the integrated Medi-
terranean programmes as still inadequate. Bur I have
to tell you [hat we, and, since rhis proposal is largely
my own, I myself am caught in the middle between
existing financial and budgetary consrrainr.s, forcefully
brought home to us at the recenr Foreign Ministers'
meeting, and the need to keep our word ro rhe Medi-
terranean regions. This proposal, because of its origin-
ality, its complexity and the fact that the Commission
is asking for a delegadon of powers, will doubdess be
much discussed. It is already belng discussed in the
Council, and I hope to be able ro count on the suppon
of Parliament once all rhe calcularions have been made
and an in-depth analysis conducted, so that rhe Ten

I AIso included in the debate were the following oral ques-
tions to the Commission:

- by Mr Cassidy and others (Doc.2-1682/8a)

- by Mr von Vogau and others (Doc.2-1672/8a)

- by Mr Brok and Mr von Vogau (Doc.2-1673/84)

- by Mr Chanterie and Mr van Aerssen
(Doc.2-167a/8a)

- by Mr Pfennig and others (Doc. 2-18a0l84)

- by Mrs Pery and others (Doc. 2-1842/84)

- by Mr Beumer and others (Doc.2-1837 /8a)

- by the Commirtee on Economic and Monetarv Affairs
and Industrial Policy (Doc. 2-1841/84)

- by Mrs van den Heuvel and others (Doc. 2-1819/84).
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can be persuaded to respect this elementary notion of
solidarity, and not merely financial solidarity, which is

after all one of the principles enshrined in the Treaty.

But over and above this question it seems to me that
discussions on enlargement have shown the dangers of
abusing what I would call the 'diplomacy of links'.
\7ith each country making its agreement conditional
on an ever-growing package of other problems it is

impossible to progress. You have been witness to this,
I think. You have drawn attention on many an

occasion to the impossibility of making progress, for
example, towards a realistic 1985 budget. And on this
matter I owe you an explanation, even though we have

been in office for only two months.

Vhy has the Commission not put forward a proposal?
For the good reason that if the Commission had put
forward a proposal in addition to those of the Italian
Presidency and other Member States, well, it would
have created even greater confusion in the Council,
and there is no doubt that two or [hree countries
which do not want. a successful conclusion would have

latched on to the Commission's proposal. This is why
we can sometimes help Europe by not making a pro-
posal. And, as things stand at present, it seems to us

that the proposal of the Italian Presidency was the
most realistic and the best possible proposal.

The Commission, then, must not hurl itself into things
at random. It must know when to maintain a low pro-
file. In other words, we have put forward a global plan
for enlargement because we believe that the time is

ripe. Ve have shouldered our responsibilities as

regards the integrated Mediterranean programmes,
because that is pan of the Community's pact of soli-
dariry; we have declined to add to the confusion sur-

rounding the budget. You can see how well enlarge-
ment reflects the problems which confront us, ladies

and gentlemen, yourselves as well as us.

Secondly, given the outlook for the world economy,
over which storm clouds are gathering anew, the
world needs a strong and active Europe. Take the dol-
lar and the uncertainries over its future, take the
erratic fluctuations in currencies which, perhaps more
than the dollar rate, are responsible for disrupting
world trade, increasing the dangers of protectionism
and preventing any relative stabilization of these mar-
kets, or take the question of indebtedness where it
would be wrong to think that because we have been

pragmatic, realistic, all is now well. One only has to
look at the African countries, or to look at the internal
situation in cenain countries of Latin America to see

that these prbblems have not yet been solved.

For this reason the Community must pull together and
endeavour to agree on joint stands and joint propo-
sals; I would go so far as to say on joint actions.

Two main directions are pointed to in our programme.
The first is the need to tell our partners that there can

only be lasting progress towards a fairer and more
efficacious world economic order if we deal simulta-
neously with the monetary problems, financial ques-

rions and trade aspects, and that it would be pointless,
for example, to deal with the trade problems on their
own in the hopes that the rest of the problems would
solve themselves. Take, for example, current trends in
the flow of money: whereas the developing countries
need inflows of money on favourable terms and pri-
vate savings, private investors are currently concen-
rraring on the wealthiest country in the world, creating
marked imbalances. But of course, if we are to speak
from a position of strength and back up our words
with deeds, Europe must also give the lead, and the
condirions imposed on progress over the European
Monetary System musl cease. 'We have come up
against these conditions during the past two months,
which explains why little space has been devoted to
them. These conditions have to be overcome. And I
think rhat if we work patiently and discreetly, we shall
be able, in the first half of this year, to show that we
have not ground to a halt, that we can move forward
again. Move forward in a vital direction, for we can-
not advocate a more stable, better organized world
monerary system if we decline the responsibilities of
co-managing this world system by promoting the ECU
as an international reserve asset.

(Applause)

And so the identical nature of our positions on mone-
tary, financial and trade niatters will be restated on
every possible occasion, since this highlights, of
course, the legitimate interests of the Community. But
the other field, closely connected with this one, is that
of development aid. There is to be a special meeting in
'$Tashington in April of the Committee on Develop-
ment. \fle hope that this meeting will not be merely
routine bur that it will provide a real chance to grapple
with the problems of North-South relations. There can
only be a world economy enjoying growth which is

regular and of benefit to all if the countries of the
South do more than just mop up the crumbs left over
from the Northern countries' growth: they must them-
selves take an active part, as responsible partners, in
the growth of the world economy. This requires an

effort on both sides. On our side, the opening up of
our markets and the provision of adequate financing
on favourable terms, and, on the side of the Southern
countries, rigorous policies of reform and structural
planning policies which are voluntary and directed
along rhe right lines. There too, via our development
policy, via North-South relations, via the Mediterra-
nean policy, our links with countries which are not
signatories of the Lom6 Convention, we, the Com-
munity, must make our presence felt, in our proposals
bur also in our actions and, I was about to say, in our
generosity.

Of course all this 
- 

and it is the third subject I wanted
to speak to you about - 

presupposes that Europe will
recover its economic dynamism.
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Of course there are extreme feelings of pessimism at
the moment. I myself for many years warned Euro-
peans against overconfidence or against underestimat-
ing the crisis, but I think that today's feelings of gloom
are excessive and that signs are already emerging that
there is cause for hope.

The Commission will be devoting these first six
months to two essential tasks. The first will be to put
forward by the end of May a timetable for opening up
the internal market by 1992, with the aim of ensuring
that this timetable is approved by the European Sum-
mit. Vhy? Because experience has shown that, on any
given aspect of progress towards the internal market,
the Commission's proposals get lost amid a welter of
discussion by groups of experts and that there comes a

point when political sanction and political will are
needed. '!7e must, therefore, be able to refer to the
political commitmenr of the Heads of Srare or
Government in order to make progress on these dos-
siers at the appropriate time. '$7'e too, of course, shall
need time to prepare this timetable for the internal
market, but you will be notified of it and we shall ask
the European Summit to make a formal pronounce-
ment on this commitment and the stages to be passed

on the way to bringing about this internal market.

A second and very important element is that of high
technology, high technology as a factor in Europe's
competitiveness, not only a sector which produces new
goods and services but something which is having an

impact on our entire manufacturing apparatus. Today
the question of manufacturing methods is relevant to
traditional goods and services. It is because they have
harnessed high technology to the production of ordi-
nary goods and services that Japan and the United
States have got ahead faster. If the next European
Summit can avoid getdng bogged down in fruit, veget-
ables and fish, and if the Council on General Affairs
does its job properly, the European Summit will be

presented with a report containing just five proposals,
bur five proposals which should enable us to make
progress, in respect of some of the stages on the way
ro the internal market and in respect of telecommuni-
cations, a field in which Europe is well placed and
which will, tomorrow, carry the life-blood of the
European economy.

Short-term economic measures must also favour these
structural measures, for how can we prove that Europe
is shaking off its paralysis and can continue to adapt
whilst unemployment increases day by day? There is a
contradicrion there which causes social conflict but
above all raises obstacles and prevents movement.
There too, all possible short-term measures must be

brought to bear. They will be the fuel for the great
structural leaps forward. It will be this which restores
the necessary flexibility to the overall social and
economic body of the Community. From this point of
view there are some grounds for optimism. \7e took a

gamble in bringing together the social partners, if part-
ners is the right u'ord, the big bosses in Europe and

rhe trade unionisrs. \7e did this at the end of January,
and I can tell you, when we look at the outcome of
those discussions, without seeking to be controversial,
that the social partners are more aware than our Bov-
ernmenrs of the risks of doing nothing and of the
opponuniries open to Europe. Let me quote just three
examples.

Firstly, management and unions are more or less

agreed not only on the reasons for the crisis but also
on the fact that, whilst it is imponant for the European
economy to control im costs in order to be competi-
tive, excessively rigorous control of these costs weak-
ens demand and deprives the economy of its drive. A
compromise thus needs to be found today between
cosr control and the maintenance of internal demand
within the Community. In order to grow, we cannot
count only on the exports we make [o our partners.
There is a good compromise to be reached here and,
as far as the social partners are concerned, we are on
the verge of reaching it.

Secondly, since high technology is revolutionizing the
organization of work, since the labour markets have to
allocate their resources more flexibly, and since man-
agement is not against the idea of job sharing, there is
perhaps room for broad discussion on that, at national
level and at Community level too. An outline agree-
menr might be envisaged in the next few years or per-
haps even months which would restore some impetus
to our labour markets and enable an accommodation
to be reached between the constraints of the manufac-
turing process and the aspirations of the workforce,
the latter being very varied, as some workers would
prefer to arrange their working time better.

The third and last element, also an encouraging one, is

that in addition to the agreements existing in a number
of countries the social partners at European level are
willing to examine the circumstances in which prepar-
ation could be made for introducing the new technol-
ogies and offering workers currently involved in the
manufacturing process a chance to retrain, so that this
technological advance should not give rise to despair
or resistance but should provide opportunities for
everyone.

I think it was my dury to inform you of these oppor-
tunities which are opening up because they are consi-
derable and, once again, discussion on the matter at
ministerial level is far less encouraging than the discus-
sions between the social partners. Consequently we,
the Commission, shall be eager advocates of this re-
opening of the social dialogue. It is, of course, the
business of management and the unions, at both Euro-
pean and narional level. But for our part, whenever
our assistance is needed for technical elements, as an
honest broker or to stimulate dialogue, the Commis-
sion *'ill be ready and willing.

In realitv, behind all rhis lies an essential point. Instead
of preconditions being piled up by this or that country
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on this or that question, Bood sense sugges[s that we
oughr ro advance a step at a time on all fronts. A step

towards the European Monetary System, a step

towards the internal market, a step towards shon-term
revitalization of the economy. In this way we would
build up our olrn courage, and instead of fighting over
more currencles or more shon-term measures, more
strucrures or fewer structures, we would be capable of
achieving that essence which we need to distill if we
are to restore confidence to the citizens of Europe and
those playing a leading pan in economic and social
life. Progress step by step and in step - this is the
watchword which we shall try to put across both to the
European Summit and to the governments.

But behind all that, ladies and gentlemen, there is the
institutional question. It coincides with the basic feel-
ing of your Parliament which, on two occasions,
during the debate on Mr Spinelli's resolution and then
when the draft Treaty was adopted, hit the nail on the
head in saying that Europe was making no progress

because it was no longer capable of making decisions,
of overcomint the contradictions within it. And the
result of that is that the institutions are out of step
with each other. No one knows any longer who does
what. For example, there is a proliferation of bilateral
conracrs between Member States in an attempt to solve
problems. For example, initiadves are being taken by
Council of Ministers meetings. The Commission's sta-
tus has been diminished by all this for years, and this is
why we are trying to retrieve the situation. But it will
be hard,, it will take time and, in any case, our propo-
sals will have to be of a calibre such that the govern-
ments cannot seize on some shoncoming or other as a

pretext for ignoring them altogether.

Progress must be made the while. !7e shall progress,
we hope, as a result of the scale of our work with the
social panners, the calibre of our proposals but also, I
repeat, as a result of even berter working relations
with Parliament, and of course I reaffirm today the
five proposals I put to you on 14January, to which, I
expect, you will wish to reply. One of them is particu-
larly dear to my heart: the proposal that on two or
three subjects Parliament should take the initiative of
opening up a vas[ forum for discussion, so that we in
rurn can work on the basis of what it proposes. It
needs all of us, you and us, to make the citizens of
Europe aware of the great challenges which face us -the challenge of technology and competitiveness, the
social challenge, the institutional challenge. All this
shows the central imponance of the forthcoming
European Summit in Milan. Things being as they are,
something must happen to permit frank and simple
discussion. It is inconceivable, after the draft Treaty
adopted by Parliament, after the work of the Dooge
Committee, that there should not be at the European
Summit a motivated and enlightened discussion of
ways to improve the Community's decision-making
process and ways to make progress in specific areas. At
all events you may be sure that, here as elsewhere, the

Commission will do its duty side by side, of course,
with the Dooge Committee's report.

(Applause)

It will do its duty in attempting to clarify complex
problems such as majority voting, the right of veto,
differentiation and many others, but it will do it with
that mixture of idealism and realism which fires our
ambirion to be with you, as I told you last time, the
guardians of the European public interest.

(Applause)

Presideni. - Thank you very much, Mr President, for
your statement, which, as you will have observed, was
followed by the House with the utmost attention.

Mr Tuckman (ED), rapporteur. - Mr President, I am
speaking on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs
and Employmenr, which took it upon itself to prepare
an own-initiative repon showing the new Commission

- as we then saw it, because this idea was conceived
in October-November - roughly where we think the
priorities lie. I was delighted to hear the President of
rhe Commission's spreech. So far he is breathing a

spirit of optimism. That optimism is, however, coupled
with a very deep understanding of what the problems
are, which gives us some chance that we might get
where we are trying to go.

One of the most imponant things which lay behind the
discussions in our committee was the need to balance
two factors. On the one hand, we have made tremen-
dous progress both throughout the world and here in
Europe. Ve are employing something like 870lo of our
working population very profitably and to their great
advantage and raising their standard of living. On the
other hand, we have the enormous problem of unem-
ployment which afflicts 130/o of our population and
creates enormous difficulties, particularly for young
people. If they have never had a job, if they have never
known what it is to get up in the morning, if they do
not understand that discipline at work is something
devised not by some nasty capitalist but by somebody
who is responsible for getting resulm for the consumer,
then their stan in life is extremely poor.

In addition to this optimism on the one hand and the
sad fact of unemployment on the other, our committee
realizes that there is the third overwhelming fact that
there is so much we do not know. '!7e are always talk-
ing as though we know and control all sorts of things
which, in fact, are outside our control. In each country
people talk as though that country and its government
were responsible for the unemployment there. How-
ever, if you look at the 10 European States, it begins
to seem improbable that the cause lies in any one of
them. If you look across the world, you will find that
further afield also, even in Japan and certainly to some
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extent in the USA, unemployment also exists and
seems to spring from the technological fact that mach-
ines can not only do things that man can do but can do
them better, more cheaply and with less aggravation.

The problem with which we are faced was brought out
very well on a number of occasions by the previous
Social Affairs Commissioner, Mr Richard. By men-
tioning him, I am not doing a political favour as he
was on the other sidel He was worried that we may
end up with a situation where equilibrium is reached
not at full employment but at well below full employ-
ment, i.e. with a lot of unemployed. If, in fact, we can-
not cure that and if we have to remain competitive, i.e.

do things to the most efficient standard, we may end
up in a situation where we will have to separate job
and income. That is easy to say, and if we are rich
enough it can be done. However, what nobody can yet
solve - and our committee is worried about this - is

the problem of what to do with people who cannot
build up their own self-respect through achievement at
work. \flhere are they going to get it from?

To get back to simpler things, there is a Social Fund of
2 000 million ECU per year. \7e hope that the budget
crisis will not substantially affect that. However, it is

cenainly not rising at the speed and to the level that
we think is necessary. One ot the main things we put
ro rhe Commission is that we feel that it should con-
stantly push to have that Fund increased and
improved. !7e should like to have all this based on an

undersranding that in the social field we are trying to
do a number of things. First of all, we want to ensure
that the social security which has been gained by the
employed part of the social partners be maintained,
although the costs of social security are enormous.
Secondly, we wish to ensure that the rights that have
been gained, in so far as this is possible and compatible
with being productive, are no! diminished. Of course,
here we are at the very heart of the political debate
between right and left, but what has been significant is

not the amount of disagreement but the areas on
which we agree.

The Committee on Social Affairs and Employment is

enormously concerned with trying to improve the lot
of those who could find jobs if only they were ade-
quately trained. Here we come up against very big
narional differences in our countries, and they hinge
not only on money and willingness to spend it but they
hinge very deeply on national attitudes. In some coun-
tries training is regarded as a magic wand, as is the
case in Germany, but in other countries it is regarded
as a theoretical nonsense, as is the case in many res-
pects in my own country. In Germany 600/o of school
leavers will have a training. That may be too much. It
may be wrong that in Germany people stay in univers-
ity until they are 29, 6y which age men in ancient
Greece would either have achieved their life's work or
there would be norhing for them to do. In our country
only 30% of the people are trained and are therefore
very often unable to take up that new job which half-

way through life they must take if we are going to
keep up with the changing situation on the work front.

'Ve are, therefore, very keen that what has bein sug-
gested by the Commission should, in fact, be put into
effect. Ve think that a great deal of what has been
suggested is not new. It has been on the table for quite
a long time, but it comes up against that stupid ideo-
logical conflicr between those who, in my country, are
called the social engineers - that is a term of denigra-
tion - and those who are supposed to operate merely
on the free end of the market. I like the market, and I
think that wherever possible it should be made to
operate. Planning does not really work. The factors
are too complex. Ve do not even know after the event
what has happened, never mind planning it before.
However, it would be wrong to claim that social engi-
neering is altogether out of court. Old Moses did not
nke the Jews into the desen for 40 years because he

could not get to what is now Palestine in a week. He
did ir in order ro toughen them up so that they could
live in that new situation. That was social engineering,
and it is social engineering whether it is President Mit-
terand operating in his country or Margaret Thatcher
tn our own.

There is one major element of new subject matter in
the repon - at least, it is new as far as I am aware. It
is that we would like the Commission to place very
major stress on the whole subject of vocational guid-
ance and vocational training. lUfle feel that far too
many young people go into employment by accident,
work which may not be suitable for them in terms of
their temperament or their skills and natural abilities.
They also go into jobs where, if things were looked at
more scientifically, there is no future. Ve are there-
fore making a very strong plea that the Commission
should ry to give us much more adequate forecasr,
right down ro national and regional levels, as to what
are the jobs available.

\7e are strongly aware that there are implicadons in all
rhis for management. There are implicadons in all this
for those who may not be willing to be sufficiently
flexible. The whole situation of being willing to
change one's job and take up neur work rests in the
end on confidence. \flhy I liked Mr Delors' speech so

much is that for once here is a politician at European
level who uses and understands the need for confi-
dence. Ir is very difficult to create, but it is entirely
necessary if people are going to be willing to move
from one place to another.

This brings me to one other element of newness in our
report. \7e feel that pace and rhythm at work is a sub-
ject matter which is imperfectly understood. It has a

great deal to do with what ultimately happens, and we
rherefore rhink that more attention should be paid to
this, because we know that groups can make a bigger
or smaller effon, be more or less effective, depending
on how they are handled. Again, this comes under that
dreaded subject of economic or social engineering, but
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I do not think it is right for a right-wing politician nor
to address the matter for rhar reason.

Finally, I should like to speak abour the amendmenrs
to the report. There are three groups of amendments.
The biggest one reflects the normal debate between
right and left. \7e know that the balance in rhis House
is different from the balance in our commitree, and
therefore it will be both exciting and interesting ro see

how we end the day. Secondly, there is a small group
of amendmenr which seem to be based on a purely
Danish concept of what the Community is for and
what it is allowed ro do. As rapporteur, I will be forced
to recommend that they be rejected. Finally, may I
address myself to half the human population, namely,
the ladies. There are many amendments in favour of
women. I am in favour of women. They are much bet-
ter than I am. But really, ladies, ro rry to put in lirrle
sub-sentences all over the place in favour of women is

in the end going to be counter-productive for you.
Therefore I counsel a cenain amount of caution. If, on
one or two occasions, I recommend against accepting
such an amendment in a panicular place, please do nor
regard it as anti-feminist but rather as a favour ro you.

Mr President, in conclusion I hope that with this
report we can help the European working popularion
to achieve some of their aims, ro be somewhar berter
adapted to the situation that faces us, and thereby to
help build a better Europe.

(Applause)

Mr James Elles (ED). - Mr President, I am pleased
to be able to participate in this important debate today
and fully welcome the programme of the Commission
for 1985. As a committed European, and one who
wishes to see closer European integrarion as rapidly as

possible, I welcome in particular the objectives of
creating a genuine internal market, of closer converg-
ence in economic policy, of promoring, for example,
cooperation between industry and higher educarional
establishments, and also supporr the need for a strong
Europe in the international world. Above all, I support
the idea of building rhe Communiry and promoring
the idea of a European identity.

Yet, there is a cloud for me on this bright horizon
which is beginning to dim these wonhwhile and cour-
ageous objectives for 1985. This concerns the preca-
rious state of the Community budger in the medium
term and its relarionship to the enlargement of the
Community.

In this connection, may I firsr of all recognize rhe
enormous efforts which are being made on a daily
basis by the Commission, in the negotiations on
enlargement, to try to reach a settlement of the rerms
for enlargement of the Community to include Spain
and Portugal by the end of this month. I p"y rribure,
too, to the effons of the Italian Presidency of rhe

Council of Ministers to give impulsion to these discus-
sions and settle the terms as quickly as possible.
Nevertheless, I and several other Members wish to
take this opponunity to clarify the shon to medium-
rerm prospects of financing the Community once
enlargement takes place - let us hope - on 1 January
1986.

Turning to the 1985 programme, we find in its introd-
uction that this year's programme should be the last
for the Community of Ten and that negotiations - as

you, Mr President, have said - are very close to an
overall decision. The programme also underlines - as

you, Mr President, have done - that agreement will
mean sacrifices on all sides. \Thilst I agree that this is

essential if decisions are to be taken and words turned
into deeds, there has been a deathly hush in this Par-
liament as to what the costs of enlargemenr ro rhe
Community will be.

Vhat will be the price of this solidariry? In the introd-
uctory document to the 1985 budget, we were told
without any detailed explanation thar rhe ner cost of
enlargemenr would be 300 million ECU in 1985 and
600 million in 1987. The purpose of my intervention
roday is to ascertain whether these figures are now in
any way valid.

I must underline that I am personally in favour of
enlargement. However, we must go in with our eyes
open, and we musr know whar the cost is going to be.
'!7e are all aware, after all, of rhe posirion of the 1985
budget - at least a 3 000 million ECU overrun - and
are becoming increasingly aware of rhe concern for
1986 and 1987, when rhe new limir of resources of
1.4% should apply. Even wirh acceptance of the Com-
mission's price proposals for 1985-86 we shall be close
to the limit in 1985 and shall probably be over ir
should the dollar fall by any significanr amounr. This
was already implicit in rhe srarement of the President
of the Commission last July, when, following Fonrai-
nebleau, he addressed the House. Vhat is rhe real sig-
nificance of his remarks today?

First, he clearly indicated rhar the ceiling of t.+%
would only carry rhrough into 1985. Is this assessment
still true ?

Secondly, the President indicated that rhe Commission
might as well staru drafring the report on own
resources required by the decision of rhe Fontaine-
bleau Summit, [he reporr which has to be drawn up a
year before own resources are likely ro run our. Is rhis
still the case? Is ir true rhat this report is now being
written or has it actually been drafted?

Thirdly, the President indicated ar rhar time rhar the
Community would require at leasr 0.1% of VAT for
financing rhis enlargemenr. Bur what does rhis figure
actually cover? Does it, for example, cover the cost of
extending integrated Medirerranean programmes ro
Spain and Portugal? Secondly, does it allow for com-
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pensation for not allowing Spain and Portugal to
become net contributors to the budget, or will the
Community budget be a net beneficiary in the earlier
vears for this reason? Thirdly, does it include compen-
sation for non-member Mediterranean countries? On
pages 95 and 96 of the Commission's programme it is

indicated that the trade deficit of non-member Medi-
rerranean countries may be aggravated by competition
from the two applicant countries, especially Spain. It
continues by saying that assurances should be given to
southern Mediterranean countries regarding the

maintenance of trade flows. \flhat does this add up to
in terms of cost?

Fourthly, has compensation been included for fishery
agreements with third countries which the Community
will have to take over, of course, when Spain joins?

Finally, and not least, does it take account of produc-
tion being stimulated, particularly in Spain, as a result
of application of the common agricultural policy to
such products as olive oil and fruit and vegenbles? Is it
rrue, for example, that at the end of the transitional
period we will have a lake of olive oil running at a sur-
plus of something like half a million tonnes annually?
Is it true, as indicated on page 56 of the Commission's
programme, that the potential yields of table wine in
Spain will cause further problems in the wine market?

Finally, is it nor true that the whole acquis communau-

taire debate in the Council has been more about shor-
ing up the incomes of the present producers in the

Community rather than addressing the problems of an

agricultural policy for an enlarged Community?

In putting these questions, Mr President, I do nor wish
to put a brake on the enlargement negotiations. They,
as we all know, have taken up enough time as it is. But
putting it simply, I firmly believe that we must all
recognize rhat enlargement will cost the Community
budget considerable sums of money if it is to be suc-

cessful. It could, I estimate, add at least 4 to 5 000 mil-
lion ECU or about 0.2% VAT at the end of the transi-
tional period. Ve cannot perceive enlargement as

merely providing two funher markets for our indus-
trial and certain of our agricultural products. \7e
must, as you, Mr President, have said, be prepared to
pay for the sacrifices which we will make.

ln the light of the financial consequences and the diffi-
culties which could result from enlargement, I would
stress rhree specific points. Firstly, as one of the budg-
erary authorities of the Community, Parliament must
be kept fully informed as to the costs likely to arise

from enlargement both during the transitional period
and at the end of the transitional period.

Secondly, I urge both the Commission and the Coun-
cil, when we come to the final negotiations next week,
not to leave the texts unclear so that we may be futly
aware of what the impact of enlargement will be. Pre-
vious enlargements have shown that u'e have not had

the clarity needed to prevent problems arising in the
future. Nothing would be worse than finding some

ambiguous half-way house which will, in the end, add

up to the detriment of the Community in the longer
term.

Finally, let us please get on with 1985, both the Com-
mission and Parliament together, so that we may take
the necessary decisions before we get entangled with
the problems of enlargement and so that we may work
together for the benefit of the European peoples.

(Applause)

Mr Glinne (S). - (FR) Mr President, President
Delors, ladies and gentlemen, the Socialist Group
approves the broad lines of the Commission's pro-
gramme, not, however, without raising a few fine
points and voicing a few major reservations.

\fle are particularly gratified, provided that there is

suitable follow-up and that the national tovernments
and social partners cooperate, at [he importance which
is attached to measures to promote employment at the
macroeconomic level and to the drafting of specific
complementary policies, since the number of people in
employment can be increased if working time is shor-
tened and reorganized.

\7e approve your desire to revitalize the social dia-
logue with a view to creating a European social area,
with the aim of preserving the cornerstones of the
European social model, which is as far removed from
authoritarian collectivism as it is from the indivrdual-
ism which scorns solidarity. Against this background
the fight for jobs must, I will say it again, take absolute
priority in economic policy, both national and Com-
munity policy. The fact that unemployment reached an

average of l2o/o in the Community at the beginning of
1985, with most economic climatologists warning us

of funher deterioration throughout the rest of the
year, means that all available means must be concen-
trated on the crucial objective of job creation and
preservation, as we have continually insisted together
with the millions of unemployed and rhe European
Confederation of Free Trade Unions.

IMr President, the Community has been unable ro
match the growth rates achieved in the United States,
despite conditions which were certainly questionable.
Those of our Member States which have achieved
relative equilibrium in their domestic and foreign trade

- those at least ought to practise a policy of expan-
sion which would be all the more laudable in that it
would create jobs. Clearly this means that the Federal
Republic of Germany and the United Kingdom ought
to modify their policy and concentrate not so much on
controlling inflation as on measures to reduce unem-
ployment, by concerted efforts as far as possible. The
level of productive investment, too, is far from satis-
factory, and whilst it rose somewhat in 1984, consider-
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able effort is needed in both the public and private
sectors.

'!7'e are firmly behind the Commission here when it
wonders whether all opponunities for public invesr-
ment giving high social yields and a sizeable effect on
employment have been fully grasped. Our Group is
strongly in favour of a sizeable increase in the capiral
spending which is needed to develop infrastrucrures at
both Community and national level.

Despite some modesr achievements in rhe coordina-
tion of national economic policies, much remains ro be
done if new srimulus is ro be given to rhe Community's
growth. It is importanr thar these coordinated policies
should not be based on monerarist dogma but should,
on the conrrary, make adequate allowance for
demand.

The Communiry should cenainly not emulate rhe
American example, which is not a model for us. Con-
trary to a widely held misconception, US performance
on job creation is based essentially on good rares of
growth over rhe last two years. During rhe first few
years of President Reagan's term of office, when the
US economy was sragnanr or in decline, jobs were losr
on a massive scale, nor gained. One of the factors
mainly responsible for growth was nor, therefore, rhe
famous flexibility of the American labour marker. The
[ruth is thar the US 'Adminisrration's economic and
monetary policy, with its high, artractive in[eresr rates,
drew off huge sums of capiml, estimated at several
hundred thousand million dollars, from Europe in
198a. This pushed up European inrerest rares, [o our
disadvantage, and siphoned off a large part of rhe
resources we needed here at home to restructure our
industry.

The US federal budger deficit is colossal, some
220 000 million dollars. The US trade balance srands
ar a record deficit of 120 000 million dollars. But the
European economies are continuing largely ro finance
the recovery of rhe American economy. Our Group
does not accept rhis situation. On rhe contrary, we
demand negotiarions aimed at preventing a srare of
affairs in which rhe American economic recovery is
persistently financed by massive mone[ary transfusions
from Europe and from other areas of rhe Vesrern
world and even the Third \7orld.

As regards good citizenship and moral duty, I wonder
very much at rhe arrirude of individuals, companies
and investors who are prepared to convert as much as

they can of our countries' currencies into dollars, even
at an exorbitanr exchange rare, and invest in rhe
Unired States sums which yield more rhan if they had
not been converted.

I come here ro a fundamenral quesrion, although I
approve that pan of rhe Commission's programme
which deals wirh our relarions with the US. As Presi-
dent Reagan said recently and simplistically, the main

problem is not that rhe dollar is srrong bur rhat the
other currencies are weak. One of his Secreraries of
State said very blandly thar rhis was a facr of which
Europe should take nore; rhe Americans were propos-
ing a better model for sociery. Clearly, for rhese wor-
thies the real or imagined weaknesses in the European
economies must firsr be correcred before any arrempr
is made to al[er currenr exchange rares. Fortunately
Mr Volker, chairman of the Federal Reserve Board,
has jusr stared that the Unired Stares cannot conrinue
indefinitely to live beyond its means thanks to foreign
capital, and rhat the influx of foreign capital cannot go
on indefinitely making good the federal budger deficir.

Given this interesring conflict of views between senior
US politicians, whar does rhe Commission think abour
the agreement of 17 January 1985 on the usefulness of
government intervention against the overvalued dollar,
an agreement concluded berween the US and five
countries comprising only four members of the EEC
plus Japan? Given rhe rrue srare of things, is there any
cause for oprimism abour this agreemenr? Funher-
more, on the other side of the Atlantic there is an
increasingly prorecrionisr mood in cenain sectors of
agriculture and industry. The idea of a special tax on
imports ro offser the effecr of the dollar on rhe rrade
deficit is gaining ground, especially as rhis would ena-
ble interesr rates ro be kept high and would be one
way of mopping up parr of the federal budger deficir.
Vhat does the Commission think?

Moreover, our group - or mosr of us at least - share
your desire for stronger monerary cooperarion in [he
Community. Ve would like a few more details on how
Mr Jacques Delors, Presidenr of rhe Commission,
views the proposals formulated by Mr Jacques Delors,
French Finance Minister, ar rhe meeting of European
Finance Minisrers in Seprember 1983.

Two interesting items have been reported in rhe press:
Gaz de France is to pay for its purchases of Dutch gas
in ECU, ro rhe rune of 10 000 million French francs a
year, and Italy has just concluded a mining deal with
Kuwait .using the ECU as reference currency. In our
view it is important ro promore the monetary au[on-
omy of the Community ois-i-ais rhe dollar by using
the ECU, even in small-scale operarions and even
though the EMS remains incomplere due ro the con-
tinuing absence of the tenth parrner.

It is not enough, Mr Presidenr, to make declararions
of intent, however laudable. They have to be imple-
mented.

Let me come now ro the fine poinrs and reservarions I
mentioned at rhe beginning. For example, rhe Com-
munity has raken excellent steps concerning equal
treatmenr of men and women in matters of worliing
conditions and social security. But what supervision is
there of Member Srares' implemenrarion of the direc-
tives adopced by the Council of Ministers? In several if
not all of the Member Stares infringemenrc are retu-
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larly recorded without the Commission being able to
take effective action to apply the provisions contained
in the directives. Ve thus q/elcome with opdmism the
Commission's intention to examine whether there are

not shortcomings in the framework of legislation
aimed at effective implementation of the principle of
equal treatment - in our view there are grave short-
comings - and, if necessary, to submit proposals to
improve or complete this framework.

As far as social matters are concerned, we deeply
regret the absence, as our resolution makes clear, of
any sufficiently detailed statement firstly on a Euro-
pean framework for collective bargaining, as referred
to by President Delors in his speech to the European
Parliament last January, secondly, on the right to
information and consultation of workers employed by
transnational companies and those with complex
structures, and thirdly, on the social aspects of she

fifth directive on companies with limited liabiliry.

On the subject of industrial restrucruring policy, we
regret that the Commission has failed to make a close

link between structural reorganization measures and

the problems of employment which frequently arise, in
a most lamentable fashion, for those working in the
sectors concerned. \Thenever the Commission is

required to give its opinion on a restructuring opera-
tion or to help finance one, it should, and we stress

this most emphatically, insist firmly on the need to
start by solving the employment problems involved.

In addition, whilst we agree with the Commission on
the need to do away completely with the Community's
internal frontiers, and whilst we consider that the

alignment of VAT legisladon is essential to the

achievement of this, we ought not to expect miracles
from this measure. Alignment of VAT rates should be

pan of a general harmonization of tax legislation
which will irelf depend on other aspects of economic
and financial integration.

During this debarc members of our group will speak in
greater detail on the social and economic problems
raised in Mr Tuckman's report and the oral questions
with debate attaching to it.

As far as the common agricultural policy is concerned,
the Socialist Group considers that efforts aimed at

substantially reducing structural overproduction must
continue. This means, however, that the decisions

aimed at improving agricultural structures, specifically
those to benefit the small producers and disadvanuged
regions, must be taken now and in the immediate
future. Like the Commission we consider that prompt
discussion is necessary on the future of agriculture in
the Communiry and on reform of the CAP.

Mr President, the Commission rightly attaches great
importance to research and development policy. For
several years now the Socialist Group has been stress-

ing the need for a more dynamic, more thrusting

Community policy in the new fields of research and

technology. \fle Socialists have also always stressed the
need to involve workers and trade unions in discus-

sions on the introduction of the new technologies.
Consequently we are glad to see the Commission giv-
ing attention to the conditions under which the new
technologies can be acceptable and their social effect!
contained, a matter which it considers as one of the

most pressing topics in the social dialogue and one

which it wishes to see adopted at Community level.

On this subject, last January our chairman, Rudi
Arndt, put a proposal to the Commission on behalf of
the Socialist Group for the creation of a committee of
enquiry to inform the various bodies of the European
Community on technological advances and to advise

rhem in such a way as to enable them to assess the
implicadons of rcchnological changes, In the produc-
tion sector, as regards the consequences for the quality
of work. In the consumer atea, as regards attemPts to
improve the quality of life. Lastly, as regards the con-
sequences for the environment and for democratic and

social structures, we dare to hope that the Commission
will adopt this proposal by our chairman.

Mr President, a funher word on the Commission's
proposals for energy. In connection with the current
Community system of authorizing national aids to the

coal industry, the Commission announces that it will
be proposing a new system during the first hatf of
1985. It does not say, however, what lines its proposals
will follow. Our group has always stressed the impon-
ance of coal as a source of energy in the Community.
In no circumstances will it agree to a policy which
would cost the jobs of thousands of mine workers,
something we are curren[ly seeing in the Unircd King-
dom.

Previously in the past the Socialists have shown what
imponance they attach to an active transpon policy.
At the initiative of our honourable friend Horst See-

feld, who was at [he time chairman of the Committee
on Transporr, the European Parliament took the

Council of Ministers to the European Coun of Justice
for its omission to introduce a proper transport policy.
\7e insist that the Commission should expand this sec-

tor more, for it is one of extreme importance to all
citizens of the Community. Ve also think that an

effective Community transport policy should be drawn
up in close cooperation with other European neigh-
bours.

On the subject of enlargement I would first like to
reaffirm rhe Socialist Group's wish to see the timetable
for accession and the deadline of 1 January 1986

adhered to, for essentially political reasons. The possi-

ble cost of enlargement which we are asking the Com-
mission to tell us promptly, although we know that an

exac[ figure can only be given once the Commission
has the final results of the negotiations, should in no
case be used as a pretext to put back the date set for
the entry of Spain and Portugal to the Community. In
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the context of enlargement we would stress once again
the need for the Commission's earlier proposals to be
given concrere form. As for rhe integrated Mediterra-
nean programmes, these must be implemented before
enlargemenr in order to narrow the enormous gap
between the regions of rhe Noruh and Sourh.

Mr President, rhe Socialist Group endorses the broad
principles outlined by rhe Commission on environ-
mental matrers. '!(i'e consider, however, that the pro-
gramme as put before us is still not concrere enough.
The protection of our environment and the need for
an active environment policy have for a number of
years now been a cenrral concern of rhe Socialists.
Serious accidenrs in industry, air pollution, the hazar-
dous transportation of toxic wastes, accidents such as

Seveso and Bhopal, these things prove only roo well
how great a need there is for a prevenrive policy on
the environmenr. A cenrral poinr in this policy is, in
our view, the introducrion of specific, ongoing checks
on the compatibiliry of certain measures with rhe pro-
tection of the environment. \7e know rhat a direcrive
along rhese lines was adopted lasr week by the Coun-
cil. But it contains so many exceprions thar rhe initial
aim is no longer met. And so we await new iniriatives
from the Commission in rhis field.

Lastly, we would srress rhe need for a concerred policy
on behalf of consumers, notably for health protecrion,
and for the revival of consumer councils as called for
under the larest Greek and French presidencies.

Before I conclude, one more specific quesrion ro rhe
Commission. The Commission announces rhat it
intends to develop new rypes of agricultural produc-
tion and new markets for renewable raw marerials, for
industrial use via biotechnology and for use as sources
of energy. I should like to know more precisely what
the Commission means by this. I have read in the press
rhat a repon submitred ro rhe Commission by
researchers in the Carlsberg laborarories in Copen-
hagen suggesr the building of refineries which could,
thanks to biotechnological processes, rransform sup-
posedly surplus cereals inro a variety of marerials such
as wood fibres, plastics, paper, textiles and fuels. Busi-
ness circles in both industrv and agriculture seem to be
very interesred in the idea, and ir would thus, techni-
cally, be possible ro use a large paru of Europe's 58
million tonne cereals surplus for purposes other than
feeding people. Is rhis what the Commission has in
mind - I can hardly believe it - when it ralks of
developing new possibilities of production and new
markets? Does the Commission think that such ways
of disposing of cereals or orher production surpluses
are morally comparible with the stark fact that the
most basic needs of tens of millions of human beings
are not mer and cannor be met? lVe put the quesrion
to you. Our own reply is clearly no.

Finallv, Mr Presidenr, we approve the Commissron's
programme as regards a Community idenrity, the Peo-
ple's Europe and, for most of us as well, European

Union. I should like to express very forcefully our
Group's support for the Commission's intention of
putting before the Council a directive on regional
cooperation with Central America, and our supporr'for the line adopred by rhe counrries concerned,
despirc their differing regimes, in the Conradora
group. !7e hope that not only the will for regional
integration and srructuring bur also an awareness of
social justice and concern for human righm will rhus
be encouraged in Central America.

Europe must promore processes aimed ar peace and
progress in this unhappy parr of rhe world, nor rhe
escalation of policies of force and oppression.

(Applause)

IN THE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI

Vice-President

Mr Klepsch (PPE). - (DE) Madam Presidenr, Mr
President of the Commission, honourable Members, in
speaking today abour the Delors Commission's 1985
programme of activities, we find ourselves in an
interim stage: on rhe one hand, when we discuss rhis
annual review we are srill acring within rhe rarher
obsolete framework of rhe insriturion as ir was in rhe
1950s; on the other hand, however, rhe Commission
under President Delors has creared a basis inro which
this annual programme can be integrared by submir-
ting the guidelines for its term of office in January and

- for which we are grareful - by the facr that Presi-
dent Delors requesred Parliamenr ro give a decision on
these guidelines ar rhe beginning of the Commission's
term of office.

If ne carefully peruse rhe starements of January and
the 1985 programme before us, we can of course see
that clearly a more flexible and diplomaric approach
has been chosen on a number of poinrc and aspects
than in the general review for rhe four years.

To give jusr one example. In the field of the further
development of rhe European Monerary System, we
would have hoped for more impetus ro be given even
for 1985 than we find in the programme of activities.
But we are looking ar that in rhe context of rhe guide-
lines and hope the Commission will regard rhe frame-
work set in January as binding.

As for 1985, my colleagues will deal in detail with the
Commission's specific proposals. On the major issues,
may I say rhat we think they have been well chosen
and rhat we endorse them. Ve know that rhe commit-
tees will try to fill some of what we regard as gaps
during talks wirh the Commission; bur whar is essen-
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tial for us is that the Community should make progress

in 1985, and we now know that the Commission ser-

iously wants to do this.

Let me add a word on the role of the Commission and

of Parliament. It is quite clear that within the institu-
tional framework of the Community they are the two
elements which, by their office and their tasks, incor-
porate the Community's interests most scrongly. In
theory we should also name the Council, for no doubt
it is at present the most powerful organ in the Com-
munity framework. Yet we have found that as a result
of the increasing pressure from interest groups it finds
itself in a very difficult situation. \7e are aware that it
is not only internal political pressures which have led

to some of the delays and failures to decide on the part
of the Council, but that what can look like petty hag-
gling about advantages, whether assumed advantages

or the mutual counting up of advantages, accentuates
the problems and make the Council unable to decide.

Of course it is regrettable if, for example, decisions

taken unanimously by the Council on the proposal of
Community organs are implemented in very disparate
ways in the various Member States, since that leads to
distrust and abuses. So we must keep sight of the fact
rhat one of Parliament's decisive functions is to call on
the Commission co reassume its original function as

motive force and also as controlling organ for the
functioning of the Community, and to do so in close

cooperation with Parliament.

As direcdy elected representatives of the Community
citizens, responsible for the interests of the Com-
munity and not only of our own country or region of
origin, we see the Community's task as that of being
efficient, viable and forward-looking as a whole. \7e
believe this view is also reflected in the Commission's
programme of priority activities.

To turn to just one central point, which my colleagues
will go into in more detail later. \7e regard the remo-
val of barriers to progress as a central task for the year
1985, in terms of employment policy and the restruc-
turing needed in many areas of the European econ-
omy, within a sound internal market, as described by
the Commission.

The pronouncements made in this sector, by the
Council too, are many. People have realized that the

Community will continue to be able to compete with
the USA, Japan and other industrialized countries
only if the necessary efforts are made in research,

innovation and the cooperation and harmonization in
the internal market which are essential. \7hat we do
not find in the Council's decisions, however, is the

translation of this insight into practical action. That is

what I understood President Delors to mean when he

spoke of the campaign of persuasion the Commission
must undenake in this area too. \IVe will support this
campaign of persuasion and I think it is the duty of the

groups in this House to hold talks with the national
groups in this field too.

1985 is especially hard hit by a large number of prob-
lems that need to be resolved. I will not list them now.
'\7har I consider imponant is to say that resolving the
institurional question, i.e. that of the sound working of
the decision-making mechanism of the Community
and the modernization of the Community instruments,
is of outstanding importance.

Let me say a word on rhe question of the findings of
the Dooge Committee. Our own proposals are already
before the national parliaments. \7e are sure that the
announcement that the findings of the Dooge Com-
mittee will be translated into decisions at the Milan
summit is a good one, but what we want to see is con-
crete proposals and concrete agreements.

On pages 22 and 23 of the German Commission text, I
see that the Commission seems to share my group's
view that it is not just a question of the Milan summit
convening a conference of governments - along the
lines of the never ending Imperial Diet of Regensburg.
That is a concepr from German history and is equiva-
lent to delaying a decision ad calendas grdecas. It is the

fate rhat has often enough overtaken various good
ideas, such as the Tindemans report. But if people sit
down together, then - 

and I hope the Commission
will take a vigorous part in achieving this - 

we expect

the Dooge Committee to produce clear proposals,
which will be followed immediately by a decision on
them. Such clear proposals must also cover the role of
the European Parliament.

\fle have heard many good things said about our role.
Now we want to see deeds from the Council. \7e
believe that if we act in concert with the Commission
we will be able to bring the Community forward and
achieve the enormous task of getting our citizens on
the side of Europe, a task which is rightly referred to
in the priorides.

Mr President Delors, my group will endorse your pro-

Bramme of activities within the framework I have

sketched out. But we ask you to continue to endea-
vour to re-assume the Commission's original tasks and

to seek close cooperation with the other Community
institutions, and especially with Parliament, and we

regard your replies to the questions put by Mr Estgen
as a welcome depanure.

(Applause)

President. - 
I have received seven motions for resolu-

tions on the annual programme of acdvities of the
Commission for 1985. They have been tabled by Mr
Petronio and Mr Romualdi, on behalf of the Group of
the European Right (Doc. 2-1806/84), Mr Cervetti
and others, on behalf of the Communist and Allies
Group (Doc. 2-1812/84), Mr de la Maldne, on behalf
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of the Group of rhe European Democraric Alliance
(Doc. 2-1813/84), Mr Klepsch and orhers (Doc.
2-1814/84 and Doc. 2-1815/84/rev.), Mr Arndt and
Mr Glinne, on behalf of rhe Socialist Group (Doc.
2-1816/84) and Mrs Boot and others, on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Party (Doc. 2-1820/
84).

The vote on rhese motions for resolutions will be
taken at 5 p.m. this evening.

Sir Fred Catherwood (ED). - Madam Presidenr, I
am glad to be able ro give the wholeheaned suppon of
our group to this programme. Ir is cenainly the best
programme - maybe even rhe best document - ro
have come from rhe Commission since the elecrions of
1979. For the first rime the Commission has not
trimmed its proposals to what they think they might
get through the Council. For the firsr rime we have a
programme which is adequate to deal with rhe enor-
mous problem of 1+ million unemployed. If this pro-
gramme is implemented, we will, I believe, ger our
unemployed back to work. For rhe first time the Com-
mission has really listened ro what Parliament has said.
It has not only picked up rhe Alben and Ball repon
and the Herman reporr.; it has also listened to whar the
broad Left who could nor vore for the Herman reporr
were saying when we debated these issues. So the pro-
Bramme provides a wide base for atreemenr in Parlia-
ment and for the first time a real basis of an alliance
between the Commission and Parliamenr which the
Council will find it very hard to resist. Now we in this
Parliament have got ro go back ro persuade our
national governmenrs that rhere is no orher way for-
ward and thar this really does give the basis for econo-
mrc recovery.

The final opening up of the common market, giving
every manufacturer a truly continental market, was at
the centre of our last election manifesto, so that rhat
should cause no difficulty to the Danish or British
Governments. It also brings home to our people, as no
theoretical constitutional exercise can do, why there
have to be changes in the decision-making process.
They can see what rhe Community is for. Ir gives us
the pragmatic basis thar we so badly need in our coun-
tries for rhe changes that have ro rake place; because
whar is the alrernative? The alrernative is eirher ro go
on with l4 million unemployed, which is socially
totally unacceptable and will lead ro tremendous social
trouble, or, as a posirive alrernative - rhe only one
that is mlked abour - ro opr for a cbmbinarion of
protectionism and deficit financing with competitive
devaluarions like that pracrised in rhe 1930s - the
economic warfare between narions which led straight
to a shooring war and which all the industrial demo-
cracies vowed after rhe war would never happen again.

The post-war answer is the answer which President
Delors has given, rhe answer that led ro the biggesr
increase in rrade and wealth in world history, ro ger

rade going again by removing barriers ro trade and by
systematic agreement on currency levels and agree-
ments to aid the Third Vorld.

The Commission's programme is the first realisric
arrempr to recover the momentum which we losr as a
result of the two oil shocks. The Alben and Ball repon
showed why protectionism and deficir financing can-
not give us anything like rhe momenrum thar we need
to get our people back to work again. All the studies
show that narional deficit financing simply cannor deal
with the numbers of unemployed we now have. Even
the research done by those who pur forward deficit
financing show that they cannor possibly deal with the
numbers of unemployed. But if we can simply remove
the barriers all over Europe between those who want
to buy and those who wanr ro sell and remove rhe risk
of future barriers to give rhe permanent security of this
huge market [o [hose prepared ro inves[, then we will
get jobs on the scale rhar we need. The marker itself is
big enough ro creare the jobs. A market of 2zO million
people is big enough rc ger 14 million people who are
unemployed back to work again. Nothing else is big
enough to do that. So rhere is absolutely no alternarive
to this. In putring our supporr behind Presidenr
Delors, we want ir ro be clear rhat there is no alterna-
tive. Ve defy anyone who rhinks thar rhere is an alter-
native to doing this ro come up wirh rhe kind of
research that we have done following rhis Delors pro-
posal.

'!7e welcome too [he Commission proposals on the
creation of a common capital market. That, too, was
in our election manifesros. Ve need ro march the size
and the flexibility of rhe American capital market if we
are to keep our savings in Europe. A big and flexible
capital marker at[racrs savings, whereas small national
markets discourage savings and send them elsewhere.
Ve very much hope that the governmenrs who have
doubts about this will see rhat rhe whole package
needs the supporr of a European capital market and
that that is also an essenrial parr of rhis panicular
package.

Our group also hopes in particular rhar the British
Government will agree with the resolution that our
group passed in its group meering lasr week sraring
that the time has now come for sterling to join rhe
exchange rate mechanism of rhe European Monetary
System. \U7'e accepr that while sterling was high and
our oil surplus had a posirive influence on srerling we
could not join. Bur our indusrrialists in the Confedera-
tion of British Industries have now concluded rhar
sterling is ar rhe righr level, and we agree with rhem.
The Governor of the Bank of England, the weighty
experts in the House of Lords, Vice-President Cock-
field, who is a weighry experr in his own right, all
agree rhar the rime is now right for Britain rc join.
Sterling has only 7 l/20/o of the total currency reserves
of the Community and it is not reasonable for sterling
to try to suppoft its weighr all on irs own. Thar is why
we need a base rate in Britain a[ rhe moment of l4o/o
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to hold sterling up. Just contrast that with the rate in
Paris of 10 l/20/0, the rare in Amsterdam of 7 l/20/o
and the rate in Frankfun of 6l/20/0. And we see the
enormous cost that we now pay for having sterling on
its own and not linked to the reserves in the exchange
rate mechanism of the Community. Entry into the
exchange rate mechanism and the development of a

mutually supponing EMS would slash British interest
rares, and we are quite sure that for that reason a deci-
sion cannot be far off.

The only disappointment that we have in this excellent
document is the absence of proposals on the develop-
ment of the EMS. '!7e know that this is close to Presi-
dent Delors' hean. He hinted more in his inaugural
speech than he has given us here, and he said a little
bit more this morning.'!7e very much hope that in his

summing up he will tell us in public what we know he

feels in private: that a continental market and a conti-
nental currency system have got to go hand in hand. If
we are to persuade the British and the German Gov-
ernments, we need more than hinr; we need it spelt
our step by step with all the elegant Gallic logic of
which President Delors is very capable.

Jobs need investment. Investment not only needs a

continental market, it also needs stability of currencies
wirhin that market. At present every job-creating
investment in Europe carries a currency risk, and that
risk'minimizes the amount of investment that is made

and keeps people unemployed'who would otherwise
be at work. So I hope that we can all rcll our national
governments that there is now spelt out in this Com-
mission document a European option for economic
recovery and that none of the national schemes of
which our national newspapers are full, and to which
our national parliaments echo, has the slightest chance
of getting our unemployed back to work, of looking
after our public expenditure, of paying for our defence

and of keeping us competitive with the Americans, the

Japanese and the newly- ind u st rialized cou ntries.

So we thank you, Mr President, for this vigorous and

optimistic proBramme which gives us all hope and we
pledge ourselves to help you to get it the political
backing that it has to have.

Mr Cervetti (COM). - (17) Madam President, Mr
President of the Commission, ladies and gentlemen,
when it lists the main guidelines of its working pro-
gramme for 1985, the Commission sets out objectives
and needs with which we are in agreement: streng-
thening the economic structures of Europe, giving the
Community an influential pan to play in world affairs,
making Europe something to which its citizens can
relate, launching the Community on the road to Euro-
pean Union - as the programme states - all of these

are indications with which a progressive, 'Good Euro-
pean' pany such as ours can only express its agree-
ment.

But having said that, may we be allowed immediately
to point out a sort of hiatus, a contradiction or, at
least, a gap between the objectives and the resources,

or rather, between the objectives and the policies for
achieving them.

\fle obviously approve of those parts of the pro-
gramme that emphasize the need for full unification of
rhe internal market. At this point may we be allowed
to say, in parenthesis, that we should not want the
stages tha[ have been fixed to end up in the same way
as those laid down for the monetary system. \tre
appreciate the search for real macroeconomic con-
vergences. I will go funher: we are convinced - we

have called for this on a number of occasions and now
we emphasize it positively - that the panicipation of
trade unions and employers in the definition of econo-
mic policies and social conciliation is essential. From a

more general point of view it is right to call for and

implement a different mix of the various economic
measures, so as to promote recovery. Nor have we
failed to note several commendable statements regard-
ing scientific research, the introduction of advanced
technology, the environment, the CAP, the IMP,
rransport, various sectors of industry, social policy and
the implementation of Lom6 III.

But that, Mr President of the Commission, is not suffi-
cient; and - if we may be permitted to emphasize the

fact - that does not make the programme a concrete,
realistic, coherent one, designed to get the Com-
munity out of the crisis or, a[ least, to make this year
1985 a year of change and of the relaunch of the
building of Europe.

This raises a political question. \7hy is the programme
not consistent with some of its own assumptions? Evi-
dently, such consistency is hindered by all the forces
of the Member States, and governments, and other
insritutions, which are linked, in various ways, with
narional selfishness, interests that are only corporative,
and weakness towards the ourcide world. Forces that
are at the root of the crisis in which the Community
now finds itself, and which cenainly have no intention
of raking action to get out of the crisis. Against all this
we need to have a polidcal will that, based on a proper
programme and consistent measures, can gather
together and mobilize all the forces capable of extri-
cating the Community from the crisis, and Buarantee-
ing its necessary recovery.

Such a programme must contain, or rather should give
priority to, energetic, credible measures in the fight
againsr unemployment, and both the Council and the
Commission must assume precise and binding respon-
sibility in regard to the formulation of the 1985 and
1986 budgets. It must contain action to increase own
resources without making that increase srictly condi-
tional upon the accession of Spain and Portugal to the
Community. It must contain measures and a general
plan for financing the policies and objectives that are
proposed or desirable.
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On the other hand, Mr President - and you yourself
have reminded us of this more than once - all our
efforts are in danger of being brought to nought by
the serious world monetary problems, and by Ameri-
can inreresr rate policy and rheir narional deficit, as
well as the supremacy of the dollar.

For this very reason we consider rhat measures should
be outlined and implemenred that are appropriate ro
the seriousness of the situation, srrengrhening and giv-
ing greater depth to the European Monerary System,
so that, bit by bit. the function of rhe ECU as a cur-
rency is guaranteed. \7e have, in short, to fill that gap,
that hiatus of which I spoke ar the beginning of my
speech; and we have to fill it with precise, concrere
proposals, deeds and resources of a financial, mone-
tary, economic and political character. In doing rhis
we can also adhere in full to the objecrives announced
in the first pan of rhe programme as presented, and ro
the determinarion - which we highly appreciare -expressed by you on orher occasions, Mr President of
the Commission, and, larterly, in the recent meering of
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs of
our Parliament; and also - may I be allowed to point
this out without any malice or desire ro compare a

speech with a written programme - in your speech
today.

At all events, in rhe absence of all rhar, we musr nore
the limitadons and shortcomings of the Commission's
working programme for 1985, and our verdict can
only contain reservations and criticism.

Mr President, we appreciate any realisric attitude, and
today, realism and the siruarion make it essenrial ro
pursue programmes thar are free from the limitations
that we have just referred ro. Ar rhe same time, rhey
make it essential to indicare ro all those wirh rhe
recovery and best inreresrs of Europe ar hearr rhe start
of a plan, and the will to pursue thar plan, for institu-
tional and structural reform, which has moreover been
called for on a number of occasions by our Parliament.
A plan capable of extricaring rhe Community from its
crisis, guaranteeing the recovery of its economy and
speeding it along the way ro Union. A plan that will
make our Community still more receprive to rhe prob-
lems of Central America, Latin America, Africa and
the countries of the Third Vorld, giving it in fact rhe
role in world affairs ro which it is entirled, where jus-
tice and peace are concerned.

This, then, is the meaning of the position that we are
uking up today, the meaning of our criricisms and our
proposals. It sunds as a sr.imulus and a spur to all
those with the best interesrs of Europe at heart; a sti-
mulus and a spur, roo, for the Commission.

1985 may be a crucial year. Ve cannor in rhe slighrest
degree refrain from action or back-pedal in face of the
crisis, the difficulties. Our conduct here, roday, is a

commitmenr to act with determinarion, and to sup-

poru, energerically, the objecrs of recovery, growth,
unitv, and the independence of our Europe.

Mrs Veil (L). 
- 

(FR) Madam President, ler me say
straight away that I shall not make a point-by-point
analysis of the Commission's proposals in the shorr
space of time available to me. 'We shall have an oppor-
tunity to voice any reservations we may have on this or
that point and to point out any inadequacies when
these proposals are put to the European Parliamenr in
a more concrete form.

It seems to me very silly to pass judgmenr on a docu-
ment which covers all the Commission's acriviries for
the current year. I will say simply thar rhis comprehen-
sive and serious programme, clearly presented, seems

to us to be a pragmatic and balanced one which
reflects a real desire to take account of ail rhe Com-
munity's problems and find concrere solutions to
them. Pragmaric and realistic it is. Bur perhaps too
much so. Let me explain.

You have drawn up your programme, Mr President, in
strict awareness of the financial consrrainrs currenrly
affecting the Community. You have nor made sweep-
ing promises or given broad commitments which
would require resources the Communiry does not
have. In this you are right. It is pointless to raise or
nurture false hopes. But I should have liked ro see you
condemn more strongly, more boldly and more ambi-
tiously too the contradictory, impossible siruarions in
which the Council places you. I know rhar in vour
introductory remarks you underlined the problem of
the budget and said that you could not allow rhis inad-
equacy on the part of the Council ro continue any
longer. It is not enough. Europeans must be made
more aware of the fact rhat rhe Community is cur-
rently threatened with suffocation for lack of money.
How many of the Community's cirizens know rhat
Parliament rejected rhe 1985 budger because it cov-
ered expenditure for only nine to [en monrhs? How
many of them know rhat no agreemenr has yer been
reached to solve this problem? Only the farmers,
whose living srandard is likely ro fall, know it. '!fle
shall discuss this matter tomorrow. You have done no
better than you could have done here.

How many Europeans know that we are preparing to
enlarge the Community to include Spain and Ponugal,
young democracies which we would wish to welcome
in the proper terms, without knowing how much
enlargement is to cost? How many Europeans know
that we canno[ draw up a programme on biotechnol-
ogy, an area so full of hope and promise for rhe
future, for lack of a thousand million ECU? How
many Europeans know rhar we are having [o cut our
aid to the pooresr counrries ar a rime when millions of
men, women and children are dying of starvarion?
These are the things which should be shoured long
and loud. Europeans musr be told rhat they are being
lied to when they hear declarations abour building
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Europe during all these meerings and visits which
always end in cordial embraces before the naive and
wondering gaze of the relevision viewer.

But enough of that. I have said here so many rimes,
like most of my colleagues, that it is pointless and dis-
couraging. But I should like to put other points ro you
afrcr listening very attentively ro your proposals. I
shall put them, wirh your indulgence, in rhe form of
ques[ions and suggesdons. For I know that it is easy ro
criticize, and I do nor underestimate the powerful
constraints which hamper your Commission.

I have spoken of the budgetary constrainrs, bur I will
mention also those which result from rhe fact rhat rhe
Commission is nor a governmenr, the expression of a

homogeneous political majority, and that conse-
quently you are required to take accounr of the divers-
ities in economic and social conceprs which exisr
within the Communiry, even if certain fundamental
commitments do not appear ro be challenged. This
diversity, this pluralism, is an asser, bur ir does not
make your task and your decision-making easy. And
so we must be aware of the limits thus imposed on
economic convergence, the harmonization of social
progress and the strengthening of solidarity which, as
you have rightly pointed out, is insufficient. I should
like here to emphasize straighr away how imponant it
is that priority should be given ro finding solutions to
the problems which may erupr berween counrries in
the north and south of Europe and may creare ren-
sions extremely dangerous to the cohesion of the
Community.

And yet I wonder if these difficulties might not be
more easily overcome by a somewhar different
approach. I have spoken of the pragmatism you have
shown. But is this pragmarism not geared to a siruation
which has now changed ?

I often have the feeling that Community problems are
dealt with using methods which require an approach
that was the one used 30 years ago. Since the Treaty
of Rome everything has changed. Not only rhe econo-
mic and social context - wirh recession and unem-
ployment - not only the internarional conrext - wirh
the resurgence of nationalism and prorectionism -not only in production methods, but also production
itself - informatics, robotics and rhe new technolo-
gies - everything has changed too in the rhinking and
aspirations of the man in the streer. At the national
level, in each of our counrries, rhere is a dawning
awareness of this development, and governments and
local groupings are obliged to take rhe consequences.
The citizen expecrs grearer libeny and responsibiliry.
He is beginning to notice rhat there are limits ro how
far he can expect the State to look after him, guaran-
tee him against all risks, 'overprotecr' him, and that by
expecting the State to make provision for everything
and regulate everything he runs the risk of losing his
freedom and room for initiadve. Above all he risks los-
ing any chance of effecdvely fighting unemploymenr.

And is rhis not today, for all of us, rhe priority among
priorities? The Commission goes on legislating, regu-
lating, adding funher consrrainm to exisring national
constraints withour wondering if this is really neces-
sary for free circulation or rhe achievement of the
internal market, or whether ir represents progress for
the citizens of the Community. \Thilst in our counrries
there is mlk of decentralization, individualization,
flexibility, adaprability, the Commission's acrions ofren
lead to the opposite result and limit the already over-
restricted opportuniries which exisr at rhe national
level.

As I have said here on several occasions, I believe that
'Community' does not mean 'oneness-sameness'. \fle
must maintain a degree of national diversity corres-
ponding to the diversity of our cultures and tradirions.
So I am glad that, on the subjecr of harmonizing sran-
dards, you have proposed a new approach. This seems
to me a considerable step forward, because it will
mean much fasrer achievement of a true internal mar-
ket and also because as a resulr the image of the Com-
munity will be profoundly changed and improved in
the eyes of the public who are most directly con-
cerned.

But could we nor go much further along rhese lines?
Could we not, in a large number of areas, ser broad
objectives common to all the Member Stares, leaving
each one to assess how besr to attain rhem? This is the
way cenain federal states such as Canada operare. For
example, social security or tax mar,ters might be areas
in which decisive progress could be made provided
each region were dealt with individually.

By seeking to unify everything we are gerring funher
away from our objective.

Funhermore, we have not learned enough from our
respective experiences to make comparisons and draw
conclusions which would be beneficial to all of us. Our
comparisons on Community matters are far more
quantirarive rhan qualiarive. Here again, the social
field appears to me to be an example of one in which
obsession with the past, ready-made ideas, conserva-
tism and dogmatism have triumphed. Bur wirh the
Community we have rhe exceptional opponunity to
learn from what happens in rhe various Member
States. Our Community ought ro become a real exper-
imental laboratory seeking for answers to the needs of
the current siruation.

After 30 years the Communiry needs ro adjusr its
priorities and merhods and reappraise irs objecrives
against the presenr-day background. This is a priority.
For the Community, which has no money, and rhus
runs the risk of being unable to implemenr any new
measures, is in fact in danger of making up for ir lack
of concrete measures by a proliferarion of legisladon
and rules. This would be a disasrer. \7har ir should do,
in order to promore economic dynamism as well as
social advance, is to make its rules easier, more flexi-
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ble. It should experiment, encourage innovation and
creativity. Europe needs to be rejuvenated by the
Commission.

Today the Council is faced with the need to redefine
in political and institutional terms whar is meant by
Union, for the Treaty no longer meets the geopolitical
necessities of the day. Similarly the Commission, on
taking up its responsibilities, must redefine the means
whereby it can act to bring about a Community which
will rise above theoretical or abstract concepts, often
outmoded, and find concrete answers to the concerns
of our peoples and to the approach of the third millen-
lum.

(Applause)

Mr Fitzgerald (RDE). - Madam President, I cannot
support this programme as enthusiastically as have
some of the speakers who preceded me. I would say at
the outset that I am seriously worried about the uncer-
tain future of the European Community and especially
about some of the directions we are taking.

A couple of months ago, in this House, Mr Delors,
President of the Commission, said in his maiden
speech that what Europe needed was a strong and
prosperous agricultural sector. Yet, a few weeks larer,
the same Commission produces draft price proposals
for 1985-86 which, if adopted in their present form,
would be an irreversible srep towards dismantling the
common agricultural policy.

Tens of thousands of fishermen in the EEC, including
my own country, are gravely preoccupied with what
they see as a serious threat to the security of the future
of Community fishing. Righdy so. I refer to the pres-
ent state of negotiadons between she EEC and an
applicant Member State, Spain. No acceptable solu-
tion has yet been found.

Mr Delors also said last January that the disputes that
have paralysed Europe in recent years, which he feels
Europe is on the point of settling, will be found laugh-
able in the harsh light of contemporary challenges by
future historians. I hope he is right. The realiry of l3
million unemployed in the Community now is no
laughing matrer. These disputes to which he referred
have halted progress at the EEC level on many fronts

- economic, social, technological and agricultural,
but above all in the field of unemployment. The lasring
nature of the employment crisis in Europe has serious
implications for society, for our expectations and our
living standards. This programme has a duty to seek
progress and to offer hope for the young and the eld-
erly where there is growing despair and disillusion-
ment with our institutions. The protramme is also
imponant for the ranks of the long-term unemployed,
which are still swelling. Over half the number of
long-term unemployed are in the 25-55 age group.
The poveny threshold has been crossed by a minimum

of 30 million people. Lasr December the Council of
Ministers shamefully slashed the Combat Poverry pro-
gramme by UKL 13 million. Our effons to deal with
drug addiction are barely noticeable.

I am more than surprised that the President of the
Commission made no reference to the unemployment
situation in rhe applicant Member States. After
enlargement, we shall no longer be ulking about 13

million unemployed; with well over 16 million people
out of work, the prospect is frighrening. All the more
reason why we expect immediate and concrete action
from this Commission. If this programme will achieve
such action, then it is welcome.

I would like the Commission to give serious thought
to employment in the building industry, where over
the past 4 years 24 000 jobs have been lost in my own
country. It is not enough to s.ay that our young people
are our greatest. asser, rhat they are our hope for the
future. To date, we have given them very little hope.
'S7'e are consistently showing our inability to act and,
in many instances, a lack of political will to solve our
problems and, above all the crisis in employment.

Ireland has one of the youngest populations in the
Community. Ve are going to have great difficulty in
convincing these young people of rhe Commission's
good inrcntions for the future when it has been incap-
able of respecting the commitmenm given in Protocol
No 30 annexed to lreland's Act of Accession.

In conclusion, let me say that listing priorities in itself
is not sufficient, imponant though it be and welcome
though it is. You have got to get rhese priorities right.
I suppon this programme with some reservarions. I
will most cenainly encourage the Commission in its
intention, but I shall be judging rhem on the results.

Mr Hlrlin (ARC). - (DE) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, this Commission programme has not
given us much that is new. In our view it is sdll the old
'we should, we could, we ought to' EEC policy.
'Whatever it contains in the way of real programmes,
practical measures, will not bring any qualitadve pro-
gress for Europe.

As has already been underlined quire often today, we
are in a situation in which we have the highest unem-
ployment in Europe since the end of the war, and that
is happening during a period of recovery fired by the
meteoric rise of the dollar, by the anificial American
economic miracle. Some Members of this House have
bemoaned this anificial American recovery, but I
would like to point out that these same people are just
as afraid, if not more so, of its coming to an end. In
this respect we are nothing more nor less than an
appendage of US economic policy, and in the final
analysis that is a military policy - for ar the core of
this American recovery lies the mosr comprehensive
miliury programme since the end of the war.
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In spite of this supposed recovery, in spite of the sup-
posedly hopeful signs, the social situation in Europe is
characterized by extreme unemployment. The fore-
casts say it will continue to rise, especially with the
enlargement sourhwards. New poverty is spreading in
the large cities, in the dying indusrial cenrres, in rhe
steel, coal, textile and shipyard indusries affected by
what is as a rule euphemistically described as resrruc-
tunn8.

Vhat the Commission is now proposing to do rc deal
with a situation in which the social achievements of
the last 30 years have degenerated ro an extent hardly
conceivable a few years ago is to hold a dialogue - a

dialogue between rhe two sides of industry ar Euro-
pean level. Vhat does rhat mean? My experience has
taught me that dialogue is always proposed when there
is no longer any chance of negoriations, of holding
really fair talks. Then rhe stronger side offers a dia-
logue.

'!7hat keeps cropping up in all areas as rhe main pro-
gramme is, if I may call it rhar, rhe drug of new tech-
nologies. New technologies are to be promored in all
areas, and what is called the adaptarion of human cap-
ital, of human resources ro rhe new technologies. I
found one sentence in the Commission's repon which
I can fully endorse: 'Since rhis process is rraumaric, it
is being held back by the justified resisrance of those
who are its porential vicrims.'

But if we look in detail at this Commission programme
and the individual measures ir lists, we will see rhar
everything that is being done by the European Com-
munity is direcred at breaking down this resisrance, ar
making it impossible, impossible ro organize. All rhe
programmes without exception are aimed ar crearing
more opponunides for capital ro introduce new rech-
nologies, but they contain no proposals for making it
easier for the workers, i.e. those concerned, to make
use of these technologies. They make no provision for
discussions, for talks, for using the opponunities
offered by the new technologies for culrural purposes.

Youth unemployment, which has been discussed here
fairly frequently, is compounded by what I mighr call
age unemployment. There is a growing rrend to throw
workers out of rhe producdon process when they
reach 50 and not to admit them ro it under any cir-
cumstances before the age of 25. Behind rhis, in my
view, lies the social concept of creating an almost insu-
perable wall of social barriers and age barriers. Vithin
this ever smaller stronghold of the successful, the new
technologies and the optimism born of the economic
recovery can [hen be fostered and protecred.

To put it simply, this concept is an Americanization of
the European social system and means rhar 20-300/o of
the working population are kepr our in rhe cold and
degraded into supernumeraries, while a hard core of
successful people of the right age can conrinue ro play
the economic growth game.

The Commission, and regretnbly also rhe majority of
this House, do not seem to be aware of the graviry of
the situation in spite of their protesrations. \/hat does
it mean if unemployment increases during a period of
recovery, what does it mean if in this siruarion young
people cannot really be offered any prospecs any
more - except the prospecr that under cenain cir-
cumstances they might join rhe few who benefit from
this process, rhe few careerists who 

^re 
being

acclaimed in the wake of rhese new technologies, the
few Apple founders or whatever?

History rcaches us that, in the pasr, young people who
were no use to the rulers were always sent [o war. At
this moment I see no other option put forward either
on the pan of the Commission or of the majority of
this House. I think that is very worrying. If the Com-
mission really wants to change anything, really wants
to point a new direction, it should not give prioriry to
promoting the new technologies, which will make
their way in any case, but should primarily ensure that
in areas, some of which could as a result be devasrated
and laid waste, the new opporrunities - as rhe Com-
mission itself calls them - of a post-indusrrial society
are examined and developed. At rhe momenr they are
not profitable and therefore need Srare suppon, bur
the new technologies do not need ir, for they will
establish themselves in any case.

IN THE CHAIR: MR ALBER

Vice-President

Mr Romualdi (DR). - QD Mr Presidenr,ladies and

Bentlemen, there can be no doubt rhar rhe Commis-
sion's proposals - which were moreover outlined on
the occasion of its appointment, and have been con-
firmed this morning wirh rhe fine speech by President
Delors - are worthy of every consideration, and full
of hope for everyone; nor can we, of rhe European
Right, view them other than favourably, although we
have been sharply cridcal wherever we have consid-
ered it right and necessary.

But words and the outlining of a programme are one
rhing, and facts are anorher. And so is whar can actu-
ally be achieved, or rarher, what the Commission will
actually have the capability, as well as rhe will and rhe
s[rength, to achieve, during its term of office and rhe
immediate future, whereas the problems are mounting
up and call for fast, concrete solutions, insread of
long-term programmes, ro pur a srop ro the economic,
financial, political and social degradation rhat an
absurd employment situation, with l3 million unem-
ployed, renders more bitter and harrowing with every
day that passes.

The question of the budget, for example, is one rhat
cannot wait, not leas[ because, in addition to the many
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other problems that are bound up with it, it appears to
be very closely bound up with the question of the
enlargement of the Community. ![e do not agree with
those who make the accession of Spain and Ponugal
to the Community dependent upon the soludon of all
the technical and economic problems that that acces-

sion involves for the economies of every Member State
and, in particular, the Mediterranean countries. Ve,
too, President Delors, feel the tension between North
and South, and therefore we cannot agree with the
views of those who reduce a problem of considerable
political importance, such as the entry into the Euro-
pean Community of two Breat nations like Spain and
Portugal, to a mere question of debit and credit, profit
and loss. But since, alasl this is the attitude of the
majority of our countries - and we have heard this
again here this morning - we cannot ignore this situ-
ation, and we must do what we can to overcome it, in
the meantime resolving, immediately, the not impossi-
ble question of the budget.

That is why the budget is a question of prime import-
ance, bearing in mind above all that this is not the only
quesrion that it affects; ir affects also rhe very possibil-
ity of successfully implementing the new policies to
which you referred, Mr President. The policies for
research, energy, electronics and new technology, and
for a new industrial policy which, together with the
agricultural policy - with its structures and methods
updated - can put the Community in a position to
face the economic and financial challenges that come
to it in every field, from every pan of the world.

The same applies to the other fundamental points in
the programme. First, there is the need to make
Europe a power to be reckoned with politically, har-
monizing irs efforts and strengthening its cohesion in
every field, until unity is reached. Secondly, there is

the need to make it easier for Europeans to relate to
Europe, by immersing Community policy in the reali-
ties of the culture and living forces of the nations of
Europe. Thirdly, there is the need to tackle the most
pressing questions as matters of urgent realiry, with
the firm will to solve them, employing every means.
Staning with the structuring and utilizadon of its
gigantic market, consisting of over 300 million men
and women - who are amongst the most civilized,
and, hence, most able and productive in the world
today, with a very wide range of needs, and uniting
this world - which persists in living and working div-
ided - removing every psychological and customs
barrier. That is to say, eliminating rhe 'cost of non-
Europe', as we call it - overcoming the resistance, the
idleness, the selfishness of a bureaucracy that resists
every innovation and is deaf to every call from whom-
soever seeks to save it from its vices and remind it of
its vinues - of which, fonunately, it still has a Breat
many - and overcoming the selfishness of a shon-
sighted political class, which cenainly does us no
credit.

But if all this should fail, if the misguided obstinacy of
the Council should continue to hinder the solution of

the budget problem and all the rest - the increase in
own resources and the free circulation of men, ideas,
goods, without any more customs or police obstacles,
as it should be - and if instead the Council should
prefer rhe asphyxiation of the EMS and the ECU -which would thus have become a currency without a

future, for fear of stupid competition - what would
the Commission do? !/ould it take this lying down, as

it threatens to do in the case of the integrated Medi-
terranean policy, which has now become a great big
question mark, or would it react, denouncing those
responsible and, if necessary, carrying things to their
logical conclusion by resigning, as is the duty of any
government that fails to achieve its programme, for
whatever reason?

This is what we should like to know, in order to
ensure that the Commission - and never mind about
programmes and good intentions - is fully, vitally
aware of the great responsibiliry which it bears; and
that it fully intends to fight, no matter what the conse-
quences, to discharge those responsibilities, unircd in
so doing with all the political panies in this Parlia-
ment, almost all of which are in agreemenc and deter-
mined not to allow the bad policies of our govern-
ments, and hence the Council, to shackle them into
culpable impotence.

President Delors, you have said on other occasions
that it is impossible to support a policy of 'all or
nothing'. I agree, but neither can we make do with 'lit-
tle', which makes us vegerare, but does nor allow us ro
live. That would be unworthy of us, and of the hopes
that our people must still be allowed to repose in us.

Mr Paisley (NI). - Mr President, the very serious
Community-wide problem of unemployment high-
lighted in the Tuckman report has been most severe in
my own province of Nonhern Ireland. Unemployment
there is currently running at 21.20/o of the working
population. In many areas of Nonhern Ireland the
situation is even worse. In Strabane the figure is

40.70/0, in Cookstown 36.70/o and in Dungannon
29.80/0. In the past l0 years unemployment has
increased by over 300% in the province.

I welcome the emphasis in the Tuckman reporr. on fac-
ing up to youth unemployment and long-rerm unem-
ployment. In Nonhern Ireland about 400/o of those
out of work have been unemployed for over a year.
The policy, therefore, of promoting new jobs and
maintaining existing ones must be an urgenr prioriry of
the Commission in its proBramme for rhe coming year.
In view of the chronic unemployment situation in
Northern Ireland, I wish rc highlight two recent deci-
sions of the Commission which will be detrimental to
our province.

First, the Commission has blocked six million pounds
in aid which was due to come to Norchern Ireland
over the next four years, as an area affecrcd by the
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rundown of the textile, clothing and footwear indus-
tries. Community inaction in the face of unfair compe-
tition from the USA and the Far East was a major
contributor to the run-down of the manmade fibre
industry in Nonhern Ireland. In one year, 1979-80,
capaciry was slashed by almost 70%. Although there
has been an improvement recently, the refusal by the
Commission to proceed with this six million pound aid
package will inevitably lead to slower growth and
fewer job opportunities in the textile industry.

Secondly, areas of high unemployment in Northern
Ireland are being excluded from benefiting from the
nine million in aid due to the province because of the
collapse of the Kinsale gas deal. This money is sup-
posed to be for small businesses and tourism, yet the
Commission is proposing that such areas as Carrick-
fergus, Larne and Ballymena be omitted despite the
severe unemployment in those areas and the tourist
attractions of the Antrim coastline.

The whole of Nonhern Ireland should be eligible to
benefit under this schemel It is time for the Commis-
sion to translate into real action irs commitment to
tackling unemployment as a top priority along the
lines of the positive recommendations of the Tuckman
rePort.

Mrs Salisch (S). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the joint debate on the Commission's pro-
gramme of acdvities and on the Tuckman report on
social priorities in the Community is a happy combina-
tion. Two key phrases appear on the agenda. One is
rhe 'American way' of European social and economic
policy - i.e. more flexibility - the other is high rcch-
nology.

In its programme of activities the Commission pro-
poses an independent European policy to reduce
unemployment in Europe based on a'policy mix'. The
Socialists in the European Parliament support this
basic idea of an independent European way out of the
social crisis, and we vehemently oppose the Conserva-
tive recipe for success which runs: lower pay, less

social security and fewer workers' rights.

Nor do we accept the trend in the USA, which is being
held up to us as a model of success. It may be a model
for those who are prepared to accept a split in society,
but not for those who want long-term employment.
The so-called 'job-miracle' in the USA was not really a

miracle, for it is closely bound up with an enormous
resident populadon growth.

Let me show this by a few figures. The porcntial work-
force grew by 25 million between 1970 and 1983; the
resident population grew by 25 million; and over the
same period rhese much-praised 21 million jobs were
created. \fhere were they created? They were created
in the services sector, in trade, in the banks and insur-
ance companies, in the local services sector, in the
public sector as a whole.

The statistics show that is was not in fact the 'high-
tech' sector that led to more jobs here but quite nor-
mal services, which came into being because of the
growth in the resident population, which simply led rc
a need for more infrastructure services. Above all, it
was the fact of women working which led to the enor-
mous boom. The proponion of working women rose
from 49 to 610/o.ln the Community it is 50%. Allthis
requires more services and is naturally related to a

baby boom in the USA, which occurred much earlier
rhan here. Nor did the jobs in the USA appear because

of any labour cost advantages. The labour unit costs
were about the same as in the Federal Rep\rblic.
Anyone who tries to artue otherwise is, in my view,
on the wrong track.

And we should stop placing all our hopes in the crea-
tion of jobs through high technology. The hope of
creating more jobs thanks to high technology is

groundless. An estimared 900 000 ro 3.3 million jobs
were creared berween 1972 and 1983, depending on
how we circumscribe what is called the high-rcch sec-

tor. According to a forecast of the US Bureau of
Labor Statistics, 800 000 additional porters, 744 000
addidonal cashiers and 1.4 million more office work-
ers were needed over the same period, against an

expected growth of no more rhan 217 000 skilled com-
puter operators. These figures also make it quite plain
that most of the rise in employment stems from the
services, and cenainly no[ from a service necessarily
bound up with high technology.

Ve Socialists in this Parliament say no to the sell-out
of European workers at American give-away prices.
Instead we want an independent European concept.
'W'e endorse, and I repear this again, everyrhing the
Commission is doing to ensure this and we of course
agree with the Tuckman text in the version before us.

Ve want to oppose the slogan of 'more flexibility of
work' with the concept of 'more flexibiliry of prod-
ucts', because here we can follow on from good Euro-
pean traditions. Our European industry is geared to
exploiting the high technical know-how of the work-
ers. So we must not turn the European workers into
the servants of robots but must train them to be able to
approach the new technologies imaginatively and
really to offer new products which can also compete
on the world market.

That will be possible only if we do not take away the
workers' righr but give them even more rights, so that
they can develop their full porcntial.

Mr Mallet (PPE). - (FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, a careful reading of the European Com-
mission's excellent programme leaves an impression of
hope mingled with uncenainty. Hope, firstly, because
it reflects the firm desire of a president and his team
who are determined to advance the building of
Europe. The joint action which our countries must
take if they wish to escape decline, reduce unemploy-
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ment and increase rheir influence in the world has
been set out with clarity, realism and coherence. 'We

cannot but agree with these general lines. The prob-
lems will stan when we have to fix prioriries, make
choices. If the European economy is to recover, there
can be no let-up in the fight against inflarion. Growth
will be on a European scale or nor ar al[. Prioriry must
be given to investment and ro srimularing rhose acrivi-
des which hold promise for the future, panicularly the
new technologies.

The European social dialogue will have ro take
account, as a recent OECD report has shown, of rhe
need to slow down the rise in social spending and ease

the rigid factors in rhe economy. But above all we
wonder about making our resources adequare to the
aims pursued. In these difficulr days we do nor deny
that the common agricultural policy needs rc be
reformed. But excessively brutal measures, devoid of
any vision for the future, would entail inrolerable sac-
rifices for a very grea[ number of farmers.

Forgive me for putring ir somewhat brutally, bur if you
want to encourage a policy of improving employmenr,
make sure thar your proposals do not end up purring a

few million more people on the dole.

Secondly, what we know as budgetary discipline con-
stitutes a rhrear of strangulation. Claiming that rhe
Community budget musr not grow faster than the
national budgets is an absurd doctrine which deprives
Europe, which is currently taking shape, of all capaciry
for progress.

In these circumstances enlargemenr of the Com-
munity, which has wrongly been given priority over
the increasing of own resources, runs rhe risk of
aggravating weakening rendencies which are already
apparent in the Europe of the Ten. Ve need determi-
nation to achieve what we want. If we wanr enlarge-
men[ to be a success, we must in general have ma.ioriry
voting in the Council of Minisrcrs and we musr
develop mechanisms of solidarity so rhat we can avoid
the emergence of a gulf between the Nonh and Sourh
of the Community.

And so to my conclusion. As you have said, there is a
pressing need for concrele action to resr.ore Europe's
dynamism and credibiliry, make it a tangible reality ro
its citizens and make it inro a rrue Community of des-
tiny. To achieve this, we consider that a qualitative
step forward is needed, a political and institutional
mutation. !7e shall not be grudging in our supporr for
the Commission's effons towards this end. \7e know
how hard its msk is. Ve rrusr it to do its besr.

Mr Toksvig (ED). - (DA) Mr President, I rhink we
are doing well wirh rhe new Commission. Ir was
important for the new Members of this Assembly to
look for visions, resolution and readiness for action. It
is my opinion that the Commission's programme of
work gives us a basis to work on.

The most imponant of all the many points the Presi-
dent of the Commission mentioned in his stirring
speech here this morning is undoubtedly his determi-
nation to be firm with the Council. Not only are we ro
plan the implementation of the grear free market by
1992, we are also to get the Council's formal approval
of the timetable. '!fle cannot allow the Council ro con-
tinue taking a passive line. There is throughout the
programme a recognition of the fact that it is the
Council in the final analysis which can block, has
blocked and will continue to block progress. There is a

call to Parliament to en[er into close cooperarion with
rhe Commission; it is a call which we musr answer
happily and without reservation.

Of panicular imponance to me is the section on our
joint reaction to the conclusions of the Dooge Com-
mittee. !fle all know the dmetable; we musl expect that
it will be adhered to. This means that Parliamenr at rhe
end of this month will be faced with a plan rhe corner-
stone of which is che convening of a conference of the
governmen$ on the Communiry's future. The Com-
mission considers it important that such a conference
will be given a clear and unmistakable mandate, such
that no one will be able subsequently ro duck his res-
ponsibiliry; and that is an approach we can only agree
with.

I must point out in rhis Chamber thar Denmark roo
has declared rhrough its Prime Minister rhar if such a
conference comes about, we shall of course take part
in it. A conference is not a decision, however; it is
important that rhe terms of reference for rhe confer-
ence should not pre-empt irs conclusions, for thar
could make it difficult for our countries all to rake
pan. The formulation of the terms of reference is of
vitaI imponance.

It has often happened in the past thar the European
Council has issued solemn declarations which not all
Member States have endorsed wholeheanedly in prac-
tice. It is one thing to supporr. ever closer cooperarion
in theory, but the pracrical difficuldes of giving effect
to fine-sounding ideas are quite another.

A very important point in the programme of work is
the section on European consciousness; the aim is to
inform and, even more imponanr, to educare. There is
a dury here on which, in my opinion, we have been
particularly remiss. In my country the lack of aware-
ness of the Community and of Denmark's interna-
tional agreemenrc in teneral is beyond measure. A
schoolchild can go through the enrire educational sys-
tem without learning, for example, rhe difference
between the Council of Europe and the European Par-
liament.

The new and very welcome tones of cooperarion ring-
ing out from the Commission ro this Assembly musr be
used for a serious appraisal of the information prob-
lem. I know rhar rhe Bureau of Parliament is working
on these marrers. I urge you, Mr President, to give
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some impetus to this work. There is an urgent need for
us to pool our various information seruices and to
rationalize and modernize the work. It has been the
custom in my country that no discussion should take
place on Community matters unless the out-and-out
antis were also involved. That seems to be changing
now, thank Heaven, so that we shall be able to get on
with a serious debate. But we musr keep up the pres-
sure, and I heanily welcome the Commission's prom-
ised initiatives in rhis field.

Mr President, we were already aware in January that
new notes were being sounded in the new Commis-
sion. If it keeps to its programme of work, it can at
least count upon the full support of this Member.

Mr Chambeiron (COM). - Gg Mr President, it is

now more than six years since the negotiations on
enlargement began. !fle are told that we are now in
the home straight, though the exercise seems more like
an obstacle race, with hurdles springing up every-
where. At present, nothing has as yet been definitively
settled, especially since, even after the negotiations
have ended, ratification by the national parliaments
will still be needed. These successive delays are due in
large pan to the action of all those - ourselves
amongst them initially - who have pressed for greater
clarity as regards what is at stake over enlargement
and have revealed the dangers which cenain parties
were anxious to conceal.

The current eagerness of the negotiators, who are
holding more and more meetings, is a reflection of the
difficulry they are encountering in resolving the con-
tradictions which exist between the political will to
encourate integration and the constraints imposed by
the crisis which is no respecter either of the Com-
munity or of the applicant countries.

The cost of enlargement to the Community's finances
brings these contradictions to light, and I have to say
rhat the proposals outlined for us this morning by the
Commission Presidenr have not, for the moment, done
anything to shed funher light on the matter.

Since 1977 the Commission has given us a variety of
estimates ranging from 1 500 million ECU to 3 800
million ECU. In the breakdown it gave prior to the
November 1982 European Council it said that the cost
would be between 2 800 million ECU and 3 800 mil-
lion ECU, which is considerably over the 0.1% of
VAT currently being mooted.

The oral question seeking somewhat greater clarity on
this is thus fully justified. But we should like to see

those concerned for the Community's finances show-
ing equal concern for the consequences of enlarge-
ment for workers, panicularly farmers.

\Thatever the Commission's reply, it cannot hide one
essential thing from the peoples of the Community

and the applicant countries, who are increasingly mk-
ing note of it: ir wishes to achieve enlargement as

cheaply as possible, by aggravating the compedtion
between producers and regions. Commissioner
Andriessen said himself recently that it was absurd to
think that such harmful effects could be avoided.
There is no shortage of examples: the new regulation
on wine, implementing the Dublin agreement, the
price proposals for fruit, vegetables and citrus fruits,
and the IMPs, funds for which are shrinking 

^L 
a rate

of knors.

It is, moreover, significant rhat countries such as the
United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Ger-
many, which will benefit most from the opening up of
new markets, are the last to open their purses.

Instead of the preconditions and guarantees promised
in .iustification of enlargement, we are now seeing a

deliberate challenge to cenain accepted realities and a
stepping up of the war of the poor. But rhe cost of
enlargement is but one facet of the problems facing the
building of Europe iself. The Community of Twelve
would mean a weakening of the Community and irc
disinrcgration into a vast free trade area, not forget-
dng the threat to the national sovereignty of the Mem-
ber States if the unanimity rule is abandoned. The
United Starcs is under no illusions, as it has just
encouraged the Community to bring the negotiations
to a rapid conclusion. The US has a twofold interest in
our doing so: primarily a political and military interest
in that the applicant countries will thus bring stability
to the southern flank of NATO, but an economic
interest also in that the US will thus have a new
bridgehead in Europe.

Instead of seeking at all costs to realize a project
which will exacerbate existing antagonisms, would it
not be preferable, in these circumstances, to institute a

true cooperation policy with the candidate countries
which would be mutually advantageous and would
help solve the problems which face all of us?

Mrs Larive-Groenendaal (L). - (NL) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, the Liberals do in fact have a
social face, even if it is a little unhappy at the moment.
The account of social priorities does indeed breathe an
air of dejection, of imminent acceptance and of wail-
ing over, for example, new technologies, despite the
best effons of the rapporteur, Mr Tuckman. A missed
opportunity therefore. Our European forum ought rc
be able rc offer a vision of the future for our rapidly
changing society, creatively and imaginatively catching
up new developments, and, ultimately, why do we not
learn from other people's experiences? After all, we
want a society in which our children and grandchil-
dren can stand on their own feet, act responsibly and
have freedom of choice, men and women, and that
means work. There is still so much to do, and why
should we nol pay for it? Moreover, we want our
society to continue to provide a safety net for those
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who are unable or no longer able to look after them-
selves, a safety net, not a rope. The Liberals say three
criteria have to be fulfilled in order to achieve this.

Firstly: coherence between economic and social poli-
cies. Ve shall never get anywhere if we pursue social
policies without any regard to economic policies and
oice oersa. Take social security for instance. A funda-
mental right which must not be tampered with. But by
not seeing that the structure and financing of it are
indissolubly bound up with the economic situation and
with Europe's competitiveness in general, we run [he
risk of no longer being able to achieve solidarity in the
future. And at this point let us remember that our
population is an ageing one. There has to be a balance
now between individual responsibility and collective
solidarity if we are to continue to be able in future to
give protection to [hose who need it.

The second criterion: to become familiar with the new
technologies, to turn them to our advantage. Ve have
to master the new technologies, otherwise they will
become our masters. The new technologies - what a

pity Mrs Salisch has left - are not something from
outer space. Unless Europe wan6 to degenerate into
an open-air museum of past glories, where people
stumble over apathy and wasted ideas, we must
quickly, very quickly, adapt our society to the require-
ments of the new age.

This brings me to the third and most important crite-
rion: flexibility, resilience, in production, organization
of work, working hours and training. Inflexibility now
simply increases future unemployment and does not,
therefore, provide any protection for those in employ-
ment. It is the most imponant obstacle along the way
to a healthy European society. My group has also
mbled a number of amendments with this in mind.
'\Tithout the active panicipation of the European
social panners, we can simply forget about the much-
needed change of mental attitudes in favour of greater
flexibility. That is why it is imperative for the Euro-
pean social partners to gec round the table at a Euro-
pean .level once more. There has been no tripartite
sensitivity training since 1978. Let them become allies
once more in order to produce a genuine European
social policy. Only when a united Europe is able to
bring about rhe fundamental process of change will it
again become competitive and really be able to realize
its social priorities, namely, the fight against unem-
ployment and solidarity with the weaker members of
socrety.

Mrs Chouraqui (RDE). - (FR) Mr President, as is

apparent from the Tuckman report, the main concern
of the Committee on Social Affairs, of which I am a

member, is to find solutions to the problem of unem-
ployment affecting 13 million and more men and
women in the Community. The report also takes
account, and we approve this, of the increasing of
worker participation in productive capital, the

development of information and management training
for employees, the absolucely essential need to
improve vocational guidance and training and, not
least, the need to improve living and working condi-
tions in the light of the third industrial revolution. 'Sfle,

for our pan, shall stress that it is better to mlk of the
better arrangement of working time, of flexibility in
the organization of working time, rather than reduc-
ing working time. For we do not believe that job shar-
ing creates jobs.

Ve call on the Commission to assist the negotiations
currently under way at varying levels in a number of
Member States on the reorganization of working time,
and we believe that a result of this kind can only be

arrived at on a voluntary basis, through measures
which will improve productivity without endangering
existing social safeguards.

\(/e refute the view which says that a solution to the
unemployment crisis is currently being sought through
the introduction of new technologies, and that this is

against the interest of the workers. Ve are convinced
that the introduction of new technologies, although a

potential threat to employment in certain sectors in the
short [erm, will in rhe long term be the Community's
best chance of developing productivity and employ-
ment. \7e reaffirm our dedication to modernization of
the European economy, which will enable the Com-
munity to take up the challenge of international com-
petition and thus free the resources which are needed
for social progress. \flith these reservations, specifi-
cally as regards the reference to full implementation of
the Vredeling directive, we can endorse this report.

However, Mr President, I shall take advantage of the
opportunity afforded to me today by the Tuckman
report to draw your attention to cenain aspects of
social policy which are particularly dear to my hean. It
would be inconceivable for the Commission to draw
up a programme which took no account either of the
essential role of the family in our society or of our
main concern, which is the falling birthrate in the
Community. These points, which we raised in the
Social Affairs Committee, are taken up in the Tuck-
man rePort.

Mr President, it is not my intention here ro stare or
restate banalities or commonplaces on the decline in
the European birthrate or the ageing of Europe's
population. In fact, we face a problem which is just as

crucial as that of rising unemployment over rhe next
20 years. If the current birthrate con[inues, the Com-
munity of Ten may lose 25 million inhabinnts in 20
years. Ve ask that the Commission should without
delay investigate and analyse the causes of this situa-
tion and study possible remedies, by working out
coherent and effective family policies in Europe. There
is not, in so many words, a turning away from the
family, from having children, but rather a collection of
economic, social and cultural causes which need ro be
analysed. The family has changed. Let us take account
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of the ways in which it has changed, but without dis-
couraging those who wish to have a family. Let us help
them, because the decision to have a family with two
or three children represents rcday a major financial
and social choice. Ve need to revise existing tax and
social legislation, which is hardly designed to encour-
age people.

Mr President, we do not want to be absent from this
debate in future . Having been appointed rapponeur of
rhe Committee on Social Affairs for family policy, I
call on the Commission to take account of the role of
the family and the questions relevanc to it when it sets

priorities in the field of employment policy.

Mr Bogh (ARC). - (DA) The Commission's pro-
gramme of work reminds me of those works which the
European theologians of the Middle Ages wrote with
dtles beginning with 'Summa', in other words, books
which covered an entire subject, everythinB under the
sight of God. The Commission's work, with im chart-
ing.of all the.apparent discords in the Community's
soclo-economlc unrverse, is just such a Summa, and it
resembles the real Summas in its basic philosophy: that
the discords will be removed, at least in the fullness of
rime, that long-range programmes will eventually
remove all discords. The philosophy seems to be that,
when we free ourselves from our individual, group or
party interests, we shall recognize that it pays to resign

ourselves and to make concessions to one another in
the short term so that solid Community solutions can
be achieved in the long term.

It is an optimistic reading in gloomy times, and yet one

has one's doubts. The realiry is that people, groups
and nations do not wan! what is best for them; on the
contrary, they pursue their own interests. \7e note that
the Commission does not entirely exclude the possible

need to take a very firm hand in keeping these conten-
tious spirits in line. And after all it is not so strange,
since the whole idealistic construction rests soundly on
the liberal conviction that selfishness is the only sure

basis for progress.

Once again it is the Community's peculiar mixture of
liberalism and economic planning that is unfolded in
the Commission's programme of work. I cannot help
recalling that one of the Community's ideological for-
erunners, Emperor Charles V, who reigned over most
of the present territory of the European Community,
was consumed with the same singular notion involving
the harmonization of all political conflicts in his

Empire. As we know, he failed; he withdrew disillu-
sioned and devoted himself to a curious hobby: col-
lecdng clocks, which were all to keep exactly the same

time. And th'at failed too.

The Commission is cleverer than Charles V; it can

harmonize all that is technical, but it cannot change

human nature any more than Charles V could.

Mr Tripodi (DR). - (IT) The Group of the Euro-
pean Right, which I have the honour to represent, in-
sists on considering the problem of enlargement of the

Community to include Spain and Ponugal as mainly a

political one, and it therefore subordinates all other
considerations to whatever is politically necessary.

This does not mean that it ignores the economic and
social repercussions that enlargement involves both
inside and outside the Community. As time continues
to go by and the date of 1 January 1986 draws near,
we, too, want to know whether the prices of cenain
agricultural produce, or the trend in industries such as

the fishing industry, will cost more than the 0.10lo

which ex-President Thorn said last year would be the
net cost of the accession of Spain and Portugal to the
Community.

But it is for that very reason that we urge that the
commitments assumed on these questions by the new
President, Mr Delors, be maintained, and we recall the
contents of the Commission's working programme for
1985. \7e refer in particular to the Mediterranean
policy, which the Commission itself has undenaken to
complete for the Comrnunity of the Twelve, having
regard to the effect that enlargement will have on the
tradidonal exports of third countries in the Mediterra-
nean basin and, as a corrollary to that, the European
development of political and economic relations with
those countries. !7e refer to the future of a modern,
competitive agricultural industry which, mking into
account the new problems connected with the Iberian
countries, should resolve the present imbalances in the
agricultural marker of the Community, coordinating
without delay decisions as to their claims and those of
Member States. Ve refer again to regional disparities:
these have grown in the social and economic context
since the accession of Greece, and the gap between the
powerful economies of \Testern Europe and the less

advantaged ones of Southern Europe may grow sdll
funher after the accession of Spain and Portugal. But
there is a way of avoiding this: the Council and the
Commission, in full agreement with our Parliament,
musr pursue a process of economic integration of the
southern regions which will really build - as the
Commission's programme assures us - Europe's 'new
frontier' and the nucleus of a new dynamism, which
will in the end undoubtedly be to the benefit of the
industrialized regions of the North. For this very
reason we shall never stop insisting on the urgency for
implementation of the integrated Mediterranean pro-
grammes, having taken into account both sides of the
balance sheet, and the reciprocal profits and losses of
the countries of southern Europe. Such a programme,
so structured, is necessary for the balanced develop-
ment of the respective local potentials, for their inte-
gration in a new, wide market of continental dimen-
sions, and, hence, for maintaining employment and
incomes in those countries.

Even though, through the eyes of economic shon-
sightedness, the cost of enlargement may appear heavy
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to some people today, tomorrow it will even be econ-
omically advantageous. The urgent problems of the
fisheries, which are regarded with pessimism by those
who today think thar a Europe enlarged to include
Spain and Ponugal will be faced with a 900/o increase
in rhe number of fishermen, an 80Vo increase in fishing
capacity and a 450/o increase in production for the
markets, will end up by increasing the wealth of the
Community, always, of course, provided that our
executive bodies put in hand, as a matter of urgency
and with no false nationalism, rhe proper organizarion
of the marker wirh a wider subsidiary structural policy
in view.

However - and we repear this - all these forecasts,
all these calcularions and economic and financial com-
mitmenr must, in every case, remain complementary
to a prevailing political commirmenr - the commit-
ment to enrich rhe spirit and the institurions of the
Community by rhe presence of two peoples who
belong to it by historical right and by vinue of the
urgent needs of domesric and international policy and
the security and freedom of a united Europe.

Mr Van der $/aal (NI).- (NL) Mr President, I am
glad to be able to express my appreciation of the ambi-
tious programme of work for 1985 which the Com-
mission has laid before us. It focuses very specifically
on matrcrs which can promote conrinuing European
unity. !7e anticipate thar the proposed itimulus to
acdvity within a European market will give new impe-
tus to the economic recovery of Europe. In panicular
we hope that ir will contribute indirectly to the growth
of job opponunities. '!7e are very pleased ro supporr.
this.

Ve have some difficulty with the one-sided emphasis
placed by the Commission exclusively on big indus-
tries, advanced technologies and largeness of scale in
industrial development. \[hy is so little arrenrion given
to small and medium-sized businesses? The Commis-
sion cannot be ignoranr of the fact that in the United
States by far the greater pan of rhe number of newly
created jobs originates among small businesses. Should
not we as a European Community also be looking
towards them?

Vhere the paragraphs dealing with social marrers are
concerned, we, with an eye to our competitive posi-
tion, suppon the considerable caution wirh which the
Commission views uniform reduction of working
hours. The external counrries which have most relev-
ance for Europe, the Unircd Srates and Japan, already
have longer working hours. Generally speaking we do
wonder, however, whether rhe Commission's pro-
gramme does, in facr, have sufficient respecr for social
variations in separate Member States.

Ve were especially interesred to hear what the pro-
Bramme had to say about the cuhural and human
aspects. We are sorry to find, however, that rhe Com-

mission's point of depanure is, in our opinion, unsaris-
faaory. A culture ought to have a spiritual basis to
senr'e as a common foundation to bind the Community
together. I found very little abour this in rhe Commis-
sion's programme. Anyone who talks about rhe cul-
tural and human aspects wirhin the framework of
European cooperation cannor forget the Chrisdan
tradition which has determined our European society
from the firsr centuries of our era down to the presenr
d^y. Ve cannot then be content with cuhural
exchanges and sponing activities. It cannor be enough
to strive exclusively for an economically srong Europe
able rc stand up to competition from the United Srares
and Japan, imponant as rhar may be. Alongside that
stands the question of the standards and values which
are to shape society, and that is of fundamental
imponance. It is not just a matter of whether people,
the Member States, can live in marerial prosperity but,
just as imponant, wherher they know that they are
protected by the raditional fundamenral rights and
have a spiritual home in European society.

In our gpinion, these elements of the Christian tradi-
tion are of fundamental importance in any real welfare
programme for European society. Our quesrion is
whether the Commission can confirm rhar these values
are to form the basis of the social and culrural sections
of the programme laid before us.

Mrs Pery (S). - (FR) Mr President, I listened very
carefully to Mr Delors this morning. I was nor sur-
prised that the Commission President should have
begun his speech with the subject of enlargement. This
is clearly the priority for rhe immediate furure. I am
fully in agreemenr with two poinm which Mr Delors
underlined. The next summit of Heads of Stare or
Governmenr ought not to have [o wrestle with demils
of fruit and vegetables or fishing, and enlargement
cannot succeed without solidarity on rhe pan of the
countries of the Nonh.

On the first poinr, Mr Delors rold us that the Commis-
sion had put forward a global proposal. There is to be
a meeting of the Foreign Ministers nexr week and, if
you permit, Mr Presidenr, I shall once again express
the views of the Subcommittee on Fisheries in this
debate.

I would remind the House thar ir has already on a
number of occasions voiced its fears rhar, in rhe hurry
to complete rhe negotiations, rhe interests of the Com-
munity's fishermen may be sacrificed. Because of the
limircd speaking rime available to me I cannor go into
the technicalides of this dossier, but I will sum up rhe
essential points which our subcommitree upholds.

Firstly, the achievemenr of the common fisheries
policy must be preserved, notably the balance in fish
stocks and the principle of relative stabiliry.

Secondly, access by the Spainish fleet to Community
waters must be only gradual, following a transisional
period and depending on rhe state of fishery resources.
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Thirdly, supervisory mechanisms need to be expanded.

Founhly, the European Community could not ask

Spain to reduce its fleet without pledging financial
support, and our commirtee welcomes rhe Commis-
sion's proposal to grant Spain assistance prior to
accession; we hope the content of these proposals may
be funher diversified.

It is with these points in mind that I submitted my oral
question. I should also like to add and reaffirm that
once the Act of Accession of I January 1985 is rati-
fied, the Community's structural funds, viz. the Euro-
pean Regional Development Fund, the EAGGF and

the Social Fund will need to be made operative, parti-
cularly in the maritime regions affected by the restruc-
turing of their fishing fleer.

It is my fervent hope that a balanced solution can be

found to preserve the achievements of the common
fisheries policy and provide the necessary solidarity
with the Iberian peoples.

Mr von Vogau (PPE). - (DE) Presidents, honoura-
ble Members, the Group of the European People's

Pany regards the Commission proSramme before us as

a realistic programme of acdvities for the year 1985.

This programme offers prospects but at the same time
keeps its feet on the ground. That is important, for if
the Community wants new competences to be trans-
ferred to it in the coming year,it must first ensure that
matters already within its competence are being dealt
with sadsfactorily. This programme provides a good
basis for that.

Cenrral to this programme is the funher development
of the European internal market. In our view this must
occur primarily in the field of key technologies, for it
is vital for new jobs to be created and maintained here.

Mrs Salisch has just said rather disparagingly that only
one million jobs would be involved, but if a million
jobs are lost in Europe and instead created in Japan
and the United States, then that is certainly not a situ-
ation I can ignore.

The programme that the Commission is proposing in

order to achieve the internal market contains one cen-
tral point, and the Commission must set definite dates.

Some people might regard its 1992 deadline as rather
generous. Let us be clear that rcday everyone -including us here in the European Parliament - is

mlking about achieving the internal market, but that
when practical programmes are put before us and

decisions have rc be taken, in the fiscal field, for in-
srance, we need all the allies we can get.

Comparing today's protramme with the speech the
President made in January, I note that rather less

space has been devoted to the EuroPean Monetary
System than before. Now we must, of course, remem-

ber that in January and February - also and especially
as regards the European Monetary System - the tem-
perature became very cold in various European capi-
nls. I could even imagine that some people got cold
feet. In my view we must not let ourselves be discour-
aged by this.

Mr President, whenever the Commission proposes

programmes which will help to promote economic
convergence between the Member States and which
offer a stable framework for the further development
of the private ECU too, you can be sure that my group
and this Parliament will give your our suPPon.

Mr Patterson (ED). - Mr President, like Mr von
\7ogau, I too would like to talk about the internal
market. I think that one of the most encouraging
things about this proposal is that at last it looks as

though we are getting some movement on this vital
business of removing internal frontiers. Indeed, the
idea of a real internal market by 1992 is a deadline
which, although, as Mr von Vogau said, not over-
ambitious, we shall want. to keep our eyes fixed very
clearly on in this Parliament.

-I would like to make one or two remarks on the mat-
ter. First of all, of course, in the matter of removing
frontiers only 1000/o success is success. If we retain just

one control, we retain all the paraphernalia of controls
and therefore we have to get rid of all the borders, all
the conrrols by rhat date of 1992. That is why I am

delighted to see in the internal market programme the
words'to implement in full the programme for conso-
lidation of the internal market'. I would like rc ask Mr
Delors whether that means the consolidation docu-
ment and everything in that consolidation document
and, if not, what it actually does mean, because it is, of
course, the very first point in the summary on the
internal market.

I would also say that the internal market covers not
just goods moving across frontiers but also services,
people and capital. And free movement in an internal
market by 1992 implies free movement of all those

things.

If I might mention goods for a moment. There are var-
ious ways in which you can approach this. You can
make movement more efficient at the frontiers - and

that, I understand, is the purpose of the single admin-
istrative document. But you can also remove the con-
trols from the fronders, which is very much more
effective.

Here I would like to ask Mr Delors what chance he

really does see of implementation of the 14th VAT
Directive during this year. I see that the phrase he used

is 'continue to press'. 'Why doesn't he say 'to imple-
ment'? Nor does the Caddia project find a place in the
summary. I hope very much that she Caddia project
will be pushed ahead with equal vigour. But much the
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most effective way of gerting rid of internal frontiers is
to remove rhe very need for internal frontiers, and
here I would congrarulate rhe Commission on its
courage in talking abour rhe harmonization of VAT
and excise duties. If rhat is firmly seen as rhe ulrimate
objective, rhen I have some hope that we really are
getting somewhere and thar we shall have harmonized
YAT by 1992.

As regards people, the Green Disc Directive which I
have here in fronr of me is a mosr exciring idea and I
hope very much thar ir will be pushed rhrough this
year.

But one matter which is not covered, and which I hope
will be covered, is rhe legislarion necessary ro remove
the need for any kind of conrrols on people ar inrernal
frontiers. Ir is extraordinary that Community citizens
still do nor have rhe righr of residence in anothet
Community counrry and can be senr packing after six
monrhs if a national governmenr so wishes. That is

something rhat has gor ro be put righr.

Finally, on capital - and here I have a question for
Mr Delors. k says very correctly in the documenr:
'There would be litrle point in abolishing the barriers if
the unity of the market could be desroyed by the in-
stability or arbitrary manipulation of exchange
rates . . .' The mysrerious vanishing Delors plan, as I
might say, in this documenr is rather disrurbing,
because in January you gave us a very explicir accounr
of how you would srrengrhen the EMS and open up
capital markets in Europe. There seems ro be very little
of that left in this programme for 1985, and perhaps
you could reaffirm in answer ro this debate your com-
mitment to pushing ahead this year wirh real progress
on rhe EMS, the use of rhe ECU and the abolirion of
capital controls. Unless free movemenr of capital is

added to rhe free movement of goods, services and
people, we shall still not have an inrernal market.

(Applause)

Mr Alavanos (COM). - (GR) Mr President, as for
the Communiry's enlargemenr, and especially its high
cost and its impact on farmers in the Mediterranean
regions, I agree wirh whar Mr Chambeiron had ro say.
I would, of course, like to stress rhe importance of the
great devaluation imposed on the Mediterranean pro-
grammes by the Delors Commission, though to be
sure rhere will be orher opporr.uniries for this during
the present part-session.

So far as rhe Commission's programme of action is
concerned, its presentation may bear the personal
stamp of Mr Delors, but in our opinion ir is a further
proof of the familiar trend rowards rhe developmenr
and deepening of rhe process of integrarion in the
economic, monerary, bur also political and military
sectors.

ln our opinion rhe dominanr feature of rhe programme
is the opening up, rhe crearion of a huge market
devoid of barriers, which occupies the first rank of
priority in the programme of acrion and which is
essentially an attempr by the grear monopolies, either
in Vest Germany or Great Britain or rhe EEC's other
developed counrries, ro reverr to international compe-
tition to the disadvanrage of economic development
and working people, with panicularly severe conse-
quences for less well-developed Member Sates of rhe
EEC, such as Greece. Our country already faces a
range of serious problems, expressed in acure form by
the indexes reladng to the balance of rrade, the bal-
ance of paymenrs, the rare of progress of gross fixed
capital invesrmenr, rhe increase in gross national
income, etc.

I refer to the relevant study carried out by Professor
Drettakis in Greece, who showed that during these
four years nor only have we failed to converge bur, on
the contrary, we have diverged and distanced our-
selves, and thar the ultimate result of our accession ro
the EEC was thar we have become less European than
before. I would also like ro recall rhe approximarely
120 actions brought by the Commission in the Euro-
pean Courts in connection with a series of measures
instituted in our counrry. These actions ultimately
undermine any effort rowards economic development
based on broadening and refurbishing the public sec-
tor.

In summary, I would like to say thar in our opinion
the Commission's programme of action for 1985
amounts to a programme for unemployment, deindus-
trialization and economic crisis for our counrry.

Mr De Vries (L). - (NL) Mr President, rhe financial
consequences of rhe enlargemenr of the Community
are casting a shadow over whar should be a bright new
chapter in the history of our continenr. There is the
greatest uncenainty over rhe costs of enlargement. I
should therefore like to ask the Commission, in the
person of its Presidenr, Mr Delors, to produce some
light in rhis darkness. I shall rherefore pur five ques-
tions to him.

Firstly: is the Commission's estimare of the budgetary
rend in 1985, 1986 and 1987 still valid? In it! esti-
mates rhe Commission says rhar the net cost of
enlargement in 1985 will be 300 million ECU and 500
million in 1987. Have these esrimares nor become
much too low in the meantime?

Secondly: do these esrimares include any compensa-
tion arrangemenrs for the non-member States which
will suffer from the consequences of enlargement? I
am thinking of rhe counrries of North Africa and
Israel.

Thirdly: the integrated Mediterranean programmes,
for which rhe Commission proposes to appropriare
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2 000 million ECU with the expendirure spread over
seven years. Is it not to be feared that rhe 1985 and
1987 expenditure might nor be realized in view of the
cridcal financial siruation in which the Community
will find itself in rhose years?

This brings me to the key question, Mr Presidenr. Is it
not illusory to think that the 1986 budger can balance,
even if the new own resources are available by I Janu-
ary, which is still not entirely cenain? Does not the
uncenainty over agricultural expenditure in view of
the dollar exchange rate mean that there is a very con-
siderable chance rhat 1.40/o VAT in 1986 will prove to
be altogether too little? Certainly a stan has to be
made on repayment to the Member States of rhe ad-
vances provided to cover the 1984 deficir, an amounr
of something like 3 000 million ECU. Do we not also
have to reckon with repayment of similar advances to
cover the deficit for 1986, a figure of something like
3 000 million ECU?

In the fifth place, does that not mean that the Com-
mission must now consider rhe proposal it has ro
make, pursuant to the Fontainebleau agreemenr, one
year before own resources run out?

Mr President, Europe is heading for failure. There is
uncenainty over the cosm of enlargement, over rhe
spreading of the payments to be made under the inre-
grated Mediterranean programme, over the extenr of
agricultural prices, over the dollar exchange rate. One
thing is clear: in this situation there is very little room
for new policies. The fine intentions which the Com-
mission is laying before us in its policy statement could
well appear unattainable. The fault lies not with the
Commission, but with the schizophrenic atritude
adopted by the Council. There is a glaring contradic-
tion between, on the one hand, the grandiloquenr
phrases in which our national governments plead for
new policies and for the enlargement of our Com-
munity and, on the other, their readiness to lay the
necessary financial resources on the table.

That, Mr President, is what is wrong with Europe: it
lacks the political courage to take the financial conse-
quences of its own policy statements.

IN THE CHAIR: MR PLASKOVITIS

Vice-President

Mr Pasty (RDE). - (FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, our discussion of the Commission's pro-
gramme gives us a chance to raise once again the ques-
tion of how much enlargement will cost. This ques-
tion, which has been raised for some time now, can be

answered simply and succinctly. Ve still do not know
exactly how much enlargement will cost the Com-

munity. \flhat is certain is that it will make great
inroads into the Community's new resources, which
will be available from I January 1986 as a result of
raising the VAT ceiling from l0/o to 1.40/0, to the point
of making these new own resources inadequate the
minute they are created. Here, you will agree, is a par-
adox which is, to say the least, disturbing. At all events
it is certain that, because of enlargement, the addi-
tional resources will not provide funding for new poli-
cies, contrary to the wishes of Parliament.

The replies we have had so far to this question of the
cost of enlargement have been, to say the leasr, eva-
sive. Commissioner Christophersen replied during the
February part-session that it was as yet impossible to
give a precise figure for the financial cost of enlarge-
ment but that it would certainly have an impact on the
budget. In effect, the real problems enmiled by
enlargement are no[ of a budgetary nature. They are
problems which underline the whole contradiction
between a specific political commitment with a dead-
line, I January 1986, and the difficulties in solving the
Community policy questions on which there is still dis-
agreemen[ among the various parties: I refer particu-
larly here to fisheries and agriculture. As regards rhe
budget, enlargement nevenheless raises two major dif-
ficulties: the legal link of the simultaneous entry into
force of the new own resources and the effective dare
of enlargement, and the situation over the budget
itself.

Let me recall a few figures here. There is a deficit for
1984 of 500 million ECU, the result of rhe Council's
manipulation of estimated income deemed necessary
for the 1984 supplemenary budget. Plus refunds ro
Member States from the Community budget ro a total
of t OOO million ECU from the 1984 budget. Plus the
vinually certain deficir of 2 000 million ECU in the
1985 budget, atributable largely to the Guaranree
Section of the EAGGF. Plus again the cost of refund-
ing the UK contribution for 1985, a funher sum of
I 000 million ECU, to be met out of rhe new own
resources for 1985, nol forgetting the uncertainry cur-
rently prevailing as to repayment of the advances
which will be needed in 1985 to make up the budget
deficit. And we still do not know, since rhe Minisrers
have not reached agreement, whether these advances
will be refunded or not. Nor, indeed, must we forger
the cost per se oI enlargement, which Presidenr Thorn
put a few monrhs ago at not less than the equivalent of
adding 0.10/o to the VAT rate.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, clearly it is not
enlargement as such which is crearing difficulties over
the budget, but coming on top of the current budger
difficulties it can only atgravare funher the financial
impasse which the Community has reached. Enlarge-
ment will happen at a time when the Communiry's
budget problems have not been solved or even quanti-
fied with any degree of accuracy. In France we have a
graphic name for thar: we call it ostrich polirics -burying one's head in the sand in order not to see
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what is going on all around. This seems to us a very
serious state of affairs, and for this reason we await a

precise answer from the Commission on this essential
point.

Mr Vandemeulebroucke (ARC). - (NL) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, anyone who reads the
Commission's programme for 1985 must realize that
Euro-pessimism has at last made way for a new kind
of boldness and a pragmatic approach. I wish whole-
heanedly to congratularc the President of the Com-
mission, Mr Delors, on this. I think that it will now be
possible for the Commission once again to become the
driving force behind a genuinely European approach,
but, that said, I have nevertheless to point out a few
gaps in the programme.

For example, there is in the whole programme nothint
concrete about the repon on European Union. !flhat
are the Commission's inrcntions? How far are the
views of the Commission represented?

There is a second point I wish m make in connection
with the integrated Mediterranean programmes. Ini-
dally all the budgetary technicalities were grouped
together in one chapter, which meant that they would
also be dealt with together. Now we find that the inte-
grated Mediterranean programmes are split up
between various depanments and come inrc different
areas of responsibility. For rhis reason we justly fear
that there will be not one jot of coherence in approach
and that we shall once again end up in the jungle. If
one thinks how scattered the directorates-general are,
even operating independently, then I fear that there
will be no overall coordination.

And finally, Mr President, this, the question of a gen-
uine Medircrranean policy, brings me to [he main
question of this year: the enlargement of the Com-
muniry ro include Spain and Ponugal. I have heard
people speak in this House many times about the net
cosrs of this enlargement. There is mention of the fish-
eries policy, but there is no discussion of the fact that,
when you come right down to it, Spain and Portugal
are [wo completely different cases nor of rhe fact that
at the end of the day we shall be faced with the conso-
lidation of regional differences. The question then is

also to what extent the European Commission will
take up these differences and realize that ultimarcly
regional policy requires a new approach.

The negodations over enlargement provide the Euro-
pean Commission with an opponunity to reverse this
egocentric nationalistic thinking and give a fresh
chance to the regions which have hitheno been so
unfairly treated by the Member States. I want there-
fore to call upon the Commission to turn this ro some
purpose by entering into a dialogue, not just with the
Member States but with the regions as well.

Mr Ulburghs (NI). - (NL) Mr President, there has
already been a great deal of discussion of the Commis-

sion programme for 1985. I shall confine my remarks
to four specific topics which concern me deeply and to
which I would like the Commission to pay panicular
attention.

Firstly: soeial affairs. The Commission rightly points
out that it wants to encourage the dialogue with and
between the social partners. The right rc full informa-
tion is essential to that dialogue, as the first step
towards the panicipation of those partners in econo-
mic affairs. In this connection I should like to ask the
Commission what has happened to the Vredeling
directive to provide information to employees of rans-
nationaI corporations. Does that information also
apply to corporations which have their headquarters
ourside Europe? I propose that this direcdve include
information about transnational corporations in the
ACP countries.

Secondly: the fight against poveny. I am sorry to see

that the second programme continues to be very vague
on rhe question of eliminadng poveny. I should like to
point out that increased poverty is frequently the result
of antisocial policies on the pan of many governmenr.
The structural approach to poverty must include coop-
eration with the people affected. For example, in the
Limburg mining area, where I work, it is significant
that the populadon concerned was asked to panicipate
in providing accommodation for immigrants.

Thirdly: energy supplies. I hope this will include social
criteria for coalmines, not .iust a blind preoccupation
with high output. I also regret the emphasis laid on
nuclear enerty, to the detriment of the coalmines.

Founhly and finally, Mr President, I find very [ittle
about immigrants in this document. The Member
States have a responsibility towards immigranrc. Is the
Commission willing to supporr initiadves to include
immigranr fully in the social and political life of the
Community? One of the basic conditions for rhat is

the right [o vore, and I am thinking here pardcularly,
as a first step, of the conferring of the right to vore in
Community elections. I hope that the Commission will
initiate discussions with the Member States on this
point as quickly as possible. I wish the Commission a
fruitful year's work.

Mr Christiansen (S). - (DA) Mr President, the
Tuckman report is a good approach and, if it is not
diminished in this Chamber, rhe Danish Social Demo-
crats will vote for it in the final vote.

I must point out to Mr Tuckman thar to say thar some
of the proposed amendmenrs are based on a purely
Danish concepr of what the Community is for is to
misinterpret rhem. They do, of course, present a

social-democraric view, but they should also be seen as
a genuine contribution to the srrengrhening of the
report's dimensions, to a clarification and an improve-
ment of its recommendations in line with rhe real,
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time-honoured social and democradc traditions of
each of our countries. Vhy does the repon conceal
Parliament's first priority, the fight against unemploy-
ment, by slotting it in under a paragraph referring to
an integrated and consistent European social and
employment poliry? It considers that integration is the
way. Yes, but is there any real consideration here and
now of the l4-15 million unemployed and their fami-
lies? \7e all know very well - and the Commission
recognizes it - that the only way ro make rapid and
really effective inroads into unemployment is by a

coordinated and at the same time dynamic, growth-
based employment policy, agreed by the parliaments
and governments of the l0 Member States together.
Union, which the Six did not creare when they could,
has still not been achieved. The Ten have not achieved
it either, and I want to know if the unemployed have
got to wait for Union before they can have jobs.

Harmonizing social security is one of the headings in
the repon. Vhat does it mean? Standardization. And
what counry's standards are to apply? The social
security policies which have been developed should be
safeguarded, and harmonized at European level, it
says. \fhat value criterion is contained in the term har-
monization? If it means that levels of social security
provision should be both maintained and funher
developed for the European area as a whole, why not
say so? But perhaps we are not agreed on a process of
progressive social development for our citizens?

On vocational training, ic says that opponunities
should be created for vocational training for all citi-
zens, irrespective of age. Vhy not recognize, and state
explicitly, that a genuine right to training for all citi-
zens regardless of age presupposes paid time off for
training under official sponsorship?

The report also rightly emphasizes the need for the
introduction of democracy at the place of work, the
right to information and to a hearing, and the right for
employees to panicipate in increases in production-
related capiral. But why should we intervene on the
forms of economic democracy to be applied by decid-
ing and stipuladng that it should be in the form of
individually disposable shares alone? There are, after
all, other forms of ownership than titles to private pro-
peny. The democratic attitudes prevalant in our coun-
uies at least require that this fact be respected.

Mr Chanterie (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, on the
basis of the policy guidelines which the European
Commission laid before us in January, the Committee
on Social Affairs and Employment has drawn up a

report to clarify priorities in the area of social affairs
and employment. As group spokesman, I should like
ro express the EPP Group's support for the report and
also congratulate the rapporteur, Mr Tuckman, on his
work. On behalf of rhe group I should also like to say
a few words about four areas of priority importance.

Firstly, the problem of youth unemployment. The EPP
Group hopes that the Commission will produce a

coherent, decisive and convincing poliry which will at
last be able to offer new hope to young people. The
elements of such a policy are already here, in outline.
The Member States must now be made to face up to
their responsibilities. In any case we of the European
Community have a unique chance to make Interna-
tional Youth Year a future-oriented year.

Secondly, the redistribution and reorganization of
working hours.'We know that at the last moment the
British Government prevenrcd the adoption of a Com-
munity recommendation on this vital point. But it
would be unrealistic to think that was the end of the
affair. That is why we support the Commission in its
new approach to social considerations. It is, in fact, a
fundamental role of the social partners to give their
views on the redistribution, reorganization and.reduc-
tion of working hours. I'hope they succeed in breaking
the Council's blockade.

Thirdly, social security and the fight against poveny. I
see [wo tasks here. On the one hand, to have our own
European social model and, on the other, to make the
necessary alterarions so that the poor and the weak
can effectively gain thereby and find protection within
the social security system.

Founhly, codetermination for employees. The EPP
Group attaches panicular imponance of European
legislation giving employees identical rights through-
out the European Community. More panicularly, the
anicles of limited companies must finally be amended
so that the representatives of the employees can play
their pan on an equal footing with the representatives
of rhe capiml. If I have understood correctly, the
President of the Commission, Mr Delors, has that
ponfolio. I should like rc ask him whether he can tell
us what iniriatives he will take in order to achieve
some Progress on this point?

Finally, the Vredeling directive. The right of employ-
ees to be informed and consulted over decisions which
panicularly affect them is a fundamental right. The
President-in-Office of the Social Affairs Council has
let it be known that it is considering denaturing the
directive by changing it into a recommendation, or,
worse still, a resolution. On this point too I should like
to ask, what is the Commission's position? As far as I
am concerned, I can say right now: better no recom-
mendation at all than merely a recommendation. In
any case there is already something of that kind within
the OECD. Ve all know that that does not work and
leads nowhere.

The European social policy, as presented by the Com-
mission, deserves our suppon. Parliament's proposals
dovetail with it very nicely. It should be possible for
the two institutions to overcome the inenia of the
Council in this matter.
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I have tabled a question which is supplemenrary to this
debate, concerning the Multifibre Arrangement. Is it
possible for the Commission in this debate to clarify its
posirion on this point? I would think that in any case
we must start from the premise that it is better to
exrend rhe Multifibre Arrangement. It is better for the
developing countries affecred by it, and better too for
the European Community. It is, in fact, precisely the
poorest developing countries which will be sacrificed if
it is not renewed, because ar that point individual
Member States will uke their own protectionist mea-
sures and we shall then reach a situation of complete
paralysis, which will cause a great deal of damage to
those countries.

Mr President, I hope that we shall have some clarifica-
tion of this issue.

Mrs Oppenheim. (ED). - (DA) Mr President, it was
a positive experience to read the Commission's pro-
gramme of work, which was cenainly wide-ranging,
but not too wide-ranging. I see a consistent thread
running through rhe whole concept, which I think we
can be glad of, not just in this debate but in the work
which is to follow.

I also see from the programme of work that the Com-
mission realistically concedes the deficiencies which
have perhaps persisted in previous years and which still
need to be corrected. I see questions of current relev-
ance which are now being dealt with, but also, hap-
pily, some new points, new thinking and initiatives for
the framing of new policy.

I should like to make a few comments on two areas in
the programme of work: the first is unemployment, to
which the Commission has also assigned priority as

one of the four ambitious aims. It has already been
mentioned several times in the course of the debate,
and I refer in panicular to Mr Tuckman, who in his
introductory remarks highlighted the really imponant
concern, which is not merely to adjust the rate of
unemployment by a few percent but to create mean-
ingful conditions of existence. It is not enough to have
a job, it must also be a meaningful one. To achieve
that objective, I think we must also think in a rather
different way than hitheno. I have the impression that
the organizations representing employers and employ-
ees, not just in my country but in other Community
countries, have a much too rigid system. It is either
black or white, and issues are often presented as cut
and dried. The key to mckling this problem, in my
opinion, is that we should be flexible, try non-tradi-
tional solutions and apply different modes of thinking
than hitherto. I hope that this is something we can
continue to work on.

The second matter I should like to comment on is

industrial policy, which, in itself, is something new
compared with our traditional subjects of discussion. I
agree with much that the Commission has presented in

its programme of work, but I would warn against
binding commercial undertakings into a whole com-
plex of rules which will limit their freedom of action.
It is good to have common initiatives to fall back on,
but they should nor have such far-reaching effecm that
individual initiatives are restricted. I hope that will be

taken into account in the funher discussion on the
various initiatives.

Mrs Boserup (COM). - (DA) Mr President, I am
going to plague the Assembly with our incomprehensi-
ble language once more. The Danes do not think
much of European Union, but you cannot accuse us of
not taking pan in the work. I do not feel moved to
hand out bouquets to any particular speaker, or even

to the President of the Commission. I find the pro-
gramme document inordinately long, yet it lacks some
absolutely crucial elements.

I should like to focus attention on the positive aspects,

seen from my pany's point of view. \7e are in favour
of free trade, common standards and fewer border
formalities. Ve think there is work to be done there,
and we do not wish rc put obstacles in the way. On the
other hand, I take a very negative view of the procla-
mation in the Commission document that we must
now harmonize the social policies of the Member
States. I think that, since we have had over a hundred
pages to wade through, it should have been possible at
least to point out that this will require an amendment
ro rhe Treaty: the present Treaty cannot be used for
such a purpose.

Nor do I think it desirable to harmonize conduct and
rules of play on the labour market. There are, after all,
counrries in which this process functions admirably
well and, if we are to think in a non-traditional way,
as the previous speaker said, we could indeed be non-
traditional enough to say that Community solutions
are not necessarily the best solutions absolutely every-
where.

Regarding the points about future prospects, my
attention was drawn to agriculture, in which the Com-
mission says we must inrroduce a modern system of
operation which will protect the environment. I should
like to know more about such a system. I don't know
how it is to be introduced, but I am willing to go along
with it. I can only say rhat I agree with the President
of the Commission when he says that we cannot toler-
ate hectares of good agricultural land lying unculti-
vated. But I have to point out at the same time that the
common agricultural policy has broughr about migra-
tion from the land on a very large scale. In the past
three years 160 000 farms have been abandoned in
seven of the Community Member States; 60lo of farms
have ceased working. I do not think that agriculture
has become environmentally sounder as a result of
this. I should very much like to see something more
concrete on this question: it is also socially unaccepta-
ble for people to be driven out of their home districts
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because we are applying an agricultural poliry which
only favours the big factory farms.

I am happy to see that the Regional Fund is not to be a
means of redistribution. No, it must not be; that is

what it has been for many years. It is a means of redis-
tribution which is both costly and inappropriate and
which regrettably has not helped the less favoured
regions, and that was, after all, what it was intended to
do. I am not sure that the Regional Fund as an inven-
tion has anything at all to recommend it.

I must take a moment to say that I was pleased to hear
Mr Toksvig, who is a member of the party which
holds the post of Head of Government in Denmark,
say that there were limits to the degree of detail which
can be tolerated in the terms of reference for a possible

conference of governments. Indeed, there are very
strict limits, if the Danish Government is to do more
than attend the inaugural session.

Mr Guermeur (RDE). - (FR) Mr President, Europe
must prepare irelf for a double shock: the violent
competition of expanding economies - those of the
Unircd States and the Pacific countries in particular -and the enlargement of the Community.

In the face of these two challenges the situation, alasl
gives no grounds for optimism. Unemployment,
13 million, weighs heavily on the European Economic
Community's capacity to compete. The dollar, exceed-
ing all bounds, threatens the future of the western
economies and, within the Community, the climate of
cooperation has deteriorated, as we know. Situarions
of stalemate become increasingly numerous, European
Summits now end with communiqu6s whose fine
words fail to conceal the polidcal powerlessness to
build a Europe of reality. The Council stans a joint
negotiation on enlargement without having been first
capable of establishing a common position. The Com-
mission, in recent years, has drifted away from its
institudonal role as guardian of the Treaties, becoming
little more than the driving belt of the Council. The
revision of the proposals on own resources after the
fatal Fontainebleau agreement is an eloquent example.
As for the European Parliament, it persists - in
unfavourable conditions - in saying that European
Union is the only way to survive. But it is stopped at
every turn by national selfishness and by a dghtfisted
budgetary conception of common policy.

I should like to give you rhree examples of this disinte-
gration of the Community idea. The common agricul-
tural policy is undermined by insidious attack. The
sacred principles fixed almost 30 years ago - prefer-
ences, solidarity - are being abandoned. Ve have
almost come to the point of blaming agricultural
Europe, saying again and again that it produces too
much and is too costly, when food self-sufficienry is

an absolute weapon in a world stalked by hunger. The
integrated Mediterranean programmes were

announced with much ado, as the expression of a stra-
tegy of equilibrium and equity between the rich North
and the poor South. But the truth, presented very dis-
creetly, is that 700lo of the financial resources envis-

aged has been given up. The South will be the sufferer,
naturally, but also the regions of the North - Scot-
land, Ireland, Brittany - will suffer, as raditional
creditors of the structural funds. Sea fishing, which
has with difficulty been organized into a common
policy, is in danger of figuring prominently in a spec-
tacular gesture of the next European Council which
will apparently decide to go beyond the unacceptable
and throw wide open the doors of the Community.
The Subcommittee on Fisheries, of which I have the
honour to be chairman, has tabled a motion for a reso-
lution and an oral question in this debate.

My group, Mr President, Mr Commissioner, is not
impugning the Commission's intentions. 'S7e shall
judge by its record. \7e shall therefore trust the pro-
gramme which has been presented to us. Ve shall give
it our loyal support, but we should certainly be happier
in approving it if the Council were !o do something to
relieve our waiting. Urgent budgetary proposals; real-
istic, honest agricultural prices, and not a mere sembl-
ance of agricultural prices, such as those that are pro-
posed this year; the reinstatement of the financial
resources for the integrated Mediterranean pro-
grammes; bringing forward the date when the new
own resources will become available - all of these are
acts that would show the determination of the Euro-
pean instirutions to lead the way.

Our vote, Mr President, will be cast in favour, but it
will be a wairing vote and a vigilant one.

Mr Bachy (S).- (FR) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, I am glad that Parliament has taken the initia-
tive of giving its point of view on the Commission's
programme of work in the social sector. The report
presented by Mr Tuckman on this question was widely
debared in rhe competent committee of this Parlia-
ment. The debate concluded with the adoption of a

number of modifications which, from the Socialist
Group's point of view, have considerably improved the
initial texr. For this debate in plenary session 98 new
amendments have been abled on the Tuckman report.
Some of rhem seem to us to be quirc acceptable, in
panicular those that call for more effective measures
to combat inequaliry, especially inequality as it affects
men, women, and young people with the lowest skills.
Other amendmen$, on the other hand, seek to ques-
tion a number of positive policy lines that were
adopted in committee, in panicular as regards work-
ers' rights and the reduction of working time. Vhere
these amendmenm are concerned we obviously cannot
agree.

To safeguard the future of the Community, Jacques
Delors showed very forcibly this morning the indis-
pensable link between social progress and economic
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protress. Ve must therefore reject proposals that seek
to lead one to believe that the only way of fighdng
unemployment effectively is by attacking the social
patrimony. It is an illusion in fact to believe that
economic progress can be built on a withdrawal of
social rights. Against the temptation to deregulare the
labour market we pur forward the idea of negotiated,
planned, organized mobility of employment. This
presumes a greater involvement of the workers in
economic responsibilities, and a strengthening of the
negodating powers of the trade union organization.

In order to cope with the crisis, the workers know rhar
effons must be made to improve the competitiveness
of industry. But also, they must get something out of
it. Technological progress musr be to the benefit of
industry, but it must also work for the workers and
not against them. For employmenr, and not against ir.

'Ve 
have no doubt, for our parr, thar this is the spirir in

which Jacques Delors and his colleagues are working,
and it is in this spirit that we want Parliamenr ro vore
this evening.

(Applausefrom the benches of the Socialist Group)

Mr Brok (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gen[lemen, we appreciate many, in fact nearly all the
aspecm of the Commission's programme. Yet we know
that the best of programmes is no use if our govern-
men6, or at any rate the majority of them, refuse to
provide the Commission and the European Parliament
with the instrumenrs and decision-making machinery
to translate such programmes in[o action.

Ve must make the European public aware of the ques-
tion of responsibility, the question of where the res-
ponsibility lies for the fact that the European instru-
ments to combat unemployment, to improve environ-
mental protection, to use the new technologies posi-
tively and thus regain our international competitive-
ness, cannot be deployed to the necessary extent. Only
if the Commission and Parliament can exen sufficient
pressure via the public will we be able to persuade rhe
Milan Summit to take rhe necessary sreps, in the ques-
tion of the right of veto and Parliamen['s grearer pow-
ers, so that our Community once again becomes able
to act and democratically. Anphing else would mean
forfeiting the future.

'!fl'e must realize that it is not enough to spend the
nights alking about table wine, and olive oil, and then
to sleep through the vital quesrions of Europe's furure:
the European internal market, abolishing the costs of
non-integration resulting from rhe barriers ro trade
that still exisr, the subsidies which are not comparible
with the Treaties - for instance in rhe textile industry,
and I have put a question on that - or rhe take-over
of non-competitive businesses by State undenakings,
which covers their losses but prevents any competirion
on the European internal market.

The war of subsidies must come to an end. Ve must
define the concept of restructuring by means of subsi-
dies more clearly; we need an agreement to reduce
structural surplus capacity in many industrial fields -including the textile industry - and greater transpar-
ency in national subsidies, so thac the Commission can
perform its duties as guardian of the Treaties quite
stringently in such areas.

Yet we must also realize that the third industrial revo-
lution, which we must use rationally to prorecr our
jobs, since we have no raw materials, goes hand in
hand with a social upheaval that creates many prob-
lems for the people affected. Ve must also create the
right insrumenm to render these problems socially
rclerable. That includes srengthening the panicipa-
tion' of the individual worker in the decisions and
productive capital growth of the undertakings, and
dialogue between the two sides of industry, on rhe
basis of the proposals of the Commission and Parlia-
ment. S7e must. not stop at words. Ve must also estab-
lish the concept of social pannership in the area of
co-determination and such-like.

This will create a pressure for action, as in the ease of
the question of fronriers, and thar can also help us

along in many other areas, such as monetary ques-
tions.

Let me conclude by quoting the American sraresman
Alexander Hamilton: 'To look for a continuation of
harmony between a number of independenr uncon-
nected sovereignries situated in the same neighbour-
hood, would be to disregard the uniform course of
human even6 and to set ar defiance the accumulared
experience of ages.' Ve should learn a lesson from this
and read our governments a stern lecture!

Mrs Daly (ED). - Mr President, I would like to
address the attention of the House to Mr Tuckman's
report.. The European Democratic Group, on whose
behalf I speak in this debate, warmly welcomes this
repon for two imponant reasons.

Firstly, of course, Mr Tuckman is an admired and
trusted colleague who has prepared a very timely and
thought-provoking repon which addresses a vital area
of policy, and one prominenr in the Commission's
work programme for the coming year.

Secondly, the report is an imponanr testimony to the
insdtutional imagination of Parliament's Commirtee
on Social Affairs and Employment in trying to set the
scene in irs domain for rhe nexr four years - ro set
priorities rather rhan sragger day to day rhrough the
bewildering mass of directives, recommendarions and
regulations which so overwhelms Communicy deci-
sion-making.

These ributes paid, however, we do have reservations
about the Tuckman reporr in irs present form. It is for
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this reason that we have tabled some amendmenm ro
give greater focus and balance to the text. The stan-
ing-point for our critique is the Herman report on
European economic recovery, with its stress on the
sometimes painful facts of economic life. The brunt of
our position is set out in Amendment No 70.

Mr President, the Tuckman report, as amended in
committee by the Left, is like a time capsule frozen
from the 1960s, with its easy assumprions that
resources are endless and jobs are created by wishful
thinking. They are not. If they were, we would not
have 13 million unemployed throughout Europe
today. Sfe have to be honest and take a much more
critical attitude about where unemployment comes
from and what keeps people in work. The time for
talking is over. New jobs are being created, but not
enough for those now on the labour market. Ve need
much more realism if we are to drastically reduce that
figure of l3 million. \7e believe that our amendments
show a much more realistic and balanced approach to
the problem.

Finally, Mr President, my group also welcomes the
emphasis in the repon on vocational training, increas-
ing the Social Fund, on employee participation and on
safeguarding the very difficult position of disadvan-
nged groups at this time of recession. '\7e care deeply
abour the plight of the worst-off. !(e simply disagree
with our colleagues on the Left as to how the problems
facing these groups can best be tackled. I recommend
this text to rhe House as amended by myself and my
colleagues.

(Applause from the European Democratic benches)

Mr Vurtz (COM). - (FR) Mr President, Mr Presi-
dent of the Commission, you noted just now that
excessive pressure on wages had weakened internal
demand, whilst exports were insufficient to relaunch
the European economy. That is quite correct, but that
has been precisely the policy so ardently defended by
the Commission, and it is sdll the policy at present in
the majority of European capitals.

As a result, financial investment, repurchase, specula-
tion and withdrawals of capital have developed, so

that modernization is largely a myth, and for too
many people the European Community means unem-
ployment, destruction of productive capacity, the
questioning of our agricultural potential, and one
financial mess after another.

You also state that we must create the conditions for
economic recovery. But, despite the proclaimed objec-
tives to combat unemployment, it is the principle of
financial profir at the expense of jobs that receives pre-
ference. For our part we say 'Yes' rc indusrial
co-operation, 'Yes' to the development of the Euro-
pean Monerary System - but not regardless of the
terms.

How does it coine about, Mr President, rhat almost all
of the successful joint programmes, such as Airbus, are
outside the machinery of the Community? How does
ir come about that, despite the Esprit programme,
Europe is the rerrirory which the American and

Japanese firms prefer in the informatics battle, since
agreements between European firms are almost non-
existent? Is it not because, by doing away with bar-
riers, and esnblishing a vast free-exchange area for
goods and capital, the Community lays itself open and
disarms itself in the face of our competitors, and does
so with norhing in return?

In other words, Mr President, if we want to promote
intra-European industrial cooperation we must at the
same rime, in our view, streng[hen the external aspect

- that is to say, we have rc fight actively against the
flight of European capital to American parts, co estab-
lish Community preference for industry, and to use

very much more firmly the instrument of commercial
policy. !flhat are your precise intentions in this field?
Above all, different economic criteria must also be

adopted, and the Community's finance and resources
musr be directed to the maintenance and creation of
jobs.

Recently, as you know, the report of the Coun of
Auditors of the European Community found that,
despirc the documents, the funds of the Community
were sdll often allocated without any accurate
appraisal having been made of the consequences as far
as jobs were concerned. From this point of view we
propose that henceforth, where any allocation of
funds from the ERDF, or from the European Social
Fund, or from the European Investment Bank is con-
cerned, the employment aspec[ should be an explicit,
compulsory criterion.

In conclusion, may I ask you how you expect to get
the social side of Europe off the ground when the
workers are being subjected to an unprecedented
atrack on their wages, their working conditions and
their right to work, and when their trade union rights
are flouted?

I asked you these questions two months ago when you
were presenting your options, and the voluminous
work programme that you have just put before us only
partially sadsfies my curiosity. On all of these prob-
lems, therefore, I shall lisrcn with interesr to your
replies.

Mr Megahy (S).- Mr President, I am speaking pri-
marily in support of the Tuckman report, of which I
welcome the main thrust. It was extensively altered
during the course of the deliberations in committee,
and I think very much for the better.

I shall just concentrate on two points in relation to
this. First of all, of course, the main emphasis of the
Tuckman report is on the question of fighting unem-
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ployment and promoting policies to deal with unem-
ployment. Although I do not think the Commission's
programme itself goes far enough in this respect, the
emphasis that the Commission has put on encouraging
Member States to give higher priority to unemploy-
ment in formuladng their budgetary and tax policies,
as well as its mention of the use of public investment
and panicularly infrastructure invesrment, is to be wel-
comed. That particular emphasis was not made in the
previous Commission. I hope that we can build on this
and encourage the Member States which up to now
have been adopting policies that have in many cases

worked against the creation of employment. I hope
that this change of emphasis by the Commission will
have some effect on this massive problem of jobs in the
Community, with over 13 million unemployed and
many of them young people. The Tuckman report
itself mentions the despair of this.

My other point is completely different. It refers to the
lack of progress with regard to worker participation
and industrial democracy inside the Communiry. Of
course, we have had two documents concerned with
this. Two proposals have gone through this Parlia-
ment. There was the Fifth directive on company law
and there was the Vredeling direcdve. As far as I can
see, both of them are absolutely bogged down in the
Council of Ministers. I would hope that the Commis-
sion - and I welcome the points they make about this

- will try to inject a new sense of urgency into the
Council of Ministers and bring this matter to a mean-
ingful decision. \7hat seems to be happening now is

that the whole question is very much bogged down.
The attitude of one government, namely, the govern-
ment of my own country, the United Kingdom, is very
crucial to this, because the United Kingdom, as I
understand it, is the main country opposing the Vre-
deling directive. I do not think they are doing very
much either to help in regard to the positive aspects of
worker panicipation outlined in the Fifth directive.

This is long overdue. If we are going to get the kind of
change that is salked about, technological change and
so on, workers have the right to be consulted. They
have the right to know what is happening in rheir
companies. Decisions should not be made over their
heads, panicularly by large multinational companies
over which they have no control. 'S7e have seen many
instances of closures being announced both in the
Unircd Kingdom and other parts of the Community
where workers were neither informed nor consulted. I
think that the suggestions put forward in these pro-
posed directives were the absolute minimum thar could
be done. I would like to see far more, but I think they
have to be rescued from the Council of Ministers and
some effective action taken.

Mr Anastasopoulos (PPE). - (GR) By devoting only
two and a half pages out of 109 ro transporr in irs
statement. of intent, the Delors Commission has shown
us how much it, too, undervalues this imponant sec-

tor. Do we really need a decision by the European
Coun relating to Parliament's action against the
Council of Minisrcrs to persuade the Commission how
wrong it is?

Or is it necessary, on my part, to remind it that trans-
port and communications represent 6.50/o of the Com-
munity's gross domestic product compared with 5%
for agriculture, or yet that a common policy on trans-
port ranks as the second policy, coming immediately
after the agricultural policy, envisaged by the Treaties,
whereas to rhis day it has not been substanrially imple-
mented? This policy, which could be of decisive help
in the unification of Europe, could make imponant
contributions to its economic development and to the
fight against unemployment, and could bring us closer
to the citizens' Europe towards which we are sup-
posedly all striving, is promoted very little, I fear, by
the Delors Commission's programme. It is a contradic-
tion in terms to speak of inrcgradng the Community's
internal market by 1992 without making grear strides
in Europe's policy on transport. But what strides can
we speak of when the new Commission's programme
contains no nev/ ingredients and no new approach? AII
it does is to reiterate timidly some of last year's batch
of Fitterman measures.'\U7e call upon the Commission
to be more daring, more imaginative and more deci-
sive. It is time to present us with more ambitious plans.
To develop initiatives, first of all for greater coopera-
tion between the Ten, and to intensify collaboration
with Yugoslavia, Switzerland and Austria, which con-
trol transit passages, and with the Scandinavian and
Eastern European countries. As for the programme of
infrastructural work, I will do no more than quote rhe
English expression 'roo little and too late', and where
major projects are concerned, such as the Channel
Tunnel or the linking of Germany to Denmark
(Sklanlink), we musr nor hesirare ro raise the necessary
finance, from private capital if needs be, if we want
them to progress to the s[age of realization.

There is also a need for new and original approaches
such as integrated cenrres and coordinated means of
transport., and the most highly developed technology
should be applied much more widely in rhe develop-
ment of transport. Most imponanr of all, however,
there must be unified European solutions for the
major problems.

It is all very well for rhe American Mayor of Atlanta ro
admire European technology and the French high-
speed train. But when quite differenr high-speed rail-
way systems are developed by France, Germany and
Italy, how will it be possible one day [o create a Euro-
pean high-speed train network rhat will cover disr-
ances of up to 600 or 7OO km? How can European
passengers become aware of their righrc and obliga-
tions unless the Commission takes rhe trouble to draw
up a charter of those righrc?

These are the imponant guidelines which we ask the
Delors Commission to follow with courage and dar-
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ing. It must not limit imelf to the known and the tradi-
tional. And then, it will be able to rely on the suppon
of both Parliament and the citizens of Europe.

Mr Provan (ED).- Mr President, first of all may I
congratulate the President of the Commission on hav-
ing the tenacity to stay with us throughout the lengthy
debate this morning. May I also say that in the debate

so far my group has deployed many speakers on many
subjects - I wish to concentrate solely on Spanish
accession and the fisheries negotiations. There is no
doubt that one of the major areas of expenditure in the
future will be the massive Spanish fishing fleet and its
absorpdon into the common fisheries policy.

The Commission has proposed rhat 28.5 m ECU be set

aside for adjustment of capaciry before Spanish acces-

sion. This is a very large sum, especially when it is

compared with the 32 m ECU that was set aside for a

scrapping policy wichin the existing 10 Member States.

That 32 m ECU was aid that was really too little and

roo late, and Member Sates had to meet the restruc-
turing costs from their own coffers.

Under Community directives Member States were
required to submit forward plans for their proposals,
and I do not see why it should be any different for the
Spanish Government. I believe that they have got to
come forward with their proposals so that we as a

Community can see what they are proposing. Spain

must surely come forward with a proper plan that
needs to be approved by the European Commission if
it is going to spend Community taxpayers' money.

In considering the future of the common fisheries
policy, we must allay Communiry fishermen's fears

over [he accession of Spain and Portugal. Funher-
more, the Commission must not only make its own
assessment of Spainish vessel requirements and opPor-
tunities but they must also demand that the Spanish

authorities make certain that their plans are in line
with the Commission's thinking on the future of the
European fishing fleet. The investment plans are there-
fore going to be of supreme importance.

Talking of opportunities, I would ask the Commission
to look at the South Atlandc. There are opponunities
there that are being plundered by other Member States

at the present dme. The Falkland Islands are an over-
seas territory of the Community and the Spaniards

wish to develop the fishing in that area and also to
develop the infrastructure in the Falkland Islands. Let
us stop the plundering. Let us ask the Community to
pay attention to that area so that we get ProPer man-
agement of that fishing resource.

President. - \7e shall interrupt the debate at this
point.

It will be resumed at 4.30 p.m. after Question Time.

(Tbe sitting was suspended at I p.m. and resumed at
3 p.*.)

IN THE CHAIR: MR NORD

Vice-President

3. Actiott taken on the opinions of Parliament

President. - The next item is the statement by the
Commission of the European Communities on the ac-

tion taken on the opinions and resolutions of the
European Parliamentr.

Mr Cryer (S). - The document, I take it, is the docu-
ment from the Commission of the European Commu-
nities. On page I I there is a list of food aid allocations
authorized on 20 February 1985. The total amount
comes to 175 OO0 tonnes of cereals for Mauritania,
Senegal, Cape Verde, Mali, Burkina Faso, Niger,
Chad and Ethiopia. These are areas of the world
which are undergoing or facing the imminent possibil-
ity of widespread starvation, particularly Ethiopia, and

175 000 tonnes of cereals seems a very small quantity
compared to the more than 3 m tonnes of wheat alone
which is in stock inside the EEC.

Can the Commission say what they have in mind to
ensure that, if necessary, significant quantities of
cereals are shipped so that EEC stockpiles are signifi-
cantly reduced and starvation in Central Africa is actu-
ally ended?

Mr Varfis, Member of the Cotnmission. - (GR) It is

true thar the quantities of food approved by the Com-
mission last month are not very great, but as has been

repeatedly mentioned to the Committee on Develop-
menr and Cooperation, every effort possible within the

framework of the existing regulations is being made to
increase the aid. I cannot say at this time what specific
measures have been taken, but the Commission is fully
aware of the matter and every effort is being made to
grant the largest possible quantities, in relation to the

existing needs and always within the scope of what can

be done under the regulations.

Mr Sherlock (ED).- I should like to ask the Com-
missioner who is principally concerned with consumer
affairs if he could give his observations on the signific-
ance of Item 7 on pages 4 and 5 on the progress of the

I See Annex.
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Jackson reporr. As the consumer representarive rather
than the agricultural represenative lasr rime, does he
think he could depan from rhe cusromary collegiate
position with regard ro the view aken by Parliament
on the urrer inutility if nor futility of the pursuit of this
panicular matrer?

Mr Varfis Member of the Commission. - (GR) This
matter was widely debared during the last pan-session.
\7e take note of the question submitred by Mr Sher-
lock and will answer him at the next parr-session.

Mr Hutton (ED). - I wondered if 
'Commissioner

Sutherland could say, following Parliament's adoption
of the repon on the safery of fishing vessels at sea, if
he was aware thar a scallop dredger has sunk wirh the
loss of 5 crew members in the Irish Sea, and if he
would undenake ro look at what the search crew
found out about rhe reason for that and see if rhat evi-
dence could help in arriving ar a grearer measure of
assistance for making fishing vessels of rhis kind -comparatively small vessels - safer.

Mr Sutherland,, Member of the Commission. - The
Commission is currently investigating rhe whole ques-
tion of the safety of fishing vessels. As I indicated in
the last debate, this is a marter of considerable concern
at the momenr and the investigation will involve the
aspecm of the matter which have been referred to by
the honourable Member,

4. Question Time

President. - The next item is the first part of Ques-
tion Time (Doc. 2-1804/81.

'!7e shall begin with the questions to the Commission.

Quesrion No 1, by Mr Fitzgerald (H-3a8/84):

Subject: Reactivaring the European shipbuilding
industry

To ask rhe Commission what notice it has taken
of the resolution adopted by the European Parlia-
ment which asks the Commission to devise a gen-
uine policy for reacrivating the shipbuilding indus-
try for example, by encouraging European ship-
builders ro place their orders wirh EEC shipyards,
launch modernization programmes, have fair
competition rules respected and harmonize sup-
port conditions for financing?

Mr Narjes, Vice-President of the Commission. -(DE) ln the course of the past turo years this House
has adopted three resoluci two in 1983 and one
in 1984 - on cerrain aspecrs of the shipbuilding

policy. In reply ro an oral quesrion by Miss Quin, rhe
Commission stated in October 1984 that we musr res-
tore the competitiveness of the shipbuilding industry
and avoid protectionism.

It was also poinred our during that discussion rhal
hitheno the Member States have preferred ro maintain
their autonomy as regards practical measures for the
shipbuilding industry. The positions of the Member
States diverge so widely thar ir only just proved possi-
ble at the end of lasr year to extend the fifrh directive
on aids ro shipbuilding for the years 1985/86, i.e. by
two more years.

The Commission has repeatedly described in its pro-
posals and reporrs what pracrical measures can be
taken at Community level, mosr recenrly in rhe Com-
mission repon of 10 October 1984 to rhe Council on
the situation of the shipbuilding industry in the Com-
munity. Thar repon also lists possible incentives to
encourage Community shipping companies to place
their orders with Community shipyards and thus
touches on one of the subjects raised by the honoura-
ble Member in his question. May I refer you ro rhar
repon for denils.

Yet I find that rhe shipbuilding policy suffers less from
lack of knowledge about rhe situation and prospects of
shipbuilding than from lack of agreemenr and failure
to take decisions in the Council. Against rhis back-
drop, I would like to make a few commenrs on some
points in the resolution of 29 March 1984 referred to
by the author of the question.

First, the idea of crearing a special working pany. The
Commission departments concerned with the ship-
building industry work very closely wirh the officials
of the various governmenrs. They also maintain regu-
lar bilateral and multilateral contacrs with the industry,
especially through the EEC commirree for liaison with
the shipbuilding industry, and also with the shipown-
ers. So a very close network of consultation exists; and
yet, for the reasons I mentioned, ir did not prove pos-
sible to work out a common concepr more rapidly. A
working pany would nor improve rhe state of know-
ledge.

Ve now come ro the request ro rhe Commission to
provide more detailed replies. Here I may point out
that the Commission submits an annual report to rhe
Council on the situation of the shipbuilding industry in
the Community and a reporr on the aids ro shipbuild-
ing in the EEC. May I refer you to rhe 1984 and 1983
reports. The Commission bases these repons on var-
ious independenr sources of information, such as the
activities of the group of expens, the European ship-
yards association.

As for the proposal ro approach a 'wise man', i.e. a
highly qualified expen, for rhese analyses, the Com-
mission considers that an individual expert would be
unable, cenainly in the shon rerm, ro draw up a more
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comprehensive study of the current situadon in the
shipbuilding, ship-repairing and scrap industry in the
vorld.

Lasrly, on the idea of making more use of European
financing instruments, may I say here that of course
there are possibilities of using the European Invest-
ment Bank and the NCI under market conditions. But
for understandable reasons little use is made of them
because of the high interest rates. To obtain preferen-
tial terms, the increased use of these financial instru-
ments would have to be secured by a special financing
source. There are no Council decisions to this effect.
In practice the European Regional Development Fund
has given suppon to chose areas where problems of
restructuring had to be dealt with.

Seen in overall termsi therefore, we will have to con-
tinue rhe restructuring process of the European ship-
building industry and also make as much use as possi-

ble of the European internal market. But may I also
point out that it would be wrong to assume that the
shipbuilding industry only contains undenakings in
the red. There is also an increasing number of under-
takings which are definitely running at a profit again
and have proved able to promote their restructuring
process, and above all the improvement of their prod-
uction methods and of their products, to such an

extent that they can once again comPete on the mar-
kets rcday. It is for those who have not yet succeeded

ro the same extent to complete this process. The Com-
munity can only apply and offer its financial instru-
ments to support the effons undertakings themselves

make within the limits it is ser.

Mr Fitzgerald (RDE). - Vhile thanking the Com-
missioner for the information given in the reply, I
think it is true to say that he has rather advanced the

reasons why nothing can be done at Commission level

or why the Commission is powerless in formulating a

genuine poliry for reactivating the shipbuilding indus-
|ry.

Now, I understood the President of the Commission
this morning to say that any reasonable proposals or
any reasonable suggestions made by this Parliament
would be seriously considered by the Commission. I
would expect this to apply very much in the area of
jobs and employment. Is the Commissioner aware that
jobs have continued to be lost in the shipbuilding
industry since 1983 when the matter was first raised in
this Parliament,? Can he reasonably expect Parliament
to take the Commission seriously when it talks about
job creation and employment, since it appears to me to
be powerless and unwilling to make any effort to reac-
tivate the European shipbuilding industry?

Mr Narjes. - (DE) May I once again correct the

honourable Member. I expressly said that it was not a

question of lack of information but of the failure to

take decisions in the Council, and the Council is not
the Commission but another Community body. The
Commission's proposals are before it. So there can be

not question of whether tr;e should be taken seriously
or not, the question is whether the Council can or can-
not be taken seriously.

On the matter itself, may I point out that we do not
regard the suggestions that we might obtain rather
more results and more information via a special com-
mittee or 'wise men' - whether individuals or grouPs

- as ones that will get us any further in the present

state of affairs and of knowledge, for it is not so much
a question of finding new information - we know it
all. Vhat we need are decisions.

May I also point out the following: whatever may be

put before the Council, the Council will of course

have to accept as sober fact that restructuring prob-
lems exist that cannot be resolved by aid alone. The
mainrcnance subsidies that the honourable Member
obviously has in mind are no solution to the problem.
All that can be envisaged are restructuring aids to give

the various shipyards a chance to become viable again

by improving their production processes and their sup-

ply, by specializing the ships they build. I do not think
rhe idea of maintenance subsidies as a lasting solution
for the shipbuilding indusry is realistic.

Ms Quin (S).- The Commissioner, in his answer,

said that many yards are now modern and competitive
and that restructuring has been virtually completed.
But is he'aware that even many modern and efficient
yards are in danger of closing because of a lack of
orders? Such is the case with the Austin and Pickersgill
yard in Sunderland in my area. Therefore it is abso-
lutely vital for the Commission to come up with some
plan to Bet more European orders in European ship-
yards. \7ill the Commission, as requested by the
Socialist Group a ye^r a1o, set up a task force to look
into this problem straight away?

Mi Naries. - (DE) I may say to the honourable
Member that in the proposal to the Council that I
mentioned earlier we exhausted all that can be done in
Europe in line with market principles to persuade

European shipbuilders to place their orders in Europe.
But there is one thing we must realize: rc put addi-
tional burdens on the European shipbuilders would be

self-destructive. For this would make them less able to
compete with the shipbuilders of other panner States

in the world economy, with the result that the ship-
builders themselves would not be able to compete. The
matter cannot be resolved as simply as that.

Then there is the question of whether a special Euro-
pean source of finance should be created in order col-
lectively to prevent dumping by others. This question
goes in the direction of our own proposals. Only we
have no Council decision on the matter, because hith-
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eno the Member States have preferred ro formulate
their. shipbuilding policy alone and not qua Com-
munrty.

Mr Vandemeulebroucke (ARC). - (NL) I should
like to put rhe following quesrion ro the Commission.
A good year ago the European Parliament argued rhar
the fishing industry in Europe should be considered
separately, in the budgerary sphere as well, and thar,
instead of its being included with the European agri-
cultural funds for calculation purposes, a European
Guarantee and Guidance Fund should also be set up
for the fishing industry. \(/hat steps has the Commis-
sion taken so far, and ro whar exrenr has the Commis-
sion had contacts with the Council on rhis matter?

Mr Narjes. - (DE) I musr poinr out that fisheries
poliry is not rhe subject of this quesrion.

Mr Fellermaier (S). - (DE) Mr Presidenr, on a poinr
of order, how can we tuaranree equality of opponun-
ity between Members of Parliamenr and members of
the Commission during Question Time by ensuring
that a single Commission does not read our a several-
page manuscript on a single quesrion? That sort of
thing is at variance with rhe whole idea of Question
Time and is also an elementary violation of rhe equal-
ity of opponunity of rhe remaining questioners on rhe
list.

President. - Mr Fellermaier, rhe Rules of Procedure
do indeed require brevity not only of those who put
the questions bur also of rhose who answer them. I am
quite sure that the Commissioner will have taken care-
ful note of your remarks.

Mr Blumenfeld (PPE). - (DE) If I have undersrood
the Commissioner correctly, his answer was rhar the
national subsidies and aids which are nor given purely
for the restructuring programme are one of the cardi-
nal weaknesses of the European shipyard industry.

My question is: if one day no narional subsidies or aids
are granted, does the Commission think rhe European
shipyards could then compere on the world market
with competitors who offer up to 300/o lower prices,
on the basis of a common European policy?

Mr Narjes. - (DE) May I begin by stating, in reply
to the comment by Mr Fellermaier, thar the length of
the answers depends on rhe conrenr of rhe question,
and that a seventy-line answer was unavoidable in a
question relaring ro maners of principle.

On the question by Mr Blumenfeld, I would say that a
genuinely comperirive group of shipyards within the
Community would indeed also have grearer chances

on the world markers. In particular, a Community
shipyard policy would make ir possible to resist the
attempt by third countries ro disron the world ship-
buitding market by dumping and similar measures
more effectively. Ve are forfeiting this chance by not
acting joindy but acdng individually as Member
States.

Mr Rogalla (S). - (DE) Mr President, I would be
grateful if you could say something on rhe position
taken by the Vice-President of the Commission, who
has alleged that rhe lengrh of rhe answer depended on
the question. I would like to ask you whether you
share my view rhat the members of the Commission
must also observe the Rules of Procedure and - as

provided rhere - give brief answers, regardless of rhe
question. I could also put a quesrion that took half an
hour, but I am bound ro avoid that. I would be grate-
ful if we could reach agreemenr, under your chair-
manship, Mr President, with the members of rhe Com-
mission on the need for brevitv on both sides.

President. - Mr Rogalla, I have jusr said, by way of
reply to Mr Fellermaier's remarks, that rhe brevity
required by the Rules of Procedure applies not only to
quesrioners bur also ro the particular insriturion that
answers any given quesrion. In order to ensure equal-
iry of opponuniry nor only as between Parliamenr and
Commission bur also as berween the Members of Par-
liament themselves who are sitting waiting for their
questions ro be called, I must also ask rhe House to
show its respecr for Quesrion Time by not spinning ir
out with long discussions on poinrs of order.

Mrs Van Hemeldonck (S).- (NL) I wish to ask the
Commissioner whether rhe Commission has done a
market survey in the ACP counrries into rhe possibility
of placing orders for rhe consrrucrion of river boais
with the European shipbuilding indusrry?

Mr Narjes. - (DE) As far as I know, such specific
projects are carried out only if the relevant requesrs
are made to the Development Fund.

Mr Ulburghs (NI). - (NL) I should like to ask the
Commissioner how he views competition from coun-
tries with low wage rarcs in rhe conrext of a free mar-
ket economy in rhe shipbuilding secrcr and to whar
extent shipbuilding and fishing go togerher?

Mr Narjes. - (DE) Very good, in the case of medium
and higher rechnology ships.

President. - Quesrion No 2, by Mr Maher (H-352/
84):

Subyecr: VAT on imported motor vehicles
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Bearing in mind rhe Council's answer to Question
No 54 in rhe first October part-session of 1984,
does not the Commission agree thar rhe Irish
Government's proposed level of imposition of
VAT on imponed motor vehicles will in effect
maintain the situarion as it has been during the
past l0 years and that therefore the free trade
rules of the EEC will be breached?

Lord Cockfield, Vice-President of the Commission. -The effect of the changes, as rhe honourable Member
says, is broadly to maintain the present charge.
'l7hether or not the arrangements infringe the Treary
is a difficult legal issue, on which the Commission can-
not at present take a firm view. The Commission has
requested full demils of the legislation so rhar the mat-
ter may be studied further. Thar information has just
come [o hand. This will enable further consideration
to be given to the matter.

Mr Maher (L).- Since the Commissioner has men-
tioned that new information has come ro hand, would
he not give us that information? This would surely
rhrow lighr on a situation where the Irish motorist is

paying almost half as much more for his moror car
than the European Community average. This applies
also to commercial vehicles used in transporr, in lre-
land, which of course mitigates greatly against rhe
competitiveness of Irish products in trade in the Euro-
pean Community. Can the Commission give us the
information and thus enable us ro establish whether or
not the Irish Government is enrirled to flout the free
trade rules of the Community by replacing the imporr
duty which was part of the derogation obtained at the
time of Ireland's entry into the Community by a

higher VAT, thus maintaining the price of these vehi-
cles at the very same level as they were before?

Lord Cockfield. - The addidonal information to
hand consists of two documents - a press notice and
a copy of the legislation concerned. I imagine that the
honourable Member can obtain access to them, bur I
should be very happy to send him copies if he does not
already have them.

So far as his orher point is concerned, Prorocol No 7

to the Treaty of Accession conrained two derogations.
The first, which was on tax, expired in 1977 and was
in fact fully complied with. The second, which was on
impon control, expired on I January 1985 and has
now also been complied with. It so happens thar at rhe
time that the second derogation ceased the Irish
Government took the opportunity of restructuring rhe
tax. This does provide an opponunity for the marrer to
be re-examined. \7e are putting that re-examination in
hand. However, as I said in reply to the original ques-
tion, it raises difficult legal issues, and the Commission
is not at present in a position to take a firm view on
rhem.

Mr Rogalla (S). - (DE) To prove that we are fair,
may I remark that Lord Cockfield's answer ro rhe
question put by Mr Maher was short. So much by way
of preliminary. May I now ask Lord Cockfield, Vice-
President of the Commission, whether he agrees wirh
me that the harmonization or rather the approxima-
tion of VAT, quite apart from this Irish case, is one of
the Commission's main priorities? Does he also share
my view that as regards the technical procedure, this
somewhat resembles dismantling inrernal duties and
establishing the common external cusroms tariff, and
can we still reckon on seeing the Commission's pro-
posed plan in 1985?

Lord Cockfield. - I am grateful to the honourable
Member for his tribute to the brevity of my reply. So
far as the rest of his supplementary question is con-
cerned, these matters were touched upon by the Presi-
dent of the Commission in his address rhis morning.
They are dealt with in the Commission's work pro-
gramme, and we will be publishing further information
on this in detail, as the President promised, before we
come to the European Summit in June.

Mr MacSharry (RDE). - Just mo brief quesrions
arising from the Commissioner's reply. Could he rell
the House if the Irish Government consulted the
Commission regarding rhe introduction of this new
legislation. If so, whar was rhe Commission's res-
ponse?

If not, could he tell the House when the Commission
will make its view known on rhe implications for
Community rade of the inrroduction of rhis new
legislation?

Lord Cockfield. - The answer to the firsr quesrion is
'No', and the answer to the second question is 'as
soon as possible'.

President. - Question No 3, by Mr MacSharry (H-
360/54):

Subject: InternationaI Yourh Year

ln view of the facr that 1985 has been designated
International Yourh Year, will the Commission
indicate what proposals it has put forward or
intends to consider to mark this imponant event?

Mr Sutherland, Member of the Commission. - Spe-
cific proposals will be made very shorrly on youth
exchanges. A guide on organizing exchanges will be
published during 1985. There are additional proposals
also which are relative ro Inrernarional Youth Year.
The Commission will be co-sponsoring a week on
young people and new technologies in Turin in July. It
is anticiparcd that some l20people will arrend the
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conference in question.

Funher, a new initiative will be taken in June 1985 on
equal opportunities in education. Also in 1985 it is

anticipated that repons will be issued on vocational
training and illiteracy among young people and that
proposals for greater mobility of studenrc in higher
education will also be put forward.

Mr MacSharry (RDE). - I do hope that the many
items, reviews or reports that the Commissioner talks
about will be very informadve to us all and panicularly
to young people in this International Youth Year.
There is nothing in specific terms other than student
exchanges arising from the Commissioner's reply. \7ill
the Commission - and this is a question I am sure
many Members have been asked in their respective
countries and constituencies - involve itself with
local, regional or national schemes that are being
introduced for International Youth Year? Has it been
requested to do so and would it consider such
requests ?

Mr Suthedand. - The Commission is anxious to
involve itself in a realistic way in the activities of Inrcr-
national Youth Year, and in that regard it has been in
contacr with the Youth Forum and is interested in the
views expressed by the Forum. The Commission does
in fact have a number of proposals in different fields
from which specific results can be expected - in that
of education, for example, for young people. If I may
take one example, when laying down guidelines in res-
pect of education and training under the European
Social Fund, specific attention is, of course, necessarily
devoted to the issue of education and raining in the
contexr to the society in which we now live and the
necessity, in panicular, for training young people.

\7e do, therefore, look upon this year as being an
opponunity to develop a solid and pracdcal policy in
the area of youth development. Our proposals do
relate to an extent to those made by the Youth Forum.
The new action programme for youth just adopted by
the Forum at its General Assembly takes up similar
themes to those which I have already indicated.
Clearly the primary contribution which the Com-
munity can make to bettering the situation of young
Europeans during 1985 is by redoubling its efforts to
bring down youth unemployment, and this is a major
focus of the concern of the Commission during the
fonhcoming year. I think it is amply evidenced by the
programme which was detailed today by the President
and which was discussed in Parliament.

The Commission, therefore, in view of the fact rhat it
does not regard International Youth Year as an
occasion for celebradons but rather as an occasion for
fonifying the policies of the Commission, has no spe-
cific plans for supponing other events during 1985
related to Youth Year, apan from the normal activities

carried out under information policy which I have
identified in the first pan of the answer to the ques-
tion.

Mr Hughes (S).- I have been very interested to hear
the Commissioner's reply to the supplementary ques-
rion because, in my view, the designation of special
years of this son often amounts to little more than an

empty gesture, generatint rhetoric and showpiece
events but very little else. In view of his comments,
does he not atree that our young people would be bet-
ter served if the very time and money to be devoted to
this International Youth Year were direcrcd towards
concentrating Community and Member State
resources on tackling the tragic problem of youth
unemployment, which, for example, now stands at
90% in the former steel town of Consett in Nonh-
East England?

Mr Suthedand. - I atree tenerally with the view
expressed by the questioner. I think I have already
indicated my support. for the view that we should be

thinking in terms of solid policy rather than cosmetic
exercises. On the other hand, it has to be said that the
focus of attention which naturally follows the designa-
tion of Youth Year is a welcome one in that it brings
home to all concerned the importance of the problem
which is facing youth in Europe, and therefore aspects
to the publiciry which must and should be given to
International Youth Year are desirable. However, they
are desirable only in the sense that they promote posi-
tive and realistic policy initiadves which are not merely
ephemeral but are real and are continuing in the sense

of policies which can assist youth in dealing with the
appalling problem of unemployment, which is, of
course, central to [he concerns of youth today.

Mrs Ewing (RDE). - \fill the Commission note the
concern of the Youth Forum at the priority that the
Commission seems to be giving to the information-
flow destined for the public at large - the press, tele-
vision, etc. - ro the detriment of suppon for non-

tovernmental youth organizations, where, after all,
there is a multiplier effect? One should also also bear
in mind that this Parliament has expressed irs suppon
for the principle that the information should be prov-
ided by young people for young people. Can the Com-
missioner tell me what will happen ro the line in the
budget for non-governmental youth organizations, as

so many are waiting eagerly ro pu[ forward projects?

Mr Sutherland. - I cannot do more than answer the
question in a general way. The concern of the Com-
mission is indeed to assist yourh in eyery way possible,
and it is particularly conscious of the iniriatives being
taken by youth organizations themselves. An analysis
of the position is being made with a view ro taking rhe
most positive response possible within the budgetary
constraints within which the Commission must work.
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So, in principle, the attitude of the Commission to
youth initiatives is a positive one, and that, I hope, will
be the approach evidenced during the course of the
comlng year.

Mr Hutton (ED).- Is the Commissioner aware that
about a ye^r a9o this Parliament presented the Com-
mission with deniled proposals for a youth exchange
scheme and requested that a pilot project be carried
out as the Commission's response to International
Youth Year? Can the Commissioner say whether these
proposals will form any pan of the proposals which he
is to bring forward shonly, and does he agree that,
one-quarter of the year now having elapsed, it is very
unlikely that we shall actually see this gesture made in
the year which would have focused attention upon it?

Mr Sutherland. - Over the last few years the Com-
mission, together with the Parliament but with less

than total cooperation, I should say, from the Council,
has put in place a balanced apd wide-ranging pro-
gramme in the field of youth exchanges generally and
in panicular dealing with the problem of disseminating
information on the opportunities available in this field.

Vhilst continually encouraging and assisdng the
Member States to make even greater effons in this
vital field, we feel, as indeed Parliament has indicated
that it feels also, that a new programme of youth
exchanges could make a major contribution to the
Community's objectives. It is one of the major propo-
sals of the directive with which I am concerned that
this policy should be promulgated during the course of
this year and, indeed, I anticipate that it will be in the
short rather than the long rcrm. I am aware that a con-
siderable amount of work has already been done on it,
and it will be one of the major proposals of the year.

Mrs Viehoff (S). - (NL) | should like rc say that I
find it all extremely disappointing. Youth exchanges
are an old programme. Years ago we discussed here an

extensive report on eliminating illiteracy. In the con-
text of youth unemployment we have spoken at grea[
length about education for young people and about
vocational raining. I cannot see anything new here.
Nobody expected it to become a year of youth festi-
vals. No one asked about whar the Commissioner said.
Nevenheless, I did at least hope for a few projects to
create job opponunities in some way or another, if
only to give young people in some small measure the
feeling that something is actually happening.

Now comes my question, since I have to ask a ques-
tion, of course: how does the Commissioner think that
young people in Europe will react to Youth Year as

the plans stand at present?

Mr Suthedand. - I imagine that youth will be very
disappointed with this year unless there are concrete

resulr which flow from it. One of the difficulties in
dealing with a problem of this kind is that it involves
very deniled consideration of rather amorphous and
difficult-to-define problems such as that of providing
proper education in the field of new technologies and
being able to deal wi*r the demands of industry during
the 1980s. That panicular problem is being addressed
posidvely and deliberately by the Commission, and the
reports I have referred rc will be detailing the rype of
response that might be anticipated and the assistance
that can be expected from education properly geared
to the needs of the 1980s. So I think that there is a res-
ponse; it is not something which could be described in
any way as cosmetic, but is a deniled solid programme
which, I think, can be of assistance of the youth of
Europe.

Mrs Banotti (PPE). - \7ould the Commissioner give
us a little more detail about the youth exchange pro-
gramme? I presume he is speaking about the youth
exchange programme where young people go to work
for usually relatively shon periods of time in Member
States. \7ould he please tell us to what extent he hopes
to see this programme enlarged? \flould he also tell us

whether the Commission proposes to act on its
avowed intention to give particular emphasis in this
programme to young people who live on the periphery
of Europe and are therefore already isolated from the
work of the Community?

Mr Sutheiland. - One of the particular problems
about a youth exchange programme is indeed that
referred to in the final pan of the question which has
just been put by the honourable Member. The diffi-
culty and cost of ransportarion will be borne in mind
in the proposal which will be put before Parliament
and which is in the course of being developed by the
Commission. The Commission is concerned to bring
about a situation where the lamenmble lack of
exchange within Europe, between the educational
facilities in particular of European counries, is over-
come. It is salutary to note that there is a considerably
greater exchange between the United States and some
countries in Europe than between the European coun-
tries themselves. This is something which we hope to
initiate and improve upon.

I think that it would be premature for me now to
detail rhe proposals in the memorandum I have
referred to. Suffice it to say that it is reasonably well
advanced, and I hope to be in a position to detail it
more fully to Parliament in the not-too-dismnt future.

President. - As the author is not present, Question
No 4 will be answered in wridng.r

Question No 5, by Mr Fitzsimons (H-365l8a):

1 See Annex of 13. 3. 1985.
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Subject: New technologies and the rcxtile indusry

Vill the Commission state whar action ir is aking
to implement the calls made by the European Par-
liament to devise a Community straregy in the tex-
tile and clothing industry which involves:

(a) a more rigorous and efficient management of
the Community's textile agreements;

(b) promoting the sector's general competirive-
ness by specific measures;

(c) accompanying reconve-rsion by .social mea-
sures, slnce a loss of one million jobs is

expected by 1990?

Mr Naries, Vice-President of the Comtnission. -(DE) The Commission is looking for a textile and
clothing industry that can compete on a worldwide
basis.

On point (a): the Community textile agreemenrs are
managed with strict observance of the procedure.
Observance of quotas is ensured by a system of dual
controls. The products covered by the agreemenrs can
be introduced into the Community only if rhe expon
licence issued by the exponing State is marched by the
import licence issued by the Member State. The proce-
dure is working smoothly.

The administrative cooperation procedures introduced
to prevent unfair practices are also working sa[isfacto-
rily. \flhere the rules are found to have been bypassed,
the countries from which the products originate are
held accountable. These examples should show rhar
the textile agreemenr are being managed in accord-
ance with the provisions.

On point (b): our measures to improve competitive-
ness are chiefly based at present on the endeavour ro
promote the use of modern technologies in the prod-
uction processes in the clothing industry. May I refer
you here to the answer to the question by Mr Andrews
in 1984 and to our BRITE programme.

On point (c): I regard the figure of a threarened loss
of one million jobs by 1990 as utterly exaggerated and
I certainly do nor accepr ir. No calcularions exisr to
justify such a disastrous figure ar all. Given a moderate
rise in demand, the rise in producrivity may lead to job
losses in specific cases. But we have good reason to
assume thar, thanks to irs creativity in the fashion area
and to the development of its technical know-how, rhe
indusry will manage ro counreracr this trend. \7e do
not have a statistical breakdown relating to rhe Social
Fund which would enable us ro give details on the
individual secrors.

Mr Fitzsimons (RDE). - I do not entirely agree wirh
the Commissioner. He seems ro give the indusrry little
comfort. After all, we are mlking about an imporranr

labour-intensive industry, panicularly when we
include the clothing sector.

Does not the Commission accept that since so many
viable, efficient and well-managed firms have closed, it
is necessary to take far-sighrcd action immediately to
salvage these indusries while we still have the time?
Vill the Commission give a commitment that it will
not abandon the clothing and textile industries, and in
panicular that it will renew the MFA as well as provid-
ing the means of investing in new rcchnology and new
production methods such as capital investment, machi-
nery replacement programmes, training in new skills
and improving quality programmes?

Mr Naries. - (DE) The Commission cenainly does
not intend to abandon the rextile or clothing industry.
As for figures, may I point out once again that nearly
one million jobs were lost in this sector in the past 10

years, i.e. the main pan of the process of adjustmenr
certainly lies behind us now.

As I have said, the Commission is prepared ro encour-
age the use of modern technology in the texrile indus-
try too, especially in connection with the BRITE pro-
gramme. There are even some indicadons now that
jobs which were transferred to countries wirh a lower
wage level I 0- 1 5 years ago because of the lack of com-
petitiveness can be' repatriated.

These are all reasons that suggest rhat we should not
judge the trend in employment in the textile industry
as pessimistically as the honourable Member has done,
perhaps on the basis of local experience.

Mr Hoon (S).- I would like the Commissioner, in
the light of his answer a few minutes ago, ro commenr
on the recen[ decision of the Commission to prevent
the United Kingdom Governmenr from providing
20 million pounds in much needed assisrance ro the
Bridsh clothing and textile industry. That money was
intended for new investment in new rechnology and
new machinery. The Commission have blocked the
spending on the grounds that it provided, rhey said,
unfair aid ro industry in one Member Srate at the
expense of the orhers. To what extenr, however, did
the Commission take into accounr rhe pressing need
for new invesrmenr in the Unircd Kingdom rcxtile
indusry to preserve and to create employment whilst,
at the same time, actually srrengrhening the Com-
munity's texrile industry by giving it some supporr
against the increasingly fierce competirion it faces
from countries actually outside rhe Community?

Mr Naries. - (DE) The Commission certainly has no
objections ro investments; on the conrrary, it regards
them as useful wherever rhey pay off. As for rhe spe-
cific case to which you referred, I would need rhe
complete file before me, and even then I could only
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give certain information and would have ro keep
detailed company information to myself.

Mr Pearce (ED).- \7ill the Commissioner agree rhat
the loss of one million jobs in the rextile industry has
occurred without any particular acrion on rhe pan of
the Commission at all? The Commission has in fact
been sitting about doing nothing while this has been
going on.

Secondly, may I ask the Commissioner if companies
and research institutes can apply for funds under this
heading - for the BRITE programme - now? If nor
now, when can they apply?

Mr Naries. - (DE) On the second quesrion, may I
point out that, as far as I know, rhe BRITE pro-
gramme is being adopted by the Council rcday as an
'A' item and that a start will rhen be made with invita-
tions to tender immediately. Preliminary information
has already been forwarded to the indusrry and, if I
am not mistaken, the scheduled deadline for accept-
ance was 30 April this year, which means rhar suiuble
applicants cenainly have a chance to submit their pro-
grammes and proposals by 30 April.

Turning to the first part of the question, we would of
course have to check region by region whether the
reconversion of the textile industry has involved the
Regional or Social Fund. I cannot accept this blanker
description of the Communiry as doing nothing.

Mrs Lemass (RDE). - I would like to ask the Com-
missioner if he does not agree that women are the
worst-hir in job losses in the rcxtile industry and if he
will give priority to the reraining of these women in
the new technologies that are needed. '!(iould he not
agree that they must be given precedence to make up
for thejob losses they are suffering in this indusry?

Mr Naries. - (DE) Presumably, in view of the prod-
uction methods in the textile industry, women are
worst hit in job losses. The Commission rakes the view
that anyone who has lost their job and is prepared ro
accept an offer of funher vocational training or
retraining should be encouraged to do so and receive
the necessary aid to make full use of this opponunity.

President. - Question No 6, by Mrs Lemass
(H-382/8\:

Subject: Accidents in the home

Vill the Commission state what results have been
achieved from the pilot programme which it
started, in close cooperation with national
authorities, on information relating to accidenm in
the home?

Mr Clinton Davis, Member of the Commission. - The
pilot experiment has yielded some significanr results in
that it has (a) illustrated the scale of the problem of
accidents in the home connected with consumer prod-
ucts - indeed, some estimates are that more rhan
30 000 deaths and about 40 million injuries occur in
Communiry countries every year as a result of this;
(b) demonstrated the feasibility of collecting relevant
data from hospiral casualty departments and other
sources and (c) shown that the Community could and
should have a permanent information system on acci-
dents in which consumer products are involved so rhar
coordinated action could be adopted on product safety
for the benefit of consumers.

On 20 December 1984 the Commission approved a

proposal for a Council decision along rhese lines
which has been communicated to Parliament, rhe
Council and the Economic and Social Committee.
Moreover, the Commission proposes to continue col-
lecting material data and promoting research into the
improvement of product safety.

Mrs Lemass (RDE). - Apparently somerhing is being
done or will be done in the future. However, I would
like to ask the Commissioner if he does not agree thar
it is a fact that basic precautions to prevenr accidents
in the home are not being implemented in many of rhe
Member States. As he has jusr srared, dearhs occur,
panicularly among young children, because night
clothing is not fireproof. Yet it is still being manufac-
tured and sold to the public. Surely this could be
changed rapidly and quickly?

People are being suffocared by toxic fumes from burn-
ing furniture when a fire occurs. Surely something
could be done about this immediately. They should be
clearly marked so that the person who is buying rhem
will know. . .

(The President urged the speaker to put her question)

I am asking the Commission whether this could nor be
done immediately without further invesrigation or fur-
ther repons. Children at the moment are in dire . . .

(The President again urged tbe speaker to put her ques-
tion)

I am asking the Commissioner how long it will take
before these problems are solved. Reports are fine.
Investigations are fine. Sratisrics are fine, but these
things are happening now. As the Commission has
stated, 30 000 deaths have occurred, and I am asking
the Commissioner to take immediate steps to rectify
the position.

Mr Clinton Davis. - It would be unfair ro suggesr
that there is not concern on [he part of Member States.
Some Member States - such as the United Kingdom
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as long ago as 1976 and the Netherlands in 1983 -have set up surveillance sysrcms for accidenm involving
products themselves. In Denmark a group of expens is

analysing the information received from casualty
depanments in three hospitals, and in other countries,
panicularly Germany and Belgium, periodic surveys
limited to cenain rypes of accidents or cenain age

cacegories have been carried out. So there is consider-
able movement as far as a number of Member States

are concerned.

As to the specific matter that the honourable lady
raises, it is for individual Member States to arrive at
conclusions about and to determine whether in fact
specific night clothing should be withdrawn. I think
she would have to give me notice concerning any spe-
cific item of clothing so that I could give her a consid-
ered answer.

As to the question of the length of time required for
taking action, may I remind the honourable Member
that the Commission wanted 18 months for the study.
It was the Council which insisted on 30 months. It was
the Commission which wanted to take immediate and
automatic action to put the necessary precautions into
operation at the end of the pilot study, but this was not
permitted by the Council.

Mr Pitt (S). - In view of the answers given ro Mrs
Lemass, but panicularly in the context of Commis-
sioner Narjes' answer to her point on women textile
workers, could I ask the Commissioner, in regard to
accidents at home, whether the Commission has a
view on accidents reladng to home working, a practice
which is growing, unfonunately, in the clothing sector
at an alarmint pace, in my own view.

Has the Commission any specific data on accidenr at
home related to home working? If not, will it under-
rake to investigate this subject? If it has information,
has it any proposals to make in this direction?

Mr Clinton Davis. - The honourable Member will
realize that the srudy to which I have referred relates
to the use of consumer products in the home and acci-
dents arising therefrom and also to cenain leisure pur-
suits.

I am afraid, therefore, that I cannot answer the spe-
cific question that he has raised, but I will, together
with Commissioner Sutherland - I think that is his
remit specifically - give the matter funher considera-
tion. Perhaps I can write to the honourable Member
about it.

President. - Question No 7, by Mr Fanton (H-385/
84):

Subject: Sheep imports from New Zealand

A few months ago, the exasperation of French
sheep farmers at the aberrations in the sheepmeat
market led to incidents such as the intercepdon of
British lorries on French roads.

The exasperation of these farmers is due to recent
impons into France of sheep carcases from New
Zealand, which had simply passed through the
Unircd Kingdom in transit.

'$7hat measures does the Commission intend to
take to put an end to New Zealand's poliry of
selling sheepmeat at low prices on the European
market, and to ensure that all Member States

comply with the rules established by the European
institudons?

The Commission is surely aware that, unless it
meets its responsibilities, sheep farming is liable rc
disappear in many regions of Europe.

Mr De Clercq, Member of the Commission. -(FR,) As France is recognized as a sensitive zone by
New Zealand, sheep carcases from this third country
can only be imponed under a very limircd quota -3 500 tonnes in 1984. !7here merchandise has passed

in transit through Great Britain, the corresponding
quantities are compulsorily included in this quota. In
fact, and I insist on this point, impon certificates are
only issued by the French intervention body, which is

the only body authorized to suspend their issue as

soon as the agreed quantities have been reached.

Vith regard to the second pan of the question the
Commission, within the framework of the consulta-
rions envisaged by the self-limitation agreement with
New Zealand, has constantly emphasized the impon-
ance it attaches to third countries' adopting impon
prices which do not endanger the balance of rhe Com-
munity market.

In rhis connection it is imponant to emphasize that,
since rhe middle of 1983, New Zealand has taken
steps, which have so far proved effective, to keep
impon prices at a reasonable level. Thus, for example,
in 1984 the import price has been kept at a level 10-
15% higher than the 1983 price, whilst the average
Community price over the same period has remained
stable.

It is the firm intention of the Commission to keep in
touch with New Zealand in order to obtain assurances
that the present impon price policy followed by this
country will be maintained, or else strengthened on a

bilateral basis.

Mr Fanton (RDE). - (FR) I should like first of all to
thank the Commissioner for his reply, despite the fact
that it is by no means satisfactory, far from it.

If, in my question - and I should like to have a clear
answer, Mr Commissioner - I spoke of cheap car-
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cases being imponed into France, there are two pro-
cesses and two procedures. I wanred to know how the
Commission is in a position ro take acrion over a prac-
tice that is now constanr, increasingly so, and which
consists of imponing sheep carcases into Grear Britain,
consuming them, and exponing to France murton
produced in Great Britain, at the price at which it was
imponed from New Zealand. This is simply getdng
round the regulations that you have referred to.

The second question that I should like to ask you, Mr
Commissioner, which is complemenrary, concerns rhe
reference you made to the impon price. You said that
it had increased, if I understood aright, by 15-200/0,
whilst over the same period the price of mutton in the
common market remained stable. But one of the very
things, Mr Commissioner, that I had put to you ar rhe
end of my question, is that the sability to which you
refer is in reality a fall, and I wanted to know what
srcps the Commission was ready to take ro prevenr
sheep rearing in Europe from disappearing, as it is in
the process of doing. The price proposals rhat we shall
be discussing tomorrow are unfortunately not of a
reassuring nature.

Mr De Clercq. - (FR) I think I answered the hon-
ourable Member's first question in my introduction.
The practices to which he referred are real, but, whilst
that is the case, I would remind him that all goods -in this case sheep carcases - that are delivered after
having been in transit through Great Britain are
deducted from the overall quota. I emphasized rhar
where the issue of impon cenificates is concerned -and they are essendal - this can only be done by the
French authorities. They have all the information
available to ensure not only thar the quota is res-
pected, but also to see how the quota is made up, and
they are authorized - especially the French interven-
tion body - to suspend, where necessary, the issue of
licences when they find that the agreed quanrities have
been reached, or exceeded.

\flith regard to Mr Fanton's second question, which
was very pertinen[ and concerned impon prices and
measures to prevent sheep rearing from disappearing
in Europe, the Commission obviously pays grear anen-
tion to this imponant sector of agricultural produc-
don. The problem raised by Mr Fanton will indeed be
one of the subjects for discussion tomorrow in rhis
Chamber, when you will be considering the agricul-
tural price proposals for the new campaign.

Mr Marshall (ED).- In view of the importance and
popularity of New Zealand lamb to the Community
housewife, can I ask the Commissioner not to try too
hard when seeking to persuade New Zealand to
increase the price paid by the Community for this
excellent product?

Vill the Commissioner confirm that the commitmenr
to New Zealand is a long-term one which the Com-

munity has frequently confirmed? \flill he agree that
the Community will never renege on its commitments
to New Zealand?

Mr De Clercq. - (FR) I have to say that ir is our cus-
tom - I should more properly say that it was the cus-
tom of our predecessors, since we are only staning to
come on sream, as it were, within the Commission - .

to honour our commitments.

Besides, I think as far as the precise question that has
been asked is concerned, which shows how delicate
the affair can be - even when we are talking about
sheep, everybody is not necessarily on the same wave-
length, or should I say sheep-length - there may be
divergent views and different approaches. I simply
want to say that this is all pan of the discussions rhat
are now going on between the departments of the
Commission and the New Zealand authorities.

President. - As the author is not presenr, Question
No 8 will be answered in writingl.

As they deal with the same subject, the following ques-
tions will be taken rogerher.

Question No 9, by Mr Dalsass (H-464/81:

Subject: Article on South Tyrol in 'EG-Magazin'
in October 1984

In October 1982 the European Parliament pub-
lished a resoludon calling for protection for
regional languages and cultures which was seen as

the first step towards prorccting various ethnic
groups within the Community.

This opinion was also welcomed by the Commis-
sion. How, therefore, can the Commission allow
an article to be published in rhe October 1984
issue of the 'EG-Magazin' which is financed by
the Communiry, which presenrs a false picture of
the situation in South Tyrol and is so biased thar it
gives a false impression of and is detrimental to
the South Tyrolean ethnic group? Does the Com-
mission not believe thar it should disclaim such
repons? And what steps will it take to ensure rhar
in future the 'EG-Magazin' promores the inrerests
of ethnic groups rather [han working against
them?

and Question No 31, by Mr Habsburg (H-455l84):

Subject: Anicle in the Community's German lan-

Buage ma9azine (EG-Magazine), October 1984
issue, entitled 'In Stidtirol ist auch 'Europa' gefor-
den' (The South Tyrol needs Europe too)

Is the Commission of the opinion rhat the 'EG-
Magazin', which is financed from Community

1 See Annex of 13. 3. 1985.
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funds, i.e. by us all, is dury bound to be truthful,
factual and fair to all Members in its reporting,
does it share the view that the above-mentioned
article does not meet these criteria in any way and
is extremely discriminatory against the population
concerned, and what measures are planned to
prevent a publication which is entirely financed by
the Community from acting in this manner again?

Mr Ripa di Meana, Member of tbe Commission. -(IT) The Commission is obviously familiar with the
resolution adopted by Parliament in October 1981

calling for protection for regional languages and cul-
tures as a step towards protecting various ethnic
groups within the Community.

The author of the article which appeared in the maga-
zine 'EG-Magazin' lasr October, Mr Peter Kammerer,
who is a German journalist and a professor of Urbino
University, cannot. in any way be considered as repre-
senting the Commission's position on the substance
and spirit of the parliamentary resolution in question,
which the Commission unconditionally confirms. The
monthly magazines published by the press and infor-
mation offices are inrcnded to provide information on
events and on the problems of Member States of the
Community. The choice of subject depends on their
topicaliry, and the authors of the anicles are selected
according ro their compercnce. The anicles they write
do not involve the views of the Commission. The
Commission will maintain its policy of encouraging
the expression of individual opinions, with a view to
promoting mutual comprehension and not the reverse.

The Commission is therefore always prepared to
record and publish views that may differ from its own,
as witness the publication of the letter from Mr Dal-
sass in last January's edition of that same 'EG-Maga-
zin'.

Mr Dalsass (PPE). - (DE) Mr Commissioner, I am
partly satisfied with your answer. At least you say that
this article in no way reflects the Commission's views
and that the Commission cenainly does not endorse
the contents of the anicle.

One more question: 'S(i'e as a minority in South Tyrol
have been rying for decades to preserve our identity,
[o guarantee to some extent what I might call our sur-
vival. To this end we have approached the Italian
Government requesting appropriate protective provi-
sions. Do you not agree with me that it is to be wel-
comed if people request protective provisions and
obtain them in order to safeguard their own identity
and not be discriminated against ois-a-ais the majority,
so that at last the minority can obtain the same rights
as the majority defacto and not only on paper? Do you
not also agree that this is the right way to ensure the
necessary peaceful coexistence in a community?

Mr Ripa di Meana. - (lT) I do indeed agree with Mr
Dalsass.

Mr Habsburg (PPE). - (DE) Mr Commissioner,
may I briefly return to the article itself which pre-
sented - not for the first time - a false picture.
There is no doubt at all that a letter by Mr Dalsass was
published. But you know as well as I do that a letter
does not have the same effect as an article.

In general, such articles are quite alright in a private
newspaper published by some independent group and

are open to discussion. This, however, is a newspaper

financed by the Community. Is it not time, Mr Com-
missioner - given that this is not the first time we
have had problems with this same magazine - for the
magazine, and in particular the chief editor, to be

looked at rather more carefully and for it to be made

clear that the articles signed by name do not necessar-
ily reflect your viewpoint? You say so now, and we
believe you, but those readers who cannot hear what
we are saying here get the wrong impression.

Mr Ripa di Meana. - (17) I think that Mr Habsburg
is aware of the fact that a substantial reform of the
information services of the Commission is in the
course of preparation. One of the points receiving
consideration by the Commission is whether or not to
continue publishing the magazines that appear in
Member States. At the same time there will undoubt-
edly be an opponunity to examine in this connection
the quality of the publications, their impaniality and,
at the same time, the freedom of expression of those
who contribute to them. I can give the questioner an

assurance on these lines.

Mr Vandemeulebroucke (ARC). - (NL) Since the
Commissioner has just rcld us that the whole question
of information offices is to be reviewed, I should like
to ask him whether he considers it opponune for the
information offices to be located always in the capital
cities and whether ir might not be better for the infor-
mation offices to take account of regional units. In this
connection I am thinking of the imminent accession of
Spain, where the regions are recognized in the consti-
tution, and where, in consequence, it will be necessary
for the information offices to be active in the language
of the region and locally in the regions themselves?

Mr Ripa di Meana. - (17) Mr Vandemeulebroucke is

narurally aware of the budgetary restrictions which we
all discuss - both Parliament and the Commission.
That is why I am not able to confirm, today, a course
of action that the Commission has referred to on a

number of occasions - the setting up of information
offices also in different centres of the capitals of Mem-
ber States. I must add that, in some cases, these off-
ices, these information centres already exist. But a

wider policy, to consider the possibility of opening
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offices of the Community and the Commission in
cities and centres thar constitute a terrirorial, ethnic,
linguistic and cultural complex of minoriry groups, is

nor at the moment under consideration nor, srill less,
approved. I do not exclude rhat, in the furure - on
the occasion, for example, of the accession of Spain -with the special cases of Camlonia and the Basque
Countries - it may be looked inro.

Mr Nordmann (L). - (FR) l7ithout in any way
wishing to anticipate the review that has just been
announced by the Commissioner, can the Commission
specify the methods that it uses ro assess the objectiviry
of im publications and the way in which different
trends find expression in them? Has the Commission
been aware of any flagrant breach of such objectivity,
such as to involve sanctions of any kind?

Mr Ripa di Meana. - (l,7) In my first reply I quoted
verbatim a statement - by President Jenkins on behalf
of the Commission - which said rhar the Commission
would maintain its policy of encouraging the expres-
sion of individual views, which is something rhar I
consider indispensable.

I also quoted the second pan of this statement, which
commits the Commission to promote reciprocal
understanding, and not the reverse. If any case of fla-
grant violation of this principle occurred - and,
amongst other things, it is a principle that affects
everyone and which involves the objectivity and
quality of the opinion - I do nor think that the Com-
mission would hesitate to assume its responsibilities.

Mr Guermeur (RDE). - (FR) The Commissioner
has given budgetary grounds as his reason for reject-
ing, for the time being, the suggestion for an informa-
tion service devoted specially to the regions. I quite
understand this, but this problem is always bound up
with the opposite problem, which is the problem of
information directed upsream and no longer simply
downstream. I should like to ask the Commissioner
what is the Commission's present thinking as regards
measures for promoting the flow of information from
regional official bodies to the Commission, since it is

no longer a question of having information centres in
the regions but of facilitating contact between each
region and the Commission in Brussels.

Mr Ripa de Meana. - (17) The policy of the Com-
mission is favourable to the opening of new offices
and new information centres in large regional cenrres.
An office has for example been recently opened in
Marseilles, as the questioner is probably aware. How-
ever, I must equally emphasize that the Commission's
policy fully favours close cooperation with regional
and even local authorities. This cooperation is already
in existence in many cases. Ve intend to increase it
and, as it were, dghten up the regulations somewhat.

In this connection, for example, I welcome with great
interest a very recent initiative on the pan of rhe
Chambers of Commerce, who have decided to open
Community 'counters' in every regional centre in the
Community.

President. - Question No 10, by Mr Simmonds (H-
468/8a):

Subject: Commission funds for slaughterhouses

Vith reference to the Commission's answer to my

Question H-88/84t of tt.g. 1984, and to Mr
Dalsager's assurances that he would investigate
the matter, what have been the fruits of that inves-
tigation, and will the Commission agree to pursue
the matter further?

Mr De Clercq, Member of tbe Commfusioz. - Since
the September plenary pan-session and after having
examined the problem, I must confirm rhe doubr pre-
viously expressed by Mr Dalsager as ro the possibiliry
of a Commission inlriative in this field in the near
future.

Ritual slaughrcr is a matter of great religious sensibil-
ity which is subject to the public policy of the Member
States. It is not the intention of the Commission to
make proposals which intrude directly into quesrions
of religious beliefs, but it will closely examine rhe
codes of practice elaborated in some Member States.

The Commission shares fully the honourable Mem-
ber's concern, especially in the framework of his com-
mitment to animal welfare.

Mr Simmonds (ED). - The Commission, I hope, will
accept my pleasure at rheir sraremenr thar they are
concerned about animal welfare, but they will not be
surprised to hear of my dismay at their proposal ro do
nothing about this particular issue.

Now that we have freedom of movement of meat
products throughout the Community and recognizing
the increase of the practice of ritual slaughrer in many
pans of the Community, a very subsranrial number of
people now are very much opposed rc the fact thar
they are unwittingly consuming the products of ani-
mals slaughtered without pre-stunning. I would be
very much obliged if the Commissioner for agricul-
tural matters would re-examine this issue and perhaps
make a personal investigation into the different types
of slaughter.

I have found, and I hope the Commission will accept
this invitation, [hat when people in authority have
actually witnessed the different processes of slaughter,
they have rather changed their minds.

I Debates No 2-316 oI 11.9.1984.
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Mr De Clercq. - It is not the case that the Commis-
sion did nothing. Following contacts with the welfare
lobby, Eurogroup for animal welfare, which is dlso the
secretariat of the parliamentary intergroup for animal
welfare, it has been agreed that funher srcps should be

taken as regards practical application of Community
rules.

To this end, a contract has recently been given to the
director of Eurogroup to esnblish a framework for the
development of a code of practice to protect farm ani-
mals. !flhen complete, the development of Community
codes in consultation with all interested panies is

envisaged.

Mr Van Miert (S). - (NL) Can the Commissioner
tell me whether it is the Commission's view that the
measures taken recently in Belgium in connection with
several recently confirmed cases of African swine fever
are effective and, secondly, whether compensation can
be paid by the European Communities to farmers who
are suffering considerable financial damage in conse-
quence, and if so, to what extent?

Mr De Clercq. - (NL) If my information is correct,
the relevant measures were to be laid down by the
Secretary with responsibility for these matters in Bel-
gium, Mr De Keersmaeker, in agreement with and
with the cooperation of the Commission's services.

Although the problem raised by the honourable Mr
Van Miert does not, in my view, have any direct con-
nection with this question, I am happy to give him this
supplementary information.

President. - Question No 11, by Mr Seal (H-482l
84), for whom Mr Ford is deputizing:

Subject: Progress of Muldfibre Arrangement

The current term of the Multifibre Arrangement
(MFA) is due to expire in July 1986, and interna-
rional negotiations are now beginning to fix the
terms on which it will be renewed. Bearing in
mind the implicadons of the MFA for the Com-
munity's textiles and clothing indusries, with
2.5 million employees.

Can the Commission state what arrangements will
be made for consultarions with the rextile and
clothing industries, including notably the trade
unions, and will it take fully into account the fact
that the textile industries are largely concentrated
in a number of specific regions of the Community,
many wirh panicularly high levels of unemploy-
ment?

Mr De Clercq, Member of the Commission. - The
Commission has regular meetings with representatives
of the textile and clothing industry. The Commission
working pany on the textile sector was accorded per-

manent status by a Commission decision on 23 July
1980 in order to facilitate the progress of consultation
with both employers and trade unions on matrcrs
related to textile trade and industrial policies.

This group meets at least 3 or 4 times ayear, although
more frequent meetings can be held as and when the
need arises. In the coming months, during which the
Community's position regarding the future textile
trade regime will be formulated, the process of consul-
tations with industry will be actively pursued.

It should be borne in mind that, in addition to the
above formal contacm at European level, the Commis-
sion is always willing to hold informal meetings with
representadves of the industry at national level. Such
an exchange of views on the Community's textile
policy has already been held between the Commission
services and representatives of the UK Trades Union
Congress.

Regarding the second pan of the question, the Com-
mission is, of course, aware of the regional dimension
of the crisis in the textile sector. This has always been
an important consideration in the formulation of the
Community's textile uade poliry as well as the
regional and social policy.

Mr Ford (S). - Vith rhe expiry of the Multifibre
Arrangement in July 1986 and recognizing the pro-
tracted nature of the future negotiations, does the
Commission recognize that this issue is urgent?
Equally, is the Commission aware of the Silberstone
repon produced in the Unircd Kingdom which makes
a number of claims, some of which are quite unsub-
stantiated and others of which have only the flimsiest
of an inrcllectual scaffolding supponing them, to the
effect that there will be benefits to the Community
from not renewing the Multifibre Arrangement.

Textile areas like my own constituency have been
badly hit in terms of employment levels and poveny
for some considerable time. In the United Kingdom
Lancashire and Yorkshire are now extremely
depressed areas with few alternative job opponunities,
panicularly following the atuck made by the British
Tory Government on jobs in the coalmining industry.

Recognizing that the supposed benefits, for example
from the clothing manufacturing industry, suggested
in the Silberstone report would go almost exclusively
to regions of the Community where the economic
situation and employment is much more favourable, if
indeed such regions exist at all, would the Commis-
sioner recognize that the regional element should be a

major factor in determining the Community line on
the renegotiation of the MFA in the discussions with
the trade union groups?

Mr De Clcrcq. - The first quesdon is about urgency,
as in fact the question relates to the timetable the
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Commission envisages for esrablishing rhe EEC's
negotiating position. My answer will be very brief.

The Communiry's position regarding the rcxtile trade
regime which will follow rhe expiry of MFA 3 will be
formulated during this year. As a marter of facr, in the
coming weeks and months a proposal from the Com-
mission to the Council regarding the Community's
position on the posr-MFA 3 regime will be prepared
before the summer. The Council will rhen have to
adopt general policy guidelines in rime for the GATT
textiles commirtee meering in July 1985 when the
Arrangement panicipants will, in accordance with
Anicle 10(5) of rhe MFA, begin discussions on
whether the Arrangement should be exrended, modi-
fied or disconrinued. I stress the point thar the views of
Parliamenr will be taken into consideration by the
Commission when its proposal ro the Council is
defined.

Concerning the repon of Professor Silberstone, rhe
Commission has knowledge of this repon and is busy
analysing it. Let us say that this very inreresring and
wonhwhile repon will be one of rhe elements the
Commission will have to take into consideration when
it defines its position concerning the posr-MFA 3
regrme.

Mr Moorhouse (ED). - My question has really been
answered by the Commissioner. May I merely say rhar
Professor Silberstone, in the UK report referred to,
srated that the benefit ro the UK economy as a whole
of relaxing the MFA would appear ro outweigh the
costs. That srarcmenr is documented by extensive
research on the subject. May I therefore invire the
Commissioner to take nore of this conclusion among
the other conclusions of the Silberstone report?

Mr De Clercq. - Thar is what I already said. I rhank
the honourable Member for the quesrion.

Mr Pitt (S). - Vill the Commissioner undenake ro
improve the policing of rhe new Multifibre Arrange-
ment so that it is much more effectively monitored
than the presenr one has been? \7ill he also undenake
to publish the results of any legal acrions mken during
1983 or subsequendy regarding the practice of one
Dutch family company which managed to import rex-
tile products which in volume exceeded l00o/o of rhe
quons of the existing MFA from the Far East through
Switzerland - I understand from Parliament officials

- by changing in some way the notices regarding the
country of origin?

Mr De Clercq. - I thoughr I heard my colleague,
Commissioner Narjes, in response ro one of the pre-
vious questions sta[e very clearly that the controls on
the textile agreemenrs, the MFA agreemenrs and indi-
vidual agreements signed or agreed upon within the

framework of MFA were very rigorous and very rigo-
rously applied. Therefore, all I can do is confirm that
declaration and say that if there is a new MFA and
whatever the content of that may be, it will be neces-
sary to look at it very closely, conrrol it rigorously and
avoid any kind of fraud.

Mrs Van Rooy (PPE). - (NL) I am pleased rhat
work is being done ro prorecr the rcxtile industry, and
it is very obvious rhat in the evenr of renewal of the
Muldfibre Arrangement formal discussions will be
held with the rcxtile indusrry. But the Multifibre
Arrangement has its disadvantages, especially for rhe
consumer. A report from the Netherlands showed
clearly that the Multifibre Arrangemenr results in price
increases of 5olo to 100/o for the consumer. The Multi-
fibre Arrangemenr is therefore also disadvanrageous
for trade, which has fewer opportunities in consequ-
ence.

May I assume thar rhe Commission agrees wirh me
that consumer and trade organizations should be
involved in the official consultations over the Mulri-
fibre Arrangemenr, and nor jusr the industry and rrade
unions ?

Mr De Clercq. - (NL) Nobody denies thar the
introduction of a system like rhe Multifibre Arrange-
ment has its advantages and disadvanrages. A political
decision usually has advantages and disadvantages, but
it is a feature of all political decisions that a choice is

made. The choice must be taken with adequate know-
ledge of the facts, whilst rying to achieve a balance
berween the advantages and disadvantages, berween
the needs of the Communiry textile indusrry and the
legitimare inrerests of European consumers and of the
Third Vorld, which we are daily urging to change
over to industrial producrs. It would be an example of
crass hypocrisy if we were ro close our borders to their
products ar rhe same [ime.

It is therefore a difficuh political decision. Ir was a dif-
ficult political decision, and it will probably once again
be a difficult political decision in which a balance will
have to be achieved between all these elements. The
Commission will do everything possible to lay a rea-
sonable and balanced proposal before the Council of
Ministers.

Mr Pitt (S). - On a point of order, Mr President,
may I point out that rhe Commissioner answered only
one half of the question I put to him regarding polic-
ing. I felt that his deflection of my quesdon by refer-
ring to Commissioner Narjes' earlier commenrc was
not sufficient. I also asked if he would undertake to
publicize the resulm of any action which has been or
might be taken regarding rhat one company's activities
in 1983. I asked this because it is very imponant, as I
genuinely believe thar public opinion is rhe only effec-
tive sanction against white-collar fraud of this kind.
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Mr De Clercq. - It is an individual case. I am ready,
of course, to make all the necessary investigations in
order to clarify the matter, but I have to say that at
this moment I do not have the information needed to
give a sensible reply. But if the honourable Member
wants to give me the necessary information, I shall
look at it and contact him.

Mr rViisenbeek (L). - Does the Commissioner not
think that the answer he should give to this question is

that the Commission is going to abandon the Multi-
fibre Arrangement altogether ?

Mr De Clercq. - (NL) The Commission has not
adopted any position, and the Council even less so.

And I am not permitted to express any other views
here, except personal views, which will not interest
anyone. I therefore do not have anything further to
add to the reply I have just given.

Mr Nordmann (L).- (,FR) I should like to ask the

Commissioner whether, in its preparatory review, the
Commission stood by the quota system or whether it
was examining possible substitutes, based in particular
on the operation of the joint external tariff within the
framework of GATT.

Mr De Clercq. - (FR) The Commission is open to
any suggestion, and will not reject any suggestion in
advance, since it wishes to carry out a serious, detailed
examination of the question.

Mr De Gucht (L). (NL) Many different
approaches have already been suggested here. Under
these circumstances does the Commission not think it
would be useful to institute an extensive inquiry into
the possible consequences of renewal and also the pos-
sible consequences of making rhe Multifibre Arrange-
ment more flexible?

Mr De Clercq. - (NL) That is in fact what we shall
do.

Mrs Van Hemeldonck (S).- (NZ) Is the Commis-
sion aware that the fibre division of the British multi-
national Imperial Chemical Industries increased the
price of polyamide fibre by 70/o on 1 January? In the
previous year that division made a profit of 16 million
pounds. My question is whether the Multifibre
Arrangement exemption given on 4July 1984 has any
meaning for the 10 corporations, including ICI ,

which rcgether control 850/o of the market, if it in fact
degenerarcs into a kind of price canel to the detriment
of the consumer?

Mr De Clercq. - (NL)'!7'e are not convinced a prioi
that this is a price canel. 'We have instituted an

inquiry, and if thai shows that that is in fact the case

and we have made a mistake, then we shall not simply
plead mitigating circumstances, we shall take the
necessary measures.

Mr Chanterie (PPE). - (NL) I should like to ask the
Commission, in a somewhat different way from the
question which one of my colleagues, Mrs Van Rooy,
asked, wherher in the work it does in preparation for a

possible renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement it will
examine critically the publications of the Dutch Con-
sumer Association and calculate what it will cost the
consumer if there is no Multifibre Arrangement, with
the result that there will be far stronger protectionist
measures.

And thirdly, is it not a fact that che non-renewal of the
Muldfibre Arrangement will be to the disadvantage of
the poorest developing countries and only about four
so-called 'low-wage' countries will gain from it, while
the rest will be sacrificed?

Mr De Clercq. - (NL) I have already said that we
are instituting a thorough inquiry. \7e shall not rule
our any possibility, if we did it would not be a thor-
ough inquiry. Naturally the interests of the industries
of the Community which we consider to be decisive
must be weighed against the interests of the European
consumer and those of the developing countries.

President. - The first part of Quesdon Time is

closed.l

Mr Pearce (ED). - Mr President, on a point of
order. I would like to draw your attention to the fact
that of the first eight questions, which is the number
one would expect to get through - although you, Mr
President, have been much quicker than this - seven

in fact came from the Group behind me, the European
Democratic Alliance.

I do not know whether this is the result of superior
smffwork on their part in carrying over questions from
one session ro another, or whether it is due to the fact
rhat St Patrick's Day is coming up very soon! I am
very happy to wish our Irish colleagues a very happy
and successful St Patrick's Day. I would indeed say
sldinte to them ! But I would like rc add that we will be

watching to see that we get a fair share of our ques-
tions answered orally next time and that they do not
monopolize it.

President. - Thank you for making your point, Mr
Pearce. I can sell you [hat questions appear on the
order paper in strictly chronological order.

I See Annex of 13. 3. 1985
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5 . Commission programme for 1 98 5 - Field of social

ffiirs - Enlargenent (continuation)

Mr Bonaccini (COM). - (/7) Mr President, we

identify three types of priority that we consider essen-

tial in the social policy of the Community: I should
like to point out the problems that arise in this connec-
tion. The first relates to the questions of restructuring
and innovation, and it will remain a continuing prob-
lem, very probably for the remainder of this century. It
was brought into prominence, quite recently, very dra-
matically as far as the trade unions are concerned, by
the generous albeit unlucky struggle of the British
miners, as well as the workers of other companies, to
all of whom my political pany shows its solidarity and

sends its treetings.

But that is not sufficient! And we should run the risk
of not making properly clear our commitment in these

matters, if we did not rcll the Commission that it must

act, strongly and urgently, because too much time has

already passed.

How should it act? \7ith a global, coordinated
approach. Let public opinion, the workers and the

trade unions be left in no doubt about anything that
concerns this subject: job forecasting, the question of
working time, incentives, aid, job creation, vocational
raining, financing, and so on. Forward planning - as

the Commission says in its report - is important, but
what is perhaps more imponant under present condi-
tions is for it to commit itself to an active policy to
combat cenain last-century approaches with which
some of the social and political forces propose tackling
problems that are of our century.

The last problem concerns the question of working
time and participation. In addition to the need to bring
the study of these questions to a conclusion, I would
also say that we have to take careful note of what is

happening in the meantime in individual Member
States, or what is happening as the result of agree-

ments between both sides of industry in the different
countries. In other words, the Commission has a driv-
ing role to play, using a kind of crystal ball, and must

avoid being carried along by events that sometimes

come to a head more quickly than its own initiatives.

Mr Vgenopoulos (S). - (GR) Mr President, we

agree that the fight against unemployment, with paral-
lel measures to promote employment, is the basic

priority of the Community's social policy.

\Tithin this framework a clear distinction should be

made between priorities applying to regions character-
ized by special structural problems and traditional
industrial structures, and those applying to regions in
which development is lagging. Recognition of this fun-
damental distinction is an essential prerequisite for the

implementation of a balanced social policy in the

Community, so that the benefits of the Social Fund
will not be confined, as a priority, [o areas where

industry is in decline, but will also extend to areas with
low or static rarcs of development, such as the South

of the Community.

It must be stressed that the development problems of
the regions of Southern Europe, which are mainly
agricultural regions showing a high degree of under-
employment, are not sector-related but general, and

arelargely strucrural in nature.

\fle applaud the proposed measures aiming to combat

rhe problem of unemployment by the reorganization
of labour, by reducing the work period, and by sup-

port for disadvantaged regions and cooperative units.

Vithin this framework adequate economic aid should

be granted to cooperatives that create new jobs and

enlarge the possibilities for endogenous development
of the regions in quesdon.

Ve call for a special effon to combat unemPloyment
among young people with no professional qualifica-
tions. This will entail finance for measures of voca-

tional orientation and training, especially in countries

characterized by a high proportion of non-specialized
manpower.

'!fle welcome as a very positive point in the repon, the

proposal to prepare a European programme for youth
imployment, which should howevir be implemented
directly if it is to have the desired results.

Vithin this framework it would seem essential to
increase the resources of the Social Fund very substan-

dally so that an effective social programme can be put
into practice. Mr President, it is unacceptable to see

phenomena such as that featured in the rejected
budget for 1985, namely proposals for appropriations
in the social sector that represent a reduction of the

Social Fund's resources in real terms compared to the

year before.

As for the criteria for defining long-term unemploy-
ment, these will have to be revised to take account of
the particular conditions in each Member State. Ve
must also oppose racist tendencies that act against

migrant workers, and as for the new technologies,
these should be available to all countries in the Com-
munity, not just the richer ones.

\7ith these comments, Mr President, and in the hope

rhat the Commission will take note of our proposals,
we shall vote in favour of the Tuckman rePort.

Mr Langes (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, President
Delors, on behalf also of the Christian Democrats,
may I thank you warmly for your Programme of activ-
ities. I shall confine myself to four brief remarks.
Firstly, my colleague Mr Pfennig and I have Put an

oral question on own resources and may I cordially
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ask you, Mr Presidenr of the Commission, ro devote
great attention to rhis question. It concerns rhe way
the new Commission is following up the proposal by
the European Parliament last year. Vould ihe n.*
Commis-sion agree with us that rhe old l9Z0 financing
system for own resources should be retained, but ii
modified form, and nor, as suggested at Fontainbleau,
changed and completely_ reorganized? That is a very
rmportanr quesrion and I note that the 1984 Commis-
sion repon unfonunately srates rhar rhe Commission
adheres ro irs proposal in order ro assure rhe future
financing of the Community budger on the basis of the
European Council decisions at Fontainebleau. If you
follow the Thorn Commission on this poinr, then, Mr
President, you will encounrer full-scale resistance on
the pan of Parliament in 1985. I ask you most cordi-
ally to reconsider rhis marrer.

This brings me to. my second q.uesrion. In my view a
v€ry lmportant polnt ls mlssrng ln your report, namely
the question raised by rhe Commission as ro whiclr
policies should be expanded as replacemenr policies,
and in which cases rhe l0 States will have ro-be told
that a European policy is better, more sensible and
cheaper than national policies pursued by the indivi-
dual States. Ir would be a good idea if you could pro-
vide a lisr, so that we can make it clear in rhe discus-
sions with the narional parliamenrc that this would
cenainly also create a better, more competitive situa-
tion for Europe ois-ti-ois Japan, rhe USh and orher
Starcs. That would-be very imponant and have a major
side-effect as regards the much discussed imbalance
between the 10 Member s[ares. You know parliament
ha-s always said it would be unfair not to pay the
refund to the United Kingdom. But in facr it would be
far more imponant for replacement policies to be pur-
sued in rhe United Kingdom so as ro ger rid of this
imbalance. For rhat we need a precise caralogue.

Thirdly, on behalf of my group I emphatically wel-
come what you say about Central America on pages
15. and 97 of. your document. \7e should pledge our-
selves. to. this region by a special agreemenr. you. may
take it rhar we Christian Democram will suppon chl
C.ommission here and play our pan in the budgerary
discussions roo, to ensure that we do not me.ely- haul
empty words bur that the San Jos6 proposals are rran-
slated into deeds.

Just one requesr, Mr President: in the pasr, we Chris-
tian Democrats had to criticize some aspects of the
Commission's acriviries because it used an unfair sys-
tem of measurement. It was not neutral, i.e. nor pre-
pared to help rhe counrries as a whole, and especially
those seeking democrary. Unfonunarely that is what
your predecessor did in the case of Salvador. Not even
the schools there could be supponed, because they
were State schools. That is not acceptable. If you
really are pursuing a policy of aid to rtr.ngtii.n
democracy in Cenrral America, we supporr youl and
yg "ery 

much wanr a programme to be drawn up ro
this end.

Mrs Viehoff (S). - (NL) Mr President, I had in fact
expected that Mr Beumer would speak first, about the
Olympus sarellire, and now things have happened
rather differently. I wanted rc speak on the Oiympus
Programme.

In item four of im programme, the Commission says
that there are three ways which can perhaps bring us
nearer to our objective, and it then mentions informa-
tion as the third way. In this connection I pass on to
chapter six which discusses the audiovisual capacity of
tomorrow and the Commission's considerarion of the
various plans for programmes for European television,
which it will support as far as it is able. The Commis-
sion is undoubtedly aware of Olympus relevision,
which is no longer just a plan, and has now reached
the experimenral stage. A number of people in this
Parliament have had an opponunity to viiw a sum-
mary of the first European television programme.
Besides that there have also been trial broadiasts via
cable in a number of countries in the Communiry.

I chanced to be with a number of people during the
first rial broadcasr. I would describe ih., as i-nrcr-
ested in p-olidcs, but with minimal concern, mainly due
to lack of informarion on European politics and Euro-
pean affairs. These people were unanimous in their
appreciation of the programme. I think we have here a
unique chance ro make people more aware of Europe,
which is what the Commission also wishes ro ao,
because television is a powerful medium, we all know
that. I am convinced that this experimenr can lead to
greater understanding between the peoples of Europe
and will at rhe same time give more publicity ro our
work here in this Parliament. This experiment there-
fore deserves moral, and -or. .rpeti"lly financial,
support from rhe Commission. I think it berter for us
to mke up an eiisting experiment and suppon that ini-
tially, rather rhan launching our into other plans of
our own.

IN THE CHAIR:MR LALOR

Vice-President

Mr Chiusano (PPE). 
- (17) Mr president, I think

that, under the present circumsrances, the Commis-
sion's programme can be considered realistic, because
it is possible. Sometimes a grear deal more imagination
and courage.are needed, in order to conceivi things
that are possible, than ro dream of things that are nor
possible.

I should, moreover, like to draw presidenr Delors,
attenrion to this. All the action envisaged by rhe Com-
mission, especially that designed to-.r."i. a ,Com-

Tgnity identiry', hinges on rhe assumption of there
being substanrial convergence of economic policies,
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budget policies, public spending and, hence, the mone-
tary policy of Member States. This has rarely hap-
pened in the past and, when it has, the timing has

never coincided sufficiently to allow the synergetic
effect that this convergence.ought rc have generated

to come properly into play. One is almost tempted to
think that rhe Member States decide one way - possi-

bly unanimously - in the Community's institutions,
and then want to keep a free hand rc manage their
domestic affairs as suim them best.

In this connection the Commission has never been

very vigilant and farsighrcd. I should like to suggest -
seeing that there is in exisrence an institution set up in
February 1974 by ministers - I refer to the Economic

Policy Committee - that the Commission should try
[o exercise a closer watch on how this committee

operates, and to associate Parliament also in some way
with the work of this body. Parliament needs to have

timely, accurate information on the differences in the

conduct, by the Bovernments of Member Sates, of
their respective economic policies, so as to be able to
discuss them - which is the only way it can provide

the Commission with that help which in all sincerity
we wish to give it, provided, however, sufficient infor-
marion is available for us to do so.

Mrs Van Hemeldonck (S). - (NL) Mr President,

President of the Commission, colleagues, this morning
the Socialist Group, in the person of its spokesman Mr
Glinne, welcomed the Commission's Programme
because it sets out very precisely what the proper
priorities are.

\7ith l3olo unemployment, which primarily affecr
women and young people, and which will also proba-

bly rise slightly, this year too, the first objective must

be to reverse the trend of the unemployment curve,

which has risen continuously for l5 years, in the direc-
don of economic recovery and full employment. But a

srategy directed only towards economic growth and

reducing inflation is obviously wrong. Over the past

year production and profits have indeed risen in the

EEC, but social justice has fallen behind' There were

more unemployed, there was more Poveny, and there

w'ere more attacks on social achievements. Nevenhe-
less it is clear that cenain Member States, such as Ger-
many and the Unircd Kingdom, still have spare caPa-

city, capacity due to unexploited opponunities. They
should be able to achieve macro-economic expansion
with an extra outlay of lo/o of their gross domestic
product. That would be an incentive not just to their
Lconomies but to the economies of all the Community.

Unilateral measures which only stimulate economic

growth are of course not sufficient to remedy unem-

ployment. Frequently investment in the private sector
'h"i 

t.d to rationalization and the elimination of jobs.

There must therefore be selective and productive
investment in labour-intensive sectors, in both the pri-
vate and public sectors. It will thus be possible to

esnblish a genuine European plan for employment, on

a proposal-from the Commission and with the full
cooperation of the Member States, aimed mainly at

young people who have to find a way into the labour
market, and training the labour force so that it can

adapt to the enormous changes which are occurring.in
industry with the inroduction of new technologies

and new production methods.

An important stimulus can be provided by planned

extension of infrastructure, which is needed by a

society capable of responding to the challenge of a

rapidly changing world. If the Community, the Mem-
ber States and private enterprise together, at EuroPean

level, could set up a coordinated plan of investment

and renewal on matters like energy conservation,
urban renewal, transport, telecommunications, Protec-
tion of the environment and advanced technology, we

should not only make a noticeable improvement in the

economic situation in branches of industry which are

in fact affecrcd by the crisis, such as transPort and the

building industry, we should also create the conditions
for improved development in other sections of indus-

Lry.

At the same time we must not forget that no economic

recovery and no industrial policy is possible withour a

social dialogue on objectives, ways and means. For us

socialists the concept of democracy is not confined to
the strictly political, it also covers economic, social and

industrial democracy. Ve especially suppon the Com-
mission when it emphasizes the need to involve work-
ers in modernization at work. Information is not
enough, we yrant consultation and panicipation of the

unions at any level where changes are being made.

The President, Mr Delors, has shown himself to be the

champion of industrial democracy' Amongst other
things he has announced that the Commission is consi-

dering encouraging framework agreements when new

technologies are introduced. Ve socialists would also

like to see included the quesdon of reducing working
hours and so-called flexibility. At the same time we

must not forget that a changing economic world and a

changing working world also have repercussions in

schools, transport, the system of substitute income and

of social infristructure, which are only a few of the

secrors in which changes must be pushed through. \fle
anticipate therefore that the Commission will elabor-
ate iti industrial poliry and we shall be ever watchful
to see that the implementation of the programme is

properly balanced.

Mrs Lenz (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, the wide-
ranging and certainly also very well-intentioned Com-
mission programme only gives us time today to spot-

light a few of the statements made in it. I would like
biiefly rc rurn to those whom this programme affects

directly, namely, the people. Your programme, Mr
President of the Commission, includes some admirable
and mellifluous phrases, and I would like to take you
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at your word, so that we do not just have stylish
phrases; for wirhout the people we canno[ create the
society we wanr.

You say in your programme thar society cannot be
altered by decree - nor at narional level and cenainly
not at Community level. You also say that rhe third
dimension is for us to transmit an awareness of the
value of the model of European society in which the
rights and duties of society and rhe individual are in a
balanced relationship. Please remember that in future
we cannor have rights on one side and duties only on
the other. That too is pan of rhe social dialogue.

Members of the Committee on '!/omen's Righr, sup-
poned by their groups, proposed in an oral quesrion
that you should incorporate the straregy ro implement
equal rights in your programme; we have now
searched your programme for a few words, which
unfonunately we canno[ find, relating not only ro the
strarcty bur also to follow-up control, transparency of
implemenmdon and review of whar has been done, to
tell us how rhings really srand now.

In the field of unemploymenr, for example, women,
one of the largest group of unemployed, hardly figure
at all. On yourh quesrions, the difficult problems fac-
ing young girls in particular in this sector are not dif-
ferentiated. In rhe imponanl secror of education and
raining, the Commission should also differenriate
more between the problems involved. The same
applies to all the programmes of activities you are sup-
Portlng.

One funher commenr. The word 'family' hardly
appears in your programme. Does the Commission
really still rhink rhar its policies do not have a cangible
effect on families; in the final analysis is ir nor rhe
housewives who have rhe duties, while the others only
have the righr? Please consider this.

One more requesr. Do finally also let women inro rhe
decision-making areas of your huge machinery, to
have a say in Commission policy.

Let me conclude with a personal remark on your
chapter on Larin America, for which I among others
am responsible in this House. You want ro promote
the emerging resroration of democraric freedoms. I
hope you will not do so in such a one-sided way as
before and I hope your programme will also take note
of the threats to freedom in other democracies. Here
again the sraning point should be the people. I person-
ally doubt whether you will achieve this with minisrer-
ial visirs, as your programme proposes. Bur I am sure
you are aware of these needs.

Mr Besse (S). - (FR) Mr Presidenr, ladies and gen-
tlemen, Europe is facing a double challenge, one inter-
nal - the number of its unemployed - the orher
external - the fluctuations of the dollar.

Of course, the fact thar the dollar is - I was going to
say - sky high does not make it responsible for rhe
millions of unemployed in Europe. On this question I
have already referred ro rhe consequences of this verit-
able Marshall Plan in reverse. Today, we see rhat,
whilst this policy is sarring to have its snags for the
Unircd States - even more so for Europe - and
whilst it has a few small advantages for Europe, it also
has tremendous advantages for Europe's tough pan-
ners, the Americans.

The dear dollar is in facr supplying the financial
resources for a gigantic gamble on the industrial rede-
ployment of rhe third millenium. The four or five
remedies that have been put forward to check im rise
could stabilize it more or less permanenrly without
provoking any downright catastrophes. Neirher the
intervention of the central banks nor the promise of
coordinared intervention by the Five has eased rhe
pressure. As for making monerary policy more flexible,
Mr Volker has excluded this. Finally, the reduction of
the budgetary deficir, whilst desirable in itself, would
undoubtedly nor prevenr a new rise. There remains
one last remedy againsr rhe overvalution of the dollar

- the growth of others, that is ro say, our growth, the
growth of our countries. Our recovery, said Mr
Reagan ironically and in good faith, has nor been fol-
lowed up. Is ir not time to pick up the gauntler?

I do not have to listen very long in order to hear rwo
recommendations: first, it is not rhe time, and
secondly, there is only one solution - if it is possible

- flexibility.

There is no shonage of sratements, from one quaner
or anorher, ro supporr rhe suggestion that it is not the
time, using as a prerexr, for example, the level of infla-
tion in certain Member Srates. Let us therefore ask rhe
question: if it is not possible, roday, with falling infla-
tion, will it be possible [omorrow, when counrries with
less control over prices join us? Is it impossible ro have
the greatesr growrh where inflation is weakest? I do
not know how many years it will take for differences
in the rate of inflation to disappear, but I do know thar
with rhe presenr difference in the rate of expansion
between the EEC and the Japan - US block ir will
not take many years before we are lagging irrerrieva-
bly behind them.

Nor is there any lack of advice rclling us that the key
to this growrh is flexibility. There is nothing frighten-
ing about the word, but ir does need some eiplanation.
In the way in which it has mosr often been applied
hirherto, flexibiliry is above all negarive: the lowiring
of wages or redundancy facilities - it is very close to
the social dumping referred ro in rhe documenr pre-
senrcd by the Commission. To fighr unemploymenr we
have to stan a vinuous - nor vicious - ci.cie and put
together a ser of macro-economic measures mobilizing
and increasing rhe margins of growth. That is what ii
put forward in the documenr, rogether with the prom-
otion of what I would call an offensive flexibility, so
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that employees accept the change in production meth-
ods and have access to new training and new skills in
exchange for an element of control over change.

Finally, the resumption of growth is necessary in order
to settle the problems of adjustment and working time.
Flexibility without growth brings the danger of social
disintegration or social blockages. Growth without
negotiated adaptation, without offensive flexibility,
brings with it the danger of loss of competitiveness.
The two elements must be firmly linked, joined
together. Unemployment, the dollar: two challenges, a

single response. Not to take this path is to give up all
idea of accepting this double challange, and to do that
today would be to say that only Reagan possesses the
key to our future.

'Their prosperity makes as much noise in the world as

a disaster', said an ambassador to the United States at
the end of the 1930s. 

'S7e have not yet reached that
point. It is not surprising that such a power should
mobilize its trump cards. That is normal. Let us mobil-
ize ours.

Mrs Maii-Veggen (PPE). - (NL) In this debate on
the Commission programme I should also like to
address one of the most imponant asks of the EC ,

namely the fight against unemployment and the social
policy needed to accompany it.

The fact that the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment has produced a special resolution on this
topic shows how much importance we attach to this
section of the Commission policy. In the past - I am
thinking here of the great 1983 debarc on unemploy-
ment in Brussels and the debate on the economic
recovery plan in 1984 - we have expressed our ideas
on the fight against unemployment and the fight for
economlc recovery.

Summarized briefly, these were as follows. Ve wanted
rhe economies of the Member States to be better har-
monized with each other, with Europe playing the
pan of coordinator. Ve wanted to give more room to
the EMS and the ECU. Our colleague, Mr von
Vogau, said what was necessary on that point this
morning. Ve also wanted to intensify measures [o
improve the operation of the internal market, for
example by eliminating frontier restrictions and by
introducing European standards and regulations for
industry. And the fourth point which we stressed was
rapid and efficient reorganization of outdated indus-
rries and a united effort to ge[ new industries off the
ground in the sphere of new rcchnologies. Here I
should like rc ask Mr Delors what the reaction is to
the Dutch Government's proposals on this. These were
our first priorides in the economic sphere. In the social
sphere our priorities were as follows. Ve wanted bet-
ter harmonization of social policies between Member
Sutes, and asked for harmonization of employment
policy and harmonization of national security systems.

\7e also wanted coordination at European level of the
reallocation of work on the lines which Parliament
submitted to the Council last year, i.e. along flexible
lines. !7e also urged rapid adaptation of the systems of
vocational training in the Member States rc the new
situation in the labour market and to the new indus-
tries which are now smning to emerge. Finally we
asked for a good flanking policy, for example through
the development of special programmes, in favour of
those groups which suffer most from unemployment,
and here we are thinking of young people, women, the
handicapped and foreign workers. All these groups are
over-represented in the unemployment statistics.

Mr President, for these two last initiatives - and this
is an imponant point - we wanted the European
Social Fund to be doubled. The Conservative Group
too has already asked for this and here too I should
like to have a reply from the Commission.

These are the economic and social points which have
been formulated by my group many times. If I look at
the Commission's programme, I have to admit that on
most points it agrees with ours. But there are two sub-
jects which I think are underexposed: the question of
the adaptation of the labour market to the new tech-
nologies of the future and the role of women in gen-
eral. The last item - Mrs Lenz too has already spoken
about it - is completely underexposed. The Commis-
sion has in fact announced that it will continue to
implemenr the equal opportunities programme, but
that is nothing new. The programme has been running
since 1982. It is more imponant for the Commission to
formulate a view of how the companies of the future,
in which women will panicipate to the full, are to be

established. This is one of the most important cultural
changes of rhe era and rhe Commission is obviously
passing over [hese points. I think there is still a great
deal of work for the Committee on Vomen's Rights
to do in drawing the Commission's attention to a

number of points.

Second irem, the adaptation of the labour market to
the coming age of new technologies, is equally badly
thought out in the Commission's programme. Adapu-
tion is to lead to new working conditions, flexible
working hours, flexible methods of remuneration, etc.
and here too a bit of coordination by the Commission
would not come amiss. Nevenheless my assessment of
the socio-economic section of the report is favourable
since an effort has been made to harmonize social and
economic priorities with each orher. That is an impor-
tant philosophy in our group. If the Commission
shares that philosophy, it will have our suppon.

Mrs Van den Heuvel (S). - (NL) Mr President, the
Commissioner with responsibility for policy on
women's rights, Mr Pfeiffer, recently held discussions
with the Parliamentary Committee on !(/omen's
Rights. He assured us that he intended to go about his
msk energetically. \fle therefore waited with great
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interest to see what the annual programme of the
European Commission would have ro say on this
point. Unfonunately we u/ere disappointed. Ve
approve of the way in which the programme speaks of
the intention to monitor existing directives and says
that the Commission will press for decisions to be
taken on the introduction of directives which are wait-
ing for approval by rhe Council. Nevenheless it is the
opinion of my group that, given rhe problems in rhis
field, we could have expecrcd a lot more.

'!7hat 
are we to think of a Commission which in 1985,

in the midst of an economic crisis which has unaccept-
ably grave consequences for women, laconically states
that, 'Ve shall examine whether there are any defi-
ciencies in the legislative framework for effective
implementation of the principle of equal trearmenr,
and, if necessary, we shall introduce proposals to
remedy or make good those deficiencies'? Has the
Commission taken absolutely no norice of what is

needed everfwhere in our Member States? Has rhe
Commission not heard of the policy of discourage-
ment - that is lircrally what it is called - which, now
jobs are becoming scarce, excludes women from them
in order to test whether they can exercise their right m
work? Has the Commission not had any reports of rhe
reforms which are being applied everywhere to the
system of social security, whereby apparently sexually
neutral measures affect women panicularly? Does the
Commission really need to examine wherher rhere are
any deficiencies? For example is it not evident from
the memorandum published by the Commission
regarding equal treatment in fiscal legislation, that
there are considerable deficiencies here? In that case,
where are the concrete proposals?

There is a well-known political joke in the Nether-
lands, which says that as soon as a governmenr
informs the parliament that a particular problem is a
constant source of concern to the governmen[, [hat is
a signal to take care, because they are trying to keep
parliament sweet, whilst in realiry nothing much is

being done! That is why charmed words from the
Commission make me stop and think, especially the
vague promises of a programme for the medium term.
But perhaps I am roo suspicious. Perhaps much of the
Commission's planning is concealed by the all-embrac-
ing terminology. In the meanrime there has been a
meeting of rhe ministers responsible for this policy,
Probably the meeting produced good resuls and
created favourable prospecrs for the Social Council
which is to take place in July and where decisions will
have to be taken on outstanding proposals for direc-
tives. Ve should so like to hear the Commission say
that in its reply to our remarks.

In this mornings's debate someone said women do not
always want ro be badgering and to keep coming back
with amendmencs. It has raken us women a long time
rc find our [har rights are in fact igbts and not
favours. \7e would prefer nor to be at the barricades,
because there are far more amusing things rc do in

life, but there is nothing else we can do. Ve shall only
cease to formulate demands on these matters when
equality has really been achieved. Ve call on the new
Commission to cooperate fully and wholeheanedly in
this.

Mr I. Friedrich (PPE). - (DE) Mr President Delors,
first let me thank you warmly for listening to all our
speeches, although we had almost expected that any-
way from an erstwhile colleague ! I shall confine my
three minutes of speaking time to the quesrion of
fighdng unemployment and promoting small and
medium-sized undenakings.

Mr President Delors, you know, and you rightly point
out on pate 68 of the repon, that 500/o of the working
population work in small and medium-sized undenak-
ings. But what is even more significant is that the
famous Birch srudy in the United States demonstrated
that the vast majority of new jobs were created by
small and even very small undenakings. According to
German analyses, the same can be said for the Euro-
pean situation. That means thar ir is the formerly
employed courageous foreman, the skilled worker
who was formerly employed in a large firm, rhe
resourceful and imaginative man who was previously
unemployed, and who has the courage to found a new
firm, a new undenaking, a family undenaking, who
creates new jobs. According to rhe sraristics he is job
creator No l.

On page 38 you called for job-effective growth. That
is possible here, for here is the golden road out of the
present wasteland of unemploymenr, rhe genuine, real
chance to reduce it.

As for the aid you mentioned, which is good - voca-
tional training, better utilization of finance sources -we must add: many of these new underrakings go
broke in the first rwo years. To prevent rhis, I would
warmly plead for a single measure, which goes beyond
what you have proposed m dare. Can I refer you ro
your page 37 . There you speak of improving the fiscal
environment for undertakings. Good. My request runs
as follows: for the first rwo years of their life let us

exempt all newly founded independent small firms
from paying taxes. That way we will actually creare
new jobs at once. That would be the most effective
job-creadon programme we have ever carried out in
Europe, and it would involve minimum costs.

This would cenainly be money berter invested than
the present thousands of millions paid our in aid,
which unfonunately - no-one wanted it but rcchnol-
ogy required ir - go merely to maintain obsolete
steelworks, obsolete shipyards and so fonh, which
cannot be preserved in the long term. According rc the
most recent statistics, every job in the Saar area -'Arbed Saarstahl'- is now being paid for by the State.
That means that everyone working for Arbed Saar-
stahlis...
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Prcsident. - I am sorry, Mr Friedrich, but your
speaking time is up.

Mr Bcumer (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, the Com-
mission begins its programme with the following
words, I quote, 'The Commission requests Parliament
to support this ambidon of Europe's and ro do every-
thing possible to share it through the political and
social forces which Parliamenr represenrs'. The ques-
tion which then has to be answered is, how can ir do
better then it is doing now. Better, because to a consi-
derable extent the attainment of objectives depends on
it, namely, to srengthen the economic struc[ure, ro
exercise influence in the world, ro involve ordinary
people in the construction of Europe, and to srart out
along the road to a European Union. But there can be
improvement, only when the political and social forces
are stimulated by broadly based and committed public
opinion, which will be achieved only when people
once again become aware what European develop-
ments mean for the future. That awareness can be
achieved only if it becomes possible to arrange for
daily news bulletins on a European scale. It turns on
that, and this is needed alongside nationally based
information. All the talk abour the European institu-
tions is like addressing a large crowd in front of a

microphone which is not working. People know the
institutions exist, people know that they speak, birt
they are never, or hardly ever, heard. The use, for
example, of a separate channel for European television
programmes can be compared to the switching on of a
microphone, so that people can at last hear and see rhe
institutions speak.

On the one hand I appreciate the Commission's ar[en-
tion to what it calls 'the audiovisual capacity of tomor-
row', but on the other the text does need clarification.
The Commission says that it is following closely the
various programmes for European relevision and will
support them as far as possible. My question is, is the
Commission prepared to select on the basis of Parlia-
ment's criteria - I am thinking of the Hahn repon -which means giving priority to initiadves which cover
several linguistic areas, nor concentrating on a few
large countries, being commercially independent as far
as content is concerned and thinking in terms of inde-
pendent European editorship? Is the Commission also
prepared where possible to combine the various initia-
tives, so that a European television programme can
also have the benefit of scale and thereby readily com-
ply with the criteria set by Parliament? Should that not
also help rcwards the realization of another point on
which Parliament agrees with the Commission, namely
the creadon of a fund for film and television produc-
tions?

Mr President, one of the dangers which threatens us is
that if we wait too long, there will be a proliferarion of
European programmes, so that the voice of the Euro-
pean institutions, which is directed rowards integra-
tion, will come too late to gain the necessary range

and volume, will not come over clearly enough and
will not reach the necessary standard. That is why we
are appealing to you to speed up and intensify your
work on this matter.

In concrete terms: is the Commission prepared for
example on realization of the European Union:

(a) in a working group to help bring about the estab-
lishment of a European television programme on the
basis of the Parliamentary criteria? If so, how and
when?

(b) to set aside actual resources for that purpose for
1985 and 1986?

(c) to give subsnnce to the film and rclevision prod-
uction fund? I think that it will then be possible for rhe
Commission's written ideas to receive concrete form in
words and pictures.

Mr Herman (PPE). - (FR) In January, you told us

your intentions as regards the monetary question.
They were, in your own words, modest but realistic
proposals. It seems that the somewhat unenthusiastic
welcome given to these modest proposals by your old
colleagues at ECOFIN has led the Commission to
trim its ambitions still funher. I know rhat, rhis morn-
ing, you have tried orally to minimize this gap
between that first speech and the text of the present
one, but I must nevertheless say that, in your docu-
ment, you are only concerned with questions for
which the answer is awaited, or discussions in the
Monetary Committee, the Committee of the Gover-
nors of the Central Banks.

'S7e can tell you in advance that almost cenainly
nothing much will come of these discussions. The
EMS was imposed on rhe central banks againsr their
will, and it is still a source of affliction to them. Do not
expect anything from these genrlemen. And anryay,
they have always got it wrong. One year before the
collapse of the Bretton Voods system, chese senten-
tious \7ise Men solemnly declared that 35 dollars
anounce and fixed parities were the two unshakable
pillars of the international monetary sysrem. In 1979,
Mr Titmeyer declared that the EMS would not lasr
six months. None of the monetary innovations that we
have seen over the last two centuries was introduced
with the assent of the central banks. They have always
been against. And so they are against the ECU, which
will be the currenry of romorrow. The Commission
must therefore come out of irs shell, and, as a first
step, achieve unanimity within itself. It is not right that
some of your colleagues today should strike out, from
the Commission's working documenrs, rhe word ECU
and the word EMS, for fear of offending some
government or other.

The members of the Bundestag have all received a
quite well argued document that justifies the position
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of the Bundesbank. The Commission musl very soon
publish a document that, on this point, defends its pos-
ition and challenges or at all events explains certain
developments in the Bundesbank's position that are
cenainly flagrantly biased in some respects. Then, it
seems to me tha[, where the interest or interesm of the
citizens of the Community are concerned the Com-
mission, as guardian of those interests, should not be

afraid of addressing public opinion over the govern-
ments' heads.

Mr President, I will end with this small question. Since
I am the only member of this Assembly that is involved
in the work of the Dooge Committee, I should like to
know what you understand by the last sentence in the
chapter of your document dealing with this work: 'It is

desirable that a political stimulus be given already in
March, and that the weeks separating the two Euro-
pean Councils under the Italian Presidency should
allow the widest agreement to be obtained on the defi-
nition of rhis mandate'.

Can I ask you how you see this political stimulus?
\7ho is to receive it? Is the Commission ready to play
a pan in this connection, and, if so, what?

Mr Velsh (ED).- Mr President, the President of the
Commission will be relieved to hear that I am the last
speaker in this debate. I think we should acknowledge
the great courtesy he has paid us by attending
throughout this rather long discussion and listening
arrenrively to what we have said. If this is the sign of a

new relationship between Commission and Parlia-
ment, it is one I am sure we will all welcome, and we
do thank the President very much for his kindness.

(Applause)

It is not by accident thar the substantive text before
Parliament has been produced by the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment and concerns unem-
ployment, because the fact is that the success or failure
of this Commission's programme will be judged in the
end by the impact that it has on unemployment. It is

the unemployed, above all, who are paying the price
for what Professor Ball and Mr Alben idendfied as the
'Balkanization of Europe or non-Europe', and it is this
framework of non-Europe that the Commission is

entrusted rc put right. I am personally delighted to see

the great extent to which the precepts of the Herman
resolution on European economic recovery are
reflected in the Commission's programme. Vhat now
has to be done is to match those macro-policies by a

set of micropolicies directed specifically at the effi-
ciency of supply in the labour market. Ve have to take
a long look at those structural rigidides which prevent
us from realizing the full potential of our people.

The Committee on Social Affairs and Employment, in
submitting this resolution, is showing that it is ready,
willing and able ro act as the interlocuteur oalable with

the Commission in this process. The Commission has

submitted a programme for one year. It is an accepta-

ble start. But we need a four-year programme, and

rhar forir-year programm. ,utt cont;in measures
which are more radical and more imaginative than
anything we see here. In that process my committee
intends to play im full pan.

I would say to the President, in all fairness, that while
one respects his reliance on the social panners in this
dialogue, the social pafi.ners alone are not enough. It is

this Parliament, representing the entire spectrum of
European political thought and European representa-
tion, that is the correct partner for the Commission in
this process.

So, Mr President, we say to the Commission: good
luck, God speed, and let us see some action!

Mr Delors, President of the Commission. - (,FR) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, I should like to thank
all rhose who have spoken in this debate for their
remarks, support, criticism and suggestions, and I will
say here and now that the Commission will take
account of the observations you have made on certain
gaps, and that it will, as a result, make im programme
of work for 1985 complete.

I should like to say something in particular about the
programme for equaliry between the sexes; about the
support that the Commission can provide in order to
create 

^ 
productive fabric of small and medium-sized

enterprises, and about our action in the cultural field,
which is limircd by the Treaty but which we can
develop through economic action.

No, Mr Bogh, the Commission is not Charles V. It has

not imperialist aims, neither for the Community nor,
with even greater reason, for irelf. Alasl Mrs Veil, the
Commission has not the resources of a real Bovern-
ment, and you are right to call on us, within the
framework of our prerogatives, to be more efficient.
And efficiency comes sometimes through a refusal to
legislated at random, and through the determination
to simplify things.

Our approach has been on the lines of what the Com-
munity can do, and if there is sometimes a divergence
of outlook between you and me, it is because I do not
want, on behalf of the Commission and the Com-
munity, to promise action [hat we are not in a position
to initiate, nor to control, nor to see through [o a suc-
cessful conclusion.

Since Parliament has had the happy idea of coupling
this discussion with the discussion of a report pre-
sented on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs
by Mr Tuckman, I should like to deal first with social
questions and questions regarding employment, and
then the four priorities referred to in the speech of
l4 January concerning the strengthening of the Com-
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munity; then I propose dealing with enlargement, on
which a great many questions have been asked, and I
shall finish with the question of resources - financial
resources, of course, but also institutional resources.

Firstly, as regards social questions and employment,
which have been the subject of a great many speeches,

I have noticed that Mr Tuckman's report contains a

central question that one hardly dares ask. Is it con-
ceivable that our European societies can live for 20

years with l0-120/o of the active population unem-
ployed? \flhat will be the moral, social, economic and

political consequences of this, as well as the consequ-
ences for the educational system, and for the division
between those who have a job and those who have

not, and for equality and inequalities? I really think
that this question is maddening when put like that, and

I rhink that, on its own, it would justify greater com-
prehension amongst Member States, and greater bold-
ness on our Part.

Another question was rightly put by Mrs Chouraqui
and Mrs Lenz: is it possible to couple demographic
decline with political and economic progress? Are
there any examples in history of peoples that have

been a shining example by their standard of living,
their progress, their exrcrnal influence, whilst yet
undergoing demographic decline? These examples are

very rare, too rare for us not to wonder about this
phenomenon. Of course, the Commission has not the
political and material resources to act; of course, it is

such a difficult question, in which behavioural prob-
lems, problems of civilization and also material ques-

tions such as social policy and family policy, are all
interwoven. But you have convinced me that it is

necessary for the Commission at least to give consider-
ation to this point and we shall endeavour to do this
without spending money uselessly, and without use-

lessly mking up expens' time, or the time of those who
would wish to help us.

I come now to the question of employment, which has

been raised very peninently and with much acuteness

by Mr Glinne, Mr Klepsch, Mr Fitzgerald, Mr Velsh,
who is chairman of the Committee on Social Affairs
and Employment, Mr Tuckmann, Mr Christiansen,
Mr Bachy, Mrs Salisch, Mr Vgenopoulos and Mr
Bonaccini.

I think that, through your divisions or differences in
appreciation, it is possible all the same to clarify mat-

ters to some extent. I think that we must not wait for
any miracle cure from high rcchnology, or sharing the

work better or Breater growth; but I think that these

means - added together - can on [he other hand
allow us to reverse the trend. By fighting on all these

fronts, we can fight unemployment. \fle have to
update and modernize, and therefore introduce new

rcchnology. And modernizing, updating, means selling
more, producing more and, finally, directly or indi-
rectly, creating more jobs. There is no case in history
where an indusrial revolution, at the end of the day,

has resulted in a reduction in the number of jobs. Ve
have again to accept progress and master it.

Modernization, therefore, means applying high tech-
nology, infusing it, as I said this morning, into the
methods of production. It means improving our
growth performance - and I will come back to this
shortly in connection with economic policies and their
convergence; it means sharing work betrer, at the

same time having regard to the different aspirations of
our fellows, notably the young generations.

I am amazed to see how far our debates are sometimes

removed from what youth wants, with irc accePtance,

for example, of part time working, and im effons to do
different jobs.Vhere all that is concerned, we are

strangely reserved. It is not therefore a question of the

riumph of one theory over another - the theory of
flexibiliry over its opposite, rigidity. No - today it is a

question - and our discussions with both sides of
industry have shown this clearly - of trying to recon-
cile - and it can be done - the constraints of prod-
uction with the aspirations of she Present generations.

Finally, we have to make the labour market work bet-
ter. That is one of the subjects which both sides of
European industry are, I hope, going to look at. I say

rhis because improving the labour markets the best

way of fighting isolation, fighting what is known as

the new poveny. Only a good labour market can again

provide opponunity for everyone. Do not think that
increasing rigidiry will lead to more jobi. No. Nor will
a policy of laisser-faire. This will only happen if we
have a labour market that works as it should, and is

supported by an active vocational training policy.

All these means must therefore be combined. Ve must
not sing the praises of any one in relation to another.
Ve have, once more, to advance on all fronts and,
echoing what Mrs Van Hemeldonck said, I would say

that Europe must invent another development model.
That calls for a special effon on our part, and that is

the contribution that we can make to the world today.

Having said that, what is the scope of Community act-
ion where social matters are concerned? I shall return
shortly to the strictly economic aspects of the employ-
ment problem. Bur we have to recognize that the exist-
ence of a Social Fund does not mean that the Com-
munity has the resources for a social policy. I think we
have to see our capacity for action in its true proPor-
tions. Through the Social Fund we can catry out, as

Mrs Veil proposed this morning, exemplary actions -nothing more - and we can make them known and
publicize them; and, from this point of view, there are

three essential fields to which I should hope the Social

Fund would give priority - in-company training for
young people, equal treatment for men and women,
and vocational training. And we must not forget that,
having regard to the way in which the European coun-
tries and, indeed, the world, are developing, it is basic

education that needs to be rethought.
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Vhat knowledge, what self-assurance must we rcach
the young people of today? This is a basic problem
that unfonunately goes beyond the areas of compet-
ence of the Communiry and the Commission. But I
think that we cannor look the world in rhe face with-
out asking this central quesrion.

Ve have to revive, through action by the Community,
the application of the great principles on which our
society is founded.

Mr Glinne, Mrs Lenz, Mrs Maij-Veggen, Mrs Van
den Heuvel and Mrs Gadioux were right to insisr on
equality between men and women. On this point, I
could show you what the Commission has done. I shall
not do this. I prefer rc tell you that, before the end of
1985, the Commission - quite aparr from its daily
work, and the action that it is taking against cenain
States - has ro draw up a new, four-year programme
in this field, and that this programme will be put
before you, so rhat Parliamenr can parricipate in what
will be a long and laborious job, since, fundamenmlly,
it is a question of fighting nor only against official
practices, legisladve discrimination, but also - which
is more difficult - against behaviour.

I now come to the rhird point in rhis review of social
questions that you are urging us ro carry out: I should
like to say something abour the social dialogue, echo-
ing whar Mrs Larive-Groenendaal, Mr Vunz and Mr
Harlin said. Firsr of all, take Communiry hismry, and
the halting of the ripanite conferences! That, ladies
and gentlemen, is whar we are alking about. Ve are
starting off in a wilderness. There was no longer con-
tact within the Community, at a responsible level,
between the employers, the trade unions, the ministers
and the Commission. The new Commission has risked
relaunching this dialogue. I have indicated ro you too
quickly what the first lessons from it have been. But let
no one tell me that I am sugtesring dialogue instead of
negotiation.

I will put ro you a question that could have been put
by Mr Joseph Prudhomme: before there can be nego-
tiadon, mus[ rhere not be dialogue? Ve have, rhere-
fore, to stan somewhere. In this connection, I do not
go back on anything thar I said on 14 January: yes, we
have to move towards outline atreements ar Com-
munity level, boldly and with imagination; outline
atreemenr which, subsequently, can be repeated at
national level and at enrerprise level. Yes, after rhese
outline agreemenr, we can consider the framework of
a European collecrive agreement. A European collec-
tive agreement - rhar is already a difficult rerm ro
translate into every language. It is a name rhat does
no[ mean the same thing in Germany, Holland, Great
Britain, France or elsewhere. By it we mean rhar rhe
economic and social system of Europe must be
founded on a fruitful dialogue and agreemenr on
autonomous responsibility between both sides of
industry, as well as on rhe marker and measures by the
State. Greater freedom and responsibility for every-

one, said Mrs Veil, That comes, of course, through
the development of the social dialogue, which is an
indispensable prerequisite to any netoriarion.

I come now ro the questions of greatest urgency for
the strengthening of the Community, those which
were ar the hean of my speech of 14 January: a really
big market, Breater moneary cooperarion, a policy for
industry, innovation and research, and more dynamic
market conditions.

A really big market? I think thar, rwo monrhs after rhe
new Commission took office, this is the subject on
which it has found the broadest agreemenr. And, as
Mr Romualdi said this morning, everyone is aware of
the cost of 'non-Europe'. As I said, therefore, we are
going to put before the European Council a pro-
Bramme in stages. For the reason rhar I gave you,
although agreemenr exists in rhe indispensable nature
of the big marker, as soon as we srarr talking about
freeing insurance, or abolishing some non-rariff bar-
rier or other, we come back to the expen committees.
And that is why we musr have the suppon of rhe Euro-
pean Council, and must be able ro rurn ro ir whenever,
in the technical committees, rhe new Commission
comes up against objections which are somerimes very
minor or ridiculous.

This programme will of course include the consolida-
tion programme, Mr Patterson, which was presented
by the old Commission, and rhe simplified approach
where regularions are concerned, to which Mrs Veil
referred. Finally - and I insist on this poinr - this
programme to consrrucr the big market will be in har-
mony with the 'high technology' programme that we
are going to present to rhe European Council, and
which it will only be possible ro implement if the big
market is in existence. As far as the introduction of
new technology is concerned, there are three essential
points: harmonizarion of regulations, lhe opening of
public markets, and common legislation on industrial
ownership, which is very important, especially where
the biotechnologies are concerned.

The second question of urgency: increased moneary
cooperation. And here I have detecred, naturally, an
element of disappointmenr in what a great many of
you have said - whether ir be Mr Glinne, Mr
Klepsch, Sir Fred Catherwood, Mr Cervetd, Mr von
Vogau or, with his customary energy, Mr Herman.

I wanted [o say ro you first of all that we have to see
carefully what is in the Treaty and what is no. There is
no European Monetary System in the Treaty. And it
is not only the governors of the central banks, Mr
Herman, who remember this, but also certain States.
And it is also necessary to disringuish clearly berween
what is.explicir and whar is implicir. I have personally
taken charge of monetary affairs to show the impon-
ance rhat the new Commission attaches to this subject,
and on my arrival I found a psychological situarion at
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very low ebb. There is no point in my elaborating on
this.

My first objecdve was to try, through individual con-
tac6, to restore an element of calm to people's minds,
to stop people impugning other people's motives, and
to clarify the situation, in preparation for a d6marche
in several stages, which I shall describe to you briefly
and without any window-dressing.

First of all, we have to efface the accident of last
December and show, by a small amount of progress,
that the European Monetary System cin be streng-
rhened. And I am in a position to tell you that the
Committee of Governors has today espoused this idea,
and - after the discussions that I have had with them
in good faith - will put before the Council of Econo-
mic and Finance Ministers a package which is small
but quite symbolic. It makes provision, in fact, on the
one hand for the central banks of non-member coun-
ries of the Common Market to hold ECU and, on the
other hand, it provides for the better mobilization of
official ECU. Finally, it provides a better exchange
rate for these ECU, so that the ECU will not be

reated as a second-grade currency, but will be

exchanged at its proper value. I think it will soon be

possible to confirm rhis package. It is a first step.

(Applause)

For their pan, banks holding private ECU will set up a

clearing system. Do you know, ladies and gentlemen,
thar the banks' commitments in ECU - I call those
private ECU - at 30 September last amounted to 25

thousand million dollars, and that, if my information is

correct, our German friends, whose regulations you
are familiar with, held 5 thousand million ECU of
these commitments? This makes it very clear that the
private ECU laughs at regulations, and that its new-
born strength forces its acceptance everywhere.

(Applause)

Secondly, we shall examine the extensions of these
questions. The control of the growth of the private
ECU - I have just quoted the level of commitment -the spread of the public ECU and the freeing of the
movement of capital. I have to say - although the
decision is not one for us - that my personal opinion
and rhat of the Commission is that, if Great Britain
decided to bring the pound sterling inrc the European
Monetary Sysrem, that would be more than a closing
of ranks - ir would be a powerful stimulus to the
development of monetary cooperation, and the crea-
tion of a great capital market.

(Applause)

So much for the domestic aspecff of the ECU. But
rhere are also the external aspects. \fle are living in
complete international monetary disorder, and, with
this in view, Mr Glinne and Mr Besse have asked

questions as to the action we propose. I would recall
that, at the Versailles Summit, I proposed that the
industrialized countries should study the possibility of
joint intervention on the exchange markets, and the
value of this in cenain cases. In April 1983 the Group
of Ten ratified cenain conclusioni which maintained
rhat, where the markets were in great disarray, inter-
vention could be useful. After this agreement, the cen-
tral European banks and, first of all the Deutsche Bun-
desbank, which has always done its duty, intervened
on three occasions without obmining adequate coop-
eradon from the Federal Reserve Bank, and the last
event - which, as you said, Mr Glinne, we witnessed
in January - was the confirmadon by the Group of
Five of their agreement of April 1983. Subsequently,
there was a lesson for us to learn: on 27 February,
when the moment was ripe, the European central
banks rcok sront, concened action to prevent a very
erratic fluctuation of the dollar: the United States Fed-
eral Reserve Bank was content to leave 'a visiting
card', since the Treasury forbade it to go any funher.

I think that if the dollar were to move in the opposite
direcrion, wirh the risk of falling flat on ir face, the
Americans would then ask us in Europe to mount, as

in 1978, an operation that would be adequate to prev-
enr roo great a fall. I think that the Americans might
do well to reflect, from now on, that only by coopera-
tion between the European banks, the Bank of Japan
and the Federal Reserve Bank can such intervention be

allowed to play the pan that it is capable of playing,
within narrow limir, that is to say, to combat exces-
sive market disorder, to prevent unbridled speculation,
and that is all. For the rest, intervention cannot on its
own provide a substitute for the present monetary
non-system. For that reason we shall be watching very
carefully the work of the conference of the Group of
Ten at the end of June in Tokyo, so as to ensure that
the proposals that have been made, panicularly by
myself, for improving the world monetary system, are
studied, and that some sort of answer at least is given.
Because, so far, we are dragging our feet. It is not a

question of turning the system upside down. Questions
have been asked regarding the level of liquidity, the
consequences of erratic currency fluctuations, interna-
tional trade, the role of the International Monetary
Fund and aid to the developing countries. All these
questions call for answers, and you may be sure [hat
we shall be warching carefully so thar, in the external
sector as well, Europeans can play their pan in the
improvement of the world monetary system, and
hence the consolidadon of the world economy.

And now the third priority - a policy for industry,
innovation and research, which was referred rc by Mrs
Salisch, Mrs Chouraqui, Mrs Oppenheim, Mr Chan-
terie, Mr Van der Vaal and Mr von Vogau.

As I have already said, new technology is no new fron-
tier, no miracle cure. It presents considerable human
and ethical problems. Ve have to be aware of this,
especially as regards biotechnology. Vell then, what is
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the point of new technology? As I have already said a

momenl ago, it is in order to survive as a grear group,
to be productive, to adapt our methods of production
to today's realities. Vhy else should we ask ourselves
why the Japanese now hold 600/o of the marker in cap-
ital goods, unless it is because rhey have introduced
new technologies in this sector, whilst others have not
done so on a sufficient scale? And in this connection I
should like to say to Mrs Maij-!fleggen rhar our con-
versations with Mr Lubbers have been very encourag-
ing, and that it was comfoning to the Commission to
find the Prime Minister of a counrry supporting the
Commission's effons to ensure that the next European
Council would adopt a comprehensive programme on
new technology, without covering up any of the ethi-
cal problems that I have just mentioned. \7e want rhis
programme for its 'scale effect', in order [o concen-
trate our effons in research, in order to make telecom-
munications - where we are in a good position - the
lifeblood of the European economy, and in order to
have an adequate commercial policy, for we cannot
ask - and this point is imponant, I must insisr - we
cannot ask our large electronic firms to fighr under no
matter what conditions if cenain foreign markers are
closed to them, and if dumping is the order of rhe day.

They musc be able to make profits, to invest, and to
keep abreast of the others. That is why a commercial
policy is essential in order to promote high technology
in Europe. Alongside high technology we must have a
system to facilitate cooperation between enterprises.
As far as this is concerned, we have still found some
governments disappointed. Ve have not been success-
ful with the fiscal harmonization of fission and fusion.
Ve have not been able rc get the idea of joint venrures
accepted. Ve shall have another try. But, ladies and
gentlemen, what are we rc think of governmenrs who
proclaim unceasingly that technological progress is

one of their priorities, but refuse the elementary
resources to enable European industry, European
enterprises, [o cooperate between themselves?

(Applause)

'!fle shall not allow ourselves to flag. Ve shall take up
those files again, including that of the fifth directive,
which, if it were adopted, would make it possible to
have a European company status. Nour, I am con-
vinced that a compromise is possible on this fifth
directive, which would take into accounr the different
experience of panicipation of workers in different
countries. I think that, apan from religious problems,
a compromise is possible.

Finally, as I have just pointed ou[, we have to work
harder on the question of small and medium-sized
enterprises and this sector of production - although
we sdll have a long way ro go ar presenr.

In passing, whilst on the subject of new technology,
there has been a great deal of insistence on your
Assembly, panicularly on the pan of Mrs Viehoff and

Messrs. Beumer, Hensch and Selva, on the question of
European cultural programmes, especially those on
television. I can tell you tha[ the Commission suppons
this idea, and that we are going to try to make an
effon on economic lines to ensure that these joint cul-
tural programmes become a reality, not only thanks to
television, but also rhrough common policies.

Do you know, ladies and gentlemen, that what we
might call the culture indusry will tomorrow be one
of the biggest industries, a creator of wealth and jobs?

Under the terms of the Treaty we do not have the
resources to implement a cultural policy; but we are
going to try to tackle it along economic lines. It is not
simply a question of rclevision programmes. \7e have
to build a powerful European culture industry that will
enable us to be in control of both the medium and its
conlent, maintaining our standards of civilization, and
encouraging the creative people amongst us.

(Applause)

Finally, the last item: more dynamic market condi-
tions. Mr Glinne and Mr Cervetti in panicular insisted
on this point, as did Mr Megahy and Mr \Vurtz. \flhat
is the point of fostering rhe dreams of Europeans
about the model of the year 2000 if between now and
then unemployment conrinues to grow? The social
partners, as I have said, are more inclined to find the
ways to compromise than are rhe governments. I think
that that is due panicularly rc a bad appreciation of
the concept of convergence. As I said on 14January

- what we are looking for is consistency between
economic policies, rather than convergence.

I should like .rc draw your arrenrion ro one point: if
everyone is in agreement, in saying thar there is

nothing vinuous about the vicious circle of imbal-
ances, might you nor also think that there is something
vicious in pushing so-called virruous policies all rhe
way? Because we then have an imbalance with no way
out of it. Now, I rhink that we are at precisely rhe
point at which we should take stock. I said a couple of
words about rhat this morning: control of costs,,and
maintenance of demand - how shall we find rhe right
compromise? That is the question we face roday, and
it is central to the question of public investmenr policy.
On this point, I shall make no promises. \fle spoke of
this in our working programme. Bur I ask you one
question: if tomorrow rhe policies of budgetary strict-
ness, at national or local level, resulr in a drastic
reduction of public inves[menr, what will become of
our towns and rural areas in 20 years? If we are unable
to keep up rhe places where we live, what will become
of our European society in 20 years? That alone
should make us reflect and, through transpon policy
and environmental poliry in panicular, should lead us
to put in hand sraight away the modest measures rhar
are open to us, which are in line with our borrowing
capacity, as the Alben and Ball report said. I hope
that, at the next European Council, rhe Heads of Snte
or Government who put this on rheir agenda will find
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the two hours needed to discuss the relationship
between growth and employment, as well as what
might be done immediately to increase rhe credibility
of our proposals and the credibility of the building of
Europe.

Having dealt with the four main questions, I now
come to the prospecrive enlargement of the Com-
munity, which has received the atrention of many of
you, as well as being a source of concern; fisheries, the
common agricultural policy, rhe integrated Mediterra-
nean programmes, Medirerranean policy, rhe financial
consequences and, as Mrs Vandemeulebroucke also
said to me, the specific case of Portugal which, as you
know, is up against serious economic difficulties and,
like Spain, is impadently auraiting rhe moment when it
can enter the Community.

Vith regard to rhe quesrion of fisheries, which was
raised in particular by Mrs Nicole P6ry and Mr Pro-
van in specific questions, I think rhar we have to
reconcile two factors: on the one hand, rhe frailry of
'blue' Europe, which has only just been formed, and,
on the other hand, the formidable porcntial of rhe
Spanish fleet. There is rhe crux of rhe problem - how
can these two facrors be reconciled? It seems to me in
the first place that that is only possible if there is
large-scale restrucruring of the fleets, and not only the
Spanish fleer but, I have to say this, ro some extent the
European fleet as well. And rhar would justify Mr Pro-
van's question this morning: whar is to be done on the
Spanish side, and equally on rhe European side, to
adapt our fishing porential rc the capacity of a Europe
of the Ten and, [omorrow, the Europe of the Twelve?

Secondly, there is a balance on borh sides rhat has to
be checked: but it is unthinkable, bearing in mind the
situation, to shut the door brutally in the Spaniards'
face. It is a problem of suscepribility, a psychological
problem. The Commission has simply proposed thar,
for the nexl stage, a check be made whether a proper
balance has been achieved berween whar has been
asked for by the Spanish side, and rhe state of'blue'
Europ-e. Finally, there is the quesrion of rhe necessary
monitoring, as you have said. The Commission must
have the means of carrying out these checks. Ir cannor
simply work on the denunciation of one Member State
by another Member State. It will not be possible to
keep blue Europe alive wirhout a minimum of moni-
toring.

As regards the common agricultural policy, on which
Mr Glinne was so insistenr, I should like to recall here
what I said regarding the importance of small farming
enterprises, both from the economic and the environ-
mental poinm of view, and also the urgency with
which we view the future prospects for agriculrure, as
I said this morning, within the framework of a new
development model.

\7ith regard to the integrarcd Mediterranean pro-
grammes, rc which Mr Tripodi, Mrs Boserup and Mr

Paisley referred, I rhink that the proposal that has
been put to you does not in any way prejudice the pol-
icies that have been envisaged, in particular through
rhe Regional Fund. I wanted to emphasize this
immediately. And to Mr Paisley, who raised some
interesting questions, panicularly regarding Ireland, I
would say very briefly that rhe aid amounring ro six
million pounds rhar was allocared to the Cooksrown
project has been abandoned but not abolished, and
that,if another project is pur forward, that aid remains
available for Ireland. I could also show him - I have a

document which is available rc him - what acrions
the Community have carried our for the benefit of
Northern Ireland.

Contrary to what Mr Alavanos and Mr Guermeur
think, the Commission's proposal on rhe integrated
Mediterranean programmes - and I have to come
back to this question - is just as favourable as rhe ini-
tial proposal, and if you look at it closely, if you do
not look at it wirh a suictly budgetary eye, but mke
into account all the resources rhar will be available for
these regions to allow them ro adjusc their develop-
ment, you will be quickly convinced that this is so. Ir is
a proposal thar aims to encourage rhe mobilization of
the active forces in the regions concerned. I say ro you
that the Commission needs rhe supporr of Parliament
for its proposal on the integrared Mediterranean pro-
grammes. I beg you to look closely, wirhour precon-
ceived ideas, and you will see - I am ready to discuss
the question again with your Commirree on Regional
Policy and Regional Planning - that this proposal
respecr the promise given regarding the balance
between Nonh and South and thaq if Parliament does
not agree, there will be rhose in the governments of
Member States who see this quesrion solely from the
budgetary standpoint, who will sweep it away. I
should then be obliged ro withdraw rhe proposal on
behalf of the Commission. I ask you once more ro
look carefully, for if rhere is one point where we need
your support, it is rhis one, with things as rhey are
today.

Another aspect of enlargement - the Mediterranean
policies. Mr Claude Cheysson will be putring a propo-
sal to the Council of Foreign Ministers, so rha[
enlargement shall not result in some sort of relaxation
of the economic and commercial ties that now unite us
with the Medirerranean counrries.

I now come to rhe financial consequences of enlarge-
ment. Mr Elles said that we must go into ir wirh our
eyes open. Ah, how I wish that, when it sraned nego-
tiations, the Communiry had had its eyes open!
Instead, I have rather the impression rhar, for four or
five years, we have been couning these countries with
our eyes closed, and that we are only opening our eyes
todayl

(Applause)

And I think it is too late. The political commitment has
been made, and I cannor give you precise figures for
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the consequences of enlargement. Some of you are
demanding them, but, ladies and gentlemen, let us be

reasonable, we are in the process of negotiating.
\7ould you want me, before negotiation, and seeing
that it is not the Commission that is negotiating, to put
cards on the table that will prejudice the negotiations?
That is unreasonable, and, moreover, there are risks
involved, notably where the common agricultural
policy is concerned. As you well know, the rate of
exchange of the dollar can make a considerable differ-
ence. 'Vhat I can say to you, by and large, is that -taking into account the integrated Mediterranean pro-
grammes - the figures that you have been given for
1986 will not be very wide of the mark.

I come nour to the question of Communiry policy
resources - both financial and institutional.

'!7ith regard to financial resources, you have asked
questions about the 1985 budget and the 1986 budget.
You have asked us where we stood in relation to the
Fontainbleau resolution. I can tell you that we are ask-
ing the Council of Ministers to resubmit to you a draft
1985 budget that will be realisdc; that is to say, one

that not only takes into account what had not been

financed when you rightly rejected the draft budget,
but that also takes into account what we know today
about the budgemry and financial realities of the situa-
tion. These realities are as follows: where the EAGGF
is concerned, the fund needs about 2 thousand million
ECU for 1985. Ve have also to cover the 1984 budget
deficit which, in the light of a revaluation of 1985

revenue, is in the region of 200 million ECU. If to that
you add the compensation payments to Great Britain,
you arrive at a figure slightly in excess of 3 thousand
million ECU.

And that, ladies and gentlemen, is how the 1985

budget looks. Personally, I am against having a sup-
plementary budget. I hope that the Council will pres-

ent you with a realistic budget, for it is only on that
basis that you will be able to work correctly for the
years to come.

(Applause)

If we now look beyond 1985 - as Mrs Oppenheim,
Mr Langes and Mr Mallet, amongst others, have
asked me to - we can see that, other things being
equal, the margin for manoeuvre offered by che

increase from I to 1.40/o of VAT amounts to 5.400
million ECU. Now, taking into account what we have
inherited from the past, before we have even made
imponant reforms, we ought already to be close to
1.40/o in 1985, before we have been able to rationalize
the use of budgetary resources.

That is where we stand, and that is why it is imponant
for us to plan on a multiannual basis, and for us to see

how best to use the resources that are made available
to us. It is important, that is, for us to increase the
effectiveness of the structural funds, and for us to

establish what resources are needed for a policy for
industry, innovation and research. Many speakers

have said that one ECU spent in this field is potentially
wonh very much more that one ECU spent nationally.
That is why we are at present in the process of prepar-
ing a white paper on aid, and I hope that at the end of
the year or the beginning of next year we shall be able

to show how very much more imponant 100 million
ECU spent on biotechnology or telecommunications
at Community level is than, 1000 million ECU spent
by Member States as a whole, each one of them with
its regulations, and each one its closed markets.

(Applause)

But to do that, we have to establish what resources are

necessary.

\7ith regard to institutional resources, about which
Mr Klepsch, Mrs Veil, Mr Toksvig and Mr Herman
were so insistent, I shall not go back on what I said

this morning, nor on 14January. I would simply like
to add that, when I said that the period from March to

June was a difficult one, a delicate time, it was for the
reason that I mentioned in my speech this morning.
Expectations are too high for the Milan Council not to
produce something. And if we realize that, by getting
bogged down in technical discussions and legal discus-
sions, it will be impossible for us to come to Milan
with a text devoted to clear options, then make no
mistake, the Commission will rise to its responsibilities
and will put forward a document in which it will say
which, in its view, are the clear options as regards an

improvement in the decision-making process, and the
development of the scope of the Treaty.

(Appkuse)

All of this brings me to a formula to close with. Ladies
and gentlemen, Europe must have characterl Mr
Glinne said this morning: 'Europe must favour the
forces of progress and peace'. That has been reiterated
by Sir Fred Catherwood, Mr Cervetti and Mr Langes.
Europe must set an example by its development poliry,
by the modest yet real efforts that it is using in Central
America to help the reconciliation of these countries
and the democratization of society, by the suppon that
it is giving to the Contadora Group. Europe must
speak with a single voice. '!7e are faced with important
deadlines, whether we are nlking about the Develop-
ment Committee, the meeting of the OECD, the sum-
mit of the industrialized counries, or the Group of
Ten, where monetary matters are concerned. Ve shall
be subjected to a regular offensive, to take only trade
as an example. Europe will not accept this. They will
give us lessons. Europe can only accept these in part.
Europe must say no to Eurosclerosis, even if today we
have got a lot to do in order to rediscover our achieve-
ments of yesteryear, our competiriveness, our dyna-
mism. It is by showing character today, by not letting
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ourselves go, thar we shall build rcmorrow. Yes, ladies
and gentlemen, Europe must have character.

( Load, prolonged appkuse )

IN THE CHAIR: MR SEEFELD

Vice-President

President. - The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken at the next voting rime.

6. Topical and urgent debate (annoancement)

President. - Pursuant rc Rule 48(2), the list of sub-
jects for rhe topical and urgent debate m be held on
Thursday, 14 March from 10 a.m. ro 1 p.m. has been
drawn up.

(The President read the list of subjects)l

Pursuant to Rule 48(2), second subparagraph, any
objections rc this list, which must be justified in wrir-
ing and tabled by a political group or ar leasr 21 Mem-
bers, must be tabled before 3 p.m. romorrow 'l7ednes-

day, 13 March. The vote on rhese objections will be
taken without debarc on Vednesday, 13 March at
3 P...

Mrs Veber (S).- (DE) Mr President, did I hear you
incorrectly or can it be that the item on rhe concerta-
tion procedure on lead and petrol and moror vehicle
emissions, on which a motion for a resolurion has been
tabled pursuanr to Rule 48, is no longer on this list?

President. - Mrs '!7eber, I have here before me rhe
list that was agreed on and, as far as I can see, that
rtem ls not on lt.

7. lV'elcome

President. - Before I take rhe vore, I should like to
welcome a pany of visitors. In the Official Gallery we
have a delegation from the Second Chamber of the
Netherlands, which has ser ou! on a fact-finding mis-
sion in preparation for the parliamenrary debate in
The Hague on our draft treary for the establishment

of a European Union. I should like to exrend a cordial
welcome to our colleagues from the Netherlands.

(Applause)

8. Votes

Motions for resolutions on the programme of activities
of the Commission for 1985

Mr Arndt (S). - (DE) Mr Presidenr, my group has
tabled a motion for a resolution and has signed a joinr
motion for a resolution with the Group of rhe Euro-
pean People's Party (Chrisdan-Democraric Group)
and the Group of European Democrats. Alrhough we
would have been glad to have been able ro vore on rhis
joint motion as the only morion, as things now stand
polidcally, that is not possible.

The Chrisdan Democrats have informed us thar they
will maintain the von \7ogau resolution, so we will
also maintain ours. '!7e will also vote in favour of the
von !flogau resolution, and the chairman of the Chris-
tian Democrats has informed me that they have
nothing againsr our morion for a resolution either,
which means that unfonunately all these motions for
resolution remain standing.

Explanations ofoote

Mr Croux (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, on behalf of
the EPP group I should like to express our agreemenr
with the broad outlines of the Commission's 1985 pro-
gramme. !/e hope thar rhis programme will not be a
dead letter and will be implemenred ro the full, and we
shall follow its implementation closely during the
debates in the plenary and in the committees. Our
approval rests on three elements:

In the first place we consider the document laid before
us to be technically and politically sound. It is compre-
hensive and coherent. '$(i'e are in agreement parricu-
larly with rhe final secrion, which pays close attention
to methods of policy and control, to an efficient Euro-
pean adminisration for the sake of sound manage-
ment. There is indeed general criticism of the Brussels
bureaucracy and we think it good that the Commis-
sion has given close attention to rhis point.

The second reason is that the objectives cover rhe wide
field of our current Community needs. It was summed
up very aptly by the Presidenr of the Commission,
'L'Europe a besoin de caractire'. Ve hope rhat this will
be achieved internally as well as externally. Naturally
there are certain points which we have to criticize, but
we shall put these views forward constructively and in
close consultation with the Commission as the pro-I See Minutes.
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Bramme is implemented. Ve shall lay special emphasis
on the fight against unemployment, the improvement
of regional imbalances, ensuring that development
cooperation goes where it is needed. But we know rhat
the Commission too has problems as a result of the
inability to take decisions and, let me say it, with the
lack of European vision in the Council. Ve in Parlia-
ment will stand alongside the Commission whenever
the Council has to be made aware of its responsibili-
ties.

And the third reason, President of the Commission,
why we welcome your programme is that this is a pro-
gramme with vision, European vision. Ve have read
and heard with close attention that the Commission
has made Parliament's objecdves its own as regards
the functional and institutional reforms needed to
shape our Community into one union. Like Parlia-
ment, it is now the Commission's opinion that an

inter-governmental conference mus[ be called to
decide on the necessary reforms, and we say with you,
"In this way, no-one will be able to evade the responsi-
bilides which he has assumed at the highest political
level'.

Mr Bonaccini (COM). - (i,7) Mr President, quite a

long dme ago a famous leader of the workers' move-
ment said that there are two distinct happenings - the
making of a repon, and the drawing of conclusions
from it. Repons may be presented in a manner that is

inadequate; it is the conclusions that count. I acknow-
ledge to President Delors that his conclusions were
clearly superior to the introduction with which he pre-
sented them. He said a great deal more on a whole set

of questions that were worrying us, and that our group
chairman had drawn attention [o.

I think therefore that our view of this must take into
account the interplay of forces that has been apparent
here.'!fle know that the view that you have expressed
is a joint, group view and also know how some group
views are formed. \7e do not mean to impugn motives;
instead, we would rather encourage that pan of a

policy that we consider positive, even though our criti-
cal reservations remain. In shon, we believe that our
opinion should be expressed in such a way as to incen-
tivate this joint appraisal, because of the more positive
aspects that it will be able to express in the future,
where public opinion and the workers are concerned.

'\7e shall therefore also approve the Tuckman repon

- always provided that the amendments do not dis-
tort its content - because we are convinced by it.

Mr Avgerinos (S).- (GR) Ve Greek Socialists will
vote in favour of the Socialist Group's proposed reso-
lution on the Commission's annual programme.

However, we would like to express grave reservations-
and dissent concerning the paragraph in the annual

programme that refers to the Mediterranean Pro-
grammes. It must be made perfectly clear yet again

rhat the Greek Memorandum was not submiwed in
1982 only to see us arrive at the point of discussing to
what extent, with the Commission's latest proposals

for the IMP's, the demands of the Greek Memoran-
dum might be satisfied. The Greek Memorandum gave

an overall account of the problem of incorporating a

small country with a low level of developmenc into a

club of rich and well-developed countries. Following
recent developmenrc, however, we find that there has

been no response, to the demands of the Greek
Memorandum. In our view the IMP proposals should
satisfy the criterion of representing something addi-
tional to the sums envisaged in the Commission's ini-
tial proposal. It is also imponant not to confuse the
role of the structural Funds with the IMP's. Finance
from the structural Funds implies the registration of a

separate item with additional appropriations, indepen-
dently of the needs of the Funds in question. It is typi-
cal that after the package deal of Stuttgan all the
major issues raised at that time have been dealt with,
while the only matter that remains outsnnding is the
IMP's.Thus, despite the Community's many promises
and decisions, we are today surprised to see yet more
backing off.

Quite clearly this is unacceptable for my country and
we cannot put up with it. The Commission and Coun-
cil must understand fully that it is not a question of
whether or not to compromise with Greece. Vhat is at
stake is the authority of the Community's own institu-
tions, and the honouring of assumed obligations.

Mr Estgen (PPE). - (FR) President Delors, I shall
approve your programme with my vote, since I con-
sider ir to be a realistic programme, without being all
that modest in its scope. !7hat is more, it is an ambi-
tious programme, because of the four pillars on which
it rests, and one capable of giving again to Europe
what you have described as 'character'. From our
standpoint, this programme would have deserved a
more detailed debate, extending to two days. I very
much regret that this has not been the case.

As a member of the Committee on Energy, Research
and Technology, as well as being a compatriot of the
Commissioner responsible for that field, Mr Mosar, I
wish to express my satisfaction that a degree of
emphasis has been given to the question of Europe's
vital interests - and I am referring to the question of
energy supply. You have defined a Community energy
policy that is appropriate to the needs of our times.
For my pan, I want to emphasize the following points:
we must avoid wasting enerBy, we must extend for a

funher five-year period the pilot programmes for new
and renewable sources of energy; we must review,
quickly, Chapter 6 of the Euratom Treaty, and
develop new technology in the energy field. Ve must
reconcile the demands of an effective energy poliry
with a policy for the environment, for energy is not
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only destined to drive motors, as your Commissioner
said, it must also be a source of life. Obviously, with-
out adequate financial resources, it is impossible to
implement a real energy policy. Our future budgets
must make provision accordingly.

I trust you, Mr President, when you say that you want
to advance a step on all fronts. This morning you
defined solidarity not as a form of help but as produc-
tive suppon that must be distinguished by the quality
of our proposals. That is the kind of solidarity that we
promise you.

(Applause)

Mrs Dury (S). - (FR) Mr President, we have always
been told that speech is silver but silence is golden.
Vell today perhaps silence can be counted in ECUs,
so I shall give my explanation of vote in writing.

(App laus e from variou s q uarte rs )

Mr Raftery (PPE). - I shall be supporting the 1985

programme as submitted by the Commission, although
I should like to see greater emphasis placed on creat-
ing an economic environment more conducive to
enterprise and self-reliance. In this regard it will be

vially imponan[ to restore confidence amongst the
citizens of our Community. \flhile it is absolutely
essential for us to identify the causes of our failure
ois-ti-ais the United Starcs and Japan over the past t0
years, our constant preoccupation with our past fail-
ures is eroding confidence in the Community, thereby
driving scarce capital and skills from Europe to the
United Starcs. The present artificially high and very
damaging value of the dollar is to a considerable
extent due [o [he greater confidence of European
investors in the US economy than in the European
economy. Unless we stop this constant talk of failures
and concentrate more on solutions and the means of
implementing such solutions, we risk making a bad

siruation worse by talking ourselves from a recession

into a depression.

Our whole emphasis in this Parliament and in the

Commission must be on the future and not on the
past: on implementing the programme for European
economic recovery as approved by this Parliament in
April 1984, and on the bright future which Europe,
with all its riches and resources, can have if only we
find the political courage to take the steps necessary to
put the European economy back on a realistic course
which could restore our competitiveness in world mar-
kets, thereby helping to create funher employment.

Mr Megahy (S).- Speaking this morning in another
debate, I welcomed some aspects of the Commission's
proposals insofar as they referred to public investment
and greater growth, I am, however, opposed to a Breat
many other proposals such as those relating to har-

monization of taxes, particularly, VAT , references to
the free movement of capital, moves towards monetary
union and, in panicular, to the emphasis that the
Commission places on movement towards a European
union, which I think is quite the wrong move, quite in
the wrong direction, and will not, in fact, secure its
policy objecdves.

Vith this in mind, therefore. I shall be voting against
all the resolutions except the Socialist Group resolu-
tion, on which I propose to abstain. I vote against all
these resolutions because they embody this movement
towards a full European union, which I oppose. The
Socialist Group resolution, in paragraph 2, does put
important reservations which I support, but I cannot
fully approve the direction in which the Commission is

going, and I do have reservations about the need to
foster a European identity.

That is how I shall vote on these resolutions.

Mr Seligman (ED).- I shall vote for the Commis-
sion's 1985 programme, particularly the passage on
animal welfare on page 84. The Inter-group of the
Parliament on Animal \Telfare will welcome the pas-

sage concerning respect for animals in Member States

and in our dealings with the rest of the world, panicu-
larly the questions raised on the hunting of seals,

exploitation of animals in Europe, the use of animals
for experiments and factory farming.

'\7e hope the budget for 1985 will include not only
500 000 ECU for the expert group in the Commission
but will also provide for a reinforced staff of 8 people,
including two A5s. This is very important.

Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti (PPE), in vriting. -(IT) The report by President Delors sem out a pro-
gramme of action that is in line with the problems of a

Europe projected into the future, and it respecr the
commitment to exploit to the utmost the potentialities
of the Treaty and the driving role of the EEC Com-
mission, at the same time indicating new prospects for
the Treaty of Union.

The repon abandons the old schemes of the Com-
munity technocracy, with their repetitive, worn-out
language, and approaches the problems with new,
rational, convincing formulae.

The EPP Group approves in panicular of the section
entitled 'creation of a Community identity' because it
accords equal dignity to the common policies, whether
we are ulking about the agricultural policy, the indus-
trial policy, the regional policy, or the policy for the

environment. It is necessary in fact to understand that
only by advancing on the entire front of Community
activity - without favouring only the green policy -will the European Community be built.
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Cassanmagnago Cerretti

The hope that we would express ro President Delors is
that the new presentation - which will be far better
understood by our citizens - will be marched by the
implementation of the acrion programme.

Parliament approves the intentions, but reserves the
right to check, constanrly, rhe state of progress of the
work.

Parliamenr will give full suppon to the initiatives, and
will bring pressure progressively to bear on the Coun-
cil to translate the Commission's proposals into opera-
tive decisions.

Mrs Dury (S), in writing. - @R) The reservations
that the Socialisr Group expressed do not imply defi-
ance of rhe Commission. But as Socialists, nevenhe-
less, we wish to mark our priorities. In January, rhe
President of the Commission relaunched the idea of a
European Collective Agreemenr, thus purting the
social dialogue in the forefront of European policy. At
a time when flexibility - which in clear language
means the inflexibility of the employers - appears ro
be the present stake, ir is more than necessary for rhe
European Community ro relaunch, in a concrete man-
ner, the framework for rhe dialogue.

Integration and economic recovery are undoubtedly
one of the keys ro rhe solution of unemployment;
nevertheless, the future of sociery depends also on
social measures. Vhether y/e are talking about the
reduction of working sime or the inrroduction of new
technology, their control in indusrry musr be guaran-
teed at European level. \7e expect rhe Commission to
be more aggressive, more ambitious. Vhilst we did nor
doubt rhe Commission's will, we wanted to hear some
confirmation of it.

Mr Filinis (COM), in writing. - (GR) On behalf of
the external Greek Communist Pany I shall vote in
favour of the resolution by our colleague Mr Cervewi
and others concerning the Commission's annual pro-
tramme of action, while giving the following explana-
tion of vote:

Ve cenainly agree wirh the aims of rhe programme in
question, in their essenrials. However, we deplore the
absence of effective and specific measures. By way of
indication I shall mention the following:

(l) Europe's economy will nor be able ro recover,
nor unemploymenr be fought, so long as we maintain
a policy of one-sided frugality whose burden falls on
working people and rheir quality of life. Ve musr pro-
gress gradually but srcadily towards a democratization
of todays's parrcrn of social relations, so thar workers
will smp being subordinate by comparison with
employers and the bureaucracy of the Snte machi-
nery, and become more and more cenrrally involved in
the process of decision-making.

(2) The Commission itself admits that regional
inequalities within the Communiry have increased over
the past 15 years. Yer, many very serious problems
remain unsolved, such as that of own resources, [he
budgets for 1985 and 1985, and others, whose solution
is nevertheless an essenrial prerequisite for eliminating
the inequalities in question

Mr President, these are some of the reasons why we
ask the Commission not only to declare its aims and
scopes, but above all also to be bold in the measures it
Proposes.

Motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1806/841 by Mr
Petronio and Mr Romualdi: rejected

Motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-ltl2/84) by Mr Cerv-
etti and others: rejected

Motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1813/t4) by Mr de la
Maline: adopted

Motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1814/t4l by Mr
Klepsch and others: adopted

Motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1815/t4/rev.) by Mr
Klepsch and others: adopted

Motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1816/t4l by Mr Arndt
and Mr Glinne: adopted

Motion for a resolution (Doc. 2-1820/54) by Mrs Boot
and others: withdrawn

Report (Doc. 2-1763/Sa) by Mr Visser, on behalf of
the Committee on Transport, on the proposals from
the Commission to the Council (Doc. 1-1375/53 -COM(tr) 76a final) for

I a Decision amending Decision 75/327/EEC
on the improvement of the situation of railway
undertakings and the harmonization of rules gov-
erning financial relations between such undcrtak-
ings and States

II a Regulation ameoding Council Regulation
(EEC ) No 1107170 on rhe granting of aids for
transport by rail, road and inland waterway.

Explanation ofoote

Mr Cornelissen (PPE). 
- (NL) The EPP troup

voted against Amendment No 2, because in our view
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Cornelissen

the amendment ignores realiry. The reality is that in
many Member States rationalization is unfonunately
ineviuble where the railways are concerned.

Our group voted against Mr Vijzenbeek's amend-
men$, Nos 5 and 9, because Amendment No 5 says

rhat public passenger transport has to be seen as a
commercial activity only, while according to Amend-
menr No 9 unprofitable routes must be abolished or
replaced by other means of ffansport. This idea of the
Liberals would mean that three-quarters of all train
and bus routes in Europe would have rc be abolished.
Millions of people, especially old people and children,
would thus be deprived of transport facilities. Ve
Christian Democrats consider this to be socially inde-
fensible, and we are pleased that the European Parlia-
ment has rejected these antisocial - I cannot see them
as anything else - ideas of the Liberals.

( Parliament adopted the resolution)t

Report (Doc. 2-1753/8al by Mr Tuckman, on behalf
of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment,
on the new Commission's priorities in the field of social

affairs and employment

President. - Our staff have agreed to our going on to
take the next vote. If it goes as quickly as the voting
has gone so far, then we should soon have finished,
especially since a number of amendments have been

withdrawn.

Mr Bachy (S).- (FR) I wanted to say, Mr President,
that bearing in mind the very considerable number of
amendments that we have - there are 98 of them -
and bearing in mind also the time, I would think it
wise for us to sutgest to the Assembly that the debate

on the amendments should be referred to the comPe-

tent committee.

President. - Mr Bachy, you have asked that the
repon be referred back to the committee. In accord-
ance with the Rules of Procedure I must take a vote

on that request immediately.

( Parliament rej ected t his reque s t )

Mr Arndt (S). - (DE) Mr President, we do not want
[o oppose this decision, only I must know when you
will finish, since we normally hold a group meeting at
7 p.m. Ve need that group meeting to decide whether

I The rapponeurwas:

- IN'FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos I to 4 and 13;

- AGAINST Amendments Nos 5, 6, 8 to 10, 12 and 14

to 17.

we will accept the list of urgent motions as it stands or
not, and surely we must have a chance to table
motions. So the question is how long you will let the
vote go on and when it will be finished.

President. - Mr Arndt, it is very difficult to say,

because I just do not know how often votes will have

to be checked. A number of roll-call votes have been

requested, as you can see from the bundle of papers

here in front of me. I would judge that, even with the
utmost cooperation from all Members, the vote will
take about one hour, that is to say, until about 8 p.m. I
must impress upon you, however, that if we do begin

the vote, there can be no question of breaking it off
before it has been completed.

If I understood you correctly, Mr Arndt, you possibly
intended to ask that the sitting be closed at this point.
You did ask for the floor on a point of order.

Mr Arndt (Sl. - (DE) Mr President, we need at least

45 minutes to discuss the question of urgent motions
and to be able to make the group's position known
tomorrow at the vote. Ve have no time for group
meetings tomorrow. If you had informed me that we
would be finished ar7.45 p.m. I would have accepted

that. Since that is not the case, I must insist that we

hold our group meeting now as arranged.

President. - I take your point, Mr Arndt, but I can-
not guarantee that we will finish at any particular time,
because I simply cannot break off the vote before it
has been completed.

Mr Klepsch (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, I just want
[o say that Mr Arndt would have had the same chance

I had. I asked you earlier how long you intended to
vote, and you informed me, until 8 p.m. at the latest. I
cancelled my group meeting on the basis of that infor-
mation and convened it for 8.30 tomorrow morning. I
rhink it would be extremely unfair if the half hour
which I estimate we still need for the vote was not set

aside for it.

President. - Ladies and gentlemen, let me make one

thing quite clear. If you should request - and I have

gathered from what Mr Arndt has said that you may
be about to do so - that the vote on the Tuckman
repon should not be taken today but at the next voting
time, then you must realize that this will be on Thurs-
day. There are no votes planned for tomorrow.

Mr Arndt, have I understood you correctly as wanting
to have the siming closed now and requesting that the
vote be taken at some other time?

Mr Arndt (S). - (DE) Mr President, as I said, I
would have been prepared to go on until 7.45 p.m. But
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Arndt

the President says rhar is not cenain. If you agree rhat
we stop voting at 7.45p.m., I am prepared to go on
voting until 7.45 p.m.If you are not prepared to do so,
there will be no vote at all, for rhe Socialist Group is
not prepared to give up its group meering, scheduled
for 7.0 p.m. You have no other choice.

President. - According rc the agenda, the sitting
should end at 7 p.m. I have asked the House whether
we want to condnue wirh the sitting. It would, of
course, mean depaning from the agenda if we were to

go on sitting until after 7 p.m. I shall therefore put ro
the vote the question of whether rhe votes are to be
continued without any time limir.

(Parliament decided to postpone tbe oote)l

This means then thar the vote will be taken on Thurs-
d^y.

(The sitting was closed at 7.15 p.n.)

I Agendafor the next sitting: see Minutes.
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ANNEX

Commission action on European Parliament opinions on Commission proposak delioered at
tbe January and Febraary 1 985 part-sessions

This is an account, as arranged with the Bureau of Parliamenr, of the acrion taken by the
Commission in respect of amendments proposed ar rhe January and February 1985 part-
sessions in the framework of parliamentary consultation, and of disaster aid granted.

A.l. Commission proposals to which Parliament proposed amendments that haae been accepted
by the Commission infull

1. Repon by Mr Salzer on the proposals from rhe Commission of the European Com-
munities to the Council (COM(84) 271 final) for:

(D a decision adopting a research and teaching programme (1985-39) in the field of con-
trolled thermonuclear fusion

(ii) a decision supplemenring Council Decision 84/1/Euratom, EEC of 22 December
1983 - Establishment of a laboratory for the handling of tritium

On l2 February 1985 the Commission sent the Council and, for information pur-
poses, Parliament a proposal amended as it had promised Parliamenr ar the Janu-
ary 1985 pan-session (COM(85) 40).

Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon of proceedings, 16January 1985, pp.
1 l0-1 12

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 17 January 1985, pp. 42-46

ll. Commission proposals to uthich Parliarnent proposed amendments that have been accepted
by the Commission in part

l. Report by Mr Turner on the proposal from rhe Commission of the European Com-
munides to the Council (COM(84) 231 final) for a decision adopting a rhird 5-year pro-
gramme (1985-89) on the management and storage of radio-active wasre (research acrion
programme in the field of nuclear fission energy)

On 6 February 1985 the Commission sent the Council and, for information purposes, Par-
liament a proposal amended as it had promised Parliament ar rhe January 1985 pan-
session (COM(85) 23).

Commission's position at debarc: Verbatim report of proceedings, 15January 1985, pp.
7 t-72

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 17 January 1985, pp. 33-36

2. Report by Mr Abelin on rhe proposal from the Commission of the European Commu-
nities to the Council (COM(84) 404 final) for a directive on the harmonizarion of the
laws of the Member States concerning the tax arrangements applying to the carry-over of
undenakings' losses

In its resolution of 17 January 1985 Parliament proposed a certain number of substan-
tive and formal amendments.

At the plenary sitting that day the Commission said thar it was prepared ro accept the
substantive amendment extending (from the two to the three preceding years) the lim-
itation on the carry-over of back losses. It would also propose a new version of Article
2 which made it clearer thar Member States could continue to apply national provi-
sions governing the taking into account of rhe results of foreign ransacrions.

The Commission is preparing an amending proposal along those lines which will .be
sen[ to the Council and the European Parliamenr very shortly.

Commission's position at debate: Verbatim report of proceedings, 17 lanuary 1985, pp.
127 -128
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Texr of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 17 January 1985, pp.72-73

3. Repon by Mr Cassidy on the proposal from the Commission of the European Com-
munities to the Council (COM(84) 182 final) for a directive amending Directive 69/169/
EEC on the harmonization of provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative
action relating to exempdon from turnover tax and excise duty on impons in international
travel

To satisfy Parliament's concern the Commission is going to send the Council a pro-
posal by the end of March raising the exemption for travellers from outside counries
over 15 to 100 ECU and under 15 to 50 ECU from 1 January 1985.

The Commission will be considering with the Council whether the principle of reci-
procity with outside countries could be put into operation here in the framework of
the New York and Kyoto conventions.

Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon of proceedints, 17 January 1985, pp.
I l5-1 16

Texr of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 17 January 1985, p. 55

4. Repon by Mr Cassidy on the proposal from the Commission of the European Com-
munities to the Council for a regulation amending Regulations (EEC) Nos 918/83 and
950/68 with regard to the mriff Eeatment of goods contained in ravellers'personal lug-
gage or senr in small consignments to private individuals (COM(84) 625 final)

In Mr Cassidy's repon Parliament proposed that the ceilings for ravellers over 15

should be raised rc 150 ECU and for those under l5 to 50 ECU, and for the standard
rate to 250 ECU.

An amended proposal, in line with Parliament's requests and the posirion the Com-
mission took at the debate, is rc be sent to the Council and Parliament by the end of
March 1985. This would raise the ceilings of exemptions for travellers over l5 to 100
ECU (insrcad of 60) and for those under 15 to 50 ECU (instead of 30), and for rhe
standard rate ro 200 ECU (insrcad of tSO;.

Commission's position at debate: Verbatim report of proceedings, 15 February 1985, p.
303

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of I 5 February 1985, p. 42

5. Repon by Mrs Squarcialupi on the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council (COM(84) 455 final) for a directive on the prorection of
workers by the prohibition of certain specific agents andlor cenain activities

The Commission accepts all the amendmenm proposed except the amendmenr con-
cerning the date by which effect is to be given to the directive. The Commission must
make sure that the Member States incorporate the text in their national legislation by
the date set; the date Parliament proposed is too close for the necessary action (adop-
tion by the nadonal Parliaments) to be nken in time. It is impossible to foresee pre-
cisely when the Council will adopt the directive, but the Commission considers that
l January 1987 is a much more realistic date for implementation than l January 1985.
The Commission will be preparing a revised proposal in line with the above.

\7ith regard to the European Parliament's resolution on carcinogenic substances, the
Commission is currently working on proposals for Council directives on the prorec-
tion of workers exposed to benzene and acrylonitril. It is clear that some of the
requirements will be the same for the two substances. The Commission is inrcnding to
d,raft a general text to which separarc texts for each of the substances would be added
later.

Vith regard to exposure limim, the Commission is just finishing a communication ro
the Council. This is to serve as a working paper for defining the main lines of the
arrangemenff.

The Commission is intending subsequently to present a proposal for a direcrive ro rhe
Council containing the general measures that should be taken and a first list of expo-
sure limits.
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Vith reference to exporting prohibited processes to the Third \7orld and imponing
prohibircd substances, the scope of the proposal is not such that the extensive rules
that would be needed could be laid down here. The problems raised by the accidenr at
Bhopal are trearcd in the Seveso directive currenrly under considerarion.

Commission's position at debate: Verbarim repon of proceedings, 14 February 1985,
pp.28t-282

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 15 February 1985, pp. 19-20

6. Report by Mr Galland on the proposal from the Commission of the European Com-
munities to the Council (COM(84) a81 final) for an interim regulation laying down rules
for the implementation of Regulation (EEC) No 3331/82 on food-aid policy and food-
aid management

In accordance with the undenaking it gave on 15 February the Commission has pur
the matter before the Council, and on 19 February it formally presented proposals for
amendments in line with the position it took before Parliamenr.

The Council has unanimously rejected these proposals and has adopted the imple-
menting regulation for 1985 food aid, which the Commission has stated it regarded as

being only provisional. The Commission has funhermore requested that a statement
to rhis effet be entered in the Council's minutes, adding thar it would 'make a new
proposal concerning quantities after completion of the budget procedure and that in
the meanwhile it would keep to quantities corresponding to rhe intentions expressed
by the budget authority during the procedure relating to the 1985 budget'.

Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon of proceedings, 15 February 1985,
p.298

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of l5 February 1985,pp.27-30

7. Repon by Mrs Jackson on the proposal from the Commission of rhe European Com-
munities to the Council (COM(84) 5 final) for a regulation concerning rhe names to be
used for milk and dairy producrs when they are markercd

At the debate the Commission maintained irs original position. Two proposed amend-
ments were, however, accepted.

(a) Article 2(3) (period of 12 months to be reckoned from the date on which the
amendment to the directive is adopted). This means thar the Commission's pro-
posal will need to be altered, which will be done fonhwith.

(b) Parliament asked for a paragraph 15a to be added at the end of the Annex (where
diary products are reconstiturcd from milk ingredients - recombining - or
where dried products are re-dissolved - restirution - this is ro be indicared).

This is an implementing rule and cannot be incorporated until the Council has taken a
decision on the general reguladon and the Commission prepares the implementing
regulations.

Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon of proceedings, 14 February 1985,
pp.275-276

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 15 Febraury 1985, pp.9-12

8. Second repon by Mr Gatd on:

(a) the Commission proposals to the Council (COM(84) 515 final) for:

(i) a regulation amending Reguladon (EEC) No 337/79 on the common organ-
ization of the market in wine

(ir) a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 338/79laying down special provi-
sions relating to quality wines produced in specified regiogs

(iiD a regulation derogating from the arrangemenrc established by Regulation (EEC)
No 456180 on the granting of temporary and permanent abandonmenr prem-
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iums in respect of cenain areas under vines and of premiums for the renuncia-
tion of replanting

(ir) a regulation concerning the grandng of permanent abandonment premiums in
respect of cenain areas under vines for the winegrowing years 1985/86 to
1989/90

(b) the amendment of the Commission proposal to the Council (COM(84) 539 final) for
a regulation amending Reguladon (EEC) No 337 /79 on the common organization of
the market in wine (COM(84) 515 finalof l2 September 1984)

(c) the Commission proposals to the Council (COM(84) 714 final) for:

(D the amendment of the proposal for a regulation amending Reguladon (EEC)
No337/79 on the common organization of the market in wine (COM(84) 515
final and COM(84) 539 final)

(ii) the amendment of the proposal for a regulation amending Reguladon (EEC)
No 338/79 laying down special provisions relating rc quality wines produced in
specified regions

(d) the Commission proposal to the Council (COM(84) 775 final) for a third amendment
of the proposal for a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 337 /79 on the com-
mon organizadon of the market in wine

On most of the proposed amendments the Commission kept to its orginal position. The
two amendments it accepted do not entail amendment of the Commission proposal.

On 26 February the Council agreed in principle on all the Commission proposals. It did
not accep[ the specific requests presenrcd by Parliament in its requests for amendments
but on certain points it reserved ir position.

During March the Council will be putting the various points of rhe agreement it reached
on 26 February 1985 into legal form.

One part of this body of 5 related regulations is the regulation relating to winegrowing in
Greece (COM(84) 45) on which Parliament has not yet delivered an opinion.

Commission's posirion at debate: Verbatim report of proceedings, l4 February 1985,
pp.25t-253

Text of proposal adopted by EP:Minures of 14 February 1985,pp.54-70

B. Commission proposals to afiich Parliament proposed arnendments that the Commission has

notfelt able to accept

NIL

C. Commission proposak in respect of uthicb Parliament delioeredfaoourable opinions or did
no t reques t formal amendment

1. Repon by Mr Ippoliro on rhe proposal from the Commission of the European Com-
munities to the Council (COM(8a) 273 final) for a decision adopting a research and
development proBramme for the optimization of the production and utilization of hydro-
carbons (1984-87)

(a) The Commission proposal on which Parliament delivered a favourable opinion wirh-
out requesting amendment was prepared in 1984 with a view to making progress pos-
sible in the Council negotiations on the non-nuclear energies R & D programme.

(b) On 19 December 1984 agreement was reached in principle at rhe Council session on
Research in the content and funding of that programme, incorporating the Commis-
sion proposal on which Mr Ippoliro reponed.

Since then the Council bodies have prepared a formal draft Council decision which
will probably be adopted as an A irem at a furure Council session.

(c) \fith regard to the requests set out in rhe European Parliament's resolurion of t t Feb-
ruary, the following remarks should be made.
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(i) It is plain that what the Commission panicularly wants is to conclude research
con[racts with institutions and organizations really in need of financial assist-

ance from the Community. Since R & D programmes are carried out by means

of cost-sharing conrracts in the case of large companies/organizations, the share
falling to rhe Community might well be lower than in the case of institutions
whose financial base is weaker. All panicipants in Community programmes will,
however, have to disclose their results in the same manner.

(ii) In view of the fact that the hydrocarbon section has been incorporated in the
non-nuclear energies R & D proBramme, and of the progress achieved in dis-
cussions at rhe Council, adoption of the whole non-nuclear energies pro-
gramme, including this, will not be delayed.

(iii) As pan of rhe compromise arrived at the Council session on Research on
l9 December, financing for the non-nuclear energies programme was estimated
at 175 million ECU. Of rhis sum l5 million ECU were earmarked for hydrocar-
bons.

(ir) The four subjecr for research proposed by the Commission were acceprcd by
rhe Council. In view of the severe financial restrictions, a certain weighting will
necessarily have to be applied in carrying out [he programme.

Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon of proceedings, ll February 1985,
pp. t2-13

Texr of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 11 February 1985, p. 53

2. Repon by Mr Musso on [he proposals from the Commission of the European Com-
munities to the Council (COM(84) 554 final) for:

(i) a reguladon amending Regulation (EEC) No 1760/78 on a common measure to
improve public amenities in certain rural areas

(iD a directive amending Directive 78/627/EEC on the programme to accelerate the
restructuring and conversion of vineyards in certain Mediterranean regions in
France

(iiD a directive amending Directive 79/173/EEC on the programme for the acceleration
and guidance of collecdve irrigation works in Corsica

(iu) a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 269/79 establishing a common mea-

sure for forestry in certain Mediterranean zones of the Community

The Commission has the following replies to make to the various observations in the
parliamentary resolution.

1. Item 3:

Reply:

The Commission should investigarc the use made of the appropriations
committed.

This has been done; on various occasions Commission officials have
made checks on the spot.

2. Item 5: This type of expenditure should form pan of non-compulsory expendi-
ture.

Reply: This is already so in the case of Regulation 1760/78. In the case of
Directives 78/627/EEC and79/173/EEC this is not possible as what is

involved is the refunding of sums paid out by Member States, which
comes under compulsory expenditure. In the case of Regulation 269/79
it might just be possible. But this regulation will expire on 31 December
1985 and there would be little point in serting in morion the cumbersome
procedure for changing the classification of expenditure for the few
months that the regulation still has to run.

All long-established winegrowing areas should be included.

This would mean re-negotiating Directive 78/627/EEC, with all the
risks this entailed, whereas all that is being requested is simply extension
up to 3l December 1985.

3. Item 5:

Reply:
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4. Items 7 &.9: The regions covered by the Imps are not the same as rhose covered by
the direcdve. However, the 'structures' proposals enable action to be
nken in respect of regions thar are nor covered.

Reply: The Commission agrees with Parliament's analysis here, which shows
clearly how necessary and urgent it is for the Council ro take a decision
on the Imps and on the Commission's 'structures' proposals. However, it
is obvious that all the regions will not be covered by Imps. This is why
such situations are envisaged in the reguladon on srrucrural efficacy and
provision can be made (Article 18) for specific action if the need arises.

Item 8: The Commission should acr now, since rhe Council has adopted neither
the Imps nor rhe sructural measures.

Reply: Pending the Council's decision, the Commission is asking for the exisr-
ing direcdves thar satisfy parliamentary desideran rc be extended up to
31 December 1985. On rhe other hand, it does not consider that it would
be desirable to plan now for alternative measures in rhe event of the
Council not deciding on rhe Imps and rhe sructural measures by
31 December 1985.

Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon of proceedings, 15 February 1985,
p. 300

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of l5 February 1985, p. 32

3. Repon by Mr Raggio on the communication from the Commission of the European
Communities to rhe Council (COM(84) 344 final) on sratisr.ical machinery to establish the
order of priority rc be applied when granting European Social Fund assistance to regions

In its resolution Parliament asked the Commission in panicular to resume the conciliation
procedure as soon as the list of the regions to be given priority had been established by
means of the statistical machinery proposed, in order to provide an opponunity for judg-
ing the indicators used.

The Commission will draw up this list from the data available and presenr ir ro rhe Coun-
cil. In preparing the list and assessing the results it will endeavour to take account of rhe
points brought out by Parliament in its resolution. However, it should be noted that some
of these run up against technical difficulties panicularly with regard to rhe comparability
between Member States of the data. These problems are ro be examined in detail with the
Council bodies and the Member States' statisrics depanments.

commission's position ar debare: verbarim repon of proceedings, l2 February r985, pp.
30-32

Text of proposal adoprcd by EP: Minutes of 12 February 1985, p. l5

D. Disaster.aid supplied since last part-session

Emergency aid witbin tbe Community

Nit
Emergenqt aidfor tbird counties

Financial aid

Country Sum

Sudan I m ECU
(Ethiopian
refugees)

Ethiopia

Ethiopia

Distibuted by Date of decision

4.5 m

3.0 m

Reason

famine

famine

famine

UNHCR

ICRC

UNICEF

24. 1.85

25. t.85

12.2.85
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Mauritania
Senegal
Cape Verde
Mali
Burkina Faso
Niger
Chad
Ethiopia

175 000 t cereals

The Commission also decided that the following emergency food aid should be granted
(to be charged against the 1984 budget):

1. on l3 February 1985, at the request of UNICEF, 300 t of skimmed milk powder and

100 of dried fish for Vietnam;

2. on 2l February 1985, at the request of the ICRC, I 500 t of cereals, I 600 t of beans

and 160 t of vegetable oil for Angola.

Sudan
(Ethiopian
refugees)

Fiji

3.5 m

1.5 m

famine

cyclones EEC
Delegation 7.2,85

Food aid

On 20 February 1985 (after the Food Aid Committee had delivered a unanimously
favourable opinion on 30 January) rhe Commission decided that the following food aid
allocations should be made (to be charged against the 1985 budget).

14 000 t cereals
17 000 t cereals
7 000 t cereals

14 000 t cereals
1l 000tcereals
26 000 t cereals
16 000 t cereals
70 000 t cereals
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Annex

be put to the vote in Parliament at 3.OO p.m. on Thurs-
day,14 March.

Mr Adam (S). - I was not present at the meedng of
the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Peti-
tions when this panicular decision was taken. But I
wish to draw to the attention of the House the way in
which it is possible to misuse Rule I l l so that a rule
may be subject to an interpretarion by a simple major-
ity vote in the House, whereas it requires a ma.joriry of
218 Members to vote for it under Rule 112.

President. - Mr Adam, I formally read out this deii-
sion by the Committee on rhe Rules of Procedure and
Petitions and stared that it would be debated on
Thursday, 14 March. On that occasion you will be
able, like other Members, ro srare your views on this
decision. For the moment I am simply giving due not-
ice to Parliament, it being understood rhat the marrer
irelf will be debated ar 3 p.m. on Thursday, after
which it will be put to the vore.

Mr Adam (S). - Thank you, Mr President. I am
grateful for the assurance that we will have an oppor-
tuniry of discussing the matter on Thursday.

Mr Cryer (S).- Mr President, on a poinr. of order,
in relation to a subject that is going ro be discussed on

125

122 126

122

127

149
123

124

IN THE CHAIR: MR FANTI

Vice-President

(The sitting anas opened at 9.00 a.m.)l

l. Interpretation of the Rules of Procedure

President. - In accordance with Rule 111(3) of the
Rules of Procedure, I inform Parliament that the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions
has given the following interpretation of Rule 48 of
the Rules of Procedure:

'Compromise' amendments which seek to replace
several motions for resolutions dealing with rhe
same subject are admissible and shall be put to the
vorc first; if such an amendment is adopted, rhe
motions for resolutions rc which it relates shall
lapse, even if the amendment was not signed by
the authors of all those motions.

The Liberal and Democratic Group has objected to
this interpretation. Thus, in accordance with
Rule 1 I 1(a) of the Rules of Procedure, the matter will

I Approoal of the Minutes: see Minutes.
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Cryer

this morning's agenda - that is the farm price review
for cenain agricultural products and related measures:
700/o of the EEC budget goes on this secdon and
Annex I of the Rules of Procedure requires a declara-
tion of Members' financial interests. Anicle 1 of those
Rules says that'Before speaking in Parliament or in
one of its bodies, any Member who has a direct finan-
cial interest in the subject under debate shall disclose
this interest to the meeting orally, unless it is obvious
from the written declaration made by him pursuant to
Anicles 2 and 3'. Now if you examine the written
declarations, Mr President, you will find that the vast
majority conain little or nothing of the demil which
the resolution of t983 required, that, for example,
simply the word 'farmer' has been put dourn. But if,
for example, a farmer has let, say, I 000 acres or 2 000
acres, he clearly may well be benefidng under this
farm price review, and it seems to me that under those
circumstances a financial interest should be declared.

So I am asking you, Mr President, to take the view
that because of the lack of detail generally contained
in the declaration of financial interests - the failure of
the vast majority of Members to give anything like the
detail required - you should urte Members to give an
oral declaration if they speak and they have an interest
in this matter today and, indeed, on any other matter.
But, of course, on farming the vast bulk of the money
of this EEC is derived from the annual budget.

President. - Mr Cryer, I think that every Member
who speaks in a debate will naturally point out what
his position is. But today it is too early: it is something
which Members will be asked to do when they come
to speak.

Mr Voltfer (S). - (NL) Mr President, I should just
like to return to your announcement, not because I
want to start a debate on it but because I should like
before tomorrow to have an explanation of the exact
definition of compromise amendments. I can explain
what I mean. During the meeting of the Committee on
Agriculrure, Fisheries and Food, it turned out that the
Italian Communists and the Socialists had more or less

the same opinion about a large number of matters, so
we drew up jointly a number of amendments, which
have now been tabled under our joint names. So are
they or are they not compromise amendments? Ir
would seem that such matters are indeed imponanr if
we are to avoid all sons of procedures being started
which in fact are so devised that only a minority in
Parliament gem a chance to speak.

President. - Mr \7oltjer, you raise the problem of
how the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and
Peritions conducts its work. Parliament will now con-
fine itself to mking note of a decision obviously taken
,by a majority of the Committee on the Rules of Proce-
dure and Petitions. The problem you raise will be dealt
with by Parliament during Thursday's sitting since, as

I have already pointed out, it is not possible [o start a

debate on it now.

Mr von der Vring (S). - (DE) Mr President, I
should just like to point out that tomorrow's vote at
3 p.m. will have a direct effect on the vote on agricul-
tural prices. Members can now state whether the
amendments due to be voted on tomorrow are com-
promise amendments. In any event all the amendments
tabled joindy by Mr \Toltjer and the Communist and
Allies Group are for us compromise amendments. The
Bureau will get into difficulties unless it does as Mr
'Voltjer 

suggests or clarifies everything in the mean-
time.

2. Agricultural prices 198 5/85

President. - The next item is the repon (Doc.
2-1770/84) drawn up by Mr Pranchdre on behalf of
the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food on
the

proposals from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 2-1747 /84 - COM(85) 50 final) for regu-
lations fixing the prices for cernin agricultural
products and related measures 1985/86.

Mr PranchCre (COM), rdpporteur. - (FR) Mr Presi-
dent, Mr President of the Commission, rhe farmers
and their organizations are now mobilizing against the
Commission proposals, which they see as a provoca-
don. This is the first time that the Commission has
proposed a cut in ECU prices - an unprecedented
move. If they are accepted by the Council, they will
result in a sharp drop in incomes and in funher restric-
tions on production, not to mention the danger of re-
nationalization of the CAP. They are a conrinuarion
of the agreement of 3l March 1984, which imposed
great sacrifices on farmers, with no compensation, for
the purpose of reducing producdon and agricultural
expenditure. The Council summirs ar Foncainebleau
and Dublin did not alter these policies. On the con-
rrary, they extended and amplified rhem by using agri-
culture as a lever to relaunch the building of Europe

- a misguided and dangerous idea.

How can we accept neq/ common policies being
implemented on rhe ruins of rhe CAP, the only truly
integrated policy? The developmenr of Community
farming is now conditioned by the agreement of
3l March, and this year the 1985/86 price decisions
should more than ever reflect a more comprehensive
attitude to rhe future of rhe common agricultural
policy.'!7e are now at a crossroads and face two alter-
natives. Either we carry on as proposed in the agree-
ment of 3l March, with funher dictatorial curs in
production and increased pressure on prices and
incomes - the steamroller approach adopted by rhe
Commission and the like-minded elements here - or
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we decide to abandon this policy and ensure that our
agricultural porcntial is used to the full. This is the
approach adopted by the Committee on Agriculture,
which believes that the common agricultural policy
still has a future in the Community if its weaknesses
and shoncomings are put right and if it is given new
goals.

Farmers need to believe in Europe, as you told us

recently, Mr Delors, when you took up office. But
Europe also needs to believe in its farming. This is an
area where lofty phrases and declarations of intent fre-
quently evaporate in a verbal Bermudan riangle. Vhat
does the Committee on Agriculture propose? First and
foremost, that we should more clearly recognize the
imponance of farming m the balance of payments and
to employmenr in other sectors, without overlooking
its role in maintaining living conditions in the least
favoured regions and in the field of environmental

Protecrion.

Now that the Community has l3 million unemployed,
we must. stem this tide which has already swept away
one farm job every two minutes since 1970. Moreover,
unemployment costs twice as much as Community
agriculture, a fact to be considered by those who want
to force farmers out of work.

The difficulties facing Community agriculture are due
largely to a failure to respect basic principles. Com-
muniry preference is flouted and 550/o of Community
impons are duty-free. This is hampering the develop-
ment of our own products and is a heavy burden on
the Community budget. Every year financial solidariry
is rampled underfoot by the gift made to the United
Kingdom - an intolerable practice. Recently, price
uniformity has been the only principle which has been

better respected with the agreement on monetary com-
pensatory amounts, but it was immediately falsified by
compensations paid to Germany, which has created
new and serious distonions vis-i-vis other countries.
To remedy the present difficuldes and set the CAP on
a more healthy footing, we must. first ensure greater
respecr for Community principles.

This will require new ffade relations with third coun-
tries and the revision of certain import agreements
which have turned the Community into an overspill
area for rhe by-products of American industry. The
Community should set up the machinery required for
a genuine expon poliry and be more firm in resisting
all kinds of pressure, from whatever source. It should
also improve its contribution to international solidarity
by aiding the developing countries betterto combat
hunger and attain self-sufficienry in food.

This is what the Committee on Agriculture considers
to be the best way of revitalizing the CAP, but all
effons would be in vain if the main parties concerned

- the farmers and their families - were sacrificed.
One thing is cenain - Community farming will sur-
vive only if farmers receive an income enabling them

both to modernize and to enjoy a decent standard of
living. This is in fact one of the primary objectives of
Anicle 39 of the Treaty. In view of this, producer
prices must condnue to be one of the main means of
securing farmers' incomes and of product orientation,
but they should be supplemented and reinforced by
structural measures, in panicular to remedy the great
disparities between regions and producers. The aver-
age increase in farm incomes will no doubt be main-
tained for 1984, but this follows a sharp drop in 1983.

Overall, 1984 incomes are still lower than for 1973/75.
This average, moreover, conceals sharp differences
between Member States and between different crops.

The Committee on Agriculture, bearing in mind all
these factors, and its main concern being to secure
adequate incomes for farmers, has rejected the Com-
mission proposals and proposed an average increase of
4.50/0, graduated according to crops and with specific
measures for countries with high inflation rates. It also
stressed that the associated measures should take
greater account of the size of holdings and should
have an effect on producer prices, in panicular
through improved market mechanisms.

Though I do not want to go into the proposals for
each product, I would like to present a general outline.
In pursuing its objective of using Community
resources to full advantage, the Committee on Agri-
culture expressed concern about three things: helping
to improve the situation of farmers who suffered a loss

of income in 1984, in particular stock farmers - a

problem which the President of the Commission is

very familiar with; promoting crops of which there is a
shonage, such as oleaginous crops; and encouraging
the use for food or industrial purposes of numerous
crops such as cereals or sugar-beet.

The Committee also urged that the regulation on
sheep should be amended to eliminate the distonions
in competition which favour mainly the United King-
dom.

There is nothing irresponsible about the proposals of
the Committee on Agriculture. On the contrary, they
are responsible and consistent, though clearly they are
fundamentally different from those of the Commis-
sion. The Committee's main concern is co protect
farmers' incomes, though without disregarding budg-
etary questions and the interests of consumers. On this
point, I am amazed a[ the vehemence of the attacks
repeated yearly by those claiming to represent consu-
mers. They accuse the farmers of forcing prices up,
but never say a word about the soaring prices of man-
ufactured goods and services! Vhose interests are they
protecting? One thing is clear: all the studies show
that food prices have kept in line with general price
increases, whereas they have ovenaken them in the
other OECD countries. The Commission itself admim
this: agriculture has made its contribution rc the fight
against inflation. As for the budget, this provides the
Committee on Budgets with an excuse to launch a
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headlong attack on the Committee on Agriculture and
to play the Commission's lackey in this House.

I accept the challenge. To begin with, I nore rhar rheir
propaganda on surpluses says nothing abour the sub-
stantial shonfalls in many secrors. Though I do not
wish to make excessive use of statistics, it musr be
remembered that the Community's agricultural rrade
deficit is still very large. It was 23.5 thousand million
ECU in 1983, with deficits in such imponant secrors as

fruit and vegetables (5.8 thousand million ECU), ani-
mal feed (4.2), oilseeds and fruirs (3.6), oils and fars
(1), mbacco (0.8) and meat (0.3).

Obviously, the Community cannot produce every-
thing, but it must use its agriculrural asserc to full
advantage. This can be done, since 510/o of Com-
munity impons could be produced by the Community
itself. In the 'surplus' secrors rhe difficuldes are due
mainly to rhe abandonmenr of the principles of the
CAP and especially of Communiry preference. The
so-called cereals surplus is less rhan the 15million
tonnes of substitute dairy products imponed duty free.
15 million tonnes are produced as a resulr of duty-free
impons, which represenrs rhe equivalent of lO million
hectares of useful agricultural [and, or 10% of the
Community's farmland. Overall, 180/o of animal prod-
uction is based on imponed feed; the figure for France
and Ireland is less than l0% but it is 520/o for the
Netherlands, over half of whose production area is

hence accountable to impons.

If the principles were not disroned and if only these
natural resources were used, there would be no sur-
pluses in the Community. Before discussing quor.as or
other methods of enforcing cuts in production, we
should therefore reinstate the principles and reduce
the number of derogations.

That is why I propose, as prioriry measures, that fats
should be taxed and that substitute products should be
limited. This is an essential requirement, but ir is nor
enough in the immediate term. Measures should be
taken to encourate exports rather rhan storage, which
is more costly. This will require a genuine exporr.
policy rather than the presenr day-ro-day manage-
ment. From 1981 to 1983 Communiry impons
increased by 12.60/0, while expons have remained con-
stant. The use of agricultural products for purposes
other than for food, e.g. for making ethanol, should
also be encouraged.

How can we talk about surpluses when hunger and
malnutrition are sdll rife, and when there is poverty
even within our ow'n frontiers, wirhout turning the
developing countries inrc dumping grounds for our
farm surpluses but helping rhem ro help themselves?
Nonetheless, food is urgently needed, and ir is our
duty to meet this need. Large quanriries are required,
and it is fortunate that we have stocks, since the FAO
estimates that emergency aid to Africa will have ro
double in 1985. The food aid must also be of rhe right

quality and suited to the needs of the population, both
to facilitate its use and to avoid hampering the
development of local produce. As far as the budgerary
aspects are concerned, I do not intend to bury my
head in the sand. The Commirtee on Agriculture has
never favoured unlimircd growth in agricultural
expenditure. It agrees that such expenditure should be
controlled and monirored, bur wirh respect for the
principles and not blindly and high-handedly like the
Commission, which is penalizing all producers with
regard to both quantities and prices.

The Committee is therefore opposed to these intolera-
ble constraints which are quire out of keeping with the
nature of farming, which belongs ro rhe world of the
living and cannot be made to obey mechanical or
technocratic rules. Bur rhe Commitree would like ro
point out thar while EAGGF expenditure has greatly
increased since 1982, mainly as a resulr of shon-term
factors, the increase over a longer period, for example
f.rom 1979 to 1984 - and this seems to me to be of
fundamental imponance - was less than the increase
in the Communiry's own resources - 750/o as againsr
77 o/o .

Net agricuhural expendirure amounted to only 0.550/o
of the gross domestic product, a proponion which is
comparable to rhar of other developed countries, bur
the Committee on Agriculrure has nevenheless come
up with proposals to conrrol more effectively and
rebalance agricultural expenditure by penalizing rhose
who are really responsible for the increase. It is con-
cerned by the volume of stocks and withdrawals of
cenain products, and in panicular it questions rhe sys-
tem of compensatory aid, the effeciveness of which
seems limited considering irs cost. The food industries
also profit far too much from this sysrem. Expenditure
in support of the dairy sector fell from 480/o of rhe
EAGGF in 1975 to 310/o in 1973, and balance should
be restored by replacing rhe co-responsibility tax lev-
ied on all producers by a rax on dairies, with an upper
limit for supporr for each holding. This would permit
considerable savings if combined with our price pro-
posals, the net cosr of which would be less than I 000
million ECU for 1985 and 1986, an amounr equivalenr
to the Community's repaymenr ro the United King-
dom for 1985 alone.

In addition to the savings made, further revenue
would be needed, in particular from new resources
and from the stricrer application of Communiry pre-
ference, derogarions from which have been estimated
by the Coun of Auditors ro cosr between 2 000 and
4 000 million ECU. The proposals of the Committee
on Agriculture ate a clear indication of the Com-
mittee's desire to halt the break-up of agriculture and
to provide farmers, in panicular young farmers, with
prospects for rhe future. The Commirtee is not
opposed ro continuing the building of Europe, prov-
ided this results in genuine cooperation and provided
it is not achieved at the expense of rhe farmers.
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I hope that these proposals will be supponed by most
members of this House, since they will serve as a

r.arning to the Commission and to the Council, which
have just begun negotiations. They might also be a

source of considerable suppon to farmers and their
organizations in the campaign which they are sure [o
organize in the next period.

Mr James Elles (ED), draf*man of the opinion of tbe
Committee on Budgets. - Mr President, we find our-
selves today, when debating the Commission's propo-
sals on agricultural prices for 1985-86, at an important
turning point in the Communiry. The application of
the objectives of Anicle 39 of the Treaty of Rome,
which the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food so strongly defends, is becoming increasingly
difficult and, indeed, the reconciliation of the three
central factors governing the management of the CAP

- that is, to maintain a reasonable level of farm
income, to keep the markets in balance and to have
availabiliry of finance to keep the policy going - is

proving to be a Herculean task under the existing
mechanisms. It was when looking at these three fac-
tors that the Committee on Budgets came to the con-
clusion that the Commission's proposals for farm
prices this year are courageous and appropriate in the
circumstances so long as they can be supplemented
through implementation of structural policy to deal
with the problems which will arise for the incomes of
smaller farmers.

Let us have a brief look at those three factors. Firstly,
farm incomes. Differing views of this problem can be

obtained according as we look at the Member States,
the products concerned or the base years upon which
we examine the problem. Vhen we look back over the
pas[ decade, there has indeed been an overall fall in
farm incomes in real terms, and yet the three-year
average for 1982-84, the three most recent years,
reveals an increase in farm incomes in real terms of
9o/0.

Turning to the problem of keeping the markets in bal-
ance, it is irrefutable, whatever statistics you use, that
the Community has increased its self-sufficiency in its
major product sectors. Agricultural production has

been rising over the past decade at a steady rate of
about 20/0, while consumption has not kept up with
supply. Indeed, for some temperate products it has

declined. As a result, the Community today is the
world's biggest exporter of animal products and a

leading exporter of arable products. This increased
presence on the world market has meant that the agri-
cultural policy has become more open to factors out-
side the control of irc managers or the policy-making
process of the Community institutions. Ve must
recognize that although the rise in the value of the
dollar has enabled considerable savings to be made
over the last couple of years, a significant drop in that
currency will add considerably to costs in future years.
A fall of 10lo could add at least l00million ECU to
CAP costs.

Secondly, as a net exponer of cereals, we must be fully
aware of rhe impact which decisions that the United
States are about to take this autumn will have concern-
ing their Farm Bill. Any lowering of the major cereal
prices in the US will have a significant depressant
effect on the world market and, in consequence, on
funding from the EAGGF. The answer to the diffi-
culry of keeping markerc in balance does not, as some
people think, lie in the reinforcement of this idea of
Community preference. Stricter limitations on impons
must be resisted, because, firstly, they will lead rc
reraliation on our own exports which have access to
other markets through negotiarcd arrangements in the
GATT. In any case, under the GATT, we should have

to pay an exporting country with concessions for any
righm withdrawn. Indeed, when the Committee on
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food argues for greater
Community preference in fruit and vegenbles, I would
simply remind the House that, when enlargement
occurs, as Spain is the biggest exporter to the Com-
munity, that figure will come tumbling down.

Turning to the availability of funds, we should note
that agricultural expenditure rose by 220/o in 1983 and
by 140/o in 1984, and the increase is likely to be above
10% in 1985. Yet we have a serious budgetary situa-
tion: we have no budget for 1985; there is anticipated
expenditure of an overrun of something of the order
of 3 000 million ECU; we have no agreemenr yer as ro
how the 1985 budget is to be financed.

Founhly, when ir comes to looking at [he price propo-
sals and rhe effect on the budget for 1986, we are told
that this is on the assumption the price proposals will
be adoprcd as they have been put forward by the
Commission. There is no account taken of price
increases in 1985 and 1987. It is assumed that the dis-
posal measures will be carried out in full this year, and
there is no allowance whatever for a fall in the value of
the dollar.

In the light of rhese points, Mr President, the Com-
mittee on Budgets indicates to the House rhat both on
the grounds of serious market imbalance in several
imponant sectors, and in view of the problems of short
to medium-term financing, there is no room for sub-
stantial alterations in the Commission's price proposals
this year.

In the opinion of the Committee on Budgets, Mem-
bers will find the estimated budgetary effect of the
resolution of the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries
and Food set out by product sector. This will be

700 million ECU more this year and 2 000 million
ECU next year unless Mr Pranchdre can find some
magical solution for getting a tax on oils and fats from
the Council of Minisrcrs in the next 18 months.

Are those proposals responsible and coherent? \7here
is the money likely to come from? It is a burden, Mr
President, which is unsustainable in the present cir-
cumstances. Therefore, the Committee on Budger has
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decided on numerous amendments which I propose
that this House accepts. Ve debated all day yesterday
on the Commission's substantial and ambitious pro-
gramme for 1985, and we are at this very moment ask-
ing for greater powers for Parliament in rhe Dooge
Committee. How will Heads of Srate be prepared to
give Parliamenr greater participation in legislation if it
shows itself tomorrov/ to be utterly irresponsible and
incoherent? Choice means exclusion. !7e cannor in
tightened budgetary circumstances ask for more funds
for social programmes or srructural policies if we are
not prepared to take decisions rc limit excessive agri-
cultural expenditure. '!7'e are not against the CAP in
the Committee on Budgets, we supporr ir; but we have
to ensure that the funds are not simply spenr on gener-
ating excess production. !7e have come ro the conclu-
sion that the pricing mechanism is not the only
mechanism through which we should do that.

Our future lies in our own hands, Mr Presidenr.
Tomorrow's decision by the Parliament is an impor-
tant one. Let us have a clear opinion tomorrow and
confirm the view of Parliamenr in the eyes of the
European public as a coherenr and realistic one.

(Applause)

Mr Voltjer (S). - (NL) Mr Presidenr, ar a rime
when an agricultural reformer, Gorbachev, has been
elected leader in the Soviet Union and rhe Reagan
Administration is busy making drastic curs in United
States agricultural policy with the 1985 Farm Bill,
introducing an even more capitalist policy, European
agricultural policy is threarening ro degenerate still
funher into horserading over a couple of percentage
points.

Vill it be 00/0, as the Commission wanm, and will
prices therefore have to be frozen, or will it be 2r/20/0,
50/o or 41/20/o? AII rhese figures are currenrly being
bandied about Europe. The situation becomes even
worse when one hears , for example in the milk secror,
the Council again discussing wherher ro mainrain the
coresponsibility levy ar 30lo insread of cutring itto 2o/o,
or whether perhaps rc hold production ar 98 million
tonnes insrcad of this 10/o cut. These questions, this 1

or 20/0, are all the subjects ofvehement discussion, and
agricultural policy seems indeed to have degenerared.

However, Mr President, I would emphasize here thar
all this obviously reflects a much more fundamental
and far-reaching underlying issue. Vhat we really
have here is a clash of philosophies, which is becoming
increasingly apparent. On the one hand, rhere are
those Member States which advocate a liberal agricul-
tural policy based on the survival of the fimesr with no
room except for the s[ronter farms, while on rhe
other, there are those Member States that wan[ ro
focus more on a social agriculrural policy to give their
own regions a chance in the Europe of lomorrow.

There has so far been no real discussion of the basic
approach on which our Common Agricultural Policy
should be built, with rhe result that it is currently
based on nothing whatsoever, and rhe sole result is
that ridiculous picture I have just outlined. In fact, the
farmers rhemselves are [he victims of rhis lack of
vision, for the first question they face is the following:
should we invesr now and borrow from the banks to
increase production, or will there be a poliry reversal
soon, requiring us to concentrate more on environ-
menully sound production methods, less production
and'greater arrenrion ro operaring costs. They are con-
fronted with all these questions, and the Common
Agricultural Policy as it stands is nor able ro give them
any real idea of what they should do with an eye ro
the future.

It is not surprising therefore, given this appalling lack
of vision, rhar the Finance Ministers are playing an
ever greater role. Europe's bookkeepers are indeed
threatening to rake complete control of the Common
Agricultural Policy. Now, as a marrer of fact I do not
have any objection to these Minisrers clearly spelling
out that the money can only be spent once and should
be allocated efficiently. Bur I do have great difficulty
accepting the idea of them laying down in demil the
priorides for tomorrow purely on the basis of budgets
or financial deficits etc. This would in effect mean
deciding agricultural policy on rhe basis of financial
considerations, to which I have grave objecdons.

As I have already said, my Group takes the view rhar
considerable a[tenrion needs to be devoted ro rhe
future of Mediterranean policy and structural policy,
which must, so to speak, form the basis for a furure
Common Agriculrural Policy, and it is panicularly
imponant in rhis period of surpluses that we uphold
this priority. I have learned rhar a compromise was
reached last night in the Council of Ministers involv-
ing a decision to set aside 5 250 million ECU for these
programmes for the nexr five years. I wonder whether
this poliry will be given sufficient priority as a resulr,
and should like to have an answer from the Commis-
sion on this point. Vill you indeed be able ro pursue
effective Mediterranean and strucrural policies with
these 5 250 million ECU, as you had planned? I
should be grateful for a clear and very specific answer
to this question ar rhe end of this debate.

Mr Presidenr, I realize rhat there are grear financial
problems, but on rhe other hand they should not be
dealt with ar rhe expense of structural policy.

And now to the reporr by Mr Pranchdre. On behalf of
my Group, Mr Pranchdre, I can be brief and to rhe
point. The repon submitted by the Committee on
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food is what I would call
unrealistic, inconsistent and protecrionist. It is mis-
leading and gives farmers false hopes that you will
never be able to fulfill. You are in fact responsible for
steadily undermining their faith in the Common Agri-
cultural Policy, since it is surely nor possible ro con-
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tinue working with such financial deficits if you simply
do nothing about overproduction. My Group is utterly
opposed to this, and has tabled a large number of
amendmenrs to this repon in order to redirect it along
lines we can support.

Vhere do the problems lie? The situation is quite
clear. Overproduction is a waste of money which
could be better spent to enable the farmers themselves
to benefit more from the policy pursued. At the
moment, these funds used to maintain enormous sur-
pluses, which cannot be sold anylvay, and I should like
ro say that if you believe you can serve two masters at
the same time with price policy - on the one hand
market regulation and on the other farm incomes -any economics student can tell you straight away that
you are doomed to failure since you have two objec-
tives for which you also require two instruments.
Either you have a quota policy to regulate the market
in which case you can apply price policy to incomes -or you use prices to regulate the market - which
means that you need a social poliry rc support
incomes. In this connection, I would again stress that,
with regard to cereals poliry, we would opt for a

reduction in prices with accompanying income supple-
ments. I oppose the coresponsibility levy because it is

in fact a price instrument, or more precisely, because

consumers are thereby paying a tax to continue
financing the existing surpluses. This is unacceptable.
As I have already said, over-production of surpluses is

fundamentally wasteful.

This bring me to an important point on behalf of my
Group. The various amendments include one by Mr
Klepsch on behalf of the Christian Democratic Group.
At yesterday's press conference, Mr Marck declared
on behalf of his Group that this had to be the amend-
ment and that Parliament had to support it or else

there would be no price increases or the report would
not indicate any prices. I would call this putting people
at the mercy of compromise and imprecision. For what
does it involve precisely? This amendment states that
we should increase prices by 3.5%. The farm people in
the Christian Democrat Group have clearly had to
climb down, so this will be one half of the comprom-
ise. On the other hand however, it also states that
farmers should be made to share responsibility for
overproducdon. How should I interpret this? For
three years before he became chairman of the Com-
mittee on Agriculture, Mr Tolman had been saying
that we had production thresholds and these would
resolve the problems. He now admits that such thres-
holds do not actually mean anphing unless action is

taken when they are exceeded. So what did the Coun-
cil decide in respect of cereals? It decided that prices

should go down if the production thresholds were
exceeded. And what do I see in this amendment? This
decision by the Council has simply been ignored: it is

clearly not wanted. My quescion is: what do these peo-
ple want? Coresponsibility? Does this mean in effect
that farmers are first promised a price increase of
3.5010, only to have 50/o snatched away again to con-

dnue financing the surpluses? Is this how I am to
understand the Christian Democrat amendment? Is

rhis what is really letting the farmers in for the com-
promise? If so, you should come straight out with it
and not lead people up the garden path.

Let us be quite realistic. You cannot hold us responsi-
ble for the fact that you have been unable to arrive at a
clear standpoint in your own Group. You cannot tell
us - if we vote against this amendment - that
because we have rejected your ideas there will be no
repon, or at any event no clear opinion fonhcoming
from this House. Nothing could be funher from the

truth. You yourselves have been unclear. Ve have

offered an alternative, and I continue to urge that you
suppon it. I acknowledge that a reduction in cereal
prices by itself will cause grear problems in a number
of regions. For example, I am aware that a drop in
prices will have a much more serious impact on
incomes in Southern Germany than in the regions
around Paris. This much is known and supported by
figures. The problem is due to the structure of farms in
Southern Germany. If one then says that we indeed
need to do something about these weaker farms, I feel

that rhis should not be via a general increase in prices

followed by yet another coresponsibility levy, but
through a policy directly aimed at the group affected
by the problem, ra[her than a general, unformulated
and nebulous policy, such as that devised by the Coun-
cil of Ministers.

I want to make one final comment which I consider to
be of great importance. The chairman of the Com-
mittee on Agriculture has been putting it around
throughout Europe that the Pranchdre report is realis-
tic. Now, I can well understand that he has to support
this report in his capacity as chairman. On the other
hand, however, I do wonder how the Committee on
Budgets can then draw up a report containing detailed
amendments to the Pranchdre repon. This causes me
much greater concern. This road will lead us to ruin.
Although I do not disagree with these amendments, I
find it shameful that they had to be tabled by the
Committee on Budgets and could not be brought up in
the Committee on Agriculture itself. These events
show that the Committee on Agriculture has turned its
back on reality, so others now suddenly feel that they
need to take on the responsibility. This is where there
is a great problem in my view. I believe that the Com-
mittee on Agriculture should assume responsibility for
this matter and that the Committee on Budgerc should
nor concern itself with the denils of implementation,
as has now happened. Here again, just as with the
Finance Ministers, I can understand the Committee on
Budgem defining the financial framework. However, I
cannot accept it going so far as to lay down in detail
how e.verything is to be implemented just because

there is no one else to do the job on and the Com-
mittee on Agriculture has obviously shirked this res-
ponsibility.

The Pranchdre report, in its present form is unaccepta-
ble. Ve do not unconditionally suppon the Commis-
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sion's proposals. \7e v/ant rhese to be supplemented
and substance given to the social poliry. As I said last
time, we believe that the Commission has made a grea[
mistake by saying in its repon that it would not be able
to issue a forward-looking memorandum on agricul-
ture until November. This is nor on! The result will
then be the purely capitalist approach already hinted at
in the repon and a liberal agricultural policy, which
we do not supporr. I therefore feel that the Commis-
sion should hurry up in formulating its view of agri-
cultural policy and the prospects for the furure.

On behalf of the Socialist Group, and rogether with
my Imlian Communisr friends, I have tabled a number
of amendments aimed ar incorporaring this social ele-
ment in the Pranchdre reporr, rctally changing this
repon and - most imponant - ensuring that Parlia-
ment opr.s for a social agriculrural policy instead of a
liberal agricuhural policy with no room excepr for rhe
strontest.

(Appla*se from the Socialist Group )

Mr Bocklet (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, this year's farm price proposals will be the
hardesr rcsr so far for the CAP, since they stretch
existing marker regulations and financial possibilities
to their limits.

To begin with, farm prices are being increased under
the banner of budgerary discipline, in other words
what is necessary rc safeguard farmers' incomes is no
longer considered relevant. Instead, arbivary financial
limits are imposed in the face of the unresolved budg-
etary situation and rhe expansion of the Communiry in
the South. The agriculrural policy is being forced into
this financial framework without regard for farmers'
incomes or marker regularions, and all this after the
political leaders in rhe Commission and Council have
for years been standing by and watching the surpluses
grow in many sectors !

It now seems that the farmers will have to pay for the
poliricians' failure rc take dmely action on a European
scale. Ve are empharically opposed to this. That is
also the theme of the Committee on Budgets, and the
Commirtee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and my
own Group canno[ go along with rhis. Ijust wanted ro
say thar by way of reply ro Mr'!floltjer.

There is no doubr rhat agricultural surpluses are the
greatest problem facing the CAP. Producdvity in
European farming will increase still further as a result
of developmenr in farming merhods, which means
that the problem of surpluses will become more acure
if the polirical leaders do not acr now. The Commis-
sion's response ro rhis challenge is ro put pressure on
prices and reduce guaranteed prices. Unfortunately, its
actions are backed by decisions of rhe Council, which,
by introducing guaranree thresholds, has given its
blessing to rhis price policy as the mosr imporrant
means of combating the growth in surpluses.

This policy will conrinue rc be bitterly opposed by my
Group. It is a policy which is panicularly repugnanr in
view of the stagnating, indeed, declining farm incomes
in many Member Srates. Vhile the cost of rhe means
of production keeps rising, Community farmers have
to be content with a constandy dwindling proponion
of the increases in incomes enjoyed by orher troups.
In addition, fairly stable food prices have helped to
ensure [hat consumers have more and more money
available for goods orher than foodstuffs.

In our view prices must conrinue to be the main means
of safeguarding farmers' incomes, especially now rhar
these are so low. !fle are rherefore in favour of an
average increase in farm prices of 3.50/o for this year.
\7e realize that rhis is not much when one considers
the rightful expectations of farmers, but it is sufficient
to be taken as a positive gesrure ro the farming com-
munity. This is particularly rrue in the case of Medi-
terranean products. \7e therefore firmly reject the
Commission's proposals.

Although Mr '!floltjer criticized our position ar grear
length, his comments did nor reveal any clearly
defined position. I feel rhar Parliament does not acr to
its credit when it fails to make any clear sratements
concerning the proposals before us. This does not
reflect the dictates of my Group, but is purely a ques-
tion of survival for Community agriculture.

I would now like ro say a few words concerning
cereals. The Council has decided to adopt guaranree
thresholds. On rhe basis of last year's crop yields in the
Community, this would resulr in a 5% drop in cereals
prices each year for the next 3 years. Ve cannor accept
such a policy. Ve therefore demand that rhe siruation
not be allowed to develop in this way. 'We are nor say-
ing, however, thar prices in that sector must increase.
Ve would be sadsfied if prices remained stable and
have mbled proposals ro ensure thar order is resrored
to the cereals sector. Let me just make one thing clear:
the Commission proposals, as they now stand, will
lead to a funher increase in the volume of cereals
produced and will one day force all small-scale prod-
ucers in unfavourable locarions out of production.

To sum up, rhe Commission proposals will not reduce
surpluses but only rhe number of farmers. Vhat we
want is to promote ahernative crops, tha[ is crops rich
in proteins. \7e are therefore willing ro 

"ciepr "co-responsibility levy on cereals. Ve call for the com-
pulsory addition of cereals ro our animal feed, so that
more of our cereals are actually used in feed. Ve are
in favour of subjecdng the impon of animal feed m
quotas, since the compulsory addirion of cereals and
the use of farmland for other crops will be impossible
unless we restrict impons at the same dme. I am nor
calling for impons to be returned, bur to be made sub-
ject to quotas. All rhese measures will have rhe effect
of limiting rhe growth of surpluses and ensuring rhat
the agricultural policy can be financed.
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I would like to add one comment on milk. \fle intro-
duced a system of quotas for milk, but now that farm-
ers can no longer guarantee their incomes by the
amount they produce, we are obliged to allow them
some form of protection through prices. The present
situation in agriculture is marked by hopelessness and
depression. This is a polidcally explosive mixture. Ve
should remember, in our decision tomorrow, that the
farcs of hundreds of thousands of family holdings are
hanging in the balance.

(Applause from the centre)

Mr Provan (ED).- Mr President, I should also like
ro welcome the President of the Commission this
morning. It is good to see the boss listening to this
vital debate on which I believe the future of Europe
depends to a large extent.. Ve understand why Com-
missioner Andriessen cannot be here. 'S7e welcome
some of the decisions that were taken in the Council
of Ministers last night.

However, let us face it, ladies and gentlemen, v/e are
in a crisis as far as the future of Europe is concerned.
'We are at a crisis as far as the future of this Parliamenr
is concerned. Unless we stand up and try to claim
some credibility as a parliament, we will not have any
credibility as understood by che electorate who sent us

here. The budget for 1985 was thrown out by this Par-
liament because there was 2 000 million ECU shon.
Today Mr Pranchdre in his report is calling for
anorher 1.5 billion expenditure in a full year. Vhere is

that finance to come from? It is totally ridiculous and
incomprehensible for any parliament to adopt two
stances, as is being suggested by Mr Pranchdre. 'S7e

are totally opposed to what Mr Pranchire is aiming at
in his repon. Ve must. have some budgetary responsi-
bility.

I am surprised to hear Mr Bocklet and some of his
Christian-Democratic colleagues trying to achieve the
same sort of thing. They are living in cloudcuckoo
land, and they are going to mislead the farming indus-
try far more than do it any good at all by adopting the
stance that they have done. I say quite frankly that
they will cause more distress to the farming industry at
the end of the day be adopting the position that they
have.

As I said when we debated this last month, I believe
that rhe Commission has adopted a bold stance [har
deserves support.. It is only a holding operation to
allow the agricultural industry to change direction
slowly and adapt to the changed circumstances in
which it finds itself. If we, as a parliament, wanr to
influence the Council, we mus[ support the Commis-
sion and stand united together, so that they can actu-
ally bring the necessary decisions forward at the end
of the time.

Regarding the budget and agriculture, we must make
sure that we have sustainable costs as far as agriculture

is concerned. If we cannot sustain the expenditure
through the budget, then we will have no funds to
spend at all. If you vote expenditure, you must also
vote the funds. And the funds are just not available.
Ve are also in the situation where the world markets
cannot be expected to go on absorbing our surpluses
from the European Community. It is not just our
problem, it is an international problem. The Americans
have surpluses, as have the Argentinians and Australi-
ans. It is a world problem that we are involved in, and
thar is what makes it all the more serious. l7hilst we
can afford at the present time to be generous to the
needy with emergency supplies, we must also assist

them to develop their own food production for local
consumption. Ve must not hide behind some of the
famine areas in the world at the present time by trying
to talk ourselves out of the difficulties, which are
indeed severe. It is a holding operation that the Com-
mission is proposing, and we fully support it. How-
ever, let me say to the Commission quite frankly at
this time that I hope it will also make cenain that
research and development is encouraged in the Com-
munity and at national level. It would be totally
wrong, when rhe agricultural sector is facing such dif-
ficulties, if we were not given some assistance by
research workers and advisory bodies as to the best
way for farmers to adapt to changing circumstances. I
hope the Commission will take that on board.

Let us look at some of the problems. '!f'e are creating
surpluses because we have consumption problems.
One of my criticisms - and I do not have many - of
the Commission's proposals is that they are not assist-
ing enough in getting rid of our surpluses. Vhy do we
have to continue, for instance, with a coresponsibility
lery in the milk sector when we also have a quota sys-
tem? It is a tax on lhe consumer, and it is not doing
sales of the product any good at all. lUfhy is the
suggestion put forward that we abolish the beef
premium scheme, when it has been shown that in the
United Kingdom we have mainained consumption
and yet every other country in Europe is seeing a

decline in consumption of beef? Surely that is a key
issue and a very good indication that the beef premium
scheme is, in fact, a very effecdve weapon in keeping
the product out of storage and out of freezing, where
its value is reduced.

I would submit to Parliament this morning thar it is

time that the consumer and the taxpayer reaped some
of the benefit from the investment that has been made
in the agricultural sector over the years. Ve accept
basically the point that Mr '\floltjer made earlier that
there is a problem with the structures of agriculture in
the Community. However, this is not the time or the
report in which to get involved with farm suuctures.
This repon before us today deals only with farm
prices, and we, along with everyone else in this Parlia-
ment, will be looking hopefully to the Commission
and assisting the Commission in coming forward with
adaptable sffuctures so that the industry can change
itself for the future. \7e will support anything that has
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to be done for the smaller farmers and the less-

favoured areas to allow that restructuring to take
place.

My colleagues in my group will be refering to specific
commodities as we go through the repon rcday. I
should like to deal with one key area, namely, cereals.
Ve must get the cereal sector more market-orientated.
For too long it has been possible to produce a tonne of
wheat and know that there was an inrcrvention srore
that would accept it. That, I believe, is no longer going
to be possible. It is wrong to be pouring cereals into
intervention at one end of a store and taking it out at
the other ar a cosr of 30, 40 or 50 ECU per tonne.
That is a cost to the taxpayer that is no longer tolera-
ble, and I would submit that perhaps in the future we
mus[ get to the stage where intervention in the cereals
sector is only used as a mopping-up operation at the
end of the marketint season. Producers must have
some pressure applied to make them find a purchaser
for what they want to produce. Ve will suppon the
Commission in what it is trying to do at present,
although we realize that in the shoner term we will
probably see increasing production rather than a

reduction in production. In the longer term they must
get the pricing right so that we get a better balance
between supply and demand and give the livestock
sector some of the benefir.

There is one area in panicular that is of concern to my
country, and that is the sheepmeat regime. It would be

totally wrong to start letting discrimination into the
agricultural policy. \7e have stood, all these years, for
solidarity in the common agricultural policy. Because
there is going to be no compensation make-up pay-
ment in the new premium, the proposals that are com-
ing forward from the Commission in the sheepmeat
sector mean that we are going to be discriminated
against. I would ask the President of the Commission,
in the interests of the unity of the European Com-
munity, to have a funher look at the sheepmeat sector
to make sure that this discrimination does not arise.

I come from the nonh of the European Community
where we have surplus problems at the present time.
However, we must also look at the sou[h and realize
that there is a marketing problem with a large number
of products in the fruit and vegetable and cirus sector.
Ve must introduce control and pricing mechanisms to
ensure that that does not become an intolerable situa-
tion as well. Fruit and vegetables, on the other hand,
have had a lot of misrepresentarion recently because of
scare stories going around of the massive tonnage that
has had rc be destroyed. I hope that the taxpayers and
electors of the Community realize that what has had
to be destroyed is only a yery ve(y small proponion
indeed of the total amount that is produced and con-
sumed. The tomato sector takes 500/o of the total
expenditure in the fruit and vegetables area. That does
need to be watched extremely carefully and, I would
submit, will have to be very strictly controlled.

I could go on a for a long time. However, let me just
say that, at a time when food mountains are reaching
new heights because of record harvests, I am amazed
that we should have a repon before this House asking
for an increase in prices to the extent that it does. A
50/o increase is what Mr Pranchire was originally
seeking. There is only one nation that would benefit,
and that would be the Soviet Union. I am sorry to say
that Mr Pranchdre's report, with the anti-USA stance
that it takes and the protectionism that is built into it,
would have absolutely no benefit whatsoever for the
European consumer.

(Applause from the European Democratic Group)

Mr Gatti (COM). - (17) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, we really thought that the time had come

- and that it was possibly our last chance - to make
a change, to acknowledge in other words, that the
price fixing policy had failed in its basic aims and to
propose a joint debate on prices and on the reform of
the common agricultural policy in order to tackle the
crisis facing European agriculture, which is character-
ized by profound imbalances of a territorial, regional,
social, economic and productive nature.

'!7hat is more, [he Commission has argued the same
way in its documents; in the report on the agricultural
situation it talks of the need to revise the CAP; in the
document on prices, in the repon, it writes about out-
lining the prospecrs for a future European policy. In
the 1983 document, document 500, it is stated that
only a decisive action aimed at transforming Com-
munity policy into a long-term rational structure will
succeed in placing the agricultural policy in a new
economic and financial context in the years to come.
Both the heads of tovernment and the President of the
Council have acknowledged this fact.

This, then, is the huge responsibiliry which you in the
Commission must bear, as must rhe Council of Minis-
ters, and those political groups who confine them-
selves to asking - simply and justly 

- for a price
adjustment - which we Italian Communism too
would like to see applied with due caution - rarher
than pledging themselves to quesdon the whole frame-
work of decisions on prices and reforms.

\7e say no, [herefore, to the Commission's proposal
and no to the increase suggested in the repon by the
Committee on Agriculture.

Farmers, especially small farmers, are asking for struc-
tural changes, ladies and gentlemen, in order to adapt,
rationalize and improve their production; they are
asking for new markets and Communiry suppon mea-
sures and they know full well, these European farmers,
that one more measure or one or two extra points are
not going rc do anything to solve the problem of sur-
pluses or help them be more competitive in rhe world
market.
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Only a new way of producing and of gaining entry
inrc the market, and of reducing production costs will
make agriculture and farmers more competitive.

Meanwhile, you from the Commission reply to these
demands - in point 7 of the document before us -by sating thar the Commission intends rc initiate dis-
cussion - these are your own words - by the end of
the first half of tggs.

How do you expect us, Mr Delors and Mr Andries-
sen, to have confidence in you after what has hap-
pened? This morning we learnt from the press and
radio that the Council of Ministers had reached agree-
ment on the package. So I ask you, Mr Delors and Mr
Andriessen, what will we be talking about in June? \fle
expected President Delors to give a message to Parlia-
ment ghis morning, saying that the Commission was
very sorry but it had made a mistake! Ve will not be

discussing anything in June, because everything has

already been decided. Ve will record what the Coun-
cil of Ministers has decided and then we will rcll you.
Instead, there has been a total silence. Vhat are we
supposed rc think about all this when you yourselves
in your own document say that not only have the mar-
kets ro, improved but in some case they have actually
dercriorarcd?

'!7hen we read the introduction to your document, the
initial pages, we still harboured some illusions, because

these contain a quite different philosophy and princi-
ples, which are valid, this we must admit. On turning
the page, however, we came across the usual surprise
that has been repeated annually for too many years: a

prices policy, and as for the rest, wait and see. You
have been doing this for years, and you still have not
solved any of the serious problems: surplus produc-
tion, wasting financial resources, imbalances between
countries. If anything, these problems have worsened.

And you always call on the weakest agricultural areas,
such as small hill-farmers, to bear this burden. These

are the very people who cannot wait any longer. Do
not come here and rcll us that the proposals still need
to be defined, as Mr Andriessen has often claimed.
You have already formulated them in your own docu-
ments.

This is what we should like to remind you and our
position is summed up in Amendment No 152, which
we have tabled with our Socialist colleagues, and
which argues for a prudent increase in prices. I invite
those present, even though there are so few of you -to read this amendment for yourselves. It expresses

our viewpoint on the financial problems connected
with the 1985 budget rc be adopted and the resources
to be increased. Kindly allow me at this point to bring
up other needs of which we are awarei Europe should
launch other Community policies - as Mr Delors said
yesterday - but should not make another sector, such

as agriculture, which is not at fault, pay for them.

'!(/e need to defend agriculture and farmers. Let us get
on with programming European production in a way
which corresponds rc consumers' needs. In this area
too, we are consistent: while we support the enlarge-
ment of the Community to include Spain and Ponu-
gal, we do not want large areas of the Medircrranean
and these new European citizens to pay for their entry
with dramatic consequences. Let us turn over a new
leaf, then, and launch a new Community agricultural
policy. You gentlemen from the Commission should
reject proposals which have already been seen to fail.
For goodness sake, have the nerve to face up to this
fact. Production quotas for farms, co-responsibility
levies, production thresholds, undifferentiated high
prices - they have all been failures. Instead, you
should combat surpluses - and in this we would be in
agreement - by which hitring those who are produc-
ing just in order to obtain the intervention price or the
Community premium. At the same time, however, you
should give a boost and incentives to those farmers
who are really trying and producing true qualiry. This
House has pointed out the correct way to combat sur-
pluses, such as that of wine, and we are asking you to
extend it to other sectors of production. Perhaps, in
this way, the prospect of the year 2 000 which Presi-
dent Delors talked about, that is to say of a sector
producing social and economic well-being, will actu-
ally become a reality for farmers and for European
agriculture. That is the viewpoint of the Italian Com-
munists.

Mr Louwes (L).- (NL) Mr President, I should like
to set out the standpoint of the Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group, but before doing so, I should like m
reply to the question by Mr Cryer as to my personal
financial interest in the Common Agricultural Policy.
Some time ago, I filled in the questionnaire he referred
to, declaring that I was a farmer with over 120 hec-
tares in the Netherlands. Therefore I do indeed have
an interest in the fonunes of rhe Common Agricultural
Policy, that is clear, and also in its financial impact on
the products I culdvate. I should like rc explain the
financial impact to this augusr Assembly.

In 1984, I grew wheat on half of my farmland, which I
later sold this January for less than the quoted Chi-
cago price. On 250/o of the land I grow sugar beet, Mr
Cryer, and as you know, this is regulated by a market
organization that is self-financirtg and does not cost
the axpayer anything. I grow potatoes on a funher
250/o of the land and these are not covered by any
market organization. Here, [here is no intervention at
all on the pan of the Community or any EEC Funds. I
also have a few sheep, and indeed over the last couple
of years I have received around Fl 2 000 - 3 000 ewe
premium for them, - although I had not actually
made any application whatsoever. However, this
amount represents a mere fraction of the 1% VAT
transferred on my behalf by the Government in the
Hague to Brussels.
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I therefore rhink, Mr President, rhat I can look the
taxpayer in the eye. This is what I wanted to say in
response to Mr Cryer's question. However, I attach
great importance [o the mainrenance of the Common
Agricultural Policy, which after all is rhere to enable
agriculture in our Community as a whole keep con-
stantly up ro date and ro ensure thar the hardworking
farming community gets a fair deal.

Mr President, our Group has considered the present
proposals in demil - indeed I might even go so far as
to say that it has struggled with rhem. On the one
hand we had rhe Commission's proposals for econom-
ies, which are undeniably consistent with the resrric-
tive measures introduced last year. Ve also attached
great weight rc the difficult budgetary situation and
the need to arrive at a more effective form of market
managemenr. On the orher hand, the Commission's
proposals offer exrremely few prospecr for our farm-
ing community, at a time when measures to curb prod-
uction have already put pressure on farmers incomes.
The figures that we have all received in this House
from COPA speak for themselves. \7e thus find our-
selves between Scylla and Charibdis - in any event
that is how my Group saw it.

How, Mr President, can things have come such a
pass? In the view of my Group, the present budgerary
chaos is en[irely, but endrely, the fault of the Councii,
i.e. the Member States, which are roo busy quibbling
and altercating to take any decisions. This being the
case my Group is inclined not ro leave the farmers
entirely in rhe cold, since they are no[ to blame for rhe
lack of funds. \U7e are exuemely curious ro know whar
the Council of Ministers will finally decide. Vharever
it decides, however, it will have ro ensure thar the
necessary funds are rhen made available. \7e wish ir a
judicious blend of courage and wisdom.

Taking every'thing into consideration, Mr Presidenr,
the majoriry in my Group is inclined ro vore for the
amendmenr by Mr Galland, which advocates an aver-
age 2.50/o price increase, instead of. rhe 4.50/o proposed
by the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food.
Ve then assume that the Council will do its dury, and
that the resources will be made available.

(Applause)

Mr MacSharry (RDE). - Mr President, 'Funher
reduction in agricultural earnings is unacceptable since
it would have the effect of speeding up the flight from
thr land and creating even higher unemployment,.
These were rhe very words used by the 

-European

Commission only two shon years ago when they pre-
sented their price package for 1983. Encouiaging
words they were, only ro be followed by discoura[in[
actlons.

In the lasr couple of years significant and in some cases
inadmissible sacrifices have been imposed on farmers

without any compensation. Quoras, guaranree thres-
holds, financial levies, restrictive managemenr of mar-
kem and reduced prices and aids have become the
farmers'lot.

The European Commission has reiterated on numer-
ous occasions its awareness of the crisis situation in
Irish farming. Consequenrly the Commission is aware
that many jobs have already been lost and tens of
thousands of other jobs are threarened due to rhe per-
sisting crisis in the agricultural sector in my country.
In the last 5 to 5 years Irish farmers' incomes have
dropped by more than 450/o,leaving them less well off
in real terms than rhey were prior to joining the Com-
munlty.

'S7e have one of the highesr infladon rares in the Com-
munity. Our farm inpur costs have doubled and our
interesr rares are crippling. It must nor be forgotten
that approximarely one half of our enrire working
population in Ireland is occupied in farming and con-
nected industries. Neirher musr ir be forgotten thar
Irish agriculrure is the No I conributor to productiv-
ity growth, to curbing infladon, ro a porenrial increase
in employmenr and, above all, to narional expons.

'!7e in the European Democraric Alliance have always
stressed our suppon for rhe principles and mechanisms
of the common agriculrural policy. One of the primary
objectives of this policy is the safeguarding of farmers'
incomes. There is increasing unresr in all the Member
States and in panicular in my own counry by the rural
popularion whose livelihood has been seriously threa-
tened by falling incomes.

If we are to judge by the European Commission's pro-
posals for farm prices for 1985-86, consisring of either
a price freeze or a price reduction depending on prod-
ucts, the future looks very bleak indeed. I rhink it is
imponant that we should look at a little bit of the
background ro rhe siruation that obtains in the Com-
munity.

The European Communiry remains by far che largest
imponer of food and other agriculrural products inlhe
world. In 1983 these impons totalled in value
50 354 m ECU while exporrs of these producm
amounted w 26693 m ECU. Berween 1973 and lgBO
the Nine's impons rose from 24 l4O m ECU rc
42210m ECU, an annual increase of A.t%. The
imports of rhe Ten, toralling 44721 m ECU in 1981,
rose by an annual averate of 6.30/o from l98l ro 19g3.
The Community's share of tonl world impons of food
and other agriculrural produc6, slighdy decreasing in
recent years, is close to 200/0. Japan's share is about
ll0/0, rhat of the US 100/0. Overall the largesr share of
imports is accounted for by animal feedingstuffs,
whether compound or [he raw materials foi their
manufacture, and of course cereals and cereal substi-
tutes, oilseeds and cake and fishmeal etc.

The disronions effected by impons of animal fee-
dingstuffs on Community agriculcure is another area
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which is often ignored. Impons of these in value terms
increased by 180% from 7977 ro 1982.Between 1977

and 1983 the value of imports of corn gluten feed rose
by 2300/o to 683 m ECU. Calculations done by our
own services - the Statistical Office of the European
Communities - show that in 1982 for the Community
of nine, impons of animal feedingstuffs were equiva-
lent to the producdon from l0% of the Community's
utilized agricultural area. There is little or nothing in
the Commission's proposals for 1985-86 to correct this
dreadful situation.

One farmer has left the land every two minutes every
month of the year for the last l0years. This is one of
the greatest scandals of our time. In the prevailing
economic situation many of these farmers end up by
swelling the ranks of the dole queues. It is also an

ironic situation because in terms of finance it costs
more to keep one person on the dole than it does to
maintain at least two farmers on the land.

There is no other sector of the economy that is being
rreated like the farmers because there is no o[her sec-
ror rhat would put up with it. \7hat if farmers were to
go on strike? \7hat if the security of food supplies
were no longer assured? Vhat would happen if it were
no longer possible to maintain stable price for consu-
mers? These thoughts are frightening.

Having failed to find solutions to the real political
problems the last summit capitulated and allowed the
common agricultural policy to be seized as a scapegoat
and sacrificed yet again by im enemies in Council led, I
must say, by my colleagues from Britain.

The European Democratic Alliance have always repu-
diarcd those critics of the CAP who sought to combine
dubious budgetary considerations with the future of
the CAP and we will continue to work to defend and
protect the interests of our farmers. Our farmers must
receive price increases which are adequate to ensure a
decent standard of living for the farming community.
There is an obligation on all to help rc restore the con-
fidence that has been undermined for so long and
which is essential for the development of a healthy and
prosperous agriculture.

If quotas and taxes are maintained and extended, if
there are no price increases or even decreases, if farm
spending is to be limited year after year there can be

no doubt that the large industrialized nations will rev-
ert to national subsidies. This situation must be

avoided at all costs because it would spell the begin-
ning of the end of the common agricultural policy.

Mr President, my group supports the Pranchdre
Repon, which is both courageous and realistic. I
would like at this point to make a few brief comments
in relation to one or two of the Commission's propo-
sals. The level of price increase proposed for milk,
including the co-responsibiliry reduction of 2.50/o or
2.4p a gallon, is entirely inadequate to mainain prod-

ucer incomes. The modest level of price increase musr
also be put in the context of a strict quota regime
which eliminates the possibility for producers to
improve income by increasing output.

In presenting their proposal, the Commission suggest
that benefits will accrue as regards feed costs because

of the reduction in cereal prices. Because of the grass-

based nature of the Irish industry, the benefit to us will
be much less rhan for other Member States. It is esti-
mated that during 1984 Irish producer costs increased
by 60/0. The situation as regards processors' costs is

also unsatisfactory. The minimal increase in the case of
manufacturing skimmed-milk powder, 0.9 ECU per
100 kg, is insufficient to cover increases in processors'
costs which are estimated to have risen by l.2p per
gallon in 1984. Energy costs alone have risen by up to
20% during that period.

In the course of the price proposals the Commission
have completely ignored the consequences of market
management measures which it has adopted and the
direct impact that such measures have had on prod-
ucer prices. For example, the decision to delay inter-
vention payments from 90 days to 120 days resulted in
a reducrion of 0.8p per gallon.

The stricter quality standards for intervention prod-
ucts have also increased processing costs and reduced
producer prices. This is an area in which the Commis-
sion could help producer incomes in a way which
would not have the same consequences in budgetary
terms as a normal price increase. The prospects
offered by entry into the EEC for the development of
agriculture, as Ireland's major industry, was one of the
determining factors in the country's decision to join.
The time has come to raise the alarm loud and clear
before it is too late.

Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf (ARC). - (DE) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, in tabling our amendmenr
rc the agricultural prices repofl we attempted m bring
about a change in the agricultural policy in order to
create a system of graduated producer prices and to
safeguard employment in small and medium-sized
holdings.

Agriculture needs effective price increases - but only
for the lower production units - in order to provide
an adequate income for the majority of farmers and to
prevent them from funher intensifying crop produc-
tion and producing surpluses. The prices must reflect
rhe producdon costs of small and medium-sized hold-
ings and must be staggered for the large-scale units to
prevent production on an industrial scale. Equal prices
for all benefit only large holdings which produce
cheaply.

The main demand of the agricultural opposition
throughout Europe is for a graduated system of prices
to safeguard employment. Graduated prices are neces-
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sary to break through the system which forces farmers
to expand or go out of business. The aim is to main-
tain the production of small and medium-sized hold-
rn8s.

Vhy is this system necessary? Narional and Com-
munity agricultural policies have so far exened pres-
sure on prices to the detriment of small and medium-
sized holdings. The prices of agricultural products
have been declining in real terms by l0/o-20/o each
year. Under such condidons farmers have been forced
to produce more rationally and with greater capital
outlay. Obviously, not all farmers could succeed -and this was in fact the intention. Growth was encour-
aged amont a section of the farming community by
means of the programme to promote individual hold-
ings, which enabled them to achieve greater producriv-
ity at lower cost.

In the dairy sector, for example, this has rcsulted in
box snlls with 60 to 80 cows. Such holdings are able
ro produce milk at a cost of a5-50 Pfglkg, while the
production cost of holdings with 10-cow stalls are 55-
70Pfg/kg. As a result of price fixing by the Commis-
sion and Council, smallholdings not operating on a

rational basis and without State aid can derive little or
no revenue from their work, whereas revenue is ade-
quate among assisted holdings. This pressure on small
stockholders is deliberate, since a 20-cow farm which
grows into a 60-cow farm forces four 10-cow farms
out of business.

Such Community policies in all areas of agricultural
production resulted in rural depopuladon of unprece-
dented proponions. In 1957,250/o of the Community's
working populadon were employed in agriculture,
compared with only 60/o today. Among the remaining
5 million farms and 8 million persons employed in
agriculture, one job is lost every other minute -involving over 250 000 farms and 350 000 farm jobs
every Year.

In the early stages of the Community the intentional
rural depopulation created a labour force for industry,
but now farmworkers who lose their jobs only add to
the hopeless ranks of the unemployed in Europe -now numbering 12.7 million.

This policy of 'get bit or get out' is bound ro creare
surpluses, since only farms which can produce rarion-
ally on a large scale can survive. They mke over the
land and production of farmers forced out of business.
There is no end to this process under the presenr
Community farm policy. It leads to food production
and stock rearing on an industrial scale. Farms with
tens of thousands of pigs and millions of chickens have
long been the key producers.

'What are the drawbacks of this system? Firstly, the
constant loss of jobs in agriculture. Secondly, indus-
trial-scale food production and srock-breeding.
Thirdly, the systematic use of chemical and other tech-

nological and stock-breeding techniques to exploit the
soil, animals and plants to the full.

Founhly, the use of chemicals and drugs which endan-
ger the quality of our food. Fifthly, the farming of
large expanses of land, which devastarcs the landscape.
Sixthly, the trend towards single crop farming, which
threatens to eliminate variety. Seventhly, the increased
use of synthetic fenilizers and also of liquid manure
from intensive stock farming, resulting in the nitrifica-
tion of the groundwater. And eighthly, the use of ani-
mal feed imponed from the third world, which exacer-
bates the problem ofworld hunger.

I would like to comment in this connection that we are
deluding ourselves if we believe we can use surpluses
rc rid the world of hunger. The 50 million tonnes of
imponed cereals only add to the problem in the third
world.

Ninthly, the Community's farm policy encourages
crop production in areas of lowest cost. This has led rc
'villages without hope', especially in the Mittelgebirge
region, as well as in places where production becomes
intensified, for instance in the \7eser-Ems region,
where industrial-scale food production is destroying
the landscape.

Tenthly, European [axpayers have to pay huge sums
which do not guarantee farmers' incomes but benefit
the food industry, industrial cooperatives, the banks
and impon and expon firms, It is a very lucrative busi-
ness for them.

In our motion for a resolurion we said that in the ser-
dng of quotas for milk, the first 60 000 kg should be
exempted from the super-levy and 500/o of rhe next
100 000 kg should be exempted. Ve also call for a
general yearly price increase of70/o per holding for the
first 100 000 kg. 800/o of all holdings fall into this cate-
gory, though they supply only 350/o of milk produced.
Such an increase is justifiable, and also makes econo-
mic sense, since it would cosr less rhan the presenr sys-
rcm. In addidon, we have called for the co-responsibil-
iry levy to be graduated: it should amounr to 30/o for
holdings producing more than 400 000 kg, and there
would be no levy for holdings producing less rhan
100 000 kS - I will not read out all the details.

Lastly, we have called for the abolition of aids for milk
pulverization, bur for the granting of aids for rhe feed-
ing of calves with whole milk, thus helping to reduce
milk surpluses. Ve also call for rhe return of skimmed
milk rc the holdings which produce it, in order to put
an end to the senseless vicious circle of milk pulveriza-
tion and rhe pulverization of vasr sums which do not
benefit agriculture especially not small and
medium-sized farms.
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Mr d'Ormesson (DR). - (FR) Mr President, Quot?s1
absorption taxes, price freezes, even price cu$, at the
same time as increased production costs in countries
with weak currencies, problems in clearing cereal
stocks, 15 million tonnes of surpluses, 850 000 tonnes
of butter, 500 000 ronnes of powdered milk, 565 000
tonnes of meat, as well as wine. That is the negative
side.

'!7e should therefore concenrate all our attention on
weighing up the positive aspects of the common agri-
cultural poliry. To begin with, we still have an agricul-
tural trade deficit with the United Snrcs of around
3 600 million dollars, in other words over 5 000 mil-
lion ECU. Oleaginous products, substitute products
from the USA and South-East Asia are imponed into
the Community dury-free as a result of the GATT
agreemen$. Vhat is far worse, they are not subject to
a tax on crushing within the Community. All these
products could be grown here and would increase the
value of European crops. 5 000 million ECU is alarge
amount, and is the approximate level of our deficit.
However, with the economic crisis at its height,
encouraging signs are appearing: inflation is being
reduced, five Member States have abandoned mone-
tary compensatory amounts, substantial programmes
have been adoprcd for the Mediterranean regions, and
there is a willingness to continue with the CAP despite
the challenge of hunger in Africa and other parts of
the world, a challenge which will rhrow all economic
figures into confusion as we approach the end of the
century.

I therefore believe that everyone's interests would be

served if the Community proposed bilateral talks with
the Unircd States on the sharing of responsibilities for
a given period - say 15 years. Responsibilities would
relate to the developing countries attached [o the
Community or the US, and to the conditions to be met
ro ensure their economic growth. Life is movement.
For Europe to turn inward upon itself would be to
accept its ultimate demise as we now know it.

There will be no economic recovery nonh of the Med-
iterranean unless we make vigorous effons to boost
the binh rate, and unless we develop the wealth of the
south. All population studies support, this view. Con-
sider the vitality of the US. It has now, thank Heaven,
regained its dominant position in the world. Yet, taxa-
tion there is 200/o lower than in my country and invest-
ment is l2 times higher.

Do you think it is in the interests of the Community to
tell the Unircd States how it should carry out its poli-
cies in Latin America? I do not think so. The future of
rhe Community resr on its ability to assume its res-

ponsibilities in the Middle East and in Africa, where
there are porcndal markets of benefit to both sides, to
help their people to free themselves from communism
and ro become open to the free market economy sys-

rcm. The future of the Community depends on our
proposing to the US that it should resolutely persist
with its policy beyond its southern frontier and on our
asking it to support our effons south of the Mediterra-
nean. The future of the Community requires us also to
tell the US that we are willing to shoulder a larger
proponion of security expenditure under the Nonh
Atlantic Treaty in exchange for an agreement on the
potential market in the developing countries.

\Testern Europe's economy was saved by the Marshall
plan. Surely we can recover our strength sufficiently to
deal with the rising tide of danger, the cerrible suffer-
ing caused by famine and population movements
which are potentially lethal, that threaten Europe? An
agreement between the Community and the United
States might make it possible to rescue the developing
countries and develop them harmoniously. Our agri-
cultural wealth could make a substantial contribution
towards this and would thus be channelled to the right
place and the right market. Ve must reap fresh har-
vests in the world in which we live, while making it
clear that scientific and technological progress should
serve rather than enslave mankind. Yes, I believe that
the Community and the US can carry out this task in
peace and freedom.

(Applaasefrom the centre and right)

Mr Paisley (NI).- Mr President, in an area such as

Nonhern Ireland where agriculture is the largest
industry and the biggest employer, the annual price-
fixing by the European Community is of crucial
imponance to the local economy. !flith unemployment
in Nonhern Ireland currently running at 220/0, it is

vital that the agricultural industry, which employs
l0% of the workforce direcdy and provides employ-
ment for a funher 3Vo in ancillary industries, is not
only preserved but promoted and developed for
economic and social reasons.

The Commission's price proposals for 1985-85 are
totally unacceptable as they stand at present. The vir-
tual freeze on price increases will result in an overall
drop of between 40/o and 60lo in farm incomes in 1985.
Although farm incomes last year rose on average by
3.8% for the whole of the Community, it must be
remembered, as the Commission's annual report on
agriculture pointed out, that there remain vast dispari-
ties in incomes between different regions and different
rypes of farming in the Community. In Nonhern Ire-
land, where rhe grassland-based sectors of dairy and
beef production together represent over 600/o of the
value of total agricultural ourput and where it is

impossible to develop alternative agricultural enter-
prises, farm incomes have declined by about 50/o in
money terms during 1984-85. This follows a sharp fall
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in incomes in 1983. The Commission's package of
proposals, coming on top of the imposition of milk
quo[as and a price freeze last year, represent an insi-
dious attack on the living standards of farmers in
disadvantaged areas such as Nonhern Ireland.

I turn now to the specific proposals for the different
commodities. First, beef. Beef represenr by value 350/o

of the gross agricultural output. of Northern Ireland,
with an estimated value of over i 240 million in 1983.
The imponance of the beef industry to the province
cannot be overstated. Therefore I am totally opposed
to the Commission's proposal to abolish the variable
beef premium, which currently operates in rhe United
Kingdom, in favour of greater intervention buying.
The premium compensarcs producers when the market
price falls below the target scale, but also ensures [hat
the price is kept down for the consumer and does nor
destroy the qualiry of beef. The intervention system
increases the price to the consumer by taking beef off
the market. Not only will this add at least 10p per
pound to the price of beef, if will result in even more
beef being stockpiled ar a rime when there are already
680 000 tonnes of meat in storage in the common mar-
ket. There will be severe difficuldes in Nonhern Ire-
land, which accounted for some 80% of UK inrerven-
tion purchases last year, since there is not the storage
capacity available which would be needed if the varia-
ble premium were ro be abolished.

The Commission stands indicted for failing to come
up with any proposals for increasing the market
demand for beef or for tackling the problem of dispos-
ing of the stocks already in storage. The Commission's
objection that the variable premium created comperi-
tion problems because it applies only in one country,
has been largely overcome by the introduction last
year of clawback of the premium on exports from rhe
United Kingdom. There is absolurcly no good reason
for doing away with the variable premium as an effec-
tive producer support at the present time. In compari-
son with the intervention system it is cost efficient,
being 60% funded by the UK. Beef is sold at the full
market value and storage costs are cur down. The
premium must be retained with no dilution of im
effect.

As far as milk is concerned, ir is essenrial that the
special provision of 0S OOO ronnes our of the Com-
munity reserve is renewed if not actually increased for
the coming year for Northern Ireland. It is also vital
that the Commission ensures that this time the benefit
comes to Northern Ireland producers, unlike last year
when the special award was hijacked by Vhirchall and
spread right across the other regions of the United
Kingdom.

I endorse the view that the priority task of the com-
mon agricultural policy must be to prorect and funher
the family farm. That is especially imponanr in areas
such as Nonhern Ireland which are heavily dependent
on agriculture and where unemployment is already

very high. The Commission's current proposals can
only serve to increase the hardship faced by small
farmers in such areas and therefore are totally unac-
ceptable.

Mr Dankert (S). - (NL) Mr President, no tractors
have so far appeared in front of this building this
morning, which I think is a small indication thar many
farmers have realized that although this House some-
times makes a lot of noise about agricultural prices,
the reality is that all good things must come to an end,
as we see very clearly from the budget, illustration.

The proposals of the Committee on Agriculture, Fish-
eries and Food call for us to spend 2 700 million ECU

lfor 1985 and 1986, Mr Presidenr, and ro my know-
ledge the budget already has a deficit of 2 200 million
ECU on agricultural expenditure, even excluding the
problem of the British contribution. In other words,
we are talking abour funher additions to a budget thar
has still not yet been adequately financed - and this
in a situation where the Community sorely needs new
own resources, with the possibility of obtaining up to
1.40/o YAT in 1985. Mr President, if I now add up
various figures, the deficit for 1984, the refund of
1 000 million ECU and the 1985 deficit, come to 3 200
million ECU in all. On top of this there is the exrra
2 700 million ECU the Commitree on Agriculture,
Fisheries and Food wishes to spend in 1985 and 1986
and all this shows quite simply rhat we are already
busy mongaging our future own resources and hence
perpetuating a situation in which Communiry policy

- and that is the danger - remains in the hands of
the Finance Ministers, which is an unacceptable solu-
tion as far as good policy, including agricultural
policy, is concerned.

As Mr !floltjer explained in greater depth, my Group
wants to make choices as ro rhe direction to be raken
by agricultural policy in the years ro come. 'We have
got to ge[ away from surpluses. The course u/e musr
follow is the proper use of our scarce resources, wirh
more generous artention rhan in rhe past for the Medi-
terranean regions, with the implementadon of propo-
sals that have already been submirted by the Commis-
sion and with the emphasis on strucrural policy and
income support.

I would now like ro rerurn to what Mr Elles said on
behalf of the Committee on Budgers: it is nor just the
current budget siruarion, nor jusr the current deficit
and not just the situation in 1986, it is also rhe andci-
pated long-term financial developments that require
such choices to be made. He menrioned the Farm Bill,
and the trend of the dollar. The agricultural compo-
nent of the European budget is currently too depend-
en! on its link with the dollar to be able rc provide
long-term security, including security for farm
incomes. It is up to European agricultural policy to
reduce this dependence, which means rhar a different
course needs to be followed than rhat currenrly pro-
posed in the Pranchdre reporr.
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The budgetary implications of rhese proposals are
unacceptable. They stand in rhe way of what the Com-
munity needs mosr: financial solidarity between its
poor and rich regions. Mr President, choices need ro
be made within limited own resources [o promor.e rhe
strengthening of this financial solidariry berween poor
and rich in the Communiry. Studies such as, rhe
research carried out by Giolitti on rhis subjecr have
shown rhat the common agriculrural policy ias hith-
erto mainly served to widen rhe gap berween rhe
re8lons.

Mr President, this by no means implies rhat I welcome
the facr that rhe Finance Ministers have currenrly dis-
placed the Ministers of Foreign Affairs as rhe coordi-
nators of EEC policy. In the past, the Finance Minis-
rcrs paid too lirtle arrenrion ro rhis area, while ar the
moment they are paying too much. However, rhe
choices made by Parliament can help ro ensure rhat we
return to a situation where policy can again be
assessed on ir intrinsic merits. In recent years, rhings
have clearly got our of hand in this House too.

Mr Dalsass (PPE). - (DE) Mr Presidenr, in conrrasr
to the previous speaker I must say rhat this year as
eyery year farmers are awairing rhe decisions on agri-
cultural prices with concern. This year perhaps more
so rhan in previous years. These decisions will largely
determine how rheir incomes will develop in the year
ahead. And this is in addition to that great unknown,
the weather.

In the last 10 years agricultural prices in real rerms
have fallen, as everybody admits. From the income
point of view, agriculrure is no longer comparable
with other sectors of the economy. Despire this nega-
tive developmenr, the Commission is proposing more
or less zero price increases for the comming year.
Prices at Community level are to fall by an average of
0.30/o.

For the farmers this is a real nighrmare. By way of jus-
tification for these proposals ir is stated that in 1984
agricultural prices in the Community went up by an
average of almost 4010. According r.o rhe previous
speaker, the Community budget does not allow much
leeway. Excessively large surpluses are produced.
Farmers' incomes cannot jusr be guaranteed via prices.
Some of these statements are correc[, others are not or
only panially so.

The 1984 price increase applies only to cerrain coun-
tries. I am from a counrry where according to rhe
Commission income fell by 0.8%. As regards the
budget, agricultural policy must as an absolute mini-
mum - and I emphasize this phrase - also take inro
account the needs of agriculrure, if we do nor want ro
relegate the European Community to the sarus of a
firm of accountants.

Vhilst surpluses must be eliminared by suitable ways
and means as soon as possible, this can be done orher

than by way of prices, as this merhod affects above all
the small and the weak, particularly in less-favoured
and mountain areas. It is therefore anti-social and
unacceptable.

I can cenainly admir that income cannor just be guar-
anteed by means of prices. It can and must also be
guaranteed by related measures, and in panicular by a
new structural policy. However, prices still remain the
most imponant element in the securing of income, and
the other measures have not yet been taken. The worst
thing for the farmers is the great uncertainry, the fear
of the future, as rhey do nor know whether agricul-
tural policy will enable them to remain in agriculture
or not.

As the Commission itself says, agriculture in Europe
needs to know the prospecrc for the future. The farm-
ers want to know as soon as possible which possibili-
ties, if any, remain for them. \flhen this is clarified,
they will be prepared ro conrinue to contribute actively
to the protection of rhe environmenr and rhe preserva-
tion of nature, nor iusr to the producdon of vital
goods. Only they can really guaran[ee rhe prorecrion
of the environment and the preservation of nature.

As nothing is yer known about rhe prospecrs for rhe
future - neither medium nor long-term - we should
at leasr advocate a modesr price increase of 3.5010, as
proposed by my Group. Bearing in mind rhe existing
surpluses, we will not forget to be realistic and will
delegate some of the responsibility ro rhe farmers,
although for obvious reasons mountain areas will con-
tinue to be excluded. Until a suirable substitute is
found, it is my view thar the premium for the binh of
calves should be retained in the mountain areas.

I have always been and will conrinue to be in favour of
exempting these areas from rhe dairy quota sysrem.
Parliament has also expressed rhe same opinion. For
this reason I fully agree with this item in the repon.
Finally, I would like to ask not only rhe Commission,
but also the Council, which in the end musr make the
decision, to formulate, without delay, a new agricul-
tural policy enabling farmers to face the future with
confidence.

(Applause from the centre )

Mr Simmonds (ED). - Mr President, first and fore-
most may I welcome Commissioner Andriessen to our
debate this morning. I think ir is a sriking indication
of the son of man that we have that he was up till 4.30
this morning in rhe Council; and here he is in Stras-
bourg attending our debarc!

(Applause)

May I also welcome him as Commissioner for Agricul-
ture, and his team. The breath of fresh air that he has
brought to that departmenr is evidenced by the fact
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that I now get answers to my questions in three days
instead of three months, and for that I thank him.

In staning my speech, can I reply to the invitation
from Mr Cryer, who I regret to note had left the
Chamber, to declare my interest as a farmer. I have to
admit that my farm has made a loss in the last twelve
months. That is my declaration of interest. Can I in
turn invite Mr Cryer, when he speaks, to declare his
ihterest and that of his colleagues of the far left and
also of the person who writes his press releases in
undermining the European Community?

My colleague, Mr Provan, has already dealt this
morning with our general approach ro the Commis-
sioner's proposals and indicated our support for them.
I am asked to deal more specifically with milk. I issue

a warning to Mr Pranchdre - I hope he can hear me

over there - and to others who think that last year's
price and quota package for milk was just a pill that
once swallowed can be forgotten. The fact is that even

with rhe funher cut in the quota of one million [onnes,
proposed this year, the Community will still be over-
producing milk beyond consumption and full price
exporr.s ar the rate of 90 pints or 50 litres of milk for
every man, woman and child in the Community. Just
think, if only our friends the Irish would drink milk
instead of Guinness and our friends the French would
drink milk instead of wine, we could solve the problem
at a stroke!

But it is imponant to note that last year only one-half
of all the butter that was produced in Europe was sold
at a price which represented a proper, viable dea[. My
warning and, I hope, the warning of Parliament and
the Commission, to those who believe that the dairy
problems are solved, is couched in the words of Presi-
dent Reagan: 'You ain't seen nothing yet'. Those who
believe otherwise are either fooling themselves or
trying to fool their electorate. It is high time that,
where agriculture is concerned, this Parliament came
face to face with harsh realiry as it has in the past
where steel and other industrial sectors are concerned.

Coupled with that warning must to reassurance that
we do care about the immense problems suffered by
rural communities where twice-daily milking is the
very pattern of life. \7e do believe that the family-run
dairy farm is a vital pan of the industry and that quo-
tas must be so arranged as to ensure continuiry in that
historical way of production. I warmly welcome the
Commissioner's announcements that work is being
done to consider the social aspecm of agricultural
structures and how they might be supponed outside
the common agricultural poliry but sdll under the
Community umbrella.

But, Mr Commissioner, there is one question in pani-
cular to which I would like an answer when you come
to sum up this debarc. Neither I nor my colleagues on
this side of the House can understand why you are so
opposed to the sale or other transfer of quotas

between farms and dairies. Ve know that there will be

problems of detail, but I firmly believe that regional
and national restrictions to prevent abuse, coupled
with appropriate supervision by you and your agen-

cies, make sense in a scheme of this son. If your con-
cern, Mr Commissioner, relates to potendal abuses in
those areas where the detail of quoa application is still
being worked out, then I hope you will make propo-
sals to allow those who have implemented the quota
system properly to proceed with limited sales and
transfers.

Our other main disagreement with the proposal - it is

a disagreement of detail - relates to the co-responsi-
bility levy already mentioned by .y colleague, Mr
Provan. It hasn't worked, and it now remains as a tax
on milk production which is now restricted. The cut
you have proposed in the co-responsibility levy is a
stan. I hope that you will indicate that you will phase
it out completely.

Finally, may I impress upon the Commission to
remember always that milk produced within quota
must be able to show a profit to producers. That is the
critical balance in dairy production. Ve do ask you to
remember that whilst quotas must be respected, milk
production must sdll be a profitable exercise for those
who remain in it.

(Applaase from tbe European Democratic Group)

Mr Adamou (COM). - (GR) Mr President, if the
prices proposed by the Commission are disadvanta-
geous for farmers in the other Member States of the
Community, they are literally disasrous for Greek
farmers, since the peculiarities and structural weak-
nesses of the Greek agricultural economy and of the
Greek economy as a whole are well known.

In the name of budgetary discipline, i.e. one-sided aus-
rcrity for the workers and the assurance of more prof-
its for big business, the Commission wishes, with its
proposals, rc deal a new blow to the incomes of poor
farmers with medium-sized holdings. The Commission
maintains that in 1984, thanks to exceptional produc-
tion, the average farm income in the Community rose
by 3.8%. But the gap in the Community between this
ayera1e and the average income of Greek farmers in
cenain regions is I to 20, and if all the factors affect-
ing the operation of the agricultural economy are
combined, Greece is at a disadvantage of I to 40, as

the Pranchdre repon states. According to the Commis-
sion's figures, in 1984 Greek farmers had only 18% of
the average income of Dutch farmers, 210/o of that of
Danish farmers, 270/o of that of British farmers, etc.
And if we compare the different categories of farmers,
Greek farmers have even lower incomes. In these cir-
cumstances, and while it is known that inflation in
Greece is four times the Community average, i.e.
18.60lo as against 4.70/0, that agricultural equipment
and supplies cost three times as much, and that prod-
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uction costs are many dmes higher, rhe Commission is
proposing an average rise of only 2.70/o for Greece.

In panicular, the Commission proposes a reducion of
60/o for citrus fruir, 3.60/o for cereals, 5o/o for robacco,
a price freeze for wine and sheepmeat, a minimal rise
for cotton and oil, etc. But since the prices of agricul-
tural products are the basic incentive for maintaining
and developing producdon, it is difficult for Greek
farmers to continue their activiry if rhe prices of prod-
ucts are increased by anything less than 200/0, as
demanded by the highest agriculrural trade union
body in Greece, the Greek Confederation of Farmers.
All the more so since the Commission's proposals are
accompanied by a number of harsh measures and res-
trictions - quotas, rhresholds, co-responsibility levy

- affecting our major agricultural products such as
cotton, beetroot, grapes, tomatoes for processing, etc.,
even though there is a deficir of such products in rhe
Community.

During the years of Greece's membership of the EEC
Greek farmers have paid a high price for its agricul-
tural policy. Vhen I 250 000 ronnes of fruir and
vegetables were buried as a resulr of the Communiry's
violation of the principle of Community preference,
the total loss from thar alone was more than 50 million
drachmas. Even rhe balance of agricultural trade with
the Community, which was posirive in 1980, was
47 000 million drachmas in the red after rhe firsr rhree
years of membership. Thus instead of being an equal
partner, Greece became a convenient consumer of
Community products. In 1983 alone ir paid 1 000 mil-
lion dollars for imporrs from the Community of food-
stuffs of animal origin, whereas conditions in Greece
are very well suited to srock breeding.

Mr President, this is rhe first time since Greece has
been a member of the EEC that such an objective
report, as that by Mr Pranchdre on agricultural prices
and the problems of farmers has been tabled in Parlia-
ment. It contains the right ideas and proposals for the
farming community, naturally ro rhe exrenr allowed by
the Community trearies. And yet, because of the pecu-
liarities of the Greek agricultural economy, rhese pro-
posals do not meer the just claims of Greek farmers.
The members of the Greek Communisr Pany have
tabled some amendments with a view to improving rhe
report as regards Greek farmers. But we have no illu-
sions. Bitter experience since enrry to rhe EEC has
strengthened even more our conviction that the only
way out of the present situation is for Greece to with-
draw from the EEC. In the meanrime we call on the
Greek Governmenr ro mke effective measures to pro-
tect the producdon and incomes of our farmers, who
represent one-third of the active popularion of Greece.

Mrs S. Martin (L).- (FR) Mr Presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen, every year, and today is no exception, we
hold the same debates and exchange the same argu-
men6, almost to [he letter, attacking or defending the

CAP. But every year we tighten the chains with which
we have bound our agriculture and panicularly our
farmers a little bit more. I am specifically mentioning
the farmers because we too ofren tend to forget that
there are in agriculture men and women whose econo-
mic survival depends on the decisions we take. Men
and women for whom, following last year's decision
to limit production, the Commission proposals are a

real affront, taking accounr as rhey do of budgetary
constrainr only.

And this Assembly defends these proposals, pleading
consistency or political courage! How easy it is to talk
of political couiage sitting here comfonably when our
income, and far less our survival, is in no way depend-
ent upon the decisions which we take! Can I have this
courage when I know that in my country rhe decisions
on milk quoras are the kiss of death for 25-300/o of
farmers planning to expand and young farmers who
have been farming for less than five years? This is a

fact. On the contrary, isn't real courage the courage to
make the Council face up to its responsibilities, since it
put us in this impossible situation, by voting a price
increase which will allow farmers [o survive, parricu-
larly as - and we cannor escape the facr - even a

price freeze is not possible, in budget terms, wirhour
increasing own resources ?

'We 
accuse the Commission - and it is rrue rhar this

year, after the grandiose declarations of irc President,
we were expecting proposals which would pave rhe
way to and create hope for the furure. !7e have waired
in vain. But the real culprir is rhe Council, which is

characterized by inconsistency and demagogy; is it
consistent to take decision on prices, as it did lasr year,
and then to reject the budgetary consequences? If the
Council thinks, as its activities would suggesr, rhar
there are too many farmers, it should at leas[ have the
courage to say so and above all to take consequenr
action, not forget[ing the social and environmenral
aspects. For agriculture is being asked to restrucr.ure,
to make a big effort, but those making rhese demands
refuse to acknowledge and take srcck of rhe consequ-
ences which this entails, including those for the Com-
munity and for regional developmenr. Just imagine
restructuring the car indusrry and refusing to help
those who lose their jobs as a resulrl No one would
have dared to do it, yet this is what has happened to
agriculture. !fle do not deny rhat restrucruring is
necessary, but rhis cannot be done piecemeal, by
means of yearly decisions on prices. It can only be
done progressively, must be adequately financed and
offer prospects for the future. Ir is wrong to believe
and panicularly wrong ro argue anything else. \7e
have enough double-ralk from rhe political parties
which, in their own counrries, speak abour supponing
the farmers, whilst rheir friends in the government
adopt the opposite arrirude within the Council. And I
would look at my French Socialist colleagues in pani-
cular, who, in their 198 I programme for agriculture
wrote: 'There has been no instance of rhe government
having the firm polidcal will ro impose its point of
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view, but not carrying it through'. They now have the
power to show that writing this was not simply an act
of demagogy. And in conclusion I would above all like
to insist on [he need for a majority tomorrow, when
we vote, in favour of ensuring and preparing a future
for the common agriculture policy. The credibiliry and
effectiveness of our Assembly is at stake.

Mr Mouchel (RDE). - (FR) The common agricul-
tural policy represents an imponant element in the
construction of Europe. It is unthinkable that we
should accept measures which would lead to its dis-
mantling. Anicle 39 of the Treaty of Rome defines the
policy to be followed, but today there is a move to run
down this policy by applying budgetary considerations
only. This represents a contradiction and the wrong
approach to the problem.

If the aim is to cut expenditure, as is claimed, why so

many expensive exemptions? \flhy refuse to expon
cereals without refunds, as we could have done last
autumn? Vhose interesm were served?'!7as it a case of
submitting to American will, or were higher interests
at suke? lThatever the reasons we cannot. accept that
the farmers should be expected [o assume the respon-
sibility and bear the consequences. If it is possible to
hold a real discussion in this Parliamenq I would like
to draw the attention of our colleagues and the Com-
mission to the source of wealth provided by agricul-
ture for the Member States of the European Com-
munity. First of all, of course, from the point of view
of feeding animals and people. But it is also a source of
wealth in the form of foreign currency which can be

earned through exports.

In several countries of the Community agriculture is a

major contributor towards a positive balance of pay-
menrc. It is also a source of wealth in that its producm
can be used in industry as well as for energy, chemical
and other purposes.

Can we allow a narrow or a short-sighted outlook to
cause this potential to be neglected and ruined without
forgetting the role of agricultural food production in
terms of value added? Must we remind ourselves that
agriculture both directly and indirectly provides
employment for a very large percentage of our popu-
lations? It is less expensive to maintain people in agri-
cultural production than to condemn them to unem-
ployment, and the cost of unemployment is not just
measured in budgemry or financial terms.

Yes, we say that a real common agricultural policy is
necessary and we are ready to admit that this presup-
poses better planning of production. It is true that for
cenain products we sometimes have surpluses. But in
this case, why continue to Brant exemptions and allow
imports of products which are abeady in surplus, such
as dairy products, beef and others which I could men-
tion. Vhy grant all these exemptions? Isn't there
somerhing quite inconsistent about these measures?

Vhy also accept. so many imports of cereals substi-
tutes? Vhar about encouraging the producdon of
commodities in deficit? Do we not impon extremely
large quanrities of protein plants? If the figures which
I have here are correct, we are self-sufficient only to
rhe rune of 9 or l0%. This means thar the possibilities
of development are considerable. Large areas could be

used for developing the production of commodities in
deficit, such as protein planm.

But we are also net importers of sheepmeat. $fl'e are
net imponers of horsemeat. Vhat is being done to
promore production here? Nothing.

This is completely unacceptable. The producers of
horsemeat and sheepmeat are treated worse than the
others. Vhat is the meaning of this ridiculous state of
affairs? It is time to remedy the situation and encour-
age the production of such items.

Funhermore, the task of agriculture must not be

limited ro sarisfying rhe food requirements of Europe.
Ve must look for viable outlem, and these exist for
cenain producrs. And can we, as human beings, listen
to some of the remarks made here while entire popula-
tions are dying of hunger? Europe has a role to play in
feeding the world. European agriculture can also
produce for purposes other than food, bur the major-
iry of the people engaged in agriculture can only con-
tinue to exist and work if they are assured that they
will not end up bankrupt.

The price proposals put forward by our Parliament's
Committee on Agriculture are already far from objec-
tive. In other words they must be improved if we want
to put a stop to the erosion of farmers' incomes and
avoid many of them going bankrupt.

How can agriculture be modernized if it is not given
rhe possibility ro finance itself? European consumers
must understand that it is not in their interest to ruin
the producers; the dream of buying on the world mar-
ket would soon turn into a nightmare, both from the
points of view of supply and the prices which would
then have to be paid for food.

Consumers must accept having to pay a realistic price,
particularly as the agricultural producff cost compo-
nent in food expenditure is steadily being reduced. On
the other hand, it is possible to imagine lower price
guarantees for farmers producing commodities for
expon or industry.

Ve must get back to a real common agricultural
poliry. On this subject I would like assurances -which perhaps the Commission could provide - that
as soon as the way is clear for Spain and Portugal to
accede to the Community they will agree to give pre-
ference to the European markerc when buying any
agricultural producw they might need to import. And
without waidng for enlargement it is in my view a
matter of the utmost urgency that we should return to
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the basic principles of the common agricultural policy.
Otherwise, we run the risk of seeing agricultural
policy becoming nationalistic. \7e must oppose this
with all our strength and take suitable measures ro

Prevent it.

Finally, Mr Presidenr - although I am sure that you
and our colleagues will already realize this - my
Group supports the Pranchdre reporr and, unless of
course it is completely mutilared or ruined by amend-
ments, we will vorc for it.

Mr Christensen (ARC). - (DA) Mr Presidenr, the
Committee on Agriculture's discussion of the Com-
mission's price proposals followed a predictable course
with the majority accepting without criticism rhe price
demands of the agricultural organizations. One can
truly say that the Committee has learned nothing and
forgotten norhing. The proposals from the majority on
the Comminee offer, if possible, even fewer prospects
than the Commission's initial draft. The problems of
overproduction have not been resolved, the budget
deficir remains a fact, and the debt problems faced by
farmers are greater than ever before. Neither increased
protec[ionism nor greater subsidies will resolve the
problems - quite the contrary. Coresponsibiliry levies
and production quotas preserve the starus quo and hit
younger producers in panicular.

The Communities are now on the verge of a trade war
with the USA, which is threatening to do what the
Community has been doing for years, namelv dump its
surplus production on the world market. The Ameri-
cans are dred of paying their farmers for cutting prod-
uction and then seeing the European Communities
dumping on the market. The new American agricul-
tural policy will cause a disastrous increase in rhe mar-
gin between world market prices and Community
guarantee prices. On 26February 1985, Richard Smith
of the US Ministry of Agriculture said '\U7e are now
being flooded wirh 80% of rhe agriculrural production
of the developing countries because the European
Community and Japan refuse to take it'. These are the
conditions that have led to the collapse we are facing
in the Community's agricultural policy.

Danish farmers are experiencing the almost total
disappearance of the advantages of Community mem-
bership with, for example, the rapid growth of
national aid schemes, which are illegal under the
Treaty. The Movement against Membership of rhe
European Community will continue to examine and
provide alternatives to the Community's broken-down
agricultural policy. This we owe the Danish farmers.

Mr Van der \U/aal (NI). - (NL) Mr President, the
subject of agricultural prices is dominated by three
objectives that to some extenr conflict wirh one
another. Firstly, there is the restriction of production,
secondly the reduction in agriculture's share in the

overall Community budget and thirdly, the mainten-
ence of farm incomes.

The Commission has given high priority to the control
of agricultural expenditure, which is understandable
since agriculture is taking up an ever-increasing pro-
portion of Communiry resources, although it must be
added here straight away that this extra expenditure
does not all go ro benefir the farmers, but is needed
largely to finance the growing surpluses. However,
there is no Betting away from the fact that agricultural
expenditure cannot go on increasing and we can,
therefore, understand the Commission's economy-
minded approach.

Another question is whether this restrictive price
policy is also effective in curbing production and rhus
whether the surpluses can be cut back at the same time
as bringing the budget under control.

After all we already have the superlevy system in the
case of, so a restrictive price policy is unlikely to have
much effect on the volume of milk produced - hence
our question as to whether price policy and produc-
tion policy should not be more clearly distinguished
from each other and whether a separate instrument is

required to restrict production. In other words, can
measures be devised which concentrate more specifi-
cally on the restriction of producdon and which will
enable farm incomes to be maintained with the help of
the resulting savings on the surpluses, withour placing
a greater burden on rhe budget? This could involve,
for example, a higher price wirh lower producrion.

In addition, we would firstly ask rhe Commission to
what extent selective compensatory measures could be
taken to offset any drop in farm incomes, and
secondly, whether subsidies can be granred to farmers
shifting production to products which the Community
still has to import ro a grear exrenr.

Mr Bombard, drafisman of the opinion of the Com-
mittee on the Enoironment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protection. - (FR) Mr President, every year
your Committee on the Environmenr, Public Health
and Consumer Protection is asked for an opinion on
agricultural prices and related budget proposals. In the
repon which we have received we nore with satisfac-
tion, as consumer protec[ors, that the proposals of the
Commission, which wishes to freeze the agricultural
prices expressed in ECU, would - as a general rule,
but not everfwhere - have the effecr of slighrly
reducing consumer prices. However, our Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection would like ro address rhe Committee on
Agriculture on several different points. !(re would like
to ask it to take into accounr, in its work, the fact rhat
the environment and agriculrure do not necessarily
conflict with each other and ro apply wirh the urmosr
strictness the principle upon which the common agri-
cultural policy is founded. In particular we insisr on
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the absolurc obligation to respect the principle of
Community preference.

Ve know that we produce surpluses, and unfonun-
ately it is the small producers who have to pay for
them. They must be protected against the large com-
panies upstream and downstream of their production.
Restructuring, a major modification of agricultural
structure, must without any doubt be one of our prior-
ities, a priority which we should study together, we
from the Committee on the Environment, who work
in the field, and you, the Committee on Agriculture,
who of course have the right to concern itself with the
producm supplied by agriculture and the prices of
these products.

But it has also been said and suggested, and we too
sutgest, that when land ceases to be used for crop
growing - which seems a monstrosity when you think
of the hunger in the third world, but I will come back
to this point presently - this land should be used for
profitable crop growing to reduce our dependence on
external countries. It is incredible to think that whilst
one of the aims of the Common Market was the self-
sufficiency of Europe, ve are buying very expensive
products abroad. For this reason we call for the use of
land for crops which are profitable, or to put it
another way we are calling for the possibiliry of selling
goods which are profitable. I would like to suggest,
and I am not alone in this, the growing of soya beans

for example, which cost us a lot of money and for
which we are dependent on the United States.

Also, every time we remove an area from the crop-
growing system, we would like this area to be returned
to na[ure. But this does not happen on its own: just as

hunters refer to themselves as the protectors of the
environment because they restock hunting grounds
with game, we want to prevent the land which is given
back rc nature from becoming a rubbish dump, as

usually happens. And to do this we ask the environ-
ment ministers and nature protection organizations,
who are the specialists in this and have extremely
well-kept files, to take the necessary steps to re-estab-
lish an equilibrium, which is absolutely essential,
ben/een the natural environment and the countryside,
the latter being an entirely man-made consruction.
Indeed, you know as well as I that the countryside
represents rural architecture, the result of thousands of
years of countrymen's wisdom; regrettably, in our
industrial age countrymen's wisdom has been banished
to the sidelines.

Ve are asking you to do nothing more than continue
to help small farmers and to look for ways to reduce
the use of chemicals in crop growing. Let us get rid of
these poisons which get into our food: fertilizers, pes-
ticides, insecticides. Let us respect our lands, let us res-
pect our underground waters. Biodegradable natural
pesticides now exist, having been developed in Japan;
why should y/e nol use these in Europe? lrt us stop
using hormones and make life healthier. Admittedly,

there would of course be certain difficuldes in moni-
toring such a system.

Farmers must be educated; they must be brought into
contact with producers. Collaboration between the
Committee on the Environment and the Committee on
Agriculture must be established. Our request is that
this should be quasi-institutionalized.

Finally, I would like to mention something which we
feel strongly about in the Committee of the Environ-
ment. This drama of over-production and stocks on
the one hand and staryation in the Third !florld on the
other hand musr be brought to an end.'S7e ask that the
necessary restructuring should enable Third $florld
countries to have their share of our plentiful supply.

IN THE CHAIR: MRS PERY

Wce-President

Mr Tolman (PPE). - (NL) Cbairman of the Com-
nrittee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food. Life passes

quickly, Madam President, but I think it is nevenhe-
less wonh menrioning thar this is the firsr large-scale
agricultural debate of the second directly elected Par-
liament, the first agricultural debate of the new Com-
mission and also the first debate for our new Commis-
sioner.

Madam President, in this debate I would like to con-
centrate on two remarkable facts. Firstly, for years
now we have been discussing minor differences in the
farm price proposals. Today we are talking about
minor differences in the margins. Secondly, there is
the remarkable fact that we have introduced quotas
and production thresholds in recent years, and this
also affeccs today's debate.

Madam President, large cost increases are a thing of
the past. Not so long ago, we were talking about price
adjustments in double figures. 'We are now far below
that level. Looked at in objective terms, the price
increase required is 7.80/0. \7hen the Committee on
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food then votes nearly
unanimously for a figure below 5010, I say as Chairman
of this Committee and also on behalf of my Group,
that I consider this to be a brave stance showing that
the members of the Committee on Agriculture, Fisher-
ies and Food are facing up to the facts realistically. Let
us be honest and nke a realistic view of the matter.
Debating figures ranging from the Commissioner's
price freeze to around 4.5o/o is simply quibbling about
a minor difference that will not cause anyone insur-
mountable financial problems.

If I may make a further comment on price policy, var-
ious members have stressed that differences in income
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are actually too large for price policy to supporr. an
adequate incomes policy. I shall have to be exrremely
brief on this point. However, if we politically accept
income supplements - which Mr Danken also men-
tioned a momenr ago - we musr. not play down the
budgemry amounr.s involved. It is all very well to talk
about income supporr, but we musr realize thar this
will mean more rhan a bit of pocker money for the
farmers, and that rhis will cosr money. I refuse ro
accept that, as some people have suggested, agricul-
tural policy should, in formal and arithmetical terms,
have to be the final, balancing item in the budget. This
encourages the renarionalization of agricultural policy
and is just not on.

A funher commenr: I am grateful thar, as I understand
it, it is possible for starements ro be made concerning
agreements on structural policy. I presume that Mr
Pandolfi and Mr Andriessen may be able rc provide
funher information, since rhis means rhar what I
referred to as 'Andriessen's unfinished' can be prop-
erly completed. I rhink rhis is exrremely imponant
since it also shows thar we are on rhe right road.

My final comment is also addressed to rhe farmers of
Europe. European agriculture musr be much more
flexible, as Mr Bombard and many orhers have abeady
pointed out. 'We can do other things and the Commis-
sioner has a perfecr righr ro rell us to be careful wirh
surpluses and production levels, but I would say ar rhe
same time that it is both the right and duty of this Par-
liament to call on the Commission and all those res-
ponsible for this field to pursue a positive stimularory
price policy with regard ro stimulate producrs which
are in shon supply. And I would also greatly appre-
ciate it if and I think this should be possible - would
also undenake to give his backing during his period of
office, to a continuity policy to stimulate such prod-
ucts. If he is also prepared to do his bit. I think we
could make a stan right away on establishing a sound
agricultural policy in the Community.

Mr Pandolfi, President-in-Offce of the Council. -(17) Madam President, ladies and genrlemen, rhis
morning I received proof of how a fact can appear ro
be its opposite, depending on your viewpoint. As far as

the Members of this House were concerned, my
arrival here was a late one, whereas I had been con-
gratulating myself on my good luck at having over-
come the obstacle of the Brussels fog and of getting
here at all, having concluded - N 4 a.m. this morning

- my study and approval of the package of sructural
measures which, as is well known, are one of the key
elements in the common agricultural policy.

I feel both happy and honoured to be here and to
voice the opinions of the Council in rhis imponant
debate on agriculture which occupies a major posirion
in all the Parliament's utterances rhroughour the year.
I have carefully scrutinized the repon prepared by Mr
Pranchdre on behalf of the Commitree on Agriculture,

Fisheries and Food. The 144 paragraphs which it con-
tains have covered a bit too much ground perhaps for
me to totally appreciate them, but they are certainly a

significant pointer to the broad opinions shared by
Members of the European Parliament. I should like m
make just a few essential points, trying ro avoid official
hypocrisy on the one hand and irresponsible subjectiv-
ity on the other. The time has come, I believe, when
we must speak frankly and responsibly. Ve are facing
three constraints which, in 1985 - 

jusr as in 1984 -will exercise a hearry influence on decisions governing
prices which, as is known, consrirure the largest annual
chapter of expenditure on the common agricultural
policy.

Firstly, there is the political constraint: Anicle 39 of
the Treaty. This is an objective constraint and, like all
objecdve constraints of a political narure, it comes up
against constraints of a differenl character. Let me
identify the other two, ladies and genrlemen. One is

economic; agriculture, on a world scale, on a Euro-
pean scale and in each individual Member State, is
going through what we can define from now on as a
major transition. $7hat has been happening in orher
major sectors of production is happening in agricul-
ture too now: [he transirion is characterized by a type
of structural imbalance which is likely to last a long
time. On the one hand, there is a persisrent increase in
supplies, spurred on by higher levels of productivity
and progress made by man rhrough his inrelligence
and industry and, on rhe other, the demand for such
supplies is tending to sragnare. Population growth is
falling off in the industrialized countries and rhe shaie
of family income devoted to sadsfying food require-
ments has peaked and is levelling off. \7e cannot, alas,
apply the principle of communicating vessels, panly
for objective reasons and panly for subjective reasons,
to rhe relarionship between rhe market of industrial-
ized countries and that of developing countries, many
of which are in the grip of hunger and its artendant
dramas or tragedies.

So the economic constraint is represented by a condi-
don which obliges us ro compare it with a marker in
even more difficult circumsances.

The only way forward is to direct agriculture once
again to the market, although I musr say - bearing in
mind Anicle 39 of the EEC Treaty - that ir should
not be ruled by the market alone.

Finally, there is the financial consrrainr: this is repre-
sented by budgetary discipline and, more generally, by
conditions which mean that the Community is in the
throes of weighing up rhe relative cost and benefits of
its policies and has nor yet reached a rarional decision.
Those responsible are considering the significance of
the various policies within a single Community stra-
tegy, with the resulr that rhe blame is being incorrectly
laid at the door of funds earmarked for the common
agricultural policy, which is far higher than all the
other appropriations. Objecrively speaking, however,
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this cannot be regarded as negative in itself; agricul-
ture is not to be blamed for having the lion's share of
Community budget allocations if other policies simply
do not exist.

Faced with these three constraints, we had an initial
response - that provided by the Commission with its
proposal on prices.

Only on Monday did the Council launch a proper and
thoroughgoing round of talks, enabling individual
Member States to put forward their own preliminaries
and general assessmenr. I must tell you that we have
managed, however, to make some head way, which
will probably enable the Council to tackle the crux of
the prices question in more reasonable and less tense
conditions and with a greater degree of trust. The
Presidency of the Council seemed to be marked from
the outset of its term of office by obligations inherircd
from the previous six-month period; firstly, the wine
package - it was decided in Dublin that rhis quesrion
had to be concluded before the firsc European Council
in March. \7ell, we have concluded the wine package,
both with regard to market measures, compulsory dis-
tillation and the more significant and long-term aspect
of structural measures.

Secondly, we had to deal with trends emerging from
the first season of the milk - cheese scheme. This
question has been resolved and to some extent the
foundations have been laid for a re-examination of
some aspecr of the definitive scheme.

The third question concerns the package of structural
measures. This package is even more imponanr than
the previous ones because, as is well known, one of the
main criticisms of the common agricultural policy is

the ratio of expenditure under the Guarantee Section
of the EAGGF. In the last fifteen years, various finan-
cial, economic and political vicissitudes have resulted
in expenditure on structures being obliged to remain at
below minimum level, so [ha[ it amounts nowadays to
only one-twentieth of the total expenditure on the
agricultural policy.

There is an inevitable risk that, by linking the quesrion
of structures with other problems - such as the Inte-
grated Mediterranean Programmes - any decision on
this point will be blocked in a kind of vicious circle.

By working extremely hard, and thanks to an excellent
contribution by the Commission - which I should
like to stress to this House - it was possible ro reach a

conclusion ar dawn this morning. Even with a slighr
reduction in the overall financial allocation with res-
pect to that originally put forward by the Commission,
I feel that the result must be considered satisfactory.

Ve might as well say rhar all these operations had ro
be soned out before the prices proposal could be
examined. Coming now to rhe question of prices, I
should say that my main task is above all ro listen to

what the European Parliament has to say. Besides, the
position of the Presidency has its limitations, as you
can guess. I am speaking here on behalf of the Coun-
cil, but the Council has not yet expressed its view in a
sufficiently precise manner; I have to take care to play
down cenain inclinations deriving from my national
responsibility and which must be subordinated to a

cenain extent to the prevailing Community responsi-
biliry. I can however say that we will be dealing with
four different points.

There is a primary question regarding the general level
of prices. I should like to point out that not all prices
have the same meaning in terms of their influence on
the level of farmers' incomes. This year, probably
more than in previous years, the Council - backed up
by Member States who have held different attitudes in
the past - inrcnds to safeguard as much as possible
farmers' income. The general price level which we will
establish is cenainly an imponant factor in farmers'
incomes, but the individual prices will have a diverse
and selective impact. It is along these lines that we will
try - within the limitations imposed by the Com-
munity budget - to have the most effect in the direc-
tion which is, moreover, imposed upon us by
Anicle 39 of the Treaty. I provide only one figure: an
increase in the general level of prices corresponds to
an additional 103 million ECU for the Guarantee Sec-
tion of the EAGGF. I should like to remind you that
the Commission's proposals would bring the total
expenditure of the EAGGF Guarantee Section to
19 995 thousand million ECU, with an increase of
138 million ECU with respect to last year.

It is understandable that this House should support an
increase in the general price level. I have seen the
figures contained in Mr Pranchdre's report; I have had
the good fortune to hear other figures in rhe shon
time I have been here, but I should nor like w hazard
any predictions or conclusions. I can however reassure
Parliament that the Council's thrust will be to have as

positive an impact as possible on farmers' incomes as

related to a given general price level.

Another question concerns a balance between the var-
ious prices. In one way, farming Europe is borh weal-
thy and blessed by its differences, which encompass
practically the entire spectrum of farming produce and
it also has the advantage of an inestimable diversifica-
tion of qualides and originaliry of production ar a rime
when people in indusralized counrries are beginning
to regard food not jusr as nutrition, fonunately, but
also as a source of satisfaction and as an integral com-
ponent of the qualiry of life.

On the other hand, Europe is penalized by im differ-
ences and it is no mean feat combining support for
continental produce with thar for Mediterranean
produce, even when account is taken of the objecdve
differences between rhese rwo types of produce. This
is a topic which is very dear to my compatriots and I
believe that, quite objectively, and withour contradict-
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ing my responsibilities to the Community, I can say

that some progress will have to be made with a view to
achieving a better balance between the various types of
produce. I should like however at the same time to add

that it is up to the individual Member States - such as

Italy - to provide different conditions - as we are

doing for our major crops, such as tomatoes and citrus
fruits - in order to avoid a situation where the drug
of guaranteed withdrawal from Community support
ends by removing produce from the market. !7hile
each Member Starc must do something about this, it is

also clear that some kind of balancing action must be

introduced at the level of Community decision making
as well.

This year's outlook will be dominated by decisions on
prices and the cereals and milk questions, which are

without doubt the most crucial and delicate pans of
the entire package.

There is a third aspect to the measures that have to be

taken: agromonetary matters. The Commission has

suggested - and I have witnessed agreement to this in
this House - following the line which was traced last

year in dismantling monetary compe.nsatory amounts,
which have caused a certain amount of disruption in
intra-Community trade in recent years and introduced
not a few imbalances in the price fixing sysrcm. I think
that this is a path we should pursue.

Finally, there are the related measures, that is to say all
those measures which, by changing the various ways

of common organization of the market have tended to
lead to huge excesses of production on the market:
this is the most dramatic problem of our common agri-
cultural policy.

Last year, a number of guarantee thresholds were

introduced, as were some financial ceilings. \7e had a
hard time applying regulations which narrowly
avoided the contortions of pigheaded government

control. In the light of these bad experiences, I believe

rhat even the relared measures can be decided upon in
a spirit of greater realism and in a way which com-
pletes but does not distort the whole exercise.

As I draw [o a close, Madame President, ladies and

genrlemen, I should like to say that a more ambitious
goal for the common agricultural policy can already be

envisaged - beyond the prescribed time limit for a

decision on prices - thanks to the joint efforts of the

Presidenry of the Council and of the Commission.

I should like to express my heanfelt thanks to the

Commission, to President Jacques Delors, to Vice-
President Franz Andriessen for having been ready to
envisage - from the earliest days of their appoint-
ments - a new type of effort, different in quality from
previous efforts, to lend decisions on agricultural
policy a less episodic, less erratic and less provisional
character and thus to render it less incomprehensible

rc the Community's farmers. We are trying to redefine
a medium-term stratety for the Community.

The Italian Presidency had in fact laid the ground-
work for this operation in the latter months of 1984

and had already adopted a position on this topic, in
such a way that it can be implemented as soon as the
decision on prices has been aken. Thus it will give

some certainty - finally - to producers who are

wondering what type of produce they should aim for.
At the same time, it will give assurance to the peoples

of Europe that, while farming is going through a tran-
sition, it is not going to suffer a decline and, least of
all, a collapse. It will also give national governmenm a

framework in which to place their own individual
effons and, above all, it will serve as a lasting signpost
and direction for the common agricultural policy.

\(/har are the threads of this strategy?

I will merely list crop selection, where there is still
room for development, by which I mean the identifica-
tion of new internal outlets, including the whole new
area of the indusrial use of agricultural commodities.
Farming is geared not only to demand by consumers

but also intermediary demands. It is not merely a sec-

tor, it is above all a system. If we do not come to grips
with the whole agricultural and indusuial system we
will fail in an ex[remely crucial task in this transition
period of agriculture. Goals are emerging which are

within our grasp: ethanol extracted from cereal sur-
pluses and also the enrichment of any surpluses which
could uldmately be utilized for the Third '!(/orld and

countries suffering the trauma of hunger. I would add

that some aspects of this srategy will be taken care of
by the Community's external policy.

1985 will probably be remembered in the history of
world farming as the year when the Unircd States tac-
kted the reform of its basic agrarian legislation, the
Farm Bill, which, fifty years ago, was one of the prime
elements of Roosevelt's 'New Deal'. Fifty years on,
those responsible in the United States are girding
themselves up for an operation similar to that which
our Community carried out on 3l March 1984 when it
decreed - and this was inevinble - that the time had

come to end the principle of support and unlimited
guarantees to all agricultural produce and engage in
the difficult task of redirecting agriculrure back to the
market. Ve have already done this in Europe. !7e do
not yet know exactly what the final outcome of the
Farm Bill reform will be when it has been duly pro-
cessed in law. One thing is certain: if outlets within the
American Continent become more restricted, they will
be sought elsewhere on world markets, including our
very own Community.'We can assume that the degree

of competitive tension between the Unircd States and

the European Economic Community will increase.

These issues will be tackled with due seriousness and

according to a certain strategy, not episodically, but in
the light of an overall view of what the Community's
vital interests are, while we will obviously have to deal
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with them in a way which is compatible wirh the gen-
eral interests of rhe world farming economy.

Those are the various srrands of the new strategy. The
Council will be able ro place rhese ideas on a practical
footing ar the informal meeting to be held in Siena at
the end of May. I fully trust rhar it will also be able to
give a message of hope to European farmers, which
has been demanded from the Community authorities.
It is the aim of the Commission and Council Presi-
dency that the debare to follow will involve all the
Community institutions - above all, rhe European
Parliamenr - as well as involving the major represen-
tative organizations from the agricultural world. This
is an ambitious objective.

Madam President, ladies and genrlemen, I was think-
ing in recent days that what is needed in politics is a
correct balance between the head and rhe hean. \fle
must avoid the dangers of a bad combination of these
two elements, namely a hot head and a cold hean. It is
our duty, I believe, to keep a cool head on our should-
ers and a warm hean within.

(Applause)

Mrs Jepsen (ED). - (DA) The common agriculrural
policy has so far functioned successfully. It has been
such a greet success thar one of its aims, namely to
make Europe self-sufficient, has been achieved in the
vast majority of secrors - rhough this has even led ro
overproduction in various areas.

If we are [o prevenr this success turning into fiasco, it
is time we revised our agricultural policy so that ir will
no longer reward overproduction, bur will be much
more geared to market condidons. !/e must reesra-
blish an incentive ro produce rhose goods for which a
market exists, or for which a market can be creared.

The Pranchire reporr, which we are looking at roday
and which was adopted by a majority on rhe Com-
mittee on Agriculture, proposes an average price
increase of 4.50/o.In our view, this is excessive and will
encourage overproduction on a scale that could erode
the Communiry's economy within just a few years.

Thus with this proposal, the Commirree on Agricul-
ture will nor be able to do anything in the long term to
increase the chances of survival of either rhe farmers
or the European Communities. The immediarc impres-
sion of the Danish Members of the Conservative
Group is that rhe Commission has recognized the
graviry of the situation with its farm price proposals
for 1985/86, and is proposing a necessary reducrion in
the Community's agricultural expendirure. Ve never-
theless believe thar the proposals contain too drastic
price cuts in some secrors, which will impose a serious
and immediate drop in incomes on cenain producers.
The only correcr solution is therefore for us to formu-
late a new common agricultural policy leading in the

long term to strucrural changes and resroring the
producer's inrerest in - and share of rhe responsibility
for - the developmenr, markering and selling of
products. In the coming years, the term 'producl
developmenr' will become a key word in European
agricultural policy.

\7e wanr a quality yardstick incorporated, to rhe effect
that the quality for which rhere is a market is the righr
quality. Ve want to do away with some of the red tape
in rhe common agricultural policy. Ve expecr the
Commission to mainrain its control over policy and to
combat the spread of narional aid schemes and
national prorecrionism.

These are the ideas behind our amendments ro the
Pranchdre reporr. The price increase we propose will
go solely ro alleviate the drastic curs mentioned earlier
and will rherefore be relatively modest compared wirh
the Commission's draft proposals.

This scheme will be acceptable to rhe Council of Min-
isters. No MEP - unless he is complerely out of
touch with his home governmenr - can see the Coun-
cil ever agreeing on a price increase of 4.50/0.

Ladies and genrlemen, if we wanr to do European
agriculture a service, we will adopt a realisric proposal
tomorrow, which will spare us protracted negoriations
resulting in the postponemenr of a decision on prices
and hence increased uncertainty, and which will put us
in a better position to stand up ro outside competition.
Do bear in mind rhat financial cover musr be found for
the new prices. Let us, by acting inrelligently, help ro
direct developmenm ourselves insread of realising in a
few years, when it is too late, rhat we are being con-
trolled from outside.

Mr Iversen (COM). - (DA) Madam President, the
other day the Presidenr of the Commission, Mr
Delors, said that 250/o of all Community expenditure
on agriculture currently went on butter stocks, mea[
stocks and the destrucrion of food. At the same time,
Parliament's Committee on the Environment is work-
ing on a proposal to use sex hormones in agriculrural
production. The sole jusrificarion is to increase
growth, with no thought for the Community,s consu-
mers.

Just these two examples are sufficient to show rhat rhe
Community's agricultural policy has truly reached a
crossroads. The fundamental problems of agriculture
in the Community cannot be solved by a Cut or an
increase in farm prices of I or Zo/0, oi more. In the
coming years, we will have to examine rhe link
between Community agriculture and the problems of
the environment It this respecr, we support the inten-
tions behind rhe Commitree on rhe Environment's opi-
nion on the agriculture reporr,. Agricultural policy in
the _Communiry has hitheno encouraged the "si of
anificial fenilizers and pesticides to such a high degree
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as m jeopardize the qualiry we rightly expect of our
food. Likewise, agricultural soil and ground warcr are

now seriously threatened by the methods of produc-
tion used in the Community countries.'S7'e must there-
fore adopt a different approach in our agricultural
policy so as to support. farmers so that they in turn can

change their methods. There must be financial support
for environmentally safe farming methods, and farm-
ers must be given an incentive to produce quality
goods.

If the Communiry's agricultural policy is to have a

future, attenrion must be given to consumer demands

for foods free of drugs and hormones. It is hence quite
incredible that the Commission will not allow indivi-
dual Member States to ban antibiotics in animal feed-
stuffs, for example. \[hy do we not take advantage of
the current surplus siruation to completely overhaul
agricultural policy and aim for quality rather than
quantity? It is high time we changed course in our
agricultural policy, and shifted the emphasis to the

environment and the interest of the consumers in
high-quality products.

Mr Brsndlund Nielsen (L). - (DA) Madam Presi-
dent, a free, prosperous closely cooperating Europe
was what the founders of the Community set in
motion and worked towards with foresight and energy
and, through the Common Agricultural Policy, agri-
culture has made a major contribution to this coopera-
tion and prosperity. However, the original drive and

resolve of the founders of the Community to achieve

this ideal would unfortunately seem to be lacking
nowadays, and it is in some respects agricultural policy
which has suffered.

The farmers have borne the brunt of the Community's
inability to achieve greater integration in its monetary
and economic policies - which might have resulted in
uniform interest rates, among other things - while
both agriculture and farmers are also now suffering
from the Community's inability to develop the system

of Community financing, so that those who have

always wanted to destroy the common agricultural
policy are now able to point to the financial difficulties
facing the Community.

Yet many of the individual counrries do not hesitate to
use public funds ro support agriculture. Agriculture is

the driving force behind our work towards the Com-
munity ideal, which is too weak at the moment. It is

vital that we reestablish this resolve and idealism and I
hope that the effons being made in numerous areas

within the Community will bring rhis about.

Thanks to the Common Agricultural Policy, we now
have abundant supplies. The next thing we must do is

consider the role of agricultural policy in the funher
development of the European Community. The policy
should now be modified, since we have achieved the

aim of ensuring plendful supplies, and this must be

done by incorporating a set of new goals, one of the
most important of which is concentration on quality
production, so that aid is not granted to any old thing,
as in the case, for example, of intervention in products
regardless of quality. Not least within the milk sector,
which is after all the largest, it is extremely imponant
rhat we go funher in this direction.

Mr Iversen talked about environmental considerations,
and this is also one of the aspects that need to be

incorporated into an up-to-date agricultural policy.
But Mr Iversen and others must realize that the reason

we are having to discuss forced production is that farm
incomes have been squeezed again and again; neither
agricultural policy nor the farmers can stand this, and

the Commission should acknowledge this fact. There-
fore the forthcoming negotiations should provide for a

cenain adjustment of prices to allow traditional agri-
culture to adapt gradually to future conditions.

Mr Vandemeulebroucke (ARC). - (NZ) Madam
President, ladies and gentlemen, I think I would be

right in saying that we would all agree that the com-
mon agricultural policy can no longer rely on a market
and price policy alone. The present restrictive price
policy has been damaging to a good many farmers,
especially the small farmers.

It is therefore extremely imponant in the shon term to
look for mechanisms which will not cost too much and

which will guarantee farmers' incomes without
encouraging the production of surpluses. A new
approach of this sort should be coupled with a new
structural policy with access to more resources than
are at present available. By this I mean a policy which
forms pan of a more integrated approach in which not
only social and regional considerations but also the
environment and energy will play their part.

I am therefore expecting a great deal from Mr
Andriessen's resolve to organize a discussion in the

first half of this year within the Community institu-
tions and with the professional bodies.

I would like to see panicular attention given in these

discussions to the use of biomass. Numerous studies

have shown that European agriculture could very well
be adapted so that not only a large pan of the sur-
pluses could be used up but at the same time we could
become more independent in energy. Biomass can also
play a very imponant environmental role. I am think-
ing of rhe addition of 50lo ethanol, produced from cer-
eal or sugar, to petrol to replace lead. I hope, then,
that the Commission will pay panicular attention to
the possibilities offered by the development of biomass
projects. Studies have shown that, for example, 12 mil-
lion hectares of land in the Community could easily be

used for these alternative resources instead of for food
production.

I have tabled a number of amendments on this point,
Madam President, and I hope that they will have Par-
liament's suppon.
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Mr Rothe (S). - (DE) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen. The annual debate on agriculrural prices is
surely the mosr imporranr debare held in this Parlia-
menr, on an equal footing with rhe budget debare. Ve
musr all lay our cards on the table. The debate clearly
shows whose inrerests we wanr European policy to
serve. The quesrion of the credibility of our Parliament
arises, for, as every serious politician knows, agricul-
tural policy is becoming the stumbling block of rhe
Communiry. Ir is becoming impossible to finance, and
will give the majoriry of people a bad impression of rhe
European Community.

More than 13 million people who are denied work in
the Community, and millions in agriculture
too - who see their jobs at risk, are expecting
answers from us. It is a good rhing that they also
expect answers from European policies. But in my opi-
nion rhis answer musr not take the form of an increase
in che costs of agricultural policy. Togerher wirh my
political friends I appeal ro you to approve the cau-
tious price policy of the Commission. The zero price
increases which the Commission is srriving for is a

necessary srep in rhe right direction, although we are
of the opinion, as explained in demil by my colleague
Mr \Toltjer rhis morning, that this price policy musr be
complemented by suimble social and structural policy
measures.

The Commission has done nothing more rhan provide
a realistic conrinuarion to last year's resolutions of rhe
Heads of Governments - which were, by the way,
confirmed by our Parliament. There was a 230/o

increase in agricultural prices between l98l and l98l
and the average reduction by 0.60/o was [he inevimble
reacrion to this figure. The Commission's rational and
logical decision is now being subjeced to the worst
possible abuse by the European agricultural lobby. I
heard this very clearly in the Commitree on Agricul-
ture, Fisheries and Food, where people were claiming
that the implementarion of these proposals would ser-
iously threaren the existence of European farmcrs.

But we know rhar high prices bring large profim to
those who achieve high rares of producdviry. Small
farmers were never able to gain from this agricultural
policy. Dogmatic adherence to a linear price policy has
contributed ro destroying the existence of more than
10 million farmers. It has also led to rhe facr that in rhe
European Community of today there is an income
ratio berween poor and rich farmers of l:2O.In some
regions the ratio is as high as I :45. This clearly illus-
trates thar farmers' existence can be guaranteed by
means of social and srrucrural policy, but not by price
policy alone !

Funhermore rhe financial situation of rhe Community
does not permit higher prices. Even the Commission
proposals for 1985 will cosr 138 million ECU more
than esrimared. Ir is irresponsible for rhe ma.fority.of
the Commirree on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food ro
present us with a proposal which would cosr an addi-

tional 529 million ECU. In 1986 these extra costs will
amounr ro I 300 million ECU. I ask you - and not
for the sake of controversy - do you want [o restrict
future European politics to regulating agricultural
markets? Do you wanr jusr a European agricultural
Community? No thank you!

But if you do not want jusr an agricultural Com-
munity, please do not block the way for European
social, development, regional, research and environ-
ment policies!

These inrcrdependencies are beyond dispute, and nor
just at European Community level. I ask my German
Christian Democrar. colleagues, whose group first of
all demanded 3.50/o - followed by Mr Bockler asking
for 40/o - and some of whom vored for 4.570 in the
Committee, where do you expecl ro find the money?
Bearing in mind the German conrribution ro rhe Com-
munity budget, every additional percentage point -even after the decimal point - means an extra burden
to the tune of millions on rhe budger of the Federal
Republic of Germany. \7ill rhat rhen lead to funher
economies in the social policy, as we have akeady
experienced ?

How can you reply to people who condemn the Euro-
pean policy for allowing and encouraging subsidies to
be produced, srored and even destroyed? The exces-
sively high level of agricultural prices is primarily to
blame for rhe strucrural surpluses - rhis we know.
The situation is dramatically gerring worse. Since 1973
we have progressed from an average degree of self-
sufficiency of 94o/o ro a currenr figure of lO8%. If
nothing is done ro regulare the situation, rhe cereals
market will be in the same financial situation as the
milk marker. A 160/o increase of surplus production in
the last rwo years, and now 300/0, is evidence of this
trend.

This means that price reducrions, particularly for
products where there are structural surpluses, are
necessary. On rhe orher hand the brake on producrion
must nor hir rhe farms which cannor take it. This is
echoed in a morion abled by my colleague Mr'$7oltjer, which I fully suppon. Relared measures ro
help small dairy farmers and small cereal farmers and
subsidies for rhe marketing and quality improvement
of Mediterranean fruits are necessary. You will find
these proposals in our motions for amendment, and I
would ask you ro vore for them.

If you seriously wanr ro help European farmers, I
think thar you will prefer to vote for our policy. If you
want the Communiry ro develop positively, you will
decide against price increases. If you do not agree rha[
people in rhe lower income categories should have to
spend more and more money on food, if you do not
want our environmenr to be endangered by a funher
intensificarion of farming, if you do nor wanr our sur-
plus production to form a barrier to the self-suffi-
ciency of developing counrries, vote against price
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increases, against the Pranchdre Repon and for a

reform of agricultural policy.

(Applause from the Socialist Group)

Mr Dcbatisse (PPE). - (FR) Madam President,
Presidents, ladies and gentlemen, perhaps our debate
on agricultural prices is one of those for which there is

no really good solution. However, this does not mean

that some solutions are not less bad than others. One
of the worst, without any doubt, is that proposed by
the Commission. Although the Commission tells us

that it aims to combat unemployment and social
inequalities and to fight for the protection of the envi-
ronment, it is pursuing a policy which would be abso-
lutely cenain to weaken even more an industry which
has already suffered a major exodus and been severely
affected by a continuous drop in income, yet which
contribures more than any other to the defence of our
natural heritage.

The contradictions in the Commission's position are
truly surprising. It talks to us about the need to adapt,
invest and acquire high-performance technologies.
Does it believe that freezing prices is going to allow
agricultural holdings to fulfil such objectives? And
does it believe that the hundreds of thousands of job
losses which these proposals would certainly cause

would have no budgetary effects?

Finally, we would like more precise information on
the monetary hypotheses on which the Commission
has based its proposals. It maintains that cereals

exports can no longer be financed by the Community.
But is that true if the dollar remains at its present

level? \7e cannot therefore seriously expect the Com-
mission proposals to be accepted, though that does not
mean that we do not recognize the importance of
budgetary constraints. \fle know that a controlled and

stabilized budget constitutes an essential precondition
for an improvement of the common agricultural
policy. Ve also know that beating infladon is the first
step towards returning to the growth which will ben-
efit us all.

This is why we think that farmers must play a full pan
in the plan to achieve economic recovery. And it is

precisely with this in mind that our proposal to
increase prices in real terms by 3.50/o represents a

much more considered measure than anyone imagines.

Let it suffice to say that simply passing on the increase

in production costs would have meant an increase in
agricultural prices of 7.80/0. Do not forBet this. An
increase limited to 3.50/o is the lowest which farmers
can agree to. And three conditions are associated with
this proposal. Increases must vary according to the dif-
ferent production categories; the co-responsibiliry
policy must be extended, panicularly for products of
which there is a surplus, on the undersmnding that the
sums levied are managed jointly. And the system of
production ceilings must be made much more flexible

and as far as possible should function on a self-regula-
tory basis.

These proposals are not based purely on economic
considerations, but on a more general interpretation of
the common agricultural policy completely in keeping
with the meaning of the Treaty: safeguard of income,
suppofl for production in the less-favoured regions,
particularly mountain areas, fair management of sums

levied, flexibiliry, self-regulation, participation of the
industry in decisions affecting its future, an active and
resolute expon policy. Such are the principles, ladies

and gentlemen, which are the inspiration behind our
proposals. If these principles are supported by the

majority of this Parliament, it will show this by voting
for our proposal in its entirety, that is to say the
increase in prices and the accompanying measures. In
this way ir will be possible to restore hope to the agri-
cultural world if the Commission, Mr Commissioner,
and the Council, Mr President, look upon our propo-
sal favourably. Then it will be possible, in the coming
months, for the Commission, Council, agricultural
organizations and Parliament to seek together the
means of adapting the common agricultural policy to
face the challenge of the 1990s.

(Applause from the centre)

Mrs Daly (ED). - Madam President, I represent
many farmers in Somerset and Dorset \7est. This is in
the South-Vest of England, an area which was badly
hit by severe weather in 1983, and in 1984 by the
imposition of dairy quotas. I want to make it clear that
our farmers are not greedy and grabbing. They under-
stand the economic realities of life and accept that it is

important to contain CAP expenditure. However, they
are extremely worried about the future of their indus-
rry. lfhat they want to see most of all is that the
uncertainty at present surrounding agriculture be

removed. For that reason, I could support the Com-
mission's courageous proposals on prices and I wel-
come the Council's statement on this subject this
morning. However, I must express grave concern
about some of the related proposals.

I want to appeal to the Commission to look again at
abolishing the co-responsibility lery. This levy is

purely a tax on dairy farmers, who now have quotas to
curb production. I do not accept. that this lery is used

in a co-responsible way to develop consumption. This
lery is very unpopular with farmers and its abolition
would ease the burden on those farmers who may not
have other alternatives to milk production.

Madam President, small-scale farmers are the back-
bone of rural areas. They must be supported and not
thrown out of business. May I also say that I hope that
any suggestion for the introduction of a co-responsi-
bility lery in other sectors will be rejected.

I would also urge the Commission to withdraw its pro-
posal to terminate the variable beef premium. Ending
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the premium system is not the way ro encourage beef
consumption. It would mean a funher increase in
Communiry expenditure on intervention. Removal of
the beef scheme on bureaucratic doctrinal grounds can
only result in lower consumprion owing ro the fact
that beef prices would increase in our country by 7p-
10p a pound, hitting those least able to afford to buy
meat. Madam Prgsidenr, tonnes of beef in intervention
are no good [o anyone.

Finally, I want to supporr those who have pointed out
the need to ensure thar any change in the variable
premium in the sheepmeat regime is made up for in
the annual new premium. \7e cannot accepr a situation
where one Member State would be treated unfairly
ois-i-ois the other so I hope Parliament will suppon
these points.

(Applause from the Earopean Democratic Group)

Mr Filinis (COM). - (GR) Madam President, once
again the Greek Communist Pany of the Interior will
not agree to the Commission's proposals on agricul-
tural prices and related measures for 1985/1986.

\7e consider rhese proposals unacceptable and reject
them because they are geared ro the known objectives
of reducing agricultural expenditure without at the
same time providing a way out for European farmers.
The fact that there is no way our is recognized by the
Commission itself, which promised in its 1985 pro-
Bramme to begin discussions on setting up furure poli-
cies in European agriculture.

Vith what justificarion is the Community now ro pun-
ish farmers this year again, when the Commission
itself admim that it has not drawn up any plans for
what is to be done about European agriculture in the
future? \7hy, for the sake of reducing agriculrural
expenditure, musr we propose a blanket price reduc-
tion even for those products which are in deficir in the
Community?

Ve must repear rhar we find it unacceptable for rich
and poor regions and small and large-scale producers
to be treated rhe same, since rhis leads to the destruc-
don of the livelihood of small farmers and helps rc
concenrate ownership of rhe land in the hands of rhe
few.

'!7e could agree with the Commission that conrinuous
price rises do not always help to guaranree a stable
income for farmers. Bur in its proposals we do nor see
any measures which would increase the incomes of
small producers. Neither have substantial structural
measures been adopted, such as rhe regulation on
spructures and rhe Mediterranean programmes, which
would lead ro rhe long-term improvement of the
incomes of producers and would make European agri-
culture more competitive.

As regards my country, Greece, I consider the Com-
mission's proposals are totally inadequate. \7ith infla-
tion running at about 180/0, with consranr increases in
the price of fertilizers, and wirh the unconrrolled rise
in agricultural costs, the Commission's proposals will
wipe out whatever improvement has been achieved in
agricultural incomes in recent years.

Quota restrictions even on producrs which are in defi-
cit in the Community, such as cotton and grapes, rhe
discouragement of promising crops such as maize, the
lack of satisfactory subsidies for goat and sheep rear-
ing in order ro cover rhe constantly rising cost of
imported feedingstuffs, all these things do not provide
solutions rc the problems of Greek farmers.

If the proposed prices are adopted, ir will lead ro many
crops being abandoned, such as happened last year
with sugar beet, with rhe resulr that Greece has been
forced to impon 250 000 tonnes of sugar.

As regards fruit and vegetables, the solution of reduc-
ing prices as proposed by the Commission with a view
rc reducing production does not solve the problem.
'\7hat is required, in my view, is the immediarc appli-
cation of Community preference so rhar the problem
of the destruction of surpluses can be solved. The des-
truction of one year's production of citrus fruit in
Spain was enough [o prove that there is no problem of
overproduction of oranges in rhe Community, with
not a single kilo of oranges being destroyed in Greece
this year. Thus the solurion is the immediarc applica-
tion of Community preference and not the reduction
of prices.

Madam President, it seems that rhe Commission has
shown even less sensidviry than the Council as regards
the promotion of Community interesr. After yesrer-
day's initial discussion in the Council it appears that
rhe supranationalizarion of CAP expenditure is to be
avoided. '!7e regret rhar the Commission lacks the
courage ro recognize that it has been overtaken by
even6. For all these reasons we reject the Commis-
sion's proposal.

Mr Di Bartolomci (L). - (17) !fle should be grateful
to Mr Pandolfi, Madam President, for giving us a
breath of fresh air in this debate by drawing our arrcn-
tion to the fundamental problems of reforming the
CAP.

'![hen this policy was devised in rhe 1950s, I am sure
that nobody thought that it would rurn our to be so
protectionist, complex and bureaucratic. Price supporr
measures were conceived as collateral to basic mea-
sures of the structural rype designed ro make agricul-
tural enrerprises more economic and competitive. But
[he outcome is exactly the opposire to whar we had
hoped. Rather than destroying a growth in expecra-
tions, this reinforces them, despite the fact that finan-
cial resources are dwindling and the marker is becom-
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ing increasingly more difficult to penetrate, since we
are facing tough and aggressive competition from the
United States.

Given this situation, I ask myself, how are we going to
approach the next round of GATI talks? It is obvious
that we must change course. It seems to me that none
of rhe proposals before us take account of this need.
'S7e have before us proposals for an average price
increase of 7 to 80/0, or 4 to 5o/o or 30/o; all I can say in
this House and to those putting forward these figures
is that they know they are just playing with sums or
indulging in hot air because we know full well that
these proposals will not be covered by any budgetary
commitment. A serious-minded Parliament does not
make a government commit itself rc spending when it
does not know where the money will come from.

Has Mr Pranchdre been given private assurances con-
cerning the feasibiliry of satisfying requests for
increases, have these requests been satisfied, which we
all consider a priority, on social expenditure? Do our
colleagues on the Committee on Agriculture propose
something else for next year and for the years to fol-
low, instead of the usual huge increase in prices?

Surely we,are on the wrong roadl

Ir is nevenheless true that in the Commission's propo-
sals there is a great deal regarding the rationalization
of expenditure that could be looked at again. \7e do
not find any mention in the proposals of the need to
match interventions with the effective requirements of
the various sectors and regions, given restrictions on
rhe budget. This is a point that should be looked at
again, Mr Pandolfi, just as commitment m the IMPs
should be re-examined. Mr Pandolfi is sometimes

attacked in ltaly because he is one of the few people to
put the emphasis on development and not on mere

assistance; now he is having to jusdfy to the Italians
how it could have happened that the projected
expenditure on IMPs - more than 6 000 million -
has come to be cut down to I or 2 000 million ECU. I
think that some kind of adjustment needs to be made.

I find the whole situation, as well as the requesrc that
have been made absurd, and I think that Parliament
would do well rc confine itself to reminding the Coun-
cil of its responsibilities, just as the Committee on
Budgets reminded this House of its responsibilities,
rather than bandying about a percentage figure for
price increases.

Mr Ulburghs (NI).- (NI) Madam President, agri-
culture is one of Europe's most important sectors, but
one which has been thrown increasingly into the sha-

dow of other economic areas. The labour force is fall-
ing fasrcr there than anywhere else. Society often
seems to view the reduction of employment in the
agricultural sector as a good thing. I would like to say

a few words about this.

First, are we not laying too much emphasis on produc-
tion methods which favour large-scale farming? Farm-
ing methods are often used to increase quantity rather
than improve quality. Technology must be encour-
aged, but with a view to benefiting mankind, not
increasing profits. I believe that technology must be

used to improve the quality of production and the
quality of labour.

Secondly, large-scale farming has often proved harm-
ful to the environment. Uprooting hedgerows and
clearing vast expanses of land, the use of chemical fer-
tilizers and pesticides, all these are destroying the
land's natural protection. The frequent use of heavy
farm machinery whatever the weather, for example
when it rains, is accelerating the erosion of the best

soil. It has been calculated that every year millions of
tons of the best farming land in Europe are swept into
the sea. If this continues, within a century if not
before, Europe's fertile land will have been turned into
something resembling the Sahel. Production costs
should also take into account the cost to the environ-
ment.

Thirdly, I believe that Europe should strive for self-
sufficiency in agriculture. Farming should be planned
on a Europe-wide scale and decentralized to the dif-
ferent Member States. This would permit surpluses to
be absorbed and would release money no longer
needed for the storate of the butter and milk moun-
tains and the oil and wine lakes for the producers
themselves.

Greater economic autonomy is imponant if Europe is

to compete with the United States. Eighty percent of
cattle fodder is imponed, mainly from the United
States, which is an equivalent of l0 million hectares
and which has meant that the area of land in Europe
under crops has been heavily reduced while the butter
mountain has grown. !7ith these impons, our depend-
ence on the United States will grow.

Finally, solidarity with the third world. The STABEX
system guarantees the impon of agricultural products
from rhe third world. I agree with Mr Kuijpers that we
are jeopardizing the self-sufficiency of the third world.

Mr Thareau (S).- (FR) Mr President, the history of
the common agricultural policy is littered with an

impressive number of statements, mandates, plans for
reform, guidelines, documents endtled (COM) 500,
(COM) 300 etc, all intended to improve the operation
of the policy. As early as 1969 the Mansholt memoran-
dum recommended solutions for the imbalances in
cenain markets. Ve are now faced with the results of
rhe first measures taken under the mandate of l0 May
as described in the memorandum 'Guidelines for
European Agriculture', published in October 1981,
and the funher extension of those measures in connec-
tion with the decisions raken after the Stuttgart sum-
mit. All very complicated.
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For the first rime a connecrion has been drawn
berween the future financing of the Community, the
development of new policies, enlargemenr and budget
discipline. Sacrifies have been asked of European
farmers with rhe introduction of guarantee thresholds,
coresponsibility levies, quotas and a resrrictive prices
policy. The Commission has unflinchingly followed
this line, although ar rhe rime ir stressed that the sacrif-
ices would be divided fairly between Communiry
producers and the Community's partners. Has the
Commission been as eager rapidly and effecdvely to
restrict impons of cereal subsritutes which are largely
responsible for production surpluses? Has it been as

eager to review cenain trade concessions or to tax oils
and fats? Has it been as eager ro implement Com-
munity preference or to devise a Community expon
poliry? Has it made any effort to allow Third \7orld
countries to export products which would guaranree
their economic survival, instead of giving in to pres-
sure fqom American lobby groups which regard the
European market as their special preserve?

On this subject we are entitled ro expecr attitudes to
change. None of the proposals which have been made
have tackled the main cause of these surpluses: the
poliry of guaranteeing prices without limiring volume.
This system is also responsible for the growth of
inequalities between counr.ries, producers and prod-
ucts. Among medium-sized farmers there is a 1:5 dis-
parity between the weakesr, in Greece, and the srrong-
est, in the Netherlands. \flirhin any one country the
disparity between the averages of the top and bottom
250/o is 1:10. Looking at producrion, the disparity
between livestock production and crop producrion is
1:4. The one-price sysrem favours rhe wealthiesr and
largest farms and encourages undesirable trends. Ve
hope rhar the working plan undenaken by the Com-
mission, which includes wide-ranging mlks wirhin rhe
various Community bodies before the end of the firsr
half of 1985, will produce not only a new outlook, but
also some means of redressing these imbalances.

Once again this year the Commission's proposals stem
from the same approach, but this approach has been
pushed to its very limits by views which are essenrially
budget-bound and which in the final analysis lead to
nothing bur price freezes or reductions. It is not for us
to deny the facts or to under-estimate rhe Com-
munity's financial problems. The French Socialists did
not wait for rhe crisis to break to make realistic, con-
crete proposals. Ve are firmly in favour of conrrolling
production, but this musr go hand in hand with guar-
anteed prices for farmers. The Commission is propos-
ing to penalise producers both on prices and on prod-
uction volume. This is jusr as unacceptable as the
demands of some professional bodies for both guaran-
teed prices and unlimited production.

Contrary to whar is required under the Treaty of
Rome, the Commission's proposals ignore the devas-
tating effect rhat they will have on the income and
even the very existence of small- and medium-sized

farms. Nor do they take into account rhe need ro
adjust the nonh/sourh balance in the Community and,
in broader terms, the action ro help under-privileged
areas which everyone is calling for in magnanimous
speeches, but for which, in the final analysis, hardly
anyone is prepared to make the necessary effort.

If we consider rhe Commission's proposals, whar
future is there for the CAP when we all know rhat the
coming years are going to be dominated by the trade
offensive of the United Srates? Vhere is rhere even a
trace of respect for rhe fundamental principle of Com-
munity preference? \fle cannot - and this is the main
point of my argumen[ - accepr these proposals today
and merely promise ourselves that we will talk about
them sometime later on. \7e already know, unfortun-
ately, that direcr aid ro earnings and strucural policies
can never compensate for rhe loss of income caused by
a price freeze or reduction, particularly when the cost
of producdon is increasing. French Socialists refuse to
support the plans ro reduce the income of a whole
economic and social sector. Now more than ever we
condemn the linear prices policy pursued by rhe Com-
munity, which is largely responsible for the surpluses
and the unacceprable exacerbation of exisring dispari-
ties. Now more [han ever we urge the introduction of
a differentiation policy. \7har would be rhe point of
increasing the income of all farmers by x per cenr if we
claw back the same amounr in linear coresponsibility
levies, making the smallesr pay for the over-develop-
ment of the largest?

Vherher by prices or levies, we are convinced thar ir is
by restricting EAGGF supporr to farmers that the
Community can face rhe challenges of controlling
agricultural expendirure, conrrolling production, guar-
anteeing incomes and reducing inequalities - make
no mistake abour it - the renarionalizarion of the
CAP which would be the inevitable result of rhe Com-
mission's proposals would jeopardize the very exist-
ence of the Community. This is why we believe in
Europe. It is because we wanr Europe ro survive rhat
v/e suPporr the Pranchdre rePorr.

Mr Mizzau (PPE). - (IT) Madam Presidenr, ladies
and gentlemen, what is Europe's main problem nowa-
days? Unemploymenr, especially among young people.
Unemploymenr cannor be combated with words or
even - as some Iralian uade unionists seem to believe,
strangely enough - by organizing strikes to safeguard
their jobs. Unemploymenr has ro be foughr on rwo
other fronts: inflation and investmenr. You do nor
need rc refer to Bastiar, Mr Pandolfi, to understand
economic balances. Penalizing agriculture means driv-
ing young farmers off rhe land and sending rhem to
swell the ranks of the unemployed. Economists who
are not besotted with Socialist prejudices are in agree-
ment on one rhing: when inflarion is low, investment is
high and when invesrment is high, more jobs are
created. If we stymie agricultural prices and at the
same time cut the budgemry funds destined for struc-
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tural improvements, we will be adopting a policy
which flies completely in the face of fighting inflation.
In other words, we will be discouraging investment,
but investment has w be encouraged by all incentives
possible, with adequate budgemry appropriations and
an intelligent tax policy which will exonerate those

who are accepdng a risk by investing in productive
activities from the inrolerable pressures of shoring up
welfare systems.

'!flhat about the surpluses, ask the critics of European
farming? To produce in abundance, cleanly and effi-
ciently should be considered a sign of providence and

not a misfortune, as those who are harking back to the
days of the Enlightenment seem to think. Of course a

reasonable answer has to be given to the question of
surpluses. And the answers, even in economics, ladies

and gentlemen - as Professor Ezio Vanoni used to
say, who taught me at university and who as a minister
wenr on to become the main author of the Iralian
economic miracle in the 1950s - the answers must be

simple ones. Surpluses are to be regarded no[ as a
problem but rather as a prime instrument of growth if,
by investing in research, we find ways of transforming
rhem into enerBy and into low-cost food which can be

consumed by starving populations. Once again, there-
fore, investments are a priority, as is job creation, and

research must be geared to life, no[ death. Surpluses,

rherefore, will have to be regarded as raw materials to
be transformed and thus to boost jobs. Man has been

to the moon, ladies and gentlemen, and has returned
ro eanh. Doesn't this mean that we are capable of
uansforminB agricultural products into energy?

Instead of wasting valuable time and money on
macabre experiments to anificially fertilize women,
researchers and scientists should be finding out ways

of enriching petrol with alcohol from wine at econom-
ically acceptable prices.

So let us find ways of transforming surpluses into
foodstuffs for the hungry peoples of the world, Mr
Pandolfi, by applying the principle of communicating
vessels and at least removing what you called the
'objective reasons' preventing it. This, ladies and gen-
tlemen, is the way to proceed if we draw our inspira-
tion from, and wish to preserve, life.

(The sitting was suspended at 1.00p.m. and resumed at
3.00 p.n.)

IN THE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI

Vice-President

3. Question Time

President. - The next item is the second pan of
Quesdon Time (Doc. 2-1804/84)

'!7e begin with the questions to the Council.

Question No 76, by Mrs Banotti (H-587 /8a):

Subject: Lom6 Convention and spon

\flith reference to [he European Parliament's reso-
lution on spon and the Community (adopted in
April 198a) what action has been raken to imple-
menr paragraph 18 of the resolution which
'requests that when the Lom6 Convention is

renewed, a special section be devoted to sports

events, with the objective of promoting contacts
between young people engaged in spon, providing
assistance for the provision of facilities and train-
ing competent personnel' ?

Mr Forte, President-in-Ofice of the Council. -(IT) The third ACP-EEC Convention, signed in
Lom6 on 8 December 1984 does not contain any
provision in the area referred to by the honourable
Member.

This Convention, which was negotiated on the basis of
the guidelines issued by the Council in September
1983, introduces a cultural and sclcial dimension into
cooperation for the first time in the history of ACP-
EEC relations. It also reflects the principle that man
musr be at the centre of all development efforts.

The Chapter which the Convention devotes to cultural
and social cooperation includes a section on opera-
tions to enhance the value of human resources. These

operations concern, inter ali4 the fields of education,
raining and health.

Mrs Banotti (PPE). - I welcome the Minister's
answer, but I should also like to ask him what son of
money is anticipated for this programme of cultural
activities. Also, does he not consider that, given all the
concern this Parliament expresses about human devel-
opments within the ACP countries, [he encouragement
of sponing activities, in which many of these countries
make a significant contribution at international level,
would benefit greatly from the addition of some fund-
ing through the Lom6 Convention?

Mr Forte. - (/7) I have a grear deal of sympathy for
the points made but we must. nevertheless stress that
the specific choices made will depend principally on
the wishes of the ACP countries. Similarly, the funds
earmarked for a panicular purpose or another are, as

we see it, a matter for the free choice of the recipient
countries under the Lom6 Convention.

President. - Question No 77, by Mr McMahon (H-
601 / 84):

Subject: Sugar quotas for Ponuguese entry
the EEC

into
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'\7ould the Council please let Parliament have an
up-to-date position of Ponugal's entry into the
EEC. In the December Parliamenary session, rhe
Minister and President of the Council, Peter
Barry, replied to a supplementary question rhar
the subject would be discussed at rhe December
meeting of the Council of Miniscers. Nothing
appeared in press reporrs of the meedng nor in the
communiqu6 issued by the Council ro the Office
of the European Commission in Edinburgh. In
view of the keen inrerest in the west of Scotland
by the sugar indusrry and by Tate and Lyle
Limited would the Council please give an update
position in negotiations?

Mr Forte, Presidenrin-Offce of the Council. -(17) During the last quarrer of 1984, the sugar sector
was the subject of an exchange of statemenrs berween
the Community and Ponugal which was followed by
exploratory alks between the Commission and the
Ponuguese delegation in January. This sector is still
the subject of negotiadon. The honourable Member
will accordingly undersrand that rhe solution to
emerBe from the accession conference with Ponugal
in reladon to this sector in the agricultural chapter
may not be prejudged.

Mr McMahon (S).- I should like to rhank the Min-
ister for his answer, alrhough I do not think ir is very
satisfactory. Is he aware of the growing concern in the
sugar cane industry, borh in the Unircd Kingdom and
in Portugal, regarding the required quotas? Is he fur-
ther aware that five sugar cane refineries have closed
in the United Kingdom since Britain entered the EEC
and that the Ponuguese sugar indusrry is in a similar
situation today? Also, is he aware rhar in the United
Kingdom over that period there has been a ner loss of
3 570 jobs? Does he really think that the proposals will
ensure the continuation of employment both in rhe
UK and in Portugal, panicularly in the Tate and Lyle
refinery at Greenock and in the Tate and Lyle refinery
in Lisbon? Is he prepared to give the House an assur-
ance that he will not funher the interests of wealthy
sugar beet farmers at the expense of the Portuguese
sugar workers and at the expense of rhe people of the
Third Vorld?

Does the Minister not agree that the Member Smtes of
the EEC are being hypocritical when they pay lip ser-
vice to trade with the Third \7orld and yet, by rheir
actions and their agricultural poliry, discriminare
against the sugar cane farmers?

Mr Forte. - [T) The questions which Mr McMahon
has just put in fact go very much beyond the scope of
the original Question, which concerned the negoria-
tions between Ponugal and the European Economic
Communiry, and clearly reflect the regional problems
affecting various agricultural areas of rhe Communiry.
The Council is keeping a close eye on rhese problems

in this very difficult sector, which are monitored and
dealt with by the Commission under the sugar poliry.

However, as we all know, there is no easy solution to
these problems I should like to srress rhar it would
appear from the observations which have been made
that the problem in Ponugal is a relatively minor one
compared with the difficulties facing the European
Community in this sector.

Mr Lomas (S). - May I press the Ptesident-in-Office
a little funher? I also represent a cane sugar refining
mill in my constituency which employs berween two
and three thousand workers. Alrhough negodarions
are taking place, as the President-in-Office says, rhere
is a specific proposal ro Ponugal to reduce its cane
sugar quotas from the presenr 300 000 ronnes ro
70 000 tonnes. That is a massive reduction, and the
Council must be aware of the disastrous effect that
will certainly have on jobs in Ponugal, possibly in the
UK and cenainly in the Third \florld. Vill the Presi-
dent-in-Office ask the Council to reconsider this
inflexible arrirude it has mken so far? Otherwise there
will be yet anorher common market policy increasing
unemployment in Europe.

Mr Forte. - (17) As I have already pointed our, this
matter is the subject of negotiations in connection with
the accession of Ponugal, and since these negotiarions
are still in progress rhere is nothing for the Council to
change.

Mr P. Beazley (ED). - In view of the very poor srare
of the Ponuguese economy, and the adverse effect
which Ponugal's entry into the Community is likely to
have on the majoriry of im industries, would it not be
in the interests of both the Lom6 territories and Portu-
gal that these volumes should be maintained? Is rhe
matter still to be decided upon, or has it been final-
ized?

Mr Forte. - (l,7) The talks are srill in progress and
the terms of the agreemenr are still to be finalized.

President. - Question No 78, by Mr Hughes (H-
613 / 84):

Subject: Impons of Namibian uranium into the
European Community

Can the Council advise Parliament of the currenr
amounts of Namibian uranium imponed into rhe
European Community; is the Council aware of
the worker exploirarion involved in the production
of uranium in Namibia, South African illegal pres-
ence in Namibia and the fact that illegal uranium
is used to make nuclear bombs; can the Council
give an undenaking the European Community
will cease imponation of Namibian uranium?
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Mr Forte, President-in-Offce of the Council. - \7hile
realizing the imponance of this question from both the
moral and political points of view, we must neverthe-
less point out that the issue of Namibian impons
referred rc in the honourable Member's question has

not been put before the Council.

Mr Hughes (S). - The President-in-Office has only
panly addressed the question, to say the least. He
side-stepped the most imponant issues. Can he assure

us that these are issues which fall within the remit of
the Council, in view of the Community's concern with
South Africa, with energy issues and with oppression
and exploitation in the Third \florld? Is he aware that
EEC imponation of Namibian uranium infringes
Unircd Nations Security Council and General Assem-

bly resolutions which were found rc be binding by the
International Court of Justice in 1971? In view of
these facts, if the Council has not considered these

issues, I think it should do so urgently and ban the
imponation of Namibian uranium.

Mr Forte. - UD The Council and - if I may add -
myself personally on behalf of the ltalian Governmenr
deeply deplore apanheid and the illegal presence of
South Africa in Namibia.'!7e expect the Members of
the European Community to respect their commit-
ments and the United Nations resolution which has

been menrioned. As the questioner is aware, it is not
for the Council but rather for the Commission under
rhe Euratom Treaty, to ensure that the rules laid down
are fully respected. '$(i'e can only hope that the Com-
mission will in fact take effecdve action to ensure res-

pect of the relevant legislation.

Mr Scligman (ED).- Does the President-in-Office
realize that a large pan of the economy of Namibia is

dependent on uranium producdon? How many jobs

would be lost if Mr Hughes' recommendation were
put into effect? Is there any evidence that South Africa
is at present making a nuclear bomb, as he implies? I
believe not, and I believe they are oPen to inspection
by the Vienna IAEA. I think the question is misguided
and irrelevant. Does the President-in-Office agree?

Mr Forte . - 
(17) lhave nothing rc say on this point.

Mr Vijsenbeek (L). - (NL) Can the President-in-
Office of the Council also tell us whether or not
Namibian uranium is used for purposes other than
those which have been mentioned and, if so, whether
we in the Community could get by without the sup-

plies from Namibia?

Mr Forte. - UD As I have already stressed, it is up
to the Commission to ensure compliance with the rules
laid down in this field.

President. - Since it author is absent, Quesdon No 79

will receive a written reply.l

Mr Deprez (PPE). - (FR) .l should like, if you will
excuse me, to raise a point of order in connection with
Mrs Lizin's question since, as a Member of this Parlia-
ment elected in Belgium, I found it hard to accePt my
country being accused of dragging its feet in a ques-

tion addressed rc the Council. I think this is going too
far and that the question should therefore not be

admitted.

In view of the insulting way in which the question has

been worded, I would be grateful if the Council would
tell us whether or not my country is really dragging its
feet in the Council of Ministers. I think we deserve an

answer to this question.

President. - Mr Deprez, since the author of the

Question is absent, we cannot discuss it.

Quesrion No 80, by Mr Fitzgerald (H-453l84):

Subject: Fishery protection vessels to prevent clo-
sure of Verolme Cork dockyard.

Vill the Council indicate if there are provisions in
the negotiations with Spain and Ponugal for
financial assistance to the Irish Government for
the purchase of two additional fishery protection
vessels, and funhermore, does the Council agree

that such a requirement is necessary because of
the size of the Spanish fleet, and because of recent
incidents in Irish territorial waters and that such

an arrangement would prevent the closure of Ver-
olme Cork dockyard and preserve badly needed

employment in the area?

Mr Forte, President-in-Offce of the Council. -(IT) The Community financial contribution to inspec-

tion of surveillance of fishing in Irish waters is a mat-
ter for the common fisheries policy and has been

determined in the course of the implementation of that
policy. It does not arise under the accession negotia-
tions now in progress with Spain and Ponugal.

Mr Fitzgerald (RDE). - Vould the President-in-
Office not agree that an answer of this nature indi-
cates that the Council is closing its eyes to a problem
which is about to be one of the biggbst the Community
has experienced? He must surely agree that the present

common fisheries policy will be drasdcally altered
once the accession takes place. If he does agree, as he

no doubt must, surely ir is not enough for him to say

that we have to wait until all negotiations have been

completed to protect our waters, which will need far
greater protection then, particularly in view of the fact

I See Annexe
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that there is likely ro be a moratorium period or cer-
[ain protection for some areas of Communiry waters
over an initial period? In those circumsrances, I would
beg the President-in-Office to be more fonhcoming in
his replies. I do not say rhar to him personally, but I do
say to him: This consranr dragging of feet by the
President-in-Office, on behalf of rhe Council, is frus-
trating to this Parliament.

Mr Forte. - (IT) As the questioner knows, rhe prob-
lem of monitoring fishing by Spanish vessels in the
u/aters with which the quesrioner is concerned already
exists even before the accession of Spain and Portugal.
Thus, while we are not able rc predicr rhe furure, we
agree that the problems of inspection and surveillance
will indeed increase when these counrries accede.

Mr Vijsenbeek (L). - (NL) Does the President-in-
Office of the Council agree [har, quite apan from the
accession negotiation, it is high rime governments
stopped granring all sons of subsidies ro enterprises
which might well survive with or without these subsi-
dies? Panicularly when we consider the name of the
undenaking in question here today, I would remind
the President of the Council of the survey conducted
by the Lower House in the Nerherlands.

Mr Forte. - Uf) This is outside the scope of the
question in hand.

Mr Taylor (ED). - !7ould the President-in-Office
agree that if the Dublin Governmenr, wirh rhe finan-
cial assistance of the Community, should decide to
place an order for two fishery prorection vessels it
would be contrary to the principles of free competirion
that tenders should be restricred to one shipyard only,
namely that in Cork? Vould it nor be better and more
in compliance with Community principles rhat other
shipyards, including the major shipyard on rhe island
of Ireland, namely thar of Belfast, should also have rhe
opponunity of tendering?

Mr Forte. - (IT) These questions are covered by
Community regulations.

President. - Question No 81, by Mr Flanagan
(H 510/84), for whom Mr Fizgerald is deputizing:

Subject: Postponement of EEC decision on turf
development

Could the Council explain why it postponed a
decision on l3November 1984 on a planned
I730 million solid-fuel programme which
includes long-overdue aid rc lreland's viully
imponant turf industry?

Mr Forte, President-in-Ofice of tbe Council. -(17) In the course of its proceedings on the Com-

munity energy stra[egy, the Council has, on numerous
occasions, confirmed that solid fuels are an essen[ial
element of this srraregy. In this conrexr, in August
1984, the Commission submirted to it a proposal for a
Regulation (EEC) on Community financial supporr
for Community indusrries producing such fuels.

Vork within the Council gave rise ro serious difficul-
ties. In Seprember 1984, rhe Commission submitred a
revised proposal ro [he Council, but this also presents
difficulties. Nevenheless, all delegations were anxious
to improve the efficiency of the Communiry's energy
policy and expressed rheir desire to achieve the objec-
dve they had set rhemselves and thus make progress
towards a fair and comprehensive Community solid-
fuels strategy. In panicular, [hey decided ro conrinue.
their effons to increase the share of solid fuels in the
Community's energy balance.

The Council would assure the honourable Member
that it wilI immediarely resume examining this ques-
tion as soon as rhe nevr Commission has informed it of
what action ir now inrends to take on rhe matter and
in the light, in panicular, of rhe Opinion of the Euro-
pean Parliament.

Mr Fitzgerald (RDE). - Could rhe President-in-Off-
ice rell me whar type of difficulries were encounrered?
'!7'hat were rhe problems?'!flhen he says rhar examina-
tion of rhe proposals will resume immediately once an
opinion is submitred by the new Commission, what
expectations does he have as ro when the programme
already proposed, even wirh some alterations, can go
ahead?

Mr Forte. - (17) As the quesrioner and to some
extent all of you will, I think, be aware, the difficulries
concern the fact thar while rhere are cerrain people
who advocare the use of coal and rurf, there are also
those who do not wish to spend roo much on the fuel
they have to buy.

Ve are therefore trying rc arrive ar a decision which
takes accounr of the interests of both producers and
consumers of energy. However, ir is rhe aim of Com-
munity energy policy to reduce our dependence on oil
and consequenrly increase rhe use of, say, rurf and
coal. I repeat: there is, unfonunately, no clear course
to take in view of the various economic interests ar
s[ake, nor will ir be easy ro find one.

Mr '!/iisenbeek (L). - (NL) Since the President of
the Council has been somewhar caurious in the
answers he has given so far, does he not think thar we
should exercise similar caurion in connection with a
project of this kind in view of rhe possibly harmful
effects which the burning of turf mighr have on rhe
environment. Perhaps he could fill me in on this poinr.
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Mr Forte. - (17) The Community dossiers on both
turf and coal take account of all the various aspects

including the ecological considerations. Moreover, it is

possible, as you know, to prevent the pollution result-
ing from the various energy sources: it is simply a

question of costs.

Mr Taylor (ED).- Is the President-in-Office aware
that, unbelievably for Ireland, we are now concerned
that we are running out of bogs, and before the Presi-
dent-in-Office decides how much Community money
should or should not be allocated to the excavation of
turf, could he first of all rcll us how many years of turf
are left for provisional fuel in Ireland?

(Laughter)

Mr Forte. - (17) I do not know anything about this
and I do not think it is my job to.

(Laughter)

Mr Clinton (PPE). - Could I ask the President-in-
Office whether it is not a fact that a considerable
amount of money has been spent on coal and that no
money has been spent on peat, even though it is a long
time now since a report was approved in this Parlia-
ment recommending strongly that peat get the same

consideration as other solid fuels? Is he aware that
Mr Taylor's knowledge of what bogs are left in Ire-
land is very much greater than his imagination allows
him to accept?

(Laughter)

Mr Forte. - (17) Ve are aware of the existence of
problems of this kind, and this is why it is difficult to
reach an agreement. If I may repeat what I said in my
original answer, the Council can assure the question-
ers that it will resume its examination of the turf dos-
sier as soon as the Commission has informed us of
what action it intends to take on the matter and in the
light, in particular, of the Opinion of the European
Parliament. Thus, the European Parliament is, we
hope, the most likely source of clarification on the
question of turf and coal.

President. - Since they deal with the same subject the
following two questions witl be taken jointly:

Quesdon No 82, by Mr Van Miert (H-534/84):

Subject: Building of a Channel tunnel

On 30 November 1984 the French President,
Francois Mitterrand, and the British Prime Minis-
ter, Mrs Thatcher, gave the go ahead to an imme-
diate study on building of a Channel tunnel. In a
joint statement, the two leaders declared that such

a project was not only technically feasible but
would also be financially rewarding.

In the past the European Parliament has repeat-
edly and consistently advocated the building of a

Channel tunnel and Community participation in
such a project.

\flhat practical steps does the Council intend to
uke to ensure that the Channel link project is

brought to a successful conclusion?

Question No 88, by MrsThome-Paten6tre (H-615l
84):

Subject: Programme of major European infra-
structure works

A major European infrastructure programme is a

means both of combating unemployment and of ensur-
ing the development of major intercontinental trans-
port links. The progress of the project for a fixed link
across the Straits of Dover is an imponant step in the

direction. In the Council's view, what priorities should
be set and followed as regards major intercontinental
transpon links?

Mr Forte, President-in-Office of the Council. -(IT) The Council would point out that the Com-
munity contributed 0.5 MECU under the 1982 budget
to the financing of work entrusted to a group of bank-
ing establishments for the evaluation of the project for
a fixed link across the Channel. The repon from thar
banking group has since been submitted [o the Bovern-
ments of the United Kingdom and France and to the
Commission. The amount in question was granted
under Council Regulation (EEC) No 3600/82 of
30 December 1982.

Under this Regulation, the Commission is required to
submit a report to the Council upon completion of
work which has received Community suppon. The
Council has not yet received such a repon, nor been
apprised of any Commission initiative concerning the
possible construction of a fixed link across the Chan-
nel. Upon receipt, the Council will not fail to examine
the Commission report with all due care and despatch.

Mr Van Miert (S). - (NL) Does the President of the
Council agree that the Commission is defaulting here
and is the Council prepared to take steps to persuade
the Commission to submit its conclusions as soon as

possible?

Mr Forte. - (17) Ve are not prepared to force the
Commission's hand one way or another.

Mr Marshall (ED). - The President-in-Office said
that the Council would deal with this matter with due
care and despatch. Vill he accept that many in this
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House regard such sraremenrs with a great deal of fear
in that the Council is renowned for its inenia rather
than irs activity? Can we have an assurance that on this
occasion at leasr there will be some sign of life and
activity from the Council insread of neglect of acrion?

Mr Forte. - (17) \7e have raken due note of Parlia-
ment's concern on this question.

Mr Vandemeulebroucke (ARC). - (NL) Since half a
million ECU has already been allocated to rhis project,
I would have liked ro have heard the President-in-Off-
ice's views on the quesrion of whether we should, with
an eye to maintaining employment, examine the extenr
ro which existing air and sea links would be cut back if
a Channel tunnel were constructed. This would
involve rcns of thousands of jobs and I should like ro
ask whether the Council has given this question rhe
attention it deserves?

Mr Forte. - (17) All this should be covered by rhe
abovementioned study which we have commissioned.

Mr De Courcy ting (ED). - Does rhe Presidenr-in-
Office agree that, since we have waited a very long
time for a Channel runnel, it would be a great mistakl
now to rush this project? Does he nor agree that the
political impetus exists in London and in Paris and it is
very imponanr rha[ we should have a properly con-
ceived Channel link which will comprise, nor only a
railway link, but also a sufficient motorway link?
Secondly, is rhe President-in-Office aware rhar rhe
centre-right majoriry of this Parliament prefers privare
enterprise to public expenditure and rhe Channel link
is no exception?

Mr Forte. - (17) These are precisely the subjects
which are being studied.

Mr Cryer (S). - \7ould the President-in-Office
accept that recently the Yorkshire and Humberside
annual regional conference of the Labour Party
rejected the concepr of the Channel Tunnel and the
reasons that were advanced included the fact rhat
there needs to be more investment to provide decent
schools and decent housing, not only in the Unired
Kingdom, but throughout the rest of the common
market.

\7ill the President-in-Office convey to the Council of
Ministers that point of view and ensure that they do
not embark on an expensive fanciful scheme in order
to sadsfy the eccentric minority who want to use rhe
Channel Tunnel, nor as a genuine means of rranspon
but as a symbol of the union of a trading organization
called the common market?

Mr Forte. - (17) It is for Britain to make its own
decisions on its economic policy.

Mr Vifsenbeek (L). - (NL) Quite apart from the
claim that the'centre right' necessarily has a predelec-
tion for private enterprise - which is in fact irrelevant
in the context of concerred European effon - I
should like ro ask rhe President of the Council
whether or no[ he agrees that building a Channel tun-
nel would presenr a threat. to [hat panicular protected
species known as the 'insular'.

(Laughter)

President. - Question No 83, by Mr Hurron (H-
538/84):

Subjecr: Improvemenrs to conciliation procedure

Following my quesrion (H-ll6/84)t on this sub-
jecr ar the December 1984 session, will the Presi-
dent-in-Office in rhe absence of a vital narional
interest, seek a majority decision of rhe Council
favourable to the opening of discussion with Par-
liamenr on rhe reform of the conciliation proce-
dure?

Mr Forte, Presidenrin-Ofice of tbe Council. - (17)
The Council considers thar an agreemenr of all ir
members is required for rhe adoption of a common
position concerning modificadons to rhe exisring joint
declaration on the conciliarion procedure. At this stage
the Council is nor able to obtain such agreement.
However, the President of the Council has sent a let-
ter to [he President of Parliament concerning funher
talks on the revision procedure.

Mr Hutton (ED).- I thank the President-in-Office
of the Council for the lasr pan of his answer. \7ould
he accept from me that the first pan has a defeatist
tone abour it and would he nor give this House an
undenaking that he will put the marter on the agenda
of the. Council again and attempt ro persuade the-Dan-
ish Government that afrer rwo direct elections the
European Parliament has every right to play a larger
pan in rhe Communiry's decision-making process? 

-

Mr Forte. - (7) I can assure the honourable Mem-
ber that the Italian Presidency intends to make prag-
matic use of elements conrained in the compromiie
proposal, which was mentioned at the meeting
between the Enlarged Bureau and the Foreign Minis-
ters, although, in keeping with whar I said in my first
answer, this is without prejudice to the legal posiiion.

t Verbatin Repon of Proceedings,
12.12. 198a, p. 170.

Provisional Edition of
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Parliament itself has published a resum6 of the pro-
posed improvements and I would draw the attention
bf th. honourable Member to Parliament's bulletin of
l1 February.

For the rest, the letter states that in his statement to
the European Parliament on 16January 1985, the

President-in-Office of the Council indicated his posi-

tion with regard to this question which, as you know,
is favourable.

Mrs Hammerich (ARC). - (DA) Does the President

of the Council not agree that it is up each individual
Member State, and not Mr Hutton or the President of
the Council, to decide what are vital national interests?

I ask because it would appear from Mr Hutton's ques-

tion that he thinks he is competent to make this deci-

sion himself.

President. - I think you should consult Mr Hutton
on this point.

Mr De Vries (L). - I have the greatest respect for the

posidve attitude of the Italian President to this Parlia-
ment. However, I think we could Bo one step funher
than the President of the Council has just described.

My question, therefore, is as follows. Does the Presi-

dent-in-Office of the Council share my view that the

vital but problematic issue of lead in petrol would be a

prime candidate for a conciliation procedure between

ihe Council and Parliament, and is the President of
the Council prepared to discuss this question with his

colleagues?

Secondly, if the final repon of the Dooge Committee

calls foi greater use of majority decisions, would the

President-in-Office of the Council be prepared to Pro-
pose once more [o his colleagues that they take a

majority decision on the question of the conciliation
procedure?

Mr Forte. - (/'7) As regards the first question - i.e.

the question of lead in petrol - I do not think this is

relevant rc the subject in hand, although it is undoubt-
edly a matter of the utmost importance.

As regards the second question, the views of the

Council and, in panicular, my own personal view are

well known. However, we feel that this matter should

be dealt with - as it is being - by the Committee on

Institutional Affairs, i.e. the Dooge Committee, and

we will therefore be glad to communicate the resulm

of this Committee, which we exPect to be positive,

when they become available.

Mr Vandemeulebroucke (ARC). - (NL) I should be

grateful if the President-in-Office would give.us a def-

i-nition of the term 'vital interest' and tell us whether or

not he agrees that this depends in every case on the

subject or Member State involved?

Mr Forte. - (IT) I do not think it is for us to define

this term.

President. - Since their authors are absent, Question
Nos 84 and 85 will receive written repliesr.

Question No 85, by Mr Deprez (}{'6ll/84):

Subject: Return to Belgium of the seat reserved

for Greenland

During the negotiations concerning the first direct
elections to the European Parliament, Belgium

agreed to give up the 25th seat it had been allotted
in order to enable Greenland to be properly repre-

sented. Since Greenland is leaving the European

Community in 1985, would it not be fair for the

seat assigned to Greenland to be returned rc Bel-
gium?

\7hat is the Council's opinion on this matter?

Mr Forte, President-in-Office of the Council. - (lT)
The number of representatives to the European Parlia-
ment elected in each Member Smrc is laid down in

Anicle 2 of the Act of 20 September 1975 concerning

the election of the representatives of the Assembly by

direct universal suffrage, as amended by Article 10 of
the Act of 28 May 1979 concerning the Accession of
the Hellenic Republic.

The Council has not received any draft revision of
these provisions.

Mr Deprez (PPE). - (FR) I see that the President of
the Council has at any rate not denied that, as I
pointed out in my Question, my country made a ges-

ture in this respect.

On the other hand, I am concerned at the fact that the

Council would appear to be less sensitive in connec-
tion with rhe smill countries than in the case of the

larger countries when the principle of fair returns is

concerned. It is enough for a big counlry simply to
want its money back for its wish to be granted by
means of non-Community procedures. Thus I would
like to ask the Council of Ministers whether or not it
inrcnds rc take srcps to return to Belgium the seat

which that country Bave uP in order to help bring
about a polidcal agreement with an eye ro the first
elections by direct universal suffrage.

Mr Forte. - (IT) Belgium has never given up a seat

to Greenland. Vhen it was decided that the European
Parliament should be elected by direct universal suf-

I See Annex.
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frage, it seemed ir appeared inappropriarc thar Bel-
gium should have rhe same number of seats as the
Netherlands, which has a populadon over 50Vo trearer
than that of Belgium.

Furthermore, rhe Belgian Foreign Minister has had
ample opponuniry to put the question to his Narional
Parliament.

Mr Vandemeulebroucke (ARC). - (NL) I am some-
what surprised that figures are being compared, since
if we are consisrenr, Luxembourg would have no seats
at all, considering the size of its population. My ques-
tion however, is as follows. Is Belgium righr in think-
ing thar this seat was in fact allocared ro Denmark,
and not to Greenland, which would mean rhar it
would not be rerurned to Belgium?

Mr Forte. - Qf)'!7'e are obviously all familiar with
the principle whereby when dealing wirh very small
quantities we have to simply make a disrinction
between a positive number and zero and the Com-
m.uniry has adopted a special formula for this purpose.
This is the mathematics underlying my ans*er.

Mr Vijsenbeek (L). - (NL) Quire apan from the
fact that we should nor apparenrly be discussing
figures, does the President of the Council neverthelesi
agree rhar the Danish legislation which determined
what would happen wirh rhis 25th Belgian seat flew in
the face of the previous agreement?

Mr Forte. - (17) I do not rhink this was a poinr of
conrention.

Mr Croux (PPE). - (NL) In view of what has just
been said regarding the formal aspecr and rhe con-
tents of the Acr, I should like ro ask the Presidenr of
the Council wherher he is aware rhar the quesrion of
the 25rh Belgian sear was in fact broughr up during rhe
prepararory work for this Act and that Belgium
agreed, by way of a compromise, rhar this seat should
be allocated to Greenland?

Mr Forte. - (17) I think I have already answered this
quesuon.

Mr Christiansen (S). - (DA) Am I ro take the
answer given by the President of the Council to
Mr Deprez ro mean that Denmark bad 16 seats at rhe
first direct elections and still has the same number?

Mr Forte. - (17) Yes.

President. - Question No 87, by Mr Evrigenis (H-
741/84)1:

Subjecr: Publication of the preparatory docu-
ments for rhe Brussels Convention on inrerna-
tional jurisdiction and the enforcemenr of judge-
ments in civil and commercial matters.

The Brussels Convention of 2z September 1968
on international .iurisdiction and the enforcemenr
of judgemenm in civil and commercial marters,
togerher with the supplementary interpretation of
the European Coun of Justice in its Protocol of
3 June 1971, is one of the fundamental legal texm .

governing every day contractual arrangements in
the Communiry, as evidenced by the jurisprud-
ence of the European Coun of Jusrice and the
Couns of the signatory Stares as well as rhe
wealth of interpretative literarure. The awaited
ratification of rhe Accession Conventions of
9 October 1968 and 25 October 1982 will extend
the scope of the 1958 Convention to all the Mem-
ber States of rhe Community.

The preparatory documenm for the 1968 and 1978
Conventions (official records and working docu-
ments), which are of panicular imponance for the
interpretarion of rhe corpus of the Convenrion,
were recently released by the responsible Commis-
sion service and are now housed in rhe library of
rhe legal affairs depanmenr ar rhe Commission.

Does the Council intend to publish these prepara-
tory documents and rhereby make them available
as they should be ro rhe large number of jurists
engaged in the interprerarion and implementation
of the Convention?

Mr Forte, President-in-Ofice of tbe Council. - (IT) k
is not customary for documents relaring to preparatory
work on Convenrions of rhe rype mentioned by thl
honourable Member ro be published. However, useful
informarion will be found in rhe repon on rhe Con-
venrion of 27 September 1958 and rhe prorocol of
3June 1971, and the reporr on rhe Convention of
9 October 1978, which were published in Official
Journal C 59 of 5 March 1979.

Mr Evrigenis (PPE). 
- (GR) Madam president, I

thank the President-in-Office of the Council very
much for his reply. I should like once again to state
how very imponant I feel the publication of rh.s. pr.-
parawry documenrs is. I appreciate rhat ir is a difficult
task which, in addirion to the cost of publication, also
requires some processing of rhe material. However, I
should like to ask the President-in-Office of the
Council and rhe Council ro go ahead with the publica-
tion of these documents, which ar rhe momenr are
accessible only ro those who visit rhe European Com-

I Formerly oral question with debate (O-l l5l8a), con-
vened into a queirion for Question Timi
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munity's library in Brussels and not to the hundreds, if
not thousands, of jurists whose daily job ir is to apply
and interpret this imponant rext.

Mr Forte. - (IT) \7e are cenain rhar Mr Evrigenis'
repoft on this subject will be of enormous interesr.

President. - Since I see thar its author is not present
at the moment, Question No 89 will be called larer
during this pan of Quesdon Time.

Question No 90, by Mr Toksvig, for whom
Mrs Oppenheim is deputizing (H-692/84):

Subject: European space programme

\flill the Council reporr on rhe meeting of the
Council of Ministers of the European Space
Agency in Rome on 30 and 3l January 1985?

Mr Forte, President-in-Office of the Council. -(17) Like the question we were discussing jusr now,
this is a matter of grear importance and interesr. How-
ever, ir does not fall within the competence of Council
of the European Community to express views on the
proceedings of rhe European Space Agency.

Mrs Oppenheim (ED). - (DA) I should like ro put a
supplementary quesrion. Can rhe Minisrer assure us
that the ESA and its Council of Minisrers have exclu-
sively dealt with the civil use of space?

Mr Forte. - (17) As I said before, this marter does
not fall within the competence of rhe Council of the
European Community.

Mr Pearce (ED).- Madam President, you are going
very fast, I had my hand up on Question No 87. I
received a nod from a member of your scaff, but some-
how we moved onro Question No 90, even rhough
Mrs Ewing was waiting ro raise Question No 89. I
would like to put a supplemenrary, because my hand
was up before rhe honourable Minister finished on
Question No 87.

I would like ro ask rhe honourable Minister
whether . . .

President. - (17) Mr Pearce, I would point out that
we are currently discussing Question No 90.

Mr Pearce (ED). - Madam President, would you
therefore kindly advise me whar I am supposed to do
to attract your attention? If you wish me to rake my
clothes ofT or something, I would be happy to oblige.

(Laughter)

No, you wouldn't like thar, Madam President! There-
fore, would you kindly advise me what I should do,
and would you also kindly advise me thar when I
receive a nod from the second tentleman on your left,
what am I supposed to believe that that means? Other-
wise, my right rc ask a supplemenrary quesrion is
denied to me.

President. - Mr Pearce, I obviously cannor ler you
put a supplementary quesrion in conncetion with a
question which has akeady been dealt with.

Since its author has rerurned, I call Question No 89,
by Mrs Ewing (H-642l84):

Subject: Last meeting of rhe Council of Fisheries
Minisrers

Vill the President-in-Office commenr on rhe our-
come of the last meeting of the Council of Fisher-
ies Ministers?

Mr Forte, President-in-Office of the Council. -(IT) ln reply ro this Question, I would refer the hon-
ourable Member ro rhe Council Decisions ser our in
the press release issued afrer the last meeting of rhe
Fisheries Council on 19 December 1984, which I have
made available to the honourable Member. I would
funher point out that by virtue of Regulation
No97/85 of l4January 1985, rhe decisions taken by
the Council ar its meeting on 19 December l98a (OJ
L 1 of I January 1985), which were valid unril 20Jan-
uary 1985, have been exrended until 31 December
1 985.

Mrs Ewing (RDE). - I think that that musr be one of
the least informative answers I have ever received! Are
we to understand ir rhat nothing has changed since
19 December, despite the fact thar we all know per-
fectly well rhat some very high level hard bargaining
talks have been going on? Is rhe Presidenr-in-Office
aware thar Commissioner Andriessen was kind enough
to come and give a very frank statement on the lates[
bargaining position, as he understood it, of the Ten?
So could we not now get some acrual information:
what is the bargaining posirion with regard to the
Spanish enrry in panicular following more recent
meerings than thar of l9 December?

Mr Forte. - (lT) I think my reference ro rhe press
release consrirures a very clear answer to this question
which, after all, concerned rhe decision reached at rhe
last Fisheries Council.

Mr Pearce (ED).- I would like to use the opportun-
ity to clarify wherher rhe Council is sarisfied that irs
legal procedures ro assisr ir in implementing decisions
which come our of the Council of Fisheries Ministers
are sufficient to deal wirh rhe situation in some Mem-
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ber States where cenain executive povers are operated
by provincial governmenm, Bundesltinder, States, prov-
inces or what have you.

Is the Council satisfied that Community decisions on
matters such as fishery policy can be made fully effec-
tive where the administration of such functions is in
the hands of these provincial or local administrations?

Mr Forte. - UT The Regulations adopted by the
Council ensure a balance between the various rypes of
fishing operations. As regards the implemenration of
the decisions, it is, as you know, up to the Commission
in collaboration with the competent authorities in the
various Member States - and hence to a large extent
up to these national bodies themselves to ensure that
the requirements are met.

President. - Question No91, by MrBocklet, for
whom Mr Rabbethge is deputizing (H-6%/8\:

Subject: A common approach by the Member
States of the European Community towards var-
ious infringements of the law by the new organi-
zations operating under the protection afforded to
religious bodies.

On 22 May 1984, the European Parliament
adoprcd a resolutionr on the above subject which
includes specific demands for action at Com-
munity level.

Has this matter been discussed by the Council,
and are there plans for a common approach by the
Member States?

President, Presidenrin-Offce of the Co*ncil. - (17) |
can inform you in connection with this very delicate
matter too that the Member Sates have been informed
of the resolution adopted by the European Parliament.
However, the Council has no powers to take ac[ion on
the matter.

Mr Rabbethge (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, could
you give us some more details? \Vhy has the Council
no powers to take action on this matter? After all, the
resolution was drawn up in such a way as to call, very
cautiously, for general social provisions, without
encroaching on national jurisdiction. There was no
question of inrcrfering with national sovereignty. To
put it plainly, it was simply a question of sects and
their influence on vulnerable young persons. I should
be grateful if you could explain in detail why the
Council cannot adopt a position on this matter.

Mr Forte. - UD I should like to remind you on
behalf on the Council of the joint declaration made by

the Council, Parliament and Commission, in which the
rhree Institutions stressed the great importance they
attach to the respect of fundamental rights and in
particular, those arising from the Constitutions of the

Member States and the European Convention on the

prorcction of human rights and fundamental freedoms
which was signed by the Member States and has been

incorporated into Community law.

In view of these points, which we regard as imponant,
ir should be clear that this is not a matter which con-
cerns the powers of the Council but rather certain
aspects of Community law for which other bodies may
be competent, such as the Human Rights Tribunal.

Mrs Hammerich (ARC). - (DA) On a point of
order, Madam President, I should like to ask why we
do not move on to the questions addressed to the For-
eign Minisrcrs but are sdll discussing these questions

ro rhe Council when the two-thirds of the time allo-
cated has long passed and, according to the agenda,
we should have staned dealing with the questions
addressed to the Foreign Ministers at 4 p.m.?

President. - Mrs Hammerich, the Presidency is stick-
ing very closely tothe timetable for this pan of
Question Time.

Mr Sutra (S). - (.FR) I should like to say for the
benefit of the representative of the Council that we

should not allow anyone to tell us that human rights,
and in panicular children's righm, are none of our
business. Human righm are the business of any citizen
of this planet wonhy of the name. In panicular, when
very young children are being refused their righm and
ouffageously brainwashed, we cannot say that this is

not a matter for the Council of Ministers.

Mr Forte. - That was an opinion, not a question.

President. Ve proceed with the questions
addressed to the Foreign Ministers.

Since their authors are absent, Questions Nos 109, 110

and 111 will receive written replies.r

Question No 112, by Mr Evrigenis (H-742/84):

Subject: Member States' relations with UNESCO

On 31 December 1984, the United Stares of
America withdrew from UNESCO. The Govern-
ment of the United Kingdom has also announced
its intention to withdraw from the same organ-
izarion at the end of 1985.

' OJC 172 of 2.7. 1984,p. 41. I See Annex
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Do the Foreign Minisrcrs believe that rhese devel-
opments which, inter ali4 creare enormous finan-
cial problems within UNESCO, are expressions of
a profound crisis in the workings of the organ-
ization.

If so, have they considered the problem in the
context of political cooperarion and are they tak-
ing steps to draw up a common or harmonized
Community policy towards UNESCO?

Mr Forte, President-in-Offce of tbe Foreign Ministers.

- (17) The Ten are keeping a close eye on the cur-
rent crisis in UNESCO, including rhe financial prob-
lems resulting from the wirhdrawal of an important
Member State, which had been the organization's
main contributor.

The nature of the problem and the most appropriate
means of improving the running of the organization
and guaranteeing adherence to the fundamental prin-
ciples underlying this imponant specialized UN insti-
tution are receiving careful arrcnrion within the con-
text of European political cooperarion.

Mr Evrigenis (PPE). - (GR) Perhaps it is natural
that the President-in-Office is unable to give a clearer
indication of the policy which is probably pan of the
cooperation policy of the Ten. If this is the reason for
his rather vague reply, I should not like to insist any
funher.

Mrs Hammerich (ARC). - (DA) Does the Presidenr
of the Council agree thar the relations between the
individual Member Srares and the United Narions and
its organizations such as UNESCO are matters of
national sovereignty and do not fall within the scope
of European Political Cooperation - i.e. that it is for
each individual country to make irs own decisions
about its relations with the UN and its various organi-
zations ?

Mr Forte. - (17) I should like to say in reply to the
second question that this matter is receiving careful
attention, for obvious reasons, in the conrext of politi-
cal cooperation. As regards the original quesrion, if my
reply was not sufficiently clear I will try to be more
explicit on these matters, which would appear to be
somewhat delicate. Ve are currenrly, as I said, study-
ing the problem with a view to re-establishing, if possi-
ble, the original function of this wonhy insritution.

The Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperarion
feel that cultural cooperation and culrural activities at
world level are of vital imponance. However, I should
Iike, if I may, to point out that we are concerned at the
substantial cost of representation in this institurion and
would be pleased, therefore if something could be
done so that it could tighten things up somewhat as

regards the pursuit of its objectives and utilization of
its financial resources.

President. - Since its aurhor is absent, Question
No I 13 will receive a written reply.

Question No 114, by Mrs Fontaine (H-694/84):

Subject: Christians in Lebanon

In recent months, there has been a steady increase
in the harassment and intimidation of Lebanese
Christians. Monasteries, convents, bell-towers and
schools are being razed to the ground, and every
effon is being made to force the Christians to
leave a land where they have lived since the dawn
of Chrisdanity. So far, the political response from
the European Community has been vinually non-
exlstent.

Vill the Foreign Ministers state how rhey plan to
assist a Community whose fate has always been so
closely bound up with our own?

Mr Forte, Presidenrin-Offce of the Foreign Ministers.

- (17) \7e cannot help bur be affected by the human
aspects of this question, which concerns the suffering
of a section of the Lebanese population, i.e. rhe Chris-
tians, and should be examined in the overall context of
the Lebanese question and of human rights in general.
The position of the Ten has traditionally been based,
on the one hand, on the aim of safeguarding the
independence, unity and territorial integrity of the
Lebanon while at rhe same time endeavouring to
promote the process of conciliation between the var-
ious groups in that counrry. Only by overcoming the
various differences and conflicts which have for so
long stood in the way of peaceful coexistence will it be
possible to guarantee a peaceful and prosperous future
which will be more humane than the presen[ for the
Lebanese population, regardless of rheir race or creed.

The Ten have repeatedly affirmed their undenaking to
make an active contribution, when appropriate, to the
reconstruction of the Lebanon.

Mrs Fontaine (PPE). - (FR) I should like to thank
the President of the Council for his ansv/er. However,
I do not find it entirely satisfactory since it is not pre-
cise enough. I shall rherefore have to be more insistent.
A few years ago while the rest of the Middle East was
being torn apan by conflicr, the Lebanon was a haven
of peace and prosperity and a rare example of rhe pos-
sibiliry of cultural and religious co-exisr.ence. In less

than ten years, this counrry - which has some many
historical, cultural and religious links with Europe -has been brought to its knees by war and robbed of a
large pan of im sovereignty - a point which you
yourself stressed, Mr President - as a result of a
whole range of internal, regional and world-level con-
flios all coming to bear simultaneously on this small
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nation. It is, of course, uue to say that all the various
communities have suffered and continue to suffer, and
live in constant fear of artack. However, rhe fact that I
have drawn panicular attention to the Chrisrian com-
munity is not because I am unaware of the dramatic
situation of the Palestinian refugees or the blarenr
insecurity in Israel, but simply because I wished to
emphasize one panicular situation, i.e. the fact that the
differences in the demographic developments of the
Arab and Christian communities look likely to put the
balance which had been esablished in the Lebanon in
serious jeopardy.

I should therefore like m ask whether or not you agree
that it is a serious matter that the European Com-
munity should merely look on without lifting a finger,
while the situation could easily explode into genocide?

Mr Forte. - (17) The Council has adopred a number
of resolutions and taken several initiatives which, as I
see it, amply meet the requests embodied in rhe
remarks made by the Honourable Member. I would
refer you in panicular to the text of the iniriadve by
the Ten on rhe Lebanon, dared 12 February 1985, of
which I should be glad to send a copy to rhe Presi-
dency of this Parliament. The document as a whole,
and in particular section D), deals with rhe sufferings
of the various communities and, in panicular, the dif-
ferent religious groups. I should repeat that this is not
only a declaration, but an initiative, i.e. a polidcal
measure taken by the Community.

Mr Marshall (ED). - Vould the President-in-Office
accept that, after the statesmanlike withdrawal by
Israeli troops, wha[ is making it difficult to preserve
peace in the Lebanon is the refusal of the Syrians to
leave and the fact that the Lebanese Government's
remit does not run throughout the Lebanon? Can he
give us a guarantee that the Ten are going to bring
pressure to bear on the Syrians to withdravr rheir
unwelcome troops from the Lebanon?

Mr Forte. - U7) Like other documents concerning
previous initiatives, this present document - which
amply illusrates rhe sreps we have taken - makes it
quite clear, I think, that we are bringing rhis pressure
to bear in areas where this appears necessary, includ-
ing the one mentioned by the Honourable Member.

President. - Question No 115, by Mrs Castle (H-
704/84):

Subject: Trading with South Africa

Have the Foreign Ministers meering in Political
Cooperation discussed the question of sancrions
against South Africa, in respecr of both exporrs,
panicularly military and relared products, and
impons, in particular fruit, clothing and minerals?

If not, when do they propose to discuss these
impons and expons?

Mr Forte, President-in-Offce of the Foreign Ministers.

- (IT) Mrs Castle, Resolurion No 418 of tgZZ of the
United Nations Security Council calls for an embargo
on all expons of military and related products to
South Africa.

As was pointed out in reply to an Oral Question put
by Mr Iversen in 1984, the Foreign Ministers meeting
in Political Cooperation have examined the question
of the application of this resolution and each of the
Ten adheres strictly to it. So much for the question of
the ban on exports of milinry and related products to
South Africa.

As regards the impons of South African fruit, clothing
and minerals, this has not been discussed in the con-
rcxt of Political Cooperation.

Mrs Castle (S). - Is the President-in-Office of the
Council aware that this month has been dedicated to
the campaign for the boycott of goods from South
Africa? Can he rherefore assure me thar the Council
will stan to give urgent consideration to the question
of a ban on impons from South Africa - rhe boycott
that has been called for in the Unircd Nations and
elsewhere? Is he aware, for example, rhar in 1983,
4 000 000 tonnes of coal were imponed inro the EEC
from South Africa and that this increased to 5 500 000
tonnes in 1984? Is it not scandalous that we should be
imponing coal from this apartheid regime when our
own pits are being closed and miners are being turned
out of work in the EEC?

Or take fruit and vegerables. Is he aware thar in our
markets it is often impossible to get anyrhing but
South African fruit and vegetables? Yet we have gor a
lot of jolly good Mediterranean produce to which we
should be giving priority. \7ill he assure us rhat this
boycott on impons will be given serious consideration
by the Council?

Mr Forte. - (17) Mrs Casrle has jusr raised two
points, one of which might be described as political in
nature, and it should be clear in connecrion with rhis
specifically political point that the Council can only
act on the basis of inidarives such as rhe Resoludon of
the United Nations Security Council which specifies
an area where resrricrions or a boycott, in rhe legal
sense of lhese rerms, are ro be applied. This is
obviously of considerable significance. The other
point, however, does not fall within the scope of polir-
ical cooperation and could be broughr up in a different
context in this House. This would involve finding out
whether the European Communiry adequately moni-
tors the flow of Medircrranean or imponed products
and similar problems, which are certainly matters for
which this Parliament is compercnr but which do not, I
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repeat, fall within the scope of the Foreign Minisrers
meeting in Political Cooperarion, on whose behalf I
am speaking.

Miss Brookes (ED). - \flhile I appreciare thar the
question I am going ro pur is not directly related to
expor6, it is, in facr, deeply concerned with South
Africa. Vould the Foreign Ministers agree rhar sporr
and culture would be one way to break down racial
barriers, panicularly athletics and - since I come
from Vales - rugby? These rhings could help to
break down the constirutional barriers which exist.

President. - (17) The President of the Council is
obviously under no obligation ro answer rhis quesdon.

Mr Maher (L).- Could I ask the President of the
Foreign Ministers if he would nor agree that rhe weak-
ening of the South African economy as a resuh of pos-
sible action taken against it by the European Com-
munity could also have a damaging effect on many of
the counrries that surround South Africa?

Secondly, would rhe Council of Foreign Minisrers
consider making an approach to the United States
Government, which seems to be constantly supporting
the South African regime with its abhorrent apartbeiA
poliry, [o try ro prevail upon ir ro bring pressure to
bear on the South African Governmenr to dismanrle
apartheidas quickly as possible?

Mr Forte. - (17) The declararions made by the
Council regarding its policy ois-ti-ois South Africa are,
I think, sufficiently clear. \7e stick by what we said in
these declarations and do nor regard various orher
points which might be made here as relevanr.

Mr P. Beazley (ED). - Could I ask the President-
in-Office why Europe should take this arrirude ro
South Africa when Sourh Africa is supplying all the
black States that surround it wirh massive exporr.s,
which they are delighted ro ger, and providing work
for them in irc own country? \7hy should *e boycort
South Africa if, in fact, the black States that surround
it do not find it necessary to boycotr its food, engi-
neerihg products and the rest, and are seeking
employment in South Africa.

Mr Forte. - (IT) Perhaps I was not as clear as I
should have been. Ve are applying a United Nations
Resolution concerning an embargo on the export of
arms and that is all there is to it.

President. - Quesrion No 116, by Mrs Hammerich
(H-730/8\:

Subject: Paniciparion in EPC

Are rhe Foreign Minisrers willing to invite orher
countries, for example Norway, Sweden and Fin-
land, to parricipate in EPC as soon as possible?

Mr Forte, President-in-Ofice of the Foreign Ministers.

- (7) I would remind you that, pursuanr to rhe
Copenhagen reporr, Polidcal Cooperarion consritutes
an additional aspecr of rhe joint activities of rhe Mem-
ber States of the Communiry. Thus, panicipation in
Political Cooperation is restricred ro rhe Member
States of rhe Community. It should be borne in mind,
however, that there are well-established procedures
for contacts between the Ten meering in polidcal
cooperation and rhird countries in connection wirh
questions covered by the Ten in the context of Euro-
pean Political Cooperation.

Mrs Hammerich (ARC). - (DA) My quesrion con-
cerns the Dooge Commirree which is currently opera-
tional and has plans for a fixed EPC secretariar. There
is considerable opposition ro this in Denmark and for
this reason, the idea has been put forward in cenain
political circles thar EPC should become rhe starting
point for broader political cooperarion in !fl'estern
Europe, which everyone feels would be a good idea or
indeed essenrial. It would rherefore be nice if you
could rell us quire clearly once and for all whether or
not there are plans to exrend European Political
Cooperation to rhird counrries? You have just referred
back to the Copenhagen declaration and told us rhar ir
is still only the Member Stares of rhe European Com-
munity which are involved in Political Cooperation. I
am now asking you whether or not rhere are plans to
extend European Polidcal Cooperation ro cover coun-
tries which are nor Member Stares of rhe European
Communities.

Mr Forte. - (17) As you know, we have a Commirree
on institurional questions and all we can say is thar rhis
commirtee is not discussing rhis question and that
therefore the answer is 'no, there are no plans to
extend political cooperarion beyond the Ten'. I might
add, furthermore, rhar it would be somewhat self-con-
tradictory if in the conr.exr of our need ro srrengrhen
political cooperarion between the Ten, we were to dis-
cuss polidcal cooperarion nor berween the Ten but
between the Ten and others. These are two completely
different ques[ions.

Mr Christiansen (S). - (DA) You said that there
were no plans to extend European Polirical Coopera-
tion. May I ask, however, as a supplementary ques-
tion, whether or nor this question is discussed from
time to time by the Foreign Ministers meering in [he
contexr of political cooperarion.

In addition, you said [here was an established proce-
dure governing dealings with rhird countries. Can the
President of the Council assure us rhar this esublished
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procedure is used, for example, in connection with
Norway, to which Mrs Hammerich referred in her
quesrion.

Mr Fortc. - (17) All I can do is repeat that political
cooperation takes place berween the Ten, who can, in

the context of this cooperation, also deal as a single
unit, as it were, with other countries on cenain specific
questions, which I will describe to you shortly, accord-
ing to a procedure which has over the course of time
become formally established on the basis of precedent
and agreements.

The procedure followed since 1982 in connection with
Spain and Ponugal provides for 'roika' meetings

every six months at ministerial level and two separate

bilateral meetings every six months between the heads

of political depanments of each of the countries con-
cerned.

In the case of Norway, the Norwegian Foreign Minis-
rcr visits the Foreign Minister of the country holding
Presidenry at the beginning of his period of office.
Other contacts take place in Oslo.

In the case of Turkey, meetings are held every six

months between the heads of political departments
and, occasionally, .at minisrcrial level, when this

appears appropriate in the light of internarional events.

In the case of Canada, 'troika' meetings are occasion-
ally held between the heads of political depanments
every six months.

In the case ofJapan, the procedure established in 1983

provides for a 'troika' meeting at ministerial level

every six months. In addition, on 9 March 1985 a

'troika' meeting between the heads of political depan-
ments was held for the first time in Tokyo.

There is no esrablished procedure in the case of China.
In practice, however, a ministerial level meeting was

held in Paris on 5 April 1984 and there have been var-
ious meetings between officials. Over the last few
days, Mr Bottai, ambassador and head of the polidcal
dcpanment of the country currently holding the Presi-
dency, i.e. Italy, has been meeting top Chinese officials
in Peking.

Contacts wirh India have similarly not been formal-
ized. However, there vas a ministerial-level meeting in
Paris last April and the Italian Foreign Minister and

President of the Council of Foreign Ministers of the
European Community, Mr Andreotti, is to meet the
Indian authorities on behalf of the Ten in New Delhi
in the near future.

Various meetings are held with the United States as

and when they seem appropriate. Exchanges of views

rake place via the Presidency before and after each
imponant political cooperation meeting. In practice

there have also been four additional meetings between
the heads of political departments.

Finally, there are also contacts with other bodies and

troups of countries such as the Council of Europe,
Asean, the Central American countries and San Jos6 di
Costarica.

Miss Brookes (ED). - Madam President, before you
proceed to Question No 117, may I have it recorded
in the proceedings of today that I did not receive an

answer from the President-in-Office to my supple-

menrary question to Quesrion No 115. You did say

that he may not answer if he did not wish rc, but may I
have it recorded that in fact he did not answer the sup-

plementary question at all?

President. - Cenainly, Miss Brookes.

At its author's request, Question No 117 has been

withdrawn.

Since their authors are absent, Question Nos 118 and

119 will receive written repliesl.

Question No 120, by Mr Croux (H-757 /84):

Subject: Convention against torture2

On 4 February 1980, twenty States, primarily
'S7'estern and Latin American countries, signed the
above Convention.

The Governments of all countries that have

special relations with the European Community
should be urged to sign and ratify this Conven-
tion.

Can the Foreign Ministers say whether they are
prepared to take such action, panicularly in the
case of Member States of the Communiry that
have not yet signed, the applicant countries, the
associated counuies and the countries that are sig-
natories rc the Third Convention of Lom6.,

In so doing, would they also urge the countries
concerned to authorize the Committee against
Torrure, established under the Convention to
carry out on-the-spot investigations of complaints,
and will they ensure that the Member States them-
selves ratify the Convention as soon as possible?

Mr Forte, President-in-Offce of the Foreign Ministers.

- UT) Madam President, as was pointed out in the
reply to the Oral Question by Mr Cot in 1984, the
Foreign Ministers meeting in Political Cooperation
have recognized the appropriateness of the Ten
becoming signatories to this Convention.

' S.. 1t.*.
2 Resolution 39/46 of the United Nadons General Assem-

bly of 10. December 1984.
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The procedure is sdll in progress in some Member
States, while others have already completed it.

Mr Croux (PPE). - (NL) I am disappointed at the
answer given by the Presidenr-in-Office since the pur-
pose of my question was ro find out clearly once and
for all whether or nor the Foreign Ministers meering in
Political Cooperation can play a more active role and
the answer I received rclls me nothing new. 'Yes,
we've talked about it'. I am rold, 'bur we see thar not
all the Member Srates have so far completed rhe pro-
cedure.' It was nor until February that twenty coun-
tries got round ro signing the Convention and I should
therefore like to ask once more whether, in rhe light of
the solemn declaration of Stuttgan and the pro-
grammes of various Presidenrc of rhe Council, includ-
ing the Italian President, whether or nor rhe Com-
munity and, in panicular, the Foreign Ministers meet-
ing in Political Cooperation, could nor play a more
active pan in promoting action ro combat tonure in
the world, at which we feel such concern.

Mr Forte. - (lT) As often happens, these were two
quesrions in one.

One of chese questions, as I see it, suggests thar the
Convention againsr Tonure, which the Ten have
decided rc sign, should be exrended to the other signa-
tories of the Lom6 Convenrion, i.e. the associated
countries.

'!7e must be clear on rhis point. For this exrension out-
side the Communiry proper to have credibility, the
procedure must first be completed by all the Ten
Member States, which is in line with the Council's
intentions.

The other question concerned the way in which the
Foreign Ministers or rhe various governments could
encourage ratification. In this connection, the Council
is endeavouring to bring about rarification as soon as
possible, while mking accounr of rhe democraric pro-
cedures in the various countries involved. This is pre-
cisely what we are doing in accordance with the
Council's comperency. Obviously, unlike the various
individual Foreign Ministers, rhe Council is nor com-
petent for internal marters in the individual countries.

Obviously, we cannor make judgemenrs or interfere in
matters which are the responsibility of the individual
Foreign Ministers.

Mr Kuifpers (ARC). - (NZ) Various European
countries share some of rhe blame in this respect since
it is known that various l7estern European countries
manufacture these instruments of torture and export
them to Latin America. Is the Commissioner aware of
this, and what steps does the Commission intend ro
take to ban the manufacture of such instruments in the
Member States?

Mr Forte. - (17) Thank you for referring ro me as
'the Commissioner'. However, this is not one of my
various functions. Unfonunately, in my capacity as
represen[ative of the Council I do not have access to
information which may be at the Commission's dis-
posal. Ve in the Council have no knowledge of any-
thing along the lines described by the honourable
Member, who obviously has information which he
could bring up in a Question of his own. For the rest, I
repeat that the Council is not aware of anything of this
nature.

President. - Question Time is closedl.

4. Agricultural prices I 98 5/86 (contd)

Mr P. Beazley (ED).- Madam President, I want ro
make three points, the firsr rwo ro rhe Commission.
(1.) I fully support your 1985-85 proposals. (2.) I
believe that you must declare your furure plans within
the next 6 months. (3.) And here I address rhe Coun-
cil: you must face up seriously to the change in the
Community agricultural producrion and market situa-
tion and you mus[ supporr plans to make rhe excellent
potential of European agriculture fully viable in the
world market.

As regards my first two poinrs, I suppon rhe presenr
proposals because the Commission has no betrer
option this year. The crops are already planrcd, rhe
livestock is in being. No more fundamental approach
can be mken ro balance supply and demand at a rea-
sonable cosr. However, I do not believe that the pres-
ent proposals will produce the results which the Com-
missioner, the Member Srares and the farmers want
for the furure. I very much doubt that the present sys-
tem of guarantee thresholds will be effective in con-
straining the growth of cereal srocks, nor do I believe
that the presenr level of quota and price arrangements
will remove surplus stocks of milk products resulting
from a fall in demand.

That is why I ask the Commissioner ro declare his pro-
posals for 1986-87 rhis season and his basic plan for
future years wirhin 6 monrhs. It is neither fair nor
feasible ro ask farmers ro change direction without
sufficient warning and the industry must be given
future long-term security on the basis of irs efficiency.

Production efficiency has changed in Europe and will
continue to change even faster. The world market has
changed too. The United Stares has changed its agri-
cultural policy and funhermore rhe US dollar is likely
to be much weaker in rhe 1985-87 season. But the
CAP has burst its European bounds. Unlike rhe USA's
approach, European agricultural policy musr be con-

I See Annex.
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ceived on a world market basis. There is no case for
exposing farmers without warning to the dangers
inherent in pursuing past policies in a new market situ-
ation.

The Commission has plenty of choices in developing
new policies to reduce the cost of the CAP whilst
maintaining both the highest level of efficienry and the

social requiremenrs of a rural poliry. To decouple
these policies is only one answer. High-protein farm-
ing is another and there are many, many more.

Finally, from rhe Council, I must ask for a real sense

of responsibility on a European plane. It must partici-
pate fully in the development of a viable, cost-efficient
agricultural policy in present and future world market
conditions. I hope they are listening. Europe has

already an ouctandingly good agricultural industry.
The Council should lead it forward ro meet the pres-

ent and future challenges and so win both the respect.

and the heans of the farmers.

Mr Rossi Tomaso (COM). - (17) Mr President,lad-
ies and gentlemen, the Italian Communists are firmly
convinced that the old agricultural policy is no longer
tenable. The CAP has always devoted all its energies

to prices, and I am sure we would all agree that the
results have been far from happy. Social disparities
have widened, with the large-scale producers benefit-
ing at the expense of the small farmers who have been

hard put to make ends meet. Regional imbalances have
grown, with disastrous consequences for the South.
Finally, the problem of surpluses has worsened,
becoming an increasingly severe problem for Com-
munity policy.

It is also proving an ever greater drain on Community
resources, preventing Srow[h in other sectors which
might have benefited our farmers.

The debate as to whether too much or too little is

being spent on agriculture is fierce. The truth is that
the money is being misspent. Ve cannot afford to put
off a radical reform of the CAP any longer. !fle want
to see the 1985/86 price proposals form pan of a

medium- and long-rerm plan to transform European
agricultural policy.

However, this does not seem to be what the Commis-
sion has in mind.

Our position on prices is clear: we are opposed to
indiscriminate freezing. \7e favour a better graduation
of prices according to product and agree with the need
for restraining prices where there is over-production.

It does not make good sense to regard the figures in
isolation: we need a clear and detailed definition of
the criteria on the basis of which a concrete price
policy can then be built.

But prices are not the only problem we have to con-
rend with.'We need to look at the fundamental ques-

don of structures as well. 'W'e stress this not without
good reason, because we feel that the formal recogni-
tion of the need to change the CAP must be followed
up by an indication of definite decisions, coherent
measures, without which social and regional disparities
will remain.

To keep policies on prices and structures separate is to
perpetuate a situation of crisis and difficulty.

'We will noc pull through the agricultural crisis unless

we can Bel to the root of its causes, unless we can

change our blinkered way of thinking, our blanket
approach.

Of course, we need a restrictive price policy to adapt
production to consumer needs. But that would be inef-
fective if it were not accompanied by structural mea-

sures. This, as we see it, is how agriculture can be

made an increasingly productive and competitive sec-

tor of the economy. It will mean changing the old
relationship between funds for prices and funds for
structures.

This, for the Mediterranean regions, is a vital issue.

These regions can make a significant contribution to
deficit production, to quality improvement, to cost
reduction. Until today, these results have not been

fonhcoming, because this was not where Community
support, such as it has been, was being directed and it
could not therefore bring about the necessary changes.

The IMPs can offer an imponant opportunity for
wholesale transformation and introduce a new
approach to intervention in agriculture. A programme
of coordinated intervention, involving agriculture,
small and medium-sized industry, science and rcchnol-
ogy, and marketing; this is the way we will pull
through the crisis, and turn Mediterranean agriculture
from a recipient of aid to a producdve sector.

Mr President, we believe that Parliament should pro-
pose a unified and realistic strategy to initiate, at last, a

new phase in Community agricultural policy.

IN THE CHAIR: MR PLASKOVITIS

Vice-President

Mr Maher (L). - Mr President, I have the feeling
rhat there is a kind of principle developing in this
House, judging by what a lot of the Members have
said and also what the Commission is proposing, that
we can only have policies that will fit in with what the
Council is prepared to give us in terms of money.
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I think that is a very dangerous principle because if
you carry it to its logical conclusion, the Commission
could not in future propose new policies if the Council
would not agree to give any money, nor could the
Parliament propose new policies because the Council
would not agree to give the money. $(e would have to
operate within whatever terms the Council was pre-
pared to allow us. That is extremely dangerous and I
do nor understand the people in this House who now
say we cannot have any increases in prices for agricul-
tural produce because the governments are not pre-
pared to provide any more money. The very same peo-
ple themselves have in the past proposed new policies
that would involve the budget in considerable
increases and they pay no attention to [hat. But when
it comes to agriculture there is a different criterion
altogether.

I would also say, Mr President, that there is a different
criterion used by governments when it comes to agri-
culture and the expenditure that is needed. I can only
refer to the classic case of my friends the British. A
couple of years ago they became involved - through
no fault of their own, I must admit - in a row in the
South Atlandc over a few windswept islands. Did they
budget for the cost of holding on to those islands? Did
they sit down and say to themselves, how much can we
spend on this campaign? Vill it be 500 m, will it be
1 000 m, can we afford it? Not at all. They simply
went ahead. They did not even ask about the price. It
did not matter what it cosr. It cost 3 000 m in fact, per-
haps more. They said we have got to have those
places, we are going to spend that money by hook or
by crook. But when it comes to agriculture, the money
is not there. Frankly, I think it is time that we had
some consistency in the approach of some of these
countries.

The problem of course is basically: we are trying to
apply a blanket policy to a myriad of different situa-
tions between countries and also between regions, as

far as agriculture is concerned. I would like rc remind
the Members of this House that they should not think
only in terms of the big farmers they know about or
the big corporations who own thousands and thou-
sands of hectares. They should also bear in mind that
the average farm in the European Community is still
only 19 hectares, and that there are an awful lot of lit-
tle ones that badly want an increase. I must compli-
ment the Commissioner for agriculture who at last
rather belatedly, but at last has proposed to examine
where we are going with agriculture in future.

I hope, MrAndriessen, that you will produce this
policy not at the end of the year, but before July. If
you produce it at the end of the year we will still be in
the same trouble next year.

Mr President, I have to ask another question. Can we
continue to use taxpayers' money at the same level per
unit of production, whether that production comes
from 10 000 hectares or 19 hectares? I do not think we

can.'!(i'e have got to look at those farms above a cer-
tain size, particularly those owned by corporations
who can continue commercially, as distinct from those
family farms that need these increases badly.

My final point is this: how will the European peoples,
who have been so disturbed by the hunger in Africa,
understand us when we are now preparing to pursue a

policy that is directed towards depressing the very
product - 6s1s4l5 - that is mosr suitable for food aid.
How will people respond to that? How will the people
in the Third Vorld respond? They will say the Euro-
peans are not serious, that they are trying to get rid of
the very commodiry that is most needed to keep them
alive.

(Applause)

Mr Kuijpers (ARC), drafisman of the opinion of the
Committee on Deoelopment and Cooperation. -(NL) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, on 25 Feb-
ruary our Committee expressed its opinion, concen-
rating on five main issues.

The first concerns sugar. The Committee feels that
over-production is to blame for the present low prices.
'!7'e are at the moment producing more than we are
consuming and our sugar stocks now stand at some
400/o of total annual consumption. Our committee
therefore feels that a very cautious price policy is

called for, with at the same time an adjustmenr of
production quotas. Ve are requesting the Commission
to do this.

Next we turn to cereals, where we have seen an annual
production increase since 1978 of 3o/o. This has meant
not only a certain amount of disruption on rhe domes-
tic market but also export problems. There is also a

need - and this is perhaps a new departure for this
repon and should be seen as a personal commen! - to
curb the impon into Europe of cereal substitutes for
cattle fodder, and I refer in panicular to manioc and
soya, which are all bought by the cattle fodder indus-
try on the third world marker. Ladies and gentlemen,
Mr Andriessen, we cannot go on buying manioc,
swede rape and so on in the third world at lower
prices than our own grain. Ve will end up with sur-
pluses in Europe and the collapse of structures in rhe
third world.

The third point is dairy produce. The Community is

1130/o self-sufficient, the production level having been
brought down by the quota sysrem. So what about rhe
management of surpluses? This is the question I am
still pondering myself. Ve do not rhink that the
answer lies in the use of milk powder to which warer
has to be added on the farms.

Finally we come to fruit and vegetables, and here I will
be brief. The committee looked at this problem in the
light of the possibility of the accession of Spain and
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Ponugal. Even the President of Israel mentioned the
problem in his speech, it appears. There are clearly a

good many queslions to be answered on this issue.

Mrs Castle (S).- Mr President, I am delighted that a

new note of realism has begun [o creep into our dis-
cussions of the Common Agricultural Poliry. In saying
that, of course, I am not referring ro rhe Pranchdre
report, because we all know that the Committee on
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food is the last refuge of
the Bourbons of the European Community who forget
nothing and learn nothing and who are the worst ene-
mies of a proper system of agricultural suppon. How-
ever, faced with that report, we have had a refresh-
ingly bold and sweeping attack on it by the Committee
on Budgets, and I congratulate it on the amendments
it has put forward. I agree that it is rather odd that we
should depend on the Committee on Budgets for a
detailed, realistic agricultural policy, but the Agricul-
ture Committee has left it no other alternative.

I am also glad that British Conservatives have begun to
see the light. My mind goes back to June 198 1 when,
on behalf of the Socialist Group, I moved a compre-
hensive amendment to the Plumb report in which we
in the Socialist Group spelt out a realistic, alternative
and sensible agricultural policy, based not on artifi-
cially high prices but on realistic economic pricing,
coupled with direct income aids to help those in agri-
culture who most need help. The Bridsh Conservatives
voted against that amendment. If it had been adopted
rhen, we should not be in the mess that we are in at the
present rime. I invirc everybody in this room to re-read
that amendment, because the adoption of it in due
course is absolurcly inevitable. \fle, in the British
Labour Group, believe that the Commission's price
proposals are a minimum step in that direction, and we
will support them as such.

However, it is nonsense to pretend that rhe proposals
go far enough to get to the root of the problem which
faces us. Vith regard m milk, for example, we are in
favour of a cut in the co-responsibiliry levy. However,
when the Commission itself, in its repon on the agri-
cultural situation in the Community, points our rhar up
to 1990 the excess of over production is going to con-
tinue and indeed increase, iq is nothing shon of mad-
ness to propose any increase at all in the price of milk
at the present time. As for the 6.80/o increase in the
price of skimmed-milk powder, it is nothing shon of
lunacy.

\7ith regard to cereals, the Commission knows per-
fecdy well that it should have recommended a 50/o cut
instead of merely a cur of 3.60/0. lt is also supreme
folly at the present time to seek to abolish the variable
beef premium in the United Kingdom which has
helped rc keep down prices and thus to keep con-
sumption higher than it would otherwise have been.
The Commission, to its shame, is srill hankering after a

tax on oils and farc, thus putting funher burdens on

the poorest consumers by nxing their vegetable oils
and margarine.

I enrirely agree with my good colleague, Eisso
Voltjer, that the Commission's proposals do not begin
rc deal with the social problems that follow a price res-
raint policy. I agree with him that we need - and this
is in our amendmenm - greater help for small farm-
ers. Ve need a serious examination of the feasibility
and forms of direct income aids. Ve need more money
for structural policy. The Council's decision yesterday

- and the President-in-Office mentioned it in his
speech to us a short while ago - to cut the proposed
structural aid to farmers by l0% is an outright scandal
and a shame, panicularly as my own government,
among others, is insisting that some of the money for
the Mediterranean programmes should come out of
this reduced amount. So it wants [o starve the poorer
farmers in Greece, Italy and France of desperately
needed aid. That is no way to get a better system of
agricultural suppon.

I welcome the Commission's call for a fundamental
review of the Common Agricultural Policy. Ve do not
have it in these price proposals. Ve do not have it in
the structural proposals. \7e do not have it in a

planned and orderly form before us rhis afternoon. I
urge Commissioner Andriessen to turn up the Socialist
Group amendment ofJune 1981. If he cannot get hold
of it, I will send him a copy. It gives him a demiled
blueprint of a five-year plan to switch from a system of
price suppon through anificially high prices and from
an anificial system of quotas towards a phased system
of economic pricing coupled with proper sructural
measures and direct income aid, Commissioner
Andriessen, you can make your name and win fame
for yourself in your period of office if you will follow
the policies outlined therein!

Mr Fr$h (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, it is rare for us to hear words like basic
reform and transfer of income as ofren as we have
heard them in this debate on agriculture. Of course
there is broad agreement on this. Mr Andriessen, with
his unquestionably realistic approach, will be thinking
hard and long about whether he wants to win fame for
himself with his first proposal as rhe previous speaker
suggesrcd. That is why, after lengthy discussions on
this proposal, we in my Group have also reached the
conclusion that we must reject it in its present form.

Ve know we are in a difficult posirion, that it will be
difficult to fulfil farmers' expecarions as regards
income, that surpluses in cenain markets constitute a
major problem and thar the budget situation is a great
obstacle to finding a solurion to this vicious circle.
Nevenheless, we believe that we are on rhe right road
because we have recognized that borh prices and
structural measures are a path which we musr follow
together and which we cannot simply abandon. There
is without doubt an urgent need to increase the
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incomes of farmers - I am thinking here of medium-
sized farming concerns in the European Community.
In some countries farmers' incomes in this category
are as much as 400/o lower than comparable average
incomes. Of course I know that rhere are broad varia-
tions in incomes, but I believe that these can be regu-
lated and balanced out by axarion.

As far as surpluses are concerned we must be clear
about one thing: we cannot use a prices squeeze to gel
rid of them without causing major social repercus-
sions. On this subject we are in favour of a caurious
prices policy, but in conjunction with co-responsibility
and quota managemen[ so that we can gradually feel
our way towards establishing balanced markem. Ve
must also bear in mind that rhe EEC wanrs ro remain
an agricultural power on rhe world market and has
major responsibilities wirh regard to food aid and
guaranteed supplies for its population.

Let me give you three examples of what we would like
to change. \7e are completely convinced, Commis-
sioner, that the cereals pricing method which we have
been using and are ro continue to use for another
three years is not the right line to take. You know that
it means a 150/o drop in prices because rhere will still
be record years.'Ife believe, however, that rhere are
other possibilities, such as changing farming parrerns,
increasing the use of cereals as animal feed, or prom-
oting cenain products in which producdon is still
inadequate. This is how we can get ourselves on
course. In the milk sector too we would urge you mosr
srongly not to introduce a further reduction when we
have still not recovered from the effects of the lasr one.
'$fle know how difficult that is, but we believe that it is

better ro hold the right course and keep co-responsi-
bility rather than introduce a funher reduction now.
There is one point on which I am in agreement with
Mrs Castle, which does not happen very ofren. Ve
both believe that the proportion of protein to fat
should not be changed at this time.

I should like to add one thing. I congratulare you,
Commissioner, on your success in gerring the struc-
tural proposals passed. But in my opinion one thing is

sure: only if we can make a whole package of prices
and structures the developmenr of rural areas,
increased employment, social measures and good envi-
ronmental conditions in rural areas will we really be
helping European agriculture.' Do not forger,
Mrs Castle, that structures in Europe are different
from those in Great Britain.

Mr Howell (ED). - Mr President, I am grateful to
you for calling me. My remarks are going to be aimed
specifically at the cereals sector and I must declare an
interest, as Mr Cryer asked me so to do this morning,
in being a cereal producer in Norfolk, East Anglia, in
the United Kingdom.

I am deeply aware of the very great difficulries rhat
Mr Andriessen, our Commissioner, faces. I am aware

that he is the Commissioner at probably the greatest
momenr of change in terms of agricultural policy that
Europe has ever had to face. I am deeply avrare that
1984 marked, probably for the first time ever, the fact
that Europe moved from being a deficit area in rcrms
of food production to an area where for the first time
Europe become a net exponer of cereals. I am deeply
aware also of the great changes that are occurring in
the Unircd States of America and indeed in the Soviet
Union and of course, that all that is happening at the
very same moment that all of us are witnessing on our
television screens the famine and starvation in Ethio-
pia. Indeed, I must tell Mr Andriessen that I arrived
back from Eritrea about 24 hours ago and witnessed
with my own eyes the great difficulties that emerged
there.

My problem is this: as a cereal producer, I am faced
with a policy from the Commission of a restrictive
price. As a cereal producer and owner/occupier of
land, I am determined rc do but one thing. That is to
hang on until the very bitter end to the land which I
have worked and my family has worked on for so
many years. If it is rhat the price of wheat declines and
declines, then I will do my damnedest to grow more
and more of that product in order rc survive. If it is

that I have rc plough the fields right up to the whire
lines in the middle of the road, than that I will do.

Mr Andriessen, the policy you are embarked upon will
not in any way reduce the budgetary problems that
you face because of the surplus in production. It will
increase the level of production. I ask you only to look
a[ the acreage of winter wheat which is now being
planted. It is 15% above that of last year. So for the
first time I have to say to the Commission that they
face great difficuldes in the milk sector. They ignored
a policy which I looked to for so many years, that of a

quota on production. They wisted and rurned in
every direction and finally came up with a quota on
milk. So they will do in cereals, and the sooner they
recognize that just as in the milk sector, so in the cer-
eal sector there is but one option, the better for the
farmers of the European Communiry.

The alternative is simple. That is rhe destruction of the
Common Agricultural Policy as we know it. I urge the
Commission to give farmers in the Community a clear
guide and recognize that price and price alone will
never solve the problem that we have, and through all
the difficuldes of quotas, recognize that perhaps rher-
ein, with the difficulries rhar rhar entails, rhere is an
answer to preserve our countryside, to preserve our
farming community with a degree of change and ro
preserve to some degree of commonaliry in the policy
that we call the Common Agricultural Policy.

Mr Maffre-Baug6 (COM). - (FR) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, on 11 and l2 March the Council
of Ministers of the Ten had a first round of talks on
agricultural prices for 1985-1986.
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According to our information the Council supports
the Commission's dimarche which involves mainmin-
ing a squeeze on prices and incomes while at the same
time using the quota system to impose new compul-
sory reductions in production.

Parliament is going to have to give its opinion on the
repon by the Committee on Agriculture presented by
Pierre Pranchdre. !7e do not have to poinr our how
imponant the vote will be. It is vital that this vote
should make our Governments more aware of what is
ar stake: the social, economic and personal future of
our farmers.

The choice is simple: either Parliament follows the
Committee on Agriculture and thus opens up new
prospects for farmers so that they no longer have the
hateful impression that they are the cuckolds of
Europe, or else Parliament accepts the Commission's
proposals and commim itself to free trade, rejecting
rhe spirit of the Treaty of Rome, thus beginning a pro-
cess whereby agriculture is alienated in favour of
world trade, under the remote control of Presidenr
Reagan in \Tashington.

The French Communist and Allies members have
decided in favour of European agriculture, their own
agriculture, the agriculture of the real people of the
land, the tillers of the soil, who accept the srresses of
their job but will not be the scapegoats for so-called
budget stringency, the budget discipline which is

intended to reduce them to the level of serfs.

Farmers will not be treated as if they were living on
State aid. All they ask for is payment for their work,
which should be classed as a high-risk job in economic
terms.

\7e wholeheanedly suppon the Pranchdre report
because it aims to keep the agricultural policy within a

coherent framework on a sound and fair basis while
still .mking into account its inadequacies and short-
comlngs.

The French Communists and Allies reject any ill-con-
ceived, unsuitable Mediterranean agricultural policy
which simply blindly opens the door to enlargemenr.
Are we the target for the Eurocrats? Up to now we
have refused to accept this and have succeeded to a

cenain extent. in foiling them. \7e adopted many
reporcs - on fruit and vegetables, wine, olive oil -which meant that these products were given grearer
consideration and brought about a fairer balance in
EAGGF expenditure and in the common agricultural
policy. Ve were, it seemed, going in the right direc-
tion. Unfonunately the Commission put a stop to it -the force majeure of enlargement! Insread of improving
the various systems and increasing protection, Brussels
is clumsily trying to play off Spanish produce against
the Community's Mediterranean produce. Vhat is ro
become of the promises to restore the nonh/south bal-
ance? And what about the integrated Mediterranean

programmes? They have sunk without trace in a sea of
illusions.

In fact the Commission is emphasizing the differences
and fanning the flames of the war among the poor to
the greater advantage of the agri-foodstuffs multina-
tionals. '!7e are being sacrificed to open up new mar-
kets for the benefit of a number of German and British
firms. Do you think that bankrupt farmers in the
South of France are .iust going to stand by and watch
the procession of lorries transponing vegetables to the
countries in the nonh for them to process and send
back to us with a greatly increased value? Do you
think that, in a Europe which shows no mercy ro rhe
weak, the Spanish and Ponuguese will find thar ir pays
to be Members? Insread of progressive cooperation,
ackling problems in wharcver manner seems appro-
priate according to specific criteria - such as choos-
ing outlem for producrion, forward planning, improv-
ing structures and guaranteeing incomes for farmers

- as provided for in rhe Treaty of Rome, we are
being presented with a Europe under Uncle Sam's
thumb and the spectacle of his rarher exaggerated flir-
tation with Mrs Thatcher.

As far as our Group is concerned, we srill suppoft rhe
immense economic potential which agriculture repre-
sents for the Communiry, we srill suppon our farmers
and good relations with our Spanish and Ponuguese
neighbours. But we cannor agree ro be sacrificed to
the politics of a Communiry which is forgetful of the
fact that the first cemenr which bound its people
together was mixed by Community farmers under the
CAP, a policy direcdy inspired by rhe Treaty of Rome.

Mr Romeos (S).- (GR,) Mr President, we especially
appreciate the efforts made today by rhe President-
in-Office of the Council to get away from the Brussels
fog to be with us in this debate which is so crucial for
the future of agriculture.

Ve fear, however, that he has brought the fog along
with him, since his speech of almost half an hour was
extremely vague, apart from rhe reference to rhe adop-
tion of the new structural policy. But we totally dis-
agree with his posidon when he congratulares the
Commission, stating that irs proposals on prices are a
new, if only medium-term, strategy seeking above all
to protect farmers' inrerests. !7e disagree because rhe
Commission's proposals have nor raken account of the
special circumstances in rhe various counrries, panicu-
larly the rate of development, inflation, srructural
problems, and the social cost to each Member Stare. It
is absolutely sure that these proposals will hit mainly
the Mediterranean countries and will widen the
Nonh-South gulf, referred to today by the President-
in-Office of the Council and yesterday by the Com-
mission in im work programme for 1985. And the main
brunt will have to be borne by Greek farmers, the most
wronged farmers in the Community.
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It is impossible to consider the Commission's proposal
as a new suatety when it adoprc appropriations of
220 million ECU for dairy products, which conrinue
to take the lion's share, while ar rhe same rime, in
order to save a few million, it condemns small-scale
producers in Greece to a reduction in their incomes. If
it is not deliberate, it is at leasr strange that the propo-
sals for almost all Medircrranean products involve
either freezing or reducing prices. And we cannor
accept the argument that there is surplus producdon of
some of these products, since it is not farmers alone
who are responsible for this over-production when the
structural policy was adopted only in the early hours
of today without our knowing exactly what ir is, when
Community preference is being infringed every day by
the free and plentiful impons of similar products from
third countries, and when the additional measures
which are proposed are totally inadequate.

Ve all agree that there is a need to review the CAP.
Ve all agree tha[ European farmers must find out
without delay what their future will be in rhe Com-
munity. But with the simple promise of a better future
farmers, and especially small producers, cannot accept
a reduction in their incomes or accept without protest
this year's proposals by the Commission. I hope that
the Commission and the President-in-Office of the
Council will have got the message from today's
debate. Ve consider that rhe CAP prices as proposed
by the Commission do not perform the two main func-
tions: firstly, they do not provide guidelines for or
have any influence on the structure of production;
secondly, they do not have a positive influence on the
level of agricultural incomes, with the result that the
gap of I to 20 between rich and poor is maintained
and the paralysis of the CAP is made even worse.

In fact, there is a tendency to assess expenditure solely
from the accountancy point of view and not with
economic, social and political criteria. The trend
towards the liberalization of the CAP is becoming
stronter, with the result that Community preference is

gradually being abolished and effons are being made
to abolish the CAP's regulatory interventionist role.
The trend towards ignoring regional problems, i.e. the
requiremenm of Anicle 39 of the Treaty, is being fos-
tered. On the other hand, the only way to avoid sti-
fling the CAP is to increase own resources, since any
other option is incapable of guaranteeing a stable agri-
cultural policy with immediate results. And of course
the above choice will have to be accompanied by posi-
tive proposals for a structural policy which will seek to
reduce surpluses and income differentials, to restruc-
ture crops and to make agricultural producr more
comPeririve.

In the Commission's 1985 work programme, which
was presented to us only yesterday and which Parlia-
ment adopted by a large majority, the Commission
stresses the following: rhe regional imbalances in the
Community have increased over the last fifteen years.
The problems of the development of Europe's south-

ern regions, which are in the main agricultural, never-
theless demand special treatment. However, this policy
which was promised to us only yesterday is now being
flung to the winds by the Commission itself with its
price proposals, since it is certain, I repeat, that the
proposals chiefly hit farmers in the southern regions,
because the proposal for a considerable reduction in
the prices of Mediterranean products serves to
increase the imbalances.

Vhere, Mr President, is the special treatment prom-
ised yesterday by the Commission for agriculture in
the South? In the considerable reduction in prices, in
the continued delay in implementing the Mediterra-
nean programmes, in the vagueness of the structural
reforms, or in the free imponation of competing prod-
ucts from third countries, and in what amounts to the
abolition of Community preference?

Mr President, the Commission will have to understand
that besides austerity, financial discipline and bulky
programmes intended to impress, the Community
needs credibility. But the way in which it is tackling
the important economic, structural and social prob-
lems of the Mediterranean regions can do nothing to
gain ic credibiliry.

Mr Marck (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, listening rc this debate, it strikes me once
again that our proposals are all one-sided and that we
are talking at cross purposes. No doubt we are keeping
public opinion happy and perhaps we are winning the
backing of the media at home, but it is nor getting us

one step nearer to finding a solution to the problems
we are facing. Can we not try to reach a compromise
so that. this Parliament can give a lead to the Council
and Commission? As long as we have no power of
decision this is all we can do.

But what do we hear? The members of the Committee
on Budgem support. the Commission's proposals,
although most of them would have preferred to see a

few less: this is meant to offer some scope for budget-
ary discipline and perhaps for other areas of non-com-
pulsory expenditure. This cold, mathematical reason-
ing means, of course, that the farmers can say goodbye
to the incomes they were guaranteed under Article 39
of the Treaty of Rome. The common agricultural
policy therefore has to suffer because we cannot come
up with new resources; it is playing second fiddle ro
other policy options which are undoubtedly quite
laudable but for which there are no other funds. The
only common policy we have is therefore in jeopardy
and there is no guarantee of anything else to replace it.

Our British Conservative colleagues are panicularly
strong advocates of this budgetary approach: even
those in the farming profession cannot make any
headway against the strength of their opinion. They
are not in the least concerned that British farmers have
probably gained more from the common agricultural
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policy than anyone else. They are not in the least con-
cerned that flagrant exceptions like the impon of New
Zealand butter, also put a strain on the budget. And
on top of this, they refuse to have anphing to do with
the overall oils and fats policy.

\flhat does the opinion of the Committee on Develop-
ment Cooperation tell us? That the existence of sur-
pluses puts an unbearable pressure on agriculture in
developing countries. It advocates returning to small-
scale farming and restricting ourselves to self-suffi-
ciency, but in the same breath criticises us for not pro-
viding sufficient food. How can we preach self-suffi-
ciency and still feed the third world with surpluses?

But I must also say to Mr Pranchdre that the rappor-
[eur from the Agricultural Committee is not being
quite honest. He should have looked for a consensus
so that we in this House could have agreed on a work-
able figure, but I have the impression, Mr Pranchire,
that you were thinking more about your farming elec-
torate in the local elections than on getting a realistic
figure for European farmers. Vith the original 50/0,

with the abolition of the co-responsibiliry levy, with
the introduction of a levy on oils and fats, there can be

no majority vote in this House, although personally I
do have a cenain amount. of sympathy for these pro-
posals.

Vhat the farmers want is a price adjustment which
takes into account. the increase in their production
costs and which will also make some real difference to
their incomes. Since Parliament and the Council have
opted for restriction of production in the surplus sec-
tors, we must maintain this policy. However, I would
recommend the Commission to make some improve-
ment [o surplus management.Vhen we see that we
have a currenr stock of 300 000 tons of butter more
than 16 months old in our freezers, we would be hard
put to claim that we are making a good job of manag-
ing the surpluses, but we will come back to that in the
discharge next month. However, I must congratulate
Mr Andriessen on his initiative in finding new
resources for the agricultural policy. I think that he
has the right idea and he has our suppon.

A cautious price increase, provided it can be expressed
in real market terms, the co-responsibility of the prod-
ucer, together with his involvement in the administra-
tion of funds, and an effective market management,
these are what we mus[ press for for the coming agri-
cultural year and what are laid down in the EPP com-
promise amendment. \7e should all bear in mind that
the rejection of this amendment could lead to a loss of
influence in this House.

Mr Newton Dunn (ED). - Mr President, I am very
sorry to tell you that because of the high consumption
of saturated fats, a number of Members of this House
and many many thousands of Europeans outside this
House will die prematurely from coronary hean dis-

ease. There is wide agreement among medical experts
that the current inrake of saturated fats is much too
high. And people over there who groan and say it is

no[ true are disregarding the medical evidence. Coro-
nary hean disease is a major cause of death in Europe,
and, of course, the major source of saturated fats is
the dairy sector - such things as butter and cheese. I
am rherefore standing to advocate rhat the Parliament
accep$ my Amendment, No 181, proposing a new
paragraph - l33a - towards the end of the repon
which asks that we gradually, as a Community, move
towards reduced market support for the dairy sector.
If we can do that we shall not only prolong a few lives
within this House, but very many thousands of lives in
the Community.

Mr Happart (S). - (FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the two conflicting argumenr in the CAP
at the moment concern prices and structures. Instead
of being in conflict, the two artumenm should be com-
bined to give Europe cventually - perhaps in ten
years or so - an agricultural sector which corres-
ponds to the wishes expressed in the Treaty of Rome.

A linear prices policy which would involve guarantee-
ing profitable prices no matter what the production
level or volume, would automatically result in produc-
tion surpluses which would quickly become financially
intolerable for the EEC. A prices policy on its own
automatically brings us to our present situation, in
other words to prices which cause surpluses while
making large-scale farmers richer and not even giving
a decent living to smaller farmers.

A structures poliry could not work without a satisfac-
tory economic environment, in terms of either produc-
tion costs or the selling prices of agricultural producrs.
Farmers do not want to be given social assisrance.
They want to play their own pan in the general
economic framework. They do not want to be
regarded as machines producing cheap food, but as

fully paid-up economic partners.

There is therefore no point, as is now rhe case for
milk, in imposing linear quotas and freezing prices.
This approach involves all the problems of both argu-
ments without providing any long-rerm solution, and
is unfair and financially intolerable for small farmers
who are not themselves responsible for overproduc-
tion.

Undl we get improved structures we must increase
prices to compensate for increases in production costs,
following the objeoive calculation methods used by
COPA.

And please let us have no more budget hypocrisy!
Every European spends 4-5 000 Belgian francs per
year [o guarantee his independence in food supplies,
and over 10 000 francs on arms and defence. So there
is enough money if we want somerhing badly enough.
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'!7'e must also take positive steps to nckle the social
side of agriculture which has for so long been neg-
lected or even forgotten. On this subject it is urgently
necessary for us to acknowledge the work of farmers'
wives in accordance with the demands made in the
proposal for a directive on equal treatment for men
and women in the private sector, which is still pending
before the Council of Ministers. Farmers' wives, as a
class, are more exposed to the effect of unsocial work-
ing conditions, and the directive musr deal specifically
with rheir situation. That is why I have tabled a motion
for a resolution under Anicle 47.

In the six months that I have been in the European
Parliament I have witnessed the decline of a Europe in
which I would still like to go on believing.

The Member States are refusing [o pay the price for
Europe's existence because they want more emphasis
on national States and less on Europe. Some of them,
like the Germans for example, are in favour of a price
freeze at European level but give 70 000 million Bel-
gian francs per year in direct aid to their farmers;
others, like the British, criticize and condemn milk
surpluses, but refuse to stop imponing New Zealand
butter. It is the same people who argue that agriculture
is too expensive and who refuse to impose levies on
impons of oils and fats.

Mr President, it is in times of great difficulties that
great solutions can be found. The time has come to
decide what Europe's future is to be. More emphasis
on Europe means less on national States. It is easy to
say, but that is how it is. And if we want Europe we
are going ro have to pay for it.

Mr Commissioner, the young people of Europe need
Europe because they need hope.

Mr Borgo (PPE). - (/,7) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the debarc on agricultural prices for
1985/1986 has come at a particularly difficult time for
our Community, when on the one hand our financial
resources are undeniably limited and on the other we
need to continue to pursue the objectives of Anicle 39

of the EEC Treary.

The debate is seriously complicated by the Commis-
sion proposals, since they take account only of the
budgetary obligations, and compound existing injus-
tices and disparities, panicularly for some products.

The short-term effect, if corrective measures are not
taken at once, could be to drive farmers in the least-
favoured regions of the Community off the land, par-
ticularly young farmers who will certainly find it very
hard rc comprehend a policy which offers them no

ProsPects.

The Commission itself recognizes this state of affairs,
and that it will in all probability lead rc a renationali-

zation of the CAP, with all that this will mean for the
construction of Europe.

The amendment mbled by Mr Ferruccio Pisoni,
among others, is therefore an attempt to impel the
Commission ro put forward as soon as possible propo-
sals to reform the CAP which would give us new
means of achieving rhe objectives of Anicle 39 of the
EEC Treary and give European farmers security for
the future.

This is what must happen if the 1985/87 farm prices
are to be set on a new foundation on which a new
policy, no longer piecemeal and dictated by contin-
gency, can be built.

If we look at the price proposals individually, what is

very surprising is that in an attempt to lessen the
effects of exceeding the guarantee threshholds, price
increases are proposed for the very products which are
recognized as being a[ the root of our present difficul-
ties.

On the other hand, the penalties on certain products,
vital to areas of the Communiry which have no alter-
natives - penalties the like of which have never
before been seen in the history of the CAP - reflect
the Commission's lack of concern for the problems
facing the less favoured regions. The first priority must
therefore be to give a proper balance to the proposals,
to give these products, panicularly the Mediterranean
ones, the attention they deserve and need and to con-
solidate the present aid schemes.

As to the other sectors, the proposals have neglected a

number of points:

- there is a need, in the dairy sector, for a maximum
of flexibility in the management of quotas and the
abolition of the co-responsibility levy, to make the
currenr system less rigid by providing for the pos-
sibiliry of linking the allowed increase in volume
of the production to the real growth rate of final
consumPtron;

- while they should still be managed, the assignment
of physical quotas is to be avoided as roo is the
double penalization of the processed tomatoes
sector;

- durum wheat should nor be included in the guar-
antee thresholds for other cereals;

- prices in the cereals sector should be graduated
according to quality;

- we urge the adoption of measures concerning the
project for che improvement of crop yield and for
new regulations governing qualiry wines s.p.r.

These guidelines will not of course significantly lessen
the destructive effects of the 1985/85 price proposals
but will only alleviate some of them.
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In other words, the restrictions adopted in March
1984 and the present proposals do nor go far enough
to achieve the rationalization of the CAP. Sreps musr
be taken to avoid contingency measures in the future
which only serve to disrupt the farming world. The
steps we advocate to revise the CAP are therefore the
only realistic way of coping with the problems facing
European farmers.

Mr Morris (S). - Mr President, an increasing num-
ber of people in Europe see that the CAP is now out of
control and requires, as many Members have sug-
gested, basic and fundamental reform. The CAP soaks
up something like 700/o of the total EEC budget, while
the l3 million unemployed only receive approximately
l0% of the total EEC budget. So I for one welcome
the Commission's report.

But I am also expressing here concern for people in
my own pan of Britain, namely Vales and Dyfed -the Dyfed dairy farmers and the \7elsh hill sheep
farmers - and their counterpans throughou[ the
whole of the EEC. On behalf of these farmers and the
consumers I want to see a more radical reform of the
CAP and the agricultural suppon system. I want to see

a move away from supponing agriculture through a

price mechanism to a system based on direct subsidy
and deficiency payments. This shift is not intended to
subject farmers m the indignity of means testing or
charity; rarher it would enable the EEC to concentrate
and focus its increasingly scarce resources on these
farmers who need suppon to sponsor new develop-
ment and to aid diversification.

There is another imponant side to this debate which
not many people seem to have mentioned, and that is

that currently the consumers have to bear the burden
of supponing agriculture. There is a need to take off
the backs of the consumer, that is off the backs of the
least able the responsibility of paying for the CAP. In
many respecrs we have in the CAP and its higher food
prices a form of regressive taxation. The Labour Pany
has ofrcn been accused of being against the farmer.
Vell, we have a proud and good reputation of sup-
poning the farmer. \7e have always said in fact very
clearly and concisely that food production should not
be left to the uncertainties of free market forces. Bur
we are persuaded that a deficiency paymenr sysrem
provided out of taxation is fairer and more socially
just than a system which puts the burden of suppon
for the CAP on the shoulders of the old, the unem-
ployed, the low paid and the less able.

Mr Clinton (PPE). - Mr President, I have to say ar
the outset that I never remember a time when the
farmers throughout the Community were so despond-
ent about the whole future of agriculture. \7hy is this
so? The answer is quite simple to me. They have done
a good job and now they are being kicked in the reeth,
so to speak. The Commission has put forward propo-

sals making savage cuts in the prices of many impor-
tant producm, providing no price increase in the case

of others and only a small increase in the case of the
remainder. This, taken in con.junction with the remo-
val of some special measures and the imposition of lev-
ies, quotas, guarantee threshholds, delayed payments,
which have the same effect as reducing prices, and
changes in quality standards for intervention purposes,
gives us a package and a poliry based solely on budg-
etary considerations, with no concern for farmers'
incomes and no policy or prospect, either short or
long term, for the future of agriculture.

Article 49 of the Treaty setting up the Community is

being ignored. Community preference is being
ignored. As Mr Pranchdre points out, 510/o of imports
into the Community involve products that could be

produced in the Community. No wonhwhile effort
has been made to find alrcrnadve lines of production
that farmers could turn to. No attemp[ has been made
to find new uses for agricultural products. In rhe case
of surplus grain, no scheme has been put forward [o
give incentives to feed-merchanm to incorporate a

greater percentage of Community-produced grain in
feed rations.

Vhy is the Commission nor pushing a forestry pro-

Bramme crop which is in serious deficit in the Com-
munity to the limits? I do not mean just a scheme of
planting grants, but a scheme that would give the
owner of such land an income for the first 15 years.
Because there is a difficult situation in agriculture, we
cannot be content with saying to Community farmers
that they have to cut production and at the same time
accept an uneconomic price for the reduced amounts.
Neither can we fairly tell farmers that we shall tie
them to a quota that will remove the surplus and also
insist that they pay a co-responsibiliry levy on what is,
in fact, the essential need of the Community. This was
done in the case of A quota sugar. It was totally wrong
then, and it is tomlly wrong now in the case of milk.
There is a small surplus in the case of beef, due in rhe
main to the culling of large numbers of cows. The
Commission proposes for budgemry reasons rhar there
be no increases in prices for beef and veal, even
though it is wellknown that the margin on beef prod-
uction has always been very small.

It has always been the policy of this Community to
protect. family farms and to provide reasonsable liveli-
hoods for hill-farmers and farmers in other disadvan-
taged regions. If rhis policy is now ro be abandoned, it
will be done at very great cosr ro rhe Community
budget.

Ve should never forget that what the farmer ge$ for
his produce is less than one-third of whar the con-
sumer has ro pay. Nor should we forger rhat for every
one person employed on the farm, rhere are two peo-
ple employed outside in processing and providing the
farmer's inputs.
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The Commission's proposals would, according to their
own estimare, give a price increase of 0.20/0 to Irish
farmers, whose income is still 25% below the 1978
level. This in a country that had an inflation rate in
1984 of 8.5% and in circumstances where nearly 500/o

of our people are dependent on agriculture.

By way of conclusion, may I say that the beef market
was better managed last year than ever before, but
there is now a serious slump in both cattle and beef
and also in lamb. If serious losses are to be avoided,
urgent action is now required in this sector.

I am in favour of retaining the variable premium on its
present form and I want to see the most serious pres-
sure possible out on the Canadians to restore the 1984
levels of beef impons from the Community.

Mr Guarraci (S). - 
(lT) Mr President, the report

adopted by the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries

and Food on the fixing of agricultural prices for
1985/86 is a fairly faithful reflection of the immediate
concern of the majority of European farmers and the
way they are feeling, or rather their reaction to the
Commission proposal, which they see as in many ways

unfair, unbalanced in its treatment of the Member
States as a whole and hitting the Mediterranean states

panicularly hard, but above all as inadequate to con-
front the real problems of the CAP, which are not of
course those of last year or next year but of the whole
future of European agriculture.

The Commission in its proposals is still working along
the same lines as the old, out-moded agricultural
policy, a policy which is no longer appropriate. In fact,
we have paid highly for our single-minded pursuit of
the ambitious and primary aim of self-sufficiency in
food in Europe, because we have created an imbalance
in rhe development of farming in the Member Srates.

The sdmulation of production and over-production
has resulted in a pathological formation of surpluses,

with all its negative consequences, including specula-

tion, with the resulr now clear to us all that we have

aggravated what was already a division in agriculture.

In fact, by supponing, consolidating and strengthen-
ing the already wealthy farms in the North at the

expense of the poorer South, we have compelled the
Mediterranean farms to neglect the inadequacy of
their structures and assume the role, noble - if you
like, - but passive, of a market for the absorption of
the continental surpluses.

This is why we need to return to a uniformly devel-
oped European agriculture. And the way to do this
could be, as has already been suggested by a number
of speakers, to produce fewer and better goods for the
market, penalizing those who produce more for inter-
venrion; but without, of course, repeating the mistakes

of the past, without, that is, crystallizing and making
irreversible the disparities, which is what would hap-

pen if we follow the Commission proposals and work
in two opposite directions: on the one hand maintain-
ing the system of suppon, increasing prices, compel-
ling the Mediterranean countries, Italy, for example,
ro make up its shonfalls with Continental surpluses
(such as milk); on the other hand, reducing the price
ro a maximum of -60/o; reducing the guarantee
rhreshhold; rejecting too the slightest preference, for
whatever product, tomatoes, citrus fruits, durum
wheat of which there are severe shonages in the Com-
munity.

However, this is once again to neglect the social
aspecr, which is the fact that we are dealing with some

of the weakest regions, with lower incomes and higher
inflation rates and unemployment, which the famous
IMPs were designed to help and which, together y/ith

special funds, could have meant the stan of a serious
srrucrural policy, capable of tackling the problem of
restoring a balance to Mediterranean agriculture.

In the light of this, Mr President, I must point out that
we are not inrerested in a policy of high prices but of
contained prices, graduated for each individual prod-
uct, so that we can achicve a balanced development in
the Community, discouraging real surpluses and rid-
ding ourselves of the misguided policy which still has

the effecr of penalizing Mediterranean products.

In conclusion, we feel that an agriculture based on
price policy is totally inadequate under the new prod-
uction and market conditions in the Community and
that this could therefore be the time to embark ser-
iously on a reform of the CAP which has now become
necessary and urgent. Mr Pandolfi has today pre-
sented us with a package of structures. Perhaps there
is a glimmer of hope - ig'5 ngv61 too late.

Mr Stavrou (PPE). - (GR) Mr President, I wish to
state at the outset that I shall vote for Mr Pranchdre's
report, although this does not mean that I agree with
everything it contains. I shall do so because, compared
with the Commission's measures, those proposed by
the rapporteur ate a slight consolation for small and
medium-sized producers of Mediterranean produce,
who are being hit panicularly hard this year.

The Commission's proposal for implementing a res-
trictive price poliry appeared for the first time -
unless I am mistaken - in the Commission's commun-
ication to [he Council in June 1983 on the restructur-
ing of the Common Agricultural Policy. The objective
of this policy is to restrict the production of those
products which are responsible for structural surpluses.
And I wonder, Mr President, what the logic is behind
the Commission's reduction of the price of products
which have nothing at all to do with creating such
structural surpluses. It is proposing to reduce the price
of citrus fruit by 60/0, of peaches and apricots by 30/0,

and of tobacco by 50/0, even though it is well known
that the Community has a considerable deficit of these
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products, for which its average level of self-sufficiency
is hardly 55%.

Againsr the inrerests of the Community consumers, rhe
Commission, instead of considering or reconsidering
the permanently ailing sysrem of Community prefer-
ence, and flying in the face of any notion of Com-
munity solidarity, is dealing a blow ro the production
of southern Europe, is indifferenr to rhe high rate of
unemploymenr which is particularly affecring rhe
southern regions of the Community, panicularly
Greece, and is confining itself to withdrawing produce
from the market with rhe excuse rhat this consrirures a
guarantee, while in reality it is simply compensation
for the producer, who at rhe same time is urterly
downcast to see rhe fruim of his labour being buried.

I also wonder, Mr President, how it is possible to
impose prices without distincrion on rhe just and the
unjust, and when it is known that the main Mediterra-
nean products, such as fruit and vegetables, wine, olive
oil and tobacco, have never received more than 200lo
of the total expenditure of the EAGGF Guarantee
Section, compared with the 67o10 permanenrly
accounted for by the four main producm of which
there are surpluses, namely cereals, milk, sugar and
beef.

Lastly, Mr Presidenr, I should like to draw attenrion
to another blatant contradiction in rhe Commission's
proposals. Since 198 I the Commission itself has pro-
claimed the application of two basic principles which
were to reform the Common Agriculrural Policy: rhe
principle of equivalence and the principle of equality.
The practical aim of these principles was ro reduce the
gulf between the levels of development of the Mediter-
ranean and the northern regions of the Communiry, a
gulf which, with rhe Commission's proposals and rhe
already known fate of the Medirerranean pro-
grammes, we are very much afraid, Mr President, will
not cease to widen and will cenainly become bortom-
less with the fonhcoming, and orherwise welcome,
enlargement of the Community.

Mr Besse (S). - (FR) The term 'surplus' is merely
an excuse for some of the Community to attack the
principles of the common agricultural policy, as if ir
were a scandal to produce more than one needs. The
indicators which are used, such as the self-sufficiency
rate or the level of stocks, are causing confusion, and
thus blurring rhe issues and offering a misleading basis
for any decisions.

The Community has a polidcal responsibility to main-
tain production ar a level which will first guaranree
material independence through strategic srocks of the
most imponanr food products, secondly enable the
Community to play a sufficiently imponanr role on the
world markets for agricultural produce, thus prevent-
ing major powers from being tempted ro use food as a
weapon, and thirdly enable the Community ro cope

with natural disasters. Ethiopia illustrares the need to
have sufficient food smcks to be able ro cope with the
needs of countries stricken by famine.

Does not the Commission have some responsibility in
the confusion which now surrounds the problems of
surpluses? Should we no[ improve statistical criteria? It
should supply rhe informarion which would make it
possible to distinguish between strategic emergency
stocks and intervention stocks for regulating the mar-
keu

The Commission should introduce measures ro prev-
ent produce from being merely eirher used for inrer-
vention or destroyed.

It is not right that people should produce food and
should specularc simply because rhere is a guaranteed
price no matter how much they supply.

The Commission should introduce sysrems ro prorecr
ircelf against fraud and surpluses. Is should be only iri
exceptional circumstances as a result of exceptional
climadc conditions thar produce is stored or destroyed
to regulate the market.

Finally, it would be advisable for rhe Commission to
put forward proposals on the r6le which the ECU
could play in trade in agricultural produce within rhe
Community and with third countries. In seeking to
establish itself, the ECU could give a much-needed
new lease of life to European agriculture. I do not
have the time ro go into this poinr today, but I will
count on rhe Commission to include the subject in irc
working plan.

Mr Miihlen (PPE). - (FR) Mr Presidenr, I shall res-
trict myself to making a few specific commenrs.

First, regarding the average price increases proposed, I
must say that the Commission, in proposing to main-
tain prices at their presenr levels, has caused profound
disappointment in the agricultural world. Of course
for the large-scale producers and in panicular those
who have indusrialized production - I mean farms
which are no longer family concerns - rhe situation
may not yer have become critical. But this is by no
means the case for small farms; ir is for them thar I
deeply regrel rhar, when inrroducing its proposals, rhe
Commission did nor bear in mind Anicle 39 (b) of the
EEC Treaty, which smrcs that ir is rhe objective of the
common agricultural policy 'ro ensure a fair smndard
of living for the agricultural community, in particular
by increasing the individual earnings of persons
engaged in agriculture'.

Although I cannor supporr the aims of the prices
poliry for cereals, I shall resricr my comments here to
milk producion. I have always understood from rhe
Council debates which I have been privileged enough
to attend, thar the introduction of milk quotas *ould
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make the prices policy for milk production less severe,
and would thus be in the interest of small producers.
To me, as a representative of a country in which milk
constitutes the bulk of all agricultural produce and in
which the number of small farmers is relatively larger
rhan in most other countries, this prices policy is a dis-
aster, particularly because the new measures for mar-
ket management - and in particular the increase in
the payment periods - will affect the earnings of
small farmers sdll funher, and they now no longer
have the possibiliry of using quantity to make up for
this. In other words if, after the introduction of the
quota system, price levels are the next target before
there is even any proof that we have first managed to
bring about fundamental improvements in the struc-
tures policy, my country more than any other is in
danger of feeling the full impact. This is all the more
worrying because I cannot think of any other producm
which could make up for the cut-backs in milk prod-
uction.

I do not deny that, in his repon, the rapponeur took
care [o underline these negative implications and I
broadly support the conclusions of the report. How-
ever, I wanted to draw attention to the repercussions
which these price proposals will or would have in my
country, which demonstrates how right the rapponeur
ls.

Mr Vernimmen (S). - (NL) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, after this long day of discussion I will be

very brief and limit myself to four points, because I
think the debate is sraning to lose touch with realiry.

First, we cannot hope to achieve an efficient and

economic system inside the rigid lines of our Present
agricultural policy, and at the same time provide a

social paradise for our farmers with our limited
resources. The only answer lies, in my opinion, in
direct support.

Secondly, we need to pay far more attention to what is

going on on the world market. The changes in the
agricultural economy in the United States will,
whether we like it or not, be a determining faoor in
our future development.

Thirdly, we need to change our way of thinking. Ve
are inclined to forget that cereal and fodder plants can

also be an excellent raw material for the non-food sec-

tor. This could be the answer for certain of our sur-
pluses. It is therefore crucial to improve co-oPeration
between agriculture and the agri-foodstuffs industry
and make more use of what scientific research has to
offer.

Finally, I want to emphasize that as Europeans we

need to lose our inferiority complex. Technological
developments and research in the agri-foodstuffs
industry have shown us in which areas and in which
sectors we can compete with other pans of the world.

In conclusion, Mr President, Mr Andriessen, better
co-operation between agriculture and industry will in
my opinion be a key factor in determining whether
Europe can achieve a real agricultural economy. 'We

cannot build a social paradise on something which is

beginning rc look like an economic graveyard.

Mr Cornelissen (PPE). (NZ) As the fiftieth
speaker in this debarc, I will speak very briefly about

the three key issues: l) how are we going to solve the
problem of the Community surpluses? 2) how are we

going to secure a reasonable income in the future for
farmers who have quite rightly won themselves the

reputation of hard-working people, whose working
hours are so long that a discussion about a 38 or 36

hour week is tomlly inappropriate? 3) how are we
going to manage agricultural spending in the Com-
munity? In view of our present budgetary difficuldes,
this is crucial to the future of the Community and to
the furure of our agriculture.

I would like first to tell you how I see the Commis-
sion's approach. Courage, coupled with a serious

attempt to look further ahead than the neit elections:
this was my reaction to the EuroPean Commission's
proposals. This will surprise no-one who knows some-

thing of Mr Andriessen's political career. I was there-
fore dissappointed by the negative and unbalanced
reacrion of the Planchdre report. I feel much happier
with the opinion expressed by Mr Tolman, chairman
of rhe Committee on Agriculture, who spoke in an

interview of *'hat Mr Andriessen has left undone.

I would like to have seen more about a medium-term
structural policy for agriculture, offering some pros-
pefi for farmers, especially the small and medium-
sized family farms in the Community, and providing
for a reasonable income for a modern well-run farm.
In a structural policy of this kind, expon possibilities
for European agricultural products will be an impor-
tant issue. The dme for agricultural policy to be based

on self-sufficiency in the Community is definitely
gone. In a sense, the agricultural policy has been the
vicdm of its own success. Modernization and hard
work have boosted output, so that expons are now
crucial to the future of agriculture. I wonder if the
Committee on Agriculture is fully aware of this. Just as

I wonder if the Community development policy is a

priority for our Christian Democrats, I would like to
hear the Commission's opinion on this.

My third question to the Commission is whether I am

right in thinking that the proposals put forward by the

Committee on Agriculture would mean a greater need

for the quom system in agriculture and that, for exam-
ple, the superlevy on milk products would become a

permanent fixture. Surely that was not the intention.

Finally, I am concerned that vre are discussing today
two reports from our own Committees which are dia-
metrically opposed but which have been approved by a
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large majoriry, one by the Commirtee on Agriculrure
and one by rhe Commirtee on Budgets. I think we are
going about this.in enrirely rhe wrong way. As the
elected representatives of the people we should weigh
all aspects and come to a responsible conclusion. If we
continue as we are, we will do our credibiliry no good.
Ve are not going to win any medals. In fact, accord-
ing to a magazine anicle, Mr Presidenr, it will be a
couple of generations before anybody is winning any
medals. I only hope that Mr Andriessen will still be
around to receive them.

Mrs Gredal (S).- (DA) Mr President, I am speaking
on behalf of the Danish Social Democrars and I can
say tha[ we broadly supporr the Commission's propo-
sals - though with cenain reservarions. Frankly, we
are afraid that there will not be enough money ro
finance the Commission's price proposals and we
would therefore be running rhe risk of an intervenrion
in the middle of the marketing year involving savings
on refunds, for example, which mighr have unfonun-
ate consequences for Denmarks's exports to Japan, the
USA and elsewhere, as well as rhe expons of other
countries. There would also be the risk of Communiry
payments suddenly being suspended - as has hap-
pened in the past - and none of these things will ben-
efit agriculture; on the conrrary, rhey will be disas-
trous from the point of view of rational planning in
agriculture.

Ve are very pleased rhat a cur has been proposed in
cereal prices relative ro rhe world marker level,
amongst other things to avoid a price war with the
USA, in which the Community would inevitably be the
loser.

Today, the Danish Conservarives and others have
tabled a series of amendments rhat seem to me to be
quite inconsistent. One of them proposes a gradual
transition to a free market economy, whereas others
call for increased cereal prices, amongsr othel rhings,
even though the world market price is lower than that
proposed by rhe Commission for rhe Communiry. I
think that it is also imponanr ro no[e rhat rhere are
currently 17 million tonnes of cereals in storage in the
Community - more than there has ever been before.
The Conservatives also demand higher milk prices.
However, if we want a free marker and a gradual tran-
sition to such a situation, I rhink we should start
sraight away. And again rhere is rhe question of
where we get the money from.

A number of speakers roday have called for qualiry
requirements to be imposed on production. I agree
wholeheartedly. High qualiry and a share in the ben-
efim of the price curs proposed by rhe Commission
must in furure be among consumer demands.

As I have stated previously in rhis Assembly, I continue
to be rather concerned abour the Common Agricul-
tural Policy. It does nor seem likely that we will

achieve our aims with the resources we are proposing,
especially it we also bring the Pranchdre reporr inro
the discussion, as we have done today. Since ir pro-
poses biting off much more than we can chew. The
quesrion is whether on rhe whole the will exists to
reduce surplus production through increased use of
the price mechanism.

It is also my view that the weaker regions in the Com-
munity do nor receive sufficient aid from the regional
and social funds. Agricultural policy involves many
fine words, but one may well ask whether the facts are
not a litde tragic.

Mr Raftery (PPE). - Mr Presidenr, there is now
widespread agreemenr in the Community, both in the
farming and in the non-farming secrors, that the prob-
lem of surpluses musr be solved without delay. Our
success in finding a solurion will depend very much
upon accurate identification of the causes of rhese sur-
pluses.

Clearly, on the basis of the price proposals submitted,
the Commission feels thar high prices have been the
main cause and hence price cutring, it is felt, will solve
the problem. This is nor rhe case. The main facrors res-
ponsible for rhe conrinuing increase in output are rhe
adoption of new technology and, to a lesser ex[enr,
farm rationalization and market security. Greater and
more efficient use of fenilizers, allied wirh betrer crop
protection using newer and more effecrive fungicides,
weedicides and pesricides plus new varieties and new
techniques of planting and harvesring and srorage,
have given and are conrinuing to give and will give in
the future higher yields per acre. Likewise, better
breeding, feeding and managemenr of livestock has
given and will conrinue to give increased output of
animal producrs.

Funhermore it is now widely recognized that if rhe
average level of ourpur were brougtrr into line with
that achieved by the top 100/0, who are all using mod-
ern technology, the total agricultural output would
virtually double.

Cutting prices, therefore, I suggest, will not solve the
problem. It will simply force more.of rhe larger farm-
ers to increase ourpur using modern technology to
maintain their incomes while at the same time pushing
more of the smaller farmers our of farming. The net
result would mean even greater surpluses and longer
dole queues. I would remind rhis House thar unem-
ploymenr is now costing the Community rwo-and-a-
half dmes as much as the Common Agricultural
Policy.

Funhermore, price-curting, like quotas will be rela-
tively more damaging in some countries and regions,
panicularly the less-developed areas. In this regard
Ireland would be hardesr hit as our economy is much
more dependent on agriculture than any other country
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in the Community. And we have a higher proportion
of under-developed and under-capitalized farms
incapable of utilizing much of the new technologies to
help them increase output to maintain their incomes.

The very people who are not causing the problem,
namely the small producers, would be the first victims
of these price proposals. In an economy like Ireland's
with the highest level of unemployment in Europe, the
highest level of dependence on agriculture for employ-
ment - over 400/o directly and indirectly employed in
agriculture - and the highest proportion of marginal
farmers, we must simply reject these proposals as too
damaging to our economy in the shon term and inef-
fective for solving the problem in the longer term.

The solution must be in finding alternative uses for
our soils and for the products of our soils. To continue
producing products that are in surplus, like milk and
beef, from soils that are quite unsuitable for the prod-
uction of these products, whether this be in the wet-
lands of the west of Ireland or on the hillsides of the
Alpine regions, is clearly a nonsense when these areas

are eminently suiable for the production of timber, a

product that will be in deficit for the foreseeable
future. Some of the money spent on surpluses would
be better used supponing a forest policy which could
give an annual income to the landowners and would
encourate them to plant timber and to get an annual
income until the time of harvesting.

Likewise some of the good lowland soils producting
cereals which are in surplus should be used to produce
products which are in deficit and of which we import
large quantities, such as proteins and fibres. On the
product side we must find alternative uses for these
products in surplus. The incorporation of ethanol, for
example, at 5o/o in our petrol as a replacement for
lead, which will soon be banned, would take up
roughly 15 m tonnes of cereal and leave a very enh-
anced protein feed for livestock, thus reducing protein
impons and reducing pollution.

There are many other useful items that can be prod-
uced from the land and from the produce of the land
which the Community requires. It is along these more
imaginative and constructive lines that we must find a

way to reduce surpluses while at the same time main-
taining the farming population of Europe.

(Applause)

IN THE CHAIR: MR IALOR

Vice-President

Mr Prout (ED). - \7ell, Commissioner, you have
had a long day. I understand that you have had a

rarher long night too. I know you must be very tired.
'We appreciate how much attention you have given to
this long debate.

Ve admired enormously your skills as the Commis-
sioner in charge of DG IV and we know that you are

going to bring the same qualities of courage and intel-
lect that you brought to that Directorate-General to
the Directorate-General in charge of agriculture. I am
going to speak very shortly to a point that my distin-
guished colleague, Mr Simmonds, spoke to earlier and
to ask you if you would pay particular attention to it,
Mr Commissioner, when you come to give us your
answer. It is this vexed question of the mobility of
dairy quotas.

I know it is a complicated question because the ten
Community countries have different systems of land
tenure and different systems of taxation. You have got
the really difficult question of the relationship between
landlord and tenant. But I believe that the success or
failure of the quota system will depend on how effec-
tively you as a Commission approach the question of
mobility. It is absolutely vital if resources are to be

used effectively, that the producers who wish to
expand are able to obtain quotas from those who do
not. Not to allow this will restrict the scope for effi-
cient producers to exercise their entrepreneurial skills.
The problem really needs your urgent attention
because if it is left too long the system will fossilize,
resources which are valuable and important to the
Community will be lost and once again vou will be

faced with the problem of having to make a major
reform of our dairy sector.

(Applause from oarious quarters)

Mr Ducarme (L).- (FR) Mr President, out of res-
pect for the Common Agricultural Policy we should
vote for the 7.80/0, and I know, Commissioner, that
this may make people think me a demagogue. I think
that in the Parliament Committee it was important to
remember - as Mr Mouchel reminded us with one of
his amendments - how much the common agricul-
tural policy needed this increase in the normal course
of events, purely on the basis of objective calculations.
But as we see from the general debate on agricultural
prices, we have a'budgetary' attitude and an 'agricul-
tural' attitude, and in the final analysis we must take
account both of what we can do and what we must do.

That is why I have submitted an amendment on prices
in which the 'budget-minded' and the 'agriculture-
minded' may find some common ground. And if Par-
liament is to behave in a responsible consistent way it
must give some indication of how the increase which it
wishes to introduce is to be financed. I have been
re-examining some Commission documents which
show that the Commission itself has forecast revenue
of 840 million ECU for 1985 and 1986 from a non-
discriminatory lery on marine and vegecable oils and
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fam. If we apply this levy it will be a new source of
income for the Community, and I rhink that if we
compare these figures with the 10lo increase in agricul-
tural prices, we are entitled to call for a price increase
of around 30/o as a compromise between the demands
of those who are rnainly defending agriculture and
those who, within Parliament i$elf, prefer to adopt
the attitudes of cenain governments who do not w'ant
to increase the finances for Europe in general and cer-
tainly not for the common agricultural policy. And
that is why I would very briefly call on Parliament to
state its position at least on an average price increase
of around 3%, which could be financed by intro-
ducing a non-discriminatory levy on marine and
vegeuble oils and fats. This would be fair to farmers
and would certainly be a progressive attitude as

regards developing an overall oils and fars policy at
Community level.

Mr Pranchire (COM), rdpporteur. (FR). - Mr Presi-
dent, I,should now like to say a few words at the end
of this debate and rc thank all those who have spoken,
whatever the position adopted by my colleagues from
the Committee on Agriculture. I should also like, if I
may, to thank various depanments of the European
Parliament, panicularly the secretariat of the Com-
mittee on Agriculture and its chairman. My thanks
also go to the ranslators who, although rhe proposals
were submitted late for reasons which we all know,
managed to tet the texts our in good time, enabling
the repon to go through the various stages and be put
to the vote. And finally - a rare occurrence - my
thanks go to various depanments at the Commission
who speedily and faithfully provided me with rhe
information and documents which I needed for the
report, whatever use I made of them subsequently of
course !

I should like to say a few words about an idea which
seems to me to be central to this debare. I was very
interested to hear what was said about the repon I
presented, which was actually the repon of rhe Com-
mittee on Agriculture. At no point did I hear any basic
criticism of the dimarche itself, since I based the repon
not only on the price proposals submirted and related
measures but on the concept of an agricultural policy
consistent with the principles of the Treaty of Rome.

Before Mr Andriessen gives us rhe Commission's views
I should like to reply to some of the points which have
been raised.

Yes, as regards my atritude to the agriculrural policy, I
have made it quite plain that my main concern is ro
tuarantee farmers' incomes. Bur I am fully aware of
the wide disparities which exist and which have
become more marked from region to region and from
farm to farm. The CAP as originally conceived and
applied hitheno has cenainly contribured to this. That
is why I am proposing [o correcr irs faults and inade-
quacies by making it fairer and more just.

I am also concerned with the social problems which
are becoming increasingly serious in agriculture. But I
do nor think that they can be solved 5y a price-freeze
policy with accompanying social measures as some
have suggested. Such an approach would result in
two-tier agriculture, with on the one hand a farming
elite with connections with the agri-foodsruffs firms
and on the other the majority of the family farms liv-
ing off social assistance. Farmers have rheir pride!
They do not want to be given assistance but to work
for their living! To this end prices remain one of the
major elemenr which conribute to income. I don't
want to throw the prices baby out with the CAP bath-
water, I prefer just to change the water. That is why
prices must be accompanied by sructural or some such
measures to compensate for handicaps, reduce prod-
uction cosr.s and combar inequalities. My repon also
contains proposals ro rhis effect, and in the follow-up
to the agriculture policy talks we will be able to go
into these matters in more demil.

As far as budget matters are concerned, I think I dealt
with them at length when I presented the repon. But
some people brought them up again in the discussion
and deliberately inflated the figures. It is wrong ro
claim that the Committee on Agriculrure's proposals
would cost 2.7 rhousand million ECU. According to
the Commission the figure would be under I 000 mil-
lion ECU spread over two years. I am not saying that
this is a negligible amounr, but we have just heard one
speaker a momen[ ago speaking of revenue possibili-
ties which I myself proposed.

The finances to cover this addirional expenditure exist.
But there are none so deaf as rhose who do nor wanr
to hear. I cannot hope ro convince those who have for
years been leading regular attacks against agriculrure
and farmers. One of our colleagues mentioned the lev-
ies which I proposed in my repon.

But my honourable colleague from the Commirtee on
Agriculture should be well aware thar these are basi-
cally the proposals of the Commission irself which
were still on the rable afrer rhe Fontainebleau Summit
and which have since been axed. I am referring to the
proposed levies on oils and fats. Parliament had
already adopted a special reporr on this by a former
colleague of ours, Mr Geurens.

I think that the quesrion is really whether we wish to
preserve the irreplaceable tool which our Communiry
agriculture represenr or if we wanr to leave rhe field
open for the United Srates on rhe world market. All
those who insist on refusing to tackle farming prob-
lems today on the basis of the principles of the Treaty
of Rome and the concern voiced by the President of
the Commission when he came here in January,
should tell us what they really want. 'We cannor adopt
a dimarche which stares that we must preserve Euro-
pean agriculture and ar rhe same rime behave in a way
which jeopardises it.
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I was interested to note that the President-in-Office of
the Council saw the Commitree on Agriculture's
report as a signal. That was indeed how it was
intended, and I feel that the Committee's discussions
showed rhat the signal had a particular ring, didn't it?
But I must point out that to make the Community
institutions aware of the seriousness of the agricultural
problems and the urgent need to find solutions, we
had to make the signalring sufficiently loudly. But a

signal, Mr President, is meant to be heard. Otherwise,
if you are on the railway line, for example, you are in
danger of being run over.. . As I see it the problem
today is how to respond to this signal.

That is why I think Parliament will have a Brave res-
ponsibiliry tomorrow when it votes. \7e must arrive at
a clear position which will serve as a warning to the
Council and a basis on which to reach appropriate
decisions. These decisions cannot be the Commission's
proposals.

Today the farming world is expecting the European
Parliament to adopt a credible position, and I think
rhat Parliament will face its responsibilities fair and
square. That is what I am hoping for, but we shall see

tomorrow when we vote.

Mr James Elles (ED), drafisman of the opinion of the

Committee on Budgets. Mr President, since
Mr Pranchdre has just challenged the Committee on
Budger over its estimates on the Agriculture Com-
mittee resolution, I should like to ask Commissioner
Andriessen to cover this point in his reply. Mr Dankert
mentioned earlier today rhar it was 2.7 billion for the
two years. Vould the Commissioner also rcll us if he

thinks there is any chance of an oils and fats tax in the
next 18 months?

President. - I have no doubt that Vice-President
Andriessen will refer to this. Before I call him, I should
like to inform the House that the Council has

informed us that, in view of the number of holidays
between now and the April pan-session and the fact
rhat the European Council is meeting on 28 and
29 March, the deadline for forwarding questions for
Question Time is \Tednesday, 27 March.

Mr Andriessen, Vice-President of the Commission. -(NL) Mr President, I would like rc begin with an

apology. It was not because of the long night that I
failed to arrive on time for this morning's session but
rather because fog had prevented my flight from leav-
ing Brussels. Otherwise, I would have been more or
less on time.

Mr President, I should like to ry and enhance this
debate by responding to rhe best of my ability not to
each individual speech - which would seem a hope-
less task since there have been more than fifty of these

- but rather to a number of central themes which
have emerged.

The imponance of the debate stems from the fact that
it is taking place just as it is dawning on people that -
as has already been voted during this debate - some-

thing has got to happen in the agricultural world.
Everyone is agreed on this point, but not on how to go
about the problem.

The second significant feature of this debate is the
level at which it is being held. This is the first time that
I have panicipated in a debarc on agricultural prices in
this Parliament but I am put in mind of other debates

of a completely different complexion.

Thirdly, this debarc is significant because of the speech

by the Presidenr-in-Office of the Council, and I would
like to take this opponunity to say that during my few
months as Commissioner for Agriculture I have been

able to build up a form of cooperation with the Presi-
dent of the Council which has undoubtedly played a

grea[ part - and I would like to stress this point - in
enabling the Agricultural Council to take a number of
exremely imponant decisions in only a few consecu-
tive meetings. All the major problems plaguing us at
the end of last year have been dealt with and the decks
have been cleared for the Council's decision on prices.
Thar in itself will help the atmosphere and objectivity
of the debate. The Community has - with some justi-
fication - been criticized for dragging its feet when it
comes to making decisions but it is undeniable that in
some respects the Agricultural Council is an example
of an institution which can and does take decisions -even if not everyone is always in agreement with them.

Today's topic can be approached from any number of
angles and this has indeed been done during the
debare today. One way is to look at the problem of
surpluses; other approaches include prices, incomes,
budgetary policy and the budgetary problems cur-
rently facing us. You can take a pragmatic approach or
apply fundamental economic principles provided that
you bear in mind that it is not always possible simply
to transfer to agriculture the rules that apply to other
industrial sectors. Agriculture has its own characteris-
tic features which must be taken into account in any
economic and social analysis of agriculture.

That notwirhstanding, it is my personal opinion -and I have made no secret of it - that, all other mea-
sures aside, the basic precept for our agricultural
poliry must continue to be a market-oriented policy.
Of essential imponance within this, of course, is the
pricing policy and here one runs into some difficulty.
Afrcr all, if I say that prices must fall to limit produc-
tion, there is a chorus of 'Yes' but in fact more will be

produced. If, however, I raise prices then I shall find
even a greater increase in production. At this point the
question arises: 'what now?' Or could it perhaps be

that it is all inter-related with the entire workings of
the market; that the systems we have developed are so
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supponive that cenain market mechanisms cannot per-
form their functions? I am prepared to look inro
whether this is indeed so and whether we will need
other supplementary instruments in rhe future. I will
return to rhis ar the end of my speech.

May I begin by thanking the Commirtee on Agricul-
ture, Fisheries and Food, rogerher wirh its rapporreur
and the other committees thar have issued an opinion
on this matter. '!7'harever else, such thanks are due for
the speed with which they have worked and for a

number of imponanr poinr they have raised -although I must obviously continue to disagree with a

number of the essenrial conclusions reached, parricu-
larly by Mr Pranchdre.

I can only hope that the preparatory work we have
done within the Council, clearing rhe decks for a swift
and orderly debate on prices, will enable the Council
to make decisions on prices in good time, i.e. before
April 1. There is already quite enough uncenainty in
agriculture withour additional uncenaintly abour
future pricing policy. I therefore echo the words of rhe
President-in-Office here this morning in hoping rhat it
will indeed prove possible for the price negoriations in
the Council to be completed by rhe deadline now ser,
in other words before the beginning of the new mar-
keting year. I would add, however, rhat the first round
of discussions - in which I took pan last Monday -did not give me the impression that this will be easy.

During the February part-session, I had the pleasure
of describing, in broad [erms, the Commission's price
proposals. A lively discussion then followed so. I will
not Bo into all the various elements of rhat policy,
since they are akeady well known and have been the
subject of extensive comment during this debare. I do,
however, want to say that even when I made the pro-
posals I akeady realized, particularly in the lighr of
subsequent reactions that these price proposals were
less than ideal and would cause problems. On the
other hand, let me point out that vinually no-one den-
ies that they follow on consistently from policy agreed
on in past years, and panicularly lasr year, by the
Council and that major elemenss of this policy had
been approved by this Parliament.

The complaint is sometimes voiced rhat the Commis-
sion has been too consistent and too rigid in following
policy guidelines. I don't believe that this is fair. Faced
with today's market conditions, I don't think we had
any option but to make the proposals now before you.
May I point out that, since this policy was formulated,
the market situation has deteriorared rather than
improved.

I want to give a few figures rhough nor roo many. In
spite of the extremely expensive acrion raken by the
Commission - pafily at the instigation of Parliament

- 16 lgduse our stocks of butter, we sdl[ have
between 845 and 850 thousand ronnes in intervention,
quite apart from private stocks.

As far as milk powder is concerned, after average
stocks between M"y and October 1984 of
950 000 tonnes, we sdll have over 600 000 tonnes.
Over that period, our average beef stocks rose from
approximately a00 000 tonnes to 550 000 tonnes in
spite of the fact that we have, at very high cost, vir-
tually doubled our expon of beef on the world market
in two years. Turning to grain, we see that approxi-
mately 14 million tonnes of various kinds of grain are
currently in storage.

That is the current situation and against that back-
ground there is simply no alternative to a restrictive
and sometimes even negative pricing policy. As far as

agricultural incomes are concerned, the siruarion is
now a little better than I was able to describe in earlier
statements. '$ile now estimare that - mking inro
account differences between sectors and Member
States - there was an average real increase through-
out the Community of over 40/o in 1984 while inflation
is, fortunately, still falling and I therefore, I find some
of the criticism of the Commission's proposals exces-
sive and unacceprable.

I would like to get rid of one misconceprion. Too
often I hear that the Commission has put forward
what one mighr call a linear price proposal. That is nor
true. I concede [hat the margins are relarively small but
does not constiturc a linear price proposal. \7e have
made a proposal of this kind in the past but this year
we have incorporated price increases for those prod-
ucts where this was possible and price reductions for
those deserving them. That is not a linear price
lncrease.

Since a great deal has been said about cerrain prod-
ucts, I would now like ro rurn my arrention ro rhese -beginning with milk. There is considerable pressure,
including some from the general public ro delay by
one year the one million tonne reduction in milk prod-
uction agreed on in 1984. I am completely opposed to
this idea - let us get that quire clear. This is one ele-
ment in a policy which was deliberately and cons-
ciously decided, and I believe that such a delay would
reduce the credibility and acceprability of both rhe sys-
tem and its budgerary implications. I therefore sand
for the proposal for an approximate one million ronnes
reduction as agreed. People have made the point that
it is hardly realistic to rerain the coresponsibility levy if
you have a milk quota sysrem . . .

(Approoing comffienr rtom the auditorium )

I haven't yer said that I don't wanr to rerain ir!

(Laughter)

I've just told you whar orher people are saying!

(Laugbter)

\flhat I wanted [o say was this. In a situation where, in
spite of quora we still produce between 13 and 14 mil-
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lion tonnes more milk than we can consume - milk
that has to be marketed ar considerable expense - I
consider it perfecrly acceptable that people should
make some small contribution ro reducing the burden
of those marketing costs. Vherher this should con-
tinue is another quesrion, but I certainly think thar it is
justified. I would like ro point out - as a budgetary
argument of some relevance - that a single point
within the coresponsibiliry sysrem for milk represenrs
270 million ECU and that abolishing this coresponsi-
bility system would cost approximately the same
amount as could be raised by introducing a rax on oils
and fats, at least in 1985. I therefore rhink this budget-
ary argument is one thar should definircly be borne in
mind.

In this context, Mr Presidenr, commenrs have also
been made about the mobiliry of quotas, rhe exrcnt ro
which they can be transferred. At presenr, milk quotas
are tied to property and that gives only very limired
mobility since this can occur only where land changes
hands. I understand the reasoning put forward by
Mr Simmonds and Mr Prout, bur I can see a number
of difficulties that could arise.

The first problem is that such negotiability of quotas

- and that's what it comes down to - would
obviously mean an even more rapid structural change
in the milk sector, whereby small farms would increas-
ingly be replaced by larger ones. I have my doubts as

to whether this would be altogether a good thing
under present circumstances. I wi[, incidently, come
back to small farms later on.

Secondly, it is clear thar any negodability of quotas
would mean assigning some kind of capital value ro
them, which would make them much more difficult ro
abolish at a larer date.

This brings me to a more general topic. I have been
asked for my own opinion and it has been stared that
quotas are the ideal instrument for dealing wirh sur-
plus production. I want to make my views quite clear,
Mr President. It proved impossible ro avoid quoras in
the milk sector and it has been decided to introduce
them for five years. The Commission is expected to
bring out a report in three years rime on a possible
continuation of the system. I have nor yer resigned
myself to the idea of quotas being permanent and
inevitable feature of the milk sector in the future, nor
am I convinced that they are the best way ro deal with
surplus production in other sectors.

Ve should not forger, Mr Presidenr, thar a quora sys-
tem makes it almost impossible to avoid national and
owner's quotas which, in turn, lead ro complete seg-
mentation of the market and to the phenomenon so
rightly pointed out by Mr Prout as he was recom-
mending giving milk quotas some kind of negoriabil-
ity. As I see it, we have to do all we can, taking into
accounr the prospects I will try to sketch in for you at
the end of my speech, to find orher ways and means of

combaring rhe problem of surpluses which also take
account of the related aspecrs of social conditions and
farm incomes since these are inextricably linked with
the central issue.

This brings me to a few commenrs on rhe budgetary
aspects of agricultural policy. Let me begin by saying
that the budget does have an influence on policy.
There is no getting away from rhis bur ir is certainly
not the sole or in my opinion, even the main reason
for adopting the policy which the Commission feels to
be necessary.

Secondly, I can well imagine - and this has been evi-
dent from this debate - that the unease and uncer-
tainty in agricultural circles is compounded by uncer-
tainty as to whether we will be able ro cover rhe cost
of the agriculrural policy this year in rhe absence of a

Community budget. It is clear to everyone that the
provisional twelfths regulations will mean everything
grinding to a halt sooner or later. Ar some stage, we
will get into difficulties. I can therefore only hope thar
a solution will be found ro this element of uncenainty
from which our farmers really deserve to be freed as

soon as possible.

In this context, I would like to sound a warning for
those who advocate using the revenue from a new rax
on oils and fats to finance higher agricultural expendi-
ture which, in my opinion, is nor .justified by market
circumstances. I am nor saying thar we in the Com-
munity do not need more own resources - we do.
The Commission has pur forward a proposal for such
a tax and that proposal is now before the Council. In
fact, when this topic came up in the Council rhis week,
I made a point of asking what was preventing rhem
from discussing this proposal.

Vhether we should immediarcly use rhe revenue from
this tax for new agricultural expenditure is another
matter which I regard as a question of priorities that
should be discussed in another and wider conrext. I
emphasize that, Mr President, not because I would not
like rc have sufficienr money for the agricultural
policy but rather because I think it structurally impor-
tant for agricultural policy in the longer rerm rhar
Community use of new own resources should be
decided as part of a serious weighing up of various
priorities - a process which should also involve orher
policies.

Mr President, I have been asked whar rhe budgetary
implications of the Pranchire report would be. The
answer is as follows: compared with the Commission's
proposals, the Pranchdre reporr would cosr 490 mil-
lion ECU in 1985 and I 170 million ECU in 1986, giv-
ing a total over the rwo years of approximately
I 700 million. These calculations include rhe rax on
oils and fats which according to the proposal before
us, would yield some 260 million ECU in 1985 and
580 million ECU in 1986 or a rotal of 840 million
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ECU. Those, Mr President, are the best figures I can
put before Parliament today.

Mr President, I would now like to make just one com-
ment on the rapponeur's motion for a resolution.
Obviously, I cannot reply to every point in this exten-
sive report so what I will do is respond either implicitly
or explicitly, various views put forward in that repon
while speaking on a few specific topics.

At rhis point, I would like to make two comments tha[
I consider extremely imponant. Firstly, the Commis-
sion has put forward a price proposal which inevitably
involved srating percentages. They had no choice in
this marter, since this an intrinsic pan of a pricing
policy. It is fair to ask - and I believe that this was in
fact done this morning before my arrival - whether
Parliament also needs to reach an opinion on a specific
percentage. !7ould it not be possible to give its opinion
on the proposals in more qualitative terms? It is of
course not for me to say but on looking around and
hearing a number of percenages being quoted, it
seems to me an idea well wonh considering.

My second comment concerns incomes. I think one
thing is of primary imponance, namely that agricul-
tural incomes which are entrepreneurial in nature, are
essential dicmted by very specific circumstances and,
by definition, vary from year ro year. This means that
trends must not be examined on a year [o year basis

but rather over a period of years. Any other approach
would lead to very unbalanced policy making. If,
Mr President, we then look at agricultural income
over a number of.years, we see that there has been an

average increase in income within the Community of
7o/o since 1980 in real terms, i.e. taking inflation into
account. Compared with a number of other sectors in
rhe Community economy, that is definircly not the
worst performance. And I might even say - even if it
seems a little insensitive after what has already been
said - that this was panly thanks to the Community's
agricultural policy, panicularly when you consider it
was during a severe recession.

As for the future, I think we must look funher than
just prices if we are to guarantee incomes. Other
aspecrs are involved, including both costs and quality:
and does not the rapporteur himself note in his repon
that continued increases in prices will make it difficult
to abolish regional disparities and that they may even
become more serious. In my own opinion, the viml
need is for a medium-term or even long-term view of
agriculture, and an analysis of how this will affect
trends in farm income, in order to ensure a suuctural
situation in which we can avoid empty promises, such
as pricing proposals that we cannot. fulfil, but instead
give real guarantees that incomes will show steady
gains. That being so, I do not believe that anyone can
say rhat over the past few years the Commission's pro-
posals have done no justice to Anicle 39 of the Treaty
where this refers to incomes. Am I denying thar we are
confronted with a number of serious cases? Bv no

means. Existing circumstances, and the problems we
can expect in the future, make it more urgent than
ever to look at the social aspecm of agricultural poliry.
And I would like to take the opponunity of saying,
Mr President, that this will indeed be one of the ele-
menm in the study we have already smned and which
will I hope soon, at in any rate before the end ofJune,
be available for public discussion.

I now turn to small and medium-sized enterprises.
Ever since the Community's agricultural policy was
formulated, family farms have been one of the basic
features - indeed a corner-stone - of that policy.
Concern has qurte nghtly been expressed about trends
in this area and I share that concern. I continue to
believe that family fatrms, the small and medium-sized
holdings, are an imponant element vial m the mainte-
nance of the structure of our agriculture, to the pro-
tection of rhe environment and to the preservation of a

tradition of quality production. The question is what,
under current circumstances, we can do to ensure that
family farms, the small and medium-sized holdings,
have a fair chance of survival. Quite apan from the
specific measures we have already aken - but which
have been criticized by a number of members of this
Parliament as completely inadequate - we will also
have to take this factor into account in the study I
mentioned a moment aBo.

Various speakers have voiced the need for cooperation
rather than confrontation between agricultural and
environmental policy and I am 1000/o in agreement.
For hundreds of years now, agriculture has been

largely responsible for defining and forming the Euro-
pean landscape and continues to be one of the envi-
ronment's major allies, as it were. Nevenheless, ser-
ious questions have to be asked about the increasing
use of cenain practices. These questions have, indeed,
been raised quite explicitly during this debate and we
will have to take them into account. Incidentally, I
believe that this is an area where our proposals are a

step in the right direction and I would like to state at
this point rhat one of the working panies I formed last
week as pan of the study is specifically concerned with
agriculture and the environment, so that aspect can
receive all the attention it merits.

There has been less comment during this debate on the
enlargement of the Community and the implications
this will have for Community agriculture. On what is,
I hope, the eve of the last decisive negotiations on
enlargement, I would nonetheless like to make a brief
comment. The accession of Spain and Ponugal will
obviously present the Communiry with a new chal-
lenge. How can we incorporate the agriculture of the
two future Member Srates into the Community struc-
ture without demanding unacceptable sacrifices from
existing members - particularly those people around
the Mediterranean who earn their living from agricul-
ture ?

Let me begin by saying that we cannot hope to enlarge
the Community without sacrifices on both sides - i.e.
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on the pan of the existing Ten Member Srates and of
the two who want or are prepared to join rhe Com-
munity. Vhat is imponant is rhar rhe sacrifices are
shared in a reasonable way and that, in the end, the
advantages outweigh the disadvanrages - as has
proved to be the case in the past for the Communiry of
Ten. This means that we musr strive to make our own
'acquis communautaire'as srong as possible and as

much as possible in tune wirh the new siruation in the
way that we tried, nor so long ago, ro do on the case
of wine. In the second place, the negotiations will
inevitably result in relatively long transitional periods
and divergent arrangements in order to allow rhe
smoothest and mosr economically acceptable dovemil-
ing of these economies. In consequence, we will nor be
able to benefit immediately from all the advanrages of
normal intra-Community trade. And even then, with
the exception of a single commenr today, we have still
said nothing about rhe obligations we have ro rhe
countries around the Medircrranean which will not be
members of the Community. As a Community, we also
have to meet our obligarions to those countries since,
there too, agriculture involves very significanr econo-
mic, expon and other problems.

Mr President, I would now like to turn my attenrion
to import and expon. This is a major irem in rhe reporu
and I must say that I am in complete disagreement on
a great number of issues. Let me begin by saying that
we have to act, and quickly, wherever there is an ele-
ment of unfair competition. That is what we try to do
through our market management and by using instru-
menr based on international agreemenm.

There can be no doubt that we have to rerain one
important element of our agriculrural policy, i.e. the
Community preference, and we will do this during rhe
difficult negotiations currently underway or about to
be opened with third countries - nor least with the
Unircd States, which have been mentioned by a great
number of speakers in this debate. I do, though, just
want to utter a word of warning. '!7e must be careful
that prorcctionism is nor smuggled in under the cloak
of Community preference. In the long rerm, that
would not be in the interests of rhe Community -indeed it would, I feel, ultimately or even in the rela-
tively shon term be to the Community's disadvanrage.

Ve should not forget that we have recently - and a

number have pointed this out with a certain degree of
satisfaction - become one of the largest agricultural
exponers in the world. \7e hold firsr place in rhe case
of beef and second place for other products. How can
we expect to achieve the expons we need on the world
market if we are nor at the time prepared to give the
rest of the world access to our own markets, or if we
are not prepared to honour, to a reasonable or even
generous extent, the international obligations we have
accepted, since we certainly exped this from our other
trading partners.

Impon and expon, Mr President, is a two-way process
and one cannot try to ignore this fact and get away
with it.

At any rate we have increased our agricultural expons
over the last ten years twice as fast as our agricultural
impons and rhis is a point which must be taken into
account in the debate on prices.

I now have just one comment to make on structural
policy. Yesterd^y - as described in detail this morn-
ing by the President-in-Office of the Council - it
proved possible for the Agricultural Council to take a

final decision in principle - not yet a formal decision

- concerning future structural policy and also the
financial resources to be made available for it. These
resources are less than the Commission had requested
but they are adequate, I think to permit a responsible
structural policy. Moreover, the figures are merely
guides, which means that the normal budger proce-
dure can, it necessary, always be invoked to examine
whether supplementary funds are required. In this
context, a number of members have asked about the
relationship between this structural fund and the
so-called 'lMP', the integrated Mediterranean pro-
grammes. At this point in time, I can only describe our
approach but not give any figures. The Commission
envisages allocating pan of the fund, now about to be
decided, to the IMPs, for use in the agriculrural sec-
tion.

It has further been suggested, that if the Council
decides to provide additional resources for rhe inrc-
grated Mediterranean programmes - and the Com-
mission believes this will be necessary - this money
should, as far as agriculture is concerned, be added to
the EAGGF guidance section to allow an integrated
analysis of the agricultural component of rhe Mediter-
ranean programmes. From the point of view of both
policy and the budget, I believe this would be the besr
approach. Vhat I cannor tell you is rhe sums involved.
Obviously there is a link berween rhe sums now
approved and the sums originally requested. You can-
not change one item by 400 to 500 million and then
expect other sums to remain unchanged. That is

clearly not possible, but the Commission still has to
discuss this matter.

Finally, I would like to make a few commenrs about
the study which I have mentioned once or rwice. I will
keep it very shon. Two weeks ago, I instituted six
working parties under the leadership of a steering
group. These six groups are to study rhe following
topics with the aim of identifying the options for a

future approach. The Commission does not envisage
coming up with specific Commission Directives in

June. Its intention is to put forward a number of
options so as to stimulate debate with the Parliamenr,
with people professionally involved and wirh all inter-
ested persons so that at the end of the year conclusions
can be drawn which can rhen serve as a basis for plan-
ning the following year's policies. That is what is
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envisaged and, by the end of the first six months an
option paper will be tabled as a basis for discussion.

The six working parties cover the following areas.
l. New, non-alimentary applications for agricultural
produc6, e.t. ethanol; 2.Alternative crops for land
becoming available through the abandonment of sur-
plus production, i.e. production reorientation I

3. Future prospects for cereal production - s61g2lg
are increasingly assuming a key role in our policy;
4. The role of agriculture in the environment and, par-
ticularly, environmental protection; 5. Trade policy;
5. The issue I have referred to under the heading of
'agriculture in society', a topic that includes the prob-
lem of incomes and possible incomes supplements,
together with more general issues. I am quite prepared
to include in these deliberations - because it is not my
decision - the 1981 amendment mentioned by
Mrs Castle during the debate. \flhat I do hope is that
the business world will also be prepared to accept its

responsibilities, since government authorities alone
cannot determine what has to be done.

I have one final comment to make, Mr President. The
Chairman of the Agriculture Committee said that
Andriessen's'Unfinished Symphony' was slowly devel-
oping into a more complete piece of music. May I say
that I in fact view my work as a concerto for three
violins - Parliament, the Council and the Commis-
sion - and let us hope that we can tackle agricultural
issues in harmony as befim public institutions.

(Applause)

President. - The debate is closed. The vote will be
taken at 3 p.m. tomorrow.

(The sitting was closed at 7.30 p.m.)t.

, Agr"dtfr, 
"ext 

sitting: sdc Minutes.
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ANNEX

l. Qaestions to the Commission

Qaestion No 4, by Mr Banett (H-364/84)

Subject: Shannon study

In view of the imponance of the Shannon Estuary to the economic and social welfare of
the Vest of Ireland and the stated purpose of the ERDF which is to contriburc ro rhe
correction of the principal regional imbalances within the Community through panicipa-
don in the development and structural adjustment of regions whose development is lag-
ging behind, will the Commission indicate whether or nor it would be prepared to fund a

study into the infrastructural problems of this region?

Ansuter

The Commission is quite prepared rc consider jointly with the Irish authorities any propo-
sals to study the infrastructural problems of the Shannon Estuary.

*o*

Question No 8, by MrAndreus (H-387/84)

Subject: Food assistance to hunger-stricken countries

Could the Commission tell us why, considering that some of its food producrions are in
excess, it does not increase ir food assistance in favour of populations suffering from
starvation ?

Ansuter

Each year the Community may implement food aid projects within the limit of the appro-
priations set aside for such projects in the budget. In 1984, it was possible with the appro-
priations available to earmark approximately I 127 563 tonnes of cereals, 122 500 ronnes
of milk and 32 750 tonnes of burteroil as food aid, together with various quanrities of
sugar, vegetable oil and other products.

The Community may not use its food surpluses to provide food aid unless budget appro-
priadons are voted for that purpose.

However, in view of the exceptional extent of the famine in Africa, the European Council
decided at i$ meeting in Dublin of 4 December 1984 that 1.2 million tonnes of cereals
should be earmarked by the Community and the Member Sates for the countries most
severely affected by the drought; this represents a substantial increase in the Communiry's
and the Member States' food aid contribution to the countries concerned.

To enable this panicular project rc be implemented, additional appropriations had there-
fore to be found and were made available by means of a transfer approved by the Council
on 18 December after consulting the European Parliament on l2 December 1984.
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Question No 26, by Ms Tongue (H-250/84)

Subject: Child care provision in the European Community

Given that equal treatment for male and female workers constitutes one of the objectives
of the Community, is the Commission aware of the inequality suffered by women seeking
access [o the labour market because they do not have equal access to adequate child care
provision in all EEC countries?

Convinced that public provision of child care facilities for the under fives is necessary to
Buarantee real equality for women, will the Commission undertake rc draw up proposals
for a framework direcdve calling on Member States to acknowledge their responsibilities
in this field and to make the necessary provisions?

Ansarcr

The Commission is aware that adequate child care facilities are of vital importance for
promoting equal opportunities for women in working life.

In action 15 of the action programme on the promotion of equal opponuniries for women
1982-1985, the Commission set iself the following rarger: 'ro enable borh men and
women to find fulfilment in and combine satisfactorily their career, their family and their
social life'. In this connection the Commission undenook to moniror trends in the area of
public services and facilities for the care of children, with a view rc drawing up guidelines
at Communiry level.

A study has been commissioned on this subject and the report forwarded to Parliamenr.
On the basis of the conclusions reached in the study, a high-level seminar will be held at
the end of March, organized jointly by the Commission and the Italian Presidency and
with the panicipation of Ministers and senior civil servants from the relevanr minisries,
representatives of the European Parliament, both sides of industry, equal opponunities
commissions or organizations and expens. This seminar will provide an opportunity ro
discuss ways of encouraging the provision of child care facilities.

The problem has also been raised at Council level. The resolution on measures to combar
unemployment amont women of June 1984 and the recommendation on rhe promotion of
positive action for women of December 1984 both emphasize rhe imponance of suppon-
ing measures, panicularly in terms of social services and means of ensuring a fairer sharing
of responsibilides. Child care facilisies are seen as a vital element of such supporring mea-
sures.

x-

Question No 27, by Mr Marshall (H-267/84)

Subject: VAT on food

'\7ould the Commission please confirm that it has no plans to ask the UK Government to
impose VAT on feed?

Ansuter

The Commission has no such plans.

:i+
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Question No 29, by Mr Van Hemeldonck (H-50il8a)t

Subject: The status of conscientious objector

On 7 February 1983 the European Parliament2 adopted a resolution on conscientious
objection, on the basis of the report drawn up by Mrs Macciocchi.r

Can the Commission indicate what action it has taken on that report?

'\flhat progress has been made in implemendng its provisions in the various Member
States?

Is the Commission aware of the recent adverse developmenm in this area in Belgium,
Germany and France?

Answer

The Commission has already stated its views on conscientiouns objection in the answer to
wrirten question 1354/83, which was also put by the honourable Member, by stating that
this matter lies oumide the Community's field of competence.

One of the rhings the Commission poinrcd out on that occasion was that problems con-
nected with conscientious objection to military service were being studied by the responsi-
ble bodies in the Council of Europe, in whose work the Commission participates as an

observer.

Since then rhe Steering Committee for Human Righm has drawn up a draft recommenda-
don which has been submitted to the responsible bodies of rhe Council of Europe for their
opinion.

As regards the recent developments in
does not possess any information, since
field of responsibility.

Belgium, Germany and France, the Commission
this is an area which lies outside the Community's

*
*:!

Question No 32, by Mr oon'Vl'ogau (H-495/84)

Subject: German regulations governing the issue of a German driving licence to citizens
of Community Member States

Under paragraph 15 of the German Road Traffic Regulations as amended on 23 Novem-
ber 1982, (Federal Law GazetteI, p. 1533), a cirizen of a Member State of the Com-
munity can 'exchange' his driving licence from a different Member State for a German
driving licence if he has taken up residence in the Federal Republic of Germany and no
more than l2 months have elapsed since he took up residence.

The holder of a driving licence from the German Democratic Republic on the other hand
may do so at any time, i.e. without observing a one year deadline (paragraph 14a of the
Road Traffic Regulations).

Once rhe year has elapsed, irrespective of any previous driving experience and irrespective
of the fact that he has acquired over a year's experience driving in Vest Germany, the
Community cirizen has to retake the driving test to acquire a German driving licence
which involves considerable expense.

I Former oral question wirhour debate (0-65184) convened into a question for Question Time
2 Verbatim repon of proceedings, l0 October 1984,p.142.
, oJ, c 68/1983.
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I would therefore ask the Commission:

Does the Commission regard the one year deadline in paragraph 15 of the Road Traffic
Regulations to the detriment of Community citizens as comparible with the EEC Treaty,
and would it not be appropriate to extend the provisions for citizens of the German
Democratic Republic in paragraph l4a of the Road Traffic Regulations to Community
citizens ?

Ansuer

An. 15 of the German regulation on road traffic (Sf.YZo),t which provides for the
exchange of driving licences issued in other Member Stares againsc a German licence
where the holder has become resident in the Federal Republic for less rhan one year, is in
line with the provisions of Anicle 8 of Council Directive 80/1263/EEC on rhe introduc-
don of a Community driving licence.2 The commission is of rhe opinion, however, rhar
the latter anicle does nor prevenr an exchange being made after expiry of the one year
period, if there are good reasons for doing so and if this is in the inreresr of the applicant.

Question No 33 by Mr Mauina (H-709/84))

Subject: The critical situation in the Third \florld

A. Noting that, as a result of Community policy on milk production, Iraly has decided to
slaughter more than 70 000 dairy cows;

B. whereas this constitutes an intolerable destruction of resources given that in many
Third \7orld countries food products are in very shon supply;

C. considering that 70 000 dairy cows could be put to better use by increasing rhe live-
stock resources of poor countriesl

Does the Commission not think it would be a good idea for the animals in quesrion,
which are not suffering from diseases and could still be producrive, ro be saved from death
and sent to Third Vorld countries where they can be of funher uses?

If so, will it act accordingly?

Ansuer

No special programme for the slaughtering of milk cows has been introduced in Italy. The
normal culling of dairy herds however involves the replacement of 2O-250/o of cows per
year.

To, transpon live cows to developing countries rather rhan to slaughter them would not
olly b9 very costly but the cows would be hardly likely to adjusr to rhe totally different
climatic and other conditions in such countries. It rherefore would not be responsible to
allocate limited funds to such aproject. The funds available should be used in orher ways,
e.g. by promoting programmes for the improvement and extension of indigenous stocks.

The Community, through its European Development Fund, does in fact finance srock
lmprovement Programmes in numerous ACP countries and in addition assisrs similar
programmes in certain other developing countries.

::. ri

I Regulation darcd 23. tt.l9B2 (BG Bt.I, p. 1533).2 4 December 1980.I Former oral question without debate (O-93,u 84), convened into a question for Quesrion Time.
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Question No 35, by Mr McMahon (H-500/84)

Subject: Iron and steel employees: ECSC Readaptation Benefit

Can the Commission spell out in deail the regulations for payment of benefits to cenain
steel workers who lose rheir jobs as a result of capaciry reductions in the iron and steel
industry; in particular, BSC wish to close the Glengarnock !florks and transfer the work
to Shelton. The product at Glengarnock is universal flats and TH arches. If BSC transfer
producrion to another mill and do not cut back on production ofTH arches and universal
flats; will the workforce ar rhe Glengarnock \florks still be entitled to assistance for
retraining under the ECSC scheme?

Ansuer

Under Anicle 56(2)(b) of the ECSC Treaty, readaptation benefit is granted to workers in
rhe coal and steel industry who have been made redundant, the demiled arrangements
being determined by bilateral agreements with the various Member States.

The rules are fairly complex but are generally available in published form, as is the case

for those applying to the sreel sector in the Unircd Kingdom. It should be pointed out,
however, that the Commission can intervene only at the request of a Member State.

In the specific case of the Glengarnock works, the Commission can only give a provisional
answer since rhe British Government has not yet submitted any application for aid and the
Commission is not in possession of all the facts it requires to assess definitively whether
the workers concerned would be entitled to benefit.

If, as the honourable Member indicates, the Glengarnock works is being closed down but
the company's overall output. is being maintained at its original level, this would constitute
a transfer and concentration of production, resulting in a permanent loss of jobs. A clo-
sure on this basis would constitu[e a restructuring measure in line with the General Objec-
tives for Steel.

The Commission would therefore be able to contribute, as it has done in all similar cases

in the past, towards the cost of measures to benefit the workers concerned - including
retraining cosrs - provided that the necessary application were submitted by the British
Government.

*-**-

Question No 37, by Mr Deprez (H-508/84)

Sub.iect: Second European programme to combat poverty

Despite weaknesses and gaps, the first programme (1975-1980) created hopes that
resources could be amassed, combined or boosted at European level to support or direct
measures and policies to combar poverty in the Member States.

Unfonunarely, the limited resources available (44 million ECU over five years) restricted
the scope of the measures and projects undenaken.

Vith the second programme the Commission considered that the sum of 35 million ECU
over five years (i.e. an average of 7 million ECU per annum) was a minimum for carrying
our a programme with even a little impact. On 13 December 1984 the Council of Minis-
ters of Employment and Social Affairs adopted the second programme to combat poverty
but restricted it to 25 million ECU over four years (or 6.25 million ECU per annum), i.e.

10 million ECU less rhan rhe Commission's proposal and 19 million ECU less than the
first programme.

'!7hat will the Commission be able to do wirh such a restricted sum at a time when there is
a substantial increase in poverty thoughout the European Community?
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Answer

1. The total Community expenditure on the first programme to combat poveny was in
effect.iust under 20 million ECU over the period 1975-1980.

2. Anicle 2 of the 19 December 1984 Council Decision on specific acrion ro combat
Poveny in the Community does in fact estimate that the funds 'necessary to implement rhe
measures proposed by the Commission in its Document COM(8a) 379final of tAJuly
1984, amount to 25 million ECU for four years (1985-1988)'. This compares wirh the
Commission's proposed expenditure of 35 million ECU for five years (1985-1989).

3. The Commission's stated objective of implementing a mosr rigorous programme of
projects coordinated in a close-knit manner is unchanged but in the presenr circumsrances
all the elements (including the projects) of the programme will necessarily have to be
pared down.

*

Sub jec,:counci,-.,",:::;J;':::;:':-:::*:"'::'!,)*^,measuresorcom-
munity interest relating ro energy straregy

Anicle a(a) of Council Regulation (EEC) No l89O/842 introducing special measures of
Community interest relating to energy straregy reads as follows: 'Community financial
assistance shall be made only in respect of projects, schemes or measures iniriated afrcr
I January 1983. No conribution shall be made in respect of projects or schemes com-
pleted before the entry inro force of rhis Regulation.'

The Commission Decision of lTOcrober 1!8a $4/5llIEEC)3 approves nine projecrs in
the Federal Republic of Germany. Vhich specific projects, schemes o. .easr.is initiated
after 1 January 1983 are concerned?

Ansuer

Commission Decision 84/5ll/EEC of lTOctober 1984 granted financial aid, for nine
measures to be taken in the Federal Republic of Germany. All these measures consisted in
activities or projects which were carried out after I January 1983 but were connecred wirh
current projects or protrammes of Community interest. Thus the requirements of
Anicle a(a) of Council Regulation EEC/ l89O/84 have been sadsfied.

Qaestion No 40, by Mr Gifftbs (H-G23/84)

Subject: Maritime uansporr

\7ith whom did the Commission consult in the preparation of their draft paper enritled
'Progress towards a common rransporr. policy - maririme transport'?

Ansuer

All the consultations on the memorandum during its preparation were informal, as rhey
were on the previous policy papers. Discussions were held with, and commenrs received

] lo_rn_re1_o_ral eyel!9n wichout debate (0-112/84) convened into a question for Question Time., oJ, t 177,4.7.1984,p.7.
' OJ, L 283,27.10. 1984, p.50.
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from individual shipowners, ffade unionisrs, high officials of Member State governments,
shippers and others in the maritime industry on the understanding that this would not pre-

clude more formal (and even differing) comments when the Commission had formulated
its views. In addition some of the matters covered in the memorandum, none of which is
of course new, were the subject of specific consultations over the period during which it
was written.

>i+

Question No 43, by Mr Vandemeulebrouche (H-565/84)

Subject: Commission's attitude to the FIFA transfer system

A meeting was held in December between the Commission and FIFA representatives to
discuss problems arising from rhe current transfer system and its incompatibiliry with the
provisions of rhe Treaty of Rome governing the free movemen! of persons. Vould the

Commission indicate the outcome of the talks and its attitude to this issue?

Ansaner

At the meeting held in December 1984 between the Commission and FIFA representa-

tives, the quesrion of rhe current transfer system and im compatibility with the provisions

of the Treaty of Rome was not on the agenda. The aim of the meeting was to seek pro-
gress towards the elimination from the Association's rules of nationaliry clauses limiting
the numbers of Community players in each playing division.

*o*

Question No 44, by Mr Pearce (H-679/84)

Subject: Use of animals for research and training purposes

Vhat steps has the Commission taken to bring about in the Community a general code of
pracice on rhe exrenr and the nature of the use of animals for research and training pur-
poses ?

' Answer

(a) Even though I have only recenrly taken up responsibility for new matlers in the Com-
mission, I havC already been sruck by the great interest in this sector, in panicular that of
the Parliament.

(b) Ve have already promised to consider what initiatives the Commission can ake.

(c) You will know rhar we think it important for the Community to take into account the
work of the Council of Europe in this field. Accordingly we have already made proposals

ro enable the Community as such to panicipate in the Inrcrnadonal Convention which has

been drafted.

(d) I recognize th^t there may be the need for other Community measures in order to
ensure progress. This concerns the possible need for:

(i) Community measures of applicadon and legislation;

(ii) the research into alternative methods not using live animals;

(iii) the coordination of data systems to avoid duplication;
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(iv) and the role that codes of pracrice may have.

(e) At present we are studying the priorities for work in respect of animal prorection in
relation to the resources we have available. Ve shall then be able to decide rht besr course
of action.

Question No 45, by Mrs Crawley (H-69t/84)

Subject: Second EEC and-poveny programme

Following the approval by the Council of Social Ministers last December of rhe second
EEC anti-poveny programme, due to begin this year, will the Commission srate when it
will.be requesting tenders for the 'action-research' projects which make up rhe main parr
of the programme, and when the common criteria for selection of these projects wili be
made public? In panicular, will the Commission state what directions will be or have been
given to Member States to ensure a fair and open bidding process from inrcrested groups
to esmblish the credibility of rhe programme amongst disadvantaged groups in the rrC;
funhermore, what measures will it be taking rc advinise this pro[ram--me ihroughout the
Community?

Ansuer

Anicle 3(l) of Council Decision 85/8/EEC of 19 December 1984 on specific Community
action to combar poveny stipulares that:

'Applications for Community financial assistance shall be approved and forwarded to the
Commission by the Member State or States on whose rerrirory rhe projecrs are to be car-
ried out.'

This implies- that the responsibiliry for advenising the programme nationally and calling
for tenders for action-research projects resm wirh- nationalluthorities whictr harre under]
taken to forward those approved to the Commission by 3l May 1985.

Article l(a) of the same Decision stipulates that the Commission may promore or provide
financial assistance for various types of action-research measures:

Third indent: 'of particular interest to the Community in thar they are addressed to prob-
lems common to several Member States'.

The framework for the 'problems common to several Member States' has been defined in
COM 681 (8a) of 25 November 1984. Endtled 'specific areas of panicular sub-themes for
a second specific Community action to combat pove[/', this document gives the lisr of
priority themes and sub-themes to be tackled by projects ro qualify for Community finan-
cial assistance under the anri-poveny programme (1985-1988).

,, 

,, 

,.

Question No 46, by Mrs Dury (H-699/8a)

Subject: New pesricides

The Belgian Press recently reponed on the mysterious cases of neurological illnesses at
Fernelmont in Belgium.

Investigations have revealed that land near Fernelmont has been used for experiments
involving phytopharmaceutical products under development in the United Starei, prior to
marketing, though no causal connecrion has been .rtr6lirh.d.
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Answer

The Commission is aware of the pesricide testing facilities which exist at Fernelmont in

Belgium.

There are no Community provisions at present. in respect of controls on field testing of
pesricides prior to their commercialization. Member States are responsible for conrolling
ih. .*t.nt-^nd scope of such resting. Therefore, concerning the case in question, it is the

Belgian authoritiei which are responsible for laying down the regulations under which

pesticides may be tested.

Vhilst the Community has no existing provisions controlling the pre-commercialization
res[int of pesricides, it should be noted, that it is the Commission's intention to consider

making ru"h * proposal to rhe Council following adoption of the proposal concerning the

placing of EEc-accepted planr prorecrion products on the market.l This proposal is still
underlxamination in the Council, and envisages inter alia, laying down the necessary

field tesring requirements for Community acceptance of pesticides used as plant protection

products. Ii is only after the adoption of this proposal, which has been under examination

in rhe Council for eight years, rhar rhe question of Community harmonization of controls

on the pre-commercialization field testing of pesticides will arise.

In its resolution of lO May 1984, establishing a programme of work in the field of the

harmonizarion of veterinary, plant health and animal feedingstuffs legislation,2 the Coun-

cil adopted a timetable which envisages, inter aliq adoption of the EEC-accePtance pro-

posal by I January 1986.

'!7hat legislative sreps has the Commission taken to prevent Europe from becoming a test

bed for new pesticides prior to marketing in the United States? How does it supervise this

rype of activity?

*- 

*' 

,,

Subjecr: Soil porution 

Question No 47' by Mr collins (H-702/84)

Vill the Commission say what work is being carried out in the Community on soil pollu-
tion, soil erosion and soil conseryation? How is this work funded, and is there any indica-

tion that some Member Srates are withdrawing resources from such work in spite of
widespread concern abour the interrelationship of agriculture and the environment?

Ansuter

The Commission has been mindful of the need to safeguard the natural environment and,

in panicular, of the need to combat soil erosion ever since the first socio-structural mea-

,ui., *... adopted within the framework of the common agricultural policy'3 In rhis

regard, the Council has adopted a series ofregulations relating specificallyto certain agri-

.ihu.al areas in a number of Member States.a The new regulations which are currently

oJ c 212,9.9. 1976, p.1.
OJ C 134, 22. 5. 1984, p. l.
Directive 72/159/EEC.
Directive 75/268/EEC.
Reguladon 355/77 /EEC.
Regulation 269 / 7 9 / EEC.
Regulation I 820/80/EEC.
Regulation 1938 / 8l /EEC.
Regulation 1939 / 8l /EEC.
Regulation 1942/ 81 /EEC.
Regulation 197 5 / 82/ EEC.
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being drafted and which,concern the integrated Medirerranean protrammes, measures ro
improve the efficienry of agricultural srructures and wine-growing in Greece will serve to
complement the legislation already in force, Measures ro prorecr the soil against chemical
pollution are-covered by directives on plant health producml, a proposal for a directive
and the use of sewage sludge in agriculture and proposals for direciivei on air polludon.

In .addition, the.Furopean Community is coordinating imponant studies concerning soil
pollution and soil conservation in the context of its environ-ent .esearch programmf and
agronomic research programme.

In.the light of informadon available to the Commission, the problem of soil pollution and
soil conservation is tending to become a matter of major concern in the Mimber States.
However, in the present climate of budgetary austerity, it is at times difficult to find suffi-
cient resources to finance the measures needed.

**o

Qaestion No 48, by Mrs Castle (H-705/84)

Subjecr: VAT

Is the Commission aware that Britain has never levied a tax on books and that the last tax
on newsPaPers and journals was abolished in 1855 on the grounds that knowledge should

!_e Sade as widely available as possible and be as cheap ai possible? \Toirld it furee that
VAT on newspapers,_journals and books constirur,es a rax on knowledge anlculture,
which.is contrary to the principles of a civilized Community? !7hen revie'wing the Sixth
Directive on rhe harmonization of the laws of the Member States relating to fAT, *ill ir
Promote an amendment rc make it clear that harmonization should exclude the essentials
of life, of which the right rc knowledge is one, and thus make an effecive contribution to
the creation of a people's Europe?

Ansuter

The Sixth VAT Direcdve which was adopted in 1977, provided that zero rates should
only be allowed on a transitional basis until, at the latest, fiscal frontiers were abolished
and then only if they were for clearly defined social reasons and were of benefit to rhe
final consumer. The Commission have no plans to propose any amendmenr to this provi-
sion.

,,:.

Qaestion No )e by Mr McCartin (H-7il/54)

Subject: Facrory closure in Casrlebar, Ireland

Is the Commission aware of the closure of Travenol Ld and their factory at Castlebar,
Ireland with rhe loss of ZOO jobs?

Can the Commission sate whether in fact the decision to close this factory whilst main-
taining a factory producing identical products in France was influenced by ihe public pro-
curemenr policies pursued by the French aurhorides?

I Directive 78/631/EEC.
Directive 79/ll7/EEC.
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Answer

The Commission is aware of this proposed closure. The Commission has no information
which would lead it to suppose that this is due to the factors referred to by the honourable
Member.

The Commission undersrands that Travenol operarcs a number of plants and the company
has itself announced a rarionalizarion of im production facilities in order to face up to
declining world demand coupled with increased Japanese competition. This plan includes
the closure of rhe plant in Kansas City as well as the plant in Ireland and a restructuring of
production into larger units.

ri

,i*

Question No 5 1, by Mr lYurtz (H- 7 1 2/84)

Subject: Food aid and emergency aid to Nicaragua

The Nicaraguan Governmenr recently requested food aid for 1985, as well as emergency
aid, including deliveries of cereals and milk powder.

Has rhe Commission acceded to this request? If not, can it explain the reasons for its

refusal and indicate whether it proposes to Brant such aid to Nicaragua in the future? In
additon, has it received requests for this rype of aid from the NGOs?

Ansuer

Ir is rue that the Nicaraguan Government recently addressed to the Commission a

requesr for food aid for 1985. This requesr concerns the delivery of approximately
lSOOOOtonnes of food (cereals, red kidney beans, milk powder and vegenble oil). The
Commission is in the process of examining the request, and it should be possible, while
taking account of the various limitadons affecting the food aid programme, to grant
Nicaragua quantities equivalent to those which are traditionally supplied.

The honourable Member's atrcndon is drawn to the fact that since 1979 Nicaragua has

received food aid from the European Community for a total value of 47 million ECU (i.e.

an annual aver^ge of approximately 8 million ECU or an average quantity of
50 000 tonnes grain equivalent).

Question No 52, by Mr March (H-71 9/84)

Subject: Dumping prices for milk

A number of repons have indicated that various German disributors are selling large
quanriries of milk on rhe Belgian market at retail prices which are well below the cost
price of the domesric producrs. Vhen one learns that the price which these same distribu-
tors are paying for milk supplies in Germany is higher than the price paid to Belgian prod-
ucers, one is entirled to ask the reason why. Is the Commission able to explain this
phenomenon? Has it something to do with the refund on VAT to compensate for the dis-
mantling of monetary compensatory amounts? Is any other form of subsidy involved?

Ansarcr

l. According rc rhe statistics available to the Commission, it is true that the quantides of
drinking milk imponed into Belgium from the Federal Republic of Germany increased

from 8 500 ronrtes in 1980 to 26 400 tonnes in 1983 (i.e. an increase of tZ gOO tonnes).
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But during the same period impons of drinking milk inro the Federal Republic from Bel-
gium increased from 45200 tonnes in 1980 to 938OOtonnes in 1983 (i.e. an increase of
48 500 tonnes).

2 The average unit value of the above quantities for 1983 is practically the same in both
directions (0.32 to 0.33 ECU/kg).

3. Although it has no information on trade during recent months as regards prices, the
Commission holds the view that the compensation granted in the Federal Republic for rhe
reducdon of monetary compensatory amounts in the form of a reducrion in the rarc of
VAT ought not to affect export prices. In fact, when goods cross a frontier the VAT paid
at the outse[ is refunded when the goods leave the Member Srate concerned and is
charged at the rate applied in the imponing Member State.

Funhermore, rhe commission has no knowledge of any aid granted by the Federal
Republic to promote such exports.

Question No 54, by Mrs Hammerich (H-724/54)

Subject: Developments in the case involving Stanley Adams, Hoffmann La Roche and rhe
Commission

Can the Co-mmission give details of the latest developments in the case involving Stanley
Adams, Hoffmann La Roche and the Commission?

Ansuter

The Commission assumes that the honourable Member refers ro the acrions which Mr
Adams has taken against the Commission pursuanr ro Anicles 173 and 215 of the EEC
Treaty since there have been no recent cases involving Hoffmann-La Roche. However,
since these matrers are before the Coun (Cases 145183 dnd fi/8\, and are rherefore sub
judice, the Commission cannot comment any funher than ro inform the honourable Mem-
ber that the written pleadings have been completed in both cases, rhar a Hearing of \Vit-
nesses has been held in Case 145/83, and that the final Oral Hearing before the Court has
not yet taken place in either Case.

*o*

Question No 5), by Mr Seefeld (H-727/Sa)

Subject: Programme of action to promote the social and economic inregration of disabled
peoplel

!an. {9 Commission give details of the latest state of social and economic integrarion of
disabled people at Community level, with panicular reference ro rhe sandardization of
the definition of the term 'disabled person' in all Member Srates, the introduction of a
disabled person's pass valid in all Community countries, building regulations for residen-
tial and public premises that take account of the needs of disabled people, measures ro
integrate disabled persons in working life and greater access for disabled young people to
vocational training?

' May 1982 - May 1987 , adopted by the Council on 21. 12. 1981.
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Question No 55, by Mr Peters (H-728/84)

Subject: Programme of action to promote the social and economic integration of disabled
peopler

By the end of 1984 the Commission was supposed m have submitted a reporr on its activi-
ties relating to the implementation of the abovementioned action programme and on the
latest state of progress with regard to measures at Community level.

Is this repon by the Commission available in the officiai languages and, if not, why not?
Has the Commission drawn up draft directives providing for the introduction of common
criteria and standards governing the rights of disabled people in the Member States and of
a workable quota system for the employment of disabled people in the Member States?

Joint answer

The Commission's action to promote the social integration of disabled people is in full
operarion, and all the activities intended are progressing well. A limiting factor however
has been that for 1983, the inrcnded first year of full operations, only half the credits
needed for the programme were available. Inevitably, therefore, the programme got off to
a slower start than planned and it is for this reason that I have decided to present the
progress repon on the programme in June of this year.

The Commission is currently compledng the preparation of its first policy initiative within
the programme and will submit a memorandum and draft recommendation to the Council
on the employment of disabled people within the next two months. The aim is to establish
common guidelines on all the key issues affecting employment, including vocational train-
ing and the impact of new.technologies; the question of quotas will be fully treated.

The Commission is, moreover, well advanced in rhe preparation of its second policy initia-
tive which will concern the environment of disabled people - that is the questions of
housing, access and mobility. Very soon we shall stan work on the third initiative which
will cover social security and benefit systems. Other initiadves will follow, so that within a

reasonable period Community guidelines will be established covering all the principal
needs and rights of disabled people.

As to the level of social inrcgration in the Member States, the story is one of generally
encouraging developments which are now being checked or indeed reversed by financial
constraints. Medical and technological advances haved dramatically changed the oppor-
tunities for a full and independent life for disabled people, including many of the most
severely disabled. There have been many improvements also in public and professional
attitudes and in the realization by disabled people of their own potential. The battle now is

ro ensure rhat disabled people tet at least a fair deal when job opponunides are shrinking
and public services are being reduced. That is why the Commission is giving priority to the
series of policy guidelines I have outlined; which are aimed to ensure that we persisr in
challenging the system and that disabled people are never forgotten.

These guidelines will of course cover most of the specific points in Mr Seefeld's question.
Harmonization of definitions will develop gradually as an outcome of our initiative on
social security, and of our action m develop a computerized information network on disa-
bility questions.

{.+

Question No 57, by Mrs Cinciai Rodano (H-735/84)

Subject: Fight against tuberculosis in Vietnam

Has the project submitted by TROCAIRE on behalf of CISDE (International Coopera-
tion for Development and Solidarity) to combat tuberculosis in the Pham Ngoc Ehach

, M.y 1982-May 1987, adopted bythe Council on 21. 12. 1981.
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Hospital in Ho Chi Minh City (Vietnam) been financed in accordance with the European
Parliament's resolution of l7 February 1984 on the granting of humanitarian aid ro Viet-
nam and, if not, what are rhe reasons for refusing to do so?

Ansuer

It is several years since the Community stopped giving development aid to Vietnam.

Since then the Commission has stated on several occasions that it was not prepared to
consider a resumption of such aid unless there were some signs of a positive rend in rhe
reSlon.

On 15 and l6 November 1984, ar the ASEAN-EEC ministerial meeting, the Foreign Min-
isters of the ASEAN countries and of the Community reaffirmed that Vietnam should not
be given any aid likely to support or reinforce its occuparion of Kampuchea.

The project for the construction of an extension ro rhe Pham Ngol Trach Hospital in Ho
Chi Minh Ciry and the purchase of equipment do not in themselves consrirure a humani-
tarian proje6t but one of structural development which is not easily eligible as an exclu-
sively humanitarian project.

As regards humanitarian aid proper, the Commission would remind the honourable Mem-
ber that on l3 February 1985 it dealt favourably with the requesr from UNICEF to supply
300 tonnes of skimmed milk and 100 tonnes of dried fish to be distriburcd ro mothers and
young children who were vicrims of the recent typhoon Agnes.

**'*

Question No 58, by Mr Filinis (H-737/Sa)

Subject: Disbursements from rhe European Social Fund

Although Greece has been classified as a priority area eligible for the highest amount of
Social Fund inrcrvention, it emerges from statistical data published in'Agence Europe', an
authoritative bulledn of informadon on the Community, and in rhe explanatory sraremenr
of the RAGGIO repon that in 1984 Greece received only 5.1% of the ESF's roral budger,
which is an extremely small amount in comparison with rhe ESF grants to the other Mem-
ber States, considerably lower thant rhe percentage Greece received in 1983 (6.40/o) and
not ac all commensurate wirh the country's structural problems.

'\7hat, 
in the Commission's view, is the reason for this retrogression in ESF disbursemenrs

and what measures does ir intend to take on Greece's behalf to remedy rhis siruadon?

Ansuer

The Social Fund does not operate on a quota basis but rather through the selection of
applications based on eligibility criteria defined in the guidelines on the managemenr of
the Fund. Therefore the amount of assistance received by individual Member Srates can
vary from year toyear.

The amount of Social Fund assistance to Greece increased from 3 557 million ECU in
l98l to l3 405 million ECU in 1983. It should be noted that in 1983 - before the reform
of the rules on the operation of the Social Fund - Greece benefited from multiannual
approval, pan of which covered operations to be carried our in 1984. Funhermore the
Commission has recognized the panicular problems of Greece in relation ro a lack of
basic training infrastructure in the framework of rhe Greek Memorandum through its five
year Programme ro assist the Greek authorities in the construcrion and equipment of
training centres in urban areas. The reducrion in assistance in 1984 as compared wirh 1983
can be explained by the relatively high number of non-admissible and non-eligible applica-
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tions submitted in 1984. Although this situation is unlikely to be repeated in 1985, the
Commission departments are available to rhe Greek authorities for consultation prior to
the introduction of applications for assistance.

*
*. *.

Qaestion No 59, by Mr Hoon (H-745/84)

Subject: Operation Flood

Given thar'Operarion Flood is regarded by the European Commission as a prime example
of how food aid can be used to promote long-term rural development', and that it pro-
vides help to 10 million families in India through the provision of Community skimmed-
milk powder and butteroil, does rhe Commission intend to continue with this valuable

Programme on the same scale?

Ansuer

The 'Flood II' operation, whose purpose was to provide milk products, was jointly
financed by the !7orld Bank (via an IDA loan) and the European Community.

Staned in 1978, it was planned that the operation should be for a period of seven years,

i.e. thar it should be conrinued up to the end of 198s.

The objectives fixed at the outset are currently being atmined:

- the operarion has been exrended to 23 of the 25 states of the Indian Union and has

assisred 29 219 cooperatives comprising 3 172 000 stock farmers;

- national milk production rose from 28.3 million tonnes per annum in 1977/78 to
36.3 million tonnes per annum in 1983/84;

- the incomes of farmers and their living conditions in the villages have improved, and

urban consumers have benefited from a more regular availability of supplies and from
a marked improvement in the quality of products.

The Commission is therefore convinced that there is much to be gained from providing
food aid with a view to encouraging the economic and social development of the poor
countries.

It purposes ro undertake during the current ye^r an exhaustive appraisal of the resulm

obrained and to consider rhe scope for extending this kind of aid operation both in India
and in other countries where the conditions are conducive to success.

Question No 50, by Mr Schinzel (H-747/84)

Subject: The Euro-Arab dialogue

'\flhat is the Commission's assessment of the current situation in the Euro-Arab dialogue?
Is it planning to step up the dialogue and if so, what initiatives has it considered?

Answer

Since ir began in 1974, the Euro-Arab dialogue has been faced with the differences in
srress placed by the rwo pa(ies on its different facets, political on the one hand, economic
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and technical on the other. This fact has had a lasting effect on the development of the
dialogue and explains its successive stops and starts. However, ir was given new impetus
by the Euro-Arab polidcal meeting (Troika) which took place in Luxembourg in 1980 and
which has led, among other things, to the following:

- an extension of the work of most of the working commitrces and specialized groups;

- the fifth meeting of the General Committee held in Athens in 1983.

This meeting did not succeed on agreeing on a joint final communiqu6 owing to differ-
ences of opinion on the conrcnt of the political facet. However, the lwo panies considered
that the conclusions arrived at concerning the economic and technical facet represented a
definite convergence of opinion and provided a basis of reference for funher work in this
field.

Since the end of last year two Euro-Arab meetings (Troikas) have resulted in progress in
the preparation of a sixth meeting of the General Commitree. It should be stressed that rhe
Commission has already begun the preparatory work for the economic and technical facet
within the appropriate Community bodies.

Since the dialogue is by definition two-sided and in view of im organization and proce-
dures, any intensification of work requires, on the one hand, an approach which is
coordinated between the Member States and the Commission and, on rhe other hand, a
similar determination on the Arab side. The Commission takes an active pan borh in all
the preparatory work of the General Committee and in the activities of the working com-
mlttees.

Question No 61, by Mr Ephremidis (H-7tl/54)

Subject: Conditions governing the sale of motor vehicles in Greece

The automobile industry is in severe crisis in Greece - where its level of development
does not of course compare with the level in most of the Member States - wirh suciessive
closures of companies or the conversion of production (assembly) planr into commercial
enterprises.

Vould the Commission state whether and, if so, how it has intervened in order ro pur an
end to the favourable credit terms under which motor vehicles assembled (or produced) in
Greece are sold in comparison with imponed vehicles, in view of the fact that this will
create additional problems in Greece in this sector in which a large number of workers
have already been made redundant?

Ansuer

It is rue that the Commission has initiated infringement proceedings against Greece.

However the proceedings are in no way an attack on hire-purchase sales of cars.

The proceedings apply only to a discriminatory aspect of the arrangemenrc in question:
the advantages are resricted to national products, while hire-purchase sales of imponed
cars are prohibited.

During the proceedings before the Coun of Justice, the Greek aurhorities submitted the
text of a new provision on the subject, which indicates that the arrangements forming the
subject of these proceedings will be in force until the end of February 1985.

This was confirmed in discussions between the Commission and the Greek aurhorities
during a meeting in Athens on 4 and 5 March. The Commission undersrands rhar as of
I March 1985 credit arrangemenrs will be extended to imponed cars.
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The Commission is at present examining the new arrangements to determine how far they
are compatible with Community law. If these arrangemenr are compatible with Com-
munity law, the Commission will withdraw its action before the Coun.

,l

**

Qaestion No 52, by MrAdamou (H-752/84)

Subject: Subsidies and impons of fenilizers into Greece

The proposed total abolition of subsidies on fertilizers will raise the price of fenilizers by
ar leasr 100% and will adversely affect agricultural income by increasing production costs
for agricultural produce. Moreover, liberalizing impons will severely affect the domestic
fenilizer industry and the workers employed in it.

In view of all the detrimental effects on the Greek economy and to Greek workers which
abolition of fenilizer subsidies and the liberalization of fenilizer impons will entail, does
the Commission intend taking steps to prolong the system of national subsidies and to
maintain the resrictions on imports of chemical fenilizers?

Ansuer

l. Council Regulation (EEC) No 37/8l,l which is based on Article6g of the Act of
Accession of Greece to the European Communities, provides for the progressive reduction
by 200/o each year, over a period of five years, of the original amount of aid given for the
supply of fertilizers to producers at less than cost price.

In fact, national aids rc means of production, such as the supply of fenilizers to farmers at
less rhan cost price, are considered ro be incompatible with the provisions of Community
law. However, Greece has not met its obligations.

2. The Commission, informed by the Greek Government, is well aware of the difficuldes
which the latter encounters in the applicadon of Regulation No 37181.

The Commission is at present considering whether an authorization of a panicular mea-

sure by the Council, on rhe basis of Anicle 42 of the EEC Treaty, would consriture an
appropriate solution to the problem.

Such an authorization would allow Greece ro grant another national aid for a more effec-
tive and rarional use of fenilizers within the framework of a specific programme for struc-
tural developmenr in this sector, which will have to be discussed jointly by the Commis-
sion and the Greek Government.

**-*

Question No 63, by Dame Shelagh Roberts (H-7t3/84)

Subject: Status of'au pairs'

Has the Commission taken any action to improve and protect the status of 'au pairs'
within the Community following rhe resolution of the European Parliament passed in
1983?

I Council Regulation (EEC) No37/81 determining certain national aid measures which Greece is

authorized ro mainrain on a transitional basis in the freld of agriculture (OJ L 3, 1. 1. 1981, p. l).
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Answer

The Commission has taken note of the Resolution of the European Parliament and felt
that the European Agreement on au-pair placement sponsored by the Council of Europe
provided a suiable instrument. to counter most of the problems linked with au-pair place-
ment.

To this end, the Commission, on 20 November 1984, recommended thar rhe Member
States should sign and ratify rhe Agreement of the Council of Europe.

Member Sates will inform the Commission on the follow-up to rhis recommendation. At
that time, after careful examination of the various national reporrs, the Commission will
decide whether the need arises for inrroducing, at EEC level only, new provisions ro
improve and protect persons placed au-pair.

Question No 64, by Mr Sherlock (H-75t/54)

Subject: Hormones

\7ill the Commission please indicate what acrion ir proposes ro rake in regard ro rhe
French Government's introduction of the three new hormonal substances as growth
Promotants in cattle raising, contraryto Directive 81/602/EEC?1 Since the French action
prejudges both Parliament's opinion and the Council's decision on rhe Commission's cur-
rent proposals on hormonal substance (COM(84) 295 final), as well as the Commission's
own ad hoc commitree of scienrific expens, will legal measures be mken?

Ansaner

(a) The Commission follows closely the way in which the Member Smrcs fulfil their obli-
garions, in respect of the application of the Council directive of 1981, prohibiting the use
of cenain hormonal substances and thyrostatic substances.

(b) \re have studied the new laws recenrly introduced by the French Government. I
regret to say that they do nor appear ro be in accordance with Community rules.

(c) The Commission will use procedures laid down by the Treaty ro ensure the respec of
Community law.

*_+

Question No 65, by Mr Croux (H-756/84)

Subject: Statute for Members of rhe European Parliament

On 13February 1985, in its answer ro an oral question by Mrvan Mien, rhe Council
stated that in November 1983 it had consulted the Commission on the proposal submirted
by Parliament's enlarged Bureau on 29 September 1983 and thar it was srill awaiting the
Commission's reply. !flirhout wishing to go inro detail, i.e. into the substance of the
enlarged Bureau's proposal, I should like to put the following quesrion to the Commission
on the procedure for drawing up a uniform staturc for Members of rhe European Parlia-
ment.

1 OJ L 222,7.8.1981,p.32.
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\Vhy has rhe Commission not yet informed the Council of its opinion on this proposal,
does it consider that it is obliged to deliver such an opinion and, if so, on the basis of
which provisions of the Treaties or other Acts?

Ansaner

On 1l Ocrcber 1983 the President of Parliament forwarded to the Council a resolution
on the Sratute for its Members, made up of one pan dealing with their remuneration and
social benefits and another pan dealing with the adjustment of the Protocol on the Privi-
leges and Immunities of 8 April 1965. Since it had no right of initiative regarding the 'Pri-
vileges'secrion, the Parliamentasked the Commission in November 1983 to submit adraft
ro the Council. A draft was drawn up by the Commission and forwarded to the Council
on 12 December 1984.

Once this pan of the work was finished, the Commission was able rc give its attention to
the draft Statute on which it musr give an opinion (pursuant to Article 13 of the Act on the
elecrion of the Members of the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage).

The Commission expects to present its opinion in April 1985. (Mr Delors has just replied
ro rhis effect ro a lerter from Mr Pflimlin of 18 December 1984.)

**'*

Question No 57, by Mr Newton Dunn (H-781/84)

Subject: Commission Memorandum on Maritime Transpon

Vhen will the Commission formally issue the Memorandum on Maritime Transport
understood ro have been approved by the Commission in December 1984, informal copies
of which have been circulated to all interested bodies, except the European Parliament?

Ansuter

The amendments [o the Memorandum on Maritime Transpon as approved by the old
Commission were approved by the new Commission on \Tednesday 6 March. The Memo-
randum will soon be officially transmitted to the Community institutions, including the
Parliament, in the normal fashion.

*"*

Question No 69, by Mr Di Bartolomei (H-78t/84)

Subject: Transmission of broadcasts by the RAI

Beginning in June 1984, it was possible in certain areas of Belgium and Luxembourg - in
the areas around Lidge, Charleroi and Gent - to receive. the RAI first channel. The
explanation is that certain private television companies were able to pick up RAI broad-
casts transmitred via the ECS I satellite which is also used by francophone television for
channel 5 broadcasts. Consequently, these television companies, equipped to receive chan-
nel 5, were able rc retransmit Italian programmes, giving great enjoyment to people of
Italian origin who, up till that time, had no access to information, cultural or entertain-
ment sources from Italy. Does not the Commission consider that the Community should
use irs good offices to encourage the resumption of the broadcasr in question, in view of
its institutional dury ro promote closer relations between the States and peoples that com-
prize it?
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Ansaner

l. The Commission agrees Community citizens should have access ro programmes
broadcast from all Member States.

2. Shonly after the Belgian PTT decided to prohibit Belgian cable distributors from
receiving and relaying the RAI programme through their cable nerworks, my colleague
Carlo Rima di Meana addressed a message to the relevant Belgian and Italian authorities
calling upon them to resolve this marter in a consrructive manner.

3. In the meanwhile negotiations have been mking place involving the Belgian and Ital-
ian PTT (Post, Telephone and Telegraph Services) the French and Flemish speaking com-
munities, cable operators, the RAI and the competent authorities. I understand that the
problems that led ro the interruption of the relay of RAI programmes to Lidge, Gent and
Charleroi have now been resolved. As a result the Belgian PTT issued licences for the
distribution of RAI programmes on these three nerworks last Friday. Applications for
other networks are to be considered on a case by case basis. The Commission will be fol-
lowing funher developments

Question No 70, by Mr Selaa (H-792/84)

Subject: Economic relations with Malta

Does the Commission not think that economic cooperation relations wirh Malta should be
reviewed or even suspended since the Maltese authorities have for the umpteenth time
violated the freedom and right of expression? Massimo Gorla, President of the European
Young Christian Democrats, was in fact arrested and sentenced on 24 February merely
because he had mken pan in a meering of the opposition.

Answer

Since it has no information about the problem referred to in the honourable Member's
question, the Commission is unable to pronounce on the marrer.

**,,

Question No 71, by Mr Zahorha (H-79t/84)

Subject: Funher developmenr of the cooperation agreement with the ASEAN states

\flhat alteradons or additions to the cooperation agreemenr wirh rhe ASEAN starcs does
the Commission now think are possible and should be soughr, and will it be possible in the
near future to exrenr the agreement to include a culrural dimension?

Answer

The first period of application of the cooperation agreement berween rhe Community and
the ASEAN, concluded in March 1980, is due to expire in October of this year.

During the fifth meeting of the Foreign Ministers of the Community and of the ASEAN
States held in Dublin in November 1984, the two panies agreed ro exrend the agreemenr
beyond October 1985. They also gave a commitment to improve the implemeniation of
the agreement and to study new priorities and approaches with a view to achieving even
closer cooperation. To this end and extraordinary meeting of Community and ASEAN
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ministers will be held in Bangkok in October 1985 and will be devoted to economic
affairs.

The Communiry and the Member States have begun preparations for the minisrerial meet-
ing in October. As a preliminary comment, it can be stated that the Community will make
every effon to propose projects seeking to bring about greater involvement of Community
industry in the ASEAN region, panicularly as regards investment,. Another sector in which
rhe Community will have to display imagination and make repeated effons is that of train-
ing. The objective will be to increase all types of training facilities for nationals of the
ASEAN countries so as to achieve a level comparable to that of our main competitors in
rhe region, namely the United Sates and Japan.

Except for activities in rhe training secror, it does not ar present look as if there will be

much scope for extending cooperation to the cultural sector proper.

Question No 72, by Mrs Nielsen (H-799/84)

Subject: Funding of a Centre for Small and Medium-Sized Companies for the function-
ing of a liaison centre

According to certain sources, the Commission has directed the funds allocated in the 1984

budget for the setting up of a Centre for Small and Medium-Sized Companies, which so

far has only been agreed in principle, with no definite decision on the exact means by
which it is to be effected, to the functioning of a SMC liaison office based in Brussels. Can
rhe Commission confirm the accuracy of these assenions, in which case can it specify the
narure of rhe expenditure undertaken and the identity of the office benefiting from it, and
irs type of activities and can rhe Commission also confirm that it has not allocated funds
from the 1985 budget to ensure the functioning of this office?

Answer

Aware of the important role played by small and medium-sized businesses in the economic
life of the Community, the European Parliament drew attenrion, as long ago as 1979, to
rhe need for a European centre for small and medium-sized businesses, which was con-
ceived as an interface for contacts between such businesses and Community bodies. This
demand was reinforced in the Parliament Resolution of l9 February 1982, ar the celebra-
tion to mark rhe srart of the 'Year of the craft industry and small and medium-sized e nter-
prises' in 1983, and lasdy in the Parliament resolution of 24 May 1984.

For its part, [he Commission has endeavoured to bring closer together the views of the
various organizations representing the craft industry and small and medium-sized busi-
nesses so that agreement can be reached on the tasks and the structure of a centre for
small and medium-sized businesses.

On 23 March, ar rhe Commission's initiative, talks were held between all the organiza-
rions representing small and medium-sized businesses in the Community. These organiza-
tions expressed widely differing views.

A working pany was set up, but the organizations concerned gave a very cool response to
the idea of a Centre.

At the end of October 1984 some organizations proposed that an SMB contact group be

ser up; the Commission endeavoured once again to arrive at a consensus on setting up
such a very basic body.

During rhe talks it rurned out that only a few organizations were prepared to form a con-
racr group open ro all organizations representing small and medium-sized businesses.
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In the circumstances, on 3l December 1984 the Commission committed IOO OOO ECU to
help rhose organizations which had succeeded in forming a conracr group. If they had not
done so, the corresponding appropriations entered under Item 7771 of the drait budget
*9lld !r.Y9 lapsed. The following four organizations panicipate in this conta.r group,
which decided to call itself the 'European Group of Smail and Medium-Sized Businesses;:

- EUROPMI European Committee for Small and Medium-Sized Indusrial Enterprises

- EMSU European Medium and Small Business Union

- AECM European Small and Medium-Sized Business Association

- ccADD General committee of Agriculrural cooperatives of the European
Communities.

The Commission is encouraging the other organizations which represent small and
medium-sized businesses at European level to join this group, which has chosen Brussels
as its headquaners.

The 100 000 ECU allocated to the 'European Group of Small and Medium-Sized Busi-
nesses' is intended to help it to stan up and to cover initial adminisrrarive cosrs. The
organizations concerned are to increase their financial contribution in the future. For
1985 the Commission has not yet taken a decision on rhe use of the 100 O0O ECU entered
under Item 7777, since the draft budger for 1985 has not yer been finally adoprcd.

The Commission will check that the aims of the Group are in line with rhe agreemenr
concluded wirh the panicipanm, involving the following:

- an information and research data base is to be ser up and is to be accessible to all small
and medium-sized businesses;

- cooP€ration between rh-e panicipating businesses in all fundamental areas which may
be of inrcresr to rhe craft industry and small and medium-sized businesses;

- coordination of the approaches of all the panicipanr organizations in all rhe funda-
mental areas which may be of interest to the crafr industry and small and medium-
sized businesses;

- assessment of the European programmes to aid small and medium-sized businesses;

- proposals are ro be drawn up for Community-wide projects to aid small and
medium-sized businesses.

Sub ject:commission"::::^':,?"::':^';:':*'*o"

on 18/19 February 1985 the press agency Agence Europe announced that the Commis-
sion had decided ro sponsor 'The European Sailing Race' to rhe rune of 44 ooo ECU,
more than Dkr 350 000. In return for this gift, the organizers have to comply with the
following. conditions: they musr promote rhe community's image by using ti,i co-mis-
sion's emblem on sails and in advertisements. Knowledge of theEurope"nld." (whatever
that is) must also be spread rhrough comperitions.

\7hich budget item is to be used for this sailing race and is the amounr the Commission is
to spend in this way 44 000 ECU or is it also going ro contribute to the 450 000 ECU to
be provided by publig funds? Lastly, does the Commission also inrend ro sponsor holiday
evenrs for poor hill farmers and the unemployed and if so, will it refrain from insisrini
thar rhey go around wirh the Commission's emblem on rheir clothes?
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Answer

On 13February in Srrasbourg the Commission made public its decision to sponsor the
'European Sailing Race' and to grant a subsidy of ++ oOo ECU. The agreement between

the organizers and the Commission was signed on 18 February and the condirions apply-
ing to the race were presented to the press on 25 February in Brussels.

A information memo was issued at the time under reference No IP(85)4a.

The Commission's financial conribution is entered in the general budget of the Commis-
sion under kem2720, 'Expenditure on information, publicity and participation in public
events'for 1985.

The Commission's contribution represents less than 10% of the public funding of the

race, which actually amounts to 450 000 ECU, as pointed out by the honourable Member,
and less than 50lo of the overall budget of the race, which amounr to 900 000 ECU. In
addidon to the Commission's contribution of 44 000 ECU towards the 450 000 ECU of
public funding, each rown on the route is contributing22000 ECU, and contributions are

also being made by the local and regional aurhorities concerned, the panicipants in the

race, etc.

**o

Question No 75, by Mr laersen (H-802/84)

Subject: Ban on imports of hormone-treated beef and veal

Denmark bans rhe use of hormones of any type as growth-promoting agents in livestock
production. Other Community countries however use both natural and anificial sex hor-
mones as Browth-promoting agents in livestock production.

The Commission has issued a directive which permits the use of certain natural sex hor-
mones as growth-promotinE aSents.

It should be possible, armed with the Treaty of Rome, to defend a Member State's sover-

eign right to uphold sensible legislation in the interest of the consumer and not give in to
perpetual abuses by referring to the abolition of quantitive restrictions between the
Member States.

Article 35 of the Treaty of Rome states that:

'The provisions of Anicles 30 ro 34 (quantidve restrictions on imports and exports) shall
nor preclude prohibitions or restrictions on impons, exports and goods in transit jusdfied
on grounds of public morality, public policy or public security; tbe protection of healtb and
life of humans, animah or plants; the protection of national treasures possessint anistic,
historic or archaeological value; or the protection of industrial and commercial propeny.
Such prohibirions or restrictions shall not, however, constitute a means of arbitrary discri-
mination or a disguised restiction on trade betueen Member States.' \7ill the Commission
permit Denmark to draft legislation pursuant ro that anicle prohibiting the sale and

impon of foodstuffs in which natural sex hormones have been used?

If the Commission will not permir recourse to Anicle 36, how will it ensure that consu-
mers in Denmark do not have to eat foodstuffs imponed from other Community coun-
tries that use hormones in livesrcck production?

Ansaner

l. (a) Our recenr proposal on the use of hormones for fattening and systems for control
has already provoked very widespread debate. I know that it is now being considered by
your parliamentary committees.
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(b) I must first emphasize the very extensive scientific investigations that we have made
before presenting our proposal. 'S7e have always maintained, and still do, thar no sub-
stance should be aurhorized for this use unril it is shown ro be safe.

(c) \(e have asked not one but three most imponant Community scientific committees m
study the question. They have all agreed unanimously that the rhree natural hormones
that we have studied 'would no[ present any harmful effects to the healrh of rhe consumer
when used under the appropriate conditions as trowrh promorors in farm animals'. .

(d) It is on the basis of this work and with che addition of an extensive framework of
controls that we have proposed that Member States may authorize rhe use of these sub-
s[ances in their territory subjecr to specific conditions.

Our proposal does not oblige Member States to give this authorization.

(e) The Commission is not in a position to authorize Member States to use rhe deroga-
dons, provided for under Anicle 36 of the Treaty. Member Stares musr in any case always
jusdfy any restrictive national measures. In this case the Commission does not consider
that there are reasons of protection of health and life of humans or animals which justify
recourse to Anicle 36 of the Treaty ro prohibit or restricr impons, exporrs or goods in
transit, in this case trade in animals or meat. Cenainly the Commission considers rhat any
animals or meat which are traded, should not conrain any dangerous residues.

2. (a) The Commission considers that the full and detailed application of the measures it
has proposed; including proper conditions of use and control of those conditions, will
provide much stronger safeguards to the consumer than those at presen[ generally avail-
able.

(b) The Commission will, however, consider an additional step that has been demanded
by European consumers, namely a system of labelling.

,, 
*' 

*.

lI. Questions to the Council

Question No 79, by Mrs Lizin (H-569/84)

Subject: Measures ro ensure compliance by Belgium wirh Community direcrives

One Member State, Belgium, is not implementing a considerable number of Community
directives. Can the Council publish a list of these and propose measures ro prevenr Mem-
ber States dragging their feet in this way?

Ansuter

It behoves the Commission to ensure that the provisions of the Treaties and of the acts
adopted pursuanr thereto are implemenred.

:i
:3 :i

Question No 84, by Mr Ephremidis (H-t71/84)

Subject: Mediterranean Programmes

Can the Council state what stage has been reached, since rhe European Council in Dublin,
with authorizing the implementation of the Mediterranean Programmes and what precise
steps have been taken to this end?
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Ansuter

I would ask the Honourable Member to refer to the reply given during the European Par-
liament's February parr-session to Oral Question No 0-60184 and 0-107 /84 on the same

subject.

Moreover, the Council has just received a Commission communication on the subject and

will therefore shonly continue its discussions thereon.

:i ::-

Question No 85, by Mrs Dury @-605/8a)

Subject: Accession of the European Economic Community as a party in its own right to
the European Convention for the Protection of Human Righm and Fundamental
Freedoms

The European Economic Community has not yet applied to accede as a Party in its own
right to the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms. There are considerable differences of opinion between certain Member States

and these are delaying this accession which is of great imponance for the people of
Europe.

Can the Council of Ministers of the European Economic Community explain the difficul-
ties rhat acrually stand in the way of accession? How strong is rhe Council's desire for the
Community to accede to the Convention and when could accession become effective?

Question No 96, by Mr Pannella (H-708/84)

Subject: Human rights

Since, in the case law of the Court of Justice human righm are akeady considered an inte-
gral pan of the Community legal order, does the President-in-Office of the Council
intend to propose that the Community formally accede to the European Convention on
Human Rights?

Joint answer

Vith your permission, Mr President, I should like to give a joint reply to the two ques-

rions on human rights put by Mrs Dury and Mr Pannella.

The Commission sent the Council a memorandum on 3 May 1979 concerning accession

by the European Communities to the European Convention on Human Rights.

Examination of this memorandum by Council bodies has not produced a general line in
favour of the principle of such accession.

!.

*-*

Question No 93, by Mr Balfe 1tl-zOOn+)1

Subject: Volunrcer development workers

Vhat action is being taken ro harmonize social policy in the Community with regard to
volunreer development workers in the Third \7orld, so that their full social and political
rights can be maintained during and after their service?
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Ansaner

The Council has received from the Commission a draft recommendation on social prorec-
tion for volunteer development workers. The object is to give volunreers equaliiy with
other Community workers in social protection and to ensure that they are no[ penalized
for having worked on development projects.

The Council intends to act on this draft as soon as possible on the basis of the conclusions
of the Fonninebleau European Council in June 1984 and in the light of the opinion of the
European Parliament which was requested on7 January 1985.

Question No 94, by Mrs Castle (H-703/54)

Subject: Aid to Africa

\7hich governments have agreed to contribute money to establish the proposed $l billion'!7orld 
Bank fund to help rescue Africa from growing famine and economic collapse, and

will the Council mke aciion ro ensure that ali-Memblr State governmenrs ag.ee io rnake
the necessary contriburions to launch the fund?

Ansaru

According to the information provided at the meeting organized by the \7orld Bank on
3l January and I February in Paris on the subject of the special faciliry for Africa south of
the Sahara, direct contributions from the Member States amounted in dollar terms, ar rhe
exchange rate applicable on 5 February, to approximately 15 million for Denmark,
I 50 million for France, 1.5 million for lreland, I 35.5 million for Italy and 97 .5 million for
the Netherlands.

Germany and the United Kingdom were providing for special co-financing amounring ro
approximately 95 and 82.5 million dollars respectively. The quesdon of Belgian participa-
tion was being srudied.

The rcml contribution of the Member States of the Communiry would thus be nearly
500 million dollars out of an expected tonl of more than I 000 million from all donors, to
be committed between I July 1985 and the end of 1987, in accordance with normal !7orld
Bank/IDA procedures, in che countries eligible for IDA situated sourh of the Sahara
which undenake structural reform programmes approved by rhe Bank. It will be noted
that the United States has nor announced any conriburion ro this faciliry.

The Community is fully aware of the need for concened action to help Africa againsr rhe
threat of growing famine and economic collapse, and is therefore also pursuing, with the
Member States and other donors, the practical implemenration of the conclusions reached
at the European council in Dublin on famine in Africa. Aid equivalent ro
I 200 000 tonnes of cereals is being supplied until the next harvesr in October/November
to the worst-hit countries. Funhermore, the third Lom6 Convention of 8 December 1984
makes provision for the Member States and the EIB to conrribute considerable financial
resources (8 500 million ECU over 5 years), most of which will go rc Africa sourh of the
Sahara. The Council hopes that the scale of, and the procedurei for, rhe facilities made
available to Africa will go a long way towards alleviating the graviry of rhe problems
facing that conrinen[.

:i.

rt {-
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Question No 95, by Mrs Oppenheim (H-705/84)

Subject: Organized hold-ups of lorries

'!flhar acdon does the Presidency propose to take in response to the renewed hold-ups of
foreign lorry-drivers in Italy, who are risking life and limb while going about their legiti-
mate business as hauliers in that country in spite of the fact that the free movement of
goods and persons is laid down in the Treaty of Rome?

Ansuer

The question pur by the honourable Member is a matter for the Member States, which are

responsible for maintaining public order within their territories.

o*'*.

Question No 97, by Mr Costanzo (H-720/84)

Subject: European television

It appears that, despite encouragement from the European Parliament, pressure from
public opinion, a positive attitude on the pan of the EBU and the fact that various
schemes and projects are currently being studied by the Commission, it would be some

years before a European television service can be set up due to the very considerable diffi-
culties encounrcred in a number of areas.

This being rhe case, what does the Council intend to do in the meanwhile, and as soon as

possible, to bring about a free interpenetraton of national programmes which would have

the advantage of allowing an exchange of information amongst the peoples of Europe
before a future European television service can be inaugurated?

Question No 105, by Mr Di Bartolomei (H-786/84)

Subject: Transmission of broadcasts by the RAI

Beginning June 1984, it was possible in cenain pans of Belgium and Luxembourg - in
the areas around Lidge, Charleroi and Ghent - to receive the RAI first channel. The
explanarion is rhat certain private television companies were able to pick up RAI broad-
casrs rransmitted via the ECS I satellite which is also used by francophone relevision for
channel 5 broadcasts. Consequently, these television companies, equipped to receive chan-
nel 5, were able to retransmit Italian programmes, giving great enjoyment to people of
Italian origin who, up till rhat time, had no access to information, cultural or entenain-
men! sources from Italy. Does not the Council consider thar measures should be mken, by
joint agreemenr berween the governments concerned, to allow the broadcasts in question
to be resumed? This would be a positive step in the direction of a'people's Europe' about
which there is so much talk.

Joint ansater

May I take this opponuniry in answering Question No H-720l84 to also reply to question
No H-785l84 by Mr Di Banolomei on a related subject.

The Council and the Ministers responsible for cultural affairs meeting within the Council
are deeply interested in the utilisation of new technological developments in the mass

media for the strengthening of the European film and television programme industries and

for bringing the peoples of Europe closer together. Vork so far on broadcasting within
the European Community has led to the adoption by the Ministers of a resolution on
measures ro ensure an adequate place in all European audiovisual media for programmes
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of European origin and to the examination of a multilateral system of supporr for Euro-
p€an programme industries, concerning which Commission proposals are expected
shonly.

The Commission issued on 14June 1984 a green paper'Television wirhout Fronriers'
which is relevant m the subjects raised by the honourable Members, and it has promised a

Sreen paPer on copyright questions which would also be relevanr. The Council awaits
with interest any proposals which the Commission may make afrer its consulrations with
interested milieux on rhese subjects have been complercd.

Any questions concerned with ensuring that the provisions of rhe treary establishing rhe
European Economic Community are applied should of course be addressed to rhe
Commission.

Question No 101, by Mr Aloanos (H-7a9/8a)

Subject: Community aid to Turkey

At the pan-session in February, the President-in-Office of the Ministers meering in politi-
cal cooperation refused to answer my question whether rhere were plans to freeze in 1985
the funds provided for in the 3rd and 4th Financial Protocols and the special financial aid
from the communiry ro Turkey, because ir had been pur as a supplementary question to
an oral question by Mrs Ewingr during Question Time.

\flould the President-in-Office of the Council, therefore, in his official capacity, srare rhe
Council's position on this matter, bearing in mind thar democraric and human rights con-
tinue to be violarcd in Turkey, as he himself admirted during discussion of Mrs Ewing's
question?

Answer

As regards Mr Alavanos' question on Community financial aid for Turkey, I would refer
to the reply given by the Presidenr of the Council to the questions put by Ms Tongue and
Mr Van Mien at your part-session in January, and inform you that the Council's position
on the matter is still the same. Thus, I would remind you rhat the funds under the
3rd Financial Prorocol, which expired in 1981, were commirted a long time ago and that,
as regards the special aid decided on in June 1980, no new financing has taken place since
the end of tggt. Finally, the 4th Financial Protocol was negoriated in 1981 but, for rea-
sons of which you are aware, the Communiry has nor yet signed ir.

I would funhermore point out that on the occasion of the Council meeting on 18 Febru-
ary 1985 developments in the situation in Turkey were again discussed briefly by the
Minisrers of the Ten.

,r**.

Question No 105, by Mr Neutton Dann (H-782/84)

Subject: Commission Memorandum on Maritime Transpon

At the meeting of the committee on Transpon in Genoa in November 1984, Mr Signor-
ile, Italian Minister for Transport, promised to starr work on the Commission Memoran-
dum on Maritime Transpon as soon as ir was available.

' Oj"l Question H-477/84, Verbatim record of proceedings, 31.2. 1985, p. 148 (provisional
edidon).
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Can the Council now indicate when it intends to stan work on this memorandum?

Answer

The Council would confirm that it sdll intends to start work on the Memorandum as soon
as it has been forwarded to it.

,, 
"' 

,,

Question No 107, by Mr Clinton (H-790/84)

Subject: Trade with Canada

\flhar action has been taken in order to counrcract the decision of the Canadian Govern-
ment[oresrricrimportsof beef andvealfromtheEECtoaquota of 2700 tonneswhereas
23 000 tonnes were exported from the EEC to Canada in 1984?

Answer

Following the restrictive measures adoprcd by Canada under Anicle XIX of the GATT in
respecr of beef and veal imports, the Council, at its meeting of 26 February last, author-
ized the Commission ro notify a list of retaliation measures to the GATT.

Ir should be stressed thar the Community's objective in taking such action is to secure a
substantial increase in the Community beef and veal export quota to Canada during the
consultation period of 30 days, at rhe end of which the measures will come into force if no
satisfactory solution is reached.

)i )i

Question No 108, by Mr Elles (H-794/84)

Subject: Sessions of the Council

The European Community had the great advantage of being founded on the sound demo-
craric sysrems of its Member States. Decisions are habitually taken openly by legislators in
full public view. \flould the Council please explain why its sessions are held in secret and is

there a specific provision in the Treaty of Rome to this effect? Can the Council cite any
other democratic State or organization which normally takes all its votes in camer4 and
would the Council be willing to open ir deliberadons or even part of them to the public?

Ansuer

I would draw the honourable Member's attention to the reply I gave to Oral Question
No H-583/84 pur by Mr Pearce ar the pan-session in February, in which I smted that the
Council's proceedings do not lend themselves to the same kind of analysis as parliamen-
tary proceedings, since the Council is made up of representatives of the Member States. If
the Council's meetings were made public, together with the positions and votes of its
members, this would make it more difficult to secure the concessions which each member
has to make in order to ease the way for the adoption of decisions by the Council.
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III. Questions to the Foreign Ministers

Qaestion No 109, by Mrs Lizin (H-57|/Sa)

Subject: \[EU

Have rhe Ministers meeting in political cooperation tackled the subject of the \7EU, and
in panicular the updating of its objectives, and what are their conclusions and proposals
for action?

Answer

As poinrcd out in the reply to oral question NoH-471/84, the VEU has not been dis-
cussed as pan of European political cooperation. The Ten, as such, do nor express
opinions on developments within the \7EU.

**

Question No I 1Q by Mr Epbremidk (H-429/54)

Subject: Steps to frustrate the deployment of Pershing 2 and Cruise missiles in Europe

In response to Question (H-242/83)t which called for the whole of Europe to be declared
a nuclear-free zone, I received the following answer: 'The Ten suppo[ all specific, bal-
anced and verifiable disarmament measures which enhance the security of Europe and
elsewhere, and which lessen the risk of nuclear conflict. For the Ten nuciea, disarmament
is a matter of top priority.' In view of the fact that peace and disarmamenr is a marrer
concerning the whole of mankind, i.e. it is clearly a political matter which cannor be con-
fined within the narrow concept of military security, what measures have rhe Foreign
Ministers meeting in political cooperation so far taken ro prevenr rhe deploymenr of
nuclear weapons in the United Kingdom, '!fl'est Germany and Italy, where an accelerated
rate of deployment of Pershing 2 and Cruise missiles has recently been observed - espe-
cially in 'West Germany, where, according to the Vashington Post, 46 Pershing 2 missiles
have been deployed.

Ansuter

As has already been stressed, both the military aspects of security and defence quesrions
do not fall within European political cooperation. There is consequently no measure
regarding rhe installation of nuclear weapons which can be examined or proposed by the
Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperarion.

I should like, however, !o repeat that the Ten suppon all practical, balanced and sincere
measures which might bring about disarmament and thus reduce the risks of nuclear
conflict.

In panicular, the Ten were pleased ro learn of the fonhcoming resumption of talks
between the United States and the Soviet Union in Geneva, as was expressed in panicular
in the declaradon on East-Vest relations adopted by the Foreign Minisrers on
12 February last.

They were also pleased to have conributed, whether as rhe Ten or otherwise, by their
action to the resumption of the dialogue, of which the Geneva ralks form an essential pan

- but obviously not an exclusive one, since account must be raken of rhe effons being

I Debates ofthe European Parliament No l-303/83 of tl. g. 1983, p.98
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The
tion.

made elsewhere - and intend to continue this action with a view ro broadening rhe basis
of this dialogue.

ri

:i ri

Question No I I 1, by Mr Van Miert (H-445/84)

Subject: Gibraltar

On 23 October 1984, the Spanish Prime Minister, Mr Felipe Gonzalez, made a starement
rc the Spanish Parliament on the most. important aspecm of Spanish security policy,
including Gibralnr.

According to Mr Gonzalez, a British colony which formed an integral pan of the NATO
command exisrcd on Spanish soil. Attempts mus[ be made to solve this problem by bring-
ing Gibraltar under Spanish sovereignry.

Vhat is the attitude of ministers to these statements, whar iniriatives have rhey already
taken and what results have been achieved?

Answer

question of Gibraltar has not been discussed as pan of European political coopera-

Question No I 13, by Mr Adamou (H-55a/8a)

Subject: Cyprus and the Imlian Presidency

'!7ould the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation state why the Italian Presi-
dency's policy statement, though making reference to a large number of international
issues, ignored the Cyprus problem, when the northern part of rhe island is occupied by
Turkish troops despite the fact that Cyprus is a member of the United Nations Organ-
ization and the situation on the island is currently at a critical juncture and calls for the
active support of the international community?

Answer

The Ten constantly follow developments regarding Cyprus wirh the greatest attention.

It draws the honourable Member's attention to the declaration by the Foreign Minisrcrs of
the Ten of 29 January 1985.

In ir the Foreign Ministers expressed their regret at the failure of the New York meeting
between President Kyprianou and the Turkish-Cypriot leader, Mr Denktash. They called
on the parties concerned to resume negotiations with a view to achieving a just and prac-
ticable solution to the problem of Cyprus, via the good offices of the United Nations
Secretary-General and based on the UN resolutions. The Foreign Ministers once again
call on the two panies to abstain from any action likely to jeopardize such a dialogue.

{.
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Question No I 18, by Mr Schinzel (H-748/84)

Subject: A peace settlement in the Middle East

Vhat contribution, in the Ministers view, can the European Community make to bringing
about a lasting peace settlement in the Middle East?

Ansarcr

The principles and objectives of polidcal action by the Ten with a view to bringing about a

global, just and peaceful solution to the Middle East problem are clearly expressed in the
Venice declaration of June 1980 and in the successive statements by the Ten on this
matter.

On this basis, the Ten have constantly striven to help bring about a solution to the Middle
East conflict. This problem remains one of the main topics of discussion in European
political cooperation.

Question No 119, by Mr Boutos (H-750/84)

Subject: The Iraq-Iran war and attacks on merchant vessels

The continuation of hostilities between Iraq and Iran represenm a constant threat to ship-
ping in an extremely sensitive crisis area. Recently, attacks on merchant vessels have
become more frequent again, very often seriously endangering the lives of Community
citizens and Community interests.

'!7hat action do the Foreign Ministers intend to take on this serious and pressing marter in
order to put an end to a situation which underscores the Member States' inability to take
effective measures in such circumstances?

Ansuer

As was pointed out in the reply to oral question No H-392l84 by Mr Mancel, the Ten
have on numerous occasions expressed their concern at the greal risks involved in the con-
flict between Iran and Iraq.

Calling on both parties to comply with the Security Council resolutions and to cooperate
in the search for a peaceful solution, the Ten have panicularly stressed both to Iran and to
Iraq the imponance they attach to security and to the freedom of navigation and trade in
international wa[ers.

;t :i

Question No 122, by Mrs Crawley (H-783/84)

Subject: Progress of Banotti Resolution

Are the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation aware of what progress has
been made to implement the resolution by Mrs Banotti (Doc.2-lal7,/84) adoprcd over-
whelmingly by Parliament on 17 January 1985 and what opponuniry will there be for
Members to be involved in the recommendarions of the resolution?
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Answer

The marter considered by the resolution cired by the honourable Member does not fall
within the terms of reference of the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation.

Question No 123, by Mr Alaoanos (H-787/84)

Subject: Need to respect international agreements to avoid war

In connection with rhe planned rally in the FRG of German war veterans from Polish

Silesia, the Prime Minister, Mr Helmut Kohl, and the chairman of the parliamentary
Christian-Democratic Pany, Mr Dregger, have been adopting slogans and making territo-
rial claims that amounr ro conrcmpt for international agreements such as the Helsinki
Final Act, which guaranrees rhe inviolability of borders and the territorial integriry of
States, and the 1945 Potsdam decision on the establishment of Poland's western border
along the Oder-Neisse line.

'\7hat view do rhe Foreign Minisrcrs take of this serious matter and do they intend to
make a sraremenr ro rht effect that respect for international agreements and the safe-

guarding of peace are the central pillars of the Member States'political cooperation?

Ansuer

The episode to which the honourable Member refers and the statements by the Chancellor
of rheFederal Republic of Germany on that occasion - statements which, in fact, do not
correspond ro rhe honourable Member's version of them - have not been discussed as

pan of European political cooperation.

The position of rhe Ten on respect for international treaties and the principle of the

inviolabiliry of frontiers was clearly stated in the reply to oral question No H-335/84 by

Mr Ephremidis, to which the honourable Member is referred.

*"',,

Subjecr: Human ,,-r,, ,:,:." ,:i'"':?'r 
u(urtz (H-78e/84)

Do the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation endorse the stance taken by Sir

Geoffrey Howe, Foreign Secretary, in Ankara on 13 February 1985 in suppon of the

release of $ 600 million in Communiry appropriations for Turkey? Do they not think that
rhis money should instead remain frozen, as the European Parliament has clearly indi-
cated, until democratic rights have been restored in full in Turkey?

Answer

Although the human righr situadon in Turkey is the subject of close scrutiny within
European political cooperarion, any question dealing with the Association Agreement

bet*ien Turkey and rhe Community, including appropriations inrcnded for that country,
is dealt with by the appropriate Community body. However, the specific question raised

by rhe honourable Member has nor been discussed by the Foreign Ministers meeting in
political cooperation.

:t ]i
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Question No 125, by Mr loersen (H-791/84)

Subject: Code of conducr on wages in South Africa

In rhe Foreign Ministers' press release of 20 November 1984 on the founh analysis of
national reports on how Community undertakings with subsidiaries in South Africa apply
the Community's code of conduct the Ten noted that the percentage of workers whose
wages were higher than those recommended in the code had fallen slighrly, presumably
because of the economic recession in South Africa. Do the Foreign Minisrers meering in
political cooperation consider this uend gratifying since they merely rake nore of rhis
deterioration of the situation of workers in South Africa, and does rhe fact that it is the
black workers that have to pay for the economic recession in South Africa reflecr rheir
atritude rc the South African apanheid regime?

Ansuter

The Ten share the honourable Member's concern on rhis marrer.

The position of the Ten on the system of apanheid in force in South Africa, as well as on
the grave implicarions and consequences, including economic and social, which such a
system has, is well known.

The Ten are closely following developments in labour relarions in South Africa, and
among other things require firms wirh branches in South Africa to submit periodical
reports on the application of rhe Communiry's code of conduct.

,l

:i *.

Question No 125, by Mr Seloa (H-793/84)

Subject: Restriction of libeny in Malta

'!flhat do the Foreign Ministers intend to do about relations with Malta following that
country's umpteenth attempt to restrict the libeny of a Community citizen, in this case
Massimo Gorla, President of the European Young Christian Democrars who was arrested
and sentenced on 24 February merely because he had taken pan in a meering of the
opposition.

Ansaner

The case to which the honourable Member refers has not been examined as pan of
European political cooperation.

Mr Massimo Goral was arrested on 24 February last and broughr before a Malcese coun
for having made a speech at the Congress of the Nadonalist Party withour obnining prior
authorization, as provided for by the law currently in force in Malta, from rhe aurhority
responsible for supervising the external relations of political parries.

Mr Gorla was released the same evening pending a ruling by rhe Maltese Supreme coun
on the plea introduced by his defending counsel ro rhe effect thar rhe law was
u nconstitutional.
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INTHE CFIAIR: MRALBER

Vice-President

(The sitting opened at 10 a.m.)t

l. Topical and urgent debate

la. Enlargement

President. - The next irem on rhe agenda is a joint
debate on the follouring motions for resolutions:

- by Mr Guermeur and orhers, on problems
involved in the accession of Spain and Ponugal
with regard rc fisheries (Doc.2-fia9/8\;

- by Mr Didd and others, on rhe resulr of the nego-
tiations on the enlargemenr of the European
Community (Doc. 2-1870 /84); and

- by Mr Giummarra and others, on the accession
negotiations with Spain in the fisheries sector
(Doc.2-1878/84).

Mr Didd (S).- (17) Mr President, we all know that
the negotiarions with Spain and Portugal, after drag-
ging on for eight years, have reached a crucial phase.

In fact, in the next few days, on rhe iniriative of the
Italian Presidency, there is to be a so-called 'mara-
thon' Council to go thoroughly into rhe question.

'We know too, Mr President, that these negoriarions
have to a large extenr taken place between the Mem-
ber States themselves rarher rhan between the Com-
munity and the applicant counrries, since rhe problems

oon Blottnitz; Mr Clinton Daztis (Commis-
sion) 240

17. European Social Fund - Report by Mr
Bachy (Doc. 2- I 776/84) :

Mr Bachy; Mrs Lemass; Mr Christiansen; Mr
Gaibisso; Mrs Sqaarcialupi; Mr Ducarme;
Mr Fitzgerald; Mr McMahon; Mr McCartin;
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raised by the enlargement are problems concerning the
present Community of ten, whose cohesion required
and requires an urgent solution to be found.

Significant progress has already been made, and we
are well aware that rhe final srcps to be taken require,
in addition to sensible appraisals of rhe interesrs at
issue, political courage on the pan of all the govern-
ments concerned.

Vith our motion for a resolution we are therefore
addressing an appeal to rhe governmenrs on both sides
so tha[ every effort may be made to overcome cenain
inflexible arritudes which still exist and rhat the neces-
sary political will may be shown by all panies in order
to achieve the objective of rhe enry of Spain and Por-
tugal into the European Community from 1 January
1986, which has always been advocated by the Parlia-
ment.

The failure to achieve that objecrive, Mr President;
would constitute above all a most serious defeat for
those whose hopes and beliefs are in Europe, in the
prospect of European Union not only as an instrument
to solve our narional problems but also as a factor of
stability and peace in the world.

Moreover, the negarive consequences would be imme-
diate, since the impossibility of increasing its own
resources would put the Community on the slippery
slope towards a free-rrade area rather rhan a European
Union.

That is why we are asking all the governmenrs ro show
a consistent political inrent, flexibility in dealing with
the final difficulties and readiness to adopt a compre-
hens.ive solurion as regards rhe points srill under dis-
cusslon.

Mr Guermeur (RDE). - (FR) The Subcommirtee on
Fisheries has tabled this motion for a resolurion,
signed by a number of our colleagues whom I should
like to thank. Our intenrion was ro presenr a problem
with two aspects, the first concerning reference ro the
European Parliament of rhis matrer of pre-accession

I For approval of the Minutes, see rhe Minures of Proceed-
ings of this sitting.
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aid of 28.5 million ECU which was announced with-
out official reference to the Parliament, and the
second concerning the essential strengthening of the
common fisheries policy before the entry of Spain and
Ponugal into the European Economic Community can
be considered.

As regards the firsr problem, we considered this matter
of pre-accession aid on our own initiative, since it
seemed to us to be inappropriate for aid to be

announced and officially suggested to Spain without
official consultation of the European Parliament -which votes for or against the budget - of the princi-
ple of the arrangements for use and the areas to which
such aid is to apply. Ve received no information on
any of those questions. Ve therefore asked Mrs P6ry
to consider the matter and to draw up a report. '!7e

have discussed the question and have now prepared a

number of perfectly reasonable proposals concerning
rhe use to which that aid should be put in order both
to promote modification under the best conditions of
the Spanish fishing-fleet - the main subject at issue

- and also to mke account of the requirements
already in existence in the Community concerned with
modification of the European fleet. Things have not
yet reached finality and we must adjust the catch
capacities of the various fleets and improve profitabil-
iry and productivity even before the entry of Spain.
\fle therefore ask, Mr President, to be officially con-
sulted as soon as possible, so that the European Parlia-
ment may have the opponunity to express its opinion
on the use of this aid. That is the first point.

The second point concerns the essential modification
and essential strengthening of the common fisheries
policy. Ve cannot allow the Spaniards into Com-
munity waters without having first strengthened struc-
rural policy, improved our technical knowledge of
reserves of biological resources and identified their
capacity for renewal.

'!7'e are at the initial and very delicate stage of a com-
mon fisheries policy. Vhilst the question of European
fisheries is so delicate we cannot fling the doors wide
withour having taken the precautions necessary for
our protection and for resistance.

Finally, Mr President, it is absolutely essential at the
time when we are envisaging the entry of Spain to
launch a true diplomadc offensive to increase the
number of fisheries agreements throughout the world
and to seek elsewhere the fish which is becoming
scarce in our waters.

That is what I wanted to say in a few moments to
introduce this motion for a resolution.

Mr Giummarra (PPE). - (IT) Mr President, the
proposal put forward in my name and that of other
honourable Members is justified by the imminence of
rhe meeting of the European Council on 22 and 23

March, at which the unsolved problems related to the
question of the accession of Spain and Ponugal are to
be dealt with.

In referring ro the political importance of the enlarge-
ment of the Community, panicularly from the point of
view that Europe's r6le as regards world sability is

growing ever clearer and more decisive, the resolution
is intended to provide the Council with an incentive
from the Parliament to find a common denominator of
consensus as the basis for a wise and acceptable politi-
cal compromise which may strike a balance between
conflicting requiremenm.

The need for the Parliament to exert pressure on the
Council is, moreover, evident[y recognized by other
political groups, which have taken similar initiatives
such as the Didd proposal-substantially che same as

thar put forward by my colleagues and myself - and
the Guermeur proposal, which, whilst expatiating on
the more sensitive aspecm of the problem of the com-
mon fisheries policy on which we are agreed - such
as [he organization of markets, monitoring arrange-
ments, strucrural , policy, social policy, agreements
which third counries - requests that, apart from
upholding rhe principle of relative stability defined by
the Community of Ten, prospects for Spanish fisher-
men should be guaranteed.

And so, ladies and gentlemen, we should like to offer
the Council support and encouragement to disentangle
the fisheries knots with courage and wisdom so as to
hasten accession. It is urgent for Parliament to declare
itself on the proposals, so that the process of enlarge-
ment may not be subjected to any impediment or
delay.

Mr \Tettig (S).- (DE) Mr President, in the motions
for resolutions which we are discussing and in the con-
tributions made by those who have already spoken, the
political and economic grounds for enlargement have
been expressly referred to once again. Although these
grounds have been known for many years - since the
beginning of the negotiations and since Spain and
Portugal put forward their applications - the negotia-
tions have been dragging along and have even yet no[
been concluded in spite of the solemn declarations that
the Community is adhering to its aim of admitting
Spain and Portugal. From time to time one has the
impression that ever fresh obstacles are being raised in
the negotiations, as for example with the fisheries
policy for some time past.

In spite of all the exactitude with which such negotia-
tions must naturally be conducted - as is clear also
from experience with the first enlargement - it is no
longer comprehensible that negotiations with the two
applicant countries should be carried on in this fash-
ron.

The European Community is not merely a fair-
weather community operating when the economic cli-
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mate is good and cash-boxes are full. It has ro stand its
real test when difficulties arise, and ar presenr we are
*'ithout doubt in a difficult situarion. These difficulties
naturally determine the accession negorialions ro a

considerable extent. It is not acceptable, however, that
the negotiations should be determined by a climate in
which only the advantages achieved by the presenr
members of the European Community are protecred
and that the Community should no longer exhibit any
political or economic fal.ness towards Jpplicant coun-
tries.

Hence our appeal before the last round - for on
grounds of dme it will be the last round if accession is

still to take place on I January 1986 - that now a

break-through must actually be achieved. This appeal
is addressed above all to rhose Member States which
have been blocking the negotiations with ever fresh
objections.

It will be some time yet before the national parliaments
have ratified the accession negotiations, and the Euro-
pean Parliament too will have to insisr on being con-
sulted where appropriate.

Now a final word with regard to a special situation
which might arise in the near future in the accession
negotiations. It might happen thar the negoriarions
with Spain fail. Then earnest consideration would
have to be given rc the question wherher Ponugal's
wish to become a member of the European Com-
munity on its own could actually be fulfilled. For if
there are no longer any serious problems with Ponu-
gal, accession should be open to it. Certainly the
European Parliament desires the accession of borh
countries, but this special situation musr also be con-
templated.

Mr Ebel (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and

tentlemen, I should like to draw the attention of all
honourable Members in this debate to one quite
special point. I mean the pre-accession aid rc Spain in
the fisheries sector. Vith regard to the previous his-
tory, it should be realized that this initiative goes back
to 1983, when this House, in its wisdom and fully con-
scious of the difficulties there would be with Spain
regarding the accession, decided to consider a pre-
accession aid amounting to 28.5 million ECU for rhe
reduction of the Spanish fleel

It was then more than a year before the Commission
took up this initiative on the pan of the Parliament.
That was only in October last year, and today on rhe
eve of adopdon, if I may call ir that, we have to srare
that until this moment the Council has failed ro con-
sult the Parliament on this initiative.

'!7e regard this initiative, as we always did, as a con-
structive contribution which might clear away the still
existing difficulties at the lasr momenr. 'S7e rherefore
regard it as intolerable rhat we have still ro this very

day not been consulted on this initiative. Hence now
our pressing appeal rc refer this initiative at last to the
Parliament so that we may ensure that our view on the
matter has an influence on [he process of decision-
making.

Lord Douro (ED). - Mr President, my group
warmely welcomes these three resolutions and we
intend to support them all with one exception. The
resolution by Mr Guermeur calls for a review of cer-
tain aspects of the common fisheries poliry. \7e believe
that the common fisheries policy took so long ro
crea[e, esnblish and agree on that it would be rarher
dangerous to conduct a review of it, and we therefore
prefer to preserve what has been achieved. On all rhe
other clauses of all three resolutions, we will give our
supPort.

There is one point, Mr President, that I would like
other groups to support. My colleague Mr Provan has
tabled an amendment calling on the United Kingdom
Government to establish a 200-mile fishery zone
round the Falkland Islands. The reason for this is that
the waters round rhe Falkland islands are perhaps rhe
last international warcrs in the world that are nor con-
rolled, and they are being over-fished. The boats of
probably 10 countries from all over the world are fish-
ing there at the moment. There is virtually no fishing
by EEC fishermen. There is extensive fishing by Span-
ish fishermen and we think that should be encouraged.
\7e believe that if the United Kingdom Government
were prepared to declare such a zone and we were
then to give a large number of licences to Spanish fish-
ermen, that would relieve the pressure on European
waters. This idea is supponed by Spanish fishermen.
As I say, the waters are being over-fished, and this is a
matter of great concern from the point of view of con-
servation and management of the fish-stocks in that
area.

More generally, Mr Presidenr, I would agree with
those such as Mr Didd and Mr'l7ettig who have said
that the Council, next week, must make a decision.
'!fle have made a commirment to take Spain an Ponu-
gal into the Community. There is talk now that per-
haps a shoner ratification period would be necessary. I
do not believe rhal I think rhat is simply an excuse ro
accounr for a possible failure next week. I believe
every country, including my own, the United King-
dom, should nexr week weigh up its wider interests
against secrional inreresrs ar home. I hope Mr
Andreotti will keep the Council meeting until they
decide: they cannot break up next week wirhout mak-
ing a final agreemenr to bring these rwo countries into
the Community next January.

(Applause)

Mr'Vifsenbeek (L). - (NL) Mr Presidenr, it is, of
course, a good thing .that this Parliament should
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appeal to the wisdom of both parties in the accession
negotiations. The time is fast approaching - as we
have already heard in various national parliaments -when we should be submitting the accession treaty to
them for ratification. If we fail to do this, we shall sim-
ply be too late, and that will mean postponing the date
from I January 1986 to 1 January 1987 at the earliest.
No one in this Parliament can want that., certainly not
after all the resolutions we have adoprcd on the desira-
biliry of accession.

If we turn our attention specifically rc the fisheries
policy, Mr President, I realize, of course, that Spain
has a much larger fleet that any of the Community
countries. This does nor alter the fact that at present
rhere is no Community policy on Mediterranean fish-
ing and that something must be done about this very
urgently, because fish-stocks in the Medircrranean are
far lower that in the Nonh Sea and the Atlantic
Ocean.

If we allow excessively long transition periods, the
basis for accession will in fact be uneven, and I am
opposed to that. I believe that we should shonen these
transitional periods, that they should not amount to
ten or fifteen years.

Mr President, at the moment Spain is an imponer of
fish, which means the Communiry countries have
something to gain if we, in return, give the Spanish
fishing fleet the opponunity to take their rightful share
of fishing in Community waters.

Mr Musso (RDE). - (FR) Two observations - one
on the basic issue and the other on the specific prob-
lem of fisheries.

On the basic issue I repeat what my group has always
said - namely, that we are not against the principle of
enlargement, quite the reverse, but it seems to us that
we have been rather hasty in not providing ourselves
with the means for such enlargement and that those
most in favour are those who are the least prepared to
make the effon involved.

As regards the special problem of fisheries, we shall
vote only for Mr Guermeur's resolution and I should
like to point out to some of my colleagues who have
questioned that resolution that it in no way cas6 doubt
on the substance of the problem, but rather favours
consideration of the details so that we are not required
to re-open negotiations and discussions following
accession, which again some people wish to bring
abour very speedily, although they do not want to
make the effon involved.

Mr Habsburg (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, whilst
'we are discussing here for the last time the question of
Spain's accession, a delegation of the Generalitat de

Catalunya, led by its President, Mr Pujol, is in this

building. I think it is significanr, precisely in view of
our presenr discussions, that the Catalans are here

rcday. The Catalan delegation is here to remind us

how old the presence of the Iberian Peninsula in
Europe already is. They have reminded us in particular
of rhe fact that the Catalans' first visit was to Aachen
and rhat Charlemagne was the first to cross the Pyre-
nees and there to represen[ Europe against the Moors.
I feel we should not receive these hisrcrical reflexions
with hilariry. ..

(Criesfron the lefi)

. . . because, my dear socialist friends, your representa-
tive too is with them and he has more sense of history
than certain other people.

The quesdon of Spain's accession is always discussed
from purely economic points of view. In actual fact
Europe is not only an economic market but a moral
proposition, a tradition, a genuine force, and this is

not complete without the accession of the Iberian Pen-
insula - without the accession of Spain.

I therefore panicularly welcome the fact that in this
debate, which otherwise would have borne too deeply
the imprint of economic policy, as I should like to tell
Mr Didd and those who with him have signed the
motion for a resolution, the political aspect has been

clearly deleted. S7e are simply committed to perform
what we have promised for years, namely that Spain
shall be admitted to the Community once it is a demo-
cratic State. If we now leave Spain out in the cold
there will be questions in Spain about this democracy.
As freely-elected representatives of the people we must
be concerned to encourate democratic development in
Spain by arranging for accession as soon as possible
and in this way [o set Europe a further srcp forward
on the right road and not on the road to a mere free-
trade area.

(Applause from tbe centre and right)

Mr Natali, Wce-President of the Commission -(17) Mr President, honourable Members of Parlia-
ment, on the occasion of this urgent debate the Com-
mission reaffirms what it has previously declared on a

number of occasions, most recently when presenting
its own work programme. The Commission has not
spared and will not spare any effort to contribute
within the limits of its powers rc the solution of the
final problems arising in the aciession negotiations.

As regards specifically the negotiations on fisheries,
the subject of two resolutions, I should like to remind
the House that in this sector, in the case of the acces-

sion of Spain, the solution of the difficult 
-problems 

of
access must necessanly satisfy one fundamentaI
requiremenr - preservation of the essential equili-
brium, on which the common fisheries policy is based,

which has for so long been the subject of our debates
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and the definition of which we have achieved after so
many efforts - and this, naturally, by ensuring rhe
speediest possible integration of rhis special sector of
Spanish acdviry in accordance with rhat policy.

It is in the lighr of these requiremenm rhat the Com-
mission, not only as regards fisheries bur as regards all
the items still in suspense, has presented and - I ven-
ture to say - lavished proposals and suggestions.'!7ork in rhe various Communiry bodies is conrinuing
at this moment even rhough, naturally, we cannol yer
foresee the outcome. The Commission, nevertheless,
fervently hopes that this work may in rhe next few
days reach an equitable solution which will satisfy all
panies' legitimate aspirations. Ve well know thar we
are at a critical juncture and that it is essential ro avoid
postponemenm. They would not solve anything; they
would increase difficulties; they would, it may be, put
a stop to a political process to which, as we have been
reminded in this House, especially by Mr Dido and
Mr Giummarra, we are all committed. Ve hope rhat
an awareness of this will inspire all panies - Member
States and countries applying for accession - ro pur
forward on the occasion of the next Council every
effon necessary ro attain our common object.

President. - The debate is closed.

(Parliament adopted the three resolutions in saccession)

Ib. IMP

President. - The nexr irem is a joinr debare on the
following motions for resolurions :

- by Mr Ducarme and Mr Romeo, on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group, on rhe Inrcgrared
Mediterranean Programmes (Doc. 2-1834/8\;

- by Mr De Pasquale and others, on rhe amendment
by the Commission of the European Communities
of the proposal on the Inregrated Mediterranean
Programmes (Doc. 2- I 848/84) ;

- by Mr Musso and orhers, on behalf of rhe Euro-
pean Democraric Alliance Group, on rhe Inre-
grated Mediterranean Programmes (Doc.
2-1854/84); and

- by Mr Cosranzo and orhers, on behalf of rhe
European People's Pany (Christian-Democraric)
Group on the Integrared Medirerranean Pro-
grammes (Doc. 2-187 5 / 84).

Mr Romeo (L). - (17) Mr President, my honourable
friend Mr Ducarme and I are happy for our proposal
to be amalgamared with rhe rexr agreed as Amend-
ment No 1, to which we have also pur our names. As
regards its substance, two days ago Mr Delors asked
for Parliament's suppor[ for the Commission's policy

on the Integrated Mediterranean Programmes. The
new approach, he said, does not enrail a reduction in
the commitments originally provided for. Yet the
budget heading of rwo thousand million which has
now been presented is equivalent on an annual basis to
scarcely 250/o of the initial appropriarions. On the
other hand, many doubr remain as ro rhe supplemen-
tary nature of the means which it is hoped to provide
by drawing on loans from the EIB and the NCI and
the already meagre resources of the exisring funds.

The punitive and inequitable policy adopted by the
Commission in the matter of prices for Medirerranean
agriculrural producr should also be taken into
account - a policy which even after yesterday's
debate Mr Andriessen revealed himself as unwilling to
modify in any way. Is it on this basis thar our support
for the Commission's policy towards the Mediterra-
nean regions is invircd?

On the other hand, we agree wirhout reservation as to
the criteria on which the Commission proposes to base
the new programmes and in panicular the abandon-
ment of national allocarions and the adoprion of a
Community basis, the wider powers envisaged by the
Commission and rhe quesr for more rapid procedures
in relations with the Member Srates and the regions
direcdy concerned. On the other hand, if the intention
is to stan the programmes off already in 1985, the
prompr adoption of rhe proposed outline regulation
seems indispensible, and what will be required is an
extremely flexible approach adapted to a speedy
adjustment to the new developments being recorded in
national legislation.

In panicular, I should like to call arrenrion [o rhe new
phase now opening in rhe policy hitheno followed in
Southern Italy afrer the abolition of the Cassa per il
Mezzogiorno, on which for 35 years assistance in
those pans has been based. Let us speak clearly: we
reject the logic of fair returns and for rhar reason we
have supponed enlargement, notwithsranding the
economic risks which are easily foreseeable for our
regions, whilsr ir is obvious that other countries may
have derived cerrain advantages from the situation.
This Communiry and European logic is sdll rhe foun-
dation of our position rcday.

Mr De Pasquale (COM). - (17) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, as my honourable friend Mr Romeo
has jusr reminded us, rhe day before yesrcrday the
President of the Commission in mournful tones asked
for our supporr for the effons being made ro over-
come the obsracles affecting approval of rhe Mediter-
ranean Programmes and ro reach a satisfacrory con-
clusion in time. Our posirive reply to thar appeal, to be
effective, must be clear and not give rise to misunder-
standings, and it is exacrly because of the need for
clarity that rhe aurhors of rhe resolurions have agreed
to a compromise amendment for which we shall vote.
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Vhat are we asking for? First of all a quick decision.
The Commission must present its formal proposal
without delay, and the Council must decide within this
half year after consulting the Parliament. Secondlv, we
declare that we accept the implementation of the pro-
grammes as outlined by the communication from the
Council on 21 February last. I shall go funher: we
should be panicularly glad if, in the new proposal, the
innovative features for which rhe Parliamenr has

always fought were developed to the utmost. Ve were
the first to criticize the narrow inspiration and the bur-
eaucratic structure of the former proposal. '!7e want
programmes in which the integration between the var-
ious financial instruments involved and bank loans is

actual and not ficdtious; we want programmes
intended to develop the internal economic potential -and not merely in agriculture - of the Mediterranean
regions; we want flexible programmes capable of
adhering to reality in its different aspects and in which
the r6le of the regions is fully recognized. !7'e want
programmes which are genuine Community projects

- that is, approved, directed and supervised by the
Commission.

But for all this to function and have some effect what
is needed is financing which will be, I will not say ade-
quate, but at least significant. It would be pointless to
build a fine fireplace without pufiing any firewood in.
But this is the very pan of the proposal that is still
uncertain andhazy. The two thousand million in seven

years are insufficient and unacceptable. Ve are told
that in addition loans for two-and-a-half thousand
million and a special mobilization of structural funds
in favour of the Mediterranean regions will be facili-
tated. But we ask; what is the machinery for this?
Vhat is the guarantee? That is what is not clear; and
hence it is not possible to sign a blank cheque. Of
course we have no objection to the fact that financing
is to be effected in various ways, but it must be clear
from the beginning that the whole of the financing,
wharever its source, will actually be a full supplement
to the present flow of Community assistance in these
regions and not a substitute for it.

Ve are therefore ready to examine the problem with
the maximum of co-operation, conscious as we are of
present difficulties, but determined to fight for financ-
ing which is not far removed, as we said in February,
from that originally provided for.

Mr Musso (RDE). - (FR) Ladies and gentlemen, ve
have been discussing the Integrated Mediterranean
Programmes for two part-sessions now.

The Commission made some proposals in a statement
issued in 1983 - there have been no others since then.
The new Commission appeared before us during the
February pan-session to explain to us its new options
and its philosophy. Then yesrcrday, or was it the day
before yesterday, I am not very sure, [he President of
the Commission, following our debate on these guide-

lines, begged for our help with regard to the Commis-
sion's proposals to the Council for IMPs, since if he

did not receive the support of Parliament he would
withdraw his proposal. So, as Mr De Pasquale has just
said, we are co-signatories to a compromise amend-
ment which we sha[ of course approve, since we are
anxious, as we should be as Members of Parliament, to
respond to the request of the President of the Com-
mission but not, as was mentioned a moment ago, on
no matter what conditions.

This clearly brings us back once again to the consequ-
ences of an enlargement which is desirable in principle
but once again badly prepared and hastily negotiated.
And it is the poorest regions, the Mediterranean
regions, that will feel the backlash and impact of such
a badly prepared enlargement and for which rhere is a
blunt refusal to make the necessary effons. In fact
there was a proposal for one thousand one hundred
million ECU per annum; today the proposal is for two
hundred and eighry-five. Is that acceptable? Is that
conceivable? No. Because we are told that all that is

going to be supplemented by the structural funds, but
how can we forget that our Community is synony-
mous with 'solidarity' and that those structural funds,
which do not have large resources, are to be drawn on
for the amounts which it might be thought could be

given to us, that is, that there will be no more funds
available either for the other regions - and I am
thinking in panicular of regions such as Ireland, Scot-
land etc., - or for the Mediterranean regions. Let us

be told, then, how these funds are to be allocated and
where they are to come from; let the funding of the
IMPs be raised to an acceptable level, as provided for
initially, and then we can discuss them again.

Finally, we can accept the proposal for the interven-
tion of lending organizations. So much the better if
that is to be in addition to the rest, but there can be no
question of its being a substitute.

In conclusion, I would ask the Parliament to give sup-
pon to all the Members from the Mediterranean
regions so that, with the newcomers in our Com-
munity, they do not become the victims of an enlarge-
ment, which politically nevertheless vre support.

Mr Costanzo (PPE). - (IT) Mr President, this Par-
liament has been discussing the Integrated Mediterra-
nean Programmes off and on for more than four
years. Ever since the Commissioner then responsible,
Vice-President Natali, put the proposal forward, the
Parliament has expressed itself, always with a very
large majority, in favour of a rype of assistance of a

comprehensive and integrated nature for the Medircr-
ranean regions more exposed than others to the diffi-
culties and, so to speak, to the 'stress' of enlargement
in the South.

The Parliament expressed a broadly positive opinion,
even though with amendmenr, on the first proposal
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for a regulation. It subsequently gave ir view also on
other points and finally, last month, ir confirmed whar
it had previously starcd in the Kazazis resolurion.

Today a kind of promise is made by the presentation
of another specific proposal for a regulation. From
what Mr Delors told us in this House, we are led to
believe that the Commission - and, it is to be hoped,
the Council too - has no intention of going back on
what has been said. Accordingly, we agree with what
Mr Delors forecasts and whar he gives us ro under-
stand. \fle therefore declare our approval in principle
of whar he has forecast, and we look forward ro the
presenntion to us at an early date of the regulation -that is, of the proposal on which sre are to give our
opinion. !7e thus anticipate our arrirude and give
expression to our expectadons by referring to whar we
have already stated several times in this House. Ve are
asking, that is, that the comprehensive nature of the
assistance intended for the whole of the Medircrra-
nean regions be re-affirmed; that assistance be prov-
ided with adequare financing, as has been previously
provided for in the first reguladon, and that the Coun-
cil commit imelf to agree to these requesrs of ours
directed to considering such assistance nor as a chari-
table donation in favour of cenain regions bur as one
of the acts of jusdce which the Community musr per-
form in favour of the regions more exposed to under-
development, to the risk of an increase in their diffi-
culties and of their own inequaliry as an effect of rhe
enlargement of the Community in rhe South.

Mr Mattina (S). - (17) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I feel that the compromise amendment
represents a measure of great responsibility and com-
mon sense.

As previous speakers have already said, we recognize
the efforts being made by the Commission ro initiarc
the Integrated Medirerranean Programmes. I think
that what is imponanr above all is the confirmation of
the objectives of the programmes. I think it imponant
that rhe Commission should be aware of the fact rhat
the problems of rhe late-developing regions must be
mckled promptly and comprehensively.

It is interesting, I feel, [o nore how rhese problems -as Mr Delors again has said - are nor solely related
to the contingent fact of enlargemenr bur ro the impact
on these regions of the processes of economic transi-
tion which Europe and the whole world are undergo-
ing. But I would say thar it is this very awareness of
the problems on the pan of the Commission which
makes us regard the specific proposals subsequently
presented as frankly disproponionare. The gap
between means and aims is too wide.

As regards the supplemenrary resources, I have rhe
impression rhat if the available resources are reduced
or it is proposed to reduce them and if it is proposed
to reduce the time for application of the programme,

in the end such resources would become roo small to
make possible even a single programme of assistance.
'!7e must therefore state in clear terms: neither the
populadons nor we representarives of the populations
of the Southern regions can accepr a solution of that
kind. In rhese regions what is required is the promo-
tion of economic development, not an extension of
welfare policy; welfare policy, though we have ried it
out with national schemes which have miscarried on
many occasions, has unfonunately cut these regions
off from the conditions of economic growth of the
more advanced regions of Europe; we do not believe
we should continue on thar road.

\7e are not clear, however - as my honourable friend
Mr De Pasquale was saying - how the srructural
funds can supplemenr the Community's own resources
for this assistance. Everything about rhe IMPs has
already been said, above all in rhe debate last February
and in the previous debates rc which my honourable
friend Mr Costanzo was referring just now. I think
that on this point the only solution is for the Commis-
sion, as my orher colleagues have suggested, ro present
the new regularion promprly, to have regard to the
basic lines of the Integrated Mediterranean pro-
grammes and to make the resources available consist-
ent with those basic lines.

Mr Lambrias (PPE). - (GR) Mr President, the
unanimity with which the parties insist on suppon for,
and press for the early implemenrarion of the inte-
grated Mediterranean programmes is the best possible
expression of respect for Parliament. They demon-
srate the adherence of a majoriry in the panies to the
democradc principles rhar should govern Parliament's
function, because it would be intolerable if Parliament
were to ignore its own decisions, reached after
exhaustive and detailed work.

Unfonunately, such due respect for parliamentary
functions is not echoed in the marrer of rhe IMP's by
the Communiry's other institutional bodies. Firsr and
foremost of course, Council, which not only misled us,
lulled us with promises, and achieved nothing during
the period allowed for fulfilling irs assumed obligarion
to issue the requisire regularion, bur when the dra-
matic clash rook place at the eleventh hour in Dublin,
made a 18O-degree turn and entrusted the newly-con-
stituted Commission, and in panicular its very able
president, with the thankless - nor ro say worse -task of reconciling irreconcilables, persuading Parlia-
ment that the IMP's are to be promored whereas the
developmenml and polirical philosophy thar inspired
them is being abandoned, and mainraining rhar they
are being implemented and broadened whereas the
resources earmarked for them are being drained away.
Mr Delors has now appeared before us three rimes,
promising, as recently as rhe day before yesterday, rhar
he will repeat the miracle of rhe Marriage in Cana; in
other words, thar he will satisfy the tremendous needs
of entire regional populations in the Communiry with
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five loaves and a few fishes. Because how otherwise,
colleagues, are we to interpret the fact that the finance
earmarked to begin with has now essentially been cur
to one-third, and complex criteria and procedures are
being introduced so that even thar fraction is now sub-
ject to doubt?

Fellow-Members, when we hear so much discussion
nowadays about the inadequacy of. a 3.50/o rise in the
prices of agricultural products, does it make sense ro
think that a specific poliry of balancing out the tragic
inequalides between Nonh and South can be achieved
with a two-thirds reduction of the finance available for
it? If so, then we are surely moving in a world of para-
dox or hypocrisy.

Colleagues, my country is currently passing through a

very severe crisis, a political crisis which could well
become consitutional. Let us not give those who
oppose parliamentary normality and the European
Ideal in Greece the great satisfaction that the Europe
of the Ten is making a fool of a poor but proud nation
by reneging on promises made since 19791

Mr Hutton (ED).- Mr President, this group would
like to see IMPs stan this year, but rhis Parliamenr
seems to be going about it very oddly. Ve are running
out of money; our voters are beating on our doors
demanding huge effons to feed the starving world,
and yet this Parliament is being asked to say that 2 000
million ECU is rco little rc add to the very considera-
ble sums already earmarked for Greece and Imly
through the structural Funds. It is being asked to con-
jure another 4 500 million ECU out of the empry air

- for it is cenainly not going to come from anywhere
elsel This sort of demand is unrealistic, and this Par-
liamenr will be making a fool of irelf if it condemns
the Commission's latest effons to be realistic about
getting IMPs going this year in the same week as it is
praising the Commission for ir financial realism over
farm prices. !7e appreciarc that the Mediterranean
areas need assistance, but we must cut our coat
according to our rather sparse cloth at the moment.

Mr Alavanos (COM). - (GR) Mr President, I would
first like to tell the speaker from the New Democracy
Pany that I think he confused the Marriage in Cana
with the Sermon on the Mount, where in fact the
loaves and fishes were disriburcd - as they are to be
distributed to us in the 20th century by the EEC -and he also confused parliamentary normality in
Greece with the 'European Ideal'. I think he tried to
sow an alarmist spirit here, which his facdon is devel-
oping in our country itself, without good reason.

Secondly, I would like rc say that in the Committee on
Regional Policy and Regional Planning we believed
that Parliament would offer some resistance to Mr
Delors' proposals. 'We fear, however, that the joint
motion before us here today, in the form of amend-

ment No l, was just a first reaction and that despite
the known good inrcntions of those who introduced
that amendment, Parliament may today substantially
accept Mr Delor's proposals acting on the argument of
the lesser evil. For example, paragraphs 3 and 4 merely
assert [hat the finance is insufficient, or that the exist-
ing funds will not be able rc cope with the Mediterra-
nean programmes, without any explicit insistence on
the previous proposals or on the previous amounts of
finance.

Furthermore, paragraph 5 views favourably the imple-
mentation of a policy of subsidized loans, whereas it is

crystal clear that according to the Delors proposals
subsidized loans are not additional to the previous
finance, but are intended to replace it. Ve fear that
this represents yet another degeneration, so we have
reservations and will not vote in favour of the amend-
ment.

Mr Ducarme (L). - (FR) Mr President, first of all I
should like to say that my group welcomes the Com-
mission's effons which respec[ a promise given but a
promise so far ignored by the Council of Ministers,
and which moreover reflects all the significance of this
programme for the Mediterranean regions as such,
whilst taking account also of the special situations, in
panicular as regards cenain instances of agricultural
speculation on which only these regions themselves
can act. I think that the Commission is mking an
imponant step here and I was panicularly impressed in
this connection by the intervention of the President of
the Commission in the Committee on Regional Poliry
and Regional Planning.

The only point at issue between the Commission and
the Parliament concerns the amount of what is rc be
granted to the Mediterranean regions within the con-
text of the IMPs. I think you can, even now, give us a
much clearer reply on this matter. !fl'e are told that it is

a question of two thousand million or perhaps two
thousand million plus two thousand five hundred mil-
lion plus also something from rhe structural funds. The
file supplied to Members of Parliament setting out the
Commission's work programme for 1985, shows on
page 80 an additional budget heading under IMPs.

I should therefore like m ask a specific quesdon in this
context: what amount is to be entered in the budget
under this additional heading? The Parliament will
rhen be able rc see whether we are concerned with two
thousand million or two thousand million plus two
thousand five hundred million plus something else. I
believe that budgetary clarity must be apparent and
that when we have that Parliament will be with you,
and this is perhaps the crux of the matter.

In conclusion I should like to turn to Mr Hutton and
tell him that I am very favourably impressed by the
work which he and his group have carried out within
the Parliamentary Committee and I feel a grear deal of
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sympathy for his group on a number of policies. But I
should nevertheless like to remind you that one of the
basic principles of the exisrcnce of the Community is

financial solidarity. If the rich regions do not arrange
to provide a minimum of help for poorer regions there
will be no more European Community. That must be
made clear. Our friends in Southern Europe must
know that people in the Nonh are also ready to help
them.

Mr Kuijpers (ARC). - (NL) Mr Presidenr, ladies
and gentlemen, we mus[ obviously consider the Inte-
grated Mediterranean Programmes very carefully.
Vhy? The problem connected wirh rhe relationship
between Nonh and South in the European Com-
munity is principally one of different political cuhures,
which will culminate eirher in complementarity -which should surely be the goal of enlargemenr - or
in conflict. Everything that is helpful in this connec-
tion is based on a financial denominator.'!fle musr be
fully aware of this.

On the other hand, I should like to emphasize the
principle of solidarity. This principle musr apply not
only to the southern regions but also to the northern
regions which have undergone industrial decay. This
will unfortunately not be achieved by increasing the
Community's own resources to 1.5010.

I should also like to stress the insritutional friction.
The Delors proposal provides for rhe replacement of
the committees with national officials operating within
the framework of COREPER, the Permanent Repre-
senatives Committee. The Commission itself should
undenake these activities, and this must be fully sanc-
tioned in the budget. In shon, Mr President, I feel that
somethint must be done about this integradon as soon
as possible.

Mr Buttafuoco (DR). - U7) The Group of the
European Right associates itself with rhe request for
greater clarity and commitment as far as the Inte-
grated Mediterranean Programmes are concerned.

Greater clarity, because it must be stated, once and for
all, that the IMPs musr nor be regarded as concessions
or gifts but rather as assistance which sructurally and
organically forms pan of the various aspecrs of econo-
mic and social reality in the counrries concerned.

Initiatives, then, nor isolated or in the nature of wel-
fare - the group in whose name I speak is far from
promo[ing welfare policies or supporring them - but
programmed in harmony with local requiremenrs,
both present and future.

Greater commitment because it is indispensible to
invest in this region of vital imponance for Europe, a
region in which we come face to face with the peoples
of Africa and the Middle Easr, a region of cultural

exchange and hence a possible bridge linking races,
languages and interests which are different but which
could be shared and become indispensible for brea-
thing greater life into European initiadves.

For all these reasons, therefore, we condemn this
re-appraisal, which may amounr to a denial of the
financial commitment towards the regions concerned,
and we ask the Commission r.o present as soon as pos-
sible new proposals for regulations taking account of
the actual problems of the Mediterranean regions in
view also and above all of the necessary enlargement
of the Community with the entry as members of Spain
and Ponugal.

Mr President, our group will vote for the amendment
agreed between the authors of the four motions for
resolutions.

Mr Avgerinos (S).- (GR) Mr Presidenr, the Com-
mission's new proposals on the IMP's are character-
izedby three basic poinrs: increased durarion, subsmn-
tial reduction of the additional appropriations envis-
aged, and activation of a loan-granting mechanism.
There is a clear backing away from the initial propo-
sals, and an emergent tendency for the IMP's to
become limited to trivial interventions by the Com-
munity in the Medirerranean regions, without any
ambition to respond to their specific aims.

I do not see how any compromise can be achieved
between these proposals and oLlr own, which have
repeatedly been stressed in this Parliament, borh in rhe
relevant opinion and in its latest resolution. The Presi-
dent of the Commission tells us thar since we have not
solved the problem of rhe Communiry's own resources
we cannot subject ourselves to sacrifices for the IMP's.
He seems, however, to forget rhar the word 'sacrifice'
only features in the Community's vocabulary with
reference to support for the South, while meramor-
phosing into references to fundamenml imperadves of
the Treaty when suppon for nonhern regions is being
considered.

How can we speak of sacrifices when for so many
years 700/o of the Communiry budget has been
devoted to the support of nonhern agricultural prod-
ucts such as milk and beef so as [o secure uneconomi-
cal reserves? And now, when the southern regions
come to the Community, asking it ro cushion the
negative consequences of enlargement by making
available 40/o of rhe Community budger for 5 years,
now we talk of sacrifice? Ve do not ask for sacrifices,
we ask only for equal trearment of southern and
northern products and rhat the Communiry should
share the cost of enlargement in a fair and humanitar-
ran way.

Mr President, we shall once more reiterare our posi-
tion by rejecting the proposed rext. Ve do not accept
the view that there is no possibility of finding finance
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with new addidonal resources at the level defined by
the previous proposal. Ve categorically oppose the
incorporation of subsidized loans into the supplemen-
tary finance. Ve do not accepr the abolition of the dis-
ribution keys, borh for the supplementary finance and
for the granting of loans. Any such abolition would
mean that there is an inrention to maintain rhe same
existing unequal distribution of the Funds' resources
within the framework of the IMP's as well. '!fle con-
sider that any panicipation of the strucr.uralFunds in
the financing of the IMP's must derive from additional
resources, and be registered as a separare item in the
budget.

Finally, this proposal must be disassociated from rhe
five-year budget of the EAGGF (Guidance Section)
for the IMP's. Any such association would lead to a

substitution of resources, which would conflict with
the principle of additionality. !7e cannor jusr forget
our obligations when it comes rc helping out rhe
weakest regions and mitigating the negative consequ-
ences of the third enlargement. That is just the time
when respect should be shown for the Treaty. \fle ask
for norhing more than obedience to the fundamenral
imperatives of the Treary of Rome, the application of
solidariy, and respect for assumed obligations.

And one thing more - in my country, ladies and gen-
tlemen, there is no crisis. The crisis is thar of rhe
opposition pany. The applicadon of constitutional
principles in my country is not appreciated by rhose
who do not respect them. I feel for rhem, because they
bear the mark of their suffering.

Mr Filinis (COM). - (GR) Mr President, the inter-
ior Greek Communist Parry, which I represent, aligns
itself with the views of the European Left, which calls
for a positive and decisive reponse to the IMP prob-
lem. For this reason, we shall vote in favour of the
proposed resolution.

There is now a universal conviction that, firsr, the
IMP's must be implemented sraight away, i.e., during
1985; secondly, that it is unaccepable rc reduce rhe
financing appropriations drasdcally to 2 billion ECU,
and this, moreover, spread out over a longer period of
7 years; thirdly, that the various Funds can only sup-
port the IMPs subject to the precondition rhat they
will be supplemenrcd from budgetary sources so rhar
what they give to each country at presenr will remain
unaffected; founhly, that the IMP's must make real
contributions to appropriate regional planning.

Unfonunately, there is a constant tendency for prior
commitments of the Commission, and much more so

of the Council, not to be honoured. Thus, working
people in Europe and the people in Europe's least well
developed regions see that the very just aim of con-
vergence is now being used as a pseudonym to disguise
roday's sad reality, not only of extensive unemploy-
men[, but also of a broadening chasm between rhe

Community's richer and poorer countries, granted
that the Commission itself admirc that regional inequa-
lities have increased within the Community during the
past l5 years.

Mr President, the European Parliament must demand
that all commitments of the Council and the Commis-
sion must be honoured, especially those assumed at
Fontainebleau namely, that rhere is to be a substantial
increase in budgetary items destined for the various
Funds, so lhat implementation of the IMP's may
become a realiry.

Mr Natali, Vice-President of tbe Commission -(17) Mr President, honourable Members of Parlia-
ment, I hope you will not be surprised to see me here
presenting to the European Parliament in this urgenr
debate the Commission's guide-lines for the Integrated
Mediterranean Programmes.

It is not only a matter of simple solidariry between
members of the Commission, bur also, I would say, a

question of conscience, since you know, I imagine, the
attachment to the fundamental objectives of converg-
ence which the realizadon of rhe programmes repre-
sens for Europe and which inspired the original pro-
posal.

Like President Delors, I am here again to ask you for
the suppon of the European Parliamenr for the cause
of the Integrated Mediterranean Programmes, con-
vinced that they represent the only possible answer ro
the two basic problems on which the Commission's
initial proposal was based: the consequences of
enlargement and acceptance of the requiremenm
referred to in the Greek Memorandum.

And, it would be as well to emphasize - and it is for
that too that I am here - that rhe Commission's new
proposal reflects the spirit of rhe first.

They are in fact the same priorities of structural adap-
tation, concern for the diversity of needs, considera-
tion for the less-favoured regions, more efficient use
of our instruments; rhese are, today, rhe foundations
of the new proposal.

It has been stated here thar it is necessary to face up to
reality, above all budgetary and financial reality, and
to make an effon not to disron our original plans.

That is what we have tried to do, and that, it seems [o
me, is recognized in Amendment No 1.

'S7e have attempted to resrricr as far as possible the
reduction in the total quanriry of resources which
might potentially be reserved for the IMPs. I srress rhe
word 'potentially' because the source of 6.6 thousand
million was not really defined: ir too might have come
from the existing funds. I think we all remember the
debates which took place in this Parliament.
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Thanks to the mobilization of loans - and it is hardly
necessary to recall that that was one of the suggestions
put forward by Parliament in the previous proposal -facilitated by interest rebates, the new proposal makes
it possible to earmark for the Mediterranean regions
resources of roughly one [housand million per annum

- that is to say, 7 thousand million over 7 years. Here
I should like to emphasize that that period was chosen
in view of the transitional period foreseeable for the
agricultural sector, [he subject of the negotiations with
Spain.

Seven thousand million over 7 years, made up as fol-
lows:2.5 thousand million in loans,2 thousand million
in supplementary resources - and I would stress [hat
that has been entered under a budget heading of im
own and independently of existing funds - the
remainder, 2.5 thousand million, capable of being
drawn from existing funds. I should like to remind the
House here that the present rules of the funds,
approved by Parliament, allow adequate flexibility for
intensive assistance rc be provided for the less-
favoured regions and as regards integrated pro-
grammes.

Ve are speaking therefore, in all, of considerable sums
if the Inrcgrated Mediterranean Programmes come
into being in accordance with the method proposed by
the Commission.

I should like to reven rc the problem of the additional
resources so as to remove all doubr on the subject. I
wish to state that the 2 thousand million additional
resources allocated to the IMPs will indeed be in addi-
tion to the contribution made by existing structural
funds. Thus, for example, the Commission's proposal
to set aside within the EAGGF (Guidance Section) a

sum of roughly 180 million ECU per annum for IMPs
will be in addition to the 2 thousand million in 7 years
of the additional resources in the strict sense.

I should like to pause a limle on another point to make
it clear thar I am panicularly sensitive to the criticisms

- which we have heard here too - expressed as

regards the Commission's tactical use of the concept
of'fair returns' so as to resist an a priori sharing out of
the IMPs between the various countries and because,
too, on this subject I can speak from personal experi-
ence. In fact I know - and this is an Italian experi-
ence too - how difficult it is for the less-favoured
regions to have access to Community financing.

It is thus with all sincerity that I express here the Com-
mission's intention to put at the disposal of such
regions all technical means to allow them to make
their preparations and to devise their programmes in
the best conditions.

If, as a result, the less-favoured regions can increase
not only their investment potenrial but also their local
capacity for organization and mobilization, rhen rhis
initiative of ours - and when I say 'ours' I mean not

only the Commission's initiative but also the Parlia-
66n1'5 - will, I rhink, have attained its object.

A previous speaker warned atainst the dangers of wel-
fare policy. I should like rc be perfectly clear in this
regard once and for all. Ours will never be a welfare
poliry. Ve do not believe that it can be so regarded,
for example, m allow cenain agricultural producers,
after a whole life of hard work, the advantage of an
early pension comparable with that obmined by
employed persons. 'Suppon' simply means that mod-
ernization and reconversion programmes have limits.

I recognize, Mr President, that many questions will
have to be faced. I shall not deal with them, because
President Delors has specially called attention to them.
The rules for an urgent debate, too, compel us to be
panicularly brief, the more so as Parliament will have
the opponunity to examine the regulation when we
present it, which I think will be as soon as possible.

I should just like in conclusion to stress two significant
poinm which we note in Amendment No 1.

Conscious as we are of the risks of too bureaucratic a
procedure, convinced of the fact that the local and
regional authorities know the local requiremenrs ber-
ter than anyone else, we shall do all in our power to
encourage, subject ro national legislation, rhe oppor-
tunities for programmes to be locally inspired.

'!(hat we are proposing is perhaps difficult, but I think
there is no other way to get back to the actual source
of the Treary - that is to say, to the spirit of solidar-
ity, which alone can permit a harmonious integration
of our Community.

(Applaase)

President. - The debarc is closed.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 1, replacing allfour
motions for resolutions)t

lc. Lead in petrol

Presidcnt. - The nexr irem is the motion for a resolu-
don by Mrs !/eber and others, on opening of the con-
ciliation procedure (Rule 38 of the Rules of Proce-
dure) (Doc. 2-1847 /84).

I Amendment No I was tabled by Mr De Pasquale, Mrs
Gadioux, Mr Manin, Mr AmaJei and Mr Diio; by Mr
Costanzo and Mr Lambrias, on behalf of the European
People's Parry (Chrisdan-Democratic) Group; by Mr
Ducarme and Mr Romeo, on behalf of rhe Liberal and
Democratic Group; and by Mr Musso, on behalf of the
European Democratic Alliance Group
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Mrs \fleber (S). - (DE) Mr Presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen, with this morion for a resolution we are
trying once again to improve co-operarion becween
the European Parliament, the Commission and the
Council of Minisrers in an extremely imponanr politi-
cal question - namely, rhe reducrion of lead in petrol
and motor-vehicle exhausr emissions, and whar is
more, before the next meering of rhe Council for the
environment on 20 March this year.

The procedure so far has, in our view, pursued an
unsatisfactory course, and rhar includes the Council
meetint of 7 March. Cenainly we were pleased m
have a discussion with the Council on rhe eve of rhar
meeting, but in our view rhe Council did not consider
to a sufficienr exrenr or in sufficient detail our readi-
ness to co-operare. The Commission declares rhat it is
following the wishes of rhe Parliament and nking up
its proposals, bur unfonunately rhat is not yer reflected
in the documents.

In December, the Parliament showed a sense of res-
ponsibility throughout all groups and nations and by
good preparatory work in rhe relevant commictees by
demanding the introduction of lead-free petrol and
adherence to more srringent provisions for moror-
vehicle exhaust emissions from 1985. The object is the
diminudon of air pollurion - an aim which musr nor
be lost sight of as there is an urgenr need for it.

Once again we demand a joint European solution
which will reduce strains on health and the environ-
ment, and for that reason we are demamding also the
rapid adoption of the whole package of prorective
measures - that is, for motor vehicles and large
industrial furnaces.

The European Parliamenr cannor supporr any decision
of the Council which does nor approach rhis goal or
fully atain it. Ve offer rhe Commission and the
Council our collaboradon through the renewed conci-
liation procedure. They should not regard rhis as mere
criticism but also as an offer of co-operation - and
should have regard too to the overwhelming majority
with which the Parliamenr adopred the relevant deci-
sions, because that is also the means by which we
make known the wishes of the populadon of Europe.
\7e need conciliation for the sake of betrer co-opera-
tion between the European Institutions, bur above all
we ireed it for the sake of the cause icelf !

(Applause)

Mrs Schleicher (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the request for an urgent debate which
we have put forward today is intended ro suppon the
request made by Mrs Veber: better collaborarion
between the Commission and the Council. As regards
pasl events the following needs to be said: In Decem-
ber, rhe Parliamenr was asked by the Council and by
the Commission ro come to a decision as soon as pos-

sible. Ve know how difficult rhe subject is, and rhar it
is not easy, either, for the Council and the Commis-
sion. After genuinely careful deliberation with know-
ledge of the problems, we have presenrcd a solution
which in our view is a tolerable one, so as m bring
about a reduction as soon as possibel of harmful
motor-vehicle exhaust emissions. That is the aim.

\7hen questions of technology are brought up again
and again I wish to stress: the Parliament has never
proposed any panicular technology but only the emis-
sion values. Ve wish to leave the field clear for tech-
nology, because if we prescribe technologies we hinder
progress with rhe technical possibilities. Therefore we
ask for urgent conciliarion with the Council on rhe
basis of what has already been put forward.

I emphasize once again thar 80% of the population of
rhe. European Community regards questions of rhe
envlronment as matters of priority.

\7e need solutions, and hopes for Europe are con-
nected with the question whether we are capable of
solving these environmental problems. I therefore ask
our President urgently [o ensure that the conciliadon
takes place within the next week.

(Applause)

President. - This conciliation will take place on
Tuesday next.

Mr Sherlock (ED).- Mr President, I would sutgesr
that chis House supporu the requesr for urgent proce-
dure in order to emphasize the point. \7e wish rather
to widen the grounds on which conciliation is granred
by the Council of Ministers, and this will, of colrrse,
result in a net increase in rhe power of this Parliamenr.
!7ith regard to the report, it leaves plenry of room for
man@uvre, as my chairman and Mrs Schleicher have
already said. There is ground for hope that we can ger
a sensible agreemenr if rhe conciliation procedure is

followed.

It is for these two reasons that I panicularly ask every-
one in the House today to vore in favour of rhis pro-
posal.

Mr Vernier (RDE). - (FR) Mr Presidenr, we are, of
course, in favour of conciliation between rhe Euro-
pean Parliament and the Council of Minisrers, but we
are nevertheless worried by a number of matters
regarding presentation of rhe resolution.

Ve cannot in panicular allow it ro be said, as it is in
paragraph 2 of rhe resolurion, thar the opinion of this
Parliament of 12 December 1984 was adopred by
Members of Parliament from all countries and parties,
since we did not adopt the opinion in question.
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Nor can we allow it to be said, as in indicated in point
D of the resolution, that delay in reaching decisions
on this matter is jeopardizing economic recovery and
jobs. \7e would in fact repeat that on the contrary any
over-hasty measures will throw us into the arms of the
catalytic convener, a technique which entails unac-
ceptable cosff for cars with small- and medium-sized
engines, putting up the cost of small cars by between
15 and 200/o and thus jeopardizing jobs in countries
manufacturing these small cars - France, Italy and
the United Kingdom.

Funhermore this rechnique is not only prohibidvely
expensive, but is also of uncenain efficiency, since
American experience has shown that a catalytic con-
vener which is not maintained by the vehicle owner
loses all its effectiveness after a shon time.

For that reason we therefore repeat that the top prior-
ity is on the one hand to make a careful study of the
actual pan played in damaging our forests by oxides of
nitrogen emitted from cars and on the other to make
an early study of techniques other than the catalytic
convener, in panicular the lean-burn engine, to com-
bat effecdvely pollution by exhaust gases.

Vhilst we are in favour of the conciliation procedure,
we shall vote against Mrs '!7eber's proposals, since
they seem to us to be unrealistic and expensive.

(Applause from the Group of the European Democratic
Alliance)

Mr Clinton Davis, Member of the Commission. - Mr
President, while I welcome this debate, which gives me
an opponunity to update Parliament on [he state of
negotiations in the Environment Council on the ques-
tion of motor-vehicle emissions before the next round

- I hope the final round - which will take place on
\Tednesday, I am surprised, to say the least, that the
Commission has been subjected to the criticisms which
are set out in this motion, and in particular in para-
graph 3.

I hope that these criticisms do not deflect attention
from the real issues and the real sources of your frus-
tration and mine. Nevenheless, because they have
been made, I must spend a linle time in putting the
record straight.

First, I have repearcdly stressed, since I took office as

the Commissioner with responsibiliry for environmen-
ml affairs, that in the battle against the wanton defiling
of the environment - the environment of all the peo-
ples of the Community and beyond - Parliament and
the Commission must work together as panners and
not trea[ each other as foes. I adhere to thar view and I
sense it is also the view of Parliament from the con-
tributions that have been made this morning, despite
the barbs contained in this motion.

Perhaps in this connection I might remind Parliament
of a Chinese proverb: Don't use a hatchet to remove a

fly from your friend's forehead.

'S7hen I took the floor for the first time before the
House in January and later on before its Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection, I stated clearly that I shared the views of
the Parliament on the necessity to react quickly and
positively to reduce the lead content of perol and the
emissions of motor-vehicles in an effort to combat
atmospheric pollution, and to prevent the destruction
of forests. It is of course only one pan of the entire
battle.

In the light of the Sherlock repon, I indicated that the
Commission would be prepared to modify its original
proposals so as to accelerate the introduction of lead-
free petrol and strict emission standards. I pointed out
also that it would be neither politically nor technically
feasible to impose these new regulations from 1986 -the date requested by Parliament.

I finally indicated that the Commission would be pre-
pared to envisage an approach which included differ-
entiation between cars according to engine size, rhis
idea being based on a proposal in the Sherlock report.
These indications certainly helped ro give a new impe-
tus to the negotiations.

During February and the early part of March, I did
not remain idle. I personally met Ministers for the
Environment from Germany, France, rhe UK, Italy,
Belgium and the Netherlands as well as ambassadors
of the other Member States. I did so in order to dis-
cuss with them the possible ways and means of finding
a compromise acceptable rc all without freezing the
negotiations.

The exigencies of the situation, and in particular the
evolution of the Member States' views, were such that
I was only able to report ro my colleagues from the
Commission on these talks on 7 March, the very day
of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection's meering and rhe day
before the Council meeting. How rhen, in so highly
sensitive a situation, could I have revealed all my
negotiating cards in advance of the Council of
7 March? Surely some degree of rericence was
required in the interests of arriving at a solution. I

The Commission itself authorized me to negotiate a

compromise which fulfilled the four following criteria:
substantial reduction of motor-vehicle emissions
within as shon a period as possible; the integral nature
of the common market must be respected; the emis-
sion standards must leave open the choice of technolo-
gies; and, finally, rhe cars musr be differentiated into
categories according to engine size.

At this point may I stress rhat conrrary to whar is said
in the motion for a resolurion, rhe Commission did not
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submit amended proposals for directives during the
Council meeting. Vhat I have done according to the
mandate of the Commission is to put forward possible
solutions that meet these criteria so as to reach an
agreement.

During the discussion of the Council the difficulties
centred on three main points: first, the classification of
cars, most panicularly the boundary between small
and medium cars; secondly, the definition of emission
norms, especially difficult for the medium-sized cate-
gory of cars; and thirdly, the dates for the introduc-
tion of new emission norms.

The negotiations recognized, too, the polidcal link
between these points and the fiscal incendves proposed
by the German Government. I believe that although
the Council did not reach an agreement on 8 March,
substantial progress was achieved on all fronts towards
Parliament's position and towards a common solution.
The Financial Times in Britain put the matter suc-
cinctly and peninently when it said in a headline:
'EEC nations feel their way through the car pollution
fog'. That indeed is what seemed to be happening.

None the less, deeply-held opinions still divide Mem-
ber States. The wording on emission standards is diffi-
cult. The date for introducing these norms for
medium-sized cars is difficult, and a declaration of the
Council on the question of financial incentives is also a
matter of difficulty. In the few days before the next
Environment Council on Vednesday, I will do what-
ever I can to advance the possibility of a solution. I or
my services will be having contacts with Member
States, staning with the Unircd Kingdom [omorrow,
because the United Kingdom does currently appear to
have the most difficulties. On Monday I shall be meet-
ing German Ministers, and we shall be joined by the
Italian Presidency. All this is an effon to secure a final
agreement at the Council on 20 March.

Yesterday I mer the Bureau of the Environment Com-
mittee to inform them of the results both of my talks
with the Environment Ministers and of the Council
meeting. I have kept in close touch throughout on an

informal basis with the chairman of the Environment
Committee, and I will continue to do this. I am ready
ro report to the committee in April on the results of
the next Council, and I shall also be pleased to partici-
pate in any consultation meeting between Parliament
and the Council on 19 March, I have made this abun-
dantly clear.

I should like to say a few words about one of the
points in the motion. I think that the research and
development proBramme on technical alternatives to
the catalytic convenors should be supported by the
corporations and not by the Community budget. To
do otherwise is to be fanciful.

Finally, I should like to remind the House that the
Commission, like Parliament, is most anxious to find a

common solution to these vital European issues and to
enable a decision to be taken as soon as possible. The
negoriarions have reached a delicate stage. The cost of
no agreement would be immensely high, indeed dan-
gerously high, in terms of environmenml protection,
indusrial cenainty and the unity of the common mar-
ket. Because the stakes are so high, I have forsworn
any commen[ on the Council's say to encourage Mem-
ber States. However, I hope that the message con-
veyed to Member States by Parliament today will be

heard loud and clear.

I end as I began. I believe that pannership and indeed
friendship between the Commission and Parliament,
most particularly on this delicate issue, is a prerequisite
for success. I must rcll Parliament, however, that if I
continue to receive love letters of this kind, in pani-
cular containing what it says in paragraph 3, then our
friendship, I fear, will have to remain platonic. I do
not want that to happen.

Thank you for allowing me to explain what has hap-
pened over the recent days, and also for being able to
convey to Member States the clear expression of will
of this Parliament.

(Applause)

President. - The debate is closed.

(Parliament adopted tbe resolution)

I said earlier that a conciliation would take place next
Tuesday. For legal reasons, the Council wishes this to
be regarded, not as a conciliation, but merely as a

meeting. However that may be, the contents of a bot-
tle of wine are more imponant, so far as I am con-
cerned, than the label.

IN THE CHAIR: MR SEEFELD

Vice-President

ld. Hunger in tbe world

President. - The nexr item is a joinr debare on two
motions for resolutions :

- by Mrs Focke and other members of the Com-
mittee on Development and Cooperation, on the
campaign against hunger in Africa (Doc.2-1782/
84); and

- by Mr de la Maldne and others, on behalf of the
European Democratic Alliance Group, on hunger
in the world (Doc. 2-1855/8a).
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Mrs Focke (S), Chairman of the Committee on
Deoelopment and Co-operation. - (DE) Mr Presi-
dent, honourable Members, members of rhe Com-
mittee on Development and Co-operation from prac-
tically all groups are presenring to you this morion for
a resolution for combating hunger in Africa. This cov-
ers the motions for urgent debate on the same subject
which could nor be dealr with at rhe last pan-session
in February. It is based above all, however, on our
committee's consrant concern with the famine catas-
trophe in Africa. In contrast to rhe usual situation, in
which many individual aspects are discussed as urgenr,
here for the first time in an urgenr debate the whole
problem is summarized in an opinion of the European
Parliament.

Vhat is there now in our motion for a resolution? In
the shon time available I can only select the most
imponant points. First of all, on Monday and Tuesday
a large conference of donor narions took place in
Geneva under the auspices of the Unircd Nations. Mr
Natali was there. Ve hope to hear resul* from him at
first hand. Ve are anxious to know, after a fresh joint
investigation, whether rhe Community is doing
enough qualitatively and quanritatively or wherher we
must adopt funher decisions in addition ro rhose
already adopted.

Secondly, we are panicularly concerned about devel-
opments in the Sudan, and we should like the Com-
munity to make a very special addidonal effort.

Thirdly, we ask the Commission to make sure once
again whether help is reaching all victims of the famine
without exception. Ve therefore call upon it to pay
panicular attention ro the population in Eritrea and
Tigre and to ensure through the non-governmental
organizations that the aid is being fairly divided rhere
too and is arriving in sufficient quanrities.

(Applause)

Founhly, we turn to the Council and the Foreign
Ministers of the European Community and ask them
to ensure that in countries in which there are internal
conflicts rhe disribudon of aid receives absolute prior-
ity - that is, thar the Council should rry ro ensure
with the tovernmenrc concerned rhat a truce is
arranged for this purpose.

Fifthly, above all, seed, fenilizer, tools and the like
must be send in the nexr few weeks to the countries
concerned so that provision may be made for the nexr
harvest before the next rain comes. Only in thar way
can we find a real answer to the problem.

Sixthly, we have dealt panicularly with the refugee
problem because shonage of food and internal conflicrs
lead here to an escalation. Ve ask the Commission, in
collaboration with the UN High Commissioner for
Refugees, to work out a programme so as to increase
our help in this field as quickly as possible and present

us with a specific proposal for this purpose in the next
few weeks.

Seventhly, we have stressed how essential co-ordina-
tion is. 'We are glad that there is now a crisis staff in
Directorate General VIII, co-ordinating in particular
the Community measures with those of the developing
countries, the non-governmental organizations and
also those of other donor countries.

However, we have the impression that this co-ordina-
tion can still be improved. In panicular, we should be
very pleased if as a result we could not only always
react [o situations but also arrcmpr to, forestall them
by estimating what is necessary and arranging it in
good time.

Eighthly, we naturally also go into the medium- and
long-term measures, since emergency aid only is no
answerl In this connec[ion, we declare ourselves in
favour of decentralized systems of stocks and an ad-
vance warning sysrem which will let us know earlier
than last time when such a catastrophe is threatened.
Funher, we ask for immediare rehabilitation pro-
grammes, food srategies in the affecred areas and a
programme to combat desenificarion.

Last but nor leasr - I am referring ro paragraphs 35,
36 and 37 - we wish for a permanenr 'follow-up'. Ve
expect from the Commission every two months a
report for all the Members of rhis Parliament - and
not only for our committee - on rhe success of the
structural measures.

Finally, we musr also establish with our oq/n eyes
what is going on on rhe spot. Ve therefore wish for a
delegation of the Parliamenr. ro be sent there so rhat
we are not always dependenr on reports from others.
Not least, we ask rhe Parliament formally ro charge
the committee to keep a watching brief on the sub.iect
and continually rc monitor the Commission's actions.
I hope our decision will meet wirh broad approval.

(Applause)

Mr Guermeur (RDE). - (FR) I am pleased ro see
thar rhe resolution tabled by rhe Commitree on
Development and Co-operarion covers many of rhe
problems and quesdons we have discussed plus propo-
sals we have made at each pan-session within rhis field
of food aid. In panicular we welcome the fact rhat this
resolution mentions rhe situation in rhe Sudan, the
situation of refugees, the misuse of aid by cenain
states [o the detriment of rhe starving, prioriry given to
food aid over rhe purchase of arms and the question of
infrastructures for rhe Eanspor[ of food aid, in pani-
cular harbour infrastrucrures. '!7e are also glad that
this resolution menrions aid co-ordination and the
strategy of rehabilitation of regions affected by famine
and desenification.
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Our group will therefore, Mr President, vore whole-
heanedly for the motion for a resolution presented by
the committee. However, we consider rhar para-
graph 35 presents a problem and we think that
demanding a writren report from the Commission
every two months plus a repon twice a year will
involve an enormous amount of paperwork and red
tape. Ve consider that the freer the Commission is to
implement food aid the better and the less paper-work
it has to do the more time it will have.'!fle have there-
fore asked for thar anicle to be deleted to take
account of the oral proposals and avoid increasing the
number of written reports.

As regards the resolution which we have nbled on
behalf of our group, it in no way runs counter to the
main resolution, but rather, complemenr ir It is

merely intended to draw attention to the more dra-
matic aspects, the most serious infringements of
human rights such as war, the exodus of populations,
the misuse of food aid in favour of the purchase of
arms and other machinations which are all too rarely
exposed. Ve wish it to be known that cenain countries
in Africa which we are helping must adopt an attitude
which is more compatible with the wishes of this Par-
liament and with the effectiveness required in food
aid.

Mr McGowan (S).- Mr President, the poor coun-
tries of Africa face an absolutely catastrophic problem.
I think we should also nore that the response to this
problem in the rich countries of Europe has been
enormous. Ve should all grasp this political opportun-
ity rc match the public response to the great problems
that face Africa.

My recent experience of famine and drought is based
on a visit to Ethiopia last month. I have to say that I
have never seen such a scale of both environmental
and human devastation. I have never seen so many 2

and 3-year old children wirh faces of 80 and 9}-year
old men and women. I have never seen so many babies
not strong enough to weep, I have never seen so many
adults too devastated to come out of emergency tents
to receive food. There is an enormous need for more
food, especially supplementary food, and for medical
supplies and trucks for internal distribudon. !7e know
that Ethiopia is only pan of a massive problem which
affects more than 20 countries across Africa.

The response to this in my own city of Leeds in the
Nonh of England is that I have received over 2 000
letters pleading with me to ask this Assembly to help
shift resources from this pan of Europe rc Africa. The
public in the United Kingdom has voluntarily raised
more funds and practical help than the United King-
dom Government. I am convinced that the Com-
munity and the Member States are still a very long
way behind the public demand for the deployment of
resources and for other ways and means of tackling
this problem. I feel that the public interest provides us

with a political opponunity that we must not miss in
any way. It is an opportunity for the Community and
for all Members of all political panies to shift
resources to where they are required and to transform
this sympathy for emergenry food aid into a real and
long-term commitment to development, thus helping
our brothers and sisters to move towards a situation of
self-sufficiency.

(Applausefrom the lefi)

Mrs Rabbethge (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, anyone who has had to see for himself
the indescribable misery in the African famine coun-
ries is at a loss for words when he has to give a

sraightforward account. The gruesome realiry
dumbfounded us. But why has the present situation
become so dramatic?

'W'e must answer this question correctly and compre-
hensively in order to avoid comparable destitution in
the future. Apan from obvious emergency aid, what
long-term measures shall we have to adopt more spee-
dily and more intensively? The urgent motion now
before us contains cenain proposals. Admittedly it has

been possible for our ideas and those we shared with
the Commission to be realized only to a very limited
extent.

The cause of the famine should therefore be urgently
investigated, because it is simply nonsense to discuss
famine in Ethiopia, in the Sudan, in Mali and else-
where without taking into account the armed conflict
there and the flood of refugees. If we do not attack
the problem of the desens more speedily and more
intensively, large paru of the land will become perma-
nently unusable for agriculture.

Finally, I think that the whole quesdon of our way of
negotiating will have to be fundamentally reconsidered
because it seems at the moment as if we cannot win the
struggle against hunger and poveny.

On the wall of the government office in Nairobi,
Kenya, stands the message in Kiswahili: 'Harambe'.
This means: 'Let us all pull together'. The only chance
seems to me to lie in a new style of negotiating, with
social and humanitarian dedication as before, but with
less wishful thinking and fewer idealistic dreams. !fl'e
should set to work more circumspectly and show more
courage in putting before the countries and govern-
ments to which we are sending aid unusual but essen-
tial proposals as regards their way of working and of
administering the aid they receive. Harambe - let us
pull together with this franker policy of negotiating
for the survival of millions!

(Applause from the centre)

Mr Howell (ED).- Mr President, I am delighrcd to
follow the last speaker, because I have just returned
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from l0 days of living with guerrilla forces in Eritrea. I
can tell the last speaker that the situarion inside Eritrea
is becoming more and more difficult and is far more
difficult than the scenes we have seen on television
from the other side of the conflict inside Ethiopia. !7e
have seen there the medical problems they face; we
have visited the prisoners of war; we have watched
how war and drought combine ro make a famine.

Mr President, we have'lived as those guerrillas have
lived, and I bring back first-hand information which
we shall be disseminating as time goes on.

My problem is this: rhere is no possibility in the world
for this Parliament, the United Nations or anyone else
to stop the drought inside Ethiopia or anywhere else;
but perhaps we do have the ability to srop rhe war. The
war is as powerful in causing the famine as is rhe
drought. I have seen myself the vicrims of napalm, of
cluster-bombs, of the bombings by Ethiopian MIG
jets, and of the devastation that has been caused
throughout that country. There can be no hope of get-
ting agricultural production going in that counrry
while MIG jet-fighters fly overhead blasting hell out
of everphing.

Therefore, I urge Mrs Focke and this Parliament to
bring all the influence it has to bear on the Erhiopian
Government and to urge lhat government [o accept
the ceasefire proposals that the Eritrean People's Lib-
eration Front have still on the mble, for, without thar
ceasefire, no action on eanh will srop the famine rhar
exists.

If I can get tha[ message over today, and that message
only, then I think I shall have played a significanr part
in bringing relief to rhose people in that terrible part of
the world.

(Applausefrom tbe European Democratic Group)

Mrs Cinciari Rodano (COM). - (17) Mr President,
the resolution of the Commirree on Development has,
in our view, the merit of organic unity and rhar of
containing precise proposals. Ve are all conscious not
only of the gravity of the situadon bur also of the fact
that its tragic force increases as rime goes on. Ve all
know very well, we have repeated it many times in this
House, that the situation is even more serious where
conflicts are in progress and where there are large
numbers of refugees. Bur I think the time has come
not so much to repear the charges made, ro go in for a
little more propaganda amongsr ourselves and even
less. to engage in polemics which may then be used
against one country or another, but rather to act ser-
iously and posirively in accordance wirh rhe gravity
and. responsibiliry incumbenr upon a parliamentary
rnstltutton.

I should like to emphasize two quesrions only. First: it
seems to me thar the resolurion rightly stresses the

need for better co-ordination of emergency food aid
with medium-term assistance. I am thinking in pani-
cular of the proposals already made by the Joint Com-
mittee at Bujumbura on our request regarding the
insralladon of an advance warning sysrem in the ACP
counuies, panicularly the Sahel, and the crearion of
stocks of food on the spot.

Secondly: that we should insist on rhe co-ordination
of efforts in the donor countries to ensure that the
measures adoprcd are as efficient and as rimely as pos-
sible.

I should like to add - as someone raised the problem
here - that we think ir is indispensable that there
should be the maximum collaborarion on the pan of
the Parliament and the Commirtee on Development,
but also that there should be serious supervision - I
would say at close quaners - so as to establish that
aid is actually reaching im desrination in rime.

Mr Maher (L).- Mr President, I have just one min-
ute, so I have to be telescopic. My first poinr is rhat I
would not like us to insisr, as Mrs Focke seems to be
insisting, upon asking the Commission to present a
repon very frequently ro us - I think it is every two
months. Let us be sensible: let the Commission get on
with their work; let them produce aid instead of prod-
ucing more paper. Of course we wan[ ro be kept
informed, but please ler us be pracrical: let the Com-
mission get on with the job!

My second point is rhat as rhese carasrrophes occur,
they always seem ro come on us suddenly, and already
there are thousands of people in rouble and thousands
of people dying before we take any action. There must
be something wrong with the intelligence, because
catastrophes resulting from drought do not happen
suddenly - they are gradual. There are people who
know exactly what is coming. Could we not improve
the intelligence, listen to people working in the field?
Many religious organizations are doing excellent
work: let us lisrcn to them so rhar we are ready to
meet the need before i[ occurs, nor afterwards when
millions have died!

Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf (ARC). - (DE) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, we shall suppon both
motions, above all Mrs Focke's, because here it is clear
in my opinion rhar it is not only a quesrion of aid in
this case but also of raking a long-rerm view.

For us, too, this aid is necessary for self-help, because
we must recognize that for a long time past food aid
has no longer represented for rhe European Com-
munity a pure acr of solidariry with the people in these
countries. It may also be a convenienr way of getting
rid of surpluses.

If this food aid is paid for from rhe Development Aid
Fund, means are provided from rhe Fund. According
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to my estimate, this is already almost 500/o of the
means, which are then lacking for other projects if
they are urgently needed for long-term aid. For us that
represenm the right of people in these countries to feed
themselves. If deliveries of food become the rule, they
undermine the efforts of these countries to support
themselves with their own home-grown staple food-
stuffs.

The eating habits of people in these countries are
changing. But they must not become attached [o a

European diet, for that will result in depreciating
native production. In that way native producers are
compelled to produce for expon and cultivate luxury
foods for us here. At the last Green \fleek in Berlin,
there was the curiosiry of an Ethiopian stand offering
precisely these luxury foods. Visitors could scarcely
understand what the connection was.

The agricultural policy, too, about which we have to
decide this afternoon, is a pan of the connection
between hunger and superabundance. If by our price
poliry - for example in the milk sector - we compel
small-scale farmers to go out of business, then ever
more milk is produced here on the basis of imported
feeding-stuffs from these countries and even lesser

quantities of basic foodstuffs are produced there. That
is a contribution to funher hunger in the world, but
not to a solution of this problem! That is what we
must always bear in mind.

Mr d'Ormesson (DR). - (FR) Mr President, the
Group of the European Right will not be taking part
in rhe vote on the motion for a resolution with the
exceprion of the vote on paragraph 35.

Our reasons are as follows: the civil wars provoked by
the rotalitarian Marxists' desire for domination are the
essential cause of rhe famine in Africa. Because this
motion for a resolution does not care to make that
point; because, in the same v/ay, it does not have the
courage ro sugges[ ro the warring panies that they
should negoriare to bring about a cease-fire, the with-
drawl of foreign troops and free elections; because in
so doing the Community becomes each day increas-
ingly a pany ro a state of affairs which imposes slavery
on populations which ask only rc live in freedom -for these reasons we refuse to take pan in the vote. On
the other hand, when budgetary matters are discussed
we shall vote in favour of the appropriations for food
aid.

(Applause from the Group of the European Right)

Mr Ulburghs (NI).- (NL) Mr President, as a mem-
ber of the Committee on Development and Coopera-
tion I am a co- signatory of this motion for a resolu-
rion on hunger in Africa, and I shall therefore be

voting for it.

I should like to explain the link between arms supplies
and hunger. Food is clearly becoming a strategically
imponant weapon, for both development and arma-
ment strategy. Agriculture is being industrialized and
monopolized by large companies and financial institu-
tions. To protect these interests, heavily armed gov-
ernments are needed, unfonunately in both the rich
Nonh and the poor South, where more and more
countries are being armed to the teeth as time passes.

This is true, for example, of Latin America, South
Africa, Ethiopia, Zaire and so on. I therefore make a

solemn appeal for disarmament. The money now spent
on arms could be used to fight hunger.

In this connection, I should like to ask the President of
the European Parliament to urge the Belgian Govern-
ment not to decide this evening, as planned, to deploy
nuclear missiles but instead to spend the money on
fighdng hunger in Africa as a sign of peace and just
redistribudon.

I wish rc propose in this connection that we express

our symparhy with our fellow Member Paul Staes,
who is at present on hunger strike in Belgium in sup-
pon of disarmament and the fight againsr hunger.

Mr President, I will use a few seconds of my speaking-
time to commemorate the victims of hunger in Africa
and also the victims of Hiroshima and Nagasaki: let us

hope that they did not die in vain.

Mr Bersani (PPE), Chairman of the Joint Committee of
tbe ACP-EEC Consultatizte Assembly. - (17) Mr
President, honourable Members, like my honourable
friend Mrs Rabbethge, I too express my full support
for the resolution and similarly I thank Mrs Focke,
Chairman of the Committee on Development, for the
effons she has made to co-ordinate the various propo-
sals; amongst these there was also one of mine on the
Sudan. I should like to bear witness to what my col-
leagues and I were able to see during our far-ranging
visit to that country, which, until a few days ago,
remained in the background and has now come into
the limelight in an extraordinarily ragic way, exhibit-
ing a situation which has few parallels: let it suffice to
think of the 4 million persons gravely affected by the
drought and the millions of refugees from various
countries, primarily Ethiopia and Chad.

These are figures which speak for themselves and
show how we must make a special effon on behalf of
the Sudan. Since our task involves, over and above
individual cases, defining general lines of policy, I
should like to stress, on the lines of the resolution, the
need to combine immediate aid more effectively with
preliminary measures for medium-term and definitirre
aid in favour of persons who have been affected in
various ways. In my opinion, we must. regulate our
policy in these areas better. In any case, I note the
improvemenr in collaboration between the EEC and
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the Member States and I should like to stress the need
for funher protress in rhat direction.

(Applause from tbe centre )

Mrs Daly (ED). - Mr Presidenr, my group supporrs
this resolution, although we have reservarions aboul
the first sentence of paragraph 35, because we think ir
is placing too big a burden on rhe small staff in the
Commission. But I want to address my commenrs par-
ticularly rc paragraph 5.

The need for action to help the srarving in Eritrea and
Tigre is immediate. The Ethiopian Government has
refused all proposals for providing safe passage for the
distribution of relief through Ethiopian Governmenr
territory to the nonhern provinces. The European
Community needs to play its pan in providing greatly
increased emergency aid by existing supply routes
through Sudan rc Eritrea and Tigre, in panicular
through the offices of NGOs.'$7e muss srop pretend-
ing that this war does not exist: I 700 people are dying
every day, and I am not prepared ro have their lives on
my conscience just because of diplomatic niceties. The
people of Europe have responded generously m the
famine throughout Ethiopia: over f 100 million has
been raised. I myself have received 1 400 letters asking
us to ge[ help there, and along wirh other consrituents
thousands of letters have been received. These people
are most unhappy that aid is being denied to 340/o of
the population of Ethiopia. Undl there is a ceasefire,
we believe thar action must be taken to get aid ro [har
340/0.

The desire to avoid criticizing any ACP parrner musr
not take precedence over our humanitarian principles.
Three thousand refugees from Erhiopia are swarming
inrc Sudan every day, which means a drain on their
food. \7e must ensure thar food aid goes both m rhe
local Sudanese and to refugees. But we must also look
for ways of giving aid for non-food items such as

water-pumps, medicine, ten6, rucks and fuel. All of
these are needed in the Sudan today.

Mr Natali, Vice-President of the Commission. -(lI) M, President, honourable Members of Parlia-
ment, the draft resolution presented for our considera-
tion is - and the honourable Member Mrs Focke has
made it clear in her explanation - a complex docu-
ment. It raises a considerable number of subjects each
of which would cerrainly need extensive trearmenr,
even though there is a single srrand connecdng the
whole.

Shonage of time does not allow me to reply specifi-
cally to each point of the resolurion. I note, however,
that on many points - 25 hsnqulable Members know

- there is an identity of views between the Commis-
sion and the Parliament. On more specific points I am
available for a conrinuation of the dialogue either wirh

the Committee of Development or in plenary siuing.
However, I should like, as I have been invited, ro rake
advantage of this occasion [o harmonize my views and
yours with what has recently been said at Geneva in
the course of the International Conference on rhe
emergency situation in Africa, in which, as you know,
I took pan personally.

The purpose of that meeting was a dual one: on the
one hand m help to bring about an awareness of public
opinion as regards the tragic situation of the countries
affected by the drought and on the other ro draw up a
balance-sheet of foreseeable needs.and of rhe commit-
ments entered into by the donors in such a way as [o
make possible an assessment of any deficit. I must rcll
you straight away, with satisfacrion, that we were able
m establish, even in bilateral meerings, how greatly the
position of the Community was appreciated - a posi-
tion which was expressed in the speeches of the leaders
of the Member States and lasrly by me. Ir was appre-
ciated not only for the magnitude of the commirmenrs
in the matter of aid bur also for the medium- and
long-term policy specifically expressed in rhe Lom6
Convention, which pursues that policy so as ro combat
the consequences of the drought.

That policy is consisrent with rhe main conclusions
which emerged from the meering. I believe, honoura-
ble Members, that if you are aware - as I think you
are - of the conclusions drawn, you will find in them
guide-lines which the European Parliamenr has fre-
quently asked for and to which we have commirted
ourselves.

There is rhe extremely important poinr of the assess-
ment of the food aid required for the 20 counrries
most affected by the drought. After the latest correc-
tions, rhe amounr of such needs appears to be 6.2 mil-
lion tons, a quantity which is almost wholly covered by
the promises of supplies envisaged for 1985. The
United States, in fact, has assumed responsibiliry for
2.8 million tons, the Community, in all, for 2.3 million
tons and other counrries for roughly I million tons.
Toral: 6.1 million tons.

I would remind you thar the Community's commit-
ment for 1985 - and when I speak of the commitment
I am speaking of both that of the Communiry and the
Member Stares' contribution - includes execurion of
the Dublin programmes, to which must be added the
share of normal food aid decided on 1984, rhe execu-
tion of which is envisaged for 1985.

I think these figures call for some comment. First of
all, I should nor like it to be rhought that we consider
the siruation as finally under conrrol. Most imponant,
it. is not sufficient to list the commitmenr; rhere are
logistic and technical difficulties inherenr in every situ-
ation, to which all aid organizations without exclption
are subject. For our parr, we are pledged to identify
delays and shoncomings, which we shall seek to cir-
cumvent so thar - and I think this is the most impor-
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tant point - our aid may arrive where it is required at
the right time.

On this subject, in connection with Mrs Focke's obser-
vation repeated by other Members, I should like ro
sress that we attach priority to purchases and supplies
of seed for the next harvest. \7hen we speak of aid we
are not speaking only of cereals or milk powder; we
know perfectly well that there are other needs. 

.We

must not, in fact, make provision solely for feeding the
population, but we also have to clothe them, protect
them from the severity of the weather, treat rhem and
think of their future. That is why assistance with sow-
ings for the next harvest is a matter of priority. On this
subject, I should like to call artention to the fact that
we have financed eight operations in Chad, Mozam-
bique, Niger and Ethiopia. Ve have also financed
Food for \flork operations in Ethiopia and Niger and
are ready to undenake other commitmenrs in that
direcdon.

Moreover, as regards quantities, more deailed assess-

ments sdll have to be made, above all with regard to
the specific requirements of certain countries. The
draft resolution rightly refers in paragraph 4 to the
Sudan, whose annual needs seem to have increased
dramatically even when account is taken of the influx
of refugees. '!7e are following the development of this
situation with special attention and we shall not fail to
take funher steps if necessary, even though we must,
of course, bear in mind the general frame work of the
assistance set aside for that country.

Honourable Members, I should like rc emphasize -and not for self-congratulation but because I think
that this corresponds to the analyses of the situation
made more than once by the Parliament and by the
Community itself as interpreter of the great ou[burst
of sympathy and solidarity in public opinion - that
the quantity to which we have committed ourselves is
considerable, comparable in absolute magnitude to
rhat of the United States, though with the difference
that our aid is entirely free and is transponed at Com-
munity expense to the places of distribudon. Our help
has been appreciarcd by the recipient countries.

I have been officially requested to transmit to the peo-
ples of Europe - and I do so before the European
Parliament, which is the representative of those peo-
ples - the thanks of the countries such as Ethiopia
and Niger, which wished to stress how timely our
assistance was. The President of Niger informed me
that the Community aid was the first of all to arrive.

A problem which was emphasized by all the speakers
at Geneva concerns the co-ordination of aid. On this
point I fully agree with what is stated in paragraph 23

of the resolution. Ve contribute to all forms of
co-ordination at various levels, we have assumed direct
responsibilities in the Community sphere and are tak-
ing an active part in the meetings organized by the
United Nations. My view is - and I state it with the

utmost sincerity - that the form of co-ordination
which we ought to prefer is thar performed on the spot
in direct conract with the actual situation in the reci-
pient country. In Ethiopia, for example, our pro-
gramme, like that of other funds, is co-ordinated
directly by rhe special representative of the Secretariat
General of the United Nations.

Ladies and gentlemen, co-ordination is panicularly
imponant when what is at stake is to arrange for the
aid to arrive where it is needed, such as in regions
which are politically difficult and in refugee camps.
Ve provide aid in regions of internal conflict, and it is

here that the additional ragedy of these regions has

been evoked. \7e provide aid through the inrcrnatiohal
and non-governmental organizations, and I think I am
interpreting everybody's feelings when I express our
appreciation and gratitude for the work performed
with enthusiasm and self-sacrifice, above all by the
non-governmental organizations.

(Applause)

The help which we have supplied since September last
year in rhese regions amounts to a further 8 million
ECU. \7e know the difficulties, and nobody wishes
more fervently that do we that peace and ranquillity
may once more reign in these regions.

As to the refugees, we have replied prompdy to the
appeals of the High Commissioner for Refugees. \fle
have made him three successive grants of aid in the
pasr few monrhs for a total of 9 million ECU. Clearly,
this category of persons, who are amongst the most
under-privileged, because they are not only faced with
the problems of famine, but they have had to abandon
also their own land, their own country, their own
house, their own village, must find again conditions of
existence more consistent with human dignity.\flher-
ever possible, I assure you, the Commission will take
all appropriate initiatives. Vhere, on the other hand,
political tension makes it more appropriate for the
High Commissioner for Refugees to take the initia-
tive, we shall not fail to suppon the effons which the
High Commissioner may undenake.

As regards the financial commitment, I think the
Commission will be able to find the most appropriate
means, even though I consider that Anicle 936 is not
institutionally the best adapted fot that purpose. How-
everm as has been mentioned in the debate and as is
stated also in the final resolution, the urgency must
not make us forget that the fundamental purpose of
the aid is to avoid a repetition of such situations.

The question stressed here is that of the warning sys-
tem. In this respect, the system organized by the FAO
harvest trends branch is already in existence.'S7e have
already provided financial support for such a system in
Somalia and are read.y to study the forms and means
by which it might be perfected. Apan, however, from
the warning system, I think ir is possible to avoid a
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repetition of similar situations only by means of
medium- and long-term programmes which will ena-
ble these countries to artain what we regard as the
priority of priorides, rhat is, reliability of food sup-
plies.

Honourable Members, in what I said in Geneva I
wished to give rhe maximum emphasis to this point, by
sta[ing that the size of the commitment of the Europe
of Ten for co-operation in the development of Africa
south of the Sahara is such as to impose on us a direct
responsibiliry in that region of the world.

(Applause)

The Commission's programme, in agreement with our
African partners, will be developed in two directions:
food aid on the one hand, which will have to be inte-
grated ever more closely with the counrry's production
methods, and the sffuctural aids envisaged by Lom6 III
on the other, which will make it possible ro recenre
economic policies within rhe ACP counrries. Bur cer-
tainly it is not necessary to explain and interpret Lom6
III to you.

I should like to apologize f.or not having been able to
attend Monday's debate, and I asked my colleague
Clinton Davis to represent me, which he kindly agreed
to do. I was unable to be presenr because I have nor
the gift of being in all places ar rhe same time: I was in
fact in Geneva. I do nor need - I say again - to
explain Lom6 III ro you. It is a heritage common ro us
all, and it was to Lom6 III rhar the Parliamenr gave an
injection of inspiradon and suggestion on which we
concentrate our activity and our action.

On the subject of reliability of food supplies I should
like, however, ro raise two specific points. First of all,
food strategies. I can assure you rhat rhe Commission
intends to extend rhe experiment of food srrategies in
a flexible manner adapred ro local peculiariries. As
regards emergency stocks, rhe Commission is in
favour of their creation and, moreover, always
encourages the building up of decentralized stocks at
village or regional level wirhin individual counrries
rather [han ar regional level for various counrries.

I should like to srate that we have another great obli-
gation. Our efforts will be more diffculr and the
effons and obligations of rhe ACP will perhaps be
frustrated if there is not created a more favourable
international economic atmosphere ar financial, mone-
tary and commercial level. I should like to say in
answer to the Parliamenr's requesr to be informed by
written reports rhat for our parr we are always avail-
able to supply repons and informarion and that we
shall continue to do so each time the Parliamenr so
requesrs, even rhough I find it a little difficult to agree
to too small intervals such as rhose envisaged in the
resolution.

In conclusion, I nore - and rhe debare in this House
confirms it - that we are none of us unaware of what

still remains to be done, above all ro fit the presenr
programme into a structural and long-term process -and before fresh unfonunate economic developments
accustom us to living with the effects of the tragedy
rather [han to dealing with its causes. Unfonunately,
when we speak of causes it is no longer sufficient to
alert people's consciences, and this is our real chal-
lenge, a challenge which is - allow me ro say - of a

cultural and political nature, requiring recourse nor
only [o goodwill but to our besr brains and to our res-
ponsibility for understanding and for making all those
concerned undersand that what is at stake is the phys-
ical survival of a pan of the world but also rhe legiti-
mate aspiration of the whole world to experience a
lengthy period of collective progress and peaceful
co-exlsrcnce.

(Applause)

Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf (ARC). - (DE) I should
like to ask the Commission ro be brief. Clarity in borh
subject-matter and thought must make for grearer
brevity.

(Applause from the lefi)

Mr Vijsenbeek (L). - (DE) Mr President, when
each group is limired ro a speaking-time of one or rwo
minutes, the Commission should not speak for twenry
minutes, even if serious and imponant matters are
involved.

(Applause)

Mr Marshall (ED).- Mr Presidenr, I should just like
to say thar I share [hat sense of frusrration rhar one
Commissioner can speak for longer than the whole of
my Broup. May I say [o rhe Commissioner, a speech,
to be immortal, does not need to be erernal in its
length.

(Applause)

President. - Rule 66(5) of the Rules of Procedure
state [ha[ 'Members of rhe Commission and Council
shall be heard at their request'. There is no mention
there of any limitation of speaking-rime. Nevenheless,
I share your wish thar, particularly in such debates as
those this morning, the Commission should be as brief
as possible.

Mr Natali, Vice-President of the Commission, -(17) Mr Presidenr, I do nor intend to take advanrage
of the option which the Commission neverrheless has
to speak at any momenr wirhout time-limit. I spoke for
a long time, but what I said was perhaps not complerc,
faced with an extremely complicated resolurion. I felt
it was my dury to pur rhe Parliament in rhe picture as
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regards what happened at Geneva and to reply to a

series of speeches so as not to run the risk of having it
said that I did not cover all points. I therefore thought
ir best to weary you, perhaps, but I did try to give an

answer to the problems raised.

(Mixed reactions)

Mr Fellermaier (S). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, a word must also be said here in support of
the Commission. The Committee on Development and

Co-operation expressly asked Mr Natali in Brussels to
report after returning from Geneva on the position
which the Commission had taken at that crucial con-
ference on the fight against world hunger. \[hen then
all groups in the House - with the exception of the
exreme right - present a voluminous motion for a

resolution, then we must of course expect that the
Commission will make a detailed examination of the
requests made by our Parliament on a topic which is

agitating the world public.

(Applause)

But that entails also having the patience to listen to the
Vice-President of the Commission. As spokesman for
the Socialist group on development matters, I should
like to give him my special thanks.

(Mixed reactions)

(Parliament adopted Mrs Focke's motion for a resolution

and rejected Mr de la Maline\)

le. Natural disasters

President. - The next item is a joint debate on the
following motions for resolutions :

- by Mrs Lenz and others, on behalf of the Euro-
pean People's Pany (Christian-Democratic)
Group, and by Mr Prag, on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Group, on the eanhquake in
central Chile (Doc. 2-187 a / 8\ ;

- by Mrs Vayssade and others, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, on working conditions and the
improvement of safery measures in coal-mines
(Doc.2-18a5l84);

- by Mr de Ia Maldne and others, on behalf of the
European Democratic Alliance Group, and by
Mrs Veil, on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic
Group, on the mining disaster in Lorraine (Doc.
2-1857 /84); and

- by Mr Piquet and others, on behalf of the Com-
munist and Allies Group, on safety and health in
coal-mines (Doc. 2- I 8$ / 8 a).

Mrs Lenz (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, this field,
too, covers very complex proceedings.'S/e presented a

proposal for emergency aid for Chile. This House has

always insisted that the poorest people, those in need,

should receive help. Emergency aid should therefore
also be granted even when we are not in agreement
with the government in power there at the moment.

That is why we drew up our motion for a resolution in
such a way that the people and not the government are
to receive aid. I therefore ask you, ladies and gentle-
men, to uphold this principle, which we have always

laid down, when you cast your votes.

(Applause from the centre)

Mrs Vayssade (S). - (FR) Mr President, the mining
disaster at the Simon pit in Forbach was a severe blow
to the whole of my region of Lorraine. Twenty-two
people killed. Twenty-two deaths that are a brutal
reminder that the miner's job is hard and dangerous
and that there are too many industrial accidents by the
d^y.

'We cannot accept that it is just fate. Enormous pro-
gress has been made in coal-mining techniques. These

same effons must be made, continued and streng-
thened in the field of safery at work. These studies and
improvements are, of course, panly the responsibility
both of the mining undenakings and of the Member
States, but they are also the responsibiliry of the Com-
munity. The ECSC Treaty sets objectives in the field
of safety at work and living conditions for miners, in
particular in Article 55. Studies and research in this
field must be extended. This concerns all coal-mines
throughout the Community. It is the essential counter-
part of a policy of protection and development in
European coal-mining. All miners are attached to their
job and are prepared to make considerable sacrifices
to protect an aspec[ of work which is of value to their
country. Bridsh miners have just given us such an

example. Ve certainly owe it to them to make this job
less dangerous and to do so in conjunction with all
those concerned both in studies and research and in
experiments on safety which may be performed.

For these reasons I think that this Parliament must
adopt the resolution at the head of which my name
stands and the other two tabled; the resolutions are
complementary and do not contradict each other at
al[, this time.

I should like finally, Mr President, to express once
more our sympathy and solidarity with the families
bereaved by this disaster.

(Applause from the lefi)

Mr Vernier (RDE). - (FR) Mr President, as Mrs
Vayssade mentioned, it is true that the methane explo-
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sion on 25 February in the Lorraine coalfields which
cosr the lives of 22 workers and injured over 100 peo-
ple was a sad reminder of rhe harsh realities of coal-
mining and its tragedies.

Faced with the gravity of such an evenl we musr asso-
ciate ourselves wirh the wishes just expressed for an
increased awareness on rhe pan of the Community
bodies, in panicular the Commission, on the problem
of safety in coal-mines, for research to be developed in
this field and for rules to be funher harmonized, since
at the moment there are only recommendations and
no harmonized rules at Community level.

But we must also show our solidarity with the families
affected, in particular by means of a financial contri-
bution. Ve have made great use of rhe word solidarity
today in relation ro counr,ries which are rhe vicrims of
famine in the world and to the Mediterranean coun-
tries. 'We owe it to ourselves to show our solidarity in
practical terms by means of emergency financial aid if
we want the word 'Europe' to have any meaning
amongst the families affected by rhis rype of disaster.

Mr Vurtz (COM). - (FR) Mr President, rhe disas-
rer at the Simon pit in Forbach which claimed the lives
of 22 miners it not only a human ragedy but also a
totally unacceptable social scandal.

\flhy should anyone die nowadays down the mines?
The French official responsible for combating natural
hazards, Mr Haroun Tazieff, answered that question,
poinring out that if as much were invested in mining
safety as in the aeronautics or nuclear industries, there
would be no more accidents in mines. Is ir not prepos-
terous that in 1985 22 workers and so many before
them should be simply sacrificed on rhe alrar of profit?
Some people have taken advanage of this pretext of
human ragedy to demand also, quite shamelessly, the
closure of the coal-mines. That would amounr nor
only to sacrificing an imponant source of energ/,
which is available ro mosr of our counrries bur also to
depriving many regions of narural wealth, a raw
material suitable for numerous technological innova-
tions and a source for the creation of skilled jobs.

The Forbach tragedy, far from serving as a prerext for
funher attacks on rhe coal industry of Communiry
countries should, we feel, provide the necessary impe-
rus for a final decision ro granr the investments essen-
tial for miners' safety and the safeguarding of coal in
all producing countries.

Mr rVest (S). - Mr President, there is an affinity
between miners that non-miners cannot understand.
That affinity allows me as a British miner, and as a
member of the Nadonal Union of Mineworkers, ro
understand completely rhe feelings of the miners
employed at the Simon pit. I use this opponunity, Mr
President, to express, on behalf of rhe British miners,

our heartfelt condolences to the bereaved families and
to the mining communities in Lorraine.

I note that all three morions recognize that, while
sophisticated methods of detecting and controlling
methane are available, explosive ignirions are rhe most
common cause of mining disasters. '!7e musr ask why
that is so. I obviously would not wish m comment on
the Lorraine disaster, but I will address the general
question of methane emissions. I have worked in the
Silkstone seam in Brimin. This is probably the most
gaseous coal-seam in the world, and, indeed, there are
mining engineers who feel it should not be worked at
all. However, the dangers involved have resulrcd in the
development of such sophisticated methods of control
and detection as boring in advance of the working
phase to drain the methane and to pump it to the sur-
face, automatic warning, bells throughour rhe coalface
and through the roadways, banks rc fresh air supplies
[o prevent asphyxiation in the event of an outburst, the
banning of materials liable to cause hot sparks.

I accept that serious incidents of merhane ignition are
not common in the United Kingdom, but rhey should
not, and need nor, occur at all. In the UK or in
France. I do say that there are numerous minor inci-
dents - many not. reponed - where only providence
prevents disaster. I also say thar the major problem is

the emphasis placed by senior, middle and junior man-
agement on production and producdviry. No doubt
the needs of the capimlisr sysrem creare and foster
these managerial attitudes, but public perception of the
mining industry also plays a pan. Death in the pit, like
death on the road, is acceptable death. That must
change.

It is clearly indicated thar rhe Commission reporr on
the coal industry shonly to be presented ro Parliament
will also propose measures ro promore rhe drive for
production and productiviry ar rhe expense of the saf-
ety, health and welfare of the miners. Vhen that
report is presented, rhis House will be made aware of
the measures that have thar effect. It will be incumbent
upon those who support these urgent resolutions ro
oppose those pans of the Commission repon.

The Lorraine miners need more rhan gesrures. Lip-
service is not enough.

(Applause fron the lefi)

Mr Croux (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, the Euro-
pean People's Pany wishes to express irs sympathy
with the families of. the 22 miners who died so tragi-
cally at rhe Simon pir in Forbach and irc solidarity with
the local community. The mining industry and'mine-
workers are still a panicularly valuable historical,
social and human feature of Europe, and we declare
our solidarity with them.
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The mining disaster at the Simon pit is not an isolated
incident: last year eight people died in the Limburg
coal-field in my country. \fle suppon the call for a fur-
rher srudy of iafery conditions in mining. \fle know
that very serious effons are being made in the Euro-
pean mines and that they are setring an example for
the rest of the world, but we must constantly increase
our effons. '!7e therefore support the resolution. Ve
consider it important that this should be emphasized
once again on this occasion.

Mr Verbeek (ARC). - (NL) Mr President, no one
here will oppose the granting of lm ECU to Chile to
help the victims of the eanhquake, but it is essential
that the aid goes directly to the churches in Chile and

ro the other aid organizations and does not benefit the
Pinochet r6gime. I have a very good reason for saying
this; I am struck by the fact that the very people who
have abled this resolution continue to give systematic
suppon to the disasrous r6gime in Chile. I am afraid
that they are in no way friends of the Chilean people,
as they prove by refusing even to discuss human rights
in Chile in this Assembly. The eanh quaked in Chile,
but every day the people of Chile are shaken by the
Pinochet r6gime.

(Applausefron the ldt)

Mr Antony (DR). - (FR) Mr President, we supPort
the resolution concerning Chile, but we norc that the
aid requested - which we accept - will be distri-
buted through the medium of charitable organizations
and the church in Chile.

\7e should perhaps keep a close watch on the nature
of these charitable organizations and the church in
Chile, but that is not my point at the moment.

'!(i'e note above all that the European Parliament
hencefonh prefers to follow channels other than gov-
ernmental ones. Ve trust that such will hencefonh
consistently be the case for Angola, Ethiopia and

generally speaking for all communist or crypto-com-
munist r6gimes which receive our aid in general. The
European Parliament must in fact respect its own prin-
ciples and not in future aid r6gimes which work
against the interests of their people.

This resolution seff a precedent. \7e request honoura-
ble Members of Parliament to bear it in mind for the
future.

(Applause from the Group of tbe European Right)

Mr Sutherland, Member of the Commission. - First of
all, as regards Chile: the Commission shares Parlia-
ment's concern as expressed by the various speakers in
regard to the events in that country. For that reason it
decided, as you will be aware, on 7 March lasr that
emergency aid of 300 oo0 ECU would be granred for

the supply of essential goods consisting of tents, mal-
resses, medical supplies, etc., and that this aid would
be distriburcd through the non-governmental organ-
izarion Caritas. In panicular, the aid will be directed
rc the area of Santiago and the surrounding rural dis-
tricts of San Antonio and Melipilla.

Carins was chosen - and I should say this because

there seemed to be, in parenthesis almost, in one of the
commen6, some question about the organization
which will be distributing the aid - because it has a
magnificent record, and the Commission is absolutely
satisfied that it is appropriate that it should be utilized
for the purposes of distributing this aid. Indeed, it has

already played a r6le in regard to Community food aid
in Chile, and the Commission is quite satisfied that the
support which has been requested and which has been
provided in its entirery will be put to proper use. So

the response, therefore, of the Community has, I
think, been an entirely proper one which would be

approved fully, I am sLrre, by this House.

Secondly, on the appalling personal tragedy which
occurred in the Simon mine, I would like to preface
my remarks by saying that any comment seems totally
inadequate in the light of the awful events which have

been referred to. There are some matters, however,
that I would like very briefly to refer to in regard to
that matter and relating to the resolutions which are
before rhe House.

First of all, on behalf of the Commission I would like
to offer my condolences to those who have been

bereaved in this appalling accident. A note of condol-
ence was sent on the day following the event, and the
Commission was in fact represented at the funeral cer-
emony. I would like to add to this, in connection with
a specific comment made during the course of this
debate, that the Commission will be making monies

available for the assistance of those who are bereaved.
That decision has been taken.

To pass now very briefly to the accident itself. All ser-
ious and faml accidens are the subject of a mosr
searching enquiry, and the judicial and technical inves-

tigations of this accident are taking place. So, in effect,
we are dealing with something which is sub judice, and
it would be entirely improper for me to go into any
details even in the preliminary form in which they are
known at this stage by the Commission. I can say,

however, that our own Mines Safety and Health Com-
mittee has been informed and will in due course
receive all relevant details and information. Depending
on the findings and their own conclusions, the Mines
Safery and Health Committee will make whatever pro-
posals are needed to governments in order to reduce
the risk of problems such as those which have been
referred to today.

Mr Vest, I think, referred in particular to one prob-
lem on which I would like briefly to comment. The
main defence against mine explosions is good ventila-
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tion standards, which must be continuously main-
tained. Detection sysrems are available, but their appli-
cation in this case will obviously be a matter for the
enquiry. I cannor go any funher than ro say rhar.

I would like to say that the procedures before the
Mines Safety and Health Committee have been rea-
sonably satisfacrory in rhe pasr. Vhilsr any accidenr,
panicularly an appalling one of this kind, indicates rhe
continuing risks and dangers attriburable ro rhis occu-
pation and the very real need ro conrinue improving
safety srandards, it must also be said that rhere has
been a significant reduction in the number of fatalities
and serious injuries during rhe course of the last few
years.

I would also like to say rhar the Community continues
to make monies available for research. Ten million
ECU of aid are granted each year under Anicle 55,
which was referred to in the course of the debarc. The
limited degree of success thar we have had does not
mean that safety in mining and other extractive indus-
tries is less of a priority today than it was in the past.
The Commission deplores accidents of this kind,
offers its condolences to the bereaved and will con-
tinue in its endeavours to ensure that mining becomes
safer and that the conrinuing invesrigations of the
Mines Safety and Health Committee and the resulrs of
those investigations are implemented in legislative pro-
posals in Member States.

(Applause)

President. - The debate is closed.

(Parliament adopted allfour resolutions in succession)

Ladies and genrlemen, we are unable, for lack of time,
to continue the topical and urgent debate any funher.
Motions for resolutions which could not be dealt with
willlapse.

(The siuing was suspended at t p.m. and resumed at
3 P-*.)

IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN

President

2. Interpretation of the Rules of Procedure

President. Yesrcrday morning, the Chair
announced an interpretation of the Rules of Proce-
dure conierning rhe voting on amendmenr relating ro
two or more motions for resolutions rabled under
Rule 48.

Mrs Veil, on behalf of rhe Liberal and Democratic
Group, has contested this interpretation and so, pur-
suant to Rule lll(a) of the Rules of Procedure, the
matter musl be put to the vote in Parliament.

I accordingly pur ro rhe vote the interpretadon given
by the Committee on rhe Rules of Procedure and Ped-
tions.

( Parliament rejected the interpretation )

Mr Ford (S).- Mr President, I want to make a point
of order which will, I hope, assist the House. There
are many rumours going about as to where v/e are to
meet in June or July. Obviously many Members of the
House do have to make advance travel arrangements.
I request that we have an urgenr smrcment from your-
self or the Bureau as to what rhe arrangements are ro
be for June or July in view of the obvious serious diffi-
culties for Members caused by all rhe uncertainly.

President. - This marrer will be discussed ar the
Bureau meeting due ro take place on 26March.
Naturally, all Members of the House will be immedia-
tely informed.

Mr Huckfield (S). - Mr Prresidenr, can I rise firsr of
all on a small point of order. I understand that in the
Greek edition of Tuesday's Minutes of Proceedings I
appear named as Lord de Huckfield.

(Laughter)

I seek not to give an explanation, because I hope that
none will be necessary, but for rhe sake of my anrece-
dents and any rhar may follow rhereafter, can I please
have that correcred, because I would not like to see
my family name besmirched in rhar way.

(Appkuse)

President. - I am nor empowered to raise you to the
peerage. Otherwise, I might do so.

(Latgbter)

The misnke will, of course, be corrected.

Mr Huckfield (S). - I am very glad abour that,
because I should find it difficuh to respond to your
call.

Mr Presidenr, seriously, I do seek to rise on a perfectly
judicious and genuine point of order, which I have, of
course, given you and your office notice namely, the
matter of the Anicle 95 requesr, to ask about protress
into the setting up of a commirtee of inquiry into pol-
ice brutality and police violence during the miners' dis-
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pute, a resolution on which you have since had corres-
pondence from the chairman of the Socialist Group
dating back to l3 September of last year.

I would ask you to bear with me while I just make
slight reference to a few points.

The matter was referred [o rhe Committee on the
Rules of Procedure and Petitions during October and
November last year.

(Interruption)

If that is the agricultural oaf from Norfolk again, Mr
President, he obviously had a very, very en.ioyable
time at the Irish Night last night and many of us wish
he'd stayed therel

I simply y/ant to say that as you have had possession of
rhat request since l3 September last year, as the setting
up of that committee of inquiry is supposed to be

automatic, as we are now in March and as we are now
told that the Bureau will not be considering that mat-
rer again until the end of this month. Ve have had six
months to consider the setting up of a committee on
inquiry which under the Rules of Procedure ought to
be absolutely automatic. Mr President, I say to you
that it is not an insult to me, it is not an insult to my
requesr, ir is an insult to the procedures of this House
and it is also an insult to your position, because you
are charged with carrying out the rules of this House.

Mr President, I think that we are all enritled to know
exacrly what is going to happen to that request and
whether you intend to see that that request and the
rules of procedure of this House are carried out. I
would ask you please to make a statement..

President. - Mr Huckfield, this call for the setting up

of a committee of inquiry has, in fact, been considered
by the Bureau. The political groups have been asked to
designate their representatives, but in fact only two
groups have so far done so, with the result that so far
only two Members have been proposed.

According to the Rules of procedure, it is for the
Bureau to submit to the House, for its approval, the
list of members of the committee of inquiry.
Obviously, this list is not yet complete. On the other
hand, cenain groups have requested that the question
of setting up this committee be adjourned until
another committee of inquiry, that concerned with the
rise of fascism and racism, has completed its work, for
this committee has already been set up. These propo-
sals and the question of actually settinB up the com-
mittee which you are concerned about will be dis-
cussed by the Bureau on 26 March, and any decision
taken by the Bureau on that occasion will subsequently
be submimed to the House for its approval.

Mrs Castle (S).- Mr President, we are in very grave
danger of having the rule of the majority in this Parlia-

ment supersede the rule of law as set out in our Rules
of Procedure. Rule 95 states that if so many Members
of Parliament demand a committee of enquiry, it must
uke place if it is in order, and you have ruled that it is

in order... But listen to me, please!There is nothing,
as I understand it, in the Rules that says any political
group in this House may oeto Rule 95 by refusing to
appoint members.

You should defend the righm of the backbenchers of
this Parliament and insist that, as this committee of
enquiry is in order, it will proceed ! If people do not
want [o nominate members to it, that is their responsi-
bility. It is not to be used as a method of veto on the
decision of the House .

(Applause from tbe Socialist benches)

President. - Mrs Castle, the Rules lay down that the
composition of a committee of inquiry shalI be submit-
ted to the House in plenary sitting on a proposal from
the Bureau, as I explained just now in my reply to Mr
Huckfield. '!U7'e are encountering difficuldes inasmuch
as only two groups have so far designated their repre-
senta[ives and, funhermore. two groups have pro-
posed that the matter be postponed until the other
committee of inquiry has completed its work.

Ve are therefore confronted with problems which the
Bureau will examine on 25 March, and I shall inform
the House of its decisions.

Mr Marshall (ED).- Mr President, would you not
accept that now the strike is over, the sooner normal-
ity returns to the pirc the better.

( Protests from tbe Socialist benches)

Mr Ford (Sl, chairman of the Cornmittee of Inquiry
into the Rise of Fascism and Racism in Europe. - Mr
President, I have the honour to be the chairman of the
other committee of enquiry that is currently meeting.
Can you tell me which rule of the House specifies that
there can only be one committee of enquiry at a time?
Also, which rule of the House specifies that a com-
mittee has to have full membership before it can meet?
Otherwise, we have a situation when any one small
isolated group can stop the work of this House by
refusing to appoint members to it. I presume that that
will not be the case in future.

(Applausefrom the lefi. Protestsfrom the centre andfrom
the right)

President. - Ve shall not continue the discussion of
this point any funher. I have already given all the
information necessary.

(Appkuse)
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So far we have shown absolute respecr for the Rules in
this marter, but there are difficulties. It is rrue that no
rule provides for any posrponement, but there is

nothing to stop the political groups from making pro-
posals, although this is not ro say rhar such proposals
will be adopted. All these points will be discussed by
the Bureau on 25 March.

3. Votes

Rcport by Mr Pranchire, on bchalf of the Committee
on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, on thc proposals
from the Commission to the Council (Doc. 2-174/t4

- COM(tS) 50 final) for rcguletions fixing the prices
for certain agricultural products and relatcd measures
( I e8s-86)

Prcsidcnt. - Ve begin with the vote on the Commis-
. sion's proposal to which no amendments have been
tabled.

Mr Arndt (S). - (DE) Mr Presidenr, it is jusr here
that my problem lies. \fle asked for amendments to the
Commission's proposal from rhe Committee on Agri-
culture, Fisheries and Food and rhe Committee on
Budgets, but the committee responsible has not sub-
mitted any amendment to the Commission's proposal.
Our Rules of Procedure expressly state thar Parlia-
ment shall first vote on any amendmenr ro the rexr
with which the repon of rhe committee responsible is

concerned. The Commirree on Agriculture, Fisheries
and Food did not, however, as mentioned, presenr any
amendments, unless you regard those proposed in rhe
report as amendments ro rhe Commission's regularion.

I should therefore like to ask thar we firsr vote on rhe
amendments to the Commission's proposal contained
in the Pranchdre repon and only then on the Commis-
sion's proposal as a whole.

President. - Mr Arndt, as you know, since we have
discussed this quesdon in rhe enlarged Bureau,
Rule 72 lays down the order in which vores have to be
taken.

First, voting on any amendments to rhe text with
which the repon of the committee responsible is con-
cerned. In this case, as I said just now, no amendmenr
have been ubled to the Commission's rexr. Not one.

Second, voting on rhe text as a whole, amended or
otherwise. It would therefore be correcr for us now to
vote on the Commission's rext as a whole.

Third, voring on rhe individual paragraphs of the
motion for a resolution and, finally, voring on rhe
motion for a resolution as a whole.

That is the voting procedure as laid down in Rule 72.

Mr Arndt (S). - (DE) Mr President, there is a risk
that the whole vote may become invalid, for the fol-
lowing reasons:

The Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
should have made proposals ro amend rhe Commis-
sion's proposals, since according to our Rules of Pro-
cedure the Commission must have the right to state,
following this vote, whether it concurs with Parlia-
ment's decisions or nor. Vhen no amendmenu are
tabled but we say simply that we are rejecting the
Commission's proposal, the Commission is deprived of
ir right under the Rules of Procedure.

I can only recommend you ro pur rhis question as soon
as possible before the Commirtee on the Rules of Pro-
cedure and Petitions so rhar in furure other rules may
apply for the agricultural prices debate, for we have, I
admit, already used this procedure, which I consider
to be wrong, in the past. I should like in future to have
first the competent committee's amendments to the
Commission's proposal, as provided for in Rule 32(4)
of the Rules of Procedure, and only rhen ro take a
vote on the Commission's proposal as rhus amended.

The Commitree on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
has thus nor carried our iff dury and we should in the
normal course send everything back to it, since the
committee should firsr of all have proposed amend-
ments to the Commission's proposals and only then
decided on its repon.

President. - Mr Arndt, it is nor for me ro commenr
on what the Committee on Agriculture has done or
has not done, but I understand from whar you have
jsur said that you wanr rhe Rules of Procedure to be
modified for future cases. Very well, rhis quesrion will
be submitted to rhe Bureau, which, if necessary, will
refer the matrer ro the Commirtee on the Rules of
Procedure and Petitions.

Mr PranchCre (COM), fdpporter4l. - (FR) Mr Presi-
dent, I musr say rhat the Committee on Agriculture
voted on the proposals of rhe European Commission
and rejected them. In my repoft ir actually says rhar
during lhe course of rhat last meeting it was decided
by 27 votes to 7 ro recommend rhat rhe Parliament
reject the Commission's proposals.

Motionfor a resolution

A,fter the rejection of Amendment No 219 to recital E

Mr Dalsass (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, just one
question: 'S7e have here a whole series of proposals for
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deletions. If I am not mistaken, according to the Rules
of Procedure a vote does not have be taken on such
proposals, but those in favour of deletion need simply
vote against the text.

President. - If an amendmen[ is tabled, I have ro put
ir to rhe vote.

Paragraph 35: Amendments Nos 28, 95, 103, 193, 210,
242, I 52/rezt.

Mr Pranchire (COM), rdpporteur.- (FR) As regards
the amendments tabled by Mr Gatti, Mrs Jepsen and
Mr Mouchel - Nos 152, 242 and 210, which were
rejected by the Committee on Agriculture, the rappor-
reur cannot support them or indeed Amendment
No 28 tabled by the Committee on Budgets.

As regards Amendment No 193 tabled by the Group
of the European People's Pany I should like to make
the following points: I see the text as falling into three
parrs: a first pan wirh an increase of 3.50/o which is

less than in my proposal but which, for the sake of
compromise, I accept; a second part with adjustment
according to production, which exactly corresponds to
the tone of the repon and a third pan which supple-
ments the proposal for a policy of co-responsibiliry
still ro be settled both as regards the deails and prod-
uction levels concerned. This third pan was rejected
by the Committee on Agriculture. In order to respect

the wishes of the Committee on Agriculture I am
therefore tempted to propose a separate vote after
'crops of which there is a shonfall', but according to
the meaning of Rule 73(l) of the Rules of Procedure
that would break the logical meaning of the amend-
ment.

In the light of all these observations, I leave rt to the
Assembly to decide as to the voting on this amend-
ment, whilst hoping that it will be adopced.

I am opposed to Amendments No 95 tabled by Mr
Galland and No 103 tabled by Mr Ducarme, since I
said I would vote for 3.50l0.

Mr von der Vring (S). - (DE) Mr President, we
have before us a report of the Committee on Agricul-
ture and a vorc has been taken on it. I do not know
how the rapponeur can now arrive at compromises
withour having consulted the Committee on Agricul-
Iure.

(Applause)

Mr Pitt (S). - Mr President, my point, in addition to
the one' that Mr von der Vring has made, is that it
really does not help a long voting session if the rap-
poneur has a previously prepared text from which rc
read two pages of comment.

President. - No, Mr Pirt, we won't mdke an issue of
that.

Mr Provan (ED).- Mr President, I understand that
Mr Gatti was going to remove some words from his
amendment. Can he confirm that? Can you confirm
that that has been done?

President. - Mr Provan, we have no[ yet reached the
Gatti amendment. In this series of votes, which are
panicularly imponant, I think we have to be especially
careful about our procedure. I shall therefore call the
amendmenrs one after the other, and I shall ask the

rapponeur to give his opinion on each one by saying
either yes or no.

Afier the adoption of Amendment No 193

President. - I call Mr Ducarme.

Mr Ducarme (Ll. - (FR) Mr President, thank you
for granting me the floor after the vote when I had
asked to speak before the vote! I was wanting to ask
for a separate vorc on this article, since, contrary to
what some Members might think, to have adopted this
article whilst mentioning co-responsibility means that
in practice, if such proposals were made, farmers
would receive an increase of less than 2.5010. I am
sorry that it was not possible to take a separate vote.

President. - I have noted your observation.

Mr Gautier (S). - (DE) Mr President, I just have
one brief question on the motion just adopted, which
comes of course from the Christian Democrats and
according to which there is to be an average real
increase in prices of 3.50/0. Does that mean that we are

to coun! the rate of inflation on top of that - since
that normally gives the real prices increase? I therefore
assume that the Christian Democram have requesred
10.50/0.

President. - Mr Gautier, your question is not relevant
here.

IN THE CHAIR: MRS PERY

Vice-President

After the adoption ofparagraph 54

Mr Gautier (S). - (DE) Madam President, I wish
merely to keep within the logic of the discussion; you
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accepted an amendment under paragraph 60 request-
ing the competen[ committee to examine rhe problem.
Consequently we cannor under paragraph 54 antici-
pate the outcome of the examinarion. \fle might as
well drop paragraph 50 straight away. I therefore
think we really cannor accept this.

President. - Mr Gautier, it is not the function of the
Chair to give any appraisal of the conrent of amend-
ments. All I have done is ro record rhe result of the
vote.

Afier paragraph 78: Amendment No 105

Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf (ARC). - (DE) I asked in
writing for a split vote and a vore by roll-call, and I
should like that to be done.

President. - Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf, I have indeed
received your request for a roll-call vore, but not for a

split vote.

Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf (ARC). - (DE)Then I
now propose that we have a split vote.

President. - Do you insist?

Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf (ARC). - (DE) Yes, abso-
lutely, I insist.

President. - Could you tell me whar your wishes are
with regard to the split vote?

Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf (ARC). - (DE) Yes, it is
very simple, Madam President, separate vores should
be taken on subparagraphs (a), (b) and (c). That was
our intention.

President. - Do you wanr a roll-call vote on each
subparagraph?

Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf (ARC). - (DE) Yes, a vore
should be taken on each of the three subparagraphs.

Mr Provan (ED).- Madam Presidenr, I really must
protest at the author of an amendment coming for-
ward and asking for a splir vote on his amendmenr. He
should have submitted three separa[e amendments. It
is up to other Members in rhe House to ask for a split
vote, and nor the author of the amendmenr.

President. - Mr Provan, your poinr is a reasonable
one, but it does not figure in our Rules of Procedure. I

shall therefore stick to the split vore and vote by roll-
call.

Paragrapb 84: Amendment No 205

President. - \7hat is the rapponeur's view?

Mr Pranchire (COM), rapporteilr. - (FR) For.

Mr Arndt (S). - (DE) Ve have here a proposal
clearly formulated by the committee, and the rappor-
teur is supponing a morion which clearly deviates
from it. That cannot be allowed, the rapponeur is no
longer being objective !

(Applause)

President. - Mr Pranchire, you have the floor once
more. Do you remain by what you said, or did you
make a mistake?

Mr Pranchire (COM), rdpporteur. - (FR) I may say
one thing. Yes, rhe vote referred to did mke place in
committee, but with Amendment No 193 we adopted
a position which it seems ro me musr now have reper-
cussions at the level of assessment by product.

Afier the z)ote on all the amendments

Mr Pranchire (COM), rdpporteur. - (FR) Madam
President, ladies and gentlemen, I shall be very brief. I
welcome the discussion which has preceded rhis vote
on the report which I presented on behalf of rhe Com-
mittee on Agriculture.

I have just one comment. I consider rhat rhe Presi-
dent-in-office of the Council, Mr Pandolfi, gave in my
view a correcr interpretation when he said he inter-
preted the repon as a signal. Since the vote just taken
goes along those lines I believe that rhe European
Commission and rhe Commissioner presenr today will
have to take account of this signal - and thar it
applies also to rhe Council of Ministers.

(Applause)

Mr von der Vring (S). - (DE) Madam Presidenr, I
should now like, instead of the rapponeur, ro ask the
Commissioner what he rhinks about ir and what the
whole thing will cost, since we have said that this reso-
lution is mking rhe place of amendments to the agri-
cultural price regulation. In the end we shall have to
ask the Commission for its standpoint, and I should
like to do so now.

(Cries fiom the centre and right)
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President. - Mr von der Vring, your request is not in
order. 'S(e are in the middle of voting and have to pro-
ceed.

Explanations ofoote

Mr Provan (ED).- Very briefly, Madam President,
can I thank the Commissioner for being here with us

this afternoon during the lengthy process. He must be

a very disappointed man. But I hope he does not go
away from this Chamber tonight thinking that he'has
not got some people who will try and assist him in
what he wants to achieve for agriculture in the Com-
munity in the future.

(Applause)

I also have to thank, on behalf of the Parliament, our
rapporteur, even thought I totally disagree with him. I
think he has performed very well and we thank him
for the work that he has done on behalf of the Parlia-
ment.

I would like to turn to other colleagues in this Parlia-
menr as well. I believe that there must be very many
people in this House who are very disappointed in that
the votes that they rcok in the committees to support
the Commission have not been delivered on the floor
of the House. It seems extraordinary to me that Mem-
bers of Parliament who in committee - in the Com-
mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Affairs, in the Committee on Development and

Cooperation, in the Committee on Budgets and else-
where - voted for the Commission's proposals did
nor have the guts to stand up and do it here this after-
noon.

(Applause)

My group will reject the Pranchdre report, but we will
try and continue to support the Commission in what
they do for the future of European agriculture. \fle do
not believe that what the Commission is attempting to
do will ruin European agriculture. \7e believe it will
give it the only future it has.

(Applause)

Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf (ARC). - (DE) \7e shall
reject the repon although we agree with many points,
but in general we are of the opinion that the measures
proposed are not capable of levelling out income dis-
parities within agriculture.

An increase of 30/o or 40lo in incomes will not help the
400/o-500/o of holdings in the European Community
which are unable by careful management to obtain an

income. Ve can help them only if we undertake dras-
tic income and price increases at the lower production

levels, whilst withholding these price increases in hold-
ings where production is better rationalized. For these

holdings, a price-increase always means simply an

increase in their profits, which in my view have been
quire sufficient in many areas for a long time past, and
merely spurs them on to greater production, whilst the
other holdings come under pressure and are forced for
reasons of rationalization to opt for growth.

Ve consider, moreover, that the compensatory mea-

sures in the social sphere, which are above all con-
stantly being requested by the Socialist Group, are

inadequate, and we also regard as unrealistic the possi-

bility of compensating by social means for price reduc-
tions and falling incomes for small-scale farmers.

Mr Maher (L).- I was just recovering from my bout
of tears after lisrcning to Mr Provan. I wonder
whether he was expressing the views of Sir Henry
Plumb, the leader of the Conservative Broup, and why
Sir Henry wasn't there to make his point.

\7hat was far more interesting than whas happened
here this afternoon u/as the way the extreme left and

rhe extreme right got into bed together. It is unbelieva-
ble. I find it hard to understand this happening.

Madam President, I am prepared to support this parti-
cular resolution and the price-level, even though I am
unhappy that we have inextricably linked the co-res-
ponsibility levy with product increases where there are

already quotas. I think that is taking the wrong direc-
tion. I know that the minister of my government is

rotally opposed to that and has been fighting a battle
in Brussels to distinguish between quotas and co-res-
ponsibility.

Finally, I want to address Mr Andriessen directly. I
think he tended to mislead the House last night in a

certain direction in relation to a cenain important
product. I compliment him on an excellent speech, but
he spoke about increases in beef production. Of course
there are increases in beef production. But he did give
the impression that this looked like a constant factor.
You did not explain, Mr Andriessen, that an increase
in cowmeat was an inevitable consequence of mitk
production quotas, because cows are being slaugh-
tered. Therefore there is an increase in beef produc-
tion. But that can only happen once. Our farmers are
not going to continue to slaughter their cows. In fact,
ultimately what will happen is that we shall have a

decrease in beef production because there will be

fewer animals to produce calves. I think you ought to
clear up that point, because you could give a wrong
impression.

Mr C. Beazley (ED).- Madam President, I merely
wanr ro say that dairy farmers in the west of England,
in Cornwall from where I come and which I represent,
have suffered very seriously in recent times because of
the introduction of milk quotas.
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The reason why they had ro be introduced was thar
the European Community dodged the issue of prices
time and time again. Vhar the dairy farmers want is

not false promises from this Parliamenr and from the
Communiry which we cannor deliver. They want to
know where they stand.

I would like ro suggesr rhar we should be supponing
our farmers rhroughout the Community, but panicu-
larly those small and medium-sized farmers who have
real difficulties. The way we can do thar is by being
realistic, by supponing the Commission's artempts to
give them a real future, not promising increases which
we will not deliver and which will be quashed by rhe
Council anyway. For that reason I cannor suppon this
motion as amended. If we really have the inreresrc of
farmers at hean we musr tell rhem the truth.

Mr Ducarme (L).- (FR) Madam President, I should
like to thank the rapponeur for the work he has done
and tell him that I have the srong impression thar he
himself is not very happy with the way rhe voting has
gone.

I should like to say also that I have the slight impres-
sion that in voting for this 'fake' amendmenr, if I may
call it that, tabled by the Christian Democrars, we have
thrown dusr in the farmers' eyes, since they are prom-
ised 3.50l0, but with the application of co-responsibiliry
they are not even sure to get2o/0.

I think that it is dishonesr ro make a false promise to
the farmers and it would appear that cenain Members
of this House might have shown a little more honesty.
One cannot criticize too strongly rhe dishonesry of
this gesture, which involves the handing out of 3.50lo

with one hand only to rake back 1.5% or 20lo wirh rhe
other.

Mr Vettig (S).- (DE) | should like to say, on behalf
of the German Social-Democrars, that we cannor
agree with the Pranchdre reporr, as ir will be adopred
by the majority of Parliament here today.

Ve regret that the Parliament is going to decide here
on a price proposal which is fundamentally irresponsi-
ble and that it did nor grasp the chance it might have
had this year of breaking free from its disastrous
policy of recent years, constantly giving the Council of
Ministers, by excessive price proposals, the opporrunity
always to reject Commission proposals for a careful
price policy. !(i'e regret rhat rhis is happening in the
very week in which the Commission has received
broad suppon for its policy. Virh this proposal the
Commission is dealt a blow to an imponanr point in its
policy. It will contribute to a firsr step rowards demo-
lishing the policy announced by the new Commission.
Ve congratulate the Commissioner on the courage he
has shown this year and assure him thar he can counr

on the funher support of rhe German Social-Demo-
crats for his line of policy.

(Applausefrom tbe lefi)

Mr Marshall (ED). - The annual debate on farm
prices is one of the least edifying events in this Parlia-
ment. '!(i'e hear far too many unrealisdc demands for
more help for farming at a time of widespread sur-
pluses. This year has been no exception.

The logic of surpluses should be faced and prices
should be cut. The job of the CAP is not to provide
the means of encouraging more surplus production but
to be fair to consumers and taxpayers alike. The fact
of surpluses should lead to lower prices for the house-
wife, rather than higher incomes for rhe farmers and
increased burdens for the taxpayer.

In addition to the impact of our decisions on the
housewife and the raxpayer, we should consider the
impact upon the world in general. Continued surplus
production by the Community can only pulverize
producers in the Third \7orld. Is ir right rhar the
sugar-beet industry of France should grow rich ar the
expense of rhe sugar farmers of the \flest Indies? Not
only do Community sulpluses rhreaten the Third
Vorld, there is a real risk thar rhey will provoke a

trade war with the Unircd Srares. This is in the inter-
ests of no one in rhe !fl'esrern world.

Today's votes are bad: bad for the consumer and rhe
taxpayer, bad for our relations wirh the Unired Starcs
and the Third Vorld. They have been morivared by
the greed of a small minority unwilling to face econo-
mic reality.

l![1 fomlinsen (S). - It is a sad day for the people
about whom we have heard litlle, and those are the
citizens of Europe: the people about whom we are
told so much on every orher occasion, but the people
who rcday have been sacrificed to vested interests.

Although I consider the Commission's proposals to be
far too generous in many respecrs, I was prepared in a
genuine spirit of European compromise and encour-
aBement to supporr them rhis year in the hope that the
Commission would do even berter nexr year. But
today the majority of this House has disregarded the
needs of the ordinary citizens of Europe and engaged
in an orgy of financial irresponsibiliry.

Members of this House who have preached the vinues
of financial responsibiliry have exercised profligary
towards agricultural interests. They can rest assured
that their deeds of roday will long be remembered in
other connections. The message fiom the majoriry of
this House has been that again they place rhe farmers
before the jobless, before the needs of the Social and
Regional Funds and give them a higher prioriry than
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the needs of the people of the Third Vorld. To have
voted ro increase expenditure in one area must be to
the detriment of other areas at a time of budgetary
stringency.

In the light of wider discussions about the future of
the European Communiry this House today has sent a
message to all people concerned, to the Commission,
to the Council, to our nation states and to our citizens.
It is that the European Parliament is far from ready to
be trusted with any funher powers!

I shall vote against this report and urge the Commis-
sion and the Council to ignore the repon and put the

interest of the citizens before the vote of this House.

Mr Elles (EDI, drafisnan of the opinion of the Com-
mittee on Budgets. - Today's vote on the Pranchdre
repon has revealed that Parliament has a long way to
go - I agree with you, Mr Tomlinson - before it can
be considered a responsible or coherent institution. If
Parliament adopts this resolution, it will be showing
rhe Council the way to add up to 2 billion ECU to the
budget in 1985! There is no room for such a luxury.

The irony of this situation is that some of those who
insist on increasing Parliament's powers are amont
those who are now going to vote for shon-term consi-
derations, for a price increase which cannot be

afforded. Don't be surprised if the Heads of State in

June this year turn down many of Parliament's long-
term ambitions.

There are, nevenheless, welcome signs in this resolu-
tion that there is a significant minority in this Parlia-
ment which fully appreciates that there is an urgent
need to continue to introduce fundamental changes in
the CAP. Like a lazy elephant before a dry waterhole,
rhe Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
refuses to budget to solve ics dilemma. I issue a strong
appeal to its members, panicularly those in the EPP
Group, to wake up to reality and to play the r6le that
they are required to dol Have some imagination and

ger down to work! If not, it is the Committee on
Budgets, as it has been today, which will continue to
be the initiators of policy in this Parliament.

(Applaase from the European Democratic Group)

Mr Eyraud (S). - (FR) Madam President, I was

intending to present my explanation of vote in writing,
but after what che two previous speakers have just

said, I shoi.rld nevertheless like to tell them that they
are destroying the only policy which is a common
policy in Europe and that they are busy destroying
Europe.

(Applause from oaious groups )

I believe that in adopting an amendment for an

increase of 3.50/o the plenary session showed wisdom
and foresight.

The French socialism hope that the Committee on
Budgets will be able to draw the appropriate conclu-
sions and in future avoid meetings as painful as that of
27 February. They regret once more that this increase

is still a linear one, since it will condnue to aggravate
the disparities between regions and producers' even

though there is provision, which we welcome, for
some adjustment according to production of goods.

Moreover, we do not find the new wording of para-
graph 35 fully satisfactory. It in fact provides for a

producer co-responsibility policy. The Committee on
Agriculture will have to define that term. If it implies
better participation in market manatement by the

trade organizations, then we agree. If it is a matter of
financial panicipadon then that can only be progres-
sive as a function of production quantities. Finally we

reBret the rejection of the tax on vegetable oils and

fats. Subject to rhese reservations, Madam President,
but basically in agreement, the French socialists will
vote for the Pranchire report.

Mr Velsh (ED). - !fle must remember that we are

part of an elected House and, therefore, we must res-
pect majority decisions. Therefore, I rather deplore
Mr Tomlinson's extravagant language, though I very
much agree with the sense of what he said.

Could I make three points? The first is that this Parlia-
ment accepted the Commission's programme with ful-
some congratulation. Yet at the very first opponunity
it torpedos the first serious set of proposals that the
new Commission has produced. \fle cannot be sur-
prised if they wonder about our consistency.

Secondly, to Mr Andriessen I would say that the Lord
will always preserve the ways of the righteous, so keep
it up and don't worry!

Thirdly, I would say to my Christian-Democratic
friends, many of whom I know have been deeply trou-
bled about the way they had to vote today, that we
shall not achieve credibility and power for this Parlia-
ment until we are prepared to face the problems of
agriculture as well as the other things.

Mrs Lizin (S). - (FR) Madam President, we might
perhaps point out to our colleagues that today is a

grear day since it is the first time, I believe, for six
years that the French communists are to vote for a

report on agricultural prices. That must be the Gor-
bachev effect, unless it is the Pranchdre effect.

As regards our explanation of vote, I should quite sim-
ply like to say that the \Talloon socialists will vote for
the Pranchire report, although they regret that there
are two matters on which it has nothing to say. I
should nevertheless like to draw the attention of those
colleagues who are intending to vote against this
report to the enormous social cost which would be
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involved for all our countries if the common agricul-
tural policy were ro fail or be dismantled. The two
omissions which we regret in the Pranchdre reporr are
that concerning the policy on oils and far and, in
panicular, rhe tax on imponed oils and fats. But above
all, as \Talloon socialisr, we believe that rhere is no
long-term salvarion for the common agricultural
policy unless there is a reduction in disparides, adjust-
ment and differentiation of aid, and taxes to be
applied according to rhe size of agricultural holdings,
in such a way thar maximum aid is granted to small
holdings, and they are exemprcd from all forms of
co-responsibility by moving rowards a restricrion of
financial support to largescale agricultural holdings,
which are the very creators of surpluses.

The amendmenm along rhese lines tabled by rhe
French socialism have been systematically rejected by
this Parliament which has thus once again reaffirmed
its anti-social majoriry choice.

Mr Pearce (ED). - About I 500 years ago, the
Emperor Nero played the violin while Rome burnr.
He sat there in decadent luxury. The same thing is

happening as elements of this House try to destroy the
financial arrangemenrs made under rhe Treaty of
Rome. Vhat motivates this is greed - GREED -which might also be spelled CD or DC. \flhat we have
seen here is a will to throw away every idea of Parlia-
ment controlling rhe budget for which we are respon-
sible. No interest is shown in the decline of Europe's
industrial base. They do not care abour rhe unem-
ployed. They do nor care abour rhe starving millions in
Africa. It is just money for the farmers. That is what
we are faced with here. And it smells.

I can assure the House that my farmers - and I have
plenty of them - have well undersrood rhe need ro
control agricultural spending. They do nor asked ro be
paid rc produce goods rhat nobody wanrs ro eat. They
are prepared to accepr discipline. It is a pity thar rhe
farming represenratives here did nor represenr that
kind of farming view.

Dame Shelagh Roberts (ED).- I wish rc inform Mr
Maher that Sir Henry Plumb voted for the Commis-
sion's proposals earlier rhis afternoon in accordance
with the policy of this group. Those proposals, regret-
tably, were defeated by rhe House.

I would remind rhe House thar it is only three monrhs
ago [hat by a very large majoriry Parliament rejected
the 1985 budget. It did so for reasons which were
unacceptable to me, but I do not rhink ir would be
unfair to say that, boiled down, the reasons were rhar
the-Parliamenr was adopting a srance of financial rec-
titude in conrrasr, as it alleged, to the srance of the
Council and Commission. If roday this Parliamenr by
a majority votes for a price increase which requires
money we cannot afford to produce food we do not

need, and deprives us of scarce resources to help those
who really are in need, I think the Parliament will be
showing itself to have been a humbug and a hypocrite
when it rejected the budget resolution in December.
\7e shall also be in danger of losing all credibility
within the Community. I think if a majority of this
House this afternoon succumbs ro rhe pressures of rhe
farming lobby, it will be a disgrace to this Parliament
and an act which we shall all regret.

(App lause from t he European Demouatic benche s )

Mr Pitt (S).- I think, and I cenainly hope, that the
last three hours will be three hours that this Parliament
will live to regret. There were only rwo moments of
light relief, and they came afrer rhe voting had fin-
ished. !flhen Mr Maher talked about the extreme left
and right gerting into bed rogerher, he presumably was
referring ro the European Democrars and the Socialist
Group. In reality, of course, ir was the French Com-
munist Pany and his own group.

Vhen Mr Pranchire said that rhe Parliamenr fiis
afternoon had given a signal, I would disagree wirh
him. The Parliament rhis afternoon has given rwo sig-
nals. The firsr signal is thar rhe French Communist
Party is in toral disarray and is a rool of the Chris-
tian-Democrats in this Assembly. The second signal
shat we have given rhis afternoon is that rhis Parlia-
ment is not only irresponsible, but also completely
unrepresentative of the millions of people whose inrer-
ests we supposedly are senr here to prorecr. 'S7e have a
Commission which has pur forward imperfect but sen-
sible and first-step proposals for going in the right
direction; we have a Council which is locked in a rense
debate to balance the costs and rhe genuine needs of
agriculture, and we have a Parliament which has voted
completely . . .

(Loud protestsfrom the European Democratic benches)

The Parliamenr is represenrarive and - I end on this
point - my party will be angry and determined to
fight even harder ro srop this monolith of agriculrural
s/aste.

Mrs Jepsen (ED). - (DA) \te have been vorint for
three-and-a-half hours. Ve have dealr wirh a sea of
amendmenrs, and at rhe present rime no one has the
slighrest idea whar has been adopted, what rhe econo-
mic consequences of what we have adoprcd or what
the cost of the amendmenrs we have adoprcd will be
-i evsl and above the 3.5%.

No directly-elecred Parliament wirh any self-respecr
or which expecrs others to respecr its decisions can
vote for some[hing of which nobody knou/s the conse-
quences. I therefore requesr a qualified assessment of
the economic consequences of the amendmenr
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adopted this afternoon and that the vote be suspended
until this information is available to the House.

(Applause from oarious quarters)

Mr Arndt (S).- (DE) | am voting against this repon
since it is one of the most cowardly reports I have ever

seen.

(Applause)

The Christian Democrats with their vote are making
sure that in future no one in this House knows exactly
how high prices are to be in the individual areas. I am

voting against the repon since it is one of the most
dishonourable and untruthful repons that has ever

come before me, since it gives the impression that the
farmer is being helped. In fact the existence of small-
and medium-scale farmers is destroyed by this policy,
which helps only large-scale farmers. Ir is a dishonour-
able repon since it purports to help members from
southern European countries, whilst in realiry they
receive only crumbs, and funher support is given to
northern European products and the produce of
large-scale farmers.

This is a report against Europe, it is a repon/o,/ unem-
ployment, it is a repon which destroys the economy of
the European Community - we shall no longer be in
a position to finance it. This report therefore calls in
question also the Integrated Mediterranean Pro-
grammes, since the money paid out here can no longer
be paid out for them. I cannot vote for such a
cowardly and dishonourable report, a rePort which is

against Europe.

(Prolonged applause)

Mr Curry (ED).- The good thing which has marked

this afternoon, Madam President, is the charm and

efficiency with which you have presided over our Pro-
ceedings.

(Applause)

Everything else was fantasy. Fantasy simply as a form
of entenainment is perfectly acceptable and harmless.

Fantasy, when it is a form of deception, is intensely
dangerous and particularly among politicians. This
vote represenr a triple betrayal. First, it betrays the
farmers themselves. They do not believe this arith-
medc. They do not believe in the Monopoly money we
have been dealing with this afternoon. They have to
live with reality, and they want us to talk and decide
on the basis of realiry. The CAP does not need ene-

mies, but God preserve it from its friends!

Secondly, it is a betrayal of Parliament. Nobody has

mentioned that we are in the middle of a discussion

about our own future r6le, about the r6le of Parlia-

ment in budget-making, and the problems of budget-

ary discipline. How can we conceivably smnd up and

argue tha[ we are a responsible body with a genuine

co-authorship of budgetary matters, that we should

shape this Community, when we Prove that we do not
believe in budgets orin discipline?

(Applause)

Thirdly, there is the berayal of colleagues themselves.

They have not resisted the temptation to talk about
what they wished were the realities and not to explain
to their constituents what their realities are.

Finally, it has betrayed Europe as well. Europe must

be founded on realities. The next time I hear my col-
leagues rattling and prattling about the future of
Europe, I shall say to them: Did you vote for Spinelli?
Did you want to base Europe on reality? Or did you
wish simply to escape into make-believe? To the Com-
missioner, I say: Do not lose hean! Some of us are

with you. \7hen eventually the list is drawn of those

who genuinely served agriculture, your name will
figure on it. I hope some of ours will, but there will be

some which will be notably absent.

(Loud applause)

Mr Ferruccio Pisoni (PPE). - QD From this debare

has emerged an awareness that we have reached the
end of the road and that the Commission's proposal is

a proposal for mere survival. Consequently, recogniz-
ing these difficulties, I should like the Commission to
avail itself of what is new in this repon.

This parliamentary document is, in my view, coura-
geous and consis[ent. Even though in some points it
may be capable of amendment, we nevertheless trust
that the Commission, taking note of the difficulties
which have been revealed here, will present the new
proposal so as to eliminate such contradictions, to
reduce surpluses, to have regard to all regions, even

the least-favoured ones, so as to eliminate that ten-
dency to divergence which has been apparent rhrough-
out these years.

Mr Tolman (PPE), cbainnan of the Committee on
Agricubure, Fisheies and Food. - (NL) I have just

one comment to make. It is perhaps fair to compare
the Pranchdre resolution to a multi-coloured bouquet
of wild flowers that contains a number of inconsisten-
cies. The fact is that various quaners insisted on the
insenion of paragraphs, and it is then impossible to
avoid inconsistency.

I feel that the motion for a resolution in its amended

form reflects self-control where agricultural problems
are concerned. I believe it is a model of realism.

(Interruption)
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That attitude makes this clear. I find it difficulr to
understand. I should like ro iemain objective, but I
cannot ignore the British interruption. How dare Mr
Pearce in panicular refer to hisrcry and accuse rhis
Parliament of decadent luxury and greed? Vho is hav-
ing to find I 000 m ECU for the British?

(Loud applause)

If we look at the sheepmeat regulation, 949lo of all the
money, hundreds of millions of ECU, is going to the
United Kingdom. The experts must know that . . .

(Load applause)

. . . and yet I do nor say that Mr Pearce and orhers
should be ashamed of themselves. I simply ask them to
think before they speak. Then their words will have
rather more value.

To conclude, I hope this motion for a resolution will
be adopted. It will not raise any unsurmountable diffi-
culties, even for rhe Commissioner, and I am pleased
with his dynamic poliry. It is cenainly something to go
on with. This incomes adjustment is needed. I hope
the House will give these proposals their heanfeh sup-

Port.

(Applause)

Mr Grffiths (S). - Madam President, I bring for-
ward a point of order wirh reference to Rule 35. In
Rule 35 there is provision for the chairman of the
committee or the rapponeur ro ask rhe Commission
about their opinion now rhar we have subsranrially
amended the repon.

I would like us to have their opinion before we rake
our final vote, because it seems to me useless for us ro
take our final vote if the Commission rell us that rhey
are going to reject all our amendmenm, which I hope
they do.

(Mixed reactions)

Prcsident. - Mr Griffiths, what I find in Rule 35 is
the initial phrase, 'Vhere the Commission proposal as
a whole is approved,. ..'. In fact, however, we have
rejected it, and whar we are doing is therefore no lon-
ger covered by Rule 36.

Mr Bocklet (PPE), in utiting. - (DE) The group of
the European People's Pany is pleased to nore that the
result of the vore on rhe Pranchdre reporr ro a large
exrcnt follows the line of rhe agricultural poliry which
it suppons. It is a line of sound reason which clearly
rejects the Commission's price -cutting policy and
which strikes a blow for an acrive pricing poliry within
the limits of whar is financially and economically jusri-
fiable.

The proposal for an average increase of 3.50/o in agri-
cultural prices put forward on behalf of the group by
our chairman, Egon Klepsch, has rece ived the
approval of the majoriry, since it is both responsible as
regards the general political inrerest and gives a posi-
tive signal to our farmers at a difficult momenr in reor-
ganization. In this regard, it musr be expressly stated
that the increase in agricultural prices musr be suircd
to the market conditions prevailing ar any given rime
and must be linked with a poliry of co-responsibility
which involves the producers in market managemenr
in the case of surplus products.

'We understand co-responsibility as a principle which is
applied for the purpose of limiting surpluses in rhose
sectors of production in which it is rcchnically possi-
ble. The proposal for 3.50/o indicates the basic trend in
the increase in agriculrural prices. For this reason we
have avoided, for the sake of consistency in the resolu-
tion, putting a figure on rhe agricultural price
increases required in each case for rhe individual sec-
tors of production. !7e should nor, however, like rc let
it be thought thar our rejection of a specific figure is
tantamounr to rejection of a price increase. On the
conrrary, we are supponing the appropriate price
increase in each production sector. It is only unfonun-
ate that the majority did not follow rhe Chrisdan
Democrats' proposals for measures in the cereals sec-
tor.

As regards rhe cost side of rhe agricultural price deci-
sions, it should be said that, in view of the principle of
co-responsibiliry and the quantitarive restriction of the
price guarantee, they will remain within rhe frame-
work of what is financially possible.

Mrc Ewing (RDE), in uiting. - I shall vote for the
maximum attainable increases in agricultural prices in
support of farmers in my Highlands and Islands Con-
stituency.

Deprived of an essenrial agricultural development pro-
gramme - which would be rheirs in any other EEC
Sate - and betrayed by the present UK Government,
farmers in my area require all the suppon rhey can ger.

I should not like the opponunity of this vote to go by
without once again urging the Commission ro come
forward with appropriate proposals for an agricultural
development programme in rhe Highlands and
Islands, in compliance with the demands made in the
European Parliament's resoludon of February 1983.

I should also like [o urge the UK Government to
re-consider its position on the ADP proposals.

The success of the \7esrcrn Isles Integrated Develop-
ment Programme has proved the need for similar
structural measures in the rest of my constituency.

Mr Guermeur (RDE), in afiting. - (FR) The repon
presented by our Committee on Agriculture received
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my suppon having regard to the improvements nbled
by the Group of rhe European Democratic Alliance. I
congratulate the rapponeur on his work.

The judicious measures he proposes will have to be

adopted if the common agricultural policy is to sur-
vive, as inrcnded by the obligations entered into by the
Member States in the Treaty of Rome.

I challenge both the proposal of President Delors to
freeze prices and the solutioni suggested by cenain
other political groups on the basis of a strategy which
would destroy the common agricultural policy. I also

approve rhe average price level of 4.5o/o which was

requested by our Committee on Agriculture. I regret
that the European Assembly did not accept our propo-
sal and that ir decided rc limit to 3.50/o the increase

recommended by the Council of Ministers. I shall
however vote for the resolution as a whole, so that the
Council of Ministers cannot avail itself of the pretext
that the Parliament has made no proposal on prices for
refusing to grant any increase. Finally, I regret that the
European Parliament has rejected a tax on oils and

fats entering the Community.

Ve must respect the commitments in the Treaty of
Rome and not stifle European agriculture on the ani-
ficial and hardly serious pretext of false economies on
the budget.

The social and economic cost of the collapse of agri-
cultural production would in fact be much greater for
Europe than the sums required to support fair prices.

The danger then would be that of scarcity in a number
of countries already affected by famine.

Mr Jackson (ED), in writing. - The Pranchdre reso-
lution, both as originally formulated and as amended,

does a disservice to Europe by urging that prices

should be increased to an extent that will aBBravate

our financial difficulties and increase production of
goods in surplus.

I suppon the Commission proposals. I believe we must
separate production regulation, by price and quota,
from suppon to the livelihood of poor farmers, who
should receive direct income support. There should be

a long-term plan for Europe's farmers which gives

adequate warning of intended change so that they can

make gradual adjustmenr to production.

I shall vote against the motion.

Mr Colocotronis (S), in utriting. - (GR) In a few
words I wish to stress certain points which I think will
clarify the intention of my vote, for the subject that
has been widely debated for three days, concerning
the price of agricultural products is of crucial import-
ance for my country.

I reject the Commission's proposals lock, stock and

barrel, since they are an insult to Greek farmers, who,
as you all know, are the least privileged farmers in the
European Community.

I cannot agree with the proposals on wheat, tobacco,
cotton, olive oil, beef, wine and soft fruits. The prices

proposed are too low. Yet, the contribution of those
products to the structure of incomes for Greek farmers
is decisive, and in consequence the pricing policy for
them plays a very imponant part in my country's econ-
omy. A pricing poliry for agricultural products will be

positive, and will help our attempts to escape from the
present crisis, only if it is combined with a structural,
social and regional policy which avoids damaging the

interests of small cultivators and bringing ro ruin a

large proponion of the farmers in Southern European
countries with high inflation rates, such as Greece.

I believe that supplementary measures aiming to turn
farmers towards more productive types of culdvation
are extremely important. For that reason as well, I
think it essential that implementation of the IMP's
should begin at once, in the form very correctly
decided upon originally.

The prices proposed in Mr Pranchdre's report do not
satisfy farmers in the Community's southern countries,
especially farmers in Greece, but they are considerably
better than rhose proposed by the Commission, and

they constitute a necessary solution for the time being.
There are also many proposals concerning social and

structural measures in section of Mr Pranchdre's
repon that have already been approved. Implementa-
tion of those measures can result in the maintenance of
our farmers' incomes. That is the meaning of my vote
in favour of Mr Pranchire's report.

Mr Maffre-Baug6 (COM), in utriting. - (FR) By
adopting the Pranchdre report, this House will be

demonstrating its firm opposition to the Commission's
proposals.

'\7ith an average increase ol 3.50/0 in Community
prices and the improvement of market machinery,
French farmers may expect a real increase in prices of
between 50/o and 70/o provided the negative MCAs,
including the 1.50/o exemption, are dismantled.

Ve cannot, however help, regretting that pressure,

based on budgetary prercxts, led to the fixing of prices

being accompanied by a policy of so-called co-respon-
sibility for certain products. Ve were, and remain,
opposed to the extension of co-responsibility in the
form hitheno applied; but we are in favour of mea-

sures making it possible to penalize those who bear the
real responsibility for the ill-considered increase in
agricultural expenditure, that is, for the most part,
large-scale agricultural holdings.

That is why we favoured taxation of the 'milk facto-
ries', which was, moreover, supported by this House.
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For that reason, my colleagues and I will vore for rhe
Pranchire report, despite any reservations we might
express on some aspecrs where we should have liked to
see greater firmness. In panicular, we regrer the rejec-
tion of the taxing of vegetable oils and fats and the
application of rhe insrruments of a more dynamic
commercial policy. By means of our vore, we wish to
give a clear signal to the Commission and the Council
in order to draw their attention ro rhe seriousness of
the situation in agriculture and the urgenr need for the
solutions to be applied.

Adoption of the repon will also consrirure significant
support for rhe struggles in which farmers and their
organizations are sure to engate in rhe near future. I
am hopeful that by giving reasonable consideration to
their problems this House will, by adopting the repon,
assist them [o overcome the crisis in which rhey are
suuggling.

Mr McCartin (PPE), in writing. -'If one were to sir
in the public gallery of this House for the purpose of
getting information on rhe subject of the CAP, rhen
after hearing the debate one would come away wirh a
very confused mind. On rhe right we have mainly the
demands for regulation and subsidization by the Stare;
on the left, a fairly consistenr voice in favour of open
competition, less state inrcrference and less public
spending. This is precisely the opposite to what would
have happened if we had been debating steel, textiles
or the mo[or industry. This proves rhe point that the
stands taken on borh sides are motivated by polirical
expediency rather than by economic sr.rategy or ideal-
ogical belief. Both in the USA and the EEC we have
very large amoun[s of public money spenr on agricul-
ture. Both powers have an on-going internal wrangle
about policy, and both are poised to launch a trade
war for the privilege of providing third countries with
subsidized food. Last year, in rhe USA l0lo of farmers
enjoyed 600/o of all farm income, half of all smte aid
went to 150/o of the biggesr producers. In Europe, the
money spenr gives neirher [o rhe regions nor the indi-
vidual farmers who have the grearest need. Neirher in
the USA nor the EEC has massive spending succeded
in creating grearer social equality nor economic secur-
ity in rural areas, and above all it has failed ro satisfy
the hopes of the poorer regions.

The region that I represent and in which I have farmed
all my life has 400/o of its work-force engaged in agri-
culture. This is where half of all Irish farmers live, but
they only get 200/o of all spending under rhe guarantee
regulations. Vhile I will vorc for this motion for a
resolution, I want to say thar ir does nor sufficiently
take account of rhe problems of rhe people who sent
me here.

State inrerference and smrc aid will be necessary from
time to time and in various secrors, but if we have an
industry that is entirely dependenr for its survival on
public aid then the raxpayer will be unhappy and rhe
farmer will be insecure.

Mr Paisley (NI), iz writing. - I shall be supponing
the motion for a resolution contained in Mr Pranch-
ire's report, because it totally rejects the Commission's
price proposals package, which if implemenrcd as rhey
stand at present, would be very detrimenml rc agricul-
ture in Nonhern Ireland.

The proposed abolition of the variable beef premium
would have dire consequences for beef producers in
the province. The premium must be retained with no
diludon of im effect.

As far as milk is concerned, the proposed price
increase of I Vzo/o does not go far enough. Dairy
farmers last year were confronted with a rhree-
pronged attack on their standard of living:

l) the introduction of milk quoras;

2) an increase in rhe co-responsibility levy f.rom 20/o

to 3olo; and

3) a drop in real terms in milk prices.

I suppon the call in the resolution before the House
for a rise in price to take accounr of rhe rise in input
costs as well as rhe call for the final abolition of the
co-responsibility levy, which consdrurcs rhe double
taxation of milk producers. I believe there is grear
merit in the Committee on Agriculture's suggestion of
a positive approach ro rhe conrrol of milk production
based on the taxation of inrensive farms'.

I also welcome the call in paragraph 85 for mountain
areas and less-favoured areas [o be exempred from the
dairy quom sysrem ar rhe end of the 1985-85 market-
ing year, in line with my resolution which is in the
annex [o the repon.

As regards sheepmear, the Community is srill only
50% self-sufficient. The Commission should, rhere-
fore, be improving incomes in hill and mountain areas
instead of freezing rhem.

I must, however, declare my opposirion ro rhe elimina-
tion of the butter subsidy. The sick, elderly and unem-
ployed of our Community will feel very aggrieved that
butter cannot be subsidized within rhe EEC while the
USSR and orher counries benefir from burter at
knock-down prices.

On balance I suppon rhis resolution and will be voting
in favour.

Sir James Scott-Hopkins (ED), in writing. - I will
not vore for the Pranchdre reporr, with its impossible
demand for a 3.50/o increase in prices. Parliament has
made a fool of irelf yet again. Year after year with
few exceptions since 1973, I have seen rhis House
being stampeded by the farming lobby into voting
excessive funds ro the CAP.
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Now in 1985, when our grain and cold stores are
bulging with surplus production, we have again
thrown out the Commission's proposals which would
have held expenditure on the CAP to just above 1984

levels.

I can only hope that this year the Agriculture Minis-
ters will restrain themselves, as they have recently
done over structural funds, and accept the Commis-
sion's proposals in full with the inclusion of a continu-
ing premium for beef as a small benefit to consumers.

I believe that the decisions which this House has taken
will jeopardize many other protrammes in the social,
regional, research and energy fields for which we have
voted. There simply will not be funds available.

Mr Seligman (ED), in utriting. - I will vote against
the Pranchdre resolution, because I consider the Par-
liament has been irresponsible in increasing real f.arm
prices in a situation where cereal, meat and butter sur-
pluses are still increasing.

It is a well-esnblished economic fact that the only way
to increase consumption is by reducing real prices.

That is why the beef premium has resulted in increased
beef consumption in Britain, in contrast to other coun-
ries where it does not exist. I trust the Council will
follow the Parliament in voting to maintain it.

On milk quotas, I consider it disgraceful that tenant
farmers have no financial interest or righrc in the level
of milk quota rhey have achieved. '!7hy cannot we fol-
low the Canadian practice, whereby quotas are given a

value and are tradeable?

After a man has given his life to building up his quota,
he should have a claim alongside his landlord - or
some other financial compensation when he retires.
\7ill Commissioner Andriessen take this urgent need
into account?

Mr Stavrou (PPE), in ariting. - (GR) The New
Democracy group of European Members declares that
it voted in favour of Amendment No 21,7 not only
because it acknowledges the need for special treatment
for Greek farmers, but also because its logical basis

constitutes a complete confirmation of the failure of
the agricultural policy implemented by the PASOK
Government. - A confirmation made in the most
solemn way by the panners of socialist change in
Greece.

Mr \floltier (S), iz utriting. - (NL) I shall abstain
during the final vote on the Pranchdre report.
Although I very much retret that a repon like this
should be approved by Parliamenr at this of all times, I
am firmly convinced that a price-freeze without ade-
quate social measures, like those the Commission is

proposing, is just as unacceptable in view of the impli-

cations for small farmers, the southern Member States
with comparatively high inflation rates and the back-
ward regions of the Community.

The additional 3.5o/o price increase proposed in the
Pranchdre report will do little to change the situation,
in my opinion. As this report rejects an effective treat-
ment of surplus production, panicularly of cereals, the
blow will be even harder when it comes. Farmers are,
after all, investing now, and because of this the prob-
lems are likely to be aggravated in the future and, as

has happened in the milk sector, to affect the farmers
concerned.

As rejection of the Pranchdre report in fact amounts to
falling back on the Commission's proposals and thus
aggravating the Nonh-South conflict and also creates
the impression that, if the worst comes to the worst, I
shall opt for a liberal-capitalist agricultural policy, I
feel that, by abstaining, I shall make it clear that
neither course has my vote.

The subject must be discussed in greater depth in Par-
liament, and the choice made must be more realistic,
more consistent and less protectionist than the one
made in the Pranchire report. On the other hand, no
doors must be closed to form an even greater obstacle
to closer relations among the Member States and
eventually lead to the complete destruction of the
common agricultural policy.

I am convinced that the Socialist solution, as I see it at
least, will not be cheaper, but it wilI enable the
resources to be used more efficiently and more directly
to the benefit of small farmers. I am concerned less

with the question of whether prices should be

increased by 00/0, l0/0,20/0,30/o or 3.50/o than with the
continued existence of and views on the common agri-
cultural policy. For me this should be a policy which
does away with surpluses, but not at the expense of the
weaker farms. As Parliament has not made this choice,
I shall vote neither for the Pranchdre report nor for
the Commission's proposals.

( Parliament adopted tbe resolution)t

IN THE CHAIR: MR NORD

Vice-President

I The rapponeur spoke

- IN FAVOUR OFAmendments Nos 16,39,88,92,
98, tl7,133, 16l,188, 193, 205, 208, 209,212 and 218;
and

- AGAINSTAmendments Nos I to 3, 5 to 15, 17 ro 28,
30 ro 37,40 to 42,44 co 58, 60 to 62,64 to 86,89 to 91,
93 to 95, 101, 103, 108 to I 18, 121 to 125,127 to 132,134
ro 142,144 to 148, l5O ro 152/rev.,155 to 157, 159 to
176,178,180, 181, 185 to 187, 189, 191, 192,201 to204,
206, 207, 210, 21 l, 215, 217, 219 to 270.
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4. Proaisional tarclftbs

President. - The next item is a joint debate on three
reports drawn up on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets:

- by Mr Fich, embodying the second opinion of the
European Parliament on requests for addidonal
provisional twelfths for the financial year 1985
(compulsory expenditure) (Doc. 2-17 89 / 84) ;

- by Mr Curry and Mr Fich, on the third decision
authorizing additional provisional twelfths for the
financial year 1985 (non-compulsory expenditure)
(Doc.2-1788/84); and

- by Mr Curry and Mr Fich, on the founh decision
authorizing additional provisional twelfths for the
financial year 1985 (non-compulsory expenditure)
(Doc. 2- I 860/8a).

Mr Curry (EDl, rapporteur. - Mr Presidenr, I have
already made one speech today and that is way above
the average, so I do not propose to make another
speech. I confine myself to commending rc the House
the repons which stand in the joint name of myself
and Mr Fich.

Mr Megahy (S). - Mr President, I think it would
assist the Members of this Assembly if they could be
told when the vote on the Tuckman report. is to take
place, because it was deferred yesterday. I anticipated
it would immediately follow this, but if ir is going ro
be anything different, I think Members ought too be

rold about it now.

President. - This point will be raised immediately
after we have finished our present item on the agenda.

Mr Andriessen, Vce-President of the Commission. -(NL) Mr President, I apologize for the fact that,
although there is to be no debate on this irem, I feel I
must draw your attention to one point in this resolu-
tion. I will be as brief as possible, but it is imponant
that I comment in view of rhe controversy that has
arisen.

As you are familiar with the background ro rhe
requesr that have been made, I shall nor discuss rhat
aspect. The poinr I am referring to is the need ro bring
the advances from the Guaranree Section of the
EAGGF into line with paymenr obligations. I rhink I
should point out that the Commission's interpretation
is now shared by the Council of Minisrers and Parlia-
ment's Committee on Budgets.

The second problem goes funher than rhe requesr for
addirional twelfths for the Guaranree Section of the
EAGGF in itself and concerns rhe principle of the

application of the dual limit - the 1984 budget on the
one hand and the draft 1985 budget on the other -when determining the amount of each provisional
twelfrh. The Commission points out that it is empow-
ered by the budgetary authoriry to align the imple-
mentation of the budget as it concerns the Guarantee
Section of the EAGGF with the resources available
when one or other of the limits is applied. Although
the resources have been made available, a fundamental
problem connected with the applicadon of the Treaty
and the Financial Regulation remains unsolved. The
Commission has therefore had entered in the Coun-
cil's minutes a starcment which I should like to read
out here:

'The Commission expresses a reservation with regard
to this decision, since it feels that the provisions of
Anicle 204 of the EEC Treaty and Anicle 8 of the
Financial Regulation impose a dual limit which applies
whatever the circumstances and thus when the budget
has been rejected. The Commission notes the Coun-
cil's position and maintains its own position in view of
the responsibility it bears by vinue of Anicle 205 of
the Treaty of Rome. The Commission refers once
again in this connection to the imponance of complet-
ing the revision of the Financial Regulation, which has
been under discussion since December 1980.'

The object here, Mr President, is to safeguard the
Commission's posidon of principle. I considered it
imponant for Parliament to know whar the Commis-
sion's position is.

President. - The debate is closed.

Explanation ofoote

Mr Pordea (DR). - (FR) Mr President, rhe Group
of the European Right will lend ir suppon ro rhe
demands for aurhorization of addirional provisional
twelfths whether as regards compulsory or non-com-
pulsory expenditure.

Following the rejection of the budget last December, it
is not appropriare to penalize areas which are panicu-
larly vulnerable for lack of budgemry appropriations. I
am thinking of the adminisrration of the Parliament,
the EAGGF and food aid. Most fonunately, the EEC
Treaty (Anicle 204) and the Financial Regulation are
available ro alleviate the consequences of the political
decision taken by Parliament and ro provide for the
implementing and emergency measures required.

But above and beyond the arguments about figures -for example rcchnical tricks affecdng appropriations
for commirment or legal arguments to determine the
field of application of the double limit - there lies the
real basic issue, which is the only one wonh mention-
ing here: do we want a different Europe? And if so,
how do we go about it? By sacrificing the CAP on rhe
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altar of budgetary discipline or by going ahead with
enlargement of the Community in a hasty and ill-pre-
pared manner; or by lacking the political will to set the
real stakes? In order ro meer the challenges which we
must take up, our governments must have the courage
to reach agreement on increasing the ceiling for the
Community's own resources and show imagination in
finding fresh resources. Then, and only rhen, shall we
be able to think of solving rhe political, economic and
social problems in a truly European spirit without
being at the mercy of rhe veto of one counrry or
another.

(Parliament adopted the three resolutions in succession)

5. Votes (contd)

REPORT BY MR TUCKMAN, ON BEHALF
OF THE COMMITTEE ON SOCIAL AFFAIRS
AND EMPLOYMENT, ON THE NEV
COMMISSION'S PRIORITIES IN THE FIELD
OF SOCIAL AFFAIRS AND EMPLOYMENT
(DOC. 2-17s3/841

Mr Velsh (EDl, Chairman of tbe Cotntnittee on Social
Affairs and Employment. - Mr President, the House
has been voting since 3 o'clock this afternoon, which is

a very long time. The Tuckman reporr has 98 amend-
ments. I have consulted my two vice-chairmen and a

number of colleagues on the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment, and with their consenr I
should like to propose ro you thar this vote be posr-
poned rc the next pan-session.

President. - This procedural morion mkes prioriry.

(Parliament adopted the proposal to postpone the oote to
the next part-session)

6. Energy pricing

President. - The nexr irem is the repon by Mr Bonac-
cini, on behalf of the Committee on Energy, Research
and Technology (Doc. 2-1784/84), on

the proposal from the Commission on the application
of the Community's energy pricing principles in Mem-
ber States (COM(84) a90 final).

Mr Bonaccini (COM), fttpporter.tr. - (,/,7) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, you will all recollect the
difficulties there have hitheno been in tackling with
some success the construction of a common enery
policy. It has been necessary to proceed by successive
harmonizations towards certain elements of a possible
policy of that kind, having regard to the conditions

existing at one time or another. Ve now have to take a

fresh and more decisive step forward by taking action
in the field of the formation of energy and gas prices
and thus fixing conditions more favourable for the
creation of an internal market for these products: a
market governed by more transparenr and correct
bases for competition. Hence the requesr for a recom-
mendation put forward in paragraph 23 of the morion
for a resolution.

\flhat can the decisive basis be for rhe formation of
these prices? After consideration of the proposals and
documents available, the resolution seeks to give an
answer and the reference point is that of rhe total costs
which undertakings have to bear; and no one is sur-
prised! Because if costs are not paid by prices let us be
told from where else the resources for this simple
economic and social transacdon are to be expected.

There have been very difficult times in the economic
and social life of our countries, and the mosr general
political assessments have made it advisable to find this
income by drawing it from general transfers from
budgets. This is no longer possible today if accounr is

taken of the changed situarion in the electricity gener-
ating sector; of the fact that undenakings must be ena-
bled rc have a proper budget; of the fact rhat new
costs have been suggested, or rarher imposed and
emphasized even, during the budger - for example,
environmenral costs; and finally of rhe fact that it is
necessary to make possible easier and smoother rrans-
fers of energy from nation to nation by means of lay-
ing gas pipelines and powerlines so as to make possible
the application of the rules of comperirion. All these
principles and guidelines are summarized in para-
graph5 to 13, concluding then with the general
request for a more complete cost benefit analysis
which by itself should reassure rhe authors of some
proposals and cenain amendmenrs.

Vith rhis consideration rhere are linked also the
checks provided for in paragraphs 24 and 25 of the
resolution, whilst rhose from paragraphs 15 to 18 and
2l and 22 are inrcnded rc facilitare trade in gas and
elecricity by harmonizing certain fiscal bases, as well
as to stimulare comperirion to rhe advanrage of the
final consumer. But the emergence of panicularly
harsh conditions of poveny or of other conditions in
respect of which a greater sensitivity and more exhaus-
rive social evaluarion are warranted have led the Com-
mittee on Energy to propose ro you rhe guidelines for
the possible, and already in many cases existing,
actions referred to in paragraph l9 and 20.

My practice, Mr President, is to consider all the
amendments impanially. I shall do that in rhis case
too, but obviously I shall nor be able to endorse
suggestions which run counrer ro rhe rational options
imposed by the situarion and ro the intenrions
expressed by the Committee on Energy itself or else
which refer ro arguments, even rhough interesting,
and to sensibilities to which, it may be, I am not
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opposed buc which have nothing to do with the objec-
tives, to which I have already referred, proposed in
this resolution.

I should like to assure the House that the committee
has acted with the intention of progressing and ena-

bling progress to be made on the complicated path
towards the integration of Europe. 'S7e trust we have

the suppon of Parliament.

Mr Metten (S). - (NL) Mr President, the hard win-
ter we have just had has made it difficult for a growing
number of consumers to pay their energy bills, and in
some Member States they have even had their energy
supplies cut off altogether. My group finds this shock-
ing and unacceptable and, in an amendment to the
Bonaccini report, therefore calls for a minimum of
energy supplies to be recognized as a social right. It
consequently disagrees with the Commission's view
that in the pricing of energy social policy considera-
tion must take second place to the aims of the energy
and competition policies. The policy must be designed
to keep the price to the private consumer as low as

possible, not only for social reasons but also because it
makes economic sense: infladon will be resricted and

purchasing-power protected.

Community-wide energy-price principles are impor-
rant because they can ensure that rhe indusries of the
various Member States compete with one another
under fair and as equal conditions as possible. There is

a long way to go. It is agreed that there must be a clear
relation between the costs borne and prices paid by the
various categories of consumers. If it is to be judged

whether realistic prices are being charged, price tran-
sparency is needed. In other words, it must be clear
how prices are arrived at. Failing this, it is vinually
impossible in practice to put the pricing principles to
the test. But it is well known that the most serious
problems concern the largest consumers. The rates

they are charged are usually confidential, and we
therefore depend on the media for an assessment. The
most serious problem with the special rates paid by
large consumers is that the prices charged are lower
than actual costs. In some Member S[ates, such as

France, the gas and electricity companies make consi-
derable losses as a result, amounting [o over 60/o of
turnover. The Commission's report quotes the exam-
ple of Pechiney, which pays 13 centimes, or less than
two-hundredths of an ECU, per kilowatt-hour for
electricity generated at nuclear power stations since it
does not need ro pay any capital costs, the largest sin-
gle cost item in the case of nuclear energy.

In a number of other Member States large consumers
pay less than cost price, but the energy supply com-
panies do not make losses. This is due to the wide
range of rates charged in these countries: the small

electricity consumers pay tvo to three times as much
per kilowatt-hour as the large consumers. I would
emphasize that this means the excessively high prices

paid by private consumers and small and medium-
sized undertakings at the upper end of the scale make
the excessively low prices paid by the large consumers
possible. To illustrarc the kind of price paid by large
consumers, the Commission refers to the supply of
elecricity by the Hamburger ElektrizitAtswerke to an

aluminium plant at 2 pfennigs per kilowatt-hour,
which is less than one-hundredth of an ECU. The
study announced by the Commission of electricity
prices paid by aluminium producers is therefore
urgently needed.

\7here the supply of gas is concerned, Mr President,
the problems surrounding especially low prices paid by
large consumers are epitomized by the price of gas

used as a raw material in the production of anificial
fenilizers. I would point out that the findings of the
study on which the Commission has reponed give lit-
tle cause for hope. I would also point out that, seen in
this light, rhe reference to the price policy of the
Durch gas undertaking in the draft report is, to say the
least, very selective. After all, a number of Member
States adopt precisely the same policy, and others
flatly refuse to provide any information.

Mr President, two wrongs do not make a right. A
policy whereby the large consumers are assisted by the
tax-payer through government subsidies or by small

and medium-sized undenakings through the exces-
sively high prices they pay is not just. The main argu-
ment advanced in defence of the special prices charged
to large consumers in the Member States is that they
could not otherwise compete with other undenakings
in the Communiry.

I cannot think of a stronger argument for mckling this
phenomenon at Community level. Funhermore,
although a comparatively small number of undenak-
ings are concerned, they consume a large proportion
of the energy produced in the Community, and a

policy that keeps this energy anificially cheap is not
only costly but also removes a major incentive to these
energy-intensive undertakings to conserve energy. It is

unacceptable that an increase in energy prices to pri-
vate consumers should be a/vocated on the grounds
that it stimulates energy conservation when the subsi-
dization of prices means that large consumers, who in
a number of Member States form as large a segment of
the energy market as all private consumers together,
do not have this incentive. At this time of mass unem-
ployment, it is equally unjust to charge small and
medium-sized industry, the sector where mos[ new
jobs are being created, too high a price for energy in
order to subsidize energy- and capital-intensive under-
takings. The Commission will therefore have every
support from my group in any attempt it makes at
Community level to get rid of arrangements which
favour large consumers.

Mr Ciancaglini (PPE). - (17) Mr President, the EPP
group has made a positive contribution to the prepara-
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tion of the Bonaccini repon within the Committee on
Energy and in the research, and supports it in this
House because it is a precise frame of reference on the
position of tariffs for gas and electric energy in the
various countries of the Community.

The application of Community principles on the for-
mation of energy prices in the Member States is a very
imponant aspect of a common policy in the field of
energy. For this reason we await with interest a further
communication from the Commission going more
deeply into the question of prices for the oil and
nuclear sectors too.

In this connection, we think it is important to emphas-
ize the strategic value of transparency in the prices in
question, which is an essential condition for checking
specifically that Community principles are being
adhered to.

On the other hand, a remark is called for on the prin-
ciple of price comparison, inasmuch as in some Mem-
ber Srates that principle must be reconciled with the
requirement of a political determination of prices and
ariffs for energy producm within the framework of a

relationship which realistically raises the question of
costs, so as to permit energy authorities and undenak-
ings to attain such margins as will enable continual
investments to be made as well for the improvement of
a service which is so essential for families and under-
takings and the whole of the general public.

Thus an examination of the principles for the forma-
tion of energy prices in all its facerc must amount to an
imponant opportunity for political evaluation not only
on the pan of this Parliamen[ bur also by the Commis-
sion and the Council.

In mking note, therefore, of some imponant features
contained in the Commission's programme for 1985,
we must stress how crucial it is for Europe to have a

dependable supply of energy at reasonable prices for a

competitive relaunching of the Community's economy
and for an improvement of living conditions in all the
Member States.

Naturally this requires a common policy, which,
frankly, has so far been lacking. Essential foundations
of a common policy in the energy sector are: a pro-
gressive reduction of dependence on imponed oil; a

capacity to develop in Community terms research,
production and a rational distribudon of alternative
and renewable forms of energy; the elimination of
waste, amongst other things by means of incentives for
economizing in energy; harmonization of the prices of
the various energy products; a suitable safeguard in
domestic uses for social interests connected with low-
consumption and low-income families; a strong incen-
tive for competent, projects of interest to Europe, par-
ticularly in the sphere of geothermics and utilizadon
of solid refuse; a single system of charging tax for all
the Member States of the Community.

\Tithin the framework of these ambitious but realistic
objecrives, it is essential to require the panicipation of
both sides of industry in determining the poliry of
price formation for energy and in the intervention of
local aurhorities and public welfare authorities so as to
avoid an unreasonable interruption of the supply of
services in the case of individuals or families who are
clearly poveny-stricken.

For this purpose public authorities and private under-
takings administering energy supplies must recognize
rhemselves as under an obligation to notify local auth-
orities in advance of the position of families who may
be in arrear before proceeding to cut off energy sup-
plies. In this way it will be possible rc avoid cruelly
aggravating the condition of individuals or families liv-
ing in a state of absolute poverty, for whom assistance
and solidarity must be guaranteed.

This, I rhink, is a very imponant problem related to
rhe poliry of price formation, and I think that here too
we mus[ show ourselves always united as Europeans.

Mr Seligman (ED). - Mr President, what has the
Commission been doing for the last three years on
energy prices and harmonization of energy prices?
Energy prices are just as diverse between each country
as rhey were [hree years ago. All we have is a saff
report which could have been written three years ago.

The Commission states in that repon that there is a lot
more work to be done before they can even find out
what the differences are. Cenainly the price differ-
ences between countries are exremely wide. Italy, for
example, is paying a lot more than other countries for
several of is energies. So not only are the structures
not reconciled and harmonized, but the prices are also
not coming closer together. This applies particularly rc
electricity and gas, which are the main subjects of this
repon.

There is no doubt about it that one of the biggest dis-
tonions in this situation are subsidies and different tax
systems. The subsidies are continuing unchecked.
There is one form of subsidy which is becoming rife,
and thar comes from the fact that French and Ialian
gas undenakings are making or have been making
substantial losses. That is a form of government sub-
sidy to the public. If governments make up their losses

for rhese companies, then they are really subsidizing
that industry.

However, there are many other subsidies. The French,
for instance, have been giving cheap loans at very soft
rates [o their electricity industry. So altogether the
situation does not seem to have advanced at all. Alger-
ian gas, incidentally, is coming into the Community. It
costs 500/o more [han Dutch or Norwegian gas, and
this is due to bad negodations with the Algerians.
Many European countries are now suffering because
of this, and obviously the public are also suffering
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because of it. I hope rhese various problems will be
solved.

A large number of amendmenr have been mbled on
the question of disconnections. This is a social prob-
lem, not an energy problem. Obviously, energy and
economic objectives must come before social ones in
this case. If we allow energy pricing ro deal wirh a

social problem like disconnections for people who
cannot pay their electricity bills, then the energy
industry will lapse into chaos.

There will be no investment in it because there will be
no money to invest; there will be no cost conrol
because rhis will have no panicular objective. If the
energy companies know that they can get governmenr
suppon to quote cheap prices and to deal with discon-
nections, as it were, free of charge, they will lose their
financial incentive to run their businesses properly. So
we cannot allow social objectives to be mer by energy
policy changes.

'S[e understand the humanitarian feelings of those
people who have moved all these amendments, bur,
quite honestly, I think they are making a mountain out
of a molehill. For instance, in Great Britain the annual
level of disconnections as a percenrage of rotal cusro-
mers is 0.50/o on elecricity, 0.20/o on gas, and many of
these disconnections are reconnected within hours.
Obviously, when a person refuses to pay or cannot pay
his bill something has to be done, and very often a dis-
connection is the only way to bring this to a head. But
cenainly there is no permission rc disconnect a pen-
sioner in Britain in the winter-time, and there is a per-
fectly good code of practice on disconnections in my
country. I do not think we should go as far as these
amendments go in giving people, as it were, a guar^n-
tee of permanent supply regardless of payment. There-
fore, I do suppon Tokwig's Amendment No 10,
which considers that Member States should make
arrangements through social policies ro help the poo-
rest, the most neglected and the most deprived sec-
tions of the population to pay their fuel bills when they
are unable to do so and so avoid hardship. That is the
right way to tackle this question of disconnections. If
those opposite are accusing the present government of
being hard-heaned, let me just point our rhar rhe
actual number of disconnections in 1976 under rhe
socialist tovernment was 150 000; in 1983 under the
present tovernmenr, it was only 120 000. So do not ler
us have any arguments about that matter.

The other subject, on which I have just a few seconds
left, is Dutch gas-prices. I understand thar tomorrow is
the day when the Dutch Government have ro say what
they are going to do about gas-prices to honicultural-
ists. It is very much the last hour and nothing seems [o
be happening. I believe the Durch Governmenr were
thinking of going ro the European Coun of Justice
about this, but there has been no decision. Tomorrow
they must come forward with rheir proposals. I doubr
whether these will be satisfactory. Vhat has happened

is that the Dutch, who broke their agreement in Octo-
ber, have had the whole winter providing cheap
energy for their honiculturalists; other European hor-
ticulturalists have been paying over the odds during
that period, and before we know where we are the
whole of the winter will have gone by with the Durch
having had a major economic advantage. Cenainly,
the only way rc cure this will be for the Dutch to claim
back the difference from their horticulturalism that
they have given them in this special advantage. I do
hope the Commission will deal with that promptly,
because it cannot be allowed to drag on. There are
many other subjects such as transfrontier connecrions
which I would like to talk abour, but obviously there is
no time.

Mrs Bloch von Blottnitz (ARC). - (DE) Mr Presi-
dent, basically it is clear that the Commission's propo-
sal is, if you will pardon my saying so, superficial,
incomplete and far too narrov. In general it might
also be said that only the economic factors in the for-
mation of prices are considered. No consideration is

given to ecological factors, although it is precisely rhe
ecological costs which must be raken into accounr in
the formation of energy prices. The energy supply
undenakings should be made to pay a levy on emis-
sions of waste gases and liquid effluenrc and on heat
and other waste, in particular radio-active waste, since
these are costs which so far still have ro be borne by
the public. It would also, for example, be very sensible
to create, by imposing high levies on wasre heat and
effluenm, incentives in competition for those electricity
producers who make maximum use of waste heat, for
example by means of power-heat coupling.

Prices should in the Commission's proposal corre-
spond rc the long-term costs. There has so far been no
guarantee of this for nuclear energy. The long-term
sequential costs are unknown and presumably much
higher than hitheno forecast. A levy should for exam-
ple be inroduced here, since very high cosrs will arise
only at a later dare when perhaps many of the operat-
ing undenakings no longer exist. Levies for discharges
of gaseous and liquid effluenrc must be related to the
actual damage caused to life and rhe environment and
would even then be much higher than the cost of puri-
fying gaseous effluenr and elimination of waste heat.

Japan, which is always held up as an example here,
should really be an example on rhis point.

Moreover, I note that the following aspecrs are lack-
ing: competition in energy savings in substitution for
energy produced by capital expenditure, grearer rran-
sparency at the large-scale consumer level and the
requirement of own production in industry. This point
of view is neglected with cosr-accounring relared
solely rc electricity. It will be thwaned as long as

large-scale consumers receive cheap power from the
electricity supply undenakings. Tariffs which do not
depend on consumption should finally be introduced
for small-scale consumers, such as we have already
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had for a long time for rclephone charges. Thus, for
example, it would be entirely possible to have a scale
graduated between three or four or more consumption
zones.

For small-scale consumers we should also demand the
abolition of the division into basic price and working
price in electricity, which is unfavourable to energy
saving. If the basic price is abolished, each kilowatt-
hour saved makes a treater impact on the bill. A spe-
cific tax on the wasting of energy might also be sensi-
ble, based not merely on the amount of energy con-
sumed but also on the consumer's energy efficiency.
The lacter could be measured by means of a standard
such as, for example, households according to climatic
zone and industries according to sector. It is abso-
lutely essential to consider also differentiated taxation
of the various energy sources, criteria such as impair-
ment of the environment, dependency on other coun-
tries and so on.

Finally, I should like to point out that countries with
decentralized small-scale production not dependent on
nuclear energy such as Denmark and the Netherlands
have the most cost-effective balance-sheers. These are
not so favourable in Germany and the United King-
dom, whilst France, with its high proponion of
nuclear enerty, has the highest costs. I regret that this
is not mentioned in the Commission's proposals.

(Applause fron tbe lefi)

Mr Smith (S).- Mr President, if this Parliament is to
have any credibility in the eyes of the world, then we
must be seen to be devodng our time, effons and ima-
gination to developing policies that are relevant to the
grear issues that now face us. If we fail to do that we
shall quite rightly be treated with disdain, because we
shall no longer be of any imponance to those people
who need our support.

Most of the amendmenls to che Bonaccini report
rabled by the Socialist Group stem from a recognition
of the need to begin to meet the demands for decent
standards of heating for the elderly, for the sick, for
the low-paid and those living in terrible housing con-
ditions. It is also a recognition that no industry should
have the right to take away that source of heating
without recourse to the courts or to some independent
rhird pany.

Vhat the amendments are asking you to consider is

whether or not everyone should have the right to a

minimum amount of heating, whether industry should
continue to take away that heating without recourse to
those couns or to that independent third pany, and,
most imponant of all, whether or not people have the
right to life. And not just life, but one filled with dign-
ity and happiness.

If anyone should believe that it is something of an

exaggeration to make these points, then I would

remind them that in my country alone over 120 000
households are each year deprived of heating and
lighting, and without any recourse to the couns. In
addition, thousands of people die each year of cold
while hundreds of thousands who survive still live a

life of misery.

If you vote atainst the Socialist Group's amendments,
you will be saying to those in greatest need, you are
not important, you are dispensable, we do not recog-
nize your right to life or even dignity while you are on
this eanh of ours. That, in my opinion, would be an

acr of vinual barbarism and it is one which we intend
[o ensure you will have to justify to people every-
where. \fle inrcnd ro do that by asking for a roll-call
vore on Amendments Nos l3 and 16. !fle shall then
make sure that how you vote ger the kind of publicity
it deserves, and those who most need our help will
then be aware who are the people who care and who
are the ones who are working rc bring justice and
dignity to,the lives of ordinary working people.

(Tlte sitting was suspended at 8 p.m. and resumed at
9 p.*.)

IN THE CHAIR: MR GRIFFITHS

Vice-President

Mr Clinton Da,is, Member of the Cornmission. - Mr
President, may I at the outset apologize to the House
for the fact that my colleague, Mr Mosar, who is the
Commissioner responsible for energy, is unable to be

with us this evening as he has an Energy Council in
the morning. I can assure honourable Members that I
will advise him of the poinr that have been made in
what has been a shon but fascinating debate.

Also at the outset, may I congratulate Mr Bonaccini,
the rapponeur, for the skill he has displayed in dealing
wich a very complex matter and on the observations he

made when presenting his repon.

The Commission welcomes the initiative of Parliamenr
in preparing a resolution on the application of the
Community's energy-pricing principles in Member
States. '$/e believe with Parliament that pricing policy
is an important element of energy policy and that fur-
ther progress needs to be made in this field. Earlier,
the Commission had informed the Council that it
would examine pricing pracdces in Member States and
would assess their compatibiliry with the principles
adopted by the Council. The results of this analysis
were communicated in a Commission staff report to
the Council, which I personally believe is a valuable
document, even though I regret to say it did not please

Mr Seligman. As this did not contain any proposals for
legal instruments, the repon was sent to Parliament
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for information. As I have said, this is a staff repon
rather than a political communication, because rhe
principles had already been agreed by the Council.

Vhat the repon does is to look at the application of
these principles. The report concentrares on gas and
electricity prices to consumers and idenrifies currenr
problems. It recommends how rhe application of the
pricing principles could be improved. Now the broad
thrust of the resolution before us is rherefore very
helpful, and I panicularly welcome rhe clariry with
which Mr Bonaccini has idendfied the need for gas
and electricity utilities to achieve financial viabiliry,
improved price transparency, non-discriminatory pric-
ing and priority for achieving energy objecdves.

However, I want, if I may, ro dwell for a little while
on some of the points that were made by Mr Metten,
Mr Smith and Mrs Bloch von Blottnitz, as well as rhe
rapporteur. I am dealing here wirh the very serious
social problems that can arise from the realities of pov-
eny. One of those realities is disconnection of elec-
tricity supplies. I was a Member of Parliament in Inner
London for l3 years, and before rhar I was a Council-
lor for a very long time. I know the problems about
which a number of honourable Members have spoken.
There is no point in swopping starisrics about which
Bovernment did most or did least to support these peo-
ple. The fact of the matter is that a code of conduct
was introduced during the period of office of the
Labour Government precisely because of the problems
that were arising.

'\7hat is imponant is the people behind rhe statistics.
Nothing can be more distressing than to find people
cut off from what in effect is pan of their lifeblood. I
believe - if I may say so to Mr Seligman with respecr,
and I understand the point he makes very well - rhat
those honourable Members who addressed themselves
to this topic this evening, out of their regard for the
people they represent, would have failed in their duty
had they not said what they did say. I, therefore, share
the concern they expressed - and when I say I do, the
Commission does.

It is an expression of concern that is emitted in the
repon imelf; it is reflected in the earlier proposals of
Mrs Lizin, Mr Stewan and Mr Srevenson, and indeed
in many of the amendments Nos 5,6, 13, 14, 15, 16,
22 and 23.The fact is that this Commission wanrc to
eliminate energy poverty as part of its overall social
programme. Ve have made that clear over and over
again. I am, as I say, impressed by the concern which
has been shown in this debate and I say again, as I said
at the beginning, that I will undenake to let my col-
league, Mr Mosar, know how deeply Members have
felt on this issue - and, indeed, also Mr Surherland,
who is responsible for social affairs, because he roo has
a deep and abiding interest in these marrers.

It is sometimes argued that the most efficient way of
coming to grips with the problem of social energy

needs is through the social welfare strucrures - a

point taken during the course of this debate by a num-
ber of honourable Members. It is argued that subsi-
dized energy mriffs may not be the best means of
achieving social aims, and thar help with meering
energy costs can, in principle, better be dealt with as

pan of the social welfare system. But this predicarcs,
does it not, that those responsible for administering
the social welfare structures are fully aware of the
problems, are as concerned about them as those who
have made speeches in the debate tonight and are
determined to ensure that undue hardship is avened. I
have ro tell honourable Members that the fact is that
this Commission simply has no direct competence with
regard to rhar issue, and I think rhat that is apreciated.

The resolution, and particularly the senrimenrs under-
lying paragraphs 17, 19 and 20, reflect very fully the
need for sensitivity on the part of national and local
authorities. On behalf of the Commission, I wholly
endorse that sentiment.

Of the many amepdments, Nos 10, I I and l4 would, I
believe, be panicularly relevanr to the resolurion,
whereas - I have to say rhis - the remaining amend-
men6 are more relevant to considerations affecting
social welfare. Thus, for rhe sake of clariry, may I just
spell out the views of the Commission on the various
aspects of the resolurion in this regard and the amend-
ments.

Ve suppon Paragraphs 17, 19 and 20 of the resolu-
tion. Ve do not see a need for Amendmenr Nos 5, 5,
13, 15, 16,22 a.nd 23, though I undersrand well the
reasons for aniculadng those points of view. \7e
acceptAmendments Nos 10, 11 and 14.

As Commissioner responsible for the environment and
consumer protection, I was particularly impressed by
the reference in rhe drafr resolurion ro the relationship
between energy and environmenal policies. I refer
here to paragraphs 9 and I 3.

The Commission has developed a balanced pro-
gramme seeking an efficient energy supply which res-
pects the need for better environmental conditions.
Indeed, the Commission's drafr directives, in connec-
tion with large combustion plants and other aspects of
atmospheric pollution, some of which this House con-
sidered earlier today, and the srance thar we have
taken in discussions at the Environment Council fully
mirror these concerns.

Progress on environmental legislation and the Com-
mission's third research and developmenr programme,
panicularly for renewable energy sources, contributes
to the wish for a cleaner environment. '!7'e want ro see
renewable resources developed, and we are funding
through the R and D programme new ways of foster-
ing these.

An additional levy or raxarion, as proposed in Amend-
ments Nos l, 2 and 4, would duplicate the currenr
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proposals on emission snndards. It would impose fur-
ther additional costs over and above those required to
meet the new environmental requirements. I must say,
I do not think that that would be reasonable. So, we
accept Amendment No 20, encouraging greater biom-
ass, and we reject Amendments Nos l, 2, 4 and 21.
Those are our recommendations.

The resolution calls on the Commission to do rwo
things: to prepare for a resumption of the meetings
aimed at securing the harmonization of excise duties
and valued-added taxes, and it also calls on us to
undertake studies on enerBy costs and an independent
energy-pricing monitoring unit.

On the fiscal issue, my colleague Mr Chrisrcphersen's
services are involved in the Council discussions. And,
as the staff repon indicates, fiscal and taxation issues

are an imponant pan of energy pricing.

'\7e shall be undenaking the cost studies mentioned in
paragraph 22 as pan of the Commission's rourine
monitoring of Community energy prices. The result of
this price monitoring is published regularly at present
annually, but soon to be stepped up. A new monitoring
unit hardly seems necessary since this function is in
any case being fulfilled by the Commission staff.

Mr President, energy pricing will be discussed tomor-
row in the Energy Council, and that takes care, in a

sense, of paragraph 23 of the resolution. The Commis-
sion hopes that the Council, either then or in June,
will pass a resolurion emphasizing the key aims, and,
of course, Parliament will be advised as to the out-
come. So, while we see no need for Amendment
No 17, we feel that it could be accepted.

To summarize the position on the amendments, those
that are acceptable in our view are Nos 8, 10, I 1, 14,

17 and 20 and those that we would recommend as nor
being acceptable are Nos 1, 2,31 4,5,6,7,9, 12, 13,
15, 16, 18, 19,21,22,23 and 24.Thaq perhaps, is the
most memorable part of this speech.

I now turn, finally, to one or two of the specific issues

that have been raised in the debate, although I have
already touched on some. Mr Seligman asked, what
has the Commission been doing for the last three years
over the question of harmonizing energy prices? \7ell,
he complained that only the staff report was there to
illustrate the work of the Commission. I think it is a
good staff report. I do not know what he is grumbling
at. And the fact of the matter is that there has been

Breater alignment over the last four years. Vhat I
would ask him to do is to read the repon and then
perhaps criticize it more effectively afterwards.

On the question of ecological costs, raised by Mrs
Bloch von Blottnitz, may I say that the good news that
I have to tell her is that at the Environment Council
rhe other d^y - it seems a long time ago, but it was in
the early hours of Friday morning, around 5 o'clock

- the environmental impact assessment directive,
which had been on the table for some five years, was
at last adopted by the Council. Therefore, much of the
anxiety that she expressed in that regard is now capa-
ble of being reflected in the way we can approach our
work as a result of the adoption of that very imponant
directive.

I end, in a sense, on a note where I did not quite
begin, but almost began. Mr Smith said everyone
should have a right to a minimum amount of heating.
He was concerned about the effects of hypothermia.
He was concerned about all those issues that I touched
on in the earlier pan of my speech. I believe he was
utterly right about that. There is such a right. Maybe
this is not the right vehicle, but it was nevenheless
right to raise it in the debate and I applaud him and his
colleagues for so doing.

Prcsident. - The debate is closed. The vote will be

taken at the next voting-time.

7. EAGGF

President. - The next item is the report by Mr F.

Pisoni, on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture,
Fisheries and Food (Doc. 2-1783/84), on:

the proposals from the Commission to the Council
(Doc.2-1362/84 - COM(84) 682 final) for:

l. a regulation amending Regulation (EEC)
No729/70 as regards the amount allotted rc the
Guidance Section of the European Agricultural
Guidance and Guarantee Fund (EAGGF)

II. a regulation amending Regulation (EEC)
No 355/77 on common measures to improve the
conditions under which agricultural and fishery
products are processed and marketed.

Mr F. Pisoni (PPE), lapporteur. - (17) Mr Presidenr,
ladies and gentlemen, the Commission's proposals for
amendmenrc to Regulations Nos 729170 and 355/77
on the agricultural structures policy meet with the
unanimous approval of the rapponeur and the Com-
mittee on Agriculture.

The amendments in question are designed to ensure
that Parliament can exercise its budgemry powers
effectively. If the rigid rules hitheno obaining in res-
pect of the commitment of structural policy funds had
been retained for the five-year period 1985-89, these
entries would have appeared as compulsory expendi-
ture, allowing Parliament no possibiliry of influencing
them in any w^y. The fact that rhis rigidiry has been
done away with means that Parliament can do some-
thing about it and make some changes. In theory com-
mitments for agricultural structures will no longer be
rigidly laid down at five-year inrcrvals.
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However, in order to ensure a degree of orderly con-
tinuity, the Commission proposes that for the coming
five-year period the financial commirmenrc should be
fairly close to those previously agreed rc by the Coun-
cil. \flhar is being done is rc provide guidelines for
quantifying, it being clearly understood that these
guidelines must not indicate a 'ceiling' bur rarher
orders of magnitude.

The Commission imelf has already revised irs position
and has cut back the funding requested f.rom 6759 m
to roughly 5 900 m ECU, while the Council, for its
parr, has introduced a funher cur of 700 m ECU, tak-
ing it partly from the wine-growing sector and panly
from other measures.

The amendments to Reguladons Nos729/70 and
355/77, proper and necessary as they are, do never-
theless run the serious risk of bunhening the normal
budgemry procedures with the task of fixing the
annual commitments for agricultural structures.

Today we have voted on the price-poliry proposals for
1985-85. In spite of the suggestions made and rhe
amendments tabled by Parliament, the prospecr held
our to European agricultural producers by the prices
policy are anything but cenain. Quantitative cuts,
co-responsibility quotas and lower prices are being
asked or imposed. The Council ircelf and the Commis-
sion, aware, at leas[ panly, of this facr, have claimed
that while the prices policy cannot cure all the ills
besetting the agricultural sector, there is some hope
that a new structural policy may go a long way
towards grappling with them. These claims, however,
are being refurcd again today by the decisions that
have been taken and by the proposals that are before
us for our consideration.

The amounts curren[ly being directed towards agricul-
tural structures constiturc less than 50lo of those being
directed towards prices, whereas in the earlier and
more realistic view of things they were [o have repre-
sented at least 300/0. Indeed, our fear is that the ever-
growing budgetary difficulties will only lead to rhe
lemptation to pare them down even funher.

A well-thought-out and effective structural policy
could also produce considerable benefits in a few
years' time, both in the area of marker equilibrium and
in the area of prices.

Since surpluses in vinually every secror will make it
impossible for the farmers to boosr their productivity
and increase production, they will be forced to rarion-
alize their production, to diversify, ro cut cosr.s, to
force their way into the market in a bigger way in
order to avail themselves to the full of added values
and to exploit all the possibilities afforded by the con-
servation and the processing of their products.

These objectives can be realized only by means of a

proper structural policy backed up by adequate finan-
cial resources.

As rapponeur, concerned at the use that can be made
by the Commission and the Council of the proposed
amendments, I reiterate the requests made and the
reservations expressed in the repon itself. I call for
adequate funding that will go well beyond the 5 900 m
ECU. I would also ask that the poliry on wine should
be implemented at the level of the markets rather than
at the structural level. I call for structural funding to
reach at least 60/o-70/o of the figure decided upon for
prices. Finally, I call for adequate funding for the inte-
grarcd Mediterranean programmes and for a separate
and serious fisheries policy.

Mr Ebel (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I wish to confine my remarks to the fisher-
ies sector of this report. I should, of course, like rc
state thal we are favourably impressed by Mr Pisoni's
repon and that we support it and Mr Christodoulou's
amendment.

In my humble opinion, panicular attention must now
be paid to this sector, because the only matrer being
raised is the urgent need to arrive at a new a[-embrac-
ing structural policy and a market organization
adapted to the changed siruation. Ve find it difficult
to accept che arguments put forward by the Commis-
sion, both in its draft directive and in its work pro-
gramme, that this can only be done after the accession
neBotiations with Spain and Ponugal have been com-
pleted. In our view such a programme should, at leasr
in outline, be an integral pan of the accession negoria-
tions, since all those concerned should be aware where
we agree and where we differ. One rhing should now
be clear beyond all misunderstanding: we shall have to
deal in future with a mtally new, difficulr and different
type of fisheries policy.

The percentage figures for this enlargement given by
the Commission in its working document also bear this
out. '!(i'e believe that in view of the urgent need for a

radical change in the agricultural sector, which today's
debate has again served to confirm, we need, in addi-
tion to spelling out the details of the programme, to
create new instruments. This means, in my view, creat-
ing an independent fisheries fund independent of rhe
agricultural sector, which would mean transferring the
responsibility from DG VI to DG XIV and providing
adequate staff.

I was panicularly anxious at this rime to put forward
this proposal in the context of rhe present reporr..

Mr Battersby (ED). - Mr President, rhis excellent
repon by Mr Pisoni is, from the fisheries point of
view, one of the most imponant documents before us

on the common fisheries policy since this policy was
inaugurated in January 1983 and, of course, has rhe
full suppon of my group.

Ve are now approaching the end of rhe first stage of
[he common fisheries policy, and we have begun grad-
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ually to establish a reasonable balance between stocks,
catch capacity and the market in order to harvest our
s'aters. Ve have funded new building and moderniza-
tion on rhe one hand and we have funded decommis-
sioning on the other. \7e have begun to restructure the
processing side of the business and we have limited
inspection in place.

However, Mr President, all we have gained will be at
risk - and I would remind the House how difficult it
was for us to create an acceptable and viable fishing
policy - if we do not plan now for the next 15 years.

Owing to the uncertainties of rhe 1976-83 period,
there was little new building and much of our fleet is

over 15 years old today. So we have to plan, as a mat-
ter of urgency. \fle have to plan the fleet, we have to
plan the rypes of boat, we have to plan the processing
infrastructure, and so on. Vithout a planned approach
we shall not be able to invest effectively or to budge-
rize or to maximize this valuable resource.

The present budget for fisheries structures closes at
the end of this year, and the budget for exploratory
fishing rerminates at the end of tgge. Spain and Portu-
gal, with their fleets, will, we hope, join the Com-
munity at the end of this year. Ve have to inregrate
these fleets into the overall structural policy, and I
would therefore sugges[ that the Commission extend
the present structural budget period to the end of 1986

ro ensure that all budgenry aspects of the present

policy coincide and allow all aspecr of Spanish and

Ponuguese fishery structures to be effecrively inte-
grared into Community policy by the end of tgge.

Mr Gatti (COM). - (17) Ladies and gentlemen, the
Communist and Allies Group agrees with and will sup-
port the Pisoni repon. In panicular, it agrees with the

amendments proposed therein, especially with regard
to the percentage figures for establishing a 'ceiling'
which will serve as a point of reference for all action to
be taken on structures. As Mr Pisoni himself pointed
out, this is particularly imponant in the wake of Par-
liament's vote today on prices.

The second amendment that we feel impelled to sup-
port - and we would urge the Commission rc take it
on board - is that relating to the Guidance Section of
rhe EAGGF and action in the wine sector.'!7e feel that
to regard premiums for grubbing up vineyards as a

charge on the Guidance Section is to ignore the fact
that this is not structural action in the sense that it
does not change the sructure of the agricultural hold-
ing. Every vine that is removed reduces the quantity of
the product that will come onto the market. This kind
of action is therefore directly 'linked to the whole
problem of markets.

Ve believe therefore that this appropriation should be

made but that it must be debited rc the Guarantee
Section of the EAGGF rather than to the Guidance
Section.

However, let me say once again that we fully suppon
Mr Pisoni's report and that we agree with it whole-
heanedly.

Mr McCartin (PPE). - Mr President, I welcome this
repon and congratulate the rapporteur. I can agree
with everything he says, including his proposal that the
amount of money should be increased from 50/o to 70/o

of the amount that is spent on the guarantee side.

I think it was originally intended that the sructural
side of agricultural spending should be something like
250/o of the guarantee side, but over the years it has

become a very small proponion - 50/o - which is far
rco little. I think this has probably come about because

it was very easy for the national governments to nego-
tiate here in Europe for price increases, but the struc-
tural funds had rc be supponed by national spending
at home. The result was that in tight budgetary situa-
tions we had a tendency on the pan of national gov-
ernmen6 not to Promote the structural side because it
involved the raising of money at national level.

I think this was a Breat pity. All day today we dis-
cussed agriculture and agricultural prices. It generated
a lot of heat and a lot of exci[ement, and it is amazing
to find that tonight, when we are discussing something
that I think is at least equally imponant, we do not
seem to have any excitement or any interest at all.
Now, much of the case that was made for increased
price increases was based on the social argument that
we have so many people on the land, we cannot send

them to the cities and we cannot make them unem-
ployed because that will cost us a lot socially, and will
cost us a lot in many other ways as wel[.

The truth is that on the structural side we really have
an opponunity to achieve social objectives. That is

why I would like to see more emphasis put on this
side.

I come from the west of Ireland. I happen to be a big
farmer in an area where farms are generally very small.
In this area live half the farmers of Ireland. Vhile we

negotiate here for increased spending on the guaran-
tee side, this half of Irish farmers will succeed in get-
dng only around 200/o of. all the money that comes to
us on the guarantee side. On the sffuctural side, we
could arrange for them a better situation by improving
their infrastructure and all the rest of it.

I would welcome a more dynamic approach towards
reorganizing. I do not know exactly what was agreed
yesterday. I do not know whether a forestry or a tour-
ism element has been included in the structural propo-
sals that were agreed in principle by the Council, but I
would regret it very much if there were not. I hope

that the present Commissioner will work towards
achieving an integrated structural programme for
areas like the west of Ireland.
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At the moment we assisr people to produce milk which
we do not want. On the other hand, we only give them
a proportion of the capital needed for producing for-
est crops, yet the promoter must wait for 40 years
before he gets a rerurn. \7hile we know in the end that
this is economically, environmenally and in every
other way good for the Community, the suppon that
we give to this developmenr is minimal.

It is just the same wirh tourism. I could take people rc
an are^ where you could drive for 70 km along lake
shores in the heighr of summer and you would not see
more than tu/o or three boats on those waters which
are actually teeming wirh fish. In those areas we could
suppon a greater population. It is not a matter of
increasing prices. Ve cannor give an acceptable
income to the farmer with a small number of cows, a
small number of sheep, no marrer how high the prices.

Vhat we really need is supplementary income. '!fle

need to switch some of the money from the guaranrce
side to the strucrural side.

Mr Andriessen, Vce-President of tbe Commission. -(NL) Mr Presidenr, it is a remarkable coincidence
that on the same day as the Commission price propo-
sals are being discussed in rhis Parliament, there is also
discussion of the structural poliry, which, in rhe opi-
nion of the Commission as well - I am pleased rc
associate myself wirh rhe remarks which Mr McCanin
has just made - is a vital element in our overall com-
mon agricultural policy.

I must also say rhar I am sorry that it has not afrer all
been possible to induce the Council of Ministers to
make available for the srrucrural policy the funds
which, in the opinion of the Commission, are needed
if we are to pursue the best and most comprehensive
structural policy. This does not mean that the funds
which are ar presenr available under the existing
Council agreemen[ are, in the Commission's view,
inadequare to carry our a proper srucrural policy; but
a little more elbow-room - I say this explicirly in the
name of the Commission - would have been most
welcome. However, as I have already said, we expecr
that in the future it will be possible to work wirh this
amount and - I add this advisedly - we rule our,
should the development of the programmes that are
offered or the problems to be solved require supple-
mentary financing, the possibility of additional financ-
ing for this policy within the framework of the annual
budget procedure.

The formal budgenry aspecm of this matter have been
pointed out by the rapponeur, whom I thank and con-
gratulate on his repon. To obviate a lengthy debare,
let me say quite unequivocally that I share his views
and that the amendmenr, as tabled, poses no problems
for the Commission with regard to the recognirion of
rhe European Parliament's budgetary authoriry from
year to year as laid down in the Treaties, financial

regulations and the tripanite agreemenr of several
years ago.

It has been urged on the Italian side that we should
establish in one way or anorher a fixed percentage
relation between the amount ro to ro rhe EAGGF
Guidance Section, on the one hand, and the EAGGF
Guarantee Section, on the other. I do not think that
this is the right approach. Vhy not? I shall give you an
example, which also ties in wirh the arguments of the
honourable Member. If we are able, in restructuring
the wine poliry with the suppon of rhe EAGGF Guid-
ance Section, to drive down the production of table
wine, for which there is no market, expenditure from
the Guarantee Section will fall. This is the argument I
used when I sought from the Finance Ministers a gen-
uine approach to this problem precisely because a
fixed percentage relation can only lead to a lowering
of guarantee expenditure. But at the same [ime as we
are coupling rhe EAGGF Guidance Section with the
lowered guaranree expenditure, we are engaged in
reducing structural expendirure. I do not think that
can possibly be what the honourable Member wanrs. I
am therefore opposed ro a percenrate relation
between the two secrions of the EAGGF. I recognize
that it would be wonhwhile ro make a larger amounr
available, but I believe it is preferable, without such a

relation to artempr, if necessary to make more funds
available for rhis sector in the annual budgetary policy
on the basis of specific and objectively esrablished
requlrements.

I should also like ro say a few words about fish. Ve
have included in the Community budget for the struc-
tural poliry in respecr of fisheries a number of appro-
priations. I do nor believe it is reasonable to seek, as
requested in the resolution, if I undersnnd ir correctly,
to set up a new, as it were, special structural fund for
fisheries. I feel it is much more imponant that we
should make an effon, also with a view to accession -I agree with Mr Batrersby thar accession involves some
problems - ro secure sufficient funds for a specific
structural policy for fisheries. I do not think it is so
much a question of whether there is a specific f_und
available; rarher, it is a question of whether there is
adequate financing available. That is what we must
concentrate on, I think. I gladly undenake, within the
budget's restricted possibilities - and Parliament
knows how limited those possibilities are - ro rry rc
secure for the fisheries srructural policy a reasonable
Communiry financial contriburion. This is more
imponanr, I would say, rhan the suggestion made by
the Italian Member.

In a word, the Commission has no difficulties with rhe
amendmenr as tabled with specific reference ro Regu-
lation (EEC) No355/77. The Commission feels it is
not necessary ro aim for a specific fund in relation to a
structural policy for fisheries. On rhe other hand, rhe
Commission feels it is imponant [o secure sufficient
money therefor. l7ithout adopting rhe poinr of view
currently being raken by several Member States in the
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Council with regard to general fishery problems in
connection with accession, the Commission considers
that in the matter of accession great care must be
taken to ensure that the oh so laboriously achieved
acquis communautaire in the sphere of fisheries policy
must not be called into question or endangered.

'lfith regard to the wine policy, I should like to say
that the amounts available have been reduced by the
Council. \ile in the Commission believe that with the
amounts now available v/e can make a genuine struc-
tural contribution to rationalize the production of
table wine which cannot be disposed of at reasonable
prices.

In conclusion, I would say that an active and dynamic
structural policy is absolurcly vital to accompany the
stringent pricing and market poliry we need ro pursue
which today has been discussed and debated in this
Parliament. Like various Members, I would have
greatly appreciated it if the same imponance had been
attached by Parliament in this debate to the necessary
political element accompanying pricing policy as was
the case this afternoon during the other debate.

(Applause)

President. - The debate is closed. The vote will be

taken at the next voting-time.

8. Community loans

President. - The next item is the repon by Mr Volff,
on behalf of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs and Industrial Policy (Doc. 2-1775/84),
on

the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 2-345/84 - COM(84) 309 final) for a

regulation amending Regulation (EEC)
No 582181 concerning the Community loan
mechanism designed to support the balances of
paymenr of Communiry Member States.

Mr Nordmann (L), deputy rapporteur. - (FR) Mr
President, for a few minutes this evening I shall, with
your permission, become Mr Volff and present the
repon which the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs and Indusuial Policy is submitting to Par-
liament on the Community loan mechanism designed
ro support the balances of payments of Communiry
Member States.

The repon and resolution presented today consider
the Commission's amendments to the regulation on
the Communiry loan mechanism designed to support.
the balance of payments of one or other Member
Srares where the balance of payments shows a disturb-
ing imbalance. The mechanism to be reviewed was set

up in 1975. Its initial purpose was to correct imbal-
ances connected with increases in oil-product prices.
In 1981, the mechanism was adjusted somewhat and
its terms of reference were enlarged since Member
States could draw upon it to assist them in balance-
of-payments difficulties caused by the sharp rises in
energy prices in a wider and less restrictive sense than
that of mere oil problems.

In the regulation submitted today for Parliament's
approval, the notion of access to the mechanism in the
case of oil-price increases alone has been dropped
once and for all, and this is an imponant point.

The practical arrangments for access to the mechanism
are as follows: funds are collected by the Commission,
either directly from third countries and financial insti-
tutions or on the capital market, and the Member
States to whom the Community lends the capital thus
collected are subject to the same terms of reimburse-
ment of principal and payment of interest. The Com-
munity plays, as it were, the r6le of a non-profit-mak-
ing banker. Borrowing and lending operations are
transacted in the same monetary unit, and the costs
incurred are charged to the beneficiary State, whilst a
loan is guaranteed by the Member States as a whole.
The loan is made subject to an undertaking by the
beneficiary to carry through a recovery programme
calculated to redress its balance of payments. It is what
I might call the IMF aspect of the mechanism. I would
.iust point out in this connection that Parliament's only
r6le here is to authorize the volume of loans.

The amount of loan capacity has changed in the
course of time. In 1975, the ceiling was fixed at
3 000 million dollars. Since 1981, it has been fixed at
6 000 million ECU. In 1976, the Community bor-
rowed on Italy's behalf rcn-thirteenths and on Ire-
land's behalf three-thineenths of the total amount,
Italy benefited from a second transaction in 1977, its
loans - according to oral information furnished by
the Commission - having been repaid to darc. And
France, as we know, was granted a loan of 4 000 mil-
lion ECU in May 1983.

The amendmenrc proposed today autment the
mechanism's resources, alter the terms of access and
widen ir field of application.

The increase in resources: rhe ceiling of 5 000 million
ECU is raised to 8 000 million. The field of application
and modification of the terms of access: the reference
to increases in prices for oil-produc$, I repeat, is
dropped. This means that recourse to the mechanism is
possible on much broader grounds affecting balance of
Payment,s.

In conclusion, I would point out that a new rule to
restrict borrowing capacity in the case of any Member
State applying for 50% of the ceiling has been
adopted. These three amendments do not pose any
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real difficulties, bur the sense of the accompanying
resolution . . .

(Tbe President urged the speaher to conclude)

. . . Just a word, Mr Presidenr, ro say yes ro rhe
amendments, but to express our regrel that Parliament
has not been involved in review of the mechanism and
that im responsibiliry, which is considerable, is nor
reflected in larger panicipation. That is all I wanted to
add, as Bossuet would have said, with a failing voice
and a dying ardour.

Mr Metten (S). - (NL) The Socialist Group sup-
pons the Commission proposal ro extend rhe Com-
munity loan mechanism for balance-of-payments aid
from 5 000 to 8 000 million ECU in order to offset rhe
inevitable effecm of the oil-crisis and to limir maximum
assistance to any panicular Member Srate to half the
increased amounr of the mechanism.

It is imponant not merely to Member Smtes that get
into balance-of-payments difficulties but, in view of
economic inter-relatedness, to all Member States that
balance-of-paymenr difficulties should nor lead ro
sudden and spectacular retrenchmenr protrammes.
After all, the impons of one Member State in difficul-
ties are, ultimately, the expons of other Member
States in the Community.

The Socialist Group welcomes rhe expansion of any
mechanism calcularcd rc limit the growrh of a restric-
tive economic poliry. Consequently ir would be quite
unacceptable if the Council were rc decide to curtail
another loan mechanism, for medium-term financial
support, by a corresponding amounr.. The Socialisr
Group therefore heanily endorses what the Volff
motion for a resolution says on this point.

In view of the fact that the Community srands as guar-
antor for the redemption of balance-of-payments
loans which are enrcred into on rhe capiral markets
and the inability of a recipient counrry to pay has ser-
ious implications for the budget, it is logical and
necessary that Parliament should be more closely asso-
ciated with this mechanism. The Socialist Group
therefore supporrs that section in the \7olff repon
which calls for Parliamenr to be involved in drawing
up rules for the provision of loans. However, since the
balance-of-paymenrs supporr mechanism is specifically

, inrcnded for assisrance in emergencies when decisions
have to be made extremely quickly, my group has
tabled an amendment to drop rhe request for Parlia-
ment [o be involved in rhe formulation of the condi-
tions of economic policy to which the applicant Mem-
ber State must. conform. Insistence on this, Mr Presi-
dent, would mean a delay of many months, and the
mechanism could not be used.

My group therefore believes it would be betrer for
Parliament ro concern irself solely with the general

rules and not with the specific conditions governing
applicants. Parliament must be sufficiently intelligenr
to avoid jeopardizing an extremely useful mechanism
by moderating its claim for a greater say in rhis marrer.

Mr Christodoulou (PPE). - (GR) Mr President, the
mechanism for granting Community loans to supporr
the balances of payments of Communiry Member
Smtes is one of the few factors that provide a pracrical
and adaptable basis for dealing jointly with the cur-
rently-related monetary problems of rhe Communiry.
It is to the Commission's credit rhat it proposes an
increase in the limit, and allows rhe possibility of util-
izing Communiry loans for more general purposes ar a
time when no immediate need is extant. This is
because we all know that if we were [o wait for the
phenomena thar would make it necessary to acrivare
the mechanism, rhe correcr and prompt adaptation
now proposed might not be possible. Let us hope rhat
in other analogous situations in the monetary secror -and I refer ro rhe general adaptation and strengthen-
ing of the European mone[ary sysrem - we shall see
initiatives and movemens of similar high quality.
!7hile agreeing, then, with rhe Commission's propo-
sals, I should like to make a number of commenr and
ask that they be raken into accounr when drawing up
the implementing procedures.

First of all, in the Community today there are rwo
financing mechanisms for granting supporr to Member
States: Community loans, which we are debaring at
present and which are granted by rhe Community, and
medium-term financial supporr granted by rhe Mem-
ber States. Vhile the rwo sysrems do in fact overlap ro
some ex!en!, lhere are also several differences that
serve different needs. This makes the parallel existence
of both mechanisms necessary, at any rare for the time
being, but without an increase in either entailing a cor-
responding decrease of the other. Secondly, despite
the modificarion of Member Srares' credit in relarion
ro the upper limit, rhe mechanism in force still does
not ensure equal treatment for Member Srates because
500/o of the upper limit does nor guaranree that the
mechanism can cope in the event that several countries
need help at the same time. It will rherefore now be
necessary to formulate a clear procedure for cases of
multiple applications.

Furthermore, though a mechanism is obviously needed
for granring loans to Member Srares very prompdy, a
feature that is not characterisric of rhe usual prilia-
mentary procedures, we think that co-responsibility of
the various bodies implies that in the final stage of
approval Parliamenr's agreemenr must be obrained,
especially in view of the consequences that might well
arise in future Community budgem.

Perhaps the solurion would be ro ser up a flexible
Community body, with limited membership, aurhor-
ized in advance ro paniciparc ad boc in any decisions
made.
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Finally, within the more general scope of strengthen-
ing the European monetary system, there will have to
be a serious study rc formulate a procedure for the
gradual establishment of an effective body to imple-
ment the Community's monetary and exchange policy.
It is quite clear from the economic and monerary
phenomena we have rc deal with that without such a

body we shall be restricrcd to debates and decisions
which, despite the goodwill of us all, will have very
limited application and few results.

Mr Patterson (ED).- Mr President, it goes without
saying rhat my group supports the Commission propo-
sal and also the very full report by Mr \[olff. It is

quite righr that the European Community should have

a mechanism of this kind in order to help countries
that get inco temporary balance-of-payment difficul-
ties. It is an expression of Community solidarity.

Quite clearly, we aBree with the figures which the
Commission are proposing, the present ceiling of
6 000 m ECU to be raised to 8 000 m ECU because

the only outstanding loan is the French loan of
4 000 m ECU that follows from a provision that 500/0,

and only 50%, should be lent to only one country. In
the changed climate of oil-prices it makes sense to
delete the reference to oil-prices. So we agree with all
thar.

There are a number of points, however. Mr Christo-
doulou raised the matter of the interaction between
this loan mechanism and the medium-term financial
aid mechanism. He said that there was need for both
of them. In practice, of course, there is practically no
difference in application between them. It is the

method of financing which differs.

The loan mechanism we are discussing at the moment
is a Community loan raised on the Community's credit
and lent by the Community. The financial aid mechan-
ism is largely a transfer system between Member
States. If my group had to make a choice, we would
prefer the loan mechanism. It is, of course, an exPres-
sion of Community credibility, as I think the repon
says. In any case, Parliament is associated with a loan
mechanism which is a Community instrument, wher-
eas it is not associated with swap arrangemenr
between Member States' central banks, so we prefer
the loan mechanism.

There are a number of questions I might perhaps put
to the Commission which are raised in the report. First
of all, it is sensible that we should have a study of
these two mechanisms - the medium-term financial
aid mechanism and the loan mechanism - to see

whether we actually do need the two mechanisms.

Secondly, a constitutional point. I have in my hands,

Mr President, a brief which I am sure you have had,
dated September 1984 from the United Kingdom
Government. It says on the back that the Council of

Ministers have agreed to this loan mechanism. This
was several months before this Parliament had even

come round to discussing it. It does seem to me a

rather curious constitutional anomaly that the Council
should have taken its decision long before Parliament
had even given an opinion.

Another curious business, of course, is the rumour
which the repon makes reference to: namely, that the
Council has already taken a decision in principle. The
quesrion I put to rhe Commission is this: is this true, or
is it not true? In order to keep the total level of funds
much the same, when we now raise the loan mechan-
ism from a 6 000 m ceiling to an 8 000 m ceiling, is ir
rrue that the Council has already decided to cut the

medium-term financial aid sum by an equivalent
2 000 m ECU? If that is the case, it seems to me - to
use an English expression - it is not cricket. I would
like the Commission to comment.

Mr Sutherland, Member of the Commission. - Mr
President, I think I can be reasonably brief, panicu-
larly having regard to the very full exposi of the his-
rcry of this matter by Mr Nordmann.

The Commission commends the excellent report pre-
pared by-Mr Volff on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs and Industrial Policy.
In particular, we are pleased that the report is in
agreement with the Commission's proposals, 2s,

indeed, were all of the speakers today. A favourable
opinion from the Parliament and adoption of the pro-
posal by the Council will enable the Community rc be

in a better position to assist Member States, as has

been pointed out, in case of balance-of-payments diffi-
culties.

The Commission has already expressed, in Parlia-
ment's Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
and Indusrial Poliry, its intention to undertake a

global review of this mechanism jointly with other bal-
ance-of-payments facilities for medium-term financial
assistance, as is requested in the report. The Com-
munity loan regulation, in fact, provides for a review
of the objectives set out in this mechanism at the larcst
by March 1986, on which Parliament must be con-
sulted.

Although both mechanisms that is, under
Article 108 and Anicle 235 - are designed for bal-
ance-of-payment purposes, each of them has its own
origin and characteristics, as has been pointed out
during the course of this debate. The medium-term
financial assistance faciliry was designed as one of the
first steps in the institutional moneary organization of
Europe to achieve by stages economic and monetary
union. As Parliament will be aware, this is a matter to
which the Commission attributes considerable and

ongoing imponance.

The second mechanism, the Community loan mechan-
ism, was introduced in connection with the first oil-
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shock. It was adjusted in March 1981 and musr be
reviewed, ar the latest, by March 1986.

In undenaking the global review of the two mechan-
isms, which is the matter referred to in rhe resolution
in paragraph 4, the Commission will take inro consid-
eration Parliament's suggestions and will propose ro
the Council to consulr Parliament.

Concerning Mr Metten's amendment, the Commis-
sion considers thar ro associate Parliamenr in deter-
mining the economic policy conditions to be fulfilled
by the recipient Member States mighr well - because
of the time facror already referred ro, and also for
other reasons - discourage candidates in some res-
pecr and so weaken the effons for more economic
convertence in the Communiry. Therefore, we would
be in favour of the amendment. In any case, I should
say that Parliament will be fully informed by the Com-
mission on the arrangemenr consequent to a Council
decision granting a loan for balance-of-paymenr pur-
Poses.

To deal with two orher specific marrers which came
up. Mr Christodoulou's suggesrion for an ad hoc or
flexible consultation is nor pan of the usual proce-
dures, but in its global review the Commission will
consider his suggestions and form a view on them. His
commen[ has been norcd. Mr Pat[erson, in referring ro
the study, will be aware - as I have already pointed
out - of the undenaking to have a full and in-depth
analysis and srudy, and the Commission will do so.
Vith regard to the point which he described as his
constitutional point, it is correct ro say rhat the Coun-
cil, in principle or - as I think it would have
expressed it - informally, has made a starement along
the lines suggested by him. I can go not funher rhan to
accept that what he said was accurare, and thar is rhe
position.

The Commission's point of view - which I hope I
have adequately made clear - is thar we intend to
involve Parliament in a very full way in the consul-
[ation process. That commitmenr I would like to
repeat formally now.

Finally, Mr Presidenr, I would like to add that rhe
Commission's approach regarding this question will be
such as [o ensure that rhe suggestions and views
expressed in Mr Volff's repon are duly considered
and that the various view expressed during the course
of this debare are also fully considered by the Com-
mission.

President. - The debate is closed. The vote will be
taken at the nexr voting-time.

9. Exhaust systern of motorcycles

President. - The nexr irem is the report by Mr Van
der Lek, on behalf of rhe Committee on the Environ-

ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection (Doc.
2-1778/84), on

the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 2-641/84 - COM(84) 438 final) for a
directive amending Directive 78/1015/EEC on
the approximation of the laws of the Member
States relating to fie permissible sound level and
exhaust system of motorcycles.

Mr Van der Lek (ARC), rdpporteur. - (NL) Mr
President, this is a proposal from rhe Commission to
the Council on the restriction of motor-cycle noise. I
have to say in all honesty that in my opinion the nuis-
ance of noise is no[ the most serious environmental
problem we have. It cannor be compared with the des-
truction of many species of animals, the devastation of
forests and the poisoning of the soil, which are irrever-
sible and irremediable. But, of course, we musr, nor
underestimate noise nuisance and its consequences for
the health of people, panicularly in built-up areas and
heavy concenrrarions of population. So I am firmly
convinced that we must strive to make sure that all our
machines, and in parricular the vehicles thar we daily
see on our roads, meer the highest possible technical
standards in this respecco.

As you know, this has also been rhe view of the Coun-
cil, which in 1978 adopted a directive, the firsr of its
kind for motorcycles, and stipulated therein thar rhe
Council looked forward to proposals from the Com-
mission by 1985 which would further reduce noise
nuisance. The Council indicared just one limir, that for
the heaviest machines, and this was 80 decibels. The
Commission produced the proposals, but the deadlines
set are a long way off. I have therefore proposed to
the Committee on the Environmenr, Public Health
and Consumer Protecrion that it shonen the deadlines
and our committee unanimously agreed to do so.

As far back as 1976, this Parliamenr said it wanted a
similar reduction, and funhermore was dissatisfied
that regularions applicable to noise nuisance were still
only optional. From 1975 - and the producers also
knew this - the aim was to limit noise nuisance to
values of this order. If, on rhe basis of measurements
taken for various types of motor-cycles from Switzer-
land and the Federal Republic, one examines whar at
this momenr is technically possible, one sees rhat the
limits the Commission now proposes for the future
have already been achieved by a number of those
machines. There is rhus no question of its being techn-
ically impossible. Ve are rherefore gready surprised
that the Commission has produced a rwo-srage plan in
which it proposes ro apply a much more moderate
reduction in 1987 and only in 1995 to introduce the
actual reduction which was ser 5 years ago by rhe
Council for 1985. In orher words, ren years later! !7e
therefore propose rhat the deadlines be brought for-
ward.

The Commission makes a good many orher sugges-
tions - and in principle I agree wirh the various pro-
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posals - and among them is a new method of mea-
surement which is more objective. Just one thing to be

said here: this method of measurement allows virtually
all heavier machines at least wo decibels more, and if
you then maintain the same value you have a reduc-
tion of two decibels. And don't forget, two decibels is

a lot, since we are dealing here with a logarithmic
scale, and rhis means something of the order of 200/o-

300/0. Hence our conclusion: we agree with the
introduction of new methods of measurement, but the
values must also be adjusrcd.

Further, a new classification is proposed. Again there
is no objection to this in principle, but if the new val-
ues are to be introduced in the proper way, it would
seem to us more sensible during the first phase of the
next five years to maintain the old classification. This
is therefore what we propose. Action taken in connec-
tion with motor-cycles still leaves a lot to be desired. It
is very easy, for instance, to tinker with these mach-
ines; users can obtain various pans, and therefore we
would very much like to have supplementary mea-

sures. In our resolution we ask the Commission to
look at the question of motor-cycle pans so that tech-
nical legisladon may be introduced to make such tink-
ering impossible. Ve also ask for binding regulations
for all countries in respect of machines of less than
50 cc, on which at the moment there are absolutely no
regulations.

Mr Chanterie (PPE), drafisman of tbe opinion of the

Committee on Economic and Monetary Affiirs and
Industial Policy. - (NL) I have a certain amount of
information on this issue. I shall begin by making three
points.

First, as to production of the rype of motorcycles we
are now discussing: in 1982, production in the Com-
munity stood at something over 500 000. The figures
break down as follows: Italy 450 000, Germany 50 000
and France around 3 000. In 1984, production fell to
something like 360 000, a pretty substantial reduction,
especially in Italy.

Second, how many jobs are there in this sector?
Approximately 30 000 in the European Community.

Third, in the European Community there are rather
more motorcycles than we ourselves produce. \7here
do the other ones come from? They come mostly from

Japan, until a shon time ago round about 850/0, but I
hasten to add that in 1984 the percentage of Japanese
impons fellby 220/o and thus declined to about 600/0.

These facts and figures, Mr President, indicate the
economic situation regarding motorcycles in the Euro-
pean Community. The Committee on Economic and

Monetary Affairs and Indusrial Policy, on whose
behalf I am giving an opinion, has agreed with a num-
ber of things.

First: we support the Commission's proposal that
national legislation regarding motorcycles must be

harmonized at Community level. Second, we agree
that account should indeed be taken of international
standards, but we would appreciate it if the Commis-
sion could give rather more information about this in
the future. Third, we consider that limiting noise-lev-
els of motorcycles is a natural accompaniment to limi-
tation of the noise-levels of motor vehicles in general,
since in ciry traffic all noise nuisance must be taken
into account. Founh, we atree that the method of
measurement must be adjusrcd, since we understand
from the Commission document that the method
applied hitheno was very imperfect.

Ve have a few questions to raise and also a few reser-
vations, Mr President. Ve feel that the Commission is

not saying enough about the costs entailed in this
requirement to reduce noise nuisance. \fle wonder
whether the various environmental problems arising
out of this issue are not being tackled in too fragmen-
rary a manner. In other words, we should like to see a

more comprehensive approach to harmonization, tak-
ing account of the various environmental aspects

involved, if the restriction of noise-levels and pollution
by exhaust tases are to be dealt with simultaneously
and effectively.

Ve have various questions to raise - and we are
pleased, Mr President, that the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
has considered this - about the launching of a second
stage in 1995. Ve felt that this was too far off, that
other economic and technological possibilities should
be tried in the meantime and that therefore the date
should be brought forward. Ve note that the Com-
mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protection has given some attention to this
ma[ter.

I should like to close, Mr President, with two ques-
tions to the Commissioner. My first question is this:
can rhe 8O-decibel limit be achieved? It is suggested by
various studies that the noise-level of motorcycles
should be fixed at a level of 80 decibels. Second ques-
tion: is this directive rc apply to motorcycles used by
the army and police? I believe that it should cover all
motorcycles.

\7ith this, Mr President, I conclude the opinion of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and
Industrial Policy and the various issues it wishes to
ralse.

Mrs Van Hemeldonck (S). - 
(NL) Mr President,

ladies and gentlemen, on behalf of the Socialist Group
I should like to congratulate the rapporteur on his
concise report and support, him. It is a repon without
unnecessarily fancy words, which goes straight rc the
heart of the matter. It proposes binding measures for
the permissible noise-level, including an attainable
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figure therefor, namely 80 decibels, it covers permissi-
ble fittings on motor-cycle exhausm and it sets a pre-
cise deadline for attaining the limits fixed.

As rapponeur on nitrogen dioxide and the r6le it plays
in atmospheric pollution, I can only be pleased wirh it.
But for us Socialism this measure is more than a piece
of technical legislation. The moped and the motorcy-
cle are the poor 64n's - and especially rhe poor
youngster's - Maserati. Complaints about noisy
motorcyclists are very often a feature of 'racism'
towards young people in rhe cides and, in parricular,
towards the children of immigrants. Instructions given
to the manufacturers, including control of accessories,
should help indirectly to improve the psychological
climarc.

A straightforward solurion is needed for youngsters
who like tinkering with their machines - namely, an
improvement in technical instruction. A straightfor-
ward solution is required ro meer the need for spon
and exercise, including the use of machines. Rich peo-
ple take pan in the Paris-Dakar race with an unbeliev-
able squandering of fuel, money, medicarion, erc. All
that migrant workers' children can do is ride around
the block. Let us at least make it more fun for rhem !

Mr Pcarce (ED). - Motorrycle noise!

(Mr Pearce cleared his throat. Interruption from Mrs
Van Hemeldonck)

Did you say that was nol motorcycle noise? Vrroom
vrroomM

(Laugbter)

Thank you ! At least I have one friend over rhere !

Mr President, we supporr much of what Mr Van der
Lek has said. Ve think that there is a problem abour
noise from motorcycles, from which people should be
protected, and we welcome rhe Commission's propo-
sal as far as it goes. Ve should like to see it go funher
than it does, both as ro rhe speed of implemenring the
new rules and the size of mororcycle to which they
will apply. Ve should like to see it affect small motor-
cycles more clearly rhan it does. In the UK half of rhe
nev/ motorcycle registrations are under 125 cc, which
would hardly be touched by this proposal, and we
think that the proposal is defective because of thar.

I am intrigued by the lasr commenr on whether restric-
tion on motorcycle noise is a bad thing for immigrants
in our Community. Vhere I live, we do not have rhat
problem, I am happy to say, as our immigrants are
allowed to make the same mororcycle noise as any-
body else.

Finally, I would like ro supporr. a point - I think
made by Mr Chanterie - about the exrent of impons

of motorcycles. This is an issue where we can improve
our environment without damaging employmenr in
our Communiry. Therefore, I suppon this - I wish it
went funher.

Mrs Squarcialupi (COM). - UD Mr President, this
very clear and well researched report by Mr Van der
Lek leaves very little more ro be said. !7e intend to
support it, provided that the improvements proposed
by the rapponeur and agreed to by the Commirtee on
the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Pro-
tection are, in fact, incorporated in the directive. The
directive contains many new provisions on such things
as new limit values, reducing the number of motor-
cycle categories in order to make it easier rc distin-
guish them and new methods of measurement.

I am often reminded that I come from a country which
is a major producer of motor-rycles and that this
directive will undoubtedly create problems for our
undenakings. Furthermore, it might also be argued
that we should perhaps have turned our anenr,ion ro
the noise made by the Formula I monsrers before we
tackled the noise made by the motor-cycles, which
would be relatively silent by comparison. However, we
must remember too thar even small noises, such as
those.of the fly or the mosquiro, can be panicularly
lrntatlnt.

This directive has been talked about for quite a long
cime now - seven years, to be precise - and it sets
deadlines which can, I hope, be met, and with wonh-
while results. In addition, however, more thought
should be given [o the quesrion of noise nuisance in
general. I myself take it much more seriously than the
rapporteur did in presenring his repon this evening. I
say this because noise causes damage to physical and
mental health which, while nor yet fully quantified,
has undoubtedly been proved with complete cenainry.'!7e shall simply have ro do our urmos[ to reverse this
trend, and another reason for doing so is rhat the third
countries are breathing down our necks with rheir sil-
ent motor-cycles.

In this connecrion, however, rhere is anorher point to
be borne in mind. Motor-cycle noise is nor only a
technical and a political question but also, I would say,
a cultural and sociological one. Young people love
noise, such as, for example, the noise of discotheques
which we adults find inrclerable. In fact, youngsrers
will even alter rhe exhausr sysrems of rheir vehicles
because noise is an index of aggression and machismo,
a status symbol, a means of self-projection.

I feel, therefore, rhat all rhe problems relating to noise
nuisance should also be uckled ar rhe educational and
cultural level, so thar young people - indeed adults
too - can be given a greater measure of personal and
individual responsibiliry in the matter of silence and so
that our modern world does no! come to be seen as a
world of noise. '!7e are in favour of the directive, par-
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ticularly with the amendments proposed by the Com-
mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protection, and we would encourage the Com-
mission to push ahead with its effons to tackle all
sources of noise nuisance.

Mr Clinton Dris, Member of the Commission. - Mr
President, this has been a shon but very interesdng
debate. May I say at the very outse[ that a number of
technical points have been raised which are difficult to
deal with at this time of night. But if it is of any conso-
lation to honourable Members, these are matters
which will be carefully considered by the expen group
which is going on to consider these matters, and I have
no doubt that the contributions which have been made
will figure in their considerations.

Mr Van der Lek, whom I would like to congratulate
on the way in which he has opened this debate and
dealt wich the subject, made a point at the very begin-
ning which I panly agree with and panly do not. He
said that noise was not the most serious of pollutants.
Of course that is right. But it does, on the other hand,
depend very much on the circumstances in which noise
occurs. For a quite a long time, as an aviation minister,
I was responsible for trying to mitigate aircraft noise,
and a great deal of activity has been undenaken inter-
nationally in that regard to the benefit of many people
living below flight paths. Then again there is noise in
the workplace, which can be utterly intolerable at
times. The effect of noise not only in big towns but
also, I might remind him, in the countryside is not a

matrer which in any way can be underestimated. It is

pan of the battle against a grea;t variety of forms of
pollution.

The debare, as I say, has been extremely constructive.
I very much agree with one of the points which was
taken up most panicularly by Mrs Squarcialupi at the
end of the contributions from the floor. Noise can
cause immense damage to physical and mental health.
One has only to cast one's mind back to situations that
happen to one almost daily. If you are driving along
and suddenly a motorcycle accelerates at great speed
past you, it can be devastatingly frightening - it can
cause accidents! But if that is the anxiety that may be

caused m people who are relatively younB, think of
the damage that can be done physically and mentally
to rhe old and the very young. I take the point very
much thar she makes. Of course, young people like
noisel some regard it, as she put it, as a status symbol,
perhaps others as a virility symbol. The fact of the
matrer is that you cannot be given a complete licence
to cause damage and disurbance to many other peo-
ple in society. And when she says that young people
must have a Sreater awareness, that there. needs to be

treater education, I think she is absolutely right.

For my own part - if I may just introduce a small
anecdote - I used to represent an area in the heart of
London called Hackney, and we had a motor-cycle

racing stadium in the constituency. Every summer
without fail, until silencers were put on the machines,
residents in adjoining blocks of flats would send peti-
tions and write large numbers of letters complaining
about the noise. I must just add, in parenthesis, that
the main noise came from the visitors to Hackney
Stadium, never from the home team, because it was
rhe home team which was never capable of accelerat-
ing sufficiently to win their matches. Public attention
must be drawn to these matters and representations
can pay off. In that panicular situation, as a result of
represenmtions, the owners of the stadium - the
promoters of the spon - rcok the matter seriously
and the noise was substantially abated. So this son of
debate cenainly has im value.

Now the Commission proposal, which aims at limiting
the nuisance caused by motorcycle noise, with regard
to both the environment and public health, is con-
cerned with esnblishing a new methodology for mea-
suring the sound levels of all motorcycles.

Parliament proposes that the five caregories which
now exist in respect of motorcycle noise should remain
unchanged for a transitional period insrcad of being
amalgamated into three, as proposed by the Commis-
sion. Ve propose the immediate introduction of three
categories, because we believe that the revised method
of measuring motorcycle noise with three categories
will more accurately represent existing European
urban driving conditions. Three categories of engine
capacity will also allow a clearer distinction to be

made between medium rc high-performance motor-
cycles and lower performance motorcycles which
attain higher engine speeds more easily. Moreover, it
is imponant to note that this revised measuring
method has already been adopted by the Economic
Commission for Europe in Amendment No I to Regu-
lation No 41.

Concerning paragraph 9 in the English text, which I
am advised is the same as paragraph I I in the French
text - there seems to me to be a case for harmoniza-
tion here! - of the motion for a resolution, in which
the committee requesm that the Commission examine
whether type-approval could also include specific
rcchnical provisions to prevent or discourage people
from tinkering with vehicles - another point which
was made in the debate - I should like to stress that it
is for the Member States themselves to control andlor
legislate against tinkering with motorcycles after the
motorcycle has been purchased. The Commission sim-
ply has no powers in this regard.

I would like to assure Parliament that all the amend-
menrs proposed by Parliament have been seriously
examined by the Commission. Vhile we are able to
accept Amendment No I in its entirety, and the pans
of Amendments Nos 2, 4, 5 and 6 which are con-
cerned with the phrase 'as amended by the present
directive', we have been unable to accept the remain-
ing amendments because we are convinced that the
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Commission's proposal represents a reasonable com-
promise, considering the many consraints which exist
involving the improvement of environmental condi-
tions on the one hand and effons to satisfy the con-
sumer and industry on the other.

However, it is evident that if during the discussion in
the Council there is a move to reduce sound levels fur-
ther andlor modify the dates proposed by the Com-
mission in the sense of introducing changes sooner
rather than later, then most cenainly we should not be

opposed to it.

I would just pick up one or two of the other points
that were raised in the debate. I think it was Mr Chan-
terie who asked whether the regulations apply to the
armed forces or the police. I am not able to answer
that question specifically tonight. I believe it would
apply to the police, though I cannot be categoric about
it. I do not believe it would apply rc the armed forces.
Perhaps that is a matter that can be funher looked
into.

Mrs Van Hemeldonck raised an interesting point. I
have no experience which would enable me to com-
ment upon the possible racial undenones of the effect
that arises as a result of excess motorcycle noise,
because I have the same experience in that regard as

Mr Pearce. It might be useful if Mrs Van Hemeldonck
could embroider upon that point in a letter to me, and
I will cenainly look into it funher. All I would say is

that it seems to me to be covered very well by what
Mrs Squarcialupi said. I do think it is a question -and it does not really relate to the colour of youngs-
rers' skins - of people having to recognize that there
is a duty to others in society. I have already made a
reflection about that and, as I said before, I endorse
what she had to say.

I did not get all of Mr Pearce's contribution, but he

did make himself felt. I think, as I said at the begin-
ning, that this has been a useful debate, and we have
noted very carefully what has been said.

President. - The debate is closed. The vote will be
taken at the next voting-time.

10. Dangeroas substances

President. - The next item is the repon by Mr
Schmid, on behalf of the Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection (Doc.
2-1777 /84), on

the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 2-803/84 - COM(84) 513 final) for a

directive relating to restrictions on the marketing
and use of certain dangerous substances and pre-
parations (Second PCB/PCT Directive).

Mr Schmid (Sl, rapporteur. - Mr President, the
Commissioner on duty this evening is Mr Clinton
Davis. In deference to him, I will stan my intervention
in English.

(Applause)

Mr President, when preparing my speech I tried to
find out why the presidency of our Parliament has put
the repon on the use of PCB on the agenda of a night
sitting. I feel very strongly that my investigations have
been fruitful. A few days ago I read an article on envi-
ronmental problems in English and there I found the
following sentence: 'The use of PCB in transformers is

a real nightmare'.

\7ith your permission, Mr President, I will now switch
not to my mother ton8ue, which is Bavarian, but to
German.

Mr President, since 1976 rhe use of PCB has, at least
in principle, been prohibited in the European Com-
munity. And that is as it should be, since this chemical
is a danger to the environment. Despite this prohibi-
tion, contamination of the environment by PCB con-
tinues to increase. It has been norcd that PCB unfor-
tunately threatens not only cenain species of birds but
also certain species of animals as, for example, seals
off the coast of Holland.

I note with great regret that Mr Muntingh is not pres-
ent! It is also a danger for human beings. The use of
PCB is still permitted in preparations up to a maxi-
mum of 0.10lo by weight. Its use is also permitted as an
intermediary or primary product and in so-called
closed systems. In practice this means transformers,
condensers, hydraulic equipment and mining.

The Commit[ee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection welcomes the fact that the
Commission now intends to prohibit the sale of rhese
systems. This is a positive srep but it does not satisfy us

- and this includes all the panies, since the conclu-
sions I put to the committee were adopted wirh only
one dissenting vorc - in this House.

The committee has more far-reaching demands. First,
the Commission was unable to provide us with any
reason on industrial grounds for the use of PCB as an
intermediary product. Ve therefore took rhe view rhat
its prohibition as of 31 December 1985 was .iusrified.
The Commission wished in any evenr ro prohibit its
use three years later. '!(ie cannot. see why it cannot
prohibit it immediately.

Secondly, in the United States a preparation is consid-
ered to be PCB-free if it contains 0.005% by weight.
'\ile believe that if the Americans can achieve this, so
also can European industry. It is high time that the
same standard was adopted here.

Thirdly, a ban on marketing is only a first step
towards eliminadng PCB-filled apparatus and insralla-
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tions as long as trade in old installations is not prohi-
bircd. This week Parliament discussed the Lom6 Con-
vention. \7e believe that the expon of such installa-
tions to the Third !/orld must be prohibited if we are
to take seriously what we piously propose in this
House.

There is also the problem of closed systems. 'V'e are
well aware of the way the Commission . . .

(The President urged the speaker to conclude)

Mr President, may I just say three sentences. The need
for negotiation is quite clear from the fact that - and
here I turn to the Commissioner - PCB-filled trans-
formers have been installed in this building, pracdcally
under your seat, Commissioner. You are, in fact, sit-
ting on the problem.

(Laughter)

May I, with your permission, Mr President, conclude,
in anticipation of the American President's visit, by
quoting another American President and thereby call
on the Commission to take action. I quote Lyndon B.

Johnson, who once said: 'My friend, you have to shit
or leave the bucket, but you cannot. remain seatedl'

( Laugbter and dppl4use)

Presidcnt. - You are so elegant, Mr Schmid.

Mrc Van Hemeldonck (S).- (NL) k is not too easy

after that to turn to more serious matters, Mr Presi-
dent.

Mr President, in the last Parliament I was a Member
of the committee researching dangerous waste subst-
ances, and with that committee I visited Seveso. I think
we now know pretty well everphing about dioxin, and
more than we actually prefer to know. The diphtheria,
tetanus and boulism toxins alone are, in even smaller
concen[rations, deadlier than PCBs. One-millionth of
a gramme of dioxin per kilo body-weight is faal. Of
course, compared with the potassium ryanine used in
the gas-chambers you need ten thousand times more
of the stuff, but for us the nightmate of PCBs is quite
sufficient.

ln 1979, on OECD repon covering Flanders estimarcd
the quantity, of existing dioxins - PCBs, or potential
dioxins - ar7 800 tonnes. And this is the current pos-
ition as regards the use and storage of a subsance
which, unfonunately, is not biodegradable. In Bel-
gium, a draft decree is now being presented to forbid
the use of PCBs. Of course, industry does use PCBs.
\flith good heat conductors and bad electrical conduc-
tors, which is a very rare combination, they are used a

great deal, for instance, in industrial transformers,
especially high-voltage, in condensers and even in the

fluorescent lamps we see all around us here. It is now
clear that these must very soon disappear, that we shall
probably have to introduce an obligation of nodfica-
tion in respect of what already exists, if only to obtain
information about the potential dangers in the Com-
munity, and rhat thought must be given to setting up a

European waste research body to develop a method of
disposal. For the poison can be burned in special
installations where a temperature of at least
I 100 degrees centigrade is generated, and to our
knowledge this infrastructure is only to be found, and
then only to a limircd extent, in the Unircd Kingdom.
In the electrical indusry, much use is still made of
PCBs. Oil is resistant to a PCB environment at a tem-
perature of more than 200 degrees, but in a fire the
remperature rapidly climbs to 500 degrees and then
the dioxin is released. Recently in California, where a

fire broke out in a block of flats, dioxin was released
on l9 floors. The whole building had to be sealed off.
This proves once again that the whole problem needs

urgent consideration and strong action.

Mrs Lentz-Cornette (PPE) .- (FR) Mr President, on
behalf of the European People's Pany I should like to
offer Mr Schmid my complimenrc on presenting in
committee a reasonable and balanced report, a repon
which we shall approve.

Everyone would agree with us that any products
recognized as toxic should be eliminated if possible.

As Mr Schmid has pointed out, with cenain exceptions
the manufacture and marketing of PCBs and PCTs
has been prohibited since 1976, by Directive No 769.

There are now silicone-based replacement products,
the polysiloxanes, which have the same properties
required for the elecrical appliances in question but
without the drawback of breaking up into toxic chlori-
nated compounds in the event of leaks or under the
influence of heat, as in a fire.

'!7e especially approve Amendment No 8 limiting the
use of PCBs and PCTs for non-insulated transformers
up ro rhe end of 1988, for [ransformers in insulated
premises up ro rhe end of 1900, and for all other
electrical appliances in a closed system up to the end
of tgg5. In rheory, we could have introduced much
shoner time-limits, but in practice it is impossible to
effect the replacement of tonnes of PCB and PCT
contained in thousands of transformers, condensers,
various electrical and hydraulic systems in the Com-
munity, for which Mrs Van Hemeldonck has quoted
figures.

Let me explain. It is possible to replace PCBs and
PCTs by polysiloxanes, but at the moment there are
not enough installations capable of destroying the
PCBs and PCTs at I 200 degrees in a very short space

of time so as to prevent any subsequent pollution.
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If we are to carry through within the specified dme-
limits the mtal eliminadon envisaged, ir is advisable
that the ten Sutes take stock of the appliances con-
taining PCB and PCT, noring ar rhe same time their
age and the content in PCB and PCT. This invenrcry
would be forwarded to local fire brigades so as to
prevent serious accidents in case of fire.

Luxembourg has just drawn up this inventory, which is

seen to be I 200 tonnes of PCB in transformers and
300 tonnes in condensers. I admit that drawing up
such an inventory is easier in a small country, but it
should also be possible in various regions of the larger
countries.

My country proposes to implement - on a voluntary
basis - the progressive elimination of PCBs with the
help of financial incentives financed by an environ-
ment fund. Appliances more than ten years old would
be replaced and the remainder emptied. It would work
out less expensive than the cosr df damage caused by
the highly toxic substances released in the event of
fire.

Mrs Squarcialupi (COM). - (l,7) Mr Presidenr, in
recent months I have had occasion to call on a number
of people in my constituency who confided ro me rhe
grave misgivings they felt about the disposal of trans-
formers containing PCB because of all the serious
effects they can have. I would be extremely happy
therefore to be able to reassure these people as soon as

possible and to tell them that something has been done
here in this European forum.

There is still some degree of uncenainty abour how
harmful PCB and PCT really are, but be rhar as it
may, there can be no doubt about the fact thar they
can no longer be used in or broughr inro contact with
the environment in which we live. They are subsrances
that have done good service in situations of high fire
risk, as, for example, in transformers. However, they
have had their day, and now is the moment when they
have to be replaced, because when fire breaks out,
they emit extremely toxic fumes - such as, for exam-
ple, dioxin - with the consequences of which we are
all only too well acquainted.

There are, therefore, ever so many reasons for ban-
ning the use of rhese substances, PCB and PCT, even
at what are considered minimum Ievels. The rappor-
teur argued that the minimum level oughr to be
0.005% by weight, and these substances musr nor, of
course, be used when they can be replaced by orher
products. It is interesting, therefore, to rake a look at
the rapponeur's amendmenr ro Annex I on restricting
the possible use of these substances.

It must be acknowledged that the Commission's pro-
posal, even if in itself inadequate, has served as a use-
ful point of depanure, a peg on which the rappomeur
and the Committee on the Environmenr, Public

Health and Consumer Prorcction have been able to
hang their amendments. Furthermore, sufficient time
has been allowed for the efficient disposal of PCB.

The Commission - and you yourself in panicular,
Commissioner - must not fail to seize this opponun-
ity of mking rhe side of the citizens and taking the side
of logic, of doing as soon as possible something which
it would be much better to ger done quickly, that is, if
funher damage is to be avened. This directive can no
longer be described as preventive in nature, but
nonetheless it can cenainly prevent funher harm being
done. \7e must therefore quite unequivocally set about
undertaking some steps such as those proposed by the
Environment Committee. Ve shall vote for the
amendmenm and also, of course, for Mr Schmid's
rePort.

Mn Bloch von Blottnitz (ARC). - (DE) Mr Presi-
dent, the continuint pollution of the environment
which is evident everywhere and its gradual contami-
nation with PCB calls for the rapid adoption of serious
measures, and in particular, measures rc which very
few derogations would be granted. I shall confine
myself rc mentioning just one exarnple, that of breast-
milk. Today the concenrration of PCB in breast-milk
is so high rhar in September 1984 the Commission
stated that from a toxicological point of view ir was no
longer acceptable for infants and is frequently higher
than the permissible level for cow's milk. I am only
quodng this one example because it is the mosr fla-
grant example of the exrenl to which we are contami-
nated; a contamination which presenrc a very serious
threat to life.

\7e shall therefore support this motion and the data
put forward by Mr Schmid; and I should like not only
as a Green, but also as a morher and on behalf of all
those mothers who are unable to breast-feed their chil-
dren adequately and long enough, ro appeal ro rhe
Commission, as a matter of urgency, at least this once,
to take these facts into account, and to translate them
into action.

Mr Clinton Dais, Member of the Commission. - Mr
President, at the outser may I congratulate Mr Schmid
on two coun6, first on rhe way in which he has dealt
with the reporr, but secondly on being so kind as to
introduce his remarlqs in my own morher tongue. I
wish I could reciprocare by speaking in German, but
perhaps he will receive some consolarion from the fact
that I dare say some people would say it would not
matter, having regard to the technicalities and the
meaningfulness of my remarks, what language I
express myself in !

May I also say thar I am not really here simply on
duty. I am the Commissioner wirh responsibility for
environmental affairs. I appreciate not only the
cogency with which his repon has been drafted and
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the way in which he expressed himself, both amusingly
and expressively - I am not sure that I should say that
of his peroration, which quoted the late President

Johnson at his most vivid - but the depth of study
that has been made, which is something we are cogni-
sant of in the Commission. Indeed, the observations
that have been made by other speakers are all very
peninent.

I hope we are able to go a long way towards meeting
the justifiable anxieties, and we have already done so,
I believe, as Mrs Squarcialupi said. I seem to be agree-
ing with everything she says tonighr I only hope that
she agrees wirh everything I say on o[her occasions.

The Parliamenr has debated the hazards associated
with PCBs and PCTs on a number of occasions since
the initial directive was approved in 1976. It will be

recalled that this directive prohibited practically all
uses of PCBs and PCTs - I do emphasize practically
all uses - on the grounds that these substances may
cause damage to the human liver and may have carcin-
ogenic effects. The only exemptions under the direc-
tive were in respect of PCBs and PCTs used in closed
systems such as electrical transformers and generators,
heat-transmitting fluids used in cenain heat-transfer
installations and hydraulic fluids.

The point made by Mr Schmid was that he was not
satisfied that we had given evidence of the industrial
use. Vell, apan from having made those observations,
I think at this time of night - nearly 1l o'clock - the
House would not appreciate it if I went into a great
deal of technical detail. I am glad ro say that Mr
Schmid agrees, because to some degree that lets me off
the hook.

Vhen the directive was approved il rt was

decided that the derogation should be re!r!*ed regu-
larly. As a result of these reviews, the Commission,
having consulted experts from the Member Srates as

well as industry, presented a proposal to the Council
for a directive prohibiting funher use of PCBs and
PCTs on the grounds that even use in closed systems is

open to accidents, which could release these subst-
ances into the atmosphere and thereby create hazards
for both workers and citizens.

The Commission proposals forbid the placing on the
market of any equipment incorporating PCBs and
PCTs as from 30 June 1985, while allowing continued
use of presently installed plant and equipment incor-
porating PCBs and PCTs until such plant and equip-
ment are disposed of or reach the end of their service
life. These deadlines are not the result of arbitrary
decisions by the Commission. They result from com-
prehensive consultations made with experts with the
cooperation of industry. Moreover, while scientific
opinion on the extent of the harmful effects of PCBs

differ, it is unanimously agreed that they cannot be

classified as highly toxic. The proposals put forward
by the Commission are the result of close cooperation

therefore between all the services concerned in
accordance with the usual practice.

Before I deal with the specific amendments which have
been tabled, may I just take up another two points
made by Mr Schmid. He said that in the Unircd Smtes

standards were in effect higher. I would remind him
rhat Unired States clearance has been given for unlim-
ited ongoing use in closed electrical applications. The
second matter that he raised is one of very great
importance. It relates to [he ban that he called for on
exports of PCB and PCT. The export of these to
non-Community countries cannot be regulated by this
directive, since the basic directive expressly excludes
the question of expons from the scope of the directive.

The problem of the export of dangerous substances to
non-Community countries has been discussed in Par-
liament on a number of occasions. It is a problem to
which a general solution has to be found, and a docu-
ment is indeed currently being prepared on which the
Council will be taking a decision. It is hoped that this
will be in the near future.

One other problem arises from what he said, and it-is
this. As he witl know, the Commission is, as indeed is

rhe Parliament, very sensitive to the problem of
exporting dangerous chemicals, in panicular to the
developing countries, where sometimes the necessary
information and knowledge about these chemicals for
various reasons is not available. \7hat we are trying to
do therefore in seeking to resolve the matter is to con-
tinue with our studies on the situation. !(i'e hope that
by continuing these efforts we shall be able to arrive at
a successful and satisfactory conclusion. I do want to
assure him that as the environment Commissioner I am
very sensitive to tha[ matter, as indeed is DG VIII.

I now turn in sequence to the amendmenr which have
been ubled. First, Amendment No 1. The Commission
would not think it necessary to increase the severiry of
the text on the basis of the scientific evidence available
to it. Opinions of the scientists differ considerably in
respecr of health damage caused by PCBs. Ve are
looking with great care into the question and will cer-
cainly nor omit to keep all interested parties informed
of the fucure scientific findings in this field.

As to Amendment No 2, we are prepared to amend
our proposal in accordance with the amendment
tabled, but we do reserve the right to use somewhat
different wording if we find that necessary. I will hope
the House concur with that.

Amendment No 3, we are able to accept the addition
of the words 'Vhereas the value of o.t% by weight
for preparations can and must be lowered to further
reduce the uncontrolled release to the environment'. I
would point out, however, that neither trade in used

stocks nor export are covered in the Commission's
proposals or in any of the subsequent amendments
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tabled. So there is no need ro mention them in the
recitals.

'!/e are able to accept Amendmenr No 4 provided a
solution can be found for the proposed amendment of
Annex l, point 1.

Acceptance of Amendment No 5 would prohibit the
use of PCBs and PCTs as primiry materials and inter-
mediate products for processing into products nor pro-
hibited by this directive, and thereby would cause
damage to cenain sectors of the chemical industry.
Moreover, the recycling of waste paper and other
wastes could be made impossible, so that it would be
entirely counter-productive to go along those lines.
For these reasons therefore, and because our proposals
will ensure that humans in the environment will not in
future be endangered, we are unable to accept thar
amendment.

\7ith regard to Amendment No 5, additional manda-
rcry labelling requirements are nor justified in our
view, because, first, not all Member States wish to
introduce additional marking and, secondly, addi-
tional labelling requirements would cause unnecessary
effons and expenditure in respect of presently installed
plant and equipment for a limited period of time. The
Commission therefore takes the view that additional
labelling requirements should be left to the discretion
of Member Srates.

Vith regard to Amendmenr No 7, as I indicated pre-
viously , we are prepared to accept a lowering of the
PCB value to 0.0050/0, but rhe deadline of 31 Decem-
ber 1985 - which is only 9 months away - is simply
impracticable.

The first paragraph of Amendmenr No 8 cannor be
accepted for the reasons I have given, but we are able
to accept the second paragraph. The third paragraph
cannot be accepted because it would lead rc distortion
of competition in the fragmented internal market.
Besides, this directive has been made under Anicle 100
of the Treary and proposes total harmonization as for
all other directives in the field of dangerous substances
and preparations.

I turn to Amendment No 9. For the reasons which I
have already given concerning the proposed amend-
ment of the ninth recital of the preamble, we think
that the decision should be left to the discretion of the
Member States on the matter of addirional labelling.

'!7ith regard to Amendment No 10, the text in the left-
hand column has not been proposed by the Commis-
sion, but is a provision of the righthand column of
Annex I to Directive 75/769/EEC. The conditions of
restriction proposed in the amendment are detailed
and have not hitheno been proposed in this form by
any other party. Vhile they merit consideration, it has
to be pointed out that chere are no Community defini-
tions of the word 'fireproof' or of 'business or factory

premises' and there is no common acceptable defini-
don of the words 'where there is a risk of fire'. I think
that those are matters of considerable substance as far
as definitions are concerned. The delays involved if we
were [o try [o secure Member States' agreement to
such common definitions would be major and there-
fore counter-productive.

So far as point 6 (Amendment No 1l) is concerned,
the matter is being dealt with in connection with the
amendmenr tabled to Anicle 2(1). Ve simply say here
that the proposed deadline is far too short.

Amendments Nos 12 and 13, which do nor appear in
the repon, are acceptable.

In conclusion, Mr President, I want to assure Mem-
bers that very great care was taken in rhe preparation
of the proposal for a directive so as to ensure that
human health and the environment - matters which,
justifiably, honourable Members have expressed their
concern about - will be safeguarded to the maximum
extent consistent with having a directive which can be
implemented in practice. Really, that is rhe subsmnce
of the matter.

Having said that, I hope I have not expressed views
which honourable Members would find unacceprable,
I hope the explanations are reasonable and I rhank
honourable Members for the arrenrion that they have
devoted to our proposals. I believe the amendments
which we have been able to accept will strengthen the
ultimate directive.

President. - The debate is closed. The vote will be
taken at the next voting-rime.

ll. European Social Fund

President. - The nexr item is the repon by Mr Bachy,
on behalf of rhe Commirtee on Social Affairs and
Employment, on the guidelines for rhe management of
the European Social Fund for rhe years 1986 to 1988
(Doc. 2-1776/84).

Mr Bachy (S), rapporteur. - (FR) Mr President, lad-
ies and gentlemen, in accordance with a decision by
the Council of Ministers dating from 1983, Parliament
has to express an opinion on guidelines for ihe Social
Fund for the next three years.

This consultation procedure has become an established
parliamentary right, and it now has a very special
imponance.

The conditions in which rhe Social Fund guidelines
have been implemented in the past few years have
revealed a number of difficulties. These have been
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worsened by the relative paucity of budgetary
resources allocarcd to the Social Fund by the Com-
munity. There is a growing contradiction here

between the weight of unemployment, the attention
the Community says it wanm to pay to the fight for
employment and the chronic inadequacy of the Social
Fund's resources. The Social Fund is, however, the
only truly operational instrument that the EEC has to
support employment and vocational training.

In 1985, for instance, we already know that only about
two-fifths of the applications for assistance addressed
to the Social Fund can be met. The situation would
not be too bad if the Commission had a scale of priori-
ties by which it could make sound choices. Unfonun-
ately this is not the case, since the Social Fund guide-
lines are currently drawn so loosely that, practically
speaking, over [hree-quaners of all applications are

treated as priority cases.

This situation produces two negative results. First, the
Social Fund becomes, over the years, an instrument
for merely redistribudng funds, in which the relative
strength of the various States is all-imponant. The
result is a watering-can effect which has no genuine
political rationale nor any basis in Community logic.

Second, the users of the Social Fund - that is to say,

the local communities, businesses and associations

who are the originators of the projects - feel a grow-
ing uncertainty and sense of unfairness over the action
taken on their applications.

Starting from this diagnosis, the report I am now sub-

mitting on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs,
a repon it adopted unanimously, makes a number of
proposals based on four or five major principles.

The first principle is to accentuate the concentration
of Social Fund aid in both qualitative and geographic
terms in qualitative terms by strengthening the priority
given to the creation of jobs, to training and support-
ing the most vulnerable social groups, and in geo-

graphic terms by strengthening the priority given to
the regions in greatest difficulty.

The second principle is that of atmching imponance to
certain conditions. It consists in especially favouring
applicadons that have a number of panicular aims. I
have in mind, in particular, projects which form pan
of multi-annual plans and which are thus more coher-
ent, innovative projects which are in the nature of pilot
operations, and projects carried out on the basis of a

maximum participation of both sides of industry and

of local authorities at the most decentralized level pos-

sible.

The third principle consists in seeking to improve the

coordination of the European Social Fund, while
retaining its specific character, with the other instru-
menr of support - the European Regional Develop-
ment Fund, the EAGGF, etc. - i.e., attempting to

generalize or encourage the various countries to
embark on integrated development operations based

on the various Funds and making them more effective.

The fourth principle is additionality. It consists in
making sure that the Social Fund, far from paying for
narional policies, or covering the deficits of the various
States, provides something extra on each occasion and

lends a new dimension to the action taken in the dif-
ferent Member States.

Finally, and it is on this point that I should like ro
close, the fifth and last principle is to enhance all
forms of democratic control over the use made of rhe

Fund, in particular to test the effectiveness of the
operations financed.

These, ladies and gentlemen, are the findings of our
committee, which has had to work quickly rc get this
report out in time; but it had to be done if the Com-
mission was to take account of our opinion. That is

why it has been presented in this part-session, during
rhe night sitting, in some haste and in conditions that
might have been more convenient.

Mrs Lemass (RDE). - Mr Presidenr, on behalf of the
Committee on \7omen's Rights, I would like to thank
the rapponeur, Mr Bachy, for the clear and concise
way in which he has presented his report tonight. I
also hope that the opinion from the Committee on
'Women's Rights will be of considerable imponance
and help to the Commission in its deliberation.

According to rhe rcxt of the latest guidelines, it
appears that priority is given to those actions defined
in various Council resolutions. Amongst those resolu-
tions figures, in founh place, the Council resolution of
July 1982 concerning the promotion of equal oPPor-

tunities for women. There is, therefore, out of eight
resolutions, only one which deals specifically with
women. On the basis of the figures for the 1984 finan-
cial year, women do not generally benefit in due pro-
portion from actions financed by the European Social

Fund, either measures for persons under 25 years of
age, or measures for those over 25 years of age. The
former Commissioner informed the Committee on
\flomen's Rights that there had been a progression
from 3Oolo ro 390/o in the action in favour of women
for the financial year 1984. Last year, Parliament
srated that it was necessary to be vigilant with regard
to a balanced distribution of Social Fund aid between

men and women in relation to action in favour of
young people and people over 25. Complementary
projects, specifically for women, should continue to
benefit from Social Fund aid as long as this balanced

distribution has not been achieved.

The Committee on !7omen's Rights proPoses the fol-
lowing complemenary action for women: Courses

relating to women in management and management
courses for cooperatives and small undertakings;
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courses for girls and women in new rechnologies;
courses for the re-enrry of women in rhe workforce
and courses to train women in sectors where women
are under-represented.

The Social Fund could usefully extend irs aid to asser-
tiveness training, personal development courses for
women who need ro regain their confidence ro ger
back into the work force. Such courses are panicularly
valuable for women who have met a crisis in rheir
lives, such as widowhood or separation.

According ro the Commission's communication on
action to combat long-term unemployment, women
account for 400/o of the long-term unemployed and of
the workforce as a whole. The situation of women in
this category must also be considered.

The Committee on '!7omen's Rights unanimously
adopted an amendment calling for the inclusion in rhe
Annual Repon concerning the acrivities of the Euro-
pean Social Fund of figures and information on action
in favour of women as compared to rhose for men,
types of action for women as compared to those for
men and ages of women as compared ro men. I would
like to state that it is still very necessary thar we musr
be vigilant with regard to a balanced distribution of
Social Fund monies between men and women.

Mr Christiansen (S). - (DA) Mr President, col-
Ieagues, Commission representatives and parliamen-
tary officials, Mr Bachy and his commirree have done
very good work on the guidelines for rhe managemenr
of the European Social Fund. There has nor been too
much time, but the Socialisr Group agrees with rhe
committee thar it is imponanr rhat we deal with the
matter speedily so rhat the Commission may - as we
hope it will - take account of Parliament's opinions
and proposal before it works our the guidelines it
intends to follow in the management of the Fund in
the year 1986-89. And rhese guidelines are importanr,
since it is through them that the Fund's strategy and
projecr are drawn up in order - sad ro say - ro
meet the continually growing and catastrophic
employment crisis that Europe is in and where, in
panicular, youth unemploymenr, long-rerm unem-
ployment and unemploymenr amont women are pani-
cularly severe.

The all-too-limircd resources of the Fund doubtless
have litde m do with rhe subject of this reporr, bur,
like Mr Bachy, I shall not refrain from deeply deplor-
ing the fact thar it has not been possible substantially
to increase the Fund's resources. This is urgenrly
needed. But ir is very imponant thar the Fund's guide-
lines should be kepr under consranr critical review so
as to ensure maximum efficiency in the managemenr
of the Fund and the best possible resuh for the hard-
pressed groups, which is the Fund's raison d'€tre. To
this end, we feel rhar the following sreps are vital:

First, the Social Fund should be strengrhened in the
application of irs resources, since for rhe dme being ir
is the most imponant insrrumenr rhe Community pos-
sesses to combat unemployment.

Second, we musr work ro prevenr a narionalization of
the Fund's ac[iviries ar rhe expense of rhe Fund's Euro-
pean ideal of solidarity. !?'e must make sure thar rhe
Social Fund's resources are nor used merely ro aug-
ment the Member Srates' srare finances.

Third, the funds musr be distributed in clear conform-
iry with the Community's priorities.

Fourth, the Fund's activities must result in maximum
positive vocarional training and arrangements to
promote employmenr for rhe benefit of rhe young and
the most vulnerable on rhe labour marker, with special
reference to practical experience in real jobs.

Fifth, there must be grearer care in selection, notably
on a regional basis.

The Socialisr Group feels that the reporr is a good
basis of reflection for rhe Commission, and we can
therefore endorse it. In addition ro rhe above-men-
tioned central condirions for a better and more specific
application of the Fund, we are concerned rhat there
should be greater rransparency in the management of
the Fund and greater geographical concenrration of irs
aid in rhe regions hardest hir by unemploymenr,
reconversion and resrructuring. It is improper and
unacceptable thar 640/o of rhe Communiry's rotal
populadon - in Denmark as much as 700/o - should
be included in the so-called prioriry regions.

As Mr Bachy said, we musr also aim for greater quali-
tative concentrarion instead of che mere use of the
watering-can.

In she view of rhe Socialist Group, it is imponant that
much better information be made available to the insti-
tutions and bodies desirous of benefiring from the
Fund's resources in order to encourage and stimulate
interest in local and regional initiatives, in panicular,
innovatory enterprises calculated ro creare new jobs,
notably in the training sector.

Our group funher underlines the need for grants ro be
more evenly distriburcd among men and women and
also to uke due accounl of such hard-pressed groups
as immigrants and the handicapped.

Finally, I should like to point out that we attach
imponance to rhe suggestion made by the repon that
in case of assistance from both narional and regional
administrations studies should be carried our on rhe
results of the 1984 reform of the Social Fund and the
new guidelines in connection with an increased need
for new or necessary adjustments. It is also extremely
important to esmblish a genuine dialogue berween the
Commission and the Member States so as to facilitate
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the maintenance of Community priorities, at both
Community and national level.

Ve must check somewhat the way in which grants
from the Fund are allocated by Member State; this has

caused much distonion. Ve must have more discrimi-
nating selection that points more clearly toward the
goals we consider most imponant.

The Socialist Group recommends Parliament to adopt
this report, and we present our arguments as a basis

for rhe attitude it decides to adopt on the amendments

tabled.

Mr Gaibisso (PPE). - (17) Mr President, the Group
of the European People's Party attaches the treatest
imponance to the opinion that has been delivered by
the European Parliament on the guidelines drawn up

for the management of the Social Fund over the com-
ing three-year period. Parliament intends to make the

fullest possible use of the powers acquired by it during
rhe 1983 conciliation procedure with the Council, and
we hope that our suggestions will be followed up by
the Commission.

This is why we speeded up our work in committee
considerably in order to let the Commission have our
opinion well before I May 1985, the deadline set for
the adoption of the guidelines.

The management guidelines will certainly serve to
ensure that some order is brought inrc the working of
the Social Fund by defining the kind of projects that
are in line with Community priorities, but they should
also, as Mr Bachy said, help to make for greater tran-
sparency in the management of the Fund.

Ve are in agreement therefore with the prognoses and

the objectives set out in the repon from the Com-
mittee on Social Affairs and Employment' which is

intended to resate the function of the European
Social Fund as a weapon in the struggle against unem-
ployment and an expression of solidarity among the
Member States rather than just a ragbag of aids

granted.

'![e feel that in the management of the Fund and in
determining the prioricies to be accorded in respect of
financing we must never allow ourselves to lose sight
of the essential nature of the Fund, which is to be at
one and the same time social and community-oriented.

Vhile the Social Fund must not, of course, lose sight
of the qualitative element in assessing the economic
effect of its interventions, it must also act as a matter
of prioriry in panicularly disadvantaged areas that
have long-term strucrural unemployment and are in
need of restructuring. If the European Social Fund,
therefore, is to function properly it must do so by
reconciling geographical needs with the emphasis on
high-quality results for its actions.

The proposal adopted last February by this Parliament
on the new statistical mechanism for defining the
priority action areas of the European Social Fund
should also make a positive contribution towards the

attainment of this object.

However, the Fund must also provide a vigorous boost
to those industrialized areas where prompt reconver-
sion and a dynamic increase in competitiveness can

most quickly result in the creation of new jobs.

The guidelines, as at presenr laid down, did not always

correspond to the real priorities or meet the real needs.

Priorities that were too numerous and not clearly
enough defined - Mr Bachy enumerated 24 of them

- sometimes made it impossible to decide what was

really urgent. The result of this was that a system came

into being whereby requests for aid were automatically
selected, and this is something we cannot agree with.

Vhile on the one hand the Fund has not nken suffi-
cient account of such factors as reconversion and re-
structuring, on the other hand the evidence available
would also seem to point to an inadequarc relation
between the volume of funding received from the
Member States and the level of unemployment gener-
ally, and youth unemployment in panicular.

If we want the Social Fund to be an effective weapon
in the struggle against unemployment, it is essential
that the new guidelines should reflect more clearly and

in greater detail the objectives of the Community's
social policy in the 90s. The all-important thing in this
regard will be a system of professional training that
genuinely corresponds to the new needs of the labour
market and enables us to harness the process of tech-
nological innovation for the creation of new jobs.

A funher basic element will be the financing of local
action and local initiatives for the creation of new jobs

and in favour of small and medium-sized undertak-
ings, cooperatives and craft industries. These are all
sectors in which greater indusriousness and a more
marked capacity for rapid conversion and adjustment
will make for speedier creation of work.

\flhile speaking of these priorites, it is also perfectly in
order to sress, in agreement with the Committee on
'Women's Rights, the need for improved access for
women to training programmes, a need that we would
also insist upon for all the more disadvantaged and
vulnerable groups on the labour market.

Mrs Squarcialupi (COM). - (IT) Mr President, we
are on the eve of new guidelines for the Social Fund
that are intended for years which will cenainly be cru-
cial for employment in the European Community. The
years 1985 to 1988 will measure our ability to over-
come the serious difficulties and imbalances that will
affect employment as a result of the introduction of
new technologies and will put us to the test as to
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whether we are able rc push rhrough a wide-ranging
Community policy. If we fail, rhose who suffer will be
mainly the weaker segmenm of our peoples, and in
panicular the young people..

Ve are told of hundreds, even thousands of new pro-
fessions that will be called for in sectors of rhe new
technology that are as yet unknown.

It is our duty, therefore, ro make available a more
modern instrument capable of tackling situations that
are known ro us but also other situations thar we do
not know and that will only come ro a head in these
years.

'!7'e must therefore mainrain our opposition ro rhe ser-
ies of requesm which would only have rhe effect of
reducing us to playing rhe game of the 14 or 15
pigeon-holes described by the Commission. \flhat we
are asking for insrcad is a cenain degree of selectiviry,
a treater degree of priority, an improvemenr in man-
agement by means of an approach centred on pro-
grammes and not on individual initiatives that have no
connection with each orher. The multiannual pro-
grammes include all activities ar [he regional level, and
the progress and results of the projects in question are
very carefully assessed. It is only to be expected, there-
fore, that there should be a political debare on rhe cri-
teria for allocating the Social Fund inasmuch as a pri-
vileged position is given to specific projects in favour
of cenain categories, such as, for example, immigrants
and women. It is not the caregories themselves that are
all-imponant for us, but rather the contenr of the pro-
Srammes.

'!7e are prepared to accepr some of the amendments
that have been tabled, bur we shall be obliged to reject
many others. If Mr Bachy's repon is nor so altered as
to lose its original characrer, we shall be very happy to
vote for it. At this srage we should like ro express our
appreciation of the repon.

Mr Ducarme (L). - (FR) Mr President, I should like
to make a number of points. Firsr, I srress rhe impon-
ance of being extremely selective in respect of Social
Fund aid. Public authorities have gone badly asrray by
spreading aid too thinly. This poinr, I think, is
emphasized in paragraph 3 of the morion for a resolu-
tion. It need hardly be said rhat I fully endorse ir.
There is one point thar the document does nor deal
with: rhe need to rake special action in connection
with vocational training. In rhis respecr, it is imponant
to consider not only wage-earners but also rhe self-
employed, who are also entirled [o proper training.

Second, and I rhink thar this has a direct bearing on
paragraphs 6 and 10 of the motion for a resolurion: we
must give very special attenrion ro trans-frontier
undenakings, which are experiencing difficuldes thar
cannot be ignored. Take, for example, what is now
happening in the region of Momignies in Belgium,

which is having difficulties with industrial reconver-
sion. Of the 600 workers rhere, 300 are French and
300 Belgian. 'Sfe have to take action nor only to create
new jobs but to build on what we already have. I hope
that within the framework of concened acion by rhe
Social Fund, the European Regional Development
Fund and other Communiry instrumenm, the Social
Fund will take innovatory initiatives such that we may
preserve what the Fund has already made possible at
European level instead of satisfying ourselves with the
kind of action we have already seen in the coal and
iron-and-steel industries, where Europe and the Social
Fund intervene when rhings have already broken
down.

Let us consolidate whar we have. This is essenrial, it
seems to me, if we are to provide sufficienr jobs. In
this connection, I can assure you rhar the Liberal and
Democratic Group will accord rhe action taken by the
Community, and in particular the Commission, all the
support needed if Europe is to be presenr in rhe
regions - essentially in rhe rrans-fronrier regions -to safeguard employment.

Mr Fitzgerald (RDE). - Mr Presidenr, at rhe ourset I
too wanr ro compliment Mr Bachy and rhank him. I
am not saying I agree with all the contenrs of the
repon and he would be surprised, I am sure, if I did
not have some reservarions. The European Social
Fund is the mosr imponant instrument that the Com-
munity has at its disposal to deal with the lengthening
dole queues of Europe, and nowhere are they larger
than in my own counrry, Ireland.

There is no disputing the fact that the resources of the
European Social Fund are a practical expression of
genuine solidarity between the Member States. This is
panicularly so in the case of Ireland, and we appre-
ciate greatly rhe suppon which we have received
today. The previous Commissioner for Social Affairs
clearly stated rhat without rhe resources of the Social
Fund many rraining projects in Ireland would not have
been possible. The European Social Fund plays a vital
r6le in Ireland's enrire training programme, particu-
larly as it relates ro young people. I, for one, do not
accept thar in our case the Social Fund is nor balanced
and is not meeting Community priorities.

I regret that the Bachy report does not clearly srate its
posirion regarding those priority areas. In order that
there be no doubr as to which areas I mean, I am
referring to Greece, rhe French Overseas Depan-
ments, Ireland, the Mezzogiorno and Northern Ire-
land. I have left out Greenland as it is no longer part
of the Communiry; but I would also ask the Commis-
sion what are rhe implications for the Member Stares
of a redisribution of Social Fund resources previously
going to that terrirory. The Bachy repon favours grea-
ter selectivity and concentration of resources in areas
undergoing conversion and restructuring.
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\7hile this is of importance to those Member States
whose traditional industries have been badly hit by the
recession, it fails rc uke into account the situation in
Ireland. Is the rapponeur proposing that the level of
aid currently being provided for Ireland, which with
17.60/o has the highest unemployment rate of the
Community while the Community averaBe is 11.3010,

should be reduced in favour of other countries where
national resources are infinircly greater and more cap-
able of dealing with the crisis? I put the same question
ro the Commission.

In addition, I want to draw attention to the raPpor-
teur's explanatory statement, where he talks about the
breakdown of the fund aid available between the var-
ious Member Sntes not being very equinble. Bearing
in mind the seriousness of the unemployment situation
and the abiliry of Member States to deal with their
economic problems, where do both he and the Com-
mission see Ireland in this context?

I have tabled iwo amendments based on the need for
clarification as to where the priority regions and coun-
tries to which I have referred stand in relation to the
new guidelines. This is too serious a question not to be

answered. I seek assurances that the Social Fund will
continue to concentrate appropriations in these areas.

To do otherwise as far as Ireland is concerned is in
effect to renegotiate the terms of entry into the EEC.
To do otherwise is to contradict what the rapporteur
says in the conclusion to his report that the Social

Fund should give effect to a genuine sense of solidarity
between the Member States.

Mr McMahon (S). - I congratulate the rapporteur
on an excellent report. He has gone through all the
various states; he has identified some of the main
problems. I think the crucial one for those who come
from the Unircd Kingdom is that referred to in para-
graph 9 of the motion about additionality. Vhat hap-
pens in my country is that each time a local authority
comes along with a good scheme we find that Mar-
garet Thatcher and George Younger cut back their
rates support grant and reduce any incentive which
they have to engage in any scheme and to make use of
the Social Fund. I hope the new Commission will look
into this and that Commissioner Sutherland will have a

word with his Bridsh colleague, Lord Cockfield, so

that something can be done about it.

This afternoon we spent a great deal of time voting on
agriculture. But tonight, in a very thinly attended
House, we are debating something which concerns the
whole seed corn of the Community - that is, our
young people. Investment in our young people, invest-
ment in our youth through the Social Fund, can only
be to the advantage of the people of Europe. The tra-
gedy is that the Social Fund is really the jam on the
EEC cake and it is getting thinner and thinner all the

time: when enlargement takes place, then it will get
even thinner and it will become more difficult for the

Commissioner and his colleagues to spread it out
among the Member Sates.

There are some other points in Mr Bachy's report
which I must comment on. In International Youth
Year we are trying to encourage a sense of panicipa-
tion among young people, and yet many of the
schemes which are organized in the United Kingdom
for one, organized by the Manpower Services Com-
mission, are pretty hopeless schemes or not very good
schemes. Only this week I had representations from
youngsters in my constituency who are being refused
permission ro join a trade union in the rype of scheme

they were having. I hope it will be hammered home in
Member States that'panicipation means the right m
indulge in trade-union activity by our young people

and the right to organize. I also hope that the quality
of the schemes will be looked at. Many of the
schemes, again run by the MSC in the United King-
dom, are not very good schemes. The Commissioner's
own counry, Ireland has some very good proposals,
some very good links with funher education. In fact I
believe they utilize some of their funds in his country
to encourage youngsters to stay on at school and to
undergo vocational training there. Mr Bachy in his

repon draws attention to this problem.

Another group I should like to see - as would the
local authorities with whom I have had discussions -
maintain a high priority in benefiting from this scheme

are the handicapped. At the moment a small Percen-
uge of the Fund goes to handicapped groups, and

local authorities like Srathclyde, which I represent,
are keen to see this continue.

I would finish by congrarulating again the rapponeur.
He has done a very good piece of work. I handed it rc
the boffins in the Strathclyde region, which is the
second largest local authority in Europe, .and they
were very satisfied with it; they could only suggest one

little amendmenr, which is the one I have tabled myself

- Amendment No 58 - which I believe the rappor-
teur is going to accept, and that is that integrated
operations should be pan of the scheme. I feel this is
the way forward with the Regional Fund, with the

Social Fund. Then we shall be able to spend European
money profitably.

Mr McCartin (PPE). - Mr President, the growth of
the Social Fund is one of the more acceptable develop-
ments in the Community in recent years, whereas agri-
culture generarcs a lot of argument and the regional
policy has disappointed the hopes and expectations of
a lot of people in the disadvantaged areas.

The Social Fund, concentrated as it is on the poorer
regions and on the most vulnerable social sectors, has

done much to present the European public with the
human and concerned face of the EEC. The difficulty
abour allocaring a sum of z billion units of account
over all Europe and doing it in an effective and equita-
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ble way is the main purpose of the exercise on which
we are engaged. On each occasion that this subjecr
comes up, Parliamenr rcnds ro voice concern for every
identifiable group rhat can be described as weak or
disadvantaged. It is just not possible, with the amounr
of funds at our disposal, to make an impacr on rhe
problems of all the socially disadvantaged groups. In
addidon to this, the more we rry to make a political
testure in favour of every good idea, the less impact
we have and the harder it will be ro segregare the good
from the bad applications. The wider we spread our
effons, the more administration becomes difficult and
expensive.

The citizens of Europe, if asked today to identify rhe
problem of rhis decade, will answer without hesiration
that it is unemploymenr, and, above all, the average
citizen of this Communiry will identify unemployment
among the young as the grearest rhreat to our society
that exists at the presenr dme. I want, therefore, ro
recommend that his imponant insrument be used for
a solution rc this problem, rhar we be especially careful
to ensure that programmes and proposals to which we
apply this Fund are designed to provide young people
with skills that are appropriate to the requirements of
our time and that a higher percenrage of the resources
be applied to the new technologies. In order ro ensure
that in the future our effons produce the maximum
effect, I do believe that a more serious effon must be
made to evaluate rhe results of our spending.

There are just two general reservarions that I have.
One is that the share which toes ro the richer indus-
trial areas, the areas which are not the high priority
areas, does not seem rc be fairly distributed. The other
is that we have not had an adequare evaluation of the
effecriveness of rhe funds to dare. I suspect that while
obvious benefits have resulted, quite a lot of the
money has been expended on training that will not
equip the recipients to make a better long-term contri-
bution to the crearion of economic development and
employment opportunities.

Regarding the geographical distribution of the Fund, I
know that there has been criticism of the share which
has gone to the higher priority regions - the maxi-
mum prioriry regions. Now, sometimes it may appear
that there are grearer numbers of unemployed in parts
of the other regions of the Community as a result of
all the problems thar have been menrioned earlier.
However, rhere are many other factors to be taken
into account. There is a combinarion of high unem-
ployment and of low GDP, and because those areas
have been in rhe past mainly subsistence-level rural
economies, there is a complete absence of business
management skills and traditions and an absence of
basic industrial knowledge of every sorr. These areas
do not have the developed administrative srrucrures
and facilities for training the young unemployed.

I want to say briefly that in Ireland we ter considera-
ble benefit from rhis Fund. Its existence and irs effects

are not nearly so well advenised as are regional and
agricultural spending, for insrance. Ve see norices up
on various projects that rhis scheme is being contri-
burcd to by the European Regional Fund. The Social
Fund is largely spent without the knowledge some-
times even of the people who are acrually in receipr of
funds and who are gerint training. This is a problem
that I have been working on as a Member of Parlia-
ment, but I would ask the Commission ro ensure rhar
the national governmenrs live up to their responsibili-
ties in this respec[ and that rhe regions that benefir are
made aware of the fact that the money comes from
Europe.

Finally, I want to thank Mr Bachy for his effons and
to say rhar the only problem about this repon is rhat it
tends to incorporate rhe views and good ideas of, in
fact, too many people in our committee.

Mr Sutherland, Member of the Commission. - Mr
President, I would like rc preface my remarks by say-
ing that I consider it ro be highly regrettable that on a
debate of imponance such as this, ar a very crucial
stage in the development of rhe guidelines, there
should be less rhan l0 MEPs present in this Chamber
to debarc this issue. Now, notwithstanding the lareness
of the hour, I think rhat is very regrettable. I think ir is
very regrerrable because - as has been pointed our
panicularly by Mr McMahon - rhis is an imponant
debate and, as far as the Commission is concerned, the
contriburion made by the Bachy repon is of signific-
ance and imponance and the views that have been
expressed are of imponance. I wanr ro make thar point
at the outser because I rhink ir is of some imponance
and I just hope that rhe Members of Parliament mke
the opporrunity at a larer stage, ar leasr, of reading the
commens that have been made during the course of
the oral presentation this evening.

The imponance of the debarc is that it has come just at
a time when the Commission is settling down as a
body to discuss the very issues involved. Simulta-
neously, its services have initiarcd the process of con-
suldng the Member Stares and the Committee of the
European Social Fund. As you are aq/are, I have
already been in conlact, in January and February, with
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employmenr, rhe
content and message of earlier drafts of the Bachy
repon have been a basis for reflection and discussion
within the services of the Commission, and indeed, I
myself have been involved in some discussion with the
committee. You will nor have failed rc note in the
Commission's work programme introduced by Presi-
dent Delors on Tuesday that the Commission'has the
intention of modifying rhe guidelines in a number of
respecrc which, in rhe main, I think, reflect the five
different considerations which are identified as being
cenral aspecm by Mr Bachy in his contribution thii
evening. More specifically, the Commission has indi-
cated that it will clarify and simplify the criteria for
intervendon, identify more rigorously rhe applications
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for priority financing, esmblish a closer correspond-

ence berween fund financing and Community objec-

rives, especially in relation to new technology, and

funher ion..nt."t. expenditure in regions of high

unemployment or of industrial or sectoral restructur-
ing. These broad objectives - I think you will agree

-- correspond very closely to the key recommenda-
tions which have been identified in the Bachy rePon.

The drawing up of the Social Fund guidelines is not an

exact science. \Thilst we will try to make it more exact,

one cannot bring about a situation where judgement is
no longer relevant and the whole assessment can be

carried out purely in a scientific way.

Before going into a more detailed discussion, we

should mke itock of some underlying realities which
have been pointed out in the course of this debare. The
number of unemployed in Europe now totals over

13 million. It has increased year after year for the past

l3 years. Overall economic growth in Europe in 1985

is projected at only 2.50/0, so there is no immediate

p.otp..t of a fall in unemployment. The resources of
ihe Social Fund amount to 2 000 million ECU. That
works out at about l50 ECU per unemployed person.

This, therefore, is a very scarce resource, and the man-

agemen[ of the Fund is something which requires great

delicary and is a matter of considerable- imponance.

Clearly, if the Fund is to be significant, if it is to have

an impact, its interventions will have to be carefully
selected and concentrarcd. The corollary of that is that
once one has greater selectivity and greater concentra-

tion, then the exisdng Parameters change, and they
change to the detriment of some existing projects and

".e.s. 
Th. Fund cannot be expected yeat after year to

take on additional burdens and responsibilities, how-

ever praisewonhy some of them may be, if the net

resulf is dispersal of its resources in insignificant
amounts and over a wide variery of activitiets. Ve
need to have a clear vision, therefore, of what the

Fund should do and what the Fund should not do. It
should be made clear that any decision not to allocate

priority to a panicular activity is not a negative value
judgement, rather it is the result of a painful selection

p.oiess, the assessment of what is absolurcly necessary.

Hard decisions will have to be taken, and the Com-
mission is entided to the suPPort of the Parliament in

implementing these decisions.

The essence of the matter is that if everyone has a

special case, then no one has a special case' I.think that

this it ..cognized quite clearly in the Bachy rePon.

The ambition therefore of this Commission is to rev-

erse the growth in unemployment. This is our priority,
and it ii the yardstick by which we must. judge our
actions.

Firstly, acdvities which are not directly aimed at an

employment outcome cannot be given priority against

thc background of scarce resources which I have des-

cribed.

Secondly, the Fund must not be used to finance

another Community surplus - that is, a surplus of
persons whose training is not matched to the necessi-

ties and opponunities of tomorrow.

The new guidelines should, in my opinion therefore,

reflect theie imperatives and require as a general rule

that operations include elements of training in the

skills associated with the new technologies. The reali-
zation of these elements - on the one hand a direct
link with employment, and on the other a direct link
with new rcchnology - would involve a substantial

qualitative upgrading of the operations of atractint
priority financing. This will be implemented taking
tarefui consideration of the capaciry of training sys-

tems in the Member States, and in the different
regions of Member States, to adjust to meet new stan-

dards.

The r6le of the Fund is not just to finance what is, nor
is it to finance just what should be, it is to finance

what could be. This is the spirit in which the Commis-

sion will approach the definition of the new guidelines.

I totally aitept the argumenr in your rePort that the

p..r.ni guidelines award priority to too great a vol-

Lme of applications. As a result, in 1984 the Commis-

sion could not fully finance even those operations
which are deemed rc be of priority. In fact, for exam-

ple, only 450/o oI the applications relating to adult

training were financed.

Clearly, as your repon sugBests, there is a need to

reduce the broad range of priorities which are con-

tained in the present guidelines. The new guidelines,

however, must be generated on a proper basis, not
simply with .n .yJ to cutting down the volume of
priority applications. The right question, therefore, is

what are the absolurcly necessary vocational-training
and job-creation activities in the present economic and

social situation which should be supponed as priorities
in the context of the development of Europe.

Your repon rightly points out that the present guide-

lines do not allow for an adequate geographical con-
centration of the Fund in the regions where the prob-
lems of unemployment, reconversion and restructuring
are most severe. In fact, some 640lo of the working
population belong to what have been designated as

priority regions by the present guidelines. The guide-

iin.r shorld aim, therefore, !o concentrate the Fund

intervention on a more limircd geographic area. To my

mind an area representing 50% or thereabouts of the

working population would be a reasonable target for
gradual achievement.

The Commission has, as you know, presented its pro-
posals for a statistical mechanism to establish the order
of regional priorities. This is under discussion by th.e

Courrcil and will be referred to the Parliament. Pend-

ing an outcome, the Commission will incorporate a

gi^r* degree of concenration in its guidelines. The
ioncentration will take account of unemployment
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rates - both youth and adult - gross domestic prod-
uct per capita, and areas of industrial and sectoral res-
tructuring. At present ir is not technically possible to
identify and take accounr. of the areas of long-term
unemploymenr on rhe basis of harmonized Com-
munity srarisrics, as asked for by Parliament and the
Council. The Community's Staristical Office has been
asked by me, however, to undenake the work neces-
sary, in conjuncrion with the narional statistical ser-
vices, to make such data available for use as soon as
possible.

Your repon points out thar the presenr guidelines do
nor take accounr of pockets of unemploymenr. As you
know, considerable difficulties - both statistical and
political - have been encountered with this question.
For my pan, I find it difficult ro justify the presenr
situation, where the Fund cannot inrervene to help
workers and companies which are facing dramatic and
large+cale restructuring problems but which happen
to be locared in non-priority regions.

I shall be inviting my colleagues in rhe Commission ro
consider to whar exten[ Social Fund aid can be prov-
ided in such situations. For example, prioriry could be
envisaged where it can be shown that resrructuring
due to technological or market change is of such i
scale that.it has made a substanrial impact on rhe local
employment market and where the public authorities
have introduced exceptional measures ro supporr
vocational training or job creation in the area con-
cerned. In rhis way it may be possible to reach such
urtent situations without compromising rhe overall
drive towards e greater degree of regional concentra-
tlon.

Before leaving the question of regional concentration,
perhaps I should draw your arrention rc the priority
given to operations forming pan of an integrated pro-
gramme involving assistance from two or more Com-
munity financial insrumenrs. I do so in connection
with a number of contributions which are focused on
this panicular point. This priority, which we shall pro-
pose to carry through in 1986-88, will take on an
added significance with the implemenration of the
Integrated Mediterranean Programmes - an essential
elemenr in the preparation for rhe enry inro the Com-
munity of Spain and Ponugal. I believe that there is a
stront case for focusing rhe Fund's prioriry inrerven-
tions on operarions of high quality.

By this I do not mean solely operariods linked rc new
technology or operations to produce a highly skilled
workforce. Europe needs such operarions of iourse if
it is to meet roday's competitive challenges and streng-
then its economic srrucrure. The crireriJof qualiry arid
of relevance apply also to other guidetines gea.ed
towards weaker groups on the labour market and rh.
less developed regions. For example, should pro-
grammes for the long-rcrm unemployed - a priority
labour-marker group - nor include elements of moti-
vation and general guidance and be of a minimum

length if they are ro be regarded as capable of bringing
about a successful employment outcome?

As regards the training of migrants - anorher priority
labour-marker group - the Commission, in imple-
menting its recent communication on Community
policy and migranrs, will seek ro ensure in the new
guidelines that priority funding is reserved for high-
quality, well-thought-out and substandal programmes
of vocational and language training designed to inrc-
grate migrants successfully into the host country or to
Prepare them for return.

I cannot anticipate in detail what the new guidelines
will be. My colleagues in the Commission will have a
first discussion on rhe subjecr, I believe, on 2 April.
Nor would I pretend to have absorbed totally or to
have answers to all the points made in roday's debate. I
have ried to indicate in broad terms during the course
of this debate, but I think in sufficiently specific rcrms
also, the approach rhat will be taken by rhe Commis-
sion in evaluating the new guidelines and in taking
into account the various matters which are referred to
in the Bachy repon and which are considered to be of
significance.

I have recognized and specifically recognize rhe valid-
iry of the various points which have been made. The
five points indicated by Mr Bachy as being at the
centre of rhe proposals conrained in the repon, plus
the additional marter which has been referred rc by a
number of speakers and indeed is also in rhe repon,
namely the question of control - also referred to by
Mr McCanin - are somerhing which I would briefly
comment on by saying there is,-of course, a degree of
monitoring at presenr. One of the real problems in
regard to monitoring the effectiveness of programmes
is rhe grear limitations on resources and the very grear
difficulties which rhe Commission has in organling
such a vast programme and at the same time monitor-
ing its application, panicularly mking into account the
very heavy responsibiliry that Member States them-
selves have to assume and are required to assume in
regard to the bona fide application of rhe monies
which are granted out of Community resources for
their use.

I should say thar some Member Stares have apparently
had more difficulties rhan orhers in their effo.r, to
adjust and develop their programmes in order to qual-
ify for priority financing. The annual share-out of rhe
Fund is clearly influenced by the guidelines, although
it is also derermined by rhe basic Council rules. I refir
to.those very briefly in connection with Mr Fitzger-
ald's commenrs, because, of course, the guidelineido
not refer to rhe super-priority regions or rhe definidon
of the 400/o and 60o/o areas. Thiy are nor the subject
matter of the Bachy report in consequence.

The annual share-out of the Fund therefore is clearly
influenced by the guidelines and will continue to be. i
shall be striving ro ensure thar the new guidelines,
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viewed as a whole, take account of the different situa-
tions and the different potendal of each Member State
so that each has an equal opportunity of benefiting
from the Fund's interventions. It is unacceptable that
the Fund, an instrument of Community solidarity,
should be the cause of unseemly wrangles over what
any national allocation might be, and a massive debate

on national percennges on an annual basis.

To the extent that the guidelines have contributed to
this situation, the Commission will do all it can to
ensure a better balance in the future. Failure to do so

might well imperil the overall operation of the Fund,
and this would serve no interest.

Turning now to the opinion of the Committee on
Vomen's Rights, I acknowledge the overriding con-
cern of the group that women should benefit in due
proponion from the Social Fund. Ve need first, how-
ever, as the opinion says, to esublish the statistical
facts as to how many women and how many men have
benefited from the Fund's operations. I need not
remind Members that all the guidelines of the Fund
are open on an equal footing to men and women and

that there is an additional guideline exclusive to
women for training and recruitment programmes in
occupations where they are under-represented. Thus
the guidelines con[ain, correctly so, an overall bias to
favour female panicipation.

If, after analysis, it emerges that women are under-
represented in Social Fund operations, the primary
responsibiliry for this clearly lies with the Member
States. It is a matter for discussion whether additional
projects, specifically geared to women, should be

encouraged by the guidelines.

I should say that I am not aware of the grounds for the

statement in the repon by Mrs Lemass that women are

not given equal opportunities in the operations of the
Fund as regards aid for the creation of cooperatives. I

can assure the committee that if there is a basis for the

allegations, I will follow up the matter and I am inter-
ested in learning further of it.

In conclusion, Members of Parliament, I hope that I
have given sufficient assurance this evening that as far
as I am concerned the new guidelines for the manage-
ment of the Social Fund will go a considerable way in
the direction of your proposals. Some of them, how-
ever legitimate, can only be dealt wirh outside the con-
text of the guidelines. I am thinking, for example, of
the proposal to publish an explanatory brochure -useful also for incoming Commissioners, I should say

- or your suPPort for pluriannual programmes, a pro-
posal which is difficult to implement within the frame-
work of the present financial situation.

I will reflect, as will the Commission services, on
today's discussion, repon on it to my colleagues and

consider how to translate it into the text of the new
guidelines.

Perhaps I could end by repeating my earlier somewhat
world-weary remark that the drafting of guidelines is

nor an exact science. \7e can try to make it more
exact, but ultimately there will always be a question of
judgement. That is why the guidelines are open to
revision on an annual basis. I hope that with your col-
laboration and suppon, this year's exercise will be a

high point in the practice of this somewhat inexact
science.

President. - The debarc is closed. The vote will be

taken at the next voting-time.

Could I thank the staff for carrying on past time to
enable us to finish the debate on the Bachy report.

(Tbe sitting closed at 0.05 a.m.)l

I For the next sitting\ agend4 see Minurcs.
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were present in this House and signed in as being in
attendance.

President. - \7e shall look inro rhe matrer and make
sure that the Minures are corrected.

Mr Howell (ED).- Madam President, I have asked
to speak under Rule 67 because, as you will know, at
3 p.m. yesterday a Member of this House caused con-
siderable disruption, as usual, ro rhe proceedings of
this House. During thar disruption cenain direct
attacks were made on myself of a narure which in a
personal sense I can mke perfecrly happily, but which
were factually wrong.

First, while those attacks were being made, I uras not
in the Chamber but was seeking to obtain medical
assistance from the hospial in Srrasbourg which had
promised cenain medical supplies to Ethiopia and Eri-
trea. As you know, I have just rerurned from Erhiopia
and Eritrea.

Secondly, the gentlemen concerned - his name is in
the Minures - accused me of drinking too much wine
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IN THE CHAIR: MRS PERY

Vice-President

(The sitting was opened at 9 a.m.)

l. Approoal of the Minutes

President. - The Minutes of yesterday's sitting have
been distributed. Are rhere any commenr?

Mr Tomlinson (S). - Madam Presidenr, in view of
the closeness of many of the votes in the agricultural
debate yesterday, I am disturbed rhar names appear in
the recorded vote of people who cast their vote in a

roll-call vote whose names do nor appear in rhe Min-
utes of Proceedings of yesterday as having signed in. I
hope that an investigation can take place ro make sure
that the names of people recorded as having vorcd in
the roll-call vote yesterday were all Members who
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at the Irish reception. I must put the record straight
and tell this House that I was not at the Irish recep-
tion. I was dining with the Swiss ambassador who is
seeking to obtain information from the Red Cross,
again specifically orientated to the problems of Ethio-
pia and Eritrea in which I have a strong interest.

Madam President, may I, through you, ask the gentle-
men concerned that, instead of sniping from the side-
lines, he does as we in the British Conservative Group
are doing, and that is getting our heads right into
some of the worlds biggest problems such as famine,
etc. in Africa. It does him and his pany no good what-
soever, and I think brings this House into total disre-

Pute.

Mrs Boot (PPE). - (NL) Madam President, I should
just like to say that what Mr Howell says is true. On
'l7ednesday evening, he and I had dinner in town with
the Swiss Ambassador, and so we did not spend the
evening at the Irish reception.

Mr Huckfield (S).- Madam President, in England

- 2pd, I presume, in other countries - if one reads
the Bible and has a look at the Gospel according to St
Luke, chapter 15, verse 7, one will find:

Joy shall be in heaven over one sinner that repen-
teth, more than over ninety and nine just persons
which need no repentance.

Madam President, I offer no repentance this morning.
'!flhat actually happened in the Chamber yesrcrday
afternoon is that the gentleman who has just spoken
came over to these benches - and I have witnesses -and physically threatened me. It is because of that that
I will not withdraw the phrase 'agricultural oaf'.

(Protesu)

I think, frankly, that the mctics of the gentleman
opposite mean that my description of him as an 'agri-
cultural oaf is very accurate indeed.

(Laughter)

The only thing I will withdraw is the venue of his
imbibing: if I got that wrong, then I will correct it, I
have a letter here that testifies to the fact that he was
imbibing with the Swiss ambassador. As for the other
phrase, I sdck to that and so will my comrades.

Mr Howell (ED). - Madam President, the entire
House has now heard a response from the lips of the

tentleman concerned. In view of the circumstances, I
strongly ask you that this whole matter be referred to
the Bureau. On past occasions when Mr Huckfield has

disrupted this House, the Bureau has decided that cer-
tain action should be mken to ask the gentleman to
withdraw. I would ask you to refer the entire matter,

which is now on record, to the Bureau so that action
can be taken.

Mr Maher (L). - Madam President, I suggest we get
on with the business. I hope that the Bureau will not
have ro deal with a matter of this kind. If it is any help,
I am willing ro act as a mediator between Mr Huck-
field and Mr Howell.

(Applause)

President. - Thank you very much, Mr Maher. You
are aYery wlse man.

Mr Prout (ED). - Madam President, I do not want
to refer rc the incident which has just taken place spe-
cifically, but it does raise a general problem which I
rhink ought to be referred to the Committee on the
Rules of Procedure and Petitions and not the Bureau,
and that is what constituses unparliamentary language.
In our own Parliament in the Unircd Kingdom we
have a rule that cenain words cannot be used in Par-
liament. This problem has not arisen yet in this Parlia-
ment, but I think now is the moment to refer that
question to the Committee on the Rules of Procedure,
because I am sure the problem will arise again. I hope
you will agree that it is a proper thing rc do.

President. - I think that everyone has been able to
have his say on this subject and I shall carry on with
the agenda.

( Parliament approaed the Minutes)t

2. Votes

Report (Doc, 2-1795) drawn up by Mr Tolman, on
bchalf of the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food, on the proposals from the Commission of the
European Co--unities to the Council (Doc.
2-1129/84 - COM(S4) 661 final) for a regulation
amending Regulation (EEC) No 1883/7t laying down
general rules for the financing of intcncntion by the
Europcan Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund,
Guarantee Section: adopted

I Documents receioed -report: see Minutes.

+

rs :t

Petitions - fuocedure aithott
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Report (Doc.2-1787/t4) drawn up by Mn 'Weber, on
behalf of the Committcc on the Environmcnt, Public
Health and Consumer Protection, on the proposal
from the Commission of the European Communities to
the Council (Doc.2-1361/84 - COM(84) 673 final)
on a supplement in respect of cadmium to Annex IV to
the Convention on thc protection of the Rhine against
chemical pollution and on a communication on the
reco--endation by the Interoational Qemmissiea fe1
the Protection of the Rhine against Pollution on the
monitoring of cadmium discharges: adopted

:t

Rcport (Doc. 2-1861/t4) drawn up by Mr Vettig, on
behalf of the Co--i11se on Budgetary Control, on the
administrative expenditure of the European Parliament
during the period I January to 31 December 1984
(financial year 19t4) : adopted

o**

Report (Doc. 2-17t4lt4) dravn up by Mr Bonaccini,
on behalf qf 1f,6 Qemmittee on Energy, Research and
Technology, on tf,e proposals from the Commission of
the European Communities (COM(84) 490 final) on
the application of the Communiqy's energy pricing
principles in the Member States

Motionfor a resolution

Paragrapb 20 - Amendments Nos 10 and 13

Afier the adoption of Amendment No 10

President. - The adoption of Amendment No 10

causes Amendment No l3 to fall.

Mr Falconer (S). - Mr Smith asked yesterday in the
House for a roll-call vote on his Amendment No 13.

Vhy are you not taking a roll-call vore on it and for
what reason have you deleted it from the agenda?

President. - In my opinion, the adoption of Amend-
ment No 10 causes Amendment No 13 to fall. That is

why I did not call for a split vote or a roll-call vote.

Mr Smith (S). - Madam President, I cannot under-
stand the logic of that argument. Amendment No 13

is, in my opinion, entirely different and it is deserving,
as requested, of a roll-call vote.

President. - Mr Smith, I am very sorry but I maintain
my point of view: the amendment falls.

Mrs Vichoff (S). - (NZ) Madam President, I am
very sorry, but I also do not agree with you. I consider
that the text of Amendment No 13 is an addition to
Amendment No l0 which has not been adopted, it is

nor rhe same thing and the one thing does not replace
the other.

President. - Mrs Viehoff, Amendment No 13, at least
in rhe French version, is not an addition but a replace-
ment. I cannot therefore go along with your argument.

Mr Huckfield (S). - Madam President, I have to
support my colleagues in that they made . . .

( Laugbter from the Bitish Conseruatioe Ue*bers 1

I am glad that the Conservative Parry considers that
depriving people of light, heat and very often life, is a
very humorous subject.

(lntemrption by the Britisb Consentatioe Members)

I hope that that will be recorded, Madam President.

Since my colleagues applied for a roll-call vorc with
the required number of signatures and since the roll-
call vote that they have demanded is entirely separarc
from the other amendments, I cannot see why you
cannot - because it doesn't take very much time at all

- permit a roll-call vote on Mr Smith's amendments.
It is an endrely separate matter.

President. - Ladies and gentlemen, I am now going
to stop this debate. I shall explain why for the last
time. The text as a whole has been replaced. Conse-
quently I cannot now call for various words of a text
which no longer exist to be replaced.

Explanations ofoote

Mr Stewart (S). - I am rather concerned to find that
you can put a price on energy policy and yet totally
ignore the social hardships crearcd by that policy. In
the United Kingdom alone 120 000 people are cut off
yearly from elecricity and gas.

In view of the hardship that it causes for single parenr
families and elderly people who die from hypothermia,
surely this House has a right to say to Member Srates
that we would recommend cenain actions and cenain
legislation. I disagree with the sraremenr made by the
Commissioner, Mr Clinton Davis, yesterday to the
effect that we had no power to do that. If this House
has no power, where does the power lie? Surely we
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can say, as far as Europeans are concerned, that Mem-
ber States should take notice of a recommendation
made here. Unfonunately, the House has decided dif-
ferently. I hope that, sometime, this House will take a

humanitarian decision because, today, Amendmenrs
Nos 13 and 16 should have been supponed by this
House.

Mrs Lizin (S). - (FR) As author of one of the
motions for resoludons included in the repon, I regret
that the final vote should not come down in favour of
a socially fairer distinction in the rates charged for
energy such as we had called for in the amendments
that have been rejected, even though this winter has

shown how imponant energy is as an element in the
budget of poor households. I shall therefore vote
against the repon.

Nevenheless, since Mr Sutherland is here, I should
like to draw his attention to paragraph 16 of this
report, which asks the Commission to keep a careful
check on the behaviour of the Durch gas monopoly.
This is not the first time: we did so in the report on
competition, and we want to repeat the call on the
occasion of this report. I would ask the Commissioner,
at the beginning of his term of office, to take special

action in this matter.

Mr Bonaccini (COM), rdPporter4r. - (lT) Madam
President, I wish to thank all my colleagues, whatever
position they have taken up in commitcee or in plenary

sitting, for the contribution they have made, which, in
my view, will promote a more thorough examination
of the matter.

Perhaps a closer look at certain paragraphs in the

resolution will make it clear that in fact we have estab-

lished a balance between the requirements of the mar-
ket and of competition on the one hand and the social
needs championed so effecdvely by some Members
here.

I think it has proved possible to make progress

towards a common energy poliry and improving the

conditions of competition in the supply of electric
power in our Community.

Mr Kuijpers (ARC), in a.titing. - (NL) I cannot
vote for the repon in its present form. Although it
contains valuable arBuments for abandoning the use of
oil in industry and the generadon of electricity and

establishing a really rational management. of energy,
the repon is one-sided in its choice of nuclear enerBy.

I have already on many occasions poinrcd out the dan-
gers of nuclear energy, and there is still no proof that
nuclear energy, when all the costs have been taken
into account, is cheaper.

I would have preferred a repon which gave renewable
sources of energy such as water, wind and the sun

their proper place. I would refer, too, to the Seligman
report, which discussed the possibilities of deriving
energy from biomass - one of various possibilities for
generating energy cleanly and also getting rid of grain
surpluses. Finally, in this age of the new poor, I should
have liked to see Brea[er emphasis placed on the res-

ponsibility of energy-distribudng undenakings and the
adoption of a guaranteed minimum in the way of heat-
ing and lighting.

Since these amendments have not been adopted, I can-
not vote for the repon.

( Parliament adopted the resolution)t

***-

Report (Doc.2-1783/t4) drawn up by Mr F. Pisoni, on
behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and

Food, on the proposals from the Commi55is11 1o jtr"
Council (Doc.2-1362/84 - COM (84) 6t2 final) for:

I. a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No
729/70 as regards the amount allotted to the Guidance
Section of the European Agricultural Guidance and

Guarantee Fund (EAGGF),

II. a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No
,55/77 on common measures to improve the condi-
tions under which agricultural and fishery products are

processed and marketed.

Explanation of oote

Mr Guermeur (RDE). - (FR) I am struck by the fact
that while we spent some hours yesterday voting.under
great tension on agricultural prices, last night we
showed almost complete indifference in the way we
handled these proposals for amending the regulations
concerning structures. This conrast cannot fail to
astonish inasmuch as the impbnance of strudures,
when compared with that of agricultural prices, is by
no means negligible for the future of the common
agricultural policy and also that of the common fisher-
ies policy.

I shall be voting in favour, but with two reservations.
First, the Guidance Section of the EAGGF is threa-
rcned by the compression of the Guarantee Section
and runs the risk of being made to serve as a kind of
decompression chamber in the sense that losses

incurred in the latter are compensated by encroach-
ments on the former - an extremely dangerous pro-

I The rapponeur was:

- IN FAVOUR OF AmendmentsNos7,8,17,19

- AGAINST Amendmenr Nos 1 to 6, 9 to 13, 16, 18,
21 to 24.
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cedure since ultimarely the Guidance Section might be
reduced to zero. There would then be no funds left for
promoting the modernization of srrucrures, whether in
agriculture or in fisheries. The Commission and the
Council should therefore, it seems [o me, bear rhis
need in mind and endow the Guidance Section with an
irreducible percentage of the toal funds available.

Secondly, I would ask the Commissioner to show a lit-
tle more flexibility and accept the idea of a special
fund for improving fishery srrucrures. This has been
called for by our sub-committee and would do a great
deal to clarify rhe situation.

Those are my reservations.

( Parliament adopted the resolution)t

ooo

Report (Doc.2-1775/ta) drawn up by Mr'Volff, on
behalf of the Committec on Economic and Monetary
Affairs aad Industrial Policy, on the proposal from thc
Commission to the Council (COM(sa) 309 final -Doc. 1-345/t4) for a regulation amending Regulation
(EEC) No 6t2/El conccrning the Community loan
mechanism designed to support thc balance of pay-
ments of Community Mcmbers States

Expknations ofoote

MrAlavanos (COM), inwiting.- (GR) \7ith refer-
ence to the Communiry loan mechanism ourlined in
the Volff report, which requires Council's unanimous
approval and the acceprance of economic terms by the
State receiving the loan, we musr make the following
comment's:

l. Vhile reference is made to equal conditions for
'repayment of capital and inreresr', i.e. to equal
treatmenr of States receiving loans, there is no
reference anywhere to uniformiry of the economic
terms that the receivers of loans will have ro
accept.

\(zhile rhe previous sysrem was in force the condi-
tion imposed was an increase in the price of fuels.
Now rhat it is proposed to dissociate the loans
from the price of oil, and when difficulties in the
balances sector are more general in nature, we are
led to impose conditions along the lines of the
International Monemry Fund.

2. Vhile the Commission refers to the need for
'immediate and effective' granring of loans, it pro-

vides no margin of adaptability either in the con-
ditions for the grant or in the concomitant econo-
mic terms.

As for the matter of differences in the condirions
for granting a loan, which will have to be embod-
ied in the Communiry's own resources (Economic
and Monetary Committee), we see that the Com-
munity assumes the role of an agent engaged in
brokerage.

Finally, we perceive an increasing tendenry for
the Community's own financing to be replaced by
loan capital for the implementation of Common
policy, a trend that seems to have become the
long-term aim. This is already happening to the
IMP's, whose initial financing is largely being
replaced by interesr subsidies on granted loans.

For these reasons the European Members of the
Greek Communist Pany will vote in favour of rhe
proposed resolution.

Mr Filinis (COM), in utiting. - (GR) Mr President,
we will vote in favour of the Volff repon because we
feel that the Community loan mechanism needs to be
activated even more, to the benefit of the Community
and its Members. On this occasion we would like to
stress three poinrs:

1. It is in the Community's interest to conrracr loans
on the inrernational market and granr rhem to its
Member States, because this leads to better condi-
tions for its Members.

2. The nature of the loan mechanism needs to be
broadened, and

3. The roml sum of loans ro a Member State should
amounr to the ffade balance deficit of that Srate
with its other parrners in the EEC.

( Parliament adopted the resolation )t

oo*

Repoft (Doc. 2-1778/t4) drawn up by Mr Van der
Lek, on bchalf of the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection, on thc pro-
posal from the Commission to the Council (COM (t3)
4t3 final - Doc. 2-641/S4l on a directive amcnding
Directive 78/1015/EEC on the approximation of the
laws of thc Member States relating to tle pcrmissible
sound lcvel and exhaust system of motor cycles.

Explanations ofoote

Mr Van dcr Lek (ARC), rdpporteilr. - (NL) I think
the matter speaks for itself. I will merely repeat what I

3.

4.

I The rapponeur was:

- IN FAVOUR OF AmendmentNo l.
I The rapponeur was:

- AGAINST AmendmenrNo l.
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had to say yesterday: protection against noise is

imponant for public health and for rest in both urban
and rural areas, but it is not the most important envi-
ronmental problem, for the others - air polludon and
the like - are irreversible. Consequently the resolu-
tion, which was unanimously adopted in committee,
expressly calls on the Commission to take steps to
ensure that exhaust emission levels for motor-cycle
engines should also be reduced and to submit a direc-
tive to this end. In this connection, I wish once more
ro contradict the suggesdon made by the Commission
in its explanatory memorandum that limiting noise
might conceivably prove irreconcilable with such
reduction in exhaust gases. Technically, that is non-
sense. I therefore hope the Council will pay due atten-
tion to this resolution unanimously proposed by the

entire Committee on the Environment, Consumer
Protection and Public Health of this Parliament.

Mr Filinis (COM), in witing. - (GR) Mr President,
in this Parliament I represent a country in which,
owing to rhe favourable climatic conditions, a very
large number of motorrycles and scooters are in circu-
lation. The problems created, especially during the last

decade, in connecdon with noise pollution of urban
districts have generated great discontent in public opi-
nion, which is now insistendy calling for measures to
be taken. Thus, we will vote in favour of this report,
aware that in doing so we are responding to rhe will of
the Greek people as a whole, who are impatient to see

the imposition of some restrictions and some sort of
order.

Our country, which does not manufacture motor-
cycles and scooters, could never on its own have the
influence to persuade manufacturers to show greater
respect for the acoustical environment of our cities.

Now, thanks to this Common action, appropriate
direcrives will be introduced to the benefit of coun-
tries like my own, which in the past have been quite
powerless against the manufacturers.

( Parliament adopted the resolution)l

o*o

Report (Doc.2-1777lt4) drawn up by Mr Schmid, on
behalf of the Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection, on the proposal
from the Commission to thc Council (Doc. 2'E03/84

- COM(E4) 513 final) for a directive relating to res-

trictions on the marketing and use of certain danger-
ous substances and preparations (Second PCB/PCT
Dircctive)

Afier the oote on all the amendments to tbe proposalfor a

directioe

Mr Schmid (Sl, rapporteur. - (DE) Madam Presi-
dent, before we begin the final vote: at yesterday's
night sitting the Commission stated that it is not pre-
pared to accept most of the amendments. I have dis-
covered that the officials who drew up the draft are

refusing rc budge because the Council has indicarcd
that it would accept it, whereas the Commissioner pol-
itically responsible does not know the denils. I there-
fore wish to exercise my right as rapponeur under
Rule 35(2) of the Rules of Procedure to request refer-
ral back to committee. In that way the sharp impact of
the vote will make it clear to the Commission that it
should change its position.

Mr Sutherland, Member of the Commission. - I think
Mr Clinton Davis made clear last night the Commis-
sion's position in regard to the amendments. I would
merely repeat that he is opposed to Amendments
Nos 1,5, 6,8,9, 10 and l1 rc the resolution. That is

the position taken by the Commission.

Mr Schmid (Sl, rapporteur. - (DE) Madam Presi-
dent, I request referral back to commirtee under
Rule 36(2) of the Rules of Procedure.

(Parliament approoed the request for rdenal)

***

IN THE CHAIR: MR GRIFFITHS

Vice-President

Report (Doc. 2-1776/S\ by Mr Bachy, on behalf of
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment' on
the guidelines for the management of the European
Social Fund for the years 1986 to 1988.

Motionfor a resolution

Afier tbe adoption ofparagraph 5

Mr Arndt (S). - (DE) lf you put an amendment to
the vote and no one votes for it there is no need to ask

those who are against it to show since it has already
been rejected.

President. - Mr Arndt, there may be some people

who would like to abstain. I have already had that
drawn to my attention this morning. I would not wish
to deprive those people of the opponunity to do so.

Mr Stauffenberg (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, we

all rrust your ability to conduct the vote fairly and I
I The rapponeurwas:

- IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos I to 8.
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think that everyone in the House would be happy, at
least in the interests of saving time, to dispense with
Mr Arndt's lessons.

Mr Arndt (S). - (DE) I have a question which is

directed to the President alone. Mr President, if I were
to say here and now that what Mr Stauffenberg has
just said is balderdash and that he is a stupid idiot,
would you call me to order?

(l^augbte)

President. - Mr Arndt, I think it would be best if you
spoke to Mr Snuffenberg personally, and dealt with
the matter outside the Chamber.

Mr Arndt (S). - (DE) Mr President, on the under-
standing that you would call me to order I do not put
this question seriously.

(Laaghter)

President. - Ve are carrying on with rhe vote, Mr
Arndr

Paragrapb 7 - Afier the oote on Amendment No 23

Mrs Squarcialupi (COM). - (17) Mr President,
seeing that there is only one Member from the
extreme right present, it might be appropriate to ask
him to withdraw all his amendments so that we do nor
have to go through this farce in which he is the only
one [o vote in favour of them.

President. - It is not normally the thing m do to ask a

Member to withdraw his amendments, but if he would
like to, of course, we would appreciate it. In the mean-
time, we move to Amendment No 14, by Mr Gawron-
ski, and I ask the rapponeur his opinion.

Mr Bachy (Sl, rapporteur. - (FR) I am against,
because the original text seems to me to be more com-
plete. There is also an error in that the guidelines for
the Fund cover a period of three years and not just rhe
year 1986. I ask that the amendment be rejected.

Mrvon derVring (S). - (DE) ltyou could now call
the European Right representative and let him say
what he wishes to say, and he then withdraws his
amendments, we would both be happy.

President. - Unfonunately, the Member of the Euro-
pean Right does not have his earphones on, so an
appeal would not be very helpful at this srage.

(Laugbter)

As you can see, there is no reaction, and I would pre-
fer to carry on with the vote. I move on now to
Amendment No 52, by Mr Vgenopoulos.

Mr von der Vring ((S). - (DE) That is not so, Mr
President. The gentleman standing over there is an
assistant, and he is always relling his Member what to
say.

(Applause)

Explanations ofoote

Mr Elliott (S). - I believe that it is very important
that we should have a repon of this nature, but I want
to draw attenrion to what I believe is a very serious
situation relating to the Social Fund application in the
UK.

First of all, it seems to be the policy of the British
Government to do just what the rappofteur says
should not be done in section 9 of the reporr. In other
words, the Brirish Government is using Social Fund
money from the Community largely to avoid having rc
spend money itself from its own resources on socially
desirable projects to improve employment prospecrs
and other imponant matters.

Beyond that, Mr President, I am concerned that it is

extremely difficult for the locaI authorities in the
United Kingdom at the presenr rime ro consider
matching. fund.ing for social projects. I have many
organizations in my own area and there are many
throughout Britain that are making bids for Social
Fund suppon and are finding it impossible ro ger
matching funding from rheir local aurhorities because
of the curbacks in local authority expenditure being
imposed by the central government in Britain. They
call this rate capping. '!flhat it really means is cutting
down on local services and denying the people in the
various areas of the country the serrrices rhey have a
right to expect.

Mr Cassidy (ED). - I had inrended to give my
explanation of vote in writing, bur Mr Elliott having
taken the opponunity ro make other poinrs, perhaps I
can as well.

I put down my four amendments to Mr Bachy's reporr
seeking to stress cenain points which, in my opinion,
he had not sufficiently stressed. I was suggesting grea-
ter selectivity and that the adminisrration of the Euro-
pean Social Fund be based on tighter criteria. Mr
Bachy's suggestion for a weighted reduction will be
relatively indiscriminate.

Secondly, it seemed m me that under the currenr
arrangements for rhe Social Fund, the handicapped are
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treated less advantageously than other disadvantaged
groups, and I am happy that my amendment, No 13,

has been adopted more or less. Thirdly, I was suggest-
ing in my Amendment No 45 that in order better to
match supply and demand for Social Fund resources,
positive selection criteria should be used, such as levels
of unemployment or gross domestic product.

Founhly, the rapporteur called for vocational training
to be closely linked with job creation in such a way
that technical innovation opens up new job opportuni-
ties. I urge that the Social Fund should avoid projects
which have an unduly high theoretical content.

Finally, we cannot. as Members of the European Par-
liamenr. . .

President. - Mr Cassidy, I am sorry, but your speak-
ing time is over.

Mr Huckfield (S). - I am, obviously, aware that
there are very s[rong feelings amongst some of the
Member States that the United Kingdom has had

more than irc fair share of the Social Fund. I am also

aware that the feelings that my colleague, Mr Elliott,
referred to, about the British Government using EEC
money for educational expenditure which it ought to
be funding itself, are fairly widespread. I want to
appeal to the Commissioner this morning - because

he does have a reputation for being his own man - to
disregard some of these what I would call peripheral
feelings, and not to let them cloud the main issue.

There is a great deal of pressure within the Social
Fund management committee and from the other
Member States to move the whole of the Social Fund
upmarket so that it then moves more and more out of
reach of the hardest-hit areas. I must say to him that
the more the Social Fund moves away from mise i
nioeau schemes, weight subsidy schemes, local
employment initiatives, the more areas and constituen-
cies like mine will be hardest hit. It is those schemes

rhat are most applicable in those areas, which are char-
acterized by something like 400/o or 500/o adult unem-
ployment and 9oo/o youth unemployment, apart from
which the kind of schemes I have just described are
very much in line with the Commission's own previous
thinking. So I want to ask the Commissioner to con-
centrate on rhe most important issue and not to move

the Social Fund upmarket out of reach of the hardest-
hit areas.

Mr Vgenopoulos (S). - (GR) My amendments were
intended to stress the inadequacy of the Social Fund's
resources, which results in accentuation and exacerba-

tion of the problems faced by the Community's less

well developed regions. I would also like to recom-
mend that the criteria to be applied should give prior-
ity to increasing the Social Fund's interventions on
behalf of less well developed and neglected areas of
the Community, and in panicular to the fight against

unemployment and underemployment *hich largeli
affect the disadvantaged agricultural areas of the
Community. Finally, special programmes should be

implemented for migrants repatriated to their country
of origin, where the country is a Member of the Com-
munity.

I am sorry to find that despite the rapponeur's positive
opinion my amendments were rejected, and even more
so because our colleagues of the New Democrary
voted against them. Nevertheless, we Greek Socialists
will vorc in favour of the repon.

Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti (PPE), in writing. -(1ir) President Delors has decided to assume direct
responsibility for the management of the European
Social Fund.

Members of this Parliament have come to realize that
the procedures for handing out money are of no use to
anyone because they have no precise object. Ve must
therefore have the courage to take another road, cut
our [he idea of using the money for welfare purposes

and devote the Social Fund to rhe Europe of the
future.

Ir is therefore essential to fix a few clear priorides.
One of these is increasing the opportunities for offer-
ing work to young unemployed people. This means,

specifically, offering a specialized training culminating
in a panicular post in an enterprise that has need of
qualified suff.

Priority should also be given to the processes of res-

tructuring and reconversion which are still outstanding
and which in cenain sectors will be dramatic. Profes-
sional training should enable many workers to change
their skills, abandoning those that no longer offer any

ProsPects.

There is another element of management which goes

against common sense: regions or zones on which
Community effon is to be concentrarcd will have to be

determined by means of a statistical formula in which
parameters simply cannot be applied because Member
Srates' data are many years out of date or are not
comparable.

The result of pinning our faith on a formula of this
kind is that in the end interventions by the Social Fund
are precluded in regions offering porcndal opportuni-
ties for employing young people on a considerable
scale and creating new jobs in innovative undenakings
that are expanding.

Lombardy, for example, will continue to be excluded
from the benefits of the Fund. As the Italian Minister,
Mr De Michelis, has poinrcd out, the problem is a ser-

ious one, given that obsolete data will continue to be

adhered to whereas interventions required of the Fund
have to be precise and indicate to the European auth-
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orities specifically which undenakings are in a posirion
to offer employment to young people or to consolidate
their performance panicularly where it is connected
with new technologies.

( Parliament adopted the resolution)1

Mr Patterson (ED). - Mr President, my point of
order is on the conduct of the lasr vote. The Group of
the European Right has wasted a prodigious amounr
of this House's time by putting down amendments
which not even the Member presenr vorcd for.

Mr President, you had it in your power to circumvenr
that procedure by voting on rhe original texr first. It
stands in the Rules that you can pur the original texr to
the vote first, if you want ro. Could we arrange in rhe
future, when a situation like this arises, when amend-
ments are put dou/n really for wrecking purposes with
nobody voting for them, that the Chair sysremarically
pum the original text first? Could I ask the Bureau ro
mke that up, please?

President. - I will cenainly get the Bureau ro look at
that. There is an allowance for it to be done excep-
tionally.

Mr Sherlock (ED). - Mr President, I would not like
to let this opportunity slip without asking you to con-
vey the congratulations of those fonunate few of us

who have remained in the House to occupanrs of the
Chair on the way they have all handled the extremely
lengthy, difficult and often con[entious voting proce-
dures. You have shown a mastery of the Rules and a
wit and wisdom which have helped us rhrough whar
has sometimes been a very tedious procedure.

(Applaase)

3. Accounts of the Commanitiesfor 1982

President. - The nexr irem is the second repon (Doc.
2-1793/84) by Mrs Boserup, on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Budgetary Conrrol, on rhe accounts of the
European Communities for the financial year 1982.

Mrs Boserup (COM), rdpporteur. - (DA) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen - ar least those of you
who may be interested. This is a technical marrer
which meanwhile has encounrered difficulties along
the way. As Parliament knows, a majority of the

1 The rapponeurwas:

- IN FAVOUR OF Amendmenm Nos 2 to 5, l3/rev.,
16, 45, 47 to 49, 52,54-58, 60, 61 ;

- AGAINST Amendmenm Nos l, 7, 10 to 12, 15, 17 to
44,46/rev.,62.

House refused to grant the Commission a discharge
for 1982. This was done for political reasons since we
wished to criticise severely the way the Community's
funds are managed: proper manatement and the
necessary control are lacking. This is what the major-
ity felt.

In the repon which I am now presenting we pointed
out that we are missing the figures. It is impossible to
close the accounts without figures on which we can
adopt a position, and in rhe Committee on Budgetary
Control we have had many discussions on this ques-
tion. This year as in previous years the Coun of Audi-
tors repon drew attendon to figures which may have
been misplaced and which it might be desirable ro cor-
rect. This year we had a problem with the 33 million
ECU for agriculture which was utilized, paid out and
accounted for in 1982. There is reason ro doubt that
this was correct, although it is absolurcly cenain thar
the money was in fact used. Since rhe accounts should
be a description, a photograph, of what took place, it
seems to me and to the majority of the members of the
Committee on Budgetary Control, wrong ro alter rhat
figure and to ask for ir to be rransferred, since jusr by
being in the accounts it reflects what actually took
place. This state of affairs is open ro serious criticism,
and we shall have great pleasure in returning to it,
since we have decided to draw up a reporr on rhe mat-
ter.

Mr Vetdg has rabled several amendmenrs ro my
repon which was adopted - on no fewer than two
occasions - by r majority in the Committee on Budg-
etary Control. I wish ro stare that I cannor accept
them, but if rhe House wishes I shall give my reasons
in greater detail when the individual amendments are
being discussed. I have only srudied the very imponant
Amendment No 3 which seeks to change the figures.
This is unacceptable as it would diston the accounts in
such a way that they would no longer show what de

facto took place but simply what should have taken
place. !7e shall return to the marrer again but we can-
not ask for the accounts to be adjusted in such a way
that they no longer correspond to what actually took
place.

I therefore recommend adoption in its present form of
this shon repon which is neither interesting nor intel-
ligible to very many people, and any criticism of what
happened to 33 million ECU late in 1982 will cenainly
be taken up again; ir will not be forgotten. I have
nothing more ro add and I do not believe that we
should spend much time on this marrer. However, I
feel that it is very imponant that we adopt rhis docu-
ment since it is impossible to exercise any conrol over
accounts or any other accounting exercise without
having dealt srrictly with 1982 which is already some-
what overdue.

Mr De Clercq, Member of the Commission. -(NL) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, this debate
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on Mrs Boserup's report indeed constitutes, as she has

rightly observed, the last phase in the implementation
and control of the budget for the year 1982. - A last

but also an indispensable phase, for what is at issue is

the closure of accounts for the budgetary year con-
cerned.

The accounts for the budgetary year 1982 are, in fact,
connected with those for the preceding and following
years; it is therefore necessary that the decision to
refuse a discharge - a decision dictated, as rightly
pointed out by Mrs Boserup, by considerations of a

political nature - should be followed by the decision
to close the accounts. From the theoretical point of
view, Mrs Boserup's repon cenainly deserves the
attention it demands.

I express my thanks to Mrs Boserup and the entire
Committee on Budgetary Control for recommending
Parliament to close the accounts for 1982 as presented

by the Commission. The Commission naturally takes

note of the two reservations made within the frame-
work of this final procedure and will see to it that they
are dealt with by those responsible in the foomotes to
their accounts. The Commission wishes, however, to
state that ir considers unjustified, and therefore dis-
purcs, the second of these reservations, as contained in
the revised version of this report, where it is main-
tained that a sum of 33.8 million ECU from the
EAGGF (Guarantee Secdon) was paid in an irregular
manner. In the Commission's view, this Payment does

indeed relate to the month of December 1982 and is

completely covered by the appropriations available for
that year. Indeed, each of these points is confirmed by
the Commission's financial controller. In any case, the
Commission proposes to subject this payment to close

examination as part of the approval procedure for the
EAGGF accounr for the budgetary year 1982. A final
judgement can thus be reached when the moment
comes for deciding on the approval of rhese accounts.

The Commission fully supports the decision taken by
rhe Committee on Budgetary Control, on the initiative
of its chairman, Mr Aigner, and its rapponeur, Mrs
Boserup, not to maintain the honourable Mr Dank-
ert's amendment. Quite rightly, the overwhelming
majority in the Committee on Budgetary Control took
rhe view that accounts can indeed only reflect what
has actually been done during the year 1982. The pur-
pose of annual accounts and financial supervision is to
provide an objective record of how the budget has

been carried out. Moreover, the demonsuable reality
is quite different from what seems to have been under-
stood by the honourable Mr Danken. Consequently,
if the honourable Mr Danken's proposal, whatever
form it may take and whoever may table it, were
adopted, this might well give rise to undesirable conse-

quences.

After the long and rcchnically involved discussion on
Mr Danken's amendment in the Committee on Budg-
etary Control and after the clear expression of views

that rcok place on the subject in that committee, the
Commission has grounds for hoping that a repetition
of this discussion in plenary sitting can be avoided.
However that may be, I must point out that the hon-
ourable Mr Vetdg has aken over Mr Dankert's ideas

and embodied them in Amendments Nos 3, 4, 5 and

6. The Commission considers these amendments to be

unacceptable, for the same reasons as it brought for-
ward in the Commitrce on Budgetary Control, reasons

which, Mr President, I have just indicated in summary
form. As regards Amendments Nos I and 2, by Mr
Vettig, I can inform the House that the Commission
has no objections to their adoption.

Mr Dankert (S). - (NI) Mr President, I have lis-
tened to the Commissioner, and I am astonished and

filled with some suspicion to find him lavishing such
praise on a report presented by Parliament on the
workings of the Commission's financial policy. I make
this point specifically because a few months ago Par-
liament made a great Besture of refusing the Commis-
sion a discharge for the 1982 budget and now is wind-
ing up the discharge procedure by closing the accounts
and praising the Commission into the bargain. Intel-
lectually, this kind of situation is, I should have

thought, difficult to grasp, though politically it may be

conceivable.

The granting of a discharge and the decision to close

the accounts are matters that are indissolubly linked. If
they are kept separarc, then a decision to refuse the
Commission a discharge on the basis of a repon from
the Coun of Audircrs becomes a disguised political
motion of no confidence without, however, having the
quality of a political motion of no confidence - for
that we have other instruments available. Conse-
quently, if we want rc make proper use of the dis-
charge decision, then we must carefully consider how
we can funher elaborate the discharge instrument,
which at the moment is not clearly semled and is not
elaborated upon in the Community Treaties.

In November came the big explosion: Parliament
refused a discharge. Since then, we have heard nothing
more of the matter. It seems to me extremely impor-
tant that, now the discharge has been refused, we
should consider how we can use this instrument with
precision in order to ensure that the Commission
observes as faithfully as possible the rules that have

been laid down on this subject in the Treary and the
financial regulation.

The amendments tabled by Mr Vettig and myself are
based on observance of the rules - a highly political
matter, since we are concerned here with Parliament's
supervision of the Commission. I would add that I find
the Commission's story rather curious in that it is now
so eager to take Parliament's point of view. If Parlia-
ment swallows this, rhen it will be depaning from the
recommendations of the Coun of Auditors, which
entirely shares the view of a minority in the Com-
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mittee on Budgetary Conrrol, and therefore thar of the
Vettig amendmenm, that the Commission has not
acted properly wirh regard rc the 33 million.

The Commission says, we accepr the Boserup repon
but at the. same rime we disagree with Mrs Boserup on
the point of the 33 million: what the Commirtee on
Budgetary Control calls irregular is for us regular. My
view is that if the Committee on Budgetary Control
finds, as it has done, that a sum has irregularly been
put in a cenain place in the budget, [hen a correction
has to be made. Mr De Clercq has just said that in the
Commission's view rhe accounrs reflec what has hap-
pened in fact. It is not the inrention of my amendments
or of those of Mr Vettig thar payments that rook
place in one panicular year should be siphoned off to
another year. The accounr must record payments as

taking place ar the moment when they did. The point
at issue is that the paymenr, is recorded on the wrong
line. The paymenr should nor have been placed under
agricultural guaranree expenditure - rhat was irregu-
lar; it should be put on a line for expenditure that is
still to be regularized in the year concerned. This rhe
Commission naturally objects ro, since this limits its
freedom of action with regard to agricultural adv-
ances. It is in Parliamenr's inrerests to limit this free-
dom in order to ensure rhar what it, the Parliamenr,
has always advocared should be observed - rhat is,
the annual nature of the budget through rhe annual
nature of expendirure.

To make the discharge a pracrical insrrumenr and to
preserve unbroken the link between the granting of a

discharge and the approval of the accounrs - rhar, Mr
President, is the purpose of these amendmenrs. Vith-
out these amendmenrs, the discharge instrumenr stays
like an atom bomb which we can drop or no[, as we
wish. The Commission naturally srands to gain from
the use of heavy weapons of this kind, for nuclear
weapons, as we all know, cannor be used in practice.

Mr Schtin (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I am againsr both the use and acquisition
of atom bombs. It is just rhat I believe, Mr Danken,
that it is one thing ro give or ro refuse a discharge. It is
a political marrer. Indeed, the Commissioner has even
accepted this. The Commission mus[ accepr ir since the
majority of rhe House has so decided. It is anorher
matrcr to examine annual statements of accounts or to
carry out an audit. For this reason I reject the compar-
ison with an arom bomb. It is a purely technical prob-
lem, a very difficulr and serious problem as I shall now
show.

Neither rhe Treaties nor rhe financial regulations srate
whether it is merely a right m check or a right to
establish figures or indeed ro enrer differenr amounr
from those prepared at rhe Commission. Our group
regards a budgetary accoun! as an account of actual
revenue and expendirure. In other words, it contains
all revenue or income which actually occurs whether

and this is the problem - it is in line with
Community law.

The purpose of drawing up an account of revenue and
expenditure is rc obtain a clear view of the balance for
the following year since this is rhe srart for the new
budgemry accoun6. But rhere is a funher difficulty.
My group is convinced thar rhe value of an assessmenr
is diminished by the fact that it always takes years
before an audit of the EAGGF guaranree accounr
between the Community and the Member States is
complete. Some way musr be found of improving it.

The audit for 1980-1982 is currently being carried out
and the changes it gives rise to could in cenain cir-
cumitances again upset the audit which we have
drawn up. That is why I ake very seriously rhe Court
of Auditors' criticism of this behaviour, namely that
negotiations on rhe closure of the agricultural
accoun[s so long after the evenr do not enable one to
see clearly whether the expenditure was justified but in
fact make it necessary to keep on cobbling rogerher
compromise packages.

Thus we as rhe discharge aurhoriry can only approve
figures and changes which result from a false applica-
don of the principle of annuality. !/hether or not rhis
in fact is the case is somerhing we shall have to check
in connection wirh Mr Vertig's amendmenr.

In our view the principle of annuality was nor violated
in connection wirh rhe question of the expenditure of
33.8 million ECU since new investigations have shown
that the amounr was actually spenr in 1982. \7e there-
fore have to reject Mr \Tettig's Amendment No 3
which would mean rhar expenditure was nor under-
taken in 1982. Since the money was actually paid out ir
would only be a violadon of the principle of annualiry
if it were attributed ro anorher budgetary year.

For my pan - and here, perhaps, Mr Danken, our
positions converge - ir is clearly unacceptable that
there has hitheno been no suitable procedure permit-
ting the regulation of transacrions which although
they were more effective nonetheless violared Com-
munity law.

Finally I should like on behalf of my group ro srare
that we accept the report of Mrs Boserup whom I
should also like to thank, on behalf of my group, for
her work and that we shall reject the amendments. In
any evenr I also welcome the fact rhat the Commirree
on Budgenry Control has commissioned one of its
members to look inro rhe possibiliry of developing a
new checking procedure.

Mr Price (ED).- Mr President, rhis repon in effecr
closes the discharge procedure relating to the 1982
financial year. Lasr November, by a majority, the
House refused rhe Commission a discharge. An inevit-
able and regrettable consequence of rhat is that for
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one year we are not able [o use the unique power that
this House has in respect of discharge, that of attach-
ing to the grant of discharge commenm which require
action by the institution to remedy weaknesses: It is

because the procedure of refusing discharge loses us

that power that my group were not among those who
supponed that decision last November.

However, that is water under the bridge, and it is now
our job ro look to the future. Looking at this repon,
one finds there is really only one main issue, and that
is whether we should alrcr the figures for the revenue
and expenditure account for 1982. This issue was
raised by the Coun of Auditors in their repon and has

been raised by them previously. Hitheno, the Parlia-
ment has not altered the figures, although in one year
it did add a note to them. So, in the case of 1982,
when we received the suggestion in the Coun of Audi-
tors' report that about 24 adjustments needed to be

made to the accounts for 1982, if the commiwee had
followed that recommendadon, it would have been
creating a new precedent. The committee has not done
that. Vhat it had first of all was a proposal from Mr
Danken that nine of. the 24 cases should be subject to
adjustment: a group of 8 similar cases and another
case relating to 33 million. During the discussions in
committee, 8 were abandoned and we are left with I
of the 24 adjustments suggested by the Coun of Audi-
rors, now before the House in the form of Amend-
ments Nos 3 to 6, by Mr Vettig.

That is a tomlly arbirary selection. Not a single
reason has been given why that particular case should
be subject to adjustment when the other 23 cases sug-
gesrcd by the Coun of Audirors are to be left alone. I
believe that that arbitrary choice reflects a failure to
think through adequately what is involved.

Let me make it clear that I and my group suppon the
idea that Parliament must look carefully at the
accounts for any year, that it cannot simply accept the
figures put forward by the Commission, and that it is

now necessary for Parliament to address this issue

properly and to work out a procedure for future years.
However, these amendments do not offer that proce-
dure. If one looks at the amendments I am afraid one
finds that they actually fall into two categories which
go in opposite directions. If one looks at the main
amendments, Nos 3 to 6, they allege that the revenue
and expenditure account is wrong and should be cor-
rected; but if we look at Amendment No 1, it alleges
that the accounts have been drawn up in accordance
with the financial regulation. In other words, Amend-
ment No I alleges the accounts are right, Amendments
Nos 3 to 5 allege they are wront.

In Amendment No 2, it is suggested that the House
should now not just note the accounts prepared by the
Commission, but adopt them. Bearing in mind that
only one of the 24 corrections supported by the Coun
of Auditors is now being made, it does seem to me to
be an extraordinary pursuit of the line that corrections

should be made, to make only one of them and then to
go so far as not just noting, but actually firmly adopt-
ing those accounts. I think that that goes in exactly the
opposite direcdon to the other amendments. Amend-
ment No 3 corrects the figures. Amendment No 4
would have the effect of taking out the one effective
way of dealing with the issue raised of rhe 33 million,
which is to deal with it by investigation on clearance,
and Amendments Nos 5 and 5 substitute, for that cer-
tain way, a toally uncenain method of putting the
money in limbo, of taking it out of the 1982 accounts,
of not putting it anywhere in panicular from there on,
and of calling for later action to regularize.

Mr President, I cannot support any of these amend-
ments, because, unfortunately, the procedure has not
yet been worked out. It needs to be worked out
urgenrly, and the committee have decided to do that,
but we cannot act prematurely today along the lines
suggested by the \Tettig amendments.

Mr Aigner (PPE), Cbairman of the Committee on
Budgetary Control. - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the Committee on Budgemry Control has

spent many hours over a period of months dealing
with this matter. In the end, 15 voted in favour, none
against and shere were only 5 abstentions. This is a
clear indication of the overall climate of the delibera-
tions as well as their outcome.

I should like to warmly thank Mr Danken because his
critical stance induced us to examine many aspects in
grearcr denil. Consequently, at the last meeting, Mr
Dankert said that we should draw up a report together
on the matter.

There is one thing however which cannot be done. Ve
cannot when closing these accounts draw up rules
which will have to be revoked in two or three years
when we come to the final auditing of the accounts.
That would be a very strange procedure! Conse-
quendy what we must do is - hopefully - and in
cooperation with the commitree find a new procedure .

Mr Danken, it is not rue what you said, namely that
we did nor take account of the Coun of Auditors'
view. Look at paragraph 2b. \fle say there rhat we shall
investigare what the Coun of Auditors queried when
the accounts are cleared. The Commission today takes
a different view. This, of course, is something which
we shall have to classify and we have expressly
reserved the right to do so in paragraph 2(b). That also
applies ro what Mr Price said. On the whole this pack-
age of amendments is not sufficiently well-balanced to
produce a new system. I would ask you, therefore, to
accept the repon as presented by the rapponeur.

(Applause from tbe centre)
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President. - The debate is closed.

( Parliament adopted the resolution)l

4. Products deioingfrom seak

Prcsident. - The nexr irem is rhe repon (Doc.
2-1785/84) by Mr Muntingh on behalf of the Com-
mittee on the Environment, Public Healrh and Con-
sumer Protection on Community trade in seal prod-
ucts and in particular products deriving from the
white-coat pups of harp and hooded seals (Pagophilus
groenlandicus and Cystophora cristata)2

Mr Muntingh lSl, rapporteur. - (NL) Mr President,
definitely all is not well with our world. In the devel-
oping countries, rain forests are being felled and giv-
ing way to desens. Our seas are being fished empty;
oceans and rivers are being polluted. The air we
breathe is bad for our health. Everything is in a mess.

And the citizens, our electorate, will nor take it any
longer. They are afraid, whether it be the cirizens of
India who, through the Chipko movemenr, arrempr
with their own bodies to save the last few trees from
the axe, a troup of priesm in Brazil who put up oppos-
ition to the shameful Carejas projecc, the African
Vildlife Society that ries to prorcct what remains of
Africa's wild animals, Greenpeace fighting for the sur-
vival of the last whales, or the Inre.rnational Fund for
Animal '!7elfare, which is attempdng to rescue rhe last
of the seals. The citizens will not stand this any longer.
They demand of us another approach to rhe protec-
tion of nature, for when plants and animals die out it is

for good, for ever, and this is only too well under-
srood.

The electorate will have nothing more ro do with the
exploiter's way of thinking, which is rhat you can take
anything and everything until nothing more is lefr, and
which is characterized by a certain approach, a cenain
way of treating plants and animals, whether it be har-
pooning whales, dynamiting fish, rapping, catching or
poisoning wild animals or clubbing down young seals.
The citizen wants us rc introduce a new ethic, ro
revive Alben Schweitzer's credo, Ebtfurcht aor dem
Lebe4 or reverence for life, and to rerurn ro a policy
of 'managing' nature in accordance with the rules laid
down by the Vorld Conservadon Strategy.

Today we are concerned with three animal species,
rwo of which are treated in a manner that will no lon-

1 The rapponeurwas:

- AGAINST Amendments Nos I to 6.2 The following oral questions rc the Commission were also
included in the debate

- by Mrs Maij-Vcggen and others (Doc. 2-1838/84)

- by Mrs Seibel-Emmerling and others (Doc. 2-1843/
84).

ger be tolerated by the public, while the third is on the
point of extinction.

The harp seal and the hooded seal are mammals whose
products we here in Europe are now reluctant to use
since in our view it is unethical to use products derived
from young seals for purely luxury purposes. And so
the public, encouraged by the International Fund for
Animal Velfare, has already decided that it wants
nothing more to do with it. This same public asked us
Parliamentarians rc legalize their attitude, and we did
so by imposing a ban on [he import of products from
young seals, a ban which is due rc lapse on 1 October.
The question now faces us whether we must maintain
rhis ban. I think we must, and the Committee on rhe
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protecrion'
thinks so too, for in fact nothing has changed since we
decided to impose the ban on impons. It is still true
that the use of such superfluous luxury products is
immoral. There is still no scrap of proof to suppon the
view that large seal herds - and rhat is what we are
talking about here - have to be 'managed'. That is
looked after by Nature. It is still rrue thar if we lift this
ban it will be followed by a period of uncertainty for
those who really have to suffer from it. I am thinking
here of the Eskimos living at subsistence level in
Greenland and also of the hunters in Canada who will
not know where they stand if we remporarily lift the
ban. Finally, Mr President, I believe that if we lifr the
ban there will again be tremendous public agitation,
bringing with it the threar of a serious dererioration in
relations between the European Community and Can-
ada.

The Canadian Government has informed us that a
Royal Commission has been ser up ro reporr on every-
thing to do with seals, and pressure has been brought
to bear on the European Communiry to persuade it to
wait until this report has been published before
extending our impon ban.

For all these reasons, the four rhat I have given you,
this is not a good thing. But on top of this, rhere is the
fact that this repon is to be published after the expiry
of our impon ban on I October. Moreover, we shall
need time to pay this repon the respecrc due to ir and
to study it. This means rhar if we lift the ban and then
later, perhaps, reintroduce it, there will be a period of,
say, six months' legal uncenainty: during that half-
year, impons will again be allowed and large quand-
ties can be stored up which are rhen peddled off slowly
at knock-down prices. And that is nor what we wanr.
Finally, Mr President, if circumstances change, the
Council can always, if necessary, reconsider the regu-
lation.

For all these reasons, Mr President, the Commirree on
the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Pro-
tection urges Parliamenl to continue the ban on
impons and not to renew it every year, since in that
case we should every year have the same debates, the
same worked-up feelings and the same suffering. Thus
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we want an indefinite ban on impons, not just for seals

up to 14 days old but also for those of less than one
year.

That, Mr President, is the first pan of my repon. The
second pan concerns the monk seal - actually a much
more serious matter than that of seals in Canada, of
which, ler ui be honest about it, there are still
hundreds of thousands, while here in Europe we now
have only a few dozen seals in the Baltic and the
Nonh Sea and a few hundred in the Mediterranean. I
must point out emphatically once more that it might
seem extremely curious in the eyes of the Canadians,
for example, if we here in Europe were to trouble our-
selves about their seals, which are so numerous, while
allowing our own to become extinct. If, therefore, we

worry ourselves about the seals in Canada, it is incum-
bent on us to take measures regarding rhe seals here in
Europe.

The Commission is not at fault here. At the request of
the European Parliame nt, the Commission has

launched an action programme for the pro[ection of
the European monk seal, and I wish to make a point of
paying tribute to the Commission and offering it my
thanks. The Commission has done an especially good
job, and it will therefore not be its fault if the monk
seal is rescued only by the skin of its teeth.

The situation is different, however, with the Council.
During the budgetary procedure, the Council recently
made. it impossible to continue protecting the monk
seal in future, and this occurred under pressure from
the Danish and German Governments. I want to say

here that I have deep, deep contempt for the attitude
of those who are only conscious of their immediate
environment and will not spend a moment's thought
on animals, animal species, elsewhere that are becom-
ing extinct. I find that a disgraceful spectacle.

Then, Mr President, it is the member countries them-
selves rhat must do something for the monk seal. Here
some progress is to be reponed. In Greece, the Com-
mission is attempting to do various things in conjunc-
tion with the Greek Government, and I must say that
it is extraordinarily difficulq progress is much too
slow. In Italy, absolutely nothing is being done. In
France, discussions are now in progress to do various
things for the monk seal, but here too progress is very
slow. !7hen one thinks that at the moment there are

still seals in Greece being shot down and their skins

marketed, one asks oneself, what are we doing? !fle
have a few of these seals left and we carry on shooting
them!

But, Mr President, we need not throw in the sponge,

.there is still hope. The Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
believes that the only way of saving these animals now
is rc esablish a number of breeding stations in the
Mediterranean area - one in Greece, one in France.

This is where we are active and where the Commission

is exerting iself : hence our proposal that the Commis-
sion, within the framework of the budgemry proce-
dure, should introduce a new line for the purpose of
doing something more for the protection of the monk
seal.

Mr President, we want something to be done for the

seals. Ve want to see a new mentality. If it does not
materialize for the monk seal, then things will look
bad for our natural surroundings, and that also means

bad for us human beings too.

(Applause)

Mrs Seibel-Emmerling (S). - (DE) Mr President, the
Socialist Group is grateful to Mr Muntingh for his

expert and carefully prepared repon which demon-
s[rates a passionate concern for preserving nature to
which all varieties of animals belong and which should
not be left out of consideration.

'I7e suppon all the rapporteur's demands which we
regard as urgent and imponant. This also applies to all
members of the EP Intergroup on Animal \Telfare of
which I am the chairman. Ve explicitly sressed the
Community's responsibility for the European monk
seal which the German and the Danish Governments
cannot duck. My oral question on the protection of
endangered species and the survival prospects for the
sea tunle whose nesting grounds are continually being
desroyed was also included in the debate on this
report. The outlook is very bleak. It is as gloomy as

rhe water in which they swim and as bleak as the cus-

tom of dissecting these animals live when they are

caught. In this way their numbers are being funher
and funher reduced.

The sea turtle has become very tare and urgently
needs protection. Therefore it is included in Annex I
of CITE. It might apper at first sight to many that the
answer is ranching; however, this would be a death
sentence for the species.

Trade in these animals which is now illegal would in
practice again become legal, by the back door' as it
were if ranching were approved as an official goal.
More animals would be placed on the market than
raised in these farms and no one would be able to dis-
tinguish between products originating from animals
living in the wild or those raised on farms.

Unfortunately, Rule a2$) of the Rules of Procedure
do not permit me rc add an amendment to the oral
question since it has only been taken as part of this
debate. I can only make a passionate plea to the Com-
mission for help, panicularly by putting pressure on
the governments of France and the United Kingdom
to prevent the approval of ranching for sea turtles at
the Buenos Aires negotiations at the end of April and

the transfer of tunles from Annex I to Annex II of
CITE. I believe that any action on the pan of Mem-
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bers would be very helpful and I thank them for it in
advance.

(Applause)

Mrs Peus (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the European People's Pany wholeheart-
edly suppons the rapponeur's demand for an exren-
sion after I October for an indefinite period of the ban
on the impon of the skins of harp and hooded seal
pups. This ban on impons has greatly reduced rhe
hundng of seals.

Ve also support the rapponeur's call for a ban on
impons for all seals less than one year old. Like rhe
rapponeur we welcome the fact that in recenr years
the Commission has adopted measures [o prorecr rhe
seriously endangered monk seal. Ve call on rhe Com-
mission to adopt every conceivable measure ro protecr
the monk seal from the risk of extinction.

I should, however, like to make three critical remarks.
First, all measures to protecr seals and animals in gen-
eral must be taken on the basis of scientific biological
data. Consequently, this House - and indeed every-
body - should examine with equal care the informa-
tion made available yesterday by a Norwegian repre-
sentative of the Council of Europe, rhar pro[ecrion
measures are unnecessary in Nonhern waters since it
is 'overpopulated with seals' and thar Norway rotally
abandoned the hundng of baby seals two years ago as

well as the news which reached me yesterday from a

so far unidentified source to the effect rhat Canada has
decided to permit the slaughter of more than 100 000
seals in rhe coming season.

Secondly, my group attaches great imponance [o
cooperation with non-government organizations, in
this case privarc animal protection organizations. This
is simply as it should be and that is why we welcome ir
when these organizarions inform the public, collect
signatures and talk with ministries. This roo is as it
should be. Spraying the skins of young seals with painr
does not appear ro us ro be panicularly useful since
the only effect it can have is to srir up public feeling,
which is only rarely accompanied by accurate under-
standing of the problem, and which, moreover, only
serves to make rhe fur unusable for the hunrer, with-
out protecring the seals.

Thirdly, animal protecrion is an imponant issue for
the EPP Group and one on which we always rake
offensive acrion. Cruel merhods of slaughter musr
clearly be prohibited and we musr vigorously resist
killing animals excepr where absolutely necessary ro
provide food for local populations. Ve feel that ir
would be disastrous if, as has happened repearedly in
the case of rhe rapponeur and panicularly of the
Committee, animal prorection were to be raised to the
level of an ethical and moral problem and in practice
given the same imponance as the protection of unborn

human life, since we know and hope that our more
thoughtful citizens would be repelled rather than
impelled ro support. our effons to protect, seals by this
kind of argumenr.

(Applausefrom the centre and right)

Mr Seligman (ED). - Mr President, as co-chairman
of the Parliamentary Intergroup on Animal '!flelfare,

of which you also are an oumtanding member, I
strongly support Mr Muntingh's motion for a resolu-
tion calling for an indefinite extension, beyond
1 October 1985, of the ban on impons into the EEC of
skins of all seals less than one year old. It also calls for
a new line in the budget enritled: 'Prorcction of
endangered animal species of Communiry inrerest',
which includes, of course, Mediterranean monk seals.
Now this is not an anti-Canadian measure. It is a

moral issue that mindless cruelty rc baby seals in front
of their mothers must cease. It is the method of killing
as much as the scale of killing which is unacceptable.

The ban of t October 1983 has proved outstandingly
effective. The number of harp seals caught has fallen
from 155 000 in 1982 ro only 20 000 in 1984. Ir is one
of the most imponant pieces of legislarion which acru-
ally originated in this Parliamenr and was forced
through the Council of Ministers by the moral power
of this Parliament. In saying this, I think all credit
must go to Mr Mundngh, Mrs Maij-Veggen - who
is not here, unfonunately - ro Snnley Johnson, ro
the Inrcrgroup for Animal Velfare, bur, above all, to
the thousands of ou[raged cirizens in our counrries
who demanded this ban and bombarded us with letters
and appeals. They must have the main credit for rhis
acuon.

Let us make the ban indefinite and ler us ser a perma-
nent seal on this marrer.

Mrs Thome-Paten6tre (RDE). - (FR) Mr President,
speaking for the European Democraric Alliance, I
wish to express our wholeheaned suppon for Mr
Muntingh's repon as regards rhe ban on impons into
the EEC of skins and other products derived from seal
pups. I want to see this ban prolonged indefinitely, as
Mr Seligman has also jusr stressed, for, as you know,
the Convenrion lapses on I October 1985.

This step would reduce the scale of what amounls ro a
veritable massacre - I am speaking of the hunting of
seal pups in Canada, this slaughter. Everyone remem-
bers the photos showing the bloody spectacle of seal
pups knocked down with bars of iron on the ice floes.
This practice is contrary to all rhe laws on animal pro-
tection and even to rhe principles of hunting, which
respecl young animals. It also goes against one of the
finest insdncts and the most powerful morive to be
found among mammals - the maternal instinct, since
she seal pups are battered to death before the eyes of
the mother.
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It behoves me, as honorary president of the French
Society for the Protection of Animals, to express espe-

cial praise of the provision in Mr Muntingh's repon
calling for an extension of the ban on imports of all
seal pups less than one year old. This has also been
stressed by my colleagues.

Moreover, to swirch to the economic aspect, Canada
is a big enough and rich enough country to find
another solution for the employment of an extremely
temporary labour force - for this question of employ-
ment is always the argument brought forward - since
this killing of seal pups goes on for no more than
l5 days a year. Under these circumstances, a solution
should be possible. Let me add, however, that the peo-
ple of Canada must not take our action as a gesture of
hostility, for it is concerned only with the suffering of
animals in all countries, including our own.

I think it will redound to the credit of this Parliament
if ir vorcs in favour of a repon testifying to our interest
in the protection of the environment - stressed by Mr
Muntingh - and the protection of animals and to our
readiness rc lend an ear to European public opinion,
which is assuredly scandalized by these procedures.

Our group will vote in favour of this report. Ve thank
Mr Muntingh and his colleagues in the Committee on
the Environment for the quality of their work.

(Applause)

Mrs Van Rooy (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, I con-
vey the apologies of Mrs Maij-\7eggen, who is com-
pelled for urgent reasons to be in the Netherlands. I
am replacing her now to bring forward once more the

most importan[ elements in her oral question.

The purpose of Mrs Maij-lTeggen's. qu-estion is to
concentrarc arrcnuon once more on the fact that the
two-year ban on imports runs out on 1 October, and
to ask rhe Commission whether it appreciates that the
procedure for extending the import ban must be

launched in good time. Ve also want to ask the Com-
mission whether it realizes that if the import ban is not
extended beyond I October, the hunting of these ani-
mals will spread again rapidly.

Ve also want, to ask the Commission whether it is

aware tha[ while the hunting of very young seal pups

has been reduced to a minimum thanks to the Euro-
pean ban on imports, there is a danger that the next
victims will be somewhat older seals. \7e have heard
that for these somewhat older seals, beaters are to
receive a quora of toe ooo animals. Can the Commis-
sion confirm this, and, if so, is it prepared not only to
prolong the existing ban on impons of very young
harp and hooded seals, but also to extend it to cover
somewhat older young animals?

Vhen, Mr President - and this for us is a very impor-
tant point - can the Parliament look forward to

seeing proposals for a prolongation of the impon ban,
and, above all, when will this item come up on the
agenda of she Council of Ministers so as to prevent
this impon ban from lapsing for any period of time?

Finally, Mr President, the seal hunt is due to resume
within a few weeks. Ve know that the vessels are

delaying their depanure and waiting for a signal from
the EEC. This goes to show once more how imponant
it is that a clear answer should b'e given without delay
by the Commission.

Mr Habsburg (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, I
should like to begin by supponing all the previous
speakers who congratularcd Mr Munringh on a bal-
anced and carefully prepared report. I should be happy
if we could have repons like his more often.

I should like in panicular to stress one point in Mr
Muntingh's report, namely the whole question of
monk seals and what this in fact means. It is tragic at a
time when so many animal species are becoming
extinct that we should all at once adopt restrictive
measures limiting the protection of animals in pani-
cular sectors. There are so many other sectors in
which the danger is just as great. I should like to thank
Mr Muntingh for insisting that the Commission
should concern itself with endangered species more
closely than it has done in the past. I should also like
to express rhe hope that there will soon be an end to
the pressure which, unfonunately, has come from
Germany since particularly in Germany we need better
protection for various endangered species. As Mr
Seligman correctly pointed out, the matter has a

strong moral component.

This situation has demonstrated Parliament's moral
strength, and I should therefore like to associate
myself with a remark made by Mrs Peus, whom I
thank for this suggestion. Of course we must make
every effon to protec endangered species, but we
should not forger that abonion is also wrong. A film
by Professor Natanson taken in the largest abonion
clinic in the United States has arrived in Europe. The
film is called The Silent Cry. It is soul-shattering since
it'shows what the foetus has to endure. Therefore
'Yes' to animal prorcction but also 'Yes' to protectint
human beings who are unable to defend themselves.

(Applaase from tbe centre andfrom the right)

Mr Prag (ED).- Mr President, without being in any
way against what Mr Muntingh has said on the ques-

don of monk seals - indeed, I suppon what he says

- I shall confine my remarks to the question of the
slaughrcr of harp and hooded seal pups.

The culling of baby seals is as bloody and cruel now as

it was when we debated this matter in 1982. They are
batrered ro death when a few days or weeks old in
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front of their mothers. If seals have to be culled, and
there is little evidence that harp and hooded seals need
to be culled, then the culling should nor be of baby
seals. It should be of full-grown fenile female seals
and done in the most humane possible way.

My second point is that if it was right to ban impons
of these products into the European Community for
rwo years, then surely it is righr to ban them perma-
nently. Humanity is not something which can be
allowed to fade away after two years.

Thirdly, Bridsh Members of this Parliamenr have a
very close relationship ro rheir constituencies. My con-
stituents in large numbers continue ro make it per-
fectly clear to me that they do nor wanl the slaughter
of baby seals to be resumed. Neither should we,
neither should the Commission and neither should the

Bovernmenr of the Member States. Ve in the Euro-
pean Community have the means ro srop it perma-
nently and we should use it. I hope the Commission
will make the necessary proposals.

Mr Pattcrson (ED).- I merely wish to put on record
that I shall be voting for the Muntingh repon with
enthusiasm. I am not a member of rhe Commitree on
the Environment, Public Healrh and Consumer Pro-
tection, but from the stan I have supported rhe repons
of that committee, panicularly the Maij-Veggen
repon which instituted the October 1983 ban.

I believe that that ban was one of the finest achieve-
ments of this Parliament since ir was elected, and I
cannot conceive of anybody now wanting ro vore
against the Muntingh' repon. It would 

-repudiate

everything we had done. Vhat is more, people in our
consrituencies and throughout the whole of Europe
and indeed throughour the world know that rhe Euro-
pean Parliament achieved that ban. Ve had to bully
governmenm, including my government and rhe Ger-
man Bovernment, and we succeeded. Therefore, I shall
look forward with interest to what the Commission
says about the pressure ir intends ro pur on Member
State governmenr ro renew this ban. I agree wirh
everything that has been said by Mr Prag, Mr Selig-
man and others about the cruelry of the slaughter of
baby seals. Quite clearly, the Munringh repon musr be
supported for these reasons.

It should also be supponed for constirutional reasons.
Democratic representarion of the people of Europe
succeeded when we passed that original ban, and we
cannot let down those people who voted for us now.

(Applause from the European Democratic benches)

Mr Cassidy (ED). - Mr President, I welcome the
fact that the European Parliament has taken the lead
in urging the Community to extend irs ban on the
impon into the EEC of products coming from young

harp and hooded seals, proposing to prolong ir inde-
finitely beyond rhe two-year ban originally proposed
in the EEC directive which came into force on I Octo-
ber 1983. Many people in the Euroconstituency of
Dorset East and Hampshire !?'est are angry with the
Canadians for continuing to use cruel methods of
seal-culling. My British Conservative colleagues who
have seen the seal-culling operation for themselves
have told me rhar the spectacle is disgusting and sto-
mach-turning. Apan from the Ethiopian famine, the
subject of seal-culling is the one about which I have
had more constituents' letters than any other. This
barbaric practice should be banned by the Canadian
Government.

(Applause)

Mr Sutherland, Member of the Commission. - Mr
President, I would like at the ourset to thank Mr
Muntingh for his excellenr reporr and the orher speak-
ers for their contributions to the debate. It was notable
that there was a total sense of unanimity in the views
that were put forward throughout this debate, and the
Commission is, of course, aware of the fact thar rhe
directive which has been referred to in the course of
the debate expires on I October of this year.

This Commission has nor yer adopted its position on
the issue. For one thing the scientific data which are
required to underpin the posirion of the Commission
with regard to rhe conservarion aspecff of the directive
have only recenrly become available and the assess-
ment of these dam has nor yet been completed. But the
matter will be submirred in good time to the Commis-
sion for a decision to be aken. Of course, the views
which have been expressed with such vigour and unan-
imity today are marrers which are and will be of consi-
derable imponance. Vhilst I am not in a position rc
prejudge the Commission's ultimare attitude in the
matter, I can say that Mr Muntingh's forceful and
cogent argument on rhe issue and rhe point of view
expressed by everybody else will of course be broughr
to the attendon of the Commission and considered.

On the second poinr raised in the resolution, I would
like m recall what my colleague, Mr Narjes, has stated
before Parliamen[ on several occasions. The list of
products covered by the directive forms an integral
pan of a carefully balanced measure and it covers rhe
products of those seal pups which were the essence of
the moral issue which has been advened to here roday.
As hardly any whitecoats or bluebacks were taken in
1983 and 1984 or indeed are expected to be taken rhis
year, I should add that the directive has been effective.
Under these circumsmnces, future measures might
therefore not need to be extended to funher products.

Two short remarks on quesrions raised. It can indeed
not be ruled out that in spite of the presenr poor mar-
ket conditions, a lift of the impon ban would acr as an
incenrive to rhe sealing industry. That aspect will be
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one, I am sure, which will be considered very seriouily
and taken into account in reaching a decision on the
matter. I cannot agree that an increasing number of
older sea pups were taken. Sealing statistics indicate
that the hunting level remained stable.

As far as the conservation of the monk seal is con-
cerned, the Commission has published the repon
Special tnedsilres for tbe consentation of monh seals in
tbe Earopean Commanity and is presently promoting
research and work, referred to by the rapporteur, as

well as a three-year action programme. The creation
of a new budget line will depend on the results there-
of. I should say that I am grateful for the compliments
which have been paid to the Commission in this regard
during the course of the debate.

On the questions raised with regard to sea tunles, I
should first of all confirm that the Commission is

aware of their endangered status as well as of reponed
cruelties linked rc their exploitation. However, in 1981

the panies to the Convention on International Trade
in Endangered Species of Vild Fauna and Flora
adopted a resolution on the ranching of endangered
species. A ranching operation must, of course, be pri-
marily beneficial to the conservation of the local popu-
lation of the species involved. In other words, it must
contribute to its increase in the wild and its products
must be adequarcly identified and documented to
ensure that they can be readily distinguished from
products of other populations. There must also be an

assurance that the operation is at all stages carried out
in a humane manner.

In my opinion, these provisions take adequate accoun!
of the conservation and animal welfare issues raised in
the questions of the honourable Members of Parlia-
ment. The Commission hopes that with the effective
idendfication of finished products without which a

ranching operation does not qualify for approval,
ranching has the advantage of diverting trade away
from illegal exploitation in the wild. It should be real-
ized that the conservation of habitats requires the sup-

pon of local populations and involves in many cases

financial commitment. Ranching is considered to be an
effective incentive to the maintenance of habitats. The
Commission has carefully examined the ranching pro-
posals submitted to the fifth meeting of the conference
of the panies to the S(ashington Convention. Scien-
tific and rcchnical data currently available with regard
to these proposals concerning the La R6union ranch
and the proposal from Surinam meet the criteria of the
resolution. Products of the Cayman turtle farm should
be admitted to trade in order rc enable it to continue
its unique capdve breeding operation which makes val-
uable contribution to scientific research on the biology
of sea tunles.

Vith regard to the poinr raised by Mrs van Rooy -105 000 beaters catch quota - that figure is an annual
quota used for the last couple of years. The actual
catch is much less. For 1985 Canada intended to set a

quota which is more in line with the number taken in
1983 and 1984, which is about 30 000.

In conclusion, I would like to thank the rappofteur
again and also those who contriburcd to the debate
and expressed with such cogency a view which is

plainly felt very deeply by Members of Parliament and
by the population of Europe as a whole.

(Applause)

President. - The debate is closed.

( Parliament adop t ed t h e res o lution )

5. Adjoumment of the session

President. - I declare adjourned the session of the
European Parliament.l

(Tbe siuing was closed at I I .5 5 a.m.) t

I lY'itten declarations entered in the Register (Rule a9) -Forutarding of renlations adopted during the part-session -Date of next sessions: see Minutes.
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